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Preface 

   
         

                 
      
           

        
           

             
       

   
      

        
              

          
I guess that most theological students get to study John's gospel at 

theological college; its vocabulary and syntax is on the easy side, making it a 
good introduction to Koine Greek. When I attended Moore Theological College 

                
                 

           
                

               
                

                
             

        
 There is something beautiful about John's gospel, something that constantly 
draws us back to ponder its contents. And when it comes to sharing the gospel 
with someone who is interested in Christianity, we will often give them a copy 
of John's gospel, as though it best sums up our faith.

 I attended the Church of England Sunday School for a month or two, but one 
morning I got bashed up, and so I refused to go back. That's when I attended 
the Killara Congregational church. My mother would go to church, sometimes, 
and I would go to Sunday School. It's strange, but even though I was only a 
little bloke, I still remember the minister quite well; he even visited from time to 
time. So, it was here, in this beautiful old church, that I first tasted the Good 
News about Jesus. Of course, this just reminds me how much I owe my mother 
and the good folk of the Killara Congregational Church. I guess I should 
update; with church union, the church is now a Uniting church.
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back in the 1970's they had progressed from Westcott to Barrett and so we were 
lucky enough to study the gospel from the perspective of the master. Although I 
must say, I would often get frustrated when Barrett would question the author's 
understanding of historical events, like arguing that the uJsswpoV, "branch, reed", 
would not be strong enough to carry a sponge filled with sour wine to Jesus' lips. 
My respect for Barrett, as for Brown, Schnackenburg, Carson, Beasley-Murray, 
Morris, Ridderbos, ......, has only ever increased as the years passed. The issue of 
authorship will always remain an enigma, but there is no doubt that the Johannine 
narrative reveals the mystery of God with us.  

 
It is my hope that these notes aid your task of knowing the mind of Christ. 
 
  

   
Bryan Findlayson, 2020.  

   
*  
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Notes 
   

Commentary Intention: This exegetical commentary aims to provide 
a foundation for expository preaching, assisting fellow pastors with rusty 
Greek to come to grips with the text. The Greek level is college years 2/3, 
with a focus on syntax to aid an understanding of the text - accents are only 
used where necessary. Highly technical issues are avoided, with the 
exposition primarily guided by the expressed views of respected published 
commentators. Where possible, the commentary is structured to conform 
with the readings of the Revised Common Lectionary.  

Format: RCL study units - synopsis, context, structure, interpretation, 
homiletical suggestion and exegesis: the Greek word or phrase; a limited 
parsing; the English text (NIV and/or NIV11); a literal English translation 
(TNGEI, Accordance, Louw & Nida); syntax where necessary; comment, 
often with a published translation.  

Copyright: No copyright provision covers this commentary, nor is 
citing expected. Where citing is required for academic purposes; 
Findlayson, The Gospel of John; A Commentary on the Greek Text, 2020.  

 
    

       
  

Inclusive language: Numerous older translations and paraphrases are 
used throughout the studies to enhance the meaning of the text. Latitude is 
given to sexist language, although alterations are sometimes made to the 
original text.  

Primary English Text Bible: The New International Version, NIV, 
1985, and / or NIV11, 2011, copyright by International Bible Societies and 
published by The Zondervan Corporation. All rights reserved worldwide. 
The full text is not provided under copyright requirements and it is 
recommended that a copy of the NIV be at hand for these notes.  

Author: Findlayson, Bryan. Anglican Diocese of Sydney, Australia. b 
1942. MTC. ThL 1970, MC Dip (Hons) 1971; P 1972 by Abp Syd; C 
Narrabeen 1971; C Cronulla 1972-1975; C Engadine. 1975-1978; CIC 
Helensburgh 1978-89; Sabbatical 1989-1990; R Cronulla 1990-1999; 
Retired.  

Dedication: To my children, Marelle, Paul and Justyne.  
Typos: Forgive me! I keep finding clangers.  

 Images: Public domain; notify otherwise for attribution or removal.
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Abbreviations: See Series Addendum.
Print: Format; A5. For mono laser "render colour black."  
Greek: Nestle-Aland / UBS 4 Greek New Testament.
Greek Glossary; See Series Addendum.





Commentaries on the gospel of John 
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Stibbe, Sheffield Readings, 1993. T 
Tasker, Tyndale, 1960. 2 
Thompson, NTL, 2015. 3 
Westcott, John Murray, 2 vol. Gk. edition, 1908. 5D  

   
Key: 

          
  

   
       

   
            

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
   

Level of complexity: 1, non-technical, to 5, requiring a knowledge of Greek.
Deceased: D. For publications no longer in print, search bookfinder.com 
Other identifiers: Recommended R; Greek Technical G; Theology T

 The above is a selection of some of the English Bible Commentaries 
available on the gospel of John
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Analysis 
   
Proposition  
  The light shines in the darkness and the darkness did not overcome it  

The Prologue, 1:1-18 
i] The Word was made flesh, 1:1-13/14 
ii] He who comes after me stands among you, 1:14-18  

   
Testimonies  

Witnesses to the Christ, 1:19-51 
i] John the Baptist and the Pharisees, 1:19-28 
ii] The Lamb of God, 1:29-34 
iii] We have found the Messiah, 1:35-42 
iv] Philip and Nathaniel, 1:43-51  

   
Argument Proper - Part I  

The light shines in the darkness  
The Ministry / Mission of Messiah, 2:1-12:50  

The good news of salvation through faith in Jesus Christ, Jn.3:16  
   

Jesus ministers from Cana to Cana  
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36  

He gives the Spirit without measure  
i] The wedding at Cana, 2:1-12  
ii] Jesus cleanses the temple, 2:13-25 
iii] Nicodemus and the new birth, 3:1-15 
iv] God's love in Christ, 3:16-21 
v] Jesus and John the Baptist, 3:22-36  

2. Jesus the source of life, 4:1-54  
Whoever drinks the water I give them will never thirst again  

i] Jesus and the woman at the well, 4:1-42 
    a) The water of life, 4:1-26 
    b) Reflections on mission, 4:27-42  
ii] Jesus heals a royal official's son at Cana, 4:43-54  

   
Jesus ministers from Jerusalem to Jerusalem  

3. Jesus the giver of life, 5:1-47  
The Son gives life to whom he is pleased to give it  

i] A Sabbath sign - a lame man healed, 5:1-18 
ii] The Divine son, 5:19-30 
iii] The evidence of Jesus' authority, 5:31-47  
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4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71  
I am the bread of life  

i] Jesus feeds the five thousand, 6:1-21 
ii] Bread from heaven, 6:22-33 
iii] The living bread, 6:34-51 
iv] The flesh and blood of the Son of Man, 6:52-59 
v] The words of eternal life, 6:60-71  

5. Jesus the water of life, 7:1-8:11  
             Whoever believes in me, a river of living water will flow from within them  

i] Back to Jerusalem, 7:1-13 
ii] Moses and Christ, 7:14-24 
iii] Jesus' messianic claims, 7:25-36 
iv] The life-giving Spirit, 7:37-52 
v] Neither do I condemn you, 8:1-11 

6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42  
I am the light of the world  

i] The authoritative testimony of Jesus, 8:12-20 
ii] Jesus' passion encapsulates his testimony, 8:21-30 
iii] The true seed of Abraham, 8:31-59 
iv] That God might be glorified - Jesus heals a man born blind, 9:1-41 
v] The Good Shepherd, 10:1-21 
    a) Jesus is the gate for the sheep, 10:1-10 
    b) Jesus is the good shepherd, 10:11-21 
vi] Who is Jesus? 10:22-42  

   
Jesus returns to Jerusalem  

7. Jesus the resurrection and the life, 11:1-12:36  
I am the resurrection and the life  

i] I am the resurrection and the life - Jesus raises Lazarus, 11:1-44 
ii] The plan to kill Jesus, 11:45-57 
iii] Mary anoints Jesus for his burial, 12:1-11 
iv] The triumphal entry, 12:12-19 
v] Unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground, 12:20-36 

Epilogue: 12:37-50 
An overview of Messiah's ministry  

A final call for faith, 12:37-50  
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Argument Proper - Part II  

The Glory of Messiah, 13:1-20:31  
The darkness did not overcome it  

The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-17:26  
Love is the fruit of faith and is empowered by the indwelling Spirit of Christ  

i] Perfect love -Jesus washes the disciples' feet, 13:1-17 
ii] One of you will betray me, 13:18-30 
iii] The new commandment, 13:31-38 
iv] The way, the truth and the life, 14:1-14 
v] The Spirit of truth, 14:15-21 
vi] The Holy Spirit will teach you everything, 14:22-31 
vii] The true vine, 15:1-8 
viii] The true vine explained, 15:9-17 
ix] The hatred of the world, 15:18-16:4 
x] The Spirit's judgment of the world, 16:5-15 
xi Perplexity and joy, 16:16-33 
xii] Witnesses to the resurrection, 17:1-11a 
xiii] One with the Father and the Son, 17:11b-19 
xiv] Jesus prays for all who will believe, 17:20-26  

   
The Passion Narrative, 18:1-20:31  

Faith rests on the faithfulness of Jesus  
1. The arrest, trial and crucifixion of Jesus, 18:1-19:42 

i] The arrest of Jesus, 18:1-11 
ii] The pretrial and Peter's denial, 18:12-27 
iii] Jesus before Pilate, 18:28-40 
iv] The humiliation of Jesus, 19:1-16a 
v] The crucifixion of Jesus, 19:16b-30 
vi] The burial of Jesus, 19:31-42 

2. The resurrection of Jesus, 20:1-31 
i] The empty tomb, 20:1-10 
ii] Jesus appears to Mary, 20:11-18 
iii] Jesus appears to his disciples, 20:19-31  

   
Conclusion  

The Appendix, 21:1-25 
i] The risen Christ beside lake Galilee,21:1-14 
ii] Feed my sheep, 21:15-25 
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Introduction 
   

The Fourth Gospel has attracted the interest of an overwhelming number of 
scholars, and this because of the range and intricacy of the problems which it 
presents. For most people, its attraction lies in what it is in itself - a strange but 
compelling picture of the irruption of Jesus Christ onto the stage of history to 
claim the allegiance of those created in the image of God, so, Barnabas Lindars.  
   
The structure of John  
   

John's gospel, as an example of Greek religious literature for Hellenistic 
Jews, reflects the rhetorical traditions of the first century. Its style of rhetoric (of 
making an argument) is hypsos, elevated, and its form is primarily judicial, it 
seeks to persuade the reader of a truth, namely, that Jesus is Israel's messiah and 
that in him is found the full realization of God's covenant promises, but it is also 
deliberative in that it seeks to persuade the reader to act on this truth, namely to 
believe. In making this argument, John adopts a simple approach: a partitio 
(proposition, thesis), the prologue, 1:1-18, and an extended probatio (proofs, 
witness / evidence to the truth) systematically advanced in the rest of the gospel. 
John transitions (a transitus) from his thesis to his main argument with an 
exordium which introduces the subject matter while eliciting the sympathy of the 
audience. John does this by means of a series of testimonies / witnesses to the 
Christ.  
   

So, the structure of the gospel falls into four main parts: 
The prologue / thesis, 1:1-18; 

       The light shines in the darkness and the darkness did not overcome it, 1:5. 
Introduction / testimonies to the Light, 1:19-51.  
The central argument (the proof is in the pudding): 

Part 1: The Book of Christ's public ministry –  
         The light shines in the darkness. 2:1-12:50; 
Part 2: The Book of Christ's Glory –  
         The darkness did not overcome it. 13:1-20:31; 

Conclusion / Epilogue, 21:1-25.  
   

C.H. Dodd in The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, 1953, has set the 
groundwork for the study of John's gospel today and Brown, Kostenberger, 
Beasley-Murray, ..... have all built on his work. Dodd argues that The Book of the 
Signs, 2:1-12:50, consists of a series of seven significant events / signs related to 
thematic discourses, each serving as individual gospel presentations. Dodd's 
sevenfold thematic division for the Book of Signs is as follows: 
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1. The New Beginning, 2:1-4:42 
2. The Life-giving Word, 4:46-5:47 
3. Bread of Life, 6:1-71 
4. Light and Life: Manifestation and Rejection 7:1-8:59 
5. Judgment by the Light, 9:1-10:21 (Appendix, 10:22-39) 
6. The Victory of Life over Death, 11:1-53 
7. Life through Death. The Meaning of the Cross, 12:1-36  
Epilogue 12:37-50  

Dodd's 7 episodes in the Book of Signs, with each sign / significant-event 
prompting an extended thematic discourse, is accepted by many commentators 
today, eg., Beasley-Murray. The thesis works well with say the feeding of the 
five thousand / The Bread of Life, 6:1-71, but struggles with the first episode, The 
New Beginning, 2:1-4:42. Here we have a jumble of signs, dialogues and 
discourses. It's a stretch holding all the elements together, but it can be argued 
that the Nicodemus discourse works off the first miracle / sign of water into wine, 
and the discourse with the Samaritan woman works off Jesus' cleansing of the 
temple. The other episodes do tend to exhibit a single theme which works off a 
particular significant event / sign, although not always as pointed as the feeding 
of the 5,000.  

Of course, other thematic arrangements have been proposed suggesting that 
more weight be given to the miracles themselves, eg.:  

Water into wine - A new beginning; 
Healing of the officer's son - Faith is the answer; 
Healing of the cripple - Christ restores the broken; 
Feeding the five thousand - Christ is the bread of life; 
Walking on water - Christ is our guide; 
Healing of the man born blind - Christ is our light; 
Raising of Lazarus - Christ is our life.  

Schnackenburg argues that in the first part of John's argument proper, we 
have a collection of sermons / homilies linked to a particular significant event in 
Jesus' ministry. Arguments abound as to whether these homilies always consisted 
of the sign + the discourse, or whether an editor brought them together in the 
gospel as we know it. Either way, in chapters 2 to 12 we do seem to have a series 
of thematic packages, with 2:1-4:42 presenting as a complex intertwining of 
source material.  

So, the idea that our author-editor develops a thematic gospel-focused 
discourse around a particular event in Jesus' ministry is still widely accepted by 
commentators today. Yet, due to the obvious problems with the first few 
episodes, and also chapters 7-10, some commentators have moved away from 
Dodd's thematic divisions to a larger number of sign / discourse divisions. This 
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There is a shift today toward the view that the editor / author is pragmatic in 

the arrangement of his material, so Carson. There is the first sign / miracle at 
Cana, water into wine, concluding with the second sign / miracle, again at Cana 
in Galilee, the healing of the officer’s son, 2:1-4:54. This is followed by journeys 
to Jerusalem which further define a block of gospel teaching. This narrative / 
itinerary division of the gospel may well be the structure intended by the author-
editor: prologue, testimonies, a Cana-to-Cana mission cycle, a Jerusalem-to-
Jerusalem mission cycle, Jesus' ministry in Jerusalem, upper room discourses, 
Jesus' final days and a postscript. It could well be that the author-editor of the 
gospel has loosely used the travel cycles as a frame to stitch together his 
collection of gospel focused homilies - narrative plus sermon. The gospel of John 
itself implies that it is an editorial reconstruction of the apostle's gospel tradition, 
21:24, cf., Carson, Thompson, "John - Readings", JSOT, Mark Stibbe, 1993, 
Barrett, Klink, .....  

However we handle John's argument Proper Part I, it is certainly true that 
The Book of Glory, chapters 13-20, presents as two parts: The farewell discourses, 
13:1-17:26, and the passion of Jesus, 18:1-20:31.  

The simplest way of viewing the overall structure of John's gospel is as 
follows:  

The prologue, 1:1-18. The thesis for the book as a whole.  
The testimonies to Christ, 1:19-51. Witnesses to the person of Jesus.  
The ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50. Each episode is focused on a 

dialogue / discourse + a related illustrative event / sign, and each presents 
the good news of salvation / eternal life through faith in Christ.  

The upper room discourse, 13:1-17:26. This section concerns living 
by faith, which faith, in the power of the indwelling compelling of the 
Spirit, prompts brotherly love.  

The glorification of Christ, 18:1-20:31. This section explains how 
faith rests on the faithfulness of Christ.  

Postscript, 21:1-25.  
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is evident in Lindars' rather dated, but excellent commentary on John. His first 
division is 1:1-2:12, testimonies + the Marriage at Cana, then 2:13-3:36, the 
cleansing of the temple + discourses, then 4:1-54, dialogue and discourse + the 
healing of the official’s son, then 5:1-47, healing of the lame man on the 
Sabbath + dialogue and discourses, ........ and so on. Lindars' approach has 
more going for it than say Wyller's idea that Plato's Simile of the Cave is the 
key to the gospel, with a focus on John's "structural summit", 10:22-29.



Authorship  
These notes, as with most commentaries on this gospel, will constantly refer 

to John as the author of the gospel. Of course, as with the Synoptic gospels, the 
author is unstated. The designation John is probably as good as any, given that 
the author-editor states that the particular gospel tradition he / she draws on 
originates from the beloved disciple, John, cf., Jn.21:24.  

Unlike the synoptic gospels, the gospel of John does have the feel of an 
eyewitness about it. The heart of the book is the set of sermons / homilies linked 
to a miracle or event in Jesus' life - Argument Proper Part I. The discourses / 
dialogues in this part of the gospel are aimed at Hellenistic Jews of the dispersion. 
Their intent is evangelistic; they argue that Jesus is Israel's messiah. Next to this 
is the set of sermons / homilies related to Jesus' farewell address to his disciples. 
The intent of these discourses is more pastoral. Then there are the stories related 
to Jesus' last days, stories which share many similarities with Luke, possibly 
indicating a common oral source. As for the opening of the book, 1:19-2:12, we 
seem to have an introductory assembly of gospel tradition (oral source???). When 
it comes to the prologue, 1:1-18, some commentators have argued that it is a later 
addition to the original text, but given the thematic links with the gospel as whole, 
it seems more likely that it was composed by the author-editor as a partitio 
(summary thesis) for his/her gospel; see Carson.  

We have to accept that even an eyewitness would not be able to recount 
verbatim Jesus' dialogues / discourses, as recorded in this gospel. So, it seems 
likely that our author-editor has built up his collection of sermons / homilies 
around a remembered / known saying of Jesus by channelling the mind of Christ. 
There would be many disciples at the time capable of doing this, but the apostle 
John has to be at the top of the list.  

Over the years numerous authors have been proposed, although in the end, 
we really don't know who the author is. The main contenders are as follows:  

John the apostle, son of Zebedee, the disciple whom Jesus loved. It was 
only in the nineteenth century when doubts were first raised about the 
apostle's authorship of the fourth gospel. Up till then the testimony of 
Polycarp, the Bishop of Smyrna (he died in 155AD and had met the apostle 
John), which testimony was confirmed by Irenaeus the bishop of Lyons 
(John "published a gospel while he was living at Ephesus in Asia", 
c.180AD), was widely accepted.  

John the Elder. It is argued by some that Eusebius, quoting from 
          

up. Two Johns are identified, one the apostle, deceased at the time, and the 
other the Elder (possibly John of Ephesus), still alive. Although Eusebius 
assumes that the apostle wrote John (and the Elder wrote the Apocalypse), 
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Jerome, writing years later, argues for the Elder, suggesting he also 
authored 2 and 3 John.  

A disciple / friend of the apostle John, member of a Johannine circle / 
school. Arguments abound as to this person's association with the apostle, 
but presumably he knew John and had access to his writings. It seems 
highly unlikely that the gospel is the creation of a theologian devoid of 
contact with the apostle John, or his writings.  

               
     

        

         
  

   
Source theory  

Many scholars hold the view that the gospel of John is not as originally 
composed, being the product of editorial reconstruction (cf., 21:24), although this 
doesn't mean that the original material which makes up the gospel is not from the 
hand of John the apostle himself. Of course, theories abound as to the shape of 
the original document/s, although it matters little, since God's word to us is the 
document as received, not as originally conceived. The most likely theory is that 
an editor has drawn together into one book a series of homilies / sermons / 
writings of John the apostle, the beloved disciple, crafted over many years, even 
possibly some 30 years. These homilies draw on literary devices of the time, eg., 
ring compositions, inverted parallelism, divisions of three, or seven, .... The editor 
of the gospel has drawn together these compositions into the gospel as we know 
it, deconstructing them somewhat in order to produce a unified work.  

Unlike the synoptic gospels where the gospel writers are loath to interfere 
with the received tradition (probably oral and in Aramaic) and so make their point 
by the arrangement of that tradition, John writes from the perspective of Christ's 
glorification, from the perspective of his lifting up on the cross, his ascension and 
the outpouring of the Spirit. So, what we have in the discourses, is not only Jesus' 
words, as remembered by John, but John's reflection on those words in light of 
the outpouring of the Spirit and the church's appreciation of their full import. This 
being the case, it is not possible to separate one from the other, together they are 
God's word to us.  

So, these notes give weight to the theory that the gospel is an editorial 
arrangement of Johannine source material.  
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 So, the author of this gospel remains hidden in the mist of time, but it is not 
unreasonable to argue that an editor, a friend or colleague of the apostle John has, 
on his demise, drawn together his teachings, oral and written, and compiled them 
into a single gospel. The apostle John may not be the author of the final product, 
but it is very likely that he is its main source, cf., Jn.21:24, see Brown, 
Schnackenburg.



   
Purpose  

John states the purpose of his gospel in clear terms: "these are written that 
you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing 
you may have life through his name", 20:31. Belief in Christ is often taken to 
express the act of coming to faith, in which case the purpose of the gospel is 
evangelistic. Yet, the act of believing can also be viewed as an ongoing reliance 
on Christ, in which case the purpose of the gospel is pastoral. Interestingly, the 
verb "to believe", pisteuhte, pres. subj., expressing durative action, has an aorist 
variant, pisteushte, expressing punctiliar action. If this is original, then it is 
possible that the act of coming to faith is in John's mind. Yet, an aorist verb can 
simply state a fact about an action, here the act of believing.  

So, John's purpose is both evangelistic and pastoral:  
In the first part of the Argument Proper, John's purpose presents as 

evangelistic, the recipients being primarily Hellenistic Jews of the dispersion. 
Through the dialogues and discourses John presents an apologetic for Jesus' 
messiahship. By argument and counterargument, John presents Jesus as the 
Christ, the Son of God. He does this in the voice of Jesus (either by remembering 
Jesus' words, or tapping into the mind of Christ - either way, it is God's word to 
us). Each sign / discourse set repeatedly confronts the reader with the gospel "that 
you may believe that Jesus is the Christ ..........."  

In the Argument Proper, Part II, John's purpose is pastoral. For John, the 
Christian life is all about the appropriation of the grace of God ("eternal life") 
through perseverance of faith in Christ, with the fruit of faith being love.  
   
Date  

The gospel was probably composed late in the first century, say AD80-95. 
One of the earliest fragments of the New Testament so far discovered is the 
papyrus P52, a fragment of John's gospel found in Egypt and dated to around 
AD110.  
   
The intended readers  

It has been argued that John wrote his gospel for Gentiles, but as already 
indicated, it is really a very Jewish book, a book written for Greek speaking Jews. 
Given that the gospel was probably written after the fall of Jerusalem, we have a 
gospel to Jews of the dispersion which presents Jesus as the Messiah, the one who 
has superseded and surpassed all the religious institutions of Israel (eg., the 
temple, feasts, law, ...), releasing in his life, death and resurrection, the promised 
blessings of the covenant.  
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The Synoptic tradition in John  

          
          

       
      

             
         

            
     

     
          

           
        

   
   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

             
              

              
             

             
             

               
            

           
           

                
             

 
Grammatical Note 
   This corrected edition uses a descriptive classification for a genitive of 
source, rather than an ablative classification. See A Note on the Genitive in the 
Series Addendum, page 69.
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 Whereas the synoptic gospels draw on the Aramaic oral traditions of Jesus, 
John's gospel draws on the reflections of an eye witness. The editor, who finally 
assembled these reflections into the gospel as we know it, is probably well 
aware of the synoptic tradition, as was John himself, even possibly in written 
form; Lightfoot believed he knew of all three gospels. John doesn't ignore the 
synoptic tradition, rather, within the synoptic framework of Jesus' life, John tells 
the story in his own way, building on the accepted tradition of Jesus' life. Note 
how John's record of numerous visits to Jerusalem for the Passover and other 
festivals provides the background for the growing opposition of the religious 
authorities in Jerusalem. The synoptic tradition packages Jesus' ministry as a 
yearlong journey from Galilee to Jerusalem, but it is John that gives us an 
insight into Jesus' three years of ministry and its focus on Jerusalem.





Commentary 
   
1:1-13/14 

The prologue, 1:1-18 
i] The Word was made flesh 
Synopsis  

Unlike the other evangelists, John begins his gospel by giving Jesus an 
eternal origin. The Word who becomes flesh and lives amongst us comes from 
before the beginning. In v1-5 John gives us a cosmological view of Jesus. Jesus 
is God's creative Word who is the light and life of humanity. Although 
surrounded by darkness, his light shines eternally. In v6-8 John records the 
witness of John the Baptist. Then in v9-13 John goes on to describe the entry of 
God's creative Word into human time and space. Most people reject the Word, 
but some believe and become children of God.  
   
Teaching  
        The light shines in the darkness and the darkness did not overcome it  
   
Issues  

i] Context: The gospel, as a whole, expands on the themes raised in the 
prologue, particularly the fact that Christ is the light / life of humanity and that 
the darkness has not overcome him. The argument presents as follows:  

The prologue, 1:18. The thesis for the book as a whole.  
The testimonies to Christ, 1:19-2:12. Witnesses to the person of 

Jesus.  
Argument Proper - Part I: The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50. 

Each event / sign, with its related discourses, presents the good news of 
salvation / eternal life through faith in Christ. Rather than Dodd's 7 signs, 
these notes tend to follow Lindars' arrangement and end up with 8 signs / 
events + discourses. Each presents Jesus as the life / light of humanity, 
calling for a response of faith in the terms of 3:16.  

Argument Proper - Part II: The book of glory, 13:1-20:31:  
The upper room discourse, 13:1-17:26. This section concerns 

living by faith, which faith, in the power of the indwelling compelling of 
Christ, prompts brotherly love.  

The glorification of Christ, 18:1-20:31. This section explains how 
faith rests on the faithfulness of Christ.  

Postscript, 21:1-25.  
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The prologue introduces the main themes found in the rest of the gospel: the 
Word / Jesus, the divine pre-existent Son, from God, of God, the source of life / 
grace / truth, is rejected by the darkness / the world / his own, yet not overcome 
by them. Most of the key words found in this gospel are introduced in the 
prologue: life, light, truth .... The prologue traces the divine Word from eternity 
to human history, v1-5, the Word's introduction by the Baptist, v6-8, his 
revelation as the true light, rejected by most, accepted by some who, by receiving 
him, become children of God, v9-13, the Word's in-fleshing to reveal God's grace 
and truth, v14, his confirmed by the testimony of the Baptist, v15, and Moses, 
v16-18.  
   

ii] Background: Questions over authorship and form abound. The prologue 
may well come from the hand of an editor, drawing together the Johannine gospel 
tradition, and the form may be poetic, reflecting Aramaic parallelism, although 
these issues are unresolved.  
   

iii] Structure: The Word was made flesh:  
The Word's involvement with creation, v1-5; 

The Word predates history, v1-2; 
The Word is the agent of creation, v3; 
The Word is the source of all life, v4-5; 

The Baptist's witness about the coming light, v6-8; 
The Word incarnate, v9-14; 
The Baptist's testimony to the Word, v15; 
Christ the final witness, v16-18.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The prologue establishes the thesis, partitio, of this gospel:  
   
    The light shines in the darkness and the darkness did not overcome it  
   

"The prologue summarizes how the Word, which was with God in the 
very beginning, came into the sphere of time, history, tangibility - in other 
words, how the Son of God was sent into the world to become the Jesus of 
history, so that the glory and grace of God might be uniquely and perfectly 
disclosed. The rest of the book is nothing other than an expansion of this 
theme", Carson.  
   

The prologue presents in four parts, v1-5, 6-8, 9-13, 14/15-18; the first 
three parts are as follows:  

John begins by introducing us to oJ logoV, "The Word", a mystery 
hidden but now revealed, a mystery personified in Christ. In the Old 
Testament, God's eternal revelation is found in the Law and the Prophets, 
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and in the wisdom literature this body of truth, this knowledge of God, is 
personified in Wisdom. For John, this eternal law / wisdom is Word, a word 
now personified in Jesus. For a Greek thinker the Logos is the rational 
principle permeating all reality, but it is unclear whether John is reflecting 
this idea. At any rate, the Logos is the ruling fact / word of the universe, a 
fact / word that is the self-expression of God in the person of Jesus.  

So, in v1-2 John makes the point that before anything existed, the 
Word existed, existed with God. He also makes the point that the Word is 
personal, in that he dwells with God, and that he is of the very nature of 
God, the self-expression of God.  

Moving from the eternal realm to the realm of human existence, John 
tells us that the Word acted as the divine agent of creation, v3. Of course, 
how darkness / evil gets tangled up in God's good creation remains a 
mystery. The evidence of the problem was easy enough to see, and 
thankfully there was a solution. Into the darkness the Word radiated a 
transforming revelation which enlivened those who took the time to hear, 
v4. Their enlivening was possible because the divine Word, proclaimed by 
the prophets of old, could not be quenched by the darkness that had taken 
hold of God's good world, v5.  

In the second part of the prologue John (our author-editor) tells us that 
the age of the prophets comes to an end with the appearance of the Baptist 
(John the Baptist), v6-8. He is not himself the "light", he is not the Word, 
but serves to bear witness to the Word, testifying to the appearance of the 
Word even now incarnate in the world. The Baptist's testimony has but one 
purpose, that "all might believe."  

In the third part of the prologue John introduces us to the incarnate 
Word himself, v9-13/14. Even as the Baptist was testifying to the 
manifestation of the final revelation of God to mankind, the light that 
enlivens was already appearing in the world, v9. Yet, as the Word, now 
made flesh, appeared in a world of his own making, in the midst of his own 
people, his own kind, the world did not know him, they did not welcome 
him, v10-11. Some, though, did welcome him, they believed in him, they 
decided to personally trust him for their eternal salvation, and as a result, 
they received the privilege of membership in God's own family, v12. They 
became recipients of a spiritual rebirth; not so much a life-changing 
experience, but rather a divine rebirth from above, v13.  

So it was that the Word became flesh and took his place in a troubled 
and broken world, v14. John, and his fellow apostles, were alive to see the 
Word now made flesh, and what they saw was the Shekinah glory of God, 
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the radiating presence of the divine, the Son of God, Messiah, the one full 
of divine kindness and eternal reality.  
   

The parataxis found in v10-11: These verses evidence poetic 
parallelism where the idea expressed in v10 is repeated in v11. Note also 
how John picks up on the concluding thought of v9 ("coming into the 
world") to introduce the thought in v10 and 11. The parataxis in v10 
involves the side-by-side placement of three separate clauses which are 
integrally linked in content, but not by syntax. The sentence may better be 
expressed by using a main clause and two subordinate clauses: "he was in 
the world, but the world, although it owed its existence to him, failed 
nevertheless to recognize him", Bruce. John's point is that humanity is in 
darkness and so does not recognize the light / the Word / Jesus.  
   

What is meant by receiving / accepting Christ?, eg., v12 As is common 
in John, to accept/receive Jesus is the same as to believe in Jesus, to become 
a believing one - sometimes with the words "believe in his name." To 
accept / receive / believe in Jesus results in life, sonship. The main question 
is what is involved in accepting? Barrett says "to accept him in obedience 
and faith as the envoy of the Father." Yet, for John, obedience, in the sense 
of duty to God, is honed down to believing in his Son. Believing involves 
a personal acceptance, or reception, of Jesus on the basis of the received 
revelation of whom Jesus is and what he promises. This revelation (the 
truth concerning Jesus) will vary in depth from person to person, with the 
only consequence being, more is expected of those who have. This is why 
"his own" stand condemned. A similar sense applies to the word "to know, 
recognize." To know Jesus is to believe in Jesus, cf., v10, "to not know" is 
"to not believe."  
   

Is John speaking of water baptism and/or the virgin birth in v13? 
Some commentators are of the view that John is contrasting natural birth 
with the spiritual birth that is associated with Christian baptism, cf., 
Richardson. Yet, this is very unlikely. It is also argued that John may be 
alluding to the virgin birth here (see "were born" below). Certainly, the 
early church fathers argued this case, eg., Irenaeus, Tertullian. Again, this 
is very unlikely, but see Lindars p.92 for a discussion on the issue. John is 
addressing the issue of spiritual birth, as against natural birth. Membership 
of God's family is a spiritual reality made possible by God himself and 
results in new/eternal life. Those who welcome the Word/Jesus receive this 
birthright and all the privileges and blessings that come with it.  
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In 1:14 what does John mean when he says that Jesus, "the Word", is 
"full of grace and truth"? The phrase "grace and truth" is a descriptive of 
the Word - he is kind and true. John only uses the word "grace" in the 
prologue, but the word "truth" is used some 25 times throughout the gospel 
and thus, truth may be the dominant idea in this passage, in the sense that 
the incarnate Word is the revelation of truth to mankind. Brown argues that 
the phrase is rooted in Old Testament covenantal language, "the Lord, a 
God merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and rich in hesed and emet" 
(covenant mercy/kindness/love and dependability/faithfulness - translated 
in the LXX by the words mercy and truth), Ex.34:6. The Word exhibits the 
divine quality of "enduring love." Beasley-Murray takes a similar line 
translating the phrase as "gracious constancy." He notes the weight given 
to the word "truth" in John, describing it as "firmness, stability, and of 
persons, steadfastness or trustworthiness." C.H. Dodd is more to the point 
when he argues that truth is "eternal reality as revealed to men." 
Descriptives like "dependable / enduring grace / mercy / kindness" serve 
well to describe this divine truth, this revelation of the divine in Jesus, 
which revelation is a radiation of divine glory that transforms those who 
dare to gaze.  
   

v] Homiletics: The Cosmic Christ  
When John wrote his gospel, he 

must have had an inkling that the 
stories of Jesus' beginnings were 
going to end up like a folktale.  

The birth stories are wonderful 
stories and Christmas wouldn't be the 
same without them. We decorate our 
churches with nativity scenes and if we are lucky, our young people will 
perform a nativity play for us. In fact, we have all played the shepherds or 
wise men and we have all wondered at this simple tale. Yet, for many in 
our world, it is little more than a fairy-story. Still, it remains a very 
powerful story. Business loves the selling-power of Christmas. Our 
shopping malls are filled with Christmas fare, decorations, bunting, nativity 
scenes ....., all promoting the spirit of Christmas. It is of course changing, 
becoming more secular. The jolly red gentleman, Father Christmas, is 
slowly replacing the child in the manger. The folktale is slowly fading into 
the red, white and green.  

Matthew and Luke begin their gospels with the events surrounding the 
birth of Jesus, but for John, Jesus' beginnings are elsewhere. They are 
beginnings that cannot be confined to a nativity scene, or depicted on a 
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Christmas card. They are beginnings that can neither be contained nor 
ignored. John doesn't introduce us to the babe in Bethlehem, but rather to 
the Cosmic Christ.  

John tells us that Jesus is the creative word of God, that he is actually 
responsible for all that we see around us, all that is good. His existence is 
before all time, before the creation of our time and space. Jesus is with God; 
he is as God; he is God.  

In describing Jesus, John uses the words "life" and "light". Jesus is the 
source of life, not just breath, but divine life, eternal life. John tells us that 
he is also light, that he radiates divine truth, knowledge, wisdom ..., and 
this truth, this revelation, is itself life-giving. The Cosmic Christ, says John, 
radiates in the darkness of the cosmos and his light cannot be quenched.  

The amazing truth is that this creative word of God came and dwelt 
with us, became incarnate. The authentic divine light entered the world of 
human affairs as one of us, and yet, for the most part, humanity ignored 
him, even rejected him. The world seems to desire darkness more than 
light. Yet, some have accepted him, have welcomed him, and those who 
do, bask in his light; they became irradiated with his life.  

We do well to remember that the aura around the new born babe is but 
a hint of the Cosmic Christ.  
   

Text - 1:1 
The prologue, v1-13/14: i] The Word and creation, v1-5: a) The Word, the 

existence of which predates history, is in a personal relationship with God, and is 
God, v1-2. John seems to adopt the literary form of poetic parallelism here, with 
the first two verses consisting of the first two lines. In these lines John introduces 
us to the Word, and states that he existed before the creation of the world.  

            
       
     

           
     

          
     
            

           
  

proV + acc. "with" - [AND THE WORD WAS] TOWARD, TO [GOD]. Here 
expressing association, "with". The Classic Gk. "in the presence of", doesn't 
work. The divine wisdom = the Word, stands with God, ie., is in a personal 
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 en + dat. "in [the beginning}" - [THE WORD WAS] IN [BEGINNING, / FIRST 
(existed)]. The preposition is probably temporal here, given that arch/ is 
anarthrous (without an article). Probably referring to the beginning of history, 
"when all things began", NEB, or possibly "before all things", ie., before the 
creation. Possibly an allusion to Gen.1:1. Although the aspect of the verb to-be 
h]n is unclear (there is no distinction between aorist and imperfect in the Gk. verb 
to- be) the sense is that the Word existed before the creation of the world; "The 
Word was (already existed) in the beginning (when the world was created)." 
Note that the presence of the article in oJ logoV indicates that "Word" is the 
subject of the sentence.



relationship with God, "a certain reciprocity of fellowship", Harris. Cassirer's "by 
the side of God" reflect the view that proV + acc. can stand in place of para + 
dat.  

qeon (oV) "[the Word was] God" - [AND THE WORD IS] GOD. Predicate 
nominative. Under Colwell's rule the anarthrous qeon could be viewed as a 
definite noun, "a God." Of course, the rule doesn't mean it is necessarily definite. 
In any case, the use of an article would imply that divinity belongs to Christ alone, 
rather than also belonging to the Father and the Spirit, cf., 20:28. The sense is 
that the Word shares the attributes of God, ie., the noun "God" here is qualitative, 
cf., Wallace 269; "and what God was the Word was", NEB.  
   
v2 

Following poetic form, John repeats the ideas expressed in v1.  
ou|toV pro. "he" - THIS [WAS IN BEGINNING WITH GOD]. Nominative subject. 

Referring back to the oJ logoV, "the word". John favours demonstrative pronouns 
which we usually translate as a personal pronoun, as here. As usual, the object in 
a prepositional phrase is anarthrous (without an article), but is translated as if the 
article is present; "in the beginning."  
   
v3 

b) The Word is the agent of creation, v3. Jesus, as the Word, created all that 
we know and experience. There is nothing in our time and space that is not from 
his hands. Again, poetic parallelism is evident with both lines contained in this 
verse.  

di (dia) + gen. "through" - [ALL] THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [HIM]. With the 
genitive, as here, the preposition is instrumental, expressing agency; "by means 
of." Both Law and Wisdom are viewed in Jewish tradition as instruments of 
creation. For John, the Word is the instrument of creation. "It was through the 
agency of the Word that everything else came into being", Barclay.  

egeneto (ginomai) aor. "were made" - CAME TO BE, CAME INTO BEING. The 
aorist expresses completed action, "came into being." In typical form the verb is 
singular when used with a neuter plural subject - panta, "all things".  

cwriV + gen. "without" - [AND] WITHOUT, NOT WITH, APART FROM, 
INDEPENDENT OF [HIM]. Expressing separation.  

oude e{n "nothing [was made]" - [CAME TO BE] NOT ONE thing. "All creation 
took place through him and there was nothing without him."  

o} pro. "that [has been made]" - THAT WHICH [HAS COME INTO BEING]. Note 
the punctuation issue here giving a reading which runs into v4, "That which has 
come to be was life in him", Zerwick, but Schnackenburg strongly argues for the 
more widely rendered punctuation, as NIV.  
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v4 

c) The Word is the source of life, v4-5. John now uses two powerful Old 
Testament images that serve to describe the divine eternal word: life and light. 
Just as God's revealed word in the law and the prophets was life and light to his 
people Israel, so Jesus is life and light. Jesus is life in that he possesses and 
dispenses divine life. This divine life radiates a divine light which is God's life-
giving eternal truth / revelation. The purity of the divine light shines in the midst 
of cosmic evil ("darkness"), but no matter how hard the darkness tries, it cannot 
quench the light.  

We may have here the beginning of a new verse, or an extension of v3b. 
Variant readings further confuse the issue. 

All things were made through him, 
and without him was not anything made. 

That which has been made was life in him, 
and the life was the light of men.  

en + dat. "in [him]" - [LIFE WAS] IN [HIM]. Local, expressing incorporative 
union / relational, "in relationship with him / in union with him", such that the 
divine self-existent life resides in the Word, as it resides in the Father.  

hJ zwh (h) "that life [was the light]" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
The use of the article with zwh is anaphoric, referring back to the anarthrous 
(without an article) use of zwh in the clause "life was in him"; " and that life was 
the light of men" "Light, to fwV, serves as a predicate nominative. Both life and 
light are Old Testament images used to describe both wisdom and the Law. God's 
revelation is light and its enlightening enlivens. For John, Jesus is divine life, and 
that life radiates a pure and good divine truth which gives life. Both images are 
further developed by John in his gospel on occasions when lost humanity 
discovers God's saving grace in Christ. The Word enlightens, such that its 
enlivening provides authentic existence.  

twn anqrwpwn (oV) "of men" - Ridderbos argues that the genitive is 
adjectival, objective, such that the life that was in the Word was meant for 
humanity; "the life was the light for men." Possibly attributed, where the head 
noun limits the genitive noun; the light is that which dispels sin and darkness in 
humanity and so consequently is life-giving / enlivens. "Men" in the sense of "the 
human race / human beings / humanity."  
   
v5 

As in the creation when darkness was dispelled by light, so in the new age 
of the coming kingdom, spiritual darkness is dispelled by the life-giving radiant 
light that shines from the Word.  
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fainei (fainw) pres. "shines" - [AND THE LIGHT] APPEARS, SHINES. 
Emphatic by position. The present tense is durative; "the light keeps on giving 
light", A.T. Robertson.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space.  
th/ skotia/ (a) "the darkness" - Nominative subject of the verb "to grasp." 

John uses the images of darkness and death as opposites of light and life. As light 
has an ethical quality of goodness producing life, so darkness has an ethical 
quality of evil producing death.  

ou katelaben (katalambanw) aor. "has not understood" - [AND THE 
DARKNESS] DID NOT TAKE, GRASP = OVERCOME / UNDERSTAND [IT]. Emphatic 
by position. With the root meaning "seize" the word may mean "overcome in a 
hostile manner", or it may mean "understand, comprehend" = "take hold of with 
the mind". Barrett argues that it is possible to hold both meanings since John may 
well be playing with the word, so also Carson. Yet, the darkness at this point in 
the prologue is cosmological and therefore "overcome" is the better 
understanding of the word, so Bruce. "The darkness has never put it out", CEV.  
   
v6  

ii] John the Baptist, the forerunner for the Word made flesh, v6-8. The 
Baptist's task is to bear witness, to give testimony, concerning the light of the 
world, in order that all might believe. Christ (the anointed one, Messiah) is that 
light, and this because he is the incarnate Word / revelation of God, a word that 
enlightens and enlivens. The Baptist bears witness that this light is coming into 
the world in the Christ who is even now in the midst of his people.  

The lack of a connecting particle for what is an abrupt change in subject 
matter is somewhat strange, although the thematic linkage of "light" is strong, so 
Schnackenburg.  

apestalmenoV (apostellw) perf. pas. part. "who was sent" - [A MAN CAME] 
HAVING BEEN SENT. The participle may be treated as adjectival, attributive, as 
NIV, although it is best taken with the verb egeneto, "came", to form a 
periphrastic construction; "there was (appeared / came) a man from (sent from / 
appointed by) God. "The perfect tense here, as opposed to the imperfect and 
present in the first five verses, indicates a move into actual time - historical time. 
The word often carries the sense of "to entrust / commission", so this man is 
commissioned to undertake an important task for God. The Baptist is one crying 
in the wilderness (the synoptic gospels align him with Elijah, but not in this 
gospel), foretold by the prophets to prepare for the coming of the Messiah 
(although for the author of this gospel, the Baptist is someone more than a 
prophet). "God sent a man named John", CEV.  
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para + gen. "from [God]" - FROM, BY [GOD]. An interesting choice of 
preposition here when we might expect apo + gen., expressing origin "from", or 
uJpo + gen. expressing agency, "by, through", even "under the authority of." 
McHugh suggests that para is chosen to express both ideas.  

IwannhV "John" - [NAME TO HIM] JOHN. Predicate nominative of an assumed 
verb to-be. The clause, "his name was John", stands without a verb and as such 
is typically Semitic. Our author simply calls him "John" rather than the Baptist, 
or John the Baptist. and this because he doesn't need to distinguish him from the 
other John, the disciple of Jesus, brother to James, and friend to Peter. Our author 
doesn't mention, by name, John the apostle. This fact gives some weight to the 
argument that the apostle John is the source, although not necessarily the final 
editor, of the gospel. Note that the dative pronoun autw/, "to him", is a dative of 
possession.  
   
v7 

ou|toV pro. "he" - THIS ONE [CAME]. Nominative subject of the verb "to go, 
come." We would expect the personal pronoun autoV, "he", but John often uses 
a more emphatic demonstrative pronoun, "this one."  

eiV + acc. "as [a witness]" – TO / FOR [WITNESS, TESTIMONY]. The 
preposition here expresses purpose; "in order to witness / for the purpose of 
witnessing." The word "witness, testimony" carries legal overtones, of bearing 
witness before a court, although often it just carries the sense "speak / tell", so 
"the purpose of his coming was to declare the truth", Barclay.  

iJna + subj. "to [testify]" - THAT [HE MAY TESTIFY]. Here adverbial, 
introducing a purpose clause; "in order to testify concerning the light."  

peri + gen. "concerning" - ABOUT, CONCERNING, WITH REFERENCE TO. 
Expressing reference / respect; "to testify concerning ....." The same thought can 
be expressed by a dative of reference / respect, but John removes any ambiguity 
with the use of a preposition.  

tou fwtoV (wV wtoV) "the light" - Predicate nominative. The light, or image 
of God, present in Christ. Light and life are extremely important images in this 
gospel. Some commentators argue that they come from a secular Greek source, 
but they are more likely Old Testament images. The Law is both life and light; it 
enlivens and enlightens because it is divine revelation. God's Word is now 
incarnate in Christ, the one who is both life and light. The world is in death and 
darkness, but Christ comes to bring life and light. In Christ's person and teaching, 
the light, or revelation of God, shines and gives life to those who are enlightened. 
To emphasize the divine light / revelation it may be capitalized in the same way 
we capitalize "Word"; "the Light", Weymouth.  
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iJna + subj. "that [.....might believe]" - THAT [... MAY BELIEVE]. Introducing 
a purpose clause, "in order that", expressing the purpose of the Baptist's 
testimony, namely that all might believe, although "believe" what? John doesn't 
tell us "what", although probably a belief / trust in the content of the testimony, 
the gospel - that all people might believe the divine message and by believing 
possess eternal life.  

panteV adj. "all men" - ALL [MAY BELIEVE]. Obviously extending beyond the 
Baptist's generation, but probably limited to those who hear the testimony, so "all 
people who hear the message."  

di (dia) + gen. "through [him]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [HIM]. 
Instrumental; expressing agency.  
   
v8 

ekeinoV pro. "he himself" - THAT, THAT ONE. Nominative subject of the verb 
to-be. Again, as in v7, John uses the demonstrative pronoun as a more emphatic 
identifier; "that man", Cassirer.  

all (alla) "-" - [WAS NOT THE LIGHT] BUT. Strong adversative used in a 
counterpoint construction emphasizing the Baptist's role of testifying to the 
coming light, while not being the light himself., "not ..... but on the contrary ........"  

iJna + subj. "he came only as [a witness to the light]" - he came THAT [HE 
MIGHT TESTIFY]. The verb must be supplied. Here again introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that ......." The Baptist was not the light, but came 
in order to witness to the light; "John wasn't the light, he came only to tell about 
the light", CEV.  

peri + gen. "to [the light]" - Expressing reference / respect, "concerning, 
about."  
   
v9 

iii] The revelation of the true light, v9-14. Having spoken of the witness of 
the Baptist, John now compares the Baptist's witness with the witness of the light 
/ the Word / Jesus. Jesus, the light of the world, unlike the Baptist, "gives light to 
every man", ie., "he is the saviour and judge of the world", Fenton.  

alhqinon adj. "the true [light]" - [THE LIGHT] THE REAL, GENUINE. This 
adjective serves as a nominative substantive standing in apposition to the 
nominative predicate "light". Barrett suggests "veracious". Not simply just "true" 
as opposed to false, but rather an "authentic" light that pales all others.  

fwtizei (fotizw) pres. "[that] gives light to" - [WHICH] ENLIGHTENS [EVERY 
MAN]. Standing as the main verb of the relative clause introduced by the relative 
pronoun o}, "which". Either "to shed light upon", "to bring to light", "to make 
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visible", or "to illuminate inwardly", "to instruct", "to give knowledge", Barrett. 
"Shed light upon" is best.  

panta adj. "every [man]" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
enlighten." Does Jesus enlighten "every man" or only those who believe? When 
the light is taken as a quality which brings meaning and purpose to a person's life, 
then obviously it is only to the few who "understand it." Yet, the light is ethical, 
it is pure truth, the wisdom of God, perfection.... and as such, it shines on all 
humanity without distinction. Yet at the same time, such shining is judgmental in 
that it separates - some come to the light, others flee from it.  

hJn .... ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "was coming" - WAS COMING. The 
present participle with the imperfect verb to-be forms a periphrastic imperfect 
construction. This assumes that the participle is neut. nom. in agreement with 
fwV, "light", as NIV. As such it refers to the coming of the Word into the world, 
the one who is light and life - probably serving as an allusion to the birth of Jesus. 
It is possible for the participle to be taken as masc. acc. standing in agreement 
with "man", ie., adjectival, attributive, limiting "man", "he was the true light 
which gives light to everyone who was coming into the world". This sense is 
unlikely.  

ton kosmon (oV) "world" - [INTO] THE WORLD. For John, the world often 
equates with the domain of human activity, relational, organized and responsible, 
but here he may have a bigger picture in mind, namely, the "all things" of v3, the 
universe, the totality of God's creation. Still, if John is speaking of Jesus' special 
coming into the world, then obviously the world of human activity is the world 
he has in mind.  
   
v10 

en + dat. "in [the world]" - [HE WAS] IN [THE WORLD]. Local, expressing 
space; "he came into the world", Phillips. For "world" see v9.  

kai "and though" - AND. Coordinative. The NIV has tried to overcome the 
parataxis caused by the concessive clause.  

di (dia) + "[was made] through [him]" - [THE WORLD BECAME = CAME TO 
BE] THROUGH [HIM]. Instrumental; expressing agency; "by means of ..."  

ouk egnw (ginwskw) aor. "recognize" - [AND THE WORLD] DID NOT KNOW, 
RECOGNIZE [HIM]. Emphatic by position. In Greek thought, the word is 
commonly used of rational, cognitive understanding. John's use relies on the Old 
Testament understanding of the word which moves from a practical perception 
of people and things to include an inward bonding with those people and things. 
When used of Israel's knowledge of God it includes not just information about 
God, but of a bonding love and humble trust toward him. This is John's common 
use of the word and it is particularly evident in a relationship with God which 
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expresses itself in an acceptance of Jesus. So, here we may say of Jesus' coming 
that "created humanity neither recognized him nor accepted him." "The whole 
world failed to recognize him", Phillips.  
   
v11 

John here particularizes Jesus coming. His coming is not just to the world of 
human affairs, but to his own people, and even they reject him. Of course, there 
is nothing new in this, cf. Isa.65:2-3, Jer.7:25-26.  

ta idia adj. "that which was his own" - [HE CAME TO] THE = HIS OWN. John 
may mean that Jesus came to his own house, household, although Israel is 
probably to be preferred, "his own people"; "His own nation did not welcome 
him", CEV.  

ou parelabon (paralambanw) aor. "did not receive [him]" - [AND THE 
OWN] DID NOT RECEIVE, TAKE TO ONESELF, WELCOME. Those who should have 
known him and therefore should have received him, rejected him, did not accept 
him, did not put their trust in him.  
   
v12 

Although the darkness engulfs a mass of humanity, there are those who 
"receive" the Word/light and who thus become "children of God." Note again the 
linking word "receive / received" between v11 and the new ideas presented in 
v12 and 13.  

de "yet" - BUT/AND. Transitional, although possibly contrastive, as NIV.  
oJsoi ....... autoiV "to all who" - AS MANY AS [RECEIVED HIM] TO THEM [HE 

GAVE RIGHT TO BECOME CHILDREN OF GOD]. The nominative pronoun oJsoi 
introduces a pendent clause which serves as the logical subject of the sentence, 
although not the grammatical subject. The pronoun autoiV, "to them", resumes 
the subject of the pendent clause, but is dative, rather than nominative, because it 
serves as a dative of direct object in the sentence; See Novakovic. Most 
translations assimilate both clauses giving the sense "He gave the right to become 
children of God to those who receive / believe in him."  

elabon (lambanw) aor. "received [him]" - Here "receive / accept" seems 
the intended sense.  

toiV pisteuousin (iV ewV) dat. "to those who believed" - [HE GAVE TO 
THEM RIGHT TO BECOME THE CHILDREN OF GOD] TO THE ONES BELIEVING [IN 
THE NAME OF HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive, standing in apposition 
to the dative indirect object autoiV "to them"; lit. "he gave the right to become 
children of God to them, to the ones believing in his name."  

eiV to onoma "in [his] name" - INTO THE NAME [OF HIM]. cf. 2:23, 3:18. The 
preposition eiV here expresses direction or goal. Typically, an Old Testament 
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idea, here as with the name of God - the "name" encapsulating the person. So, it 
is a belief in, an acceptance / reception of the person of Jesus and his claims for 
himself and for humanity.  

edwken (didwmi) aor. "he gave" - Here God gives, as a gift, the right, or 
privilege, of sonship and thus, divinity (possibly just immortality, but we will 
become as Christ is, a new creation).  

exousian (a) "the right" - AUTHORITY, RIGHT (in the sense of privilege to 
be divine). Accusative direct object of the verb "to give."  

genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "to become" - The infinitive is epexegetic 
specifying the content of the privilege.  

tekna (on) "children [of God]" - Predicate accusative. John uses this word 
for believers who are God's children as distinct from the Son, Jesus.  
   
v13 

oi} pro. "children" - WHO. Nominative subject of the verb "to be born." The 
antecedent of the relative pronoun is oJsoi, "as many as", v12. "Those who were 
born, not ......"  

egennhqhsan (gennaw) aor. pas. "born" - WERE BORN. In some manuscripts 
"were born" is singular, "was born", but this was an attempt to refer the statement 
to Christ's birth - without Joseph's blood-line and of the will of God. Rather, John 
is describing the new life of a believer. It involves a divine begetting (lit. ek qeou 
"out of God"), a spiritual rebirth (a birth "again" by "the Spirit", 3:3, 5...). "They 
being the ones whose birth was not owing to their bodily descent", Cassirer.  

ek "of" - [NOT] OUT OF, FROM. Expressing source / origin.  
aiJmatwn (a atoV) gen. "natural descent" - BLOODS. Here the "blood" is 

plural and as translated in the NIV, represents the action of a man and a woman 
conceiving and bearing offspring, so the blood of the mother and the father. 
"Children of God" can't be produced by this means. John repeats the point two 
more times. "They were born not from human stock", TNT.  

sarkoV (x koV) gen. "human [will]" - [NOR FROM WILL] OF FLESH. The 
genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "will", as NIV. Flesh is not evil in itself, 
but it does represent a lost humanity apart from God. So again, breeding from a 
lost humanity won't produce children of God.  

androV (hr droV) gen. "husband's [will]" - [NOR FROM WILL] OF A MAN, 
ADULT MALE, HUSBAND. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or subjective. A 
shift to non-sexist language may be appropriate; "nor to human design", 
Berkeley.  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not .... but ....."  
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ek "born of [God]" - OUT OF [GOD]. The preposition expresses source / 
origin, but possibly agency, "by God", so Novakovic. Membership of God's 
family requires divine action; "God himself was the one who made them his 
children", CEV.  
   
v14 

The Word has become flesh, v14. It is unclear whether v14 should be placed 
with v9-13, or v15-18. It seems to stand as a central statement in the prologue, 
both concluding v9-13 and introducing v15-18.  

kai "-" - AND. So far in the prologue there have been numerous places where 
a conjunction like kai or de would have been expected but has been left out (an 
asyndeton?), so the conjunction here is probably significant, most likely 
emphatic, expressing unexpected surprise; "and yet / and in spite of that / 
nevertheless", McHugh. This conjunction is repeated in this verse and the ones 
following, serving as emphatic connectives, so "and indeed we have seen his 
glory ...."  

sarx (x koV) "[became] flesh" - [THE WORD BECAME] A WHOLE PERSON. 
Predicate nominative. "He donned our humanity." "God chose to make himself 
known, finally and ultimately, in a real, historical man", Bruce.  

eskhnwsen (skhnow) aor. "made his dwelling" - [AND] TABERNACLED, 
LIVED, PITCHED A TENT. Certainly, an allusion to Exodus 25:9 and God's promise 
to tabernacle with his people. There is a possible parallel here between the 
"settling" of the Shekinah Glory in the temple with the "dwelling" of the Word 
among us. Certainly, John follows up with "we have seen his glory."  

en + dat. "among [us]" - IN = AMONG [US]. Expressing space, "among", or 
possibly association, "with". He made his dwelling in the midst of human kind.  

eqeasameqa (qeaomai) 1st pers. pl. "we have seen" - [AND] WE GAZED 
UPON. Something personally witnessed and confirmed.  

           
        

   
doxan (a) "glory" - Standing in apposition to "the glory." There is little 

doubt that John is alluding to the Shekinah glory, the "dwelling" of God in the 
midst of his people, often imaged in a glowing mist. The incarnate Word displays 
this glory, evidenced in his "grace and truth."  

wJV "-" - AS / LIKE. Here expressing a characteristic quality rather than serving 
as a comparative; "The wJV here is not one of comparison or illustration, but of 
confirmation and unambiguous definition", Chrysostom.  
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 autou gen. pro. "his" - [THE GLORY] OF HIM. The genitive is probably 
adjectival, possessive, as NIV, although descriptive, idiomatic / source is 
possible, "the glory radiating from him."

 monogenouV gen. neut. adj. "of the One and Only" - OF A SINGLE KIND, ONLY 
ONE. The genitive is again possibly descriptive, idiomatic, source; "the glory as



    
               

       
          
            

  
para + gen. "who came from [the Father]" - FROM / BY [THE FATHER]. 

Probably expressing source here, "from beside of / from alongside of" such that 
the Word was with God and thus is a "one-of-a-kind Son", Kostenberger. "Came" 
is understood and refers to Jesus' mission and not to the procession of his person 
as an extension of the Trinity. The phrase modifies "Son", therefore "who", but 
could also modify "glory", although this is unlikely.  

plhrhV (hV) adj. + gen. "full of" - What noun does this adjective modify? 
As it is nom. sing. it properly agrees with "the Word" which is similarly 
nominative singular. The problem is that this adjective is often treated as 
indeclinable and so therefore it may modify either "Son" or "glory". Carson 
suggests it modifies "glory", although "Son" seems to fit better.  

caritoV kai alhqeiaV gen. "grace and truth" - Genitive complement of 
plhrhV, "full of" / genitive of content.  
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from an only one beside the Father." The only precious one, best-loved one, cf., 
Gen.22:2, 12, 16. The term implies uniqueness, he is "quite unique, in a class of 
his own", McHugh. The AV "only begotten" follows Jerome's translation 
intended to answer the Arian claim that Jesus was made, which claim attacked 
trinitarian theology, yet John is simply telling us that Jesus is a unique one (note 
neuter).



1:14-18 

The Prologue, 1:1-18 
ii] He who comes after me stands among you 
Synopsis  

The prologue of John's gospel continues, incorporating the testimony of John 
the Baptist.  
   
Teaching  

God's creative enlightening / life-giving Word has entered our time and 
space realizing the gift of God's enduring and dependable grace.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-13/14.  
   

ii] Structure: He who comes after me stands among you:  
The Word's involvement with creation, v1-5; 
The Baptist's witness about the coming light, v6-8; 
The Word incarnate, v9-13/14; 
The Baptist's witness to the Word, v15; 
Christ the final witness, v16-18: 

Grace apart from law, v16-17; 
The invisible God is revealed in the Word become flesh, v18.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

As a closely knit composition, the prologue has spawned endless 
technical articles. Yet, it is generally agreed that of its four literary 
divisions, v1-5, 6-8, 9-13, 14/15-18, this last division is the climactic 
statement, with v14 "the centre of gravity of the prologue, and indeed of 
the gospel itself", Beasley-Murray. The opening clause of the first sentence 
in v14, is the controlling clause and subordinates the other clauses in the 
sentence. So, the central theological statement is "the Word became flesh", 
ie., the Word took on our human nature, he was incarnate, he became man. 
The truth of this incarnational statement concerning the divine Word is 
supported by four propositions:  

He pitched his tent with us; 
With the eye of faith believers can perceive his glorious 

presence;  
He is "quite unique, in a class of his own", McHugh;  
His presence promotes grace and truth (ie. God's covenant 

mercy is realized in God's incarnate Word).  
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Then follows three sentences, v15-18, similarly supporting the central 
theological statement:  

The witness of the Baptist, v15;  
Grace apart from law - the "Christian life is based at all points 

upon grace; as it proceeds, one grace is exchanged only for another", 
Barrett, v16-17;  

The invisible God is revealed in the Word become flesh, v18.  
   

iv] Homiletics: God's gracious constancy.  
In the Old Testament, God's presence in the temple is described as a 

glowing mist. This "glory" of the Lord is called the Shekinah. When Moses 
confronted the Lord's glory, his face actually radiated. It was such an 
awesome sight that the people asked Moses to cover his face because they 
feared to look upon it. As the nation Israel staggered toward its destruction, 
the glory of the Lord abandoned the temple and so God's people were left 
with a mere empty building.  

Not many believers are mystics, but at the same time, there are not 
many believers who would pass up on the opportunity of experiencing the 
presence of the divine, to catch a glimpse the inner light of God's glory. For 
myself, I actually climbed a mountain to confront the divine. I was facing 
one of those testing times and I thought it was about time Jesus made 
himself known to me. I ended up sitting on a rock fending off a nest of bull-
ants. So much for a heightened awareness of the divine. So, I discovered 
that the Lord's glory is not found on the top of a mountain - nor even in a 
garden, an argument often been put to me by those who wished to justify 
their less than regular attendance at church!  

Where then do we confront the divine; where do we touch the eternal 
living God; where do we experience the inner light? John tells us that the 
apostles saw the glory of the Lord in the incarnate Word, in the person of 
Jesus, the one who had donned our humanity. They saw in him gracious 
constancy. The NIV calls it "grace and truth", but the phrase actually comes 
from the Old Testament and is used to describe God himself. He is a God 
who loves his people with enduring love, enduring mercy and kindness. 
The point is that this grace, now present in Jesus, completely transcends 
God's kindness in the past. The historic people of Israel knew something of 
God's loving kindness, particularly in the law, but his enduring grace in 
Christ transcends all that has gone before. The Baptist saw this grace in 
Jesus and unquestioningly gave Jesus precedence.  

There is something wondrous about God's grace. Jesus reveals the 
grace of God, and in that revelation we witness the glory of God, we 
confront the divine. This boundless loving kindness of God found in Jesus 
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somehow catches us up into the heavenlies; it lifts us up from ourselves; it 
transcends the present; it facilitates the imminence of God. The dynamism 
of God's overflowing grace in Christ rests with its active nature. On 
recognizing the truth, we receive it - it acts upon us. God's mercy in Christ 
washes over us and we are clean; his glory radiates out onto us and we 
glow.  

So, read of Christ and learn of his grace.  
   

Text - 1:14 
The coming greater one, v14-18: i] The Word has become flesh, v14. John 

now gives us a deeper insight into the Logos, the Word. He tells us that the Word 
is the ultimate disclosure, the ultimate revelation, of God to humanity. This divine 
Word which is God, was incarnate (infleshed in a human person) and took up 
residence among his people in a personal way, cf. Ex.,25:9. The apostles have 
personally seen the incarnate Word, they have seen God's best-loved Son in all 
his glory, the glorious witness of one who exudes dependable grace. The phrase 
"grace and truth" actually comes from the Old Testament and is translated in the 
Greek Old Testament as "mercy and truth". The phrase is used to describe the 
covenant mercy of God, his gracious constancy, his dependable kindness toward 
his people. Jesus, the incarnate Word, radiates this kindness, this grace, a radiance 
that far exceeds the shining glory of the divine presence that once filled the 
temple.  

For the syntactical notes on v14 see above  
   
v15 

ii] The witness of the Baptist, v15. In this aside, John makes the point that 
not only have the apostles seen the incarnate Son, but the Baptist has also seen 
him and has testified to this fact. Although the ministry of Jesus followed the 
Baptist's, Jesus' ministry takes precedence over his. Brown and others see this 
verse as another addition to the original poem, although it is more likely a 
parenthetical remark serving to link the ministry of the Baptist with that of Jesus. 
It is not even possible to argue that the prologue is definitely poetry; it is more 
rightly rhythmic prose. "Here is John's testimony to him", NEB.  

     
          

      
     

peri + gen. "concerning" - ABOUT, CONCERNING [HIM]. Expressing 
reference / respect; "with reference to", but possibly advantage / representation, 
"on his behalf."  
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 marturei (marturew) pres. "testifies" - [JOHN] TESTIFIES. Historical / 
narrative present tense - the first use in this gospel. The use of the present tense 
here is transitional; it serves to indicate narrative transition. The Baptist 
has already testified to Jesus at the time of writing.



kekragen (krazw) perf. "he cries out" - [AND] HAS CRIED OUT, HAS 
TESTIFIED. The perfect tense expressing the idea that the Baptist's testimony in 
the past continues to impact on the present.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "he cried out", redundant; typical 
Semitic form.  

o}n "[this is the one I spoke] about" - [THIS ONE WAS] WHOM [I SAID]. This 
accusative pronoun is probably adverbial, reference/ respect, "about whom I 
said."  

oJ .... ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "he who comes" - THE ONE COMING 
[AFTER ME HAS BECOME BEFORE ME]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

emprosqen + gen. "surpassed [me]" - [AFTER ME HAS BECOME] BEFORE 
[ME]. This improper preposition, as with opisw, "after [me]", is temporal, but 
here precedence is in mind, as NIV.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Here introducing a causal clause.  
prowtoV adj. "[he was] before" - [HE WAS] FIRST = PRIOR TO. Predicate 

adjective. Precedence is probably the dominant sense here. The Baptist's ministry 
preceded that of Jesus, but this does not mean he takes precedence over Jesus. A 
temporal sense may also be implied, "before I was born, he already was", NEB. 
Why the Baptist believed that Jesus took precedence may be explained by his 
knowledge of Jesus as the pre-existent incarnate Word as expounded here in John 
chapter 1, but probably more likely in his belief that Jesus was the Messiah.  

mou gen. pro. "me" - OF ME. Genitive of direct object; "prior to me."  
   
v16 

       
        
            
           

            
               

        
       

   
oJti "-" - BECAUSE / THAT [WE HAVE ALL RECEIVED FROM THE FULLNESS OF 

HIM]. Some manuscripts have kai, "and". Origin and others treat this verse as a 
continuation of the Baptist's words, yet this is unlikely. The oJti here probably 
introduces a causal clause explaining why the incarnate Word, whom the Baptist 
gives witness to, takes precedence over the Baptist, namely, because we have 
experienced the fullness of his enduring grace. On the other hand, oJti may 
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 iii] Christ the final witness, v16-18: a) Grace apart from law, v16-17. The 
incarnate Word is the source of limitless dependable grace, not just for the 
apostles, but for everyone - God's grace in Christ transcends his kindness toward 
Israel in the past. The NIV has grace (a kindness of God) piling up on another, 
"grace upon grace. " Some commentators argue that only one grace is in mind 
with the grace of the law being replaced by the grace of Christ. The law, 
given through Moses, exhibits God's special kindness toward his historic people 
Israel, but the dependable grace that comes to us through Jesus totally 
transcends God's kindness in the past.



introduce a subordinate adverbial clause, even an epexegetic clause, "for the fact 
is that ....", McHugh.  

ek + gen. "from" - Expressing source/origin; "out of the Word's complete 
perfection", Barclay.  

tou plhrwmatoV (a) "the fullness" - THE FULLNESS [ OF HIM]. The fullness, 
or possibly better, the completeness of Christ's enduring grace.  

hJmeiV panteV "we have all [received]" - Nominative subject of the verb "to 
receive." All humanity, not just the apostles.  

kai "-" - AND. Rather than coordinate, it seems likely that kai here is 
epexegetic, specifying / explaining the nature of "the fullness" we have all 
received, "namely / that is, grace upon grace."  

anti "[one blessing] after [another]" - [GRACE] IN PLACE OF / IN ADDITION 
TO / IN RETURN FOR [GRACE]. Expressing substitution. The sense is either:  

a) the enduring grace of God in the old covenant, namely the Law, is 
replaced by that of the incarnate Word;  

b) the enduring grace of the incarnate Word is added time and time 
again, or; 

c) the enduring grace of the incarnate Word is given in return for faith, 
etc.  

Meaning (b) is the one most widely accepted, as NIV; "grace upon grace", 
RSV. Both Carson and Brown opt for (a). Verse 17 seems to explain in more 
detail how God's hesed, "grace", in the law is replaced, or added to / magnified, 
in Christ, so supporting option (a).  
   
v17 

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. More reason than cause, explaining in more detail the 
sense of "grace upon grace", v16. John seems to favour oJti in place of an 
epexegetic infinitive or a iJna clause, so the sense here may be "for the fact is that 
......" "The law is seen as the gracious gift of God", Kostenberger, a gift that points 
to, and is fulfilled in, Christ.  

            
            

       
              

             
 

edoqh (didwmi) aor. "was given" - The law was given as a gift, continuing 
the sense that it is given in an act of kindness.  

dia + gen. "through [Moses]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [MOSES]. 
Expressing agency.  
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 oJ nomoV "the law" - Nominative subject of the verb "to give." Obviously the 
law given by God through Moses at Mount Sinai, thus "law" in a positive sense 
as the gracious kindness of God given to enable a practical expression of faith for 
members of the covenant, rather than its condemning role (ie., "the curse of the 
law"), or as practised by the Pharisees (nomism - the use of the law to facilitate 
the blessings of the covenant).



hJ cariV kai hJ alhqeia "grace and truth" - ENDURING / DEPENDABLE 
GRACE / KINDNESS. Nominative subject of the verb "to become." As is typical in 
Gk., abstract nouns take an article. Although this descriptive is used of Jesus, 
John is not implying that the law is devoid of grace. It is simply that God's grace 
finds its ultimate expression in Christ.  

egeneto (ginomai) "[given .....] came" - BECAME [THROUGH JESUS CHRIST]. 
John's choice of these two verbs implies that the law was given and that grace 
came "according to the orderly and due course of the divine plan", Westcott. Both 
emerge from God's kindness, but in Christ, God's kindness reaches its "fullness".  
   
v18 

b) The invisible God is revealed in the Word become flesh, v18. Although 
no human has ever seen the living God, we have seen something of him in his 
law, particularly in the interplay between justice and mercy. Yet in Christ, "the 
unique one", the divine incarnate Son who is intimately associated with the 
Father, we learn of dependable grace. The living God is displayed (revealed and 
exegeted) in the enduring merciful loving kindness of Christ. Jesus conveys the 
idea of grace to us, and in that idea we discover God.  

qeon (oV) "[No one has ever seen] God" - The lack of the article "implies 
that no one has ever (previously) seen God", McHugh, seen him and known him 
as a person would see and know another person.  

monogenhV qeoV "God the One and Only / the one and only Son" - ONLY 
BEGOTTEN / ONE AND ONLY (unique) GOD. The textual variant "Son" instead of 
"God" is equally attested, while the variant "only / unique" by itself is less so, 
although this is the reading preferred by McHugh; "No one has ever seen God; it 
is that utterly unique One, who is now returned into the bosom of the Father, that 
has been our guide and shown and led the way." Most translators opt for "God", 
rather than "son", as NIV, although it doesn't really make sense unless translated 
"someone quite unique and divine", McHugh.  

oJ w]n (eimi) "who is" - THE ONE BEING. The participle is adjectival or 
substantival, depending on how we read the variants of monogenhV qeoV, eg., read 
as "the one and only Son, the one who is himself God ....", the participle would 
be taken as a substantive introducing a noun clause standing in apposition to "the 
one and only Son." The use of the present participle may imply a continuation of 
the intimacy of the godhead during Jesus' earthly ministry.  

eiV "at / in" - TO INTO. Spatial, usually expressing "directed toward", 
although here probably synonymous with en "located in". These prepositions are 
often interchanged in John, particularly of belief in/into Jesus.  
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tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "[the] Father's [side] / [closest relationship 
with] the Father" - [THE BOSOM] OF THE FATHER. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive.  

ekeinoV "-" - THAT ONE (the son, the only one). Nominative subject of the 
verb "to explain." Emphatic use of the demonstrative pronoun; "that one" = this 
one = he; "he has made him known."  

exhghsato (exhgeomai) aor. "has made him known" - EXPLAINED. In the 
New Testament the word usually means "explain", "report", "reveal (divine 
secrets)." In common Greek the word means "lead" and this may be the sense 
here. The Son leads us into God's loving kindness. Yet, the sense that Jesus 
exegetes the Father to us is best. Jesus is "God's self-expression", Carson.  
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1:19-28 

Witnesses to the Christ, 1:19-51 
i] John the Baptist and the Pharisees 
Synopsis  

Our author now introduces us to the preparatory work of John the Baptist. In 
v19-28 we see the Baptist questioned by the Jewish authorities. They want to 
know whether he is the "Christ" (the Messiah - the deliverer promised to the 
Jewish nation). If not the Christ, is he "Elijah" (the prophet who will precede the 
Messiah, Mal.4:5), and if not Elijah, is he the "prophet" (the promised prophet 
like Moses, Deut.18:15)? The Baptist claims he is none of these, rather, he is a 
voice crying in the wilderness preparing the way for the coming one; he is like 
the road-builder who prepares a smooth road for the visit of a king. Given that he 
is neither the Christ, Elijah nor the prophet, the Jewish leaders question his 
authority to baptize, particularly since baptism was normally only demanded of 
proselytes. In reply, the Baptist depreciates what he is doing (water baptism is 
only a sign of Israel's repentance), in that it serves as a preliminary sign pointing 
to the one who comes to baptize with the Holy Spirit.  
   
Teaching  

The Baptist testifies that Jesus is the light who gives life to the world.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-14. We now come to a series of testimonies to Christ. 
The first is given by John the Baptist to a delegation of Pharisees and Sadducees, 
1:9-28. The Baptist then gives a general testimony on seeing Jesus; "Behold, the 
Lamb of God" - Jesus is "the one who will baptize with the Holy Spirit", the one 
who "is the Son of God", 1:29-34. The Baptist gives further testimony by 
referring his disciples to Jesus, who then proclaim that "we have found the 
Messiah", 1:35-42. The Baptist's disciples, now disciples of Jesus, give further 
testimony to Jesus - "we have found the one Moses wrote about in the Law, and 
about whom the prophets also wrote." Nathanael, the doubter, also joins in - "you 
are the Son of God, you are the king of Israel", 1:43-51.  

Although located in the Cana-to-Cana ministry cycle, Jesus' first miracle at 
a wedding in Cana of Galilee may also serve as a testimony to Christ. Note the 
steward's comment to the bridegroom; he had "kept the good wine" until the end 
of the proceedings. "Jesus did this, the first of his signs, ...... and revealed his 
glory, and his disciples believed in him."  
   

We may well have here a seven-day cycle of testimonies:  
Day 1, The Baptist testifies, 1:19-28; 
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Day 2, The Baptist testifies, 1:29-34; 
Day 3, The Baptist testifies, 1:35-39; 
Day 4, Peter + testifies, 1:40-42; 
Day 5, Philip and Nathaniel testify, 1:43-50; 
Day 6, Jesus and his disciple journey to Galilee, cf., 2:1; 
Day 7, The testimony of water into wine, 2:1-11.  

   
ii] Structure: The testimony of John the Baptist:  

The first delegation, v19-23: 
Setting, v19; 
The Baptist's declaration, v20: 

    
    

   
    

"I am the voice of one calling in the wilderness, ....." 
The second delegation, v24-28: 

  
    

"why do you baptize .....?" 
The Baptist's answer, v26-27: 

Conclusion, v28.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
In the prologue of John's gospel, 1:1-18, we are introduced to the 

eternal Word of God who is eternally with God. This Word, whose person 
is now incarnate, made flesh, is light to humanity, a light that brings life. 
Yet, before his light is to shine in this world of darkness, there was a man 
whose task was to bear witness to the world's saving light. This man was 
John the Baptist. He himself was not the light, he came only to bear witness 
to the light. The Baptist's task is to testify to the one who testifies for God. 
The purpose of his witness / testimony, is so that all people might believe 
in the incarnate Word, namely, Jesus the messiah.  

Unlike the synoptic gospels, our author focuses on the testimony given 
by the Baptist to the religious authorities of the day. The testimony comes 
in two parts, represented by two deputations from the religious authorities, 
v19-28. The first reveals the Baptist's relationship with Jesus in terms of 
Isaiah 40:3. The Baptist is the voice of one calling in the desert "make 
straight the way of the Lord", v19-23. The second relates to questions 
concerning his baptismal activity; these questions reveal the presence of 
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 "Who are you?"
The Baptist's answer, v23:

Setting, v24;
The Pharisees' question, v25:

 "I am not the Messiah"  
The authorities' question, v21-22:



one greater than the Baptist, v24-27. Although hidden from public view, it 
is the greater one the religious authorities need to concern themselves with.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
As is typical of this gospel, our author happily ignores much of the 

synoptic tradition in order to draw out his own particular insights in the 
apostolic gospel. There is no reference to the Baptist administering a 
baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins, nor of his inauguration 
of Jesus' ministry by water baptism. The Baptist's baptizing remains an 
undefined ministry which cannot be compared with that of the greater one 
who comes after him. The Baptist may baptize in water, but the one who 
comes after him will baptize en "by/with" the Holy Spirit, v33. It seems 
incongruous for such a one to submit to the Baptist's ministry.  
   

v] Homiletics: The testimony of John the Baptist  
The fourth gospel assembles a range of testimonies, in word and sign, 

to Jesus. They all point to the person of Jesus, "the one and only Son, who 
came from the Father, full of grace and truth", and all expand the Old 
Testament image of this coming one, this divine messiah. In the prologue 
of John's gospel, we are told that Jesus is the embodiment of God's creative 
Word; he is light, a light that gives life.  

In John's gospel the first testimony to the life-giving light is given by 
John the Baptist. He bears witness to the light so that people might believe 
and therefore possess life. To drive home the difference between the 
witness and the light, the person and work of the Baptist is downplayed - 
he is a mere "man". The Baptist may have a divine mission, but unlike the 
Son, he does not have a divine nature. Also, in preparation for the coming 
Son, the Baptist serves as nothing more than a voice crying in the 
wilderness. He is not the light; he comes only to witness to the Son. Finally, 
although in tradition there is no human greater than John the Baptist, we're 
told that he is a mere nothing in comparison to the Son; he's not even 
worthy to untie the straps of the Son's sandals.  

Although we are tempted to look at the Baptist and draw some 
conclusions about his faith, the author of John's gospel doesn't allow us to 
take our eyes off the Son. This "coming" one is light and in this light there 
is life. The passage forces us to recognize the glory of Jesus, bathe in his 
light and so possess his life.  

In John's gospel we are invited to move our eyes from the immediate 
struggle of life to the one who is "full of grace and truth." When we do this, 
then like the Baptist, our status, standing, problems, dreams, loss...... seem 
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like nothing. The troubles of life lose their power in the presence of the one 
who is everything.  
   

Text - 1:19 
The relationship between the Baptist and Jesus, v19-28: i] The first 

delegation, v19-23: v19. The authorities in Jerusalem send a delegation to find 
out what the Baptist is up to. The delegation is made up of members from some 
of the different religious parties. Our author calls them "the Jews", a term he often 
uses to describe the religious elite of Jerusalem. The Baptist tells them, in 
emphatic terms, that he is not the Christ. The authorities have not asked this 
question, but it's obviously on their mind. In line with prophetic expectation, the 
delegation asks the Baptist whether he is the new Elijah, or the new prophet who 
will precede the coming Messiah. The Baptist emphatically denies either 
designation. In Matthew's gospel, Jesus actually says that the Baptist was the 
Elijah, but our author views the Baptist as someone greater than Elijah. The 
delegation finds itself faced with a preacher who is gathering crowds to himself 
out in the wilderness, but is without authority. So, they ask him to explain 
himself. The Baptist goes on to quote Isaiah 40:3 to define his role, while making 
no claims for himself. He is just "a voice" in the wilderness. His role is to make 
a straight pathway for the coming Messiah - his task is to prepare the people for 
the coming of the Lord by preaching the gospel, 1:15-18, 29.  

kai "now" - AND. Coordinative; "and this is the testimony borne by John", 
Cassirer.  

tou Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "John's [testimony]" - [THIS IS THE TESTIMONY, 
WITNESS] OF JOHN. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, or subjective, 
"the testimony given by John."  

oJte "when" - WHEN [THE JEWS SENT TO HIM]. Serving to introduce a 
temporal clause expressing the time at which / point of time; "when". The 
reference to "the Jews" is commonly used by our author to refer to the official 
leaders of Judaism - the religious authorities = unbelieving Jews headquartered 
in Jerusalem. They are the ones in conflict with the Baptist and Jesus and are 
sticklers for the law.  

ex + gen. "[Jews] of [Jerusalem]" - FROM, OUT OF [JERUSALEM]. Possibly 
as in the NIV, "of Jerusalem", ie., the preposition serves as a partitive genitive. 
More likely "out of, from", expressing origin / source.  

LeuitaV (hV) "Levites" - [PRIESTS AND] LEVITES. Accusative direct object. 
They were assistants to the priestly class and therefore held administrative and 
security positions in the temple. Both the priests and the Levites are of a far lower 
social cast than the priestly aristocracy, with the Levites standing at the bottom 
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of religious-cast ladder. The Baptist obviously doesn't deserve an overly 
important delegation of religious authorities.  

iJna + aor. subj. "to [ask]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT ASK, QUESTION, 
INVESTIGATE HIM]. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that." 
The investigation was not necessarily for the purpose of entrapping the Baptist.  

tivV "who [he was]" - WHO [ARE YOU]. Interrogative pronoun. As a direct 
question, "who are you?" NJB. The question is not asking for the Baptist's name, 
but his role and function, so "what are you on about?"  
   
v20 

Note the awkward nature of this sentence, literally "he confessed and did not 
deny and/but confessed that ...." The repetition of "confessed" serves to 
emphasize the Baptist's assertion that he is not the Christ.  

wJmologhsen (oJmologew) aor. "confessed" - [AND] HE CONFESSED. The 
word is commonly used of confessing Christ.  

hrnhsato (arneomai) aor. "[He did not] fail to [confess]" - [AND DID NOT] 
DENY [AND/BUT HE CONFESSED]. A word commonly used of denying Christ. "He 
declared without any qualification", Brown; "he told them plainly", CEV.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech expressing 
what the Baptist confessed.  

egw pro. "I" - I [AM NOT]. Emphatic by position and use, although as a matter 
of style, the verb to-be eimi will often come with the subject ego.  

oJ cristoV "the Christ" - THE MESSIAH. Predicate nominative. It is 
interesting how the messianic nature of this title has been lost over time and now 
serves as one of Jesus' names. Probably we are best to use the word "messiah", 
particularly where the context is clearly expressing function rather than title; "I 
am not the messiah", Barclay, NAB, REB..  
   
v21 

Unlike the synoptic gospels that identify the Baptist with Elijah, this gospel 
gives him a unique designation not clearly identified in Old Testament prophecy, 
cf., Mal.3:1-4, referring to the one who purifies the temple in preparation for the 
coming of the Lord. The tradition was that Elijah would precede the messiah, 
Mal.4:5. It is interesting that the writer of this gospel ignores the strong synoptic 
tradition, cf., Matt.11:14. Of course, he may just be true to his sources in that the 
Baptist may not have known that he was himself the Elijah, but it is more likely 
that our author is making a point. In Malachi, the role of the second Elijah is quite 
significant, eg., he will avert the wrath of God from Israel. So again, our author 
is possibly down-playing the significance of the Baptist in comparison to the 
greater one who comes after him.  
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oun "then [who are you?]" - [AND THEY ASKED HIM, WHAT] THEN, 
THEREFORE. Inferential, although with tiv its use is idiomatic; "what then?". The 
neuter tiv indicates function more than title or person; "what are you then if you 
do not serve as the messiah?" Barclay.  

HjliaV "Elijah" - [ARE YOU] ELIJAH? [AND HE SAYS, I AM NOT]. Predicate 
nominative.  

oJ profhthV (hV ou) "the prophet" - [ARE YOU] THE PROPHET? [AND HE 
ANSWERED, NO]. Predicate nominative, emphatic by position. Again, tradition at 
this time held that a prophet like Moses would precede the messiah, Deut.18:15ff. 
In Christian tradition the prophet is identified with Christ. Jesus is prophet, priest 
and king. Here the Baptist testifies that not only is he not the messiah and not 
Elijah, he is not the prophet like Moses; his function is none of these.  
   
v22 

oun "finally" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; 
"So they asked."  

tivV ei "who are you?" - [THEY SAID TO HIM] WHO ARE YOU? Again, this 
question is addressing role and function, not name. The final "what have you to 
say about yourself", NJB, makes this clear.  

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT [AN ANSWER WE MAY GIVE]. Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose; "please tell us in order that / so that we may give an answer 
...."  

toiV pemyasin (pempw) dat. aor. part. "to those who sent us" - TO THE 
ONES HAVING SENT US. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of direct 
object.  

peri + gen. "about [yourself]" - [WHAT DO YOU SAY] ABOUT, CONCERNING 
[YOURSELF]? Here expressing reference / respect; "with respect to yourself."  
   
v23 

This quotation from Isaiah is applied to the Baptist in all three synoptic 
gospels. The author of the Fourth Gospel, by citing Isa.40:3, draws attention to 
the content of all the chapters from 40 through to 55, inviting a link with the Word 
as described in the prologue, and the announcement that the new Israel is about 
to be realized, cf. McHugh, p120.  

efh (fhmi) imperf. "John replied" - HE SAID. The imperfect used for speech.  
kaqwV "in [the words of Isaiah the prophet]" - AS, JUST AS [SAID ISAIAH 

THE PROPHET]. The comparative introduces a comparative clause; "in accordance 
with the words of the prophet Isaiah." These words are probably a note from the 
author indicating the source of the Baptist's words rather than part of the Baptist's 
answer to the question. Translations divide over this issue although it is 
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unimportant. The point is that the Baptist claims the authority of scripture for his 
mission.  

bowntoV (boaw) gen. pres. part. "of one calling" - [I A VOICE] CRYING OUT, 
SHOUTING [IN THE WILDERNESS]. The participle serves as a substantive, the 
genitive being adjectival, possessive. Although the Baptist does not align with 
any identifiable person in Old Testament prophecy, his ministry does. He is the 
crying voice in the wilderness, Isaiah 40:3, LXX. Note egw, "I", is not in the 
quote, but serves as Baptist's self-identification.  

euqunate (euqunw) imp. "make straight" - STRAIGHTEN [THE WAY OF  
LORD]. The image comes from the Persians who were great road builders. The 
crying voice in the wilderness cuts a straight road through the desert for the 
messiah to travel on as he journeys toward Jerusalem, ie., "the shouting one" 
prepares the way. He does this by preaching the gospel, 1:15-18, 29. Note that 
our author does not mention the Baptist's ethical teaching detailed in Luke chapter 
3. The Baptist's ethical teaching is often stressed by commentators, but it is 
nothing more than practical advice on how to live while waiting for the coming 
messiah.  
   
v24 

ii] The second delegation, v24-27. This delegation, made up of Pharisees, 
question the Baptist about his rite of water baptism. In Israel at this time, water 
baptism, as a rite of spiritual cleansing, was performed on Gentile families who 
had converted to Judaism. At the time, there was an expectation that with the 
coming of the messiah, Israel itself would undergo a water rite, Ezk.36:25, 
Zech.13:1. So, the Pharisees want to know why the Baptist is performing this 
right if he is not the expected Christ, Elijah or the prophet. The Baptist goes on 
to emphatically state that all he does is baptize (immerse) people in water. He 
points away from himself to the one who is coming, one who even now stands 
among the people, although at present unrecognized. The Son is the one to focus 
on, he is the great one, whereas the Baptist feels he is not worthy to undertake the 
most menial task for the one who is "among" his people. We expect to hear him 
say that the coming one will baptize with the Spirit, but the Baptist says nothing 
on this subject; his focus is on the person of the coming one and not his work.  

kai "now" - Coordinative, "and", or adjunctive, "also".  
ek + gen. "some" - [ONES HAVING BEEN SENT WERE] OUT OF, FROM. The 

preposition + gen. here probably functions as a partitive genitive, "some of the 
Pharisees", ie. representatives of the party.  

twn Farisaiwn (oV) "Pharisees" - THE SEPARATISTS, PHARISEES. They 
were the pietists of their day, strict in their legalistic purity.  
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apestalmenoi (apostellw) perf. pas. part. "who had been sent" - HAVING 
BEEN SENT. A variant exists with an article oiJ, "the ones having been sent", ie. 
the priests and Levites / the ones having been sent, were from the Pharisees (the 
party of). Yet, would the Pharisees have the authority to set up a deputation of 
priests and Levites? The texts without the article are better attested and so with 
the imperfect verb to-be h\san we have an periphrastic pluperfect construction; 
"some Pharisees were also sent", NAB. What we have here is a second 
deputation, this time of Pharisees.  
   
v25 

autw/ "-" - [AND THEY ASKED HIM AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object. Typical Semitic asking and saying form.  

oun "[why] then" - [WHY] THEREFORE. Inferential. The fact that the Baptist 
has said he is not the messiah, Elijah nor the Prophet, draws a logical response in 
the form of a question, "So why do you baptize?"  

baptizeiV (baptizw) "do you baptize" - DO YOU IMMERSE (either 
figuratively or literally). Here, literally immerse in water, as was the custom of 
Israel, for a person converting to the Jewish faith. The point of the question is not 
clear. It is possible that the Pharisees' question concerns the Baptist's authority to 
perform a religious ritual; "why do you perform what appears to be an official act 
if you have no official status", Barrett, ie., the Baptist is not Christ, Elijah nor the 
Prophet and so he shouldn't be instituting a messianic rite. Possibly they accept 
that baptism can properly be used for messianic preparation, but if the Baptist is 
not a messianic figure, then what purpose does it serve? "Was he about to start 
an independent religious movement?", McHugh.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF [YOU ARE NOT]. Introducing a conditional clause, first class, 
where the condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, you are not the 
Christ, ...... then [why do you baptize]? (Greek beginners may note two ei in close 
proximity. The first caries a smooth breathing, eij, and the second a smooth 
circumflex, ei\. The first is the conjunction "if" and the second the 2nd person 
singular of the verb to-be. These notes only use smooth breathings and accents 
where necessary).  

oJ cristoV "the Christ" - THE ANOINTED ONE, THE CHRIST [NOR ELIJAH, NOR 
THE PROPHET]? Predicate nominative. The word in Greek means "anointed", but 
it is used to replace the Hebrew word for Messiah - "the anointed one." The 
mighty one appointed by God is sometimes a king, or a priest, but in prophecy, 
he is "the Coming One" from the Lord, "the Mighty Deliverer", "the Messiah." 
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v26 

The Baptist doesn't actually answer the question asked of him. The omission 
of any conjunctions (eg., a coordinating kai to introduce the opening clause and 
a transitional de or adversative alla between the two elements of the Baptist's 
answer - note the NIV "but" = an asyndeton) sharpens this verse. The answer 
consists of two statements sitting side-by-side in the Gk., probably to be read as 
contrasting, with the first possibly concessive; "although I am baptizing with/in 
water - standing among you is someone you don't recognize." It's as if the Baptist 
is confirming that he has a water baptism ministry, but is not interested in 
explaining what it is about, for what is important is the presence on the scene of 
one greater than he. What these Pharisees need to do is find out what the greater 
one is on about, not what the Baptist is on about.  

egw baptizw "I baptize" - [JOHN ANSWERED SAYING TO THEM] I AM 
IMMERSING. Durative present tense with the emphatic use of the pronoun egw.  

en "with" - IN [WATER]. Possibly "in", "in water only", Weymouth, cf. 
Goodspeed, Williams, REB. Given that the word "baptize" actually means 
"immerse", the sense may be "it is my custom to immerse people in water." None-
the-less, most commentators think an instrumental sense, rather than a local 
sense, is intended here, as NIV; "I immerse with / by water."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "[John] replied" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "answered"; redundant 
(pleonastic) - Semitic construction.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
esthken (iJsthmi) perf. "stands" - [AMONG YOU] HAS STOOD = STANDS [ONE 

WHOM YOU DO NOT PERCEIVE]. The perfect tense expresses action in the past 
which has ongoing consequences in the present - commonly used for "standing" 
given the action involved. A variant sthkei present tense exists. The messiah is 
present in Israel, but no one knows this yet.  
   
v27 

oJ ... ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "He is the one who comes" - THE ONE 
COMING. Numerous variants exist for the opening of this verse, and this because 
early in transcription it was read as a separate sentence and repaired accordingly. 
Taken with v26, the participle serves as a substantive in apposition to "among 
you stands one you do not know"; "Standing among you is someone you do not 
recognize, that follower of mine", McHugh.  

opisw + gen. "after [me]" - AFTER [ME]. Temporal use of the improper 
preposition. Here it functions to modify / limit the participle.  
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tou uJpodhmatoV (a atoV) gen. "[the straps of whose] sandals" - [THE 
STRAPS] OF THE SANDALS. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"straps"; "sandal-straps", Rieu.  

ou| gen. pro. "of whose" - OF WHOM [I AM NOT WORTHY THAT I MAY UNTIE]. 
The function of this pronoun is unclear. Most translations assume that it is 
adjectival, possessive, limiting "sandal-strap". This would make the genitive 
pronoun autou, "of him = his", redundant. Very strange syntax - see autou 
below! "In your midst stands one you do not know - he that comes after me, 
whose sandal-strap I am not worthy to undo", Rieu.  

autou gen. pro. "-" - OF HIM [THE STRAP OF THE SANDAL]. This genitive 
pronoun may simply be possessive modifying "sandal", "his sandal", yet it would 
normally follow the noun it modifies, although it may have been brought forward 
in the Gk. for emphasis. On the other hand, it may serve as a complement of the 
pronoun ou|, "of whom", and as such is redundant and not translated. If this is the 
case then the possessive "of him" = "whose [sandals]" in the NIV, is supplied. 
According to Morris this construction reflects Semitic idiom, direct speech.  

axioV adj. "worthy" - Predicate adjective. In Israel a slave was not to 
undertake oppressive or degrading work, eg., taking off the shoes of their master. 
So, the Baptist is saying that in comparison to the greater one he is less than a 
slave.  

iJna + subj. "to [untie]" - THAT [I MAY UNTIE]. Here probably serving as an 
epexegetic infinitive ("rare", Burton), ie., limiting by explaining / specifying a 
noun or adjective; "I am not fit to untie the strap of his sandal", Barclay.  
   
v28 

iii] Conclusion, v28. The episode ends with a reference to the setting of the 
event, serving also to introduce the next episode.  

tauta ... egeneto (ginomai) aor. "this all happened" - THESE THINGS [IN 
BETHANY] CAME ABOUT, HAPPENED. Obviously referring to the conversations, so 
"these conversations occurred in Bethany." Note how, as is typical in Gk., a plural 
neuter takes a singular verb.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space.  
Bhqania/ (a) dat. "Bethany" - The gospel writer adds "on the other side of 

the Jordan" to distinguish it from the Bethany close to Jerusalem. This village can 
no longer be identified. Origin said it was Bathabara and some texts follow his 
opinion, but he was probably wrong.  

peran + gen. "on the other side of" - BEYOND, ACROSS [THE JORDAN]. 
Local, expressing space. "On the far side of the Jordan."  

h\n .... baptizwn (baptizw) pres. part. "was baptizing" - [WHERE JOHN] WAS 
THE ONE BAPTIZING. The present participle with the imperfect verb to-be forms a 
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periphrastic imperfect, as NIV, probably serving to emphasize the durative or 
iterative aspect of the action - "where John was doing a lot of baptizing."  
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1:29-34 

Witnesses to the Christ, 1:19-51 
ii] The Lamb of God 
Synopsis  

It is the "the next day", the day after the Baptist's confrontation with the 
religious authorities from Jerusalem. The Baptist sees Jesus coming toward him 
and so he gives his testimony concerning the one who comes after him, the one 
who is greater than he. Witnessing to the coming Christ is the Baptist's primary 
task and so he proclaims that Jesus is God's sacrificial lamb - the lamb of God 
who takes away the sin of the world. This he does in a fact-to-face "revelational 
utterance", Ridderbos.  
   
Teaching  

The Baptist testifies that Jesus is the sacrificial lamb of God. 
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:19-28.  
   

ii] Background: The historical setting for the passage before us is somewhat 
limited. It is "the next day", the audience is undefined, but probably without the 
religious officials who dictated the debate on the previous day, and presumably 
Jesus is present throughout the Baptist's testimony.  
   

iii] Structure: Narrative; The testimony of the Baptist:  
Setting, v29a; 
The Baptist's testimony to Jesus, v29b-34: 

"the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world." 
"a man .... who ranks before me, because he was before me." 
"the he might be revealed to Israel." 
"the one who will baptize with the Holy Spirit." 
"this is God's chosen one."  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John the Baptist's purpose in life is to point away from himself to 
Jesus. His task is to prepare the way for the coming messiah, and he does 
this by calling on Israel to repent and to express this repentance outwardly 
in water baptism. In bearing witness to the coming one, the Baptist laid the 
corner-stone of Christian theology, namely, the atonement - the coming one 
is the sacrificial lamb of God.  
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The messianic testimony of the Baptist: The Baptist's testimony to 
Jesus provides a list of messianic titles - Lamb of God, Elect One, Messiah 
/ Christ, Son of God and the mysterious "one Moses wrote about in the law, 
and about whom the prophets also wrote." The messianic nature of this 
testimony prompts some of the Baptist's disciples to leave and follow Jesus, 
although it would take some time for the disciples to fully believe that Jesus 
is the Christ, and even then their understanding will have its limitations, 
eg., Peter confesses that Jesus is the Christ at Caesarea Philippi, but then 
he goes on to rebuke Jesus for the suggestion that the Christ must suffer, 
cf., Matt.16:13ff.  
   

Jesus, the Lamb of God: This title is given great weight in Christian 
theology, although "lamb" appears only four times in the New Testament, 
first in this verse and then v36, followed by Acts 8:32 (a quote) and finally 
1Peter 1:19. The last two quotes refer to a sacrificial lamb - an expiatory 
lamb (one that serves to transfer sin from the supplicant to the sacrifice). If 
"lamb" in this verse is a sacrificial lamb, what lamb does it represent? For 
example, does it represent the Passover lamb? The problem is the Passover 
victim did not necessarily have to be a lamb, nor was the victim called a 
lamb, rather the paschal victim was called "Passover". There are, of course, 
other possibilities, eg., the lamb led to the slaughter, Isa. 53:7, the lamb of 
the daily sacrifice, the scapegoat, the guilt-offering, Lev.14:12f, the 
apocalyptic warrior lamb, Rev. 5:6, 7:17, etc, so Carson. It is quite possible 
that the writer is just generalizing the idea of a sacrificial lamb.  
   

Jesus will baptize with the Holy Spirit: The image is of the promised 
baptism / immersing / outpouring of the Spirit of God, eg., Ezk.36:25-26. 
Jesus receives the Spirit and shares the Spirit, or more correctly, the Spirit 
descends upon and abides with Jesus, and Jesus then pours out the Spirit. 
Yet, in what sense is the Spirit poured out? Morris suggests that "it is the 
bestowal of new life in God" (regenerative); Brown argues for "cleansing"; 
Others argue for "empowering", cf., 7:39, 14:16f, 20:22. Obviously Jesus' 
baptism with the Spirit fulfills the Baptist's baptism with water - the 
Baptist's baptism prefigured Jesus' baptism. Such identifies the absolute 
superiority of Jesus over the Baptist, but also of the Spirit's redemptive 
function, of his "cleansing, sin-removing power", Ridderbos. So, the 
messianic age brings with it the Spirit's purifying power.  
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v] Homiletics: The Lamb of God  
Amazing as it may seem, the gospel writers do not often explain the 

meaning of Jesus' death. The record of his death is clear enough, but not 
the why.  

Early in John's gospel we read of the Baptist's testimony concerning 
Jesus. The Baptist has finally come to understand who Jesus is, although, 
later in prison, he starts to wonder if he was right. The visible coming of 
the Spirit on Jesus confirmed to the Baptist that Jesus was the messiah - the 
"chosen one", the coming one, the Christ. Yet, the Baptist's testimony not 
only identifies Jesus as the messiah, it also identifies his particular 
messianic role. He does this in the description, "the lamb of God who takes 
away the sin of the world."  

There is little doubt that this "lamb" is a sacrificial lamb. The messiah 
will serve as a sacrificial lamb provided by God. The messiah, as God's 
sacrificial lamb, will take away sin; he will remove it by vicariously bearing 
sin himself. The text is not quite clear as to whether the messiah takes sin 
up and carries it, or carries it off. The theologian Jeremias said the verb 
"takes away" can mean "take up and carry" or "carry off." He says "in both 
cases it is a matter of setting aside the guilt of others. In the former, 
however, the means of doing this is by a substitutionary bearing of a 
penalty; in the latter, sin is removed by means of expiation." Either way, 
the Baptist has exposed the meaning of the cross. Jesus dies as a sacrifice 
for sin, enabling the sinner to stand approved in the sight of God. And note 
who the messiah dies for. It is not just Israel, but rather the "world."  

Our gospel reading today reminds us that we are set free from the guilt 
of sin, yesterday, today and tomorrow - such is God's good news for us.  
   

Text - 1:29 
The Baptist testifies to Jesus - The Baptist declares that Jesus is the Christ / 

messiah, the one who saves humanity from sin and washes with the Holy Spirit. 
v29-34.  

i] The Lamb of God, v29: As Jesus approached him, the Baptist tells his 
disciples, "here is the lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world." As noted 
above, "Lamb" is being used in the sense of "sacrificial lamb", a lamb provided 
by God to take away our sin. "Jesus bears the consequence of human sin in order 
that its guilt may be removed", Hoskyns.  

th/ epaurion dat. "the next day" - ON THE TOMORROW. The article serves 
as a nominalizer turning the adverb "tomorrow" into a substantive, with the dative 
being temporal, giving the sense "on the next day".  
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ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "coming" - [HE SEES JESUS] COMING [TO 
HIM]. The participle serves as the complement of the direct object "Jesus", 
asserting a fact about Jesus.  

ide "look" - [HE SAYS] LOOK. Interjection used to focus attention, "take note."  
            

       
               

    
oJ airwn (airw) pres. part. "who takes away" - THE ONE TAKING AWAY. The 

participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "lamb". Either: "to take up and carry" 
or "to carry off", Jeremias; see the sample sermon. Possibly referring to the 
removal of evil from the earth, therefore a futuristic present, but more likely 
referring to Christ's coming sacrifice as the sacrificial lamb, therefore a historic 
present; "who is to remove the sin of the world", Moffatt.  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[the sin] of the world" - The genitive may be 
classified as adjectival, possessive, "the world's sin", or verbal, subjective, "the 
sin perpetrated by the world / humanity." The lamb does not just remove Israel's 
sin, but the sin of the whole world, "of all human beings without distinction, 
though not .... without exception", Carson.  
   
v30 

ii] The One who ranks above the Baptist because he was before him, v30: 
The ancients believed in the superiority of the previous generation (an interesting 
notion reversed in modern society - we honour testosterone over wisdom!). Yet, 
the Baptist claims an inferior position, even though his ministry was before Jesus 
and therefore technically superior.  

ou|toV pro. "this [is] the one" - THIS ONE [IS] he. Nominative subject of the 
verb to-be. Again, John uses a demonstrative pronoun for emphasis.  

uJper + gen. "I meant" - ABOUT [WHOM I SAID]. Here expressing reference / 
respect, "with reference to / concerning", "this is he concerning whom I said", but 
possibly benefit / advantage, "on behalf of / for the sake of."  

opisw + gen. "after [me]" - Temporal; "After" in time rather than space; 
"the man who is to succeed me"; Moffatt.  

emprosqen + gen. "[has] surpassed [me]" - [COMES A MAN WHO] BEFORE, 
IN FRONT [OF ME HAS BECOME]. Expressing advantage. It is possible that time is 
again intended, but it is more likely referring to rank; "who takes rank before me", 
NEB.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus surpasses 
the Baptist.  
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 tou qeou (oV) gen. "of God" - [THE LAMB] OF GOD. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, "God's lamb" or verbal, subjective, "a lamb provided by 
God", or possibly descriptive, idiomatic / source, "a lamb from God." "Here is 
the lamb of God", CEV.



ptwtoV adj. + gen. "[he was] before [me]" - [HE WAS] FIRST = PROMINENT, 
FOREMOST, PRIOR TO [ME]. Predicate adjective. With the sense "prior to" this 
adjective takes a genitive of persons / genitive complement. A bland, "he was 
alive before I was born", CEV, fails to capture the sense of pre-eminence that 
goes with Jesus' pre-existence. Like the great "I am", he is the one who was and 
is and will always be. Better "for before I was born, he already was", NEB.  
   
v31 

iii] God's revelation to Israel, v31: The Baptist's task was to reveal Jesus as 
Israel's messiah. To achieve this end, he diligently performed his ministry - a 
baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins in preparation of the messiah's 
baptism with the Spirit.  

kagw "I myself" - AND I. Crasis; kai + egw. A commonly used conjunction 
by John which gives emphasis to the personal pronoun "I", so as NIV etc., "I 
myself" - it carries Semitic overtones.  

ouk h/dein (oida) pluperf. "did not know [him]" - DID NOT RECOGNIZE 
[HIM]. Treated as a simple past tense. This doesn't mean that the Baptist didn't 
know anything about Jesus, but rather that he was not one of Jesus' disciples, one 
of his inner circle, an intimate of any kind.  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ......, but ...".  

dia touto + acc. "the reason" - [THAT HE MIGHT BE MANIFESTED TO ISRAEL] 
BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction is best treated as inferential, drawing 
a logical conclusion; "therefore." "I have had no relationship with him, but so that 
he might be made known to Israel, I therefore came baptizing with water."  

baptizwn (baptizw) pres. part. "[i came] baptizing" - The participle is 
adverbial, modal expressing the manner of the Baptist's coming.  

en + dat. "with [water]" - IN, ON, BY [WATER]. Here possibly local, 
expressing space, "in water", or instrumental, "by means of", or probably better 
adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "with", as NIV. Again, the Baptist's role is 
depreciated in that he cleanses Israel with the symbol of water, whereas Jesus 
will cleanse with the Spirit.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [HE MIGHT BE MANIFESTED]. Introducing a purpose 
clause, "in order that." The Baptist may not have been an intimate of Jesus, but 
he came baptizing, "in order that he (the messiah) might be disclosed to Israel", 
Moffatt. By exposing Israel's sin and calling for its cleansing in repentance, 
expressed outwardly in the washing of water, the Baptist prepares Israel for the 
coming messiah. The hina clause in the Greek text comes before dia touto, "the 
reason [I came .....]", so as to emphasize the Baptist's role of displaying Christ to 
Israel. Interestingly, the Baptist's role in this disclosure may have nothing to do 
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with his preaching. The disclosure referred to here may well be the divine 
announcement made to all present when Jesus is baptized.  

fanerwqh/ (fanerow) aor. pas. subj. "might be revealed" - MIGHT BE 
MANIFESTED. "To make Christ known to the people of Israel."  

tw/ Israhl dat. "to Israel" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v32 

iv] The one who will baptize with the Holy Spirit, v32-33: The Baptist's 
knowledge of Jesus was not derived by personal deduction. He actually witnessed 
the Spirit of God descend on Jesus and "remain" (abide permanently) with him, 
and at the same time heard God declare that Jesus is the one who will baptize 
with the Holy Spirit; See "Interpretation" above.  

emarturhsen (marturew) aor. "[John] gave this testimony" - [JOHN ALSO 
(adjunctive kai)] TESTIFIED, BORE WITNESS [SAYING]. The Baptist describes 
what he has seen.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Serving to introduce a dependent statement, direct speech, 
expressing what John saw.  

teqeamai (qeaomai) perf. "I saw" - I HAVE SEEN [THE SPIRIT]. This is 
probably an example of a dramatic perfect where the perfect tense is used to 
dramatically recall a past event, "I was there and saw ...." CEV. The seeing, of 
course, is with the eye. "I saw" underlines the fact that the Baptist witnessed the 
event.  

katabainon (katabainw) pres. part. "come down" - DESCENDING [AS A 
DOVE]. The participle serves as the complement of the direct object "Spirit" 
standing in a double accusative construction and asserting a fact about the Spirit; 
the Spirit is coming down from heaven.  

ex + gen. "from [heaven]" - OUT OF, FROM. Expressing source / origin.  
wJV "as" - Comparative; either, descending as a dove would descend, or 

looking like a dove.  
peristeran (a) "a dove" - A DOVE, PIGEON. Accusative direct object. The 

symbolic intention of the dove is unclear. It seems best to take the line that the 
divine / the Spirit is being represented as a bird-like creature coming to rest on 
Jesus to authorize him as the Spirit-filled corporate Israel, rather than the Spirit 
comes down like a dove comes down from the sky.  

emeinen (menw) aor. "remain" - IT REMAINED, ABIDED, CONTINUED. This 
verb is presumably a constative aorist expressing the beginning of the permanent 
abiding of the Holy Spirit with Jesus during his ministry on earth.  
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ep (epi) + acc. "on" - UPON [HIM]. This preposition with the accusative 
implies movement upon, or onto. If a static "on" was desired it would be followed 
by a genitive. The use of this preposition here continues to reflect the idea of the 
Spirit's coming upon Jesus, a coming which resulted in his abiding with him.  
   
v33 

ouk h/dein (oida) pluperf. "I would not have known / [I myself] did not 
know [him]" - I DID NOT KNOW = RECOGNIZE [HIM]. Although this verb is 
pluperfect, it is best translated as a simple past; "I myself, did not recognize him", 
Moffatt.  

all (alla) "except" - Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction; 
"not .... but ....."  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "the one who sent [me]" - THE ONE HAVING 
SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive; "he who sent me", NEB, ie., 
God.  

baptizein (baptizw) inf. "to baptize" - The infinitive is used to introduce a 
final clause expressing purpose; "in order to."  

en "with [water]" - As above: locative, "in water"; instrumental, "by means 
of water"; modal, expressing manner, "with water." Most translators go for 
"with", although the NEB goes for "in". It is often argued that "with water" is a 
gloss.  

eipen (eipon) aor. "told" - [THAT ONE] SAID. Here John reveals that he has 
had a direct revelation from God.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
oJn an + subj. "the man [upon] whom" - [UPON] WHOMEVER. This 

construction introduces an indefinite relative clause; "someone", CEV.  
katabainon (katabainw) pres. part. "come down" - [YOU SEE THE SPIRIT] 

DESCENDING [AND REMAINING UPON HIM]. This participle, as with "abiding / 
remaining", serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "Spirit" 
standing in a treble accusative construction, asserting a fact about the object; "he 
on whom you see the Spirit descend and remain", ESV.  

oJ baptizwn (baptizw) pres. part."[is] he who will baptize" - [THIS IS] THE 
ONE IMMERSING / THE ONE OUTPOURING / WASHING. The participle serves as a 
substantive.  

en + dat. "with" - Probably adverbial, modal, expressing manner; "with the 
Holy Spirit", but possibly means, "by the Holy Spirit." See above.  

pneumati aJgiw/ "the Holy Spirit" - Translators handle this differently. Most 
reject "a holy Spirit", Anchor, some have "the holy Spirit", "holy" not capitalized 
since the Baptist would know nothing of Trinitarian theology, but most have "the 
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Holy Spirit", given that the author understands the full nature of the Spirit's 
person.  
   
v34 

v] He is God's Chosen One, v34: So, the Baptist was able to testify that Jesus, 
the lamb of God, is the messiah, the Son of God, God's Chosen One, the one who 
washes people clean with the Spirit of God. In the new age of the messianic 
kingdom, Jesus, the messiah, is able to apply the Spirit's purifying power to God's 
repentant people.  

kagw "I" - AND I. Crasis, kai + ego. Emphatic.  
eJwraka (oJraw) perf. "have seen" - HAVE SEEN. Extensive perfect, ie., John 

has witnessed, as a past event, the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus, and this 
observation has ongoing consequences.  

memarturhka (marturew) perf. "testify" - [AND] I HAVE BORN WITNESS. 
Intensive perfect, ie., John's past testimony is ongoing into the present, thus best 
translated as a simple present tense; "I tell you", CEV.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, both perception and 
indirect speech; "I have seen and testify that ....."  

          
            

              
        

       
             

 
tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of God" - [IS THE SON] OF GOD. The genitive 

is adjectival, relational. Meaning "the messiah", ie., a messianic title rather than 
filial. "The Son of God" serves as a variant reading, the other possibilities being 
"the chosen one of God" and "the chosen Son of God." All are messianic titles.  
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 ou|toV adj. "this" - THIS ONE. Demonstrative pronoun used as an emphatic 
personal pronoun; "this one" = "he", but he is a special he. "This one", namely 
"the Son of God", is the one who baptizes with the Holy Spirit, ie., the one who 
"takes away the sin of the world", Ridderbos. Ridderbos argues that this adjective, 
emphatic by position, is code terminative with "Son of God". So, this Jesus, 
whom the Baptist saw coming toward him, v29, is the messiah who takes 
away the sin of the world.



1:35-42 

Witnesses to the Christ, 1:19-51 
iii] We have found the Messiah 
Synopsis  

The Baptist, having recognized that "Jesus is the Lamb of God who takes 
away the sin of the world", now reveals his discovery to two of his disciples. 
After spending the day with Jesus, Andrew goes off and finds his brother Simon, 
announcing to him that "we have found the Messiah." Simon returns with Andrew 
to Jesus, and, on being greeting by Jesus, is assigned a new name, Cephas, which 
means Peter.  
   
Teaching  

The disciples of the Baptist testify that Jesus is the messiah.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:19-28.  
   

     
        

         
         

              
     

        
   

iii] Structure: We have found the Messiah:  
The Baptist introduces two disciples to Jesus, v35-36; 
Andrew and his friend spend the day with Jesus, v37-39; 
Andrew's brother Simon joins the team, v40-42.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John continues to set the ground for his gospel with a narrative that not 
only provides testimonies to Jesus' person, but introduces us to the key 
players, here Jesus' first disciples. John lets us into an interesting face of 
history, namely that some of Jesus' disciples were originally disciples of 
the Baptist. The Baptist, having deduced that Jesus is the messiah, points 
his disciples to Jesus. Was Simon Peter also a disciple of the Baptist? Their 
deduction that Jesus is the messiah is without reservation, but of course, we 
know that the full realization of who Jesus is was a gradual process for the 
disciples; for John, at this point in his gospel, their testimony is what is 
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 ii] Background: As noted below, John's gospel is not a chronological account 
of the life of Christ and so it is difficult to place these events in a temporal 
sequence of Christ's ministry. Jesus is born around 5BC and the Baptist possibly 
commences his ministry around AD28. The Baptist's handover to Jesus is around 
AD30, and going by the clues in John's gospel, Jesus' ministry is around three 
years long, being crucified in AD33 when he was in his late thirties. The 
chronology of Christ's life remains unclear and so the dates remain unclear.



important. John is also not very interested in timing. If we only had John's 
account of the call of the disciples we might conclude that it was at the very 
beginning of Jesus' ministry, but this is highly unlikely. Given v43, John 
has skipped to the commencement of Jesus' public ministry in Galilee, cf., 
Mk.1:16. It is also worth noting that in this account Jesus doesn't actually 
"call" these disciples, but rather they come to him - they seek him out. 
None-the-less, in the following passage Jesus seeks out Philip and calls him 
with the words "follow me."  
   

v] Synoptics:  
In this narrative section of the gospel, John's purpose is to give 

testimony to Jesus. John is authoring a theological meditation on Christ, 
not a chronological history, and as such Jesus appears on the scene as 
radiant light and is recognized as such by those who commit to him - Son 
of God, Lamb of God. Ridderbos thinks he writes assuming that his readers 
are aware of the synoptic tradition, of the call of the apostles and of their 
full number (not just the five or six from John's gospel). John's purpose is 
to go "back behind the 'call' stories known from elsewhere." John may, or 
may not have, a copy of a synoptic gospel before him, but he would be fully 
aware of the oral tradition which served as the foundation for the synoptic 
gospels. He is not writing an alternate account which seeks to correct that 
tradition, rather he runs his own argument to achieve his own intended 
purpose (cf., 20:31), and he does so by drawing on the Johannine source 
material personally available to him (See introductory notes).  
   

Text - 1:35 
We have found the Messiah, 1:35-42: i] The Baptist introduces his disciples 

to Jesus, v35-36. At face value this incident follows on from the events of the 
previous day and so presumably take place in Bethany, cf., v28. The Baptist is 
present with two of his disciples (followers, adherents) whom he directs to Jesus.  

th/ dat. "the [next day]" - THE [TOMORROW AGAIN JOHN STOOD]. The 
pluperfect eiJsthkei is best translated "was standing", ESV. The article serves as 
a nominalizer turning the temporal adverb "tomorrow" into a substantive, "the 
next day." The dative is temporal; "On the next day." "The very next day", 
Peterson. "On the third day of a rather momentous week ...."  

ek + gen. "[two] of [his disciples" - [AND] FROM [TWO THE DISCIPLES OF 
HIM]. The preposition here stands in place of a partitive genitive. John obviously 
has more than two disciples.  
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v36 

The Baptist repeats his public testimony (v29) to two of his disciples. Verses 
35 and 36 make more sense when reworked: "On the following day, John was 
standing there with two of his disciples when Jesus passed by. John looked at him 
intently and said, 'Behold the Lamb of God'", Rieu.  

embleyaV (emblepw) aor. part. "when he saw" - [AND] HAVING LOOKED, 
SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV, or possibly 
modal.  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "Jesus" - Dative of direct object after the en prefix verb 
"to gaze upon, look at, fix eyes on."  

peripatounti (peripatew) dat. pres. part. "passing by" - WALKING AROUND 
[HE SAYS]. The participle is adjectival, predicative, asserting a fact about "Jesus", 
dative in agreement with "Jesus".  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the Lamb] of God" - [BEHOLD, HE EXCLAIMED, THE 
LAMB] OF GOD. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or better with a more 
idiomatic sense, "the sacrificial Lamb which God provides." As previously noted, 
it is unclear what image John has in mind here, let alone the Baptist, although it 
obviously has an OT background. Barrett thinks the image has two primary 
sources, one the OT and the other the Eucharist. So, Jesus is the Passover lamb, 
the Paschal lamb which is sacrificed at the Passover. In Judaism this lamb does 
not take sin away, but when the image is aligned to the Last Supper we have a 
lamb which does take away sins, a sacrificial lamb offered on behalf of the 
people.  
   
v37 

ii] Andrew and his friend spend the day with Jesus, v37-39: The Baptist's 
two disciples "followed Jesus", although probably not "followed as a disciple." 
At this stage they just "followed along", although Barrett thinks John may have 
both meanings in mind. There is no call to follow, and such is not necessary, 
although Jesus may have called them earlier.  

autou gen. pro. "[when the two disciples heard] him" - [AND THE TWO 
DISCIPLES HEARD] HIM. Genitive of direct object after to verb "to hear."  

lalountoV (lalew) gen. pres. part. "say" - SPEAKING. The participle is best 
classified as the genitive complement of the direct object "him", of the verb "to 
hear", standing in a double genitive construction. Of course, in function it is 
predicative.  

kai "-" - AND. Possibly with a consecutive sense; "and as a result, followed 
Jesus", Harris.  
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tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "[they followed] Jesus" - Dative of direct object after 
the verb "to follow."  
   
v38 

Jesus questions the actions of these disciples of John.  
de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, so possibly, 

"then Jesus turned ..."  
strafeiV (strafw) aor. pas. part. "Turning around" - [AND JESUS] 

TURNING [AND BEHOLDING]. This attendant circumstance participle, along with 
"beholding", expresses action accompanying the verb "to say"; "Jesus turned and 
saw (noticed) them following and said to them", ESV.  

akolouqountaV (akolouqew) pres. part. "following" - [THEM] FOLLOWING. 
Accusative complement of the direct object "them" of the participle "beholding", 
standing in a double accusative construction.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. "Jesus asked 
them."  

tiv pro. "what [do you want]?" - WHAT [DO YOU SEEK, INQUIRE]? 
Interrogative pronoun, accusative direct object of the verb "to seek." The question 
is probably not a significant one, not "what do you seek in life", Fenton, but more 
like "what are you (blokes) after?", Peterson.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a move in the dialogue to a new 
speaker.  

oiJ "they" - Typical use of an article for a pronoun, here autoi.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[said]" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
meqermhneuomenon (meqermeneuw) pres. mid./pas. part. "which means 

[teacher]" - [RABBI (GREAT ONE), WHICH IS SAID] BEING TRANSLATED 
[TEACHER]. The participle is adverbial, modifying "is said", probably best treated 
as temporal; "which means, when translated, 'teacher of the laws of Judaism'".  

        
           

      
       

      
   
v39 

Jesus invites the two disciples of the Baptist to stay with him. It's about 4pm 
and presumably they stay the night with Jesus and then head off in the morning 
to tell Simon Peter the news.  
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 pou adv. "where [are you staying]?" - Interrogative local adverb. As 
Schnackenburg observes, this is a request for a private audience; "Is there any 
chance we can come and have a quiet chat with you at your place?" The Baptist 
has just stated that Jesus is the sacrificial lamb of God and obviously these 
disciples of John want to check Jesus out.



autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. Note 
how the historic / narrative present tense "he says" indicates the change of speaker 
from the disciples, v38, to Jesus.  

oyesqe (oJraw) fut. "you will see" - [COME AND] SEE / YOU WILL SEE. The 
NIV has taken the future as predictive; "Sure! Come along and you will see where 
I live." Cassirer takes the future as an imperative, "Come and see for yourselves." 
The dialogue is not substantial, but if John was the other disciple, we can imagine 
he well remembers this encounter with Jesus.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE [THEY WENT AND SAW WHERE HE STAYS]. Drawing 
a logical conclusion - they asked, Jesus said yes, and so they went and stayed 
with him that night. This seems more likely than a short visit after work, before 
the evening meal, cf., note v41.  

par (para) + dat. "with [him]" - [AND REMAINED] WITH [HIM THAT DAY]. 
Here expressing association / accompaniment. The verb menw, "to abide, 
continue, remain", may have a double meaning - to abide in Christ = to become 
a disciple - but it is probably just a factual statement.  

wJV "[it was] about [four]" - [HOUR WAS] AS [TENTH]. Here expressing an 
approximation; "It was already about four o'clock in the afternoon", CEV. The 
hours of daylight are divided up in approximately 12 units of time making the 
tenth hour about 4pm.  
   
v40 

iii] Andrew's brother Simon joins the team, v40-42: It is rather interesting 
how John names Andrew, but not the other disciple. This may be because it is 
Andrew who brings Simon Peter to Jesus, but many commentators are of the view 
that this is one of those occasions throughout the gospel where the apostle John 
plays a part in the events, but chooses not to big-note himself.  

SimwnoV Petrou (oV) gen. "Simon Peter's [brother]" - [IT WAS ANDREW 
THE BROTHER] OF SIMON PETER. The genitive is adjectival, relational. Note that 
"the brother of Simon Peter" stands in apposition to "Andrew".  

ek + gen. "[one] of" - [ONE] FROM. Here serving in the place of a partitive 
genitive, as NIV.  

twn gen. "the [two]" - The article serves as a nominalizer turning the 
adjective into a substantive.  

twn akousantwn (akouw) gen. aor. part. "who heard" - tHE ONE HAVING 
HEARD [FROM JOHN AND HAVING FOLLOWED HIM]. The participle, as with "having 
followed", is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the two", as NIV. Again "followed 
as a disciple" may be implied, but probably not; "Andrew, Simon Peter's brother, 
was one of the two who had heard John's testimony about Jesus, and who had 
accompanied Jesus to where he was staying."  
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para + gen. "what [John] had said" - FROM [JOHN]. Here expressing source 
/ origin.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[followed] Jesus" - HIM. Dative of direct object after the verb 
"to follow after."  
   
v41 

Note the variant prwi, "Early in the morning"; "In the morning", Moffatt. 
Andrew finds Peter and tells him "we have found the Messiah." It is interesting 
to note that only John, out of all the gospel writers, uses the title "Messiah", again 
also in 4:25. The synoptic gospels stick to the Greek title "Christ" - just another 
hint that John is writing to Jews. We know from the synoptic gospels that 
Andrew's understanding of Jesus' messiahship would be limited at this point in 
time, but John is interested in Andrew's testimony to Christ not the depth of his 
understanding. Also, in the synoptic gospels, Peter is the first to testify that Jesus 
is the Christ, and this only occurs midway through Jesus' ministry, cf., Mk.8:27.  

prwton adv. "the first thing [Andrew did]" - [THIS ONE = HE FOUND] FIRST. 
Variant prwtoV. Possibly as an adjective such that Andrew is the first to find 
Simon Peter, but better as a temporal adverb such that the first thing Andrew did 
after staying with Jesus was to go off and find his brother Simon Peter and tell 
him what had transpired. "The first thing Andrew did in the morning ...."  

Simwna (wn wnoV) acc. "Simon" - [THE = HIS OWN BROTHER] SIMON. 
Accusative standing in apposition to "the own brother."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[tell] him" - [AND SAYS] TO HIM [WE HAVE FOUND THE 
MESSIAH (THE ANOINTED ONE)]. Dative of indirect object. For the participle 
"being translated", see v38.  

meqermhneuomenon (meqermhneuw) pres. mid./pas. part. "[that is the 
Christ]" - [WHICH IS] BEING TRANSLATED [CHRIST]. The participle with the verb 
to-be estin forms a present periphrastic construction; "the translation of the word 
is Christ", Barclay. The Greek term for "the anointed one" is commonly used in 
the synoptic gospels, but John uses the Semitic term "Messiah" and translates it 
for his Greek readers. If his gospel was originally composed for Gentiles he 
would surely just use the word "Christ", but if for Hellenistic Jews, he would 
likely use the more respectful Semitic title and then translate it. It is though 
strange how John constantly uses the term "the Jews" for the opponents of Jesus 
without specifying that they are Israel's disbelieving religious establishment. This 
is somewhat insulting if John's intended readers are Jews, but then maybe that's 
the point, they are not believing Jews.  
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v42 

John records an Operation Andrew - leading someone to Christ. John is 
probably not trying to make the point that Jesus can foretell the future, nor that 
he is the divine revealer in command of his designated role, so Bultman. The 
record is factual, rather than theological, but it does serve to remind us that Jesus 
reads the person behind the mask, the real person, and so he reads in Peter a man 
who will ultimately become a warrior for the gospel.  

hgagen (agw) aor. "he brought [him]" - HE LED, BROUGHT [HIM TO JESUS]. 
The aorist may be classified as constative, expressing the complex action 
involved in bringing Simon to Jesus. Fanning suggests that the emphasis falls on 
the completion of the actions, so not "leads him to Jesus", but "brought him to 
Jesus."  

embleyaV (emblepw) aor. part. "[Jesus] looked at [him and said]" - [JESUS] 
HAVING LOOKED AT [HIM AND SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to say."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the en prefix verb "to 
look at."  

Iwnnou (hV ou) gen. "[son of] John" - [YOU ARE SIMON SON] OF JOHN. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational. "Son of John" stands in apposition to "Simon".  

PetroV (oV) "Peter" - [YOU WILL BE CALLED CEPHAS, WHICH BEING 
TRANSLATED, INTERPRETED] PETER. Nominative complement of the pronoun o}, 
"which". The future verb "will be called" probably includes a present sense as 
well, so "from this moment", Barrett. Matthew records the Aramaic version of 
Simon's name, "Simon Bar-Jona." John gives us the Aramaic name for "Peter", 
namely "Cephas", meaning "rock", and then translates it for us into Greek, Petros 
= "Rocky / Rock-man". Peter will play a foundational role in the life of the early 
church, which role is expanded somewhat in the synoptics, cf., Matt.16:17-18 
(although expanded in such a way as to promote a 2000-year-old argument!!!). 
Jesus is playing with words and gives Simon a nickname that suits his role in the 
New Testament church, and probably his character, although he was anything but 
rock-like at Christ's crucifixion (a failure that gives hope to all of us in the midst 
of our own failings!).  
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1:43-51 

The Testimonies, 1:19-51 
iv] Philip and Nathaniel 
Synopsis  

Jesus continues to gather his band of followers. Philip is invited to "follow" 
and then Philip invites Nathanael to "come and see." Nathanael falters, but then 
believes.  
   
Teaching  

Two prospective disciples testify to Jesus: Phillip testifies that Jesus is the 
one whom Moses and the Prophets wrote of, and Nathaniel that he is the Son of 
God, the king of Israel.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:19-28.  
   

ii] Structure: Narrative, The testimony of Philip and Nathaniel:  
The call of Philip, v43-44; 
Nathanael told the news, v45; 
Nathanael's response, v46: 

"can anything good come out of Nazareth?" 
Nathanael meets Jesus, v47-48; 
Nathanael's response, v49: 

"you are the Son of God, .... the king of Israel." 
Jesus' response, v50-51: 

"you will see greater things ....." 
"you will see heaven open ...."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  
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 The testimony theme evident in this first chapter of John continues. The 
testimonies so far have revealed that Jesus is the messiah, "the lamb of 
God" and "the chosen one of God." In the passage before us we learn that 
Jesus is the coming one spoken of by Moses and the Prophets, and that he 
is the Son of God, the king of Israel, ie., Jesus is the anointed one, the 
messiah, the coming-one spoken of in the Scriptures, cf., Lk.24:27, and he 
is the Son of God (used as a messianic title, cf., Ps.2:7), appositionally 
restated by Nathanial as the Davidic king of Israel, a title confirmed at 
Jesus' crucifixion.



What is meant by seeing the angels of God ascending and descending 
on Jesus the messiah, the Son of Man? Brown, along with those 
commentators who have accepted his argument, takes the view that v51 is 
a detached saying / interpolation. This is disputed by numerous 
commentators, eg., Carson. Haenchen suggests that the imagery is a 
"figurative expression of the continuous relationship Jesus has with the 
Father during his earthly sojourn", yet it seems to carry more weight than 
that. So, it's likely that we have here the fulfillment of the "greater things" 
which the disciples will witness. What they will recognize is a "heaven-
sent confirmation that the one they have acknowledged as the messiah has 
been appointed by God", Carson. The testimony of water into wine will 
serve as just such a confirmation.  

So, the testimony of the disciples will be confirmed, they will see 
"heaven opened." The sense of the heavens opened is found in Mark 1:10, 
(rent, torn open) and also Isaiah 64:1 - it carries the idea of the divine 
breaking into our space and time. This is most likely the sense here and so 
Jesus, the heavenly "Son of God" / Messiah, is the one who breaks into out 
time and space. Some commentators link the phrase "heaven opened" with 
Matthew 26:64, but Matthew is speaking of Daniel's coming Son of Man / 
Messiah, the one who comes to heaven to reign (it is not a coming to earth).  

Jesus tells Nathanial and his friends that they will see angels of/from 
God "ascending and descending." The imagery here is very similar to 
Jacob's ladder, Gen.28:12 (is the Messiah the ladder?). It seems likely that 
those with open eyes will come to see in Jesus God's heavenly Messiah. 
The disciples, like Jacob, will get to peek into heaven and see divine goings 
on; they will see Jesus in the full glory of his heavenly reign, surrounded 
by God's angels. cf., Carson, p.163. They will see and find in him the 
pathway from earth to heaven  
   

iv] Homiletics: Attitudes  
Having moved from the idea of objective truth, Western society now 

grasps at a relative plurality of ideas. Of course, although we now affirm 
diversity, it is a diversity selectively filtered through a politically correct 
mesh.  

A paper published recently on the changing face of education noted 
that "a child today could come home from school and find the attitude of 
their parents wrong." The paper quoted from a social history textbook of 
the 60's using it as an example of wrong attitudes. "Since those far-off days 
men have changed the landscape. Densely wooded country has become 
prosperous farmland, swamps and stony outcrops have been transformed 
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into cities and rivers are being turned in their courses to provide irrigation 
and power to a rapidly developing industrialized nation."  

Of course, what is wrong for one person is not necessarily wrong for 
another. In a pluralist society, truth and justice is like beauty; it is all in the 
eye of the beholder. The question facing modern society is whether we can 
live with this plurality, or whether we will continue to escape into the 
notion, "I think and it is true."  

Philip invites Nathanael to discover significance in Jesus. "Come and 
see," he says. Nathanael really doesn't think that Nazareth could produce 
anything that is significant, but he checks it out, none-the-less. Jesus, as 
always, is his unsettling self and so Nathanael soon sees and believes. 
"Well, you ain't seen nothin yet" says Jesus. The disciples will inevitably 
gain an insight into the person of Jesus, and that insight will affect the way 
they perceive everything about them.  

Jesus is a heavenly man, a divine man who has entered our time and 
space. His origin determines the significance of his words and work, and 
once his words and work are our focus, everything is subsumed by them. 
The only question then is whether we can live with others whose 
significance lies elsewhere, or maybe the question is whether they can live 
with us and our wrong attitudes.  
   

Text - 1:43 
Jesus invites two more disciples to join his team, v43-51. i] The call of Philip, 

v43-44: Jesus is about to head for Galilee and invites Philip to come with him. 
All we know of Philip is that he is from Bethsaida. He, like most of us, becomes 
one of the less than outstanding disciples. Note how both Phillip in v44-46 and 
Andrew in v40-43 commence their discipleship by introducing another person to 
Jesus. It would seem that John is making a point.  

th/ epaurion adv. "the next day" - THE TOMORROW. The dative article th/ 
serves as a nominalizer, turning the adverb "tomorrow" into a substantive, the 
dative being temporal; "on the next day."  

hqelhsen (qelw) aor. "Jesus decided" - HE WILLED, WANTED. Here 
"resolved / intended / decided", and it is obviously Jesus who is doing the 
deciding, although some suggest that Andrew is the subject; "next day Jesus 
determined to leave for Galilee", Moffatt.  

exelqein (exercomai) aor. inf. "to leave" - TO GO OUT [INTO GALILEE AND HE 
FINDS PHILIP]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"willed", although it could be classified as introducing an dependent statement of 
perception expressing what he willed / decided. Jesus is leaving Bethany for 
Galilee, although as the site for this particular Bethany has never been 
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established, the intended route is unknown. Mark claims that Jesus begins his 
public ministry in Galilee.  

autw/ dat. "[he said] to him" - [AND JESUS SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

akolouqei (akolouqew) pres. imp. "follow" - ACCOMPANY, ATTEND, 
FOLLOW. The same word is used in Mark 2:14, although it is not easy to find any 
other similarities between the different accounts of the disciples' call.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow."  
   
v44  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative. Note the use 
of the imperfect verb to be, probably indicating an editorial note outside the 
movement of the narrative.  

apo + gen. "from [the town]" - [PHILIP WAS] FROM [BETHSAIDA, (ek) OUT 
OF / FROM THE CITY OF ANDREW AND PETER]. Expressing source / origin. The 
genitive Andreou kai Petrou, "of Andrew and Peter", is adjectival, idiomatic / 
locative; "the city where Andrew and Peter lived", ie., like Philip, Andrew and 
Peter also came from Bethsaida.  

Bhqsaida gen. "of Bethsaida" - Technically this city is not part of Galilee, 
although after 70 AD. it did form part of Galilean territory. It was on the east 
shore of the lake, the town's name meaning fishers-home. Note also that in Mark's 
gospel, Peter and Andrew came from Capernaum and not Bethsaida.  
   
v45 

        
                

       
        

           
        

  
ton Naqanahl "Nathanael" - [PHILIP FINDS] NATHANIEL. Accusative direct 

object of the verb "to find." The name means "God gives" or "God has given."  
autw/ dat. pro. "[told] him" - [AND SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
egrayen (grafw) aor. "wrote about" - [WE HAVE FOUND WHOM MOSES] 

WROTE of. The Law (Pentateuch) speaks of the prophet like Moses who will come 
to Israel, but other than this reference, there are no messianic texts as such, cf., 
Deut.18:15, 18-19. So, presumably it is this reference that Philip is alluding to. 
Phillip also refers to the prophets in support of his contention that Jesus is the 
messiah, eg. Isa.11:1, Jer.23:5, Zech.3:8, ....  
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 ii] Nathanael hears the news, v45: Clearly Philip thinks that Jesus is the 
messiah and so he searches out Nathanael to tell him the news that he has met the 
coming one, the one whom Moses and the Prophets wrote. Nathanael may well 
be the common name for the Bartholomew (son of Tolmai) referred to in the 
synoptic gospels, but of course, Jesus had many disciples, not just the twelve 
apostles. In 21:2 John tells us that Nathanael comes from Cana, an interesting 
link with the following miracle of water into wine.



en + dat. "in [the law]" - IN [THE LAW AND PROPHETS]. Local, space.  
o}n rel. pro. "the one ....... and about whom " - WHOM. This pronoun serves 

as a substantive, accusative of reference / respect, so Zerwick; "we have found 
the one about whom Moses wrote."  

Ihsoun (oV) "Jesus" - The accusative "Jesus", so also "the son of Joseph" 
and "the one out of Nazareth", stand in apposition to the accusative "the one 
whom ...."  

ton apo "of [Nazareth]" - [THE SON OF JOSEPH], THE ONE OUT OF, FROM 
[NAZARETH]. The article ton serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional 
phrase into a substantive, "the one from Nazareth." The preposition apo 
expresses source / origin; "He is Jesus, son of Joseph, from Nazareth", Barclay.  

tou Iwshf gen. "[the son] of Joseph" - The genitive is adjectival, relational. 
This is an interesting description of Jesus, often used by disbelieving Jews. Of 
course, John has already made the point that Jesus is from heaven and so is 
without a human father. This follower of the Baptist may be a bit short on 
understanding, but McHugh suggests that the usual "son of David" is replaced by 
"son of Joseph" in line with the messianic expectations of the Samaritans, 
"Joseph", referring to the son of Isaac in Genesis, not Joseph, the husband of 
Mary. Those with a Samaritan background only accept the five books of Moses 
as scripture and so would not recognize "son of David" as messianic.  
   
v46 

iii] Nathanael's response, v46: Despite the fact that there is no scriptural 
support for Nazareth being the home of the messiah, Nathanael responds with the 
comment, "So, something good can come out of Nazareth?" Obviously he doesn't 
have a high regard for the town. Philip, in common with the Rabbis of his time, 
uses the formula expression "come and see" - check it out for yourself.  

einai (eimi) pres. inf. "can" - [AND NATHANIEL SAID TO HIM, IS ABLE] TO BE. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "is able / can".  

ti agaqon "anything good" - Nominative subject of the verb "to be able." 
Nazareth is not identified in the Old Testament as having messianic significance, 
and in any case, it was widely held that the messiah would remain incognito until 
he was presented to Israel by Elijah. So, Nathanael is possibly questioning 
Philip's suggestion that Jesus is a messianic identity, given that he comes from a 
town lacking messianic credentials. This is certainly the line taken by most 
translations. Yet McHugh suggests that Nathanael's response, although less than 
kind toward Nazareth, is not a slur against Jesus. The infinitive einai properly 
rendered gives the sense "so, something good can (is able to) come out of 
Nazareth!" This rendering fits well with Philip's response, "come and see for 
yourself mate." 
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ek + gen. "from there" - OUT OF, FROM [NAZARETH]. Expressing source, 
origin. 

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [PHILLIP SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ercou kai ide "come and see" - As with v39, these words stand out in the 

narrative. In v51 Jesus explains what his disciples will see, although they don't 
see until 2:11. So, beholding the significant is central to this passage  
   
v47 

iv] Nathanael meets Jesus, v47-48: Jesus has heard Nathanael's comment and 
so his words of greeting reflect this knowledge. Jesus' words may well be tongue-
in-cheek, or at least a "here's a forthright person who says what he thinks." It is 
unlikely that Jesus is making a comment about Nathanael's moral superiority. 
Nathanael is taken aback by Jesus' comment and asks how he knows about him. 
Jesus tells him that he saw him under the fig tree at the time Philip spoke to him. 
The word "before" may not mean before in time. There is no point in Jesus seeing 
Nathanael "before" he meets with Philip. It is most likely that Jesus is simply 
saying that he knows what Nathanael said when he met with Philip. The only 
significance in the fig tree is that Jesus knows the actual tree Nathanael was under 
at the time he made his comment.  

eiden (oJraw) aor. "[When Jesus] saw [Nathanael]" - [JESUS] SAW 
[NATHANAEL]. There is nothing in the Greek to imply a temporal clause but it is 
usually treated this way, so Barclay, Cassirer, Rieu, .....  

ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "approaching" - COMING. The participle 
serves as the complement of the direct object "Nathanael", standing in a double 
accusative construction, asserting a fact about the object, namely that Nathanael 
was coming toward Jesus.  

peri + gen. "[said] of [him]" - [SAYS] ABOUT, CONCERNING [HIM]. 
Expressing reference / respect; "with reference to." Probably best left 
untranslated; "and said."  

alhqwV adv. "a true [Israelite]" - TRULY [AN ISRAELITE]. The adverb "truly" 
is functioning as an adjective, "true / better / ideal / real / genuine Israelite." 
Possibly even "worthy", "there is an Israelite who deserves the name", JB.  

en + dat. "in [whom]" - Here probably local; "a man with no guile in him", 
Cassirer.  

ouk estin (eimi) pres. "nothing" - IS NOT. With the sense "does not exist."  
doloV (oV) "false" - GUILE, DECEIT, TREACHERY. At face value, Nathanael 

is described as the ideal Jew, but is Jesus making a positive comment about his 
character, or is he being critical? The ideal Israelite is actually cunning and 
deceitful, as was Jacob in deceiving his brother Esau, and of course, like father, 
like son. It is even possible that the comment is tongue-in-cheek. There is, of 
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course, the possibility that the phrase has no moral overtones. It is likely, though, 
that Jesus is describing Nathanael as the genuine article - without pretense; "there 
is no guile in him", Moffatt.  
   
v48 

poqen "how [do you know me]?" - [NATHANIEL SAYS TO HIM] FROM WHERE 
[DO YOU KNOW ME = COMES YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF ME]? Interrogative adverb of 
place; where do you know me from?" = where have you seen me before? / have 
we met before? This is most likely a genuine question on Nathanael's part, 
although it is often regarded as expressing a touch of astonishment. The 
conjunction poqen usually means "where / from where", it can also carry the 
sense "how"; "how do you know what sort of person I am", TH.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [NATHANAEL SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
eidon (oJraw) aor. "I saw [you]" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID TO HIM, 

BEFORE PHILIP CALLED YOU BEING UNDER THE FIG TREE] I SAW [YOU]. Seeing 
the significant, in the sense of coming to know the real Jesus, is the focus of this 
passage. So, John may be reminding us that even a personal word to a friend is 
not hidden from the all-seeing eye of Jesus. On the other hand, the statement may 
just be factual; Jesus may have observed Nathanael's behaviour on the occasion 
he was standing under a fig tree; see "before Philip called you" below.  

onta (eimi) pres. part. "while you were still" - [BEFORE PHILIP CALLED YOU] 
BEING. The participle is often treated as adverbial, temporal, as NIV, "when / 
while you were under the fig tree", eg., Moffatt. Yet, as Novakovic notes, an 
adverbial participle is usually nominative in agreement with the subject of the 
clause. Being accusative it serves as the complement of the direct object se, 
"you", standing in a double accusative construction and so asserting a fact about 
the object. In English it is best simplified; "Before Philip called you I saw you 
under the fig tree", Rieu.  

uJpo + acc. "under" - Spatial, "under / below."  
thn sukhn (h) "the fig tree" - Much is made of the fig tree by commentators, 

but there is nothing more to it than Nathanael and Philip were under a fig tree.  
pro tou + inf. "before [Philip called you]" - This preposition with the 

articular infinitive introduces a temporal clause, antecedent time, "before". 
"Philip" serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive, with "you" as the direct 
object. The accepted meaning here is that Jesus saw Nathanael under the fig tree 
"before" Philip spoke to him. Yet, it is possible that Jesus is saying that he saw 
Nathanael under the fig tree "at the time" Philip spoke to him, and so is aware of 
his comment about him. So, "I saw you under the fig tree when Philip spoke to 
you" = "I heard what you said to Philip when you were together under the fig 
tree." If telepathic knowledge is intended, then it is worth noting that fore-
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knowledge was a common attribute of Old Testament prophets, so Beasley-
Murray: "Jesus has insight beyond that of the prophets."  
   
v49 

v] Nathanael's response, v49: Although, on this occasion, Jesus' insight is 
possibly little more than overhearing what was said, Nathanael responds with a 
confession of faith, proclaiming Jesus as messiah. The two descriptors he uses 
are both messianic. Although the confession progresses John's testimony to Jesus' 
person and provides an opportunity to reveal the greater things to come, the whole 
episode with Nathanael serves as an example of Johannine irony. The reader gets 
an insight into the real Jesus, but also an insight into what faith is not. Nathanael 
expresses faith in Jesus' messianic credentials on the basis of his presumed 
miraculous knowledge of a past event which is anything but miraculous - "Really! 
You believed in me because I saw you under a fig tree?"  

apekriqh (apokrinomai) aor. pas. "declared" - [NATHANIEL] ANSWERED. 
Jesus' minimal application of supernatural power, or what is more likely just a 
bland statement of fact, prompts a substantial confession of faith from Nathanael. 
If there is some significance in Jesus' words to Nathanael, some special insight 
revealed to Nathanael, it is certainly not revealed to us. Anyway, Philip's witness 
and Jesus' words combine to prompt Nathanael's confession of faith. For our 
author, it's all about the confession.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - HIM. Dative of direct object after the apo prefix verb "to 
answer".  

rJabbi voc."rabbi" - TEACHER. Vocative of address.  
oJ uiJoV tou qeou "Son of God" - [YOU ARE] THE SON OF GOD. The genitive 

"of God" is adjectival, relational. Here clearly a messianic title of equal weight 
with "king of Israel." McHugh suggests that the title bears "a meaning not 
previously found in Judaism, namely, that Jesus enjoys an utterly unique 
relationship with God." Although true, it seems an unlikely meaning in the 
context. See "Son of God", 5:25.  

tou Israhl gen. "[the king] of Israel" - [YOU ARE KING] OF ISRAEL. The 
genitive is adjectival, possibly possessive, "Israel's king", or of subordination, 
where the genitive "Israel" is subordinated to the substantive "king"; "king over 
Israel." Note here an example of Colwell's rule where a predicate nominative 
placed before the verb often lacks the article, so here, "king" is anarthrous, but it 
is obviously "the king of Israel." As with "Son of God", this title is also messianic 
and probably means exactly the same as the more common title, "king of the 
Jews."  
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v50 

vi] Jesus' response, v50-51: Even Jesus doesn't think his insight is earth 
shattering, but if Nathanael is willing to follow Jesus as a disciple then he hasn't 
seen the half of it. Jesus goes on to speak of the amazing things Nathanael will 
get to see. Jesus uses the imagery of Genesis 28:12, the vision of Jacob's ladder. 
Nathanael, along with the other disciples, will see the real Jesus, they will get to 
glimpse Jesus on his heavenly throne surrounded by ministering angels.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus said]" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative 
of indirect object.  

pisteueiV (pisteuw) pres. "you believe" - [BECAUSE I TOLD YOU THAT I SAW 
YOU UNDERNEATH THE FIG TREE] DO YOU BELIEVE? Jesus' response reveals some 
surprise and further indicates that, in his opinion, nothing significant has passed 
his lips so far.  

oJti "because" - THAT. Here introducing a causal clause, as NIV; "because I 
said unto thee", AV.  

oJti "-" - that [I saw you]. Here introducing a dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what Jesus had told Nathanael.  

uJpokatw + gen. "under" - UNDER, BENEATH. Used instead of uJpo in v48.  
meizw adj. "greater" - Comparative of megaV  
toutwn (ou|toV) gen. pro. "things" - THINGS [YOU WILL SEE]. Here serving 

as a substantive. The genitive is ablative, comparative; "greater than these things" 
= "greater things." Possibly referring to the miracles soon to be performed by 
Jesus, or more particularly v51. "You ain't seen nothin' yet!", or more 
appropriately, "you shall see more than that", Moffatt.  
   
v51 

amhn amhn "I [tell you] the truth" - [AND HE SAYS TO THEM] TRULY, TRULY 
[I SAY TO YOU]. Used 20 times in the gospel to introduce a solemn truth. See 5:24.  

oyesqe (oJraw) fut. "you shall see" - YOU WILL SEE. "You will behold / 
witness ..."  

anew/gota (anoigw) part. "open" - [HEAVEN] HAVING BEEN OPENED. The 
participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "heaven" 
standing in a double accusative construction and so asserting a fact about the 
object; "You will see heaven standing wide open", Barclay.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the angels] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, "God's angels."  

anabainontaV kai katabainontaV pres. part. "ascending and 
descending" - The participles serve as the accusative complements of the direct 
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object "angels" standing here in a treble accusative construction and so both are 
asserting a fact about the object "angels". See Jacob's dream Gen.28.  

epi + acc. "on" - OVER, ON, AT, TO. The preposition is a little vague, so we 
may have the angels ascending and descending "on" Jesus as if he (or the cross) 
were the ladder, or "around", Phillips. The "on" is misleading since what Jesus is 
promising is an insight into his person. "I tell you all that you will see Heaven 
wide open and God's angels ascending and descending around the Son of Man?", 
Phillips.  

ton uiJon tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - The genitive "of Man" is 
adjectival, relational. John, like the synoptic gospels, sometimes uses Jesus' 
messianic self-designation, "the Son of Man." This messianic title refers to 
Daniel's Son of Man, the one who receives the glory and power of divine 
authority and rule at the right hand of the Ancient of Days, cf., Dan.7:13-14. The 
title can just mean "man", so making it enigmatic and mysterious, and thus only 
meaningful for those with eyes to see.  
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2:1-12 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36 
i] The wedding at Cana, 2:1-12 
Synopsis  

Jesus and his disciples have been invited to a wedding. His mother is also 
present and so when the wine runs out she asks Jesus to do something about it. 
Using six water jars used for purification purposes, Jesus turns the water into 
wine; a quality drop according to the master of ceremonies.  
   
Teaching  

The first sign performed by Jesus testifies to his glory such that "his disciples 
believed in him" - the new age of God's free grace has dawned like the pouring 
out of "new wine", Jer.31:12.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-13/14. In Dodd's arrangement of John's gospel, the 
wedding in Cana of Galilee is the first sign of seven in John's Book of Signs, 2:1-
12:36/50. This arrangement is followed by a good number of modern 
commentators, eg., Beasley-Murray. Dodd argues that the function of John's sign 
+ dialogue / discourse structure serves to reveal the gospel as a whole. Each sign 
announces the dawning of the kingdom of God, and as a consequence, each sign 
and its associated discourse serves to prompt belief, cf., 20:30-31 - "blessed are 
those who have not seen and yet have believed."  

           
            

           
        

       
       

        
        

      
        

       
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1/13-3:36 

He gives the Spirit without measure 
2. Jesus the source of life, 4:1-54 

Whoever drinks the water I give them will never thirst again 
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 Reflecting Dodd's approach to the gospel, these notes proceed on the 
assumption that our author has built this first part of his gospel, 2:1-12:50, around 
a series of homilies / sermons, usually illustrated by a particular significant event 
/ sign. Each sign-discourse element proclaims the gospel; it announces that Jesus 
is Israel's long-awaited messiah, the Christ, Son of God, Son of Man. These 
discourse elements are then tied together in the itinerary divisions: Cana to 
Cana, 2:1-4:54; Jerusalem to Jerusalem, 5:1-10:42; and Jesus final visit to 
Jerusalem, 11:1-12:50. So, by means of illustrative signs, and argument / dialogue 
/ discourse, our author seeks to persuade his readers (primarily Hellenistic Jews 
of the dispersion) that Jesus is the Christ and that through him the promised 
blessings of the covenant are now available to all who believe.



3. Jesus the giver of life, 5:1-47 
The Son gives life to whom he is pleased to give it 

4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71 
I am the bread of life 

5. Jesus the water of life 7:1-8:59 
Whoever believes in me, a river of living water will flow…. 

6. Jesus the light of life, 9:1-10:42 
I am the light of the world 

7. Jesus the resurrection and the life, 11:1-12:36 
I am the resurrection and the life 

Epilogue, 12:37-50  
   

Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36  
He gives the Spirit without measure  

In this first section of the Argument Proper, part I, John details Jesus' 
messianic self-disclosure / testimony to a range of people in both signs and 
words.  

          
        

         
          

      
          

    
          

   
   

Where does this first sign fit in the structure of John's gospel? It is possible 
that John intends the miracle of water into wine as the concluding element of his 
testimonies to Christ, 1:19-51. The statement made by the master of ceremonies 
and John's comment in v11 may support this view.  

In Dodd's arrangement of the gospel, the first sign of water into wine is 
linked to Jesus' discourse with Nicodemus, 3:1-21, yet there is little correlation 
between the two. The Nicodemus discourse makes the point that the old has 
passed away and the new has come, and it is the cleansing of the Temple that best 
illustrates the old being swept away with the coming of the new age of the Spirit. 
Arguments about water pots in the wedding at Cana pointing to the abolition of 
the Old Testament system of purification, now replaced by an abundance of the 
"new wine" of the Spirit, is somewhat of a stretch. cf., Jer.31:12. Do we really 
want to argue that "they have no more wine", v3 = "Judaism now has no more to 
offer humanity by way of salvation", Stibbe? True! but....... We do need to 
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 First we have the miracle of water into wine, 2:1-12, followed by Jesus' 
cleansing of (judgment upon) the Temple. In this act Jesus demonstrates 
his radical break with Judaism and thus his inauguration of a new order of 
things, 2:13-22. Then follows the discourse with Nicodemus on the subject 
of the new life in the Spirit now available through faith in Jesus, 3:1-15. 
John then moves into a meditation / reflection on God's love for humanity, 
a love which is powerfully expressed in the cross, 3:16-21. Finally, we have 
the Baptist's discourse on the new order of things now replacing his 
ministry, 3:22-36.



recognize that the argument rests on the proposition that the miracle is an example 
of Johannine irony, given that it is devoid of any clues as to how it relates to the 
cleansing of the temple and the discourses that follow. Commentators that try to 
make the link end up spiritualizing the water pots, the water, the wine, and the 
wedding - sometimes all four! Dodd's work is brilliant, but even he struggles to 
make an intelligent link, resting on Philo's comment on Gen.14:18, that 
"Melchizedek .... shall bring forth wine instead of water and give our souls a pure 
draught."  

None-the-less, only a fool would totally discount Dodd's argument 
(supported by numerous commentators, eg., Beasley-Murray) that the wedding 
in Cana of Galilee is the first sign in the Book of Seven Signs. The best we can 
say is that John's statement, "this beginning of signs Jesus performed in Cana of 
Galilee", seems to indicate an intended sign-discourse cycle ending with the 
healing of the official's son at Cana.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus turns water into wine - a chiasmus:  
A1. Setting / introduction, v1-2; 

B1. Mary discusses the issue of wine with Jesus, v3-5; 
C. Jesus instructs the servants, v6-8; 

B2. The master discusses the issue of wine, v9-10; 
A2. Conclusion, v11.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

This miracle story rounds off the testimonies to Christ. The narratives 
in chapter 1:19-51 testify that Jesus is the messiah, the incarnate Word of 
God. Jesus himself testifies to this reality by revealing his glory in the first 
sign of water into wine. John indicates that this sign is but the first in 
Galilee of many where Jesus will reveal his glory, signs which will prompt 
belief. The statement "you have kept the good wine until now" probably 
says it all. For John, Jesus' ability to produce such a fine drop out of water, 
is a revelation of his glory, a sign-post of the realization of messianic 
fulfillment in Jesus, the confirmation of which comes in the comment that 
the "disciples believed in him."  
   

How do the commentators handle this the first of Jesus' signs?: Most 
commentators move forward on the theory that many of the elements in the 
miracle are symbolic, ie., the narrative is artificially constructed. This 
prompts a range of allegorical interpretations which move from the sublime 
to the ridiculous. Schnackenburg makes a point of warning against reading 
too much into the story. Yes, there is mystery in the narrative. What does 
Jesus mean by "my hour has not yet come"? Still, in the end," the "sign 
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allows for only of a preliminary, though comprehensive, view of Jesus' 
glory", Schnackenburg.  
   

"My time / hour has not yet come", 2:4. In John the term "hour / time" 
often refers to the glorification of Christ in his death, resurrection, 
ascension and enthronement. Yet, why would Jesus make an enigmatic 
aside about his coming death in response to a rather innocent comment 
from his mother? Carson's line here has much to commend it. Christ's 
glorification will usher in the messianic age of Kingdom blessings, a day 
when wine will flow liberally, cf. Jer.31:12, Hos, 14:7, etc. That day is still 
in the future, although Jesus is now about to symbolize its coming. So, 
Jesus' words may well be a prophetic riddle, and particularly so if Mary is 
still unsure of Jesus' messianic credentials. "In any case, mother, the day 
when your son will usher in an age when wine flows freely, is still in the 
future." With the hook nicely baited, Jesus performs the sign and the 
disciples, having witnessed "his glory" (this sign of his glory!), "put their 
faith in him" (is Mary included in the term "disciples"?).  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
This miracle story is unique to John. Bultman suggests it is the 

reworking of a pagan story, others that it is an expansion of the saying "you 
have saved the best wine till now." It is worth noting that the unease of 
some believers with respect to miracles is a modern phenomenon.  
   

v] Homiletics: The Good Drop  
My father, who was a manufacturing chemist, had this wonderful party 

trick. He would produce two half-full glasses of clear water. Out of his 
pocket would come a stir-stick with some Condy's Crystals (permanganate) 
secreted in a hole at the end of the stick. He would remind the kids about 
the water into wine story and then stir the water with his tricky-stick to 
prove he could do the same. The water magically went bright red and we 
would be suitably amazed. Then, for his finale, he would claim to go one 
better than Jesus. He would pour the red water into the second glass. Now 
of course, I have long forgotten the chemical he mixed in the second glass, 
but any chemist would know, for it totally turned the red liquid back to 
clear. We were even more amazed, but we were never given a chance to 
drink his tricky wine, and in the end, it’s the drinking that makes all the 
difference!  
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 The sign of water into wine is an acted-out gospel presentation. It 
proclaims the coming reign of God in Jesus. For those waiting for the 
dawning of this new age, in this case the disciples, it proclaims that the



great feast in the last day, with its abundance of beautiful wine, is even now 
for the tasting, and what a good drop it is!  

There are beautiful wines, and terrible wines. Even with beautiful 
wines, some age well, but others turn sour before our very eyes. No matter 
how hard we try, the best wines can be corked and destroyed by fungus. As 
with wines, so with life; we are constantly reminded of the impermanence 
of life, reminded that "moth and rust corrupts." When Jesus visited a 
wedding in Cana he performed a miracle that served to remind his disciples 
of that brighter day, a day that transcends the imperfect moment. His 
disciples understood the point he was making and decided to trust him to 
carry them to that day. Do we trust him to carry us to that day of perfection 
and plenty?  
   

Text - 2:1 
Jesus turns water into wine, v1-11. i] Setting, v1-2: Mary, along with Jesus 

and his disciples, attends a wedding. Much is made of the symbolism of the "third 
day", eg., Dodd believes it ties the miracle to the glory of the resurrection, but it 
is more likely telling us that it is two full days since Jesus' promised that his 
disciples would see "greater things than these", 1:51-52.  

th/ hJmera/ th/ trith/dat. "on the third day" - Dative of time. Probably 
meaning two days after the call of Philip and Nathaniel, ie., it is now the seventh 
day since the Baptist's first testimony, 1:19-28.  

gamoV (oV) "wedding" - A WEDDING [BECAME]. Nominative subject of the 
verb "to become." Referring to the festivities that follow the arrival of the bride 
at the groom’s home, festivities that may last up to seven days.  

Kana "Cana" - [IN] CANA. A village some nine miles north of Nazareth in 
the Galilean hill country - only mentioned by John.  

thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "of Galilee" - The genitive may be classified as 
adjectival, idiomatic, locative; "Cana located in Galilee."  

hJ mhthr "the mother" - [AND WAS] THE MOTHER. Nominative subject of the 
verb to-be. A title of honour for a woman who has given birth to a son.  

tou Iasou (ouV ou) gen. "of Jesus" - OF JESUS [THERE]. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational.  
   
v2  

de "-" - Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; untranslated.  
kai ..... kai "and [Jesus] and" - AND [JESUS] AND. Correlative use of the 

two conjunction, "both Jesus and his disciples"  
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oiJ maqhtai "[his] disciples" - THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. With "Jesus", 
nominative subject of the verb "to call." Note how John uses the term "disciples" 
rather than "apostles", which usage is historically correct.  

eklhqh (kalew) aor. 3rd. sing. "invited" - WAS CALLED, INVITED, 
SUMMONED [TO THE WEDDING]. As is typical in Greek, with a combined subject, 
as here, the number of the verb is controlled by the first subject, here "Jesus", 
singular.  
   
v3 

ii] A shortage of wine, v3-4: Some commentators argue that Mary's words 
are a request for Jesus to do something, but they are more likely an agitated 
comment driven by embarrassment. Jesus, now a rabbi, along with his disciples, 
would not have contributed to the occasion, unlike the other invited guests, 
particularly the relatives. One suspects that the sense of Jesus' response to his 
mother is something like: "now mother, don't drag me into this mess, I don't have 
anything to do with it." As already indicated in Interpretation above, the second 
sentence is even more enigmatic. The "hour" does seem like a reference to the 
full glorification of Christ, his death and resurrection. On that wonderful day the 
blessings of the messianic kingdom will be poured out on God's people; they will 
drink the "new wine" of the new age, Jer.31:12. When it comes to Mary's 
response, there is little indication that she understands what Jesus is talking about. 
Many commentators argue that her words are a faith response, but they are more 
likely an expression of frustration - mothers are often frustrated with their 
children, even when fully grown! For Mary, this is not a time for riddles, but for 
action; "Do something! Go down to the bottle shop and get something for the 
toast" (A "bottle shop", or "the bottle-O", is what we Australians call a retail 
outlet that sells alcoholic beverages).  

uJsterhsantoV (uJsterew) gen. aor. part. "when [the wine] was gone" - [AND 
WINE] WAS RUNNING SHORT, LACKING, FAILED. The genitive participle, along 
with the genitive noun "wine", forms a genitive absolute construction introducing 
a temporal clause. Note the longer reading in some texts, "Now they had no wine 
for the wine provided for the feast had been used up."  

tou Ihsou (oV) gen. "Jesus' [mother]" - [THE MOTHER] OF JESUS. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational.  

legei (lego) pres. "said" - SAYS [TO HIM, THEY DO NOT HAVE WINE]. 
Narrative present tense. Fanning notes that 78% of narrative present tense verbs 
in John are related to speech. Given the context, "asked" seems to be implied, but 
why would Mary think Jesus is willing or able to do anything about the situation? 
See above.  
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v4 

gunai (h) voc. "dear woman" - [AND JESUS SAYS TO HER, WHAT TO ME 
AND TO YOU] WOMAN. Vocative. Normally used respectfully, rather than in an 
abrupt way, therefore, the NIV "dear woman." Some commentators suggest a 
better English equivalent would be "mother". 

tiv emoi kai soi "why do you involve me?" - WHAT TO ME AND TO YOU?. 
A Semitism, rather than a simple dative of possession or interest. It is used where 
a person is asking why they are being involved in something that has nothing to 
do with them. "This situation is the responsibility of the groom. You and I, 
mother, should not interfere." "Woman, what has this concern of yours to do with 
me?" Harris.  

           
          

     
    
oupw adv. "[has] not yet [come]" - NOT YET [COME THE HOUR OF ME]. 

Temporal adverb, emphatic by position.  
   
v5 

toiV diakonoiV (oV) dat. "[said] to the servants" - [THE MOTHER OF HIM 
SAYS] TO THE SERVANTS. Dative of indirect object. Note again the use of a 
historic / narrative present, commonly used by John in speech.  

poihsate (poiew) aor. imp. "do" - [WHATEVER HE TELLS YOU] DO. The 
general consensus is that this response by Mary is a faith response, ie., she is sure 
Jesus will aid the situation, although she doesn't know how, so tells the servants 
to "follow his lead." Yet, it is more likely that Mary hasn't properly understood 
Jesus' riddle and that the situation demands action, not riddles, and so instead of 
a suggestion that something needs to be done, she is now telling the boys that 
something must be done - beg, borrow, or buy some more wine.  

o{ ti an + subj. "whatever" An indefinite relative construction giving the 
sense "what-ever" = oJstiV, "whatever", with an emphasizing its indefinite sense. 
Note that the construction is somewhat conditional, 3rd. class; "whatever, as the 
case may be, he says to you, then do." "Mind you do whatever he tells you", 
Phillips.  
   
v6 

iii] Jesus instructs the servants, v6-8: The stone jars, holding about 500 litres 
all up, were used for ritual purification - the washing of utensils, hands.... They 
were stone to guarantee the purity of the water. Jesus directed that the jars be 
filled with water and that servings of the water, now turned into wine, be taken 
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 mou gen. pro. "my [hour]" - [THE HOUR] OF ME. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or descriptive, idiomatic, "the hour which the Father appointed for 
my glorification; "appointed for me", Cassirer. Novakovic suggests purpose, "the 
hour destined for me."



to the head waiter. It is sometimes argued that John is making the point that what 
blessings were gained through the rites of ritual purification are now totally 
superseded by the blessings of the dawning new age. Such is true, but it is unclear 
whether John is making this point here.  

kaimenai (kaimai) pres. part. "[nearby] stood" - [BUT/AND THERE WERE 
SIX STONE WATER JARS] LYING, STANDING [ACCORDING TO = FOR THE 
PURIFICATION OF THE JEWS]. The participle with the imperfect verb to-be hsan 
forms a periphrastic imperfect construction, "six stone jars, for the purification of 
the Jews, were standing there"; "Now the Jews rinse their hands before meals, 
and for this purpose six twenty-gallon stone jars were standing there", Rieu.  

liqinai uJdriai "stone water jars" - WATER JARS MADE OF STONE. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. Much has been made of the fact that the 
jars are stone rather than earthenware, and also that there are six of them. Little 
can be made of the number six, but it is possible that John is underlining the ritual 
cleansing function of these water jars. The new is dawning; the old system of 
purification is no longer needed. Of course, it's all too easy to allegorize such 
details.  

twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "used by the Jews" - [ACCORDING TO THE 
PURIFICATION] OF THE JEWS. The adjective "Jewish" is used as a substantive, 
while the genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "ceremonial washing"; 
"Jewish ceremonial washing."  

kata + acc. "for [ceremonial washing]" - ACCORDING TO. This preposition 
sometimes expresses purpose, so possibly "for the purpose of Jewish ceremonial 
washing", as Rieu above, but also possibly, "in accordance with" = "as the Jewish 
ceremonial customs of purification required", Barclay. Either way, the 
prepositional construction is adjectival, limiting "six stone water jars"  

cwrousai (cwrew) pres. pat. "[each] holding [from twenty to thirty 
gallons]" - HAVING ROOM [EACH MEASURES TWO OR THREE]. The participle is 
again adjectival, attributive, limiting "six stone water jars", "six stone water jars 
......... which had room for about twenty gallons." The "measure", metrhtaV, is a 
volume of liquid measuring about 10 gallons. The preposition ana is distributive 
here, so as NIV, "each measuring." The disjunctive h], "or", gives the sense 
"twenty or thirty gallons", ESV.  
   
v7 

The jars, when filled, would hold about 500 litres - sufficient wine for an 
extended celebration.  

autoiV dat. "to the servants" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object. The word "servants" is assumed by most translations.  
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uJdatoV (wr toV) gen. "[fill the jars] with water" - [FILL THE POTS] OF 
WATER [WITH WATER]. A dative of content is assumed with the verb "to fill", "fill 
something with something", here "water pots" with "water". The genitive "water" 
is adjectival, attributive, "water pots."  

e{wV a[nw "to the brim" - [AND THEY FILLED THEM] UNTIL = UP TO + ABOVE 
= THE TOP. Here e{wV is local + a[nw, an adverb of place = "completely full", TH. 
Presumably the choice of an aorist tense here for the verb "to fill" serves to 
express the perfective nature of the action, "they filled them up to the brim", 
NRSV.  
   
v8 

autoiV dat. pro. "[then he told] them" - [AND HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

antlhsate (antlew) aor. imp. "draw" - DRAW [NOW]. Westcott argues that 
the verb is used of drawing water from a well and so therefore, the servants fill 
the jars (purification is complete) and then continue to draw, which water is 
turned into wine. Carson goes with this interpretation, but it is unlikely that John 
would be so pedantic with his use of the verb. The aorist verb (perfective) "to 
draw" and the present verb (imperfective) "to carry" simply express aspect. The 
action of filling up is a completed action, while the carrying is ongoing. It is likely 
that the water in the jars is now wine.  

tw/ arcitriklinw/ (oV) dat. "the master of the banquet" - [AND BRING] TO 
THE FEAST MASTER, THE HEAD STEWARD, THE HEAD WAITER. Dative of indirect 
object. Possibly the best man or a guest appointed for the occasion, but more 
likely someone employed to manage the feast.  

oiJ de "they [did so]" - BUT/AND THEY [BROUGHT IT]. Again, the postpositive 
(ie., 2nd. in the clause) conjunction de is being used to denote narrative transition 
- indicating a step in the narrative. Here with an article cf., BDF#251. The 
servants, having filled the water jars, now bring the water turned to wine to the 
master of the feast.  
   
v9 

iv] The master of ceremonies discusses the issue of the "good" wine with the 
bridegroom, v9-10: The "new wine" of the new age is "the best" (choice, good, 
beautiful).  

de "and [the master of the banquet]" - BUT/ AND. Transitional, indicating a 
step in the narrative.  

wJV "-" - AS / WHILE. This comparative conjunction is temporal here, serving 
to introduce a temporal clause; "when the manager of the feast tasted the water 
which had become wine", Moffatt.  
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gegenhmenon (ginomai) perf. pas. part. "that had been turned into [wine]" 
- [THE HEAD STEWARD TASTED THE WATER, WINE] HAVING BECOME [AND DID 
NOT KNOW FROM WHERE IT IS]. The participle is adjectival. Technically the 
participle limits the noun oinon, "wine", given that "wine", as with the participle, 
is anarthrous (uJdwr, "water", is articular). As such it would be classified as 
epexegetic, specifying the wine in mind; "he tasted the water, wine which had 
become through the miraculous intervention of Jesus." Most translation ignore 
the syntax and treat the participle as attributive, limiting "water"; "The master 
tasted the water which by now was wine", Rieu.  

de "though" - BUT/AND. Indicating narrative transition, probably introducing 
a parenthesis which is often translated as concessive, as NIV; "did not know 
where it came from (though the servants who had drawn the water knew), the 
master ....", ESV.  

oiJ hntlhkoteV (antlew) perf. part. "[the servants] who had drawn [the 
water]" - THE ONES HAVING DRAWN [THE WATER]. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "servants", as NIV.  

fwnei (fwnew) pres. "called [the bridegroom aside]" - [THE HEAD 
STEWARD] CALLS [THE BRIDEGROOM]. Narrative / historic present, often used 
with speech, although usually translated in the past tense, as NIV. The 
bridegroom was responsible for the provisions and so he is the correct person to 
congratulate.  
   
v10 

The practice alluded to here is unsupported, but quite likely, particularly for 
a shrewd host. The point John is making is that the new wine of the dawning age 
is "choice" wine (lit. good, beautiful).  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [AND HE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
tiqhsin (tiqhmi) pres. "brings out" - [EVERY MAN] SETS OUT, PLACES. 

"Serves", Zerwick.  
prwton acc. adj. "[the choice wine] first" - FIRST [THE GOOD WINE]. The 

accusative adjective is adverbial, modifying the verb "sets out."  
o{tan + subj. "after" - WHEN [THEY HAVE BECOME DRUNK]. Introducing a 

temporal clause, indefinite future time.  
ton elassw (mikroV) comp. adj. "THE CHEAPER" - [he sets out] the 

smaller, lesser = worse wine,. Comparative adjective, and with the assumed 
noun "wine", stands as the accusative direct object of the assumed verb "to set 
out." "Then the poorer wine", Moffatt.  

e{wV arti "till now" - [YOU HAVE KEPT THE GOOD WINE] UNTIL NOW. Here 
again e{wV serves as a temporal preposition, "until, up to" while the temporal 
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adverb arti serves as a substantive, "now" = "the present"; "until now", as NIV, 
cf., BDAG 423c.  
   
v11 

v] Conclusion, v11: Signs are not just miraculous displays of divine power, 
they actually reveal divine mysteries for those who seek the divine. John tells us 
that the sign of water into wine reveals something of Jesus' "glory", something of 
the mystery revealed in the cross and empty tomb. The blessings of that "hour" 
can be imaged in the abundance of the "new wine" that will flow at the kingdom 
banquet. The sign of water into wine displayed that the hour is close at hand; the 
old age is passing away, the new has dawned, and how choice it will be. The 
disciples understand and believe.  

Note how NIV11 reworks this verse: "What Jesus did here in Cana of Galilee 
was the first of the signs through which he revealed his glory; and his disciples 
believed in him."  

tauthn pro. "this" - [JESUS DID = PERFORMED] THIS. "This" = the miracle 
of turning water into wine. Backward referencing demonstrative pronoun, 
serving as the accusative direct object of the verb "to do", standing with its 
complement "archn", "beginning", in a double accusative construction.  

archn (h) "was the first" - BEGINNING. See above. Jesus did this as the first 
of his signs performed in Galilee. Most likely "first" in the sense of first in a 
series, rather than first in importance, or primary, even representative.  

shmeiwn (on) "of his miraculous signs" - OF SIGNS. The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive. Instead of "miracles" or "wonders", John likes to use the 
word "sign" in that Jesus' miracles are not just displays of divine power. Signs 
are "significant displays of power that point beyond themselves to the deeper 
realities that can (only) be perceived with the eyes of faith", Carson.  

en + dat. "in [Cana]" - Local, expressing space; "in the location known as 
Cana."  

thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "of Galilee" - The genitive is adjectival, attributive, 
idiomatic /local; "in Cana which is located in Galilee."  

kai "-" - AND. Coordinate. John often piles up paratactic (side by side) 
statements / propositions linked by kai. In the epistles we are more likely to find 
a statement / proposition further modified or explained by a series of sub-clauses 
- participial clauses, etc. For this reason, the gospel of John is easy to read, 
whereas a letter like Hebrews makes for hard reading.  

thn doxan (a) "glory" - [HE MANIFESTED] THE GLORY [OF HIM]. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to manifest." For John, Jesus' glory is fully displayed in 
the cross, which event encapsulates Jesus' resurrection, ascension and 
enthronement. What is seen in the sign of water to wine is a partial manifestation 
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of the glory of that coming "hour", cf. v4. The image painted by the prophets of 
the coming day is of God's people sitting on their back porch, underneath their 
grape vine, drinking freely of a luscious new wine. So, the wine of the dawning 
new age is freely flowing - the kingdom of God is at hand.  

kai "and" - As above.  
eiV "[his disciples put their faith] in [him]" - THE DISCIPLE OF HIM 

BELIEVED] INTO [HIM]. The use of eiV "[believed] to/into", rather than en "in/on" 
is characteristic of John's usage.  
   
v12 

       
         

            
           
     
meta touta "after this" - This temporal construction is used by John to 

indicate narrative transition.  
katebh (katabainw) aor. "he went down" - Cana is in the hill country so 

they travel down to Capernaum. In Australia to travel down somewhere is to 
travel South; to go down is to go off, like "off the mountain" - a little confusing! 
So, for Australians, "They headed off to Capernaum."  

oiJ adelfoi (oV) "brothers" - [HE AND THE MOTHER OF HIM AND] THE 
BROTHERS [OF HIM AND THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. This noun, along with all the 
other members of the party, serves as the nominative subject of the verb "to go 
down." Mentioned also in the synoptic gospels, the brothers of Jesus are most 
likely the younger children of Joseph and Mary, although some commentators 
argue that they are relatives, cousins, or even the children of Joseph by a former 
marriage.  

ou pollaV hJmeraV acc. "a few days" - [AND THERE THEY REMAINED] NOT 
MANY DAYS. Adverbial accusative, extent of time. Idiomatic; Semitic phrase 
indicating a short period of time; "only a few days", JB. The chances are that we 
have here a misleading example of short-talk (elliptical). John is probably telling 
us that Jesus has now set up his family home / base of operations in Capernaum, 
but that he is only there for a few days before leaving again on mission, this time 
to Jerusalem for the Passover festival.  
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 vi] Narrative setting. In this transitional note, John records the relocation of 
Jesus' headquarters from Nazareth to Capernaum during the early part of his 
ministry, cf., Mk.4:13. Jesus' whole family, along with his disciples, make the 
move. The village of Capernaum was situated on the NW shore of lake Galilee 
about 30 kilometres from Cana.



2:13-25 

The ministry of the Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36 
ii] The cleansing of the temple 
Synopsis  

Having spent time with his family, Jesus leaves Capernaum and heads to 
Jerusalem to celebrate the coming Passover. Although all four gospels record this 
event, John's account has its own particular features. On entering the temple, 
Jesus sets about driving out the money changers and those selling sacrificial 
animals - "stop making my Father's house a market-place." The authorities 
demand divine authority for his actions and to this Jesus responds "destroy this 
temple and in three days I will raise it up." John notes that Jesus was speaking of 
his body, not the actual bricks-and-mortar temple.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus fulfills all that the temple stands for - he is the living temple of God 
and we may come into the presence of the living God through him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:1-12..  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus cleanses the temple - a chiasmus:  
A1. Jesus in Jerusalem during Passover, v13; 

B1. The disciples remember Jesus cleansing the temple, v14-17; 
C. Jesus' discussion with the authorities, v18-21: 

"destroy this temple, and I will raise it again in ….." 
B2. The disciples' recollection of Jesus' words, v22; 

A2. While in Jerusalem at the Passover, v23-25. 
Jesus did not entrust himself to the people.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The temple had become a focus of national pride for Israel and was 
now designed in such a way as to exclude Gentiles. Yet, God's intention 
for his house was that it be a "house of prayer for all the nations", Isa.56:7. 
Now, not only was it exclusive, but it was also defiled. So, the religion of 
old Israel is beyond renewal and this is realized in a significant action (sign) 
by which Jesus signifies the end of the old order in a coming / appearing 
(parousia, advent) in judgment, Mal.3:1ff, Zech.14:21. The new order will 
be realized through faith in Christ, 3:16.  
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Commentators, such as Tasker and Leon Morris, argue that there is no 
reason why Jesus couldn't have cleansed the temple on a number of 
occasions - would he not get upset and cause a commotion on other visits 
to the temple? Murray argues that an early cleansing is more likely given 
that the witnesses at Jesus' trial cannot agree on their evidence. This would 
certainly be the case if the cleansing had taken place two years earlier.  
   

"Destroy this temple and I will raise it again in three days", 2:19. 
Interestingly, in Mark the witnesses at Jesus' trial present a version of this 
statement in their testimony, Mk.14:58. It is even used as an insult against 
Jesus, Mk.15:29. Yet, there is no record of Jesus actually making this 
statement in Mark, other than his prediction that the temple would be 
destroyed, Mk.13:2. There is strong textual support that Jesus linked 
enigmatic statements concerning both the destruction of the temple-
sanctuary and the destruction of his temple (his body as a dwelling place 
of the divine) and that the resurrection of his temple (or more properly the 
proclamation of the resurrection, ie., the gospel) would serve as the only 
sign for this sinful generation. The problem for the witnesses at Jesus' trial 
is that the mysterious nature of his sayings meant that they ended up 
contradicting each other. Was Jesus speaking about a sanctuary of stone, 
or a sanctuary "not made by man", or both? Of course, their problem is also 
ours.  

John's editorial comment on this saying of Jesus is rather interesting, 
cf., v21-22. Barclay suggests that John is reading far more into Jesus' words 
than were originally in them. Maybe, but if we fail to take John's words as 
inspired we are forced into selective inspiration. It is likely that John is 
referring to a temple raised in three days, but not the Jerusalem temple 
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 When did Jesus actually cleanse the temple? John has the cleansing of 
the temple early in Jesus' ministry, during his first recorded visit to 
Jerusalem for the passover. John records three separate visits to Jerusalem 
for the passover. The synoptics have the cleansing during Jesus' ministry 
in Jerusalem immediately prior to his crucifixion, Mk.11:15-18, 
Matt.21:12-17, Lk.19:45ff. There are hints that John used Mark's account, 
although it is more likely that he has used the Johannine tradition available 
to him, a tradition resting on an eye witness account rather than oral 
tradition. None-the-less, John would have known of the Synoptic tradition 
of a cleansing toward the end of Jesus' ministry and has simply ignored it. 
Unlike the gospel of John, the Synoptics frame the ministry of Jesus as if a 
year-long journey to Jerusalem. The Johannine tradition reveals that 
Jesus' public ministry is at least three years long, and anyway, for 
John, the significance of the cleansing is not found in the when.



which faces destruction. The new rebuilt temple is Jesus himself, the living 
Christ; God with us. From now on the divine presence will be accessed by 
those who come to the risen Lord rather than the temple mount. It is 
possible that John sees in this new temple Christ's body, the church, the 
community of believers, but this is discounted by many commentators.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Of the three synoptic accounts of the cleansing of the temple, Mark 

11:11, 15-17, 27-33; Matthew 21:12f., 23-27; Luke 19:45f., 20:1-8, John's 
account is closest to Mark, possibly indicating an awareness of Mark's 
account.  
   

v] Homiletics: The House of the Lord  
Zeal for your house will consume me.  
There is an interesting pseudo-scientific theory getting around that 

inanimate objects, such as stones, can absorb, or better, record significant 
events that are acted out beside them. The theory is used to explain ghosts. 
A haunted house has simply recorded some horrific event in the past and 
replays it when triggered by a particular set of environmental factors. It's 
true isn't it, that some houses we enter give us a warm sensation, a happy 
feeling, while others leave us with a chill up the spine?  

Church buildings are often warm and comforting. Maybe they have 
absorbed something of the wonder and beauty of all that is played out in 
them Sunday by Sunday. Maybe it's just that the building triggers special 
memories - a christening, a dedication, a marriage, even the farewell. Of 
course, it's common to speak of the church as the sanctuary of the Lord, his 
dwelling place, his shrine, his temple, although God's dwelling place is in 
a building not made by hands.  

Jesus knew that the Shekinah glory, the radiant presence of God, once 
resided in the Jerusalem temple. Even the memory of this fact fired his zeal 
to cast the traders out of "his Father's house", yet the temple's destruction 
was still inevitable. The radiant glory of God's presence now resides in 
another sanctuary, in the very person of Jesus. Yet, as the stones of the 
temple mount must face destruction, so also will Jesus face destruction. 
Zeal for the divine sanctuary will take Jesus to the cross, but unlike the 
temple of stone, Jesus will rise again, and in that day "the true worshippers 
will worship the Father in spirit and truth"  

There is nothing special about a church building. Yet, when two or 
three gather in worship in adoration to our risen Lord, an amazing miracle 
is enacted. The radiant presence of the divine, in and through our risen 
Lord, is realized in our midst. At that moment, the Lord's new sanctuary is 
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the gathered believers, and the divine presence is made manifest in word 
and sign.  

So, although our church building is not the Lord's Sanctuary, it houses 
that sanctuary, Sunday by Sunday, and so it is, in the end, a special place.  
   

Text - 2:13 
The cleansing of the temple, v13-22: i] John sets the scene, v13. It is the 

passover and Jesus has gone up to Jerusalem to celebrate the feast. A devout Jew 
is to "appear before Jehovah" at the feast of Passover to commemorate the 
salvation of the people of Israel from their bondage in Egypt. John records three 
visits to the temple by Jesus, this being the first.  

egguV adv. "when [it was] almost time for" - [AND THE PASSOVER OF THE 
JEWS WAS] NEAR. Predicate adverb; Temporal use of an adverb of place.  

twn Ioudaiwn adj. "the Jewish [Passover]" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "the Passover", as NIV; "the passover, a feast of the Jews", 
AV, 6:4.  

anebh (anabainw) aor. "[Jesus] went up" - [AND JESUS] WENT UP [TO 
JERUSALEM]. Going up in elevation, ie., to the hill country of Judea from 
Capernaum beside lake Galilee. The term is also used of going on a pilgrimage. 
"Jesus went to Jerusalem", CEV.  
   
v14 

ii] Jesus acts against the temple market and the authorities respond, v14-17. 
In one of the outer courts, probably the court of the Gentiles, sacrificial animals 
were on sale and money changes exchanged foreign coinage into Tyrian coinage, 
at a fee of course. Only Tyrian coinage was permitted for use in the temple 
offertory and this because it was of superfine quality. Making a whip out of strong 
reeds, Jesus set about driving the traders out of the temple precincts. Unlike Mark, 
where the traders are described as a "den of robbers" (thieves), the issue here is 
over their trading in "my Father's house" - it's not a shop. Quoting Psalm 69:9, 
albeit with a change of tense, the disciples recognize in Jesus' behaviour 
messianic qualities - a passion to honour, even at personal risk, the dwelling place 
of the divine. So here, Jesus confronts the sin of religious worship defiled by the 
intrusion of commerce, cf., Jer.7:9-11.  

en + dat. "in" - [AND HE FOUND] IN. Local, expressing space.  
tw/ iJerw/ (on) dat. "the temple courts" - THE TEMPLE. Obviously the outer 

court of the temple, the court of the Gentiles.  
touV pwlountaV (pwlew) pres. part. "men selling" - THE ONES SELLING 

[OXEN AND SHEEP AND DOVES]. The articular participle serves as a substantive. 
There is no extant evidence that this was excessively corrupt, other than a trader's 
profit margin and a fee to the authorities for use of the site. The issue is that the 
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temple has a higher purpose and this purpose is being prostituted by trading, even 
if the trading is of animals for sacrifice and exchange of foreign coinage for 
Tyrian coinage.  

kaqhmenouV (kaqhmai) part. "[others] sitting at tables [exchanging 
money]" - [AND THE MONEY-CHANGERS] SITTING at their tables. The participle 
serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "the money-changers", 
standing in a double accusative construction. Used of a person who exchanges 
money in denomination terms, although here of exchanging one type of coinage 
for another. The Tyrian coinage was prescribed, not because it was free of 
idolatrous images, which it wasn't, but probably because it was of fine quality 
and exact weight. "The money changers sitting at their tables", Barclay.  
   
v15 

kai "so" - AND. A consecutive sense is probably intended, BDF.442[2], as 
NIV.  

poihsaV (poiew) aor. part. "he made" - HAVING MADE. The participle is 
adverbial, possibly temporal; "and when he had made a whip."  

fragellion (on) "whip" - A FLAGELLUM, SCOURGE (Latin). Accusative 
direct object of the participle "having made." Also, a whip to drive animals, which 
is most likely the meaning here. A whip of cords, or possibly, a whip of rushes.  

ek + gen. "out of [cords]" - FROM [FIBRE OF SOME SORT]. Expressing source 
/ origin.  

exebalen (ekballw) aor. "drove [all] from" - HE CAST OUT [EVERYONE 
FROM THE TEMPLE]. "He drove them all out (those engaged in trade), the sheep 
and the oxen as well", Barrett. Note the typical repetition of the prepositional 
prefix ek, "he cast out from".  

te .... kai ... "both ...and" - BOTH [THE SHEEP] AND [THE OXEN]. Forming 
a coordinate series; "both the sheep and the oxen."  

twn kollubistwn (hV ou) "[he scattered the coins] of the money 
changers" - [AND] OF THE MONEY-CHANGERS, [HE POURED OUT THE COINS]. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive; "he scattered the money that belonged to 
the money changers."  

kai "and" - Coordinative.  
anetreyen (anatrefw) aor. "overturned" - HE TURNED / THREW OVER [THE 

TABLES]. "He overturned the tables of the moneychangers and scattered their 
coins", TEV.  
   
v16 

Where Mark has Jesus saying "my house shall be called a house of prayer 
for all nations, but you have made it a den of robbers", John has Jesus saying 
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"stop turning my Father's house into a market." In Mark the issue is corrupt 
trading, whereas in John it is trading itself, and this in line with prophetic 
fulfillment, "and there will no longer be a trader in the house of the Lord of hosts 
on that day", Zech.14:21.  

toiV ... pwlousin (pwlew) dat. pres. part. "to those who sold" - [AND] TO 
THE ONES SELLING [DOVES HE SAID]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
dative of indirect object.  

enteuqen adv. "out of here" - [TAKE THESE THINGS] FROM HERE. Adverb of 
place.  

mh poieite (poiew) pres. imp. "how dare you turn / stop turning" - DO 
NOT MAKE [THE HOUSE OF THE FATHER OF ME]. The negation mh is possibly being 
used to express the cessation of action in progress; "stop making", Zerwick.  

tou patroV "[my] Father's [house]" - [THE HOUSE] OF THE FATHER [OF 
ME]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive. Note Jesus' childhood reference to the 
temple as "my Father's house", Lk.2:49.  

          
      

      
 

   
v17 

emnhsqhsan (mimnhskomai) aor. pas. "remembered" - [THE DISCIPLES OF 
HIM] REMEMBERED. Passive form conveying a middle idea. "The disciples 
recalled the words of scripture", REB.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
the disciples remembered; "that the scripture said ....."  

gegrammenon (grafw) perf. part. "[it is] written" - [IT HAS BEEN] WRITTEN. 
The perfect participle with the present tense of the verb to-be forms a periphrastic 
perfect construction emphasizing aspect, the ongoing reality of God's revealed 
word. This is a standard formula for the introducing of a quotation from scripture.  

tou oikou (oV) "[zeal] for [your] house" - [ZEAL] OF THE HOUSE [OF YOU]. 
The genitive is usually taken as adjectival, verbal, objective, as NIV. A righteous 
zeal for God's house / people brings with it suffering.  

katafagetai (katesqiw) fut. ind. mid. "will consume" - WILL CONSUME, 
EAT UP [ME]. In the Hebrew text the word is perfect, indicating that the psalmist 
is, at the present moment, undergoing suffering due to his zeal for the temple. 
The LXX has a variant reading where the word is in the future tense, although 
this may be a later textual change due to Christian influence where the gospel 
quote is read back into the LXX text. The future tense gives the quote a messianic 
flavour. The consuming suffering of the messiah, even his destruction, due to his 
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 emporiou (on) gen. "into a market" - [A HOUSE, PLACE] OF MERCHANDISE, 
TRADE. The genitive is adjectival, descriptive, idiomatic, limiting "house"; "a 
house used for trade." Trading, of itself, pollutes the proper function of the 
temple. "Don't you dare turn my Father's house into a market", Phillips.



passion for God's dwelling place, is the salient point of the quote. "Burns in me 
like fire", CEV.  
   
v18 

iii] Jesus' discussion with the authorities, v18-21: The Jewish authorities are 
most likely aware that a market in the temple precincts is anything but proper and 
that Jesus' denouncing of the practice has messianic overtones, cf., Zech.14:21. 
Yet, if Jesus is the messiah, possessing the authority to perform such an act, the 
authorities want a significant miracle to conform his authority and thus, his 
messianic credentials. Jesus offers a sign, but to his hearers it is a dark saying. As 
already indicated, it is possible that the saying has a double meaning. At one level, 
Jesus may be alluding to the actual temple, a kind of "if you continue on your 
present path, you will bring about the destruction of this temple." In 70AD it was 
destroyed. The authorities certainly think Jesus is talking about Israel's Temple. 
Yet, they have asked for a sign, and the sign, as John explains, is the sign of Jesus' 
resurrection. Jesus is referring to his own "temple", a "temple" soon to be 
destroyed, but raised in three days. The fact is that the deity no longer dwells in 
Israel's Temple, but rather in Jesus - the sanctuary at Jerusalem will be destroyed, 
but a new sanctuary exists in the risen Christ. The authorities miss the point 
altogether and assert that it is now some 46 years since the reconstruction of the 
temple began during the reign of Herod the Great; Does Jesus think he can build 
it in three days? As John makes clear, the building Jesus is on about is "not made 
by man", cf., Mk.14:58. The messianic age, having come upon God's people, 
requires a new temple, undefiled. Christ is that new temple - Jesus "become the 
temple's replacement in the life and worship of his people", Kostenberger.  

We have here a common formula repeated throughout John's gospel. Jesus 
will testify to his messianic credentials, but "the Jews" will misunderstand the 
testimony. Jesus will then go on to further explain what he means and "the Jews" 
will react negatively, sometimes with violence.  

oiJ Ioudaioi (oV) "the Jews" - Nominative subject of the verb "to answer." 
On most occasions, John uses this term to represent those who do not believe, 
usually Israel's disbelieving religious establishment - religious authorities, 
members of the Sanhedrin, Pharisees, chief priests, rabbis, .......... It goes without 
saying that the word "Jew" today is used differently to the way John is using the 
word and so for the sake of clarity, an identifier such as "the Jewish leaders 
(religious authorities)", CEV, is to be preferred. The modern misuse of the word 
is common, eg., stating "the Jews are always causing trouble in the Middle East" 
is problematic, if not anti-Semitic; it would be more correct to say "the State of 
Israel is always causing trouble in the Middle East." It is unlikely that the word 
is being used here to refer to the traders.  
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oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently." Cassirer opts for an adversative / concessive sense; "the Jews, 
however, challenged him and said, ...."  

apekriqhsan (apokrinomai) aor. pas. "demanded / responded" - 
ANSWERED [AND SAID]. "Answered" is used to introduce a direct statement rather 
than actually answering Jesus, so translated as NIV. "The Jewish authorities 
intervened and said."  

autw/ dat. pro. "of him / to him" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
shmeion (on) "miraculous sign / sign" - SIGN. The authorities are looking 

for some spectacular miracle that can verify Jesus' authority, something like 
jumping off the corner of the Temple roof and floating down to the crowd 
below!!! It seems that the messianic signs, the lame walking, the blind seeing, ... 
didn't have the necessary impact.  

deiknueiV (deiknumi) "can you show" - DO YOU REVEAL. John combines 
what are separate questions in Mark - "by what authority" at the cleansing, and 
the Pharisees "asked of him a sign." John goes on to explain that the only sign 
they will receive is the resurrection, although for the immediate audience it is not 
really a sign but rather a dark saying. Mark has no sign, Matthew and Luke have 
the sign of Jonah. For Matthew, 12:39f, Jesus' sign to his own sinful generation 
aligns to Jonah's three days in the belly of a large fish (another dark saying) , 
whereas in Luke it aligns to Jonah's preaching ministry in Nineveh, 11:29. In 
Matthew 16:4 the phrase "sign of Jonah" is used without explanation. Preaching 
(the proclamation of the resurrection of Christ) to a "wicked generation" is most 
likely the meaning of the sign of Jonah. Although, note that Matthew, along with 
John, obliquely hints that the sign is itself the resurrection. "What sign ..... can 
you show as authority for your action?", NEB.  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "to prove your authority to [do all this]" - THAT [YOU DO THESE 

THINGS]. Here causal; "seeing that thou doest these things", Westcott. "Because 
you do these things, what sign can you show us that will confirm your authority 
to act as you have?" "To account for doing these things", Zerwick. Possibly here 
instead of an epexegetic infinitive, as NIV, so Novakovic, "what sign do you 
show to us that you have the authority to do these things."  
   
v19  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus answered] them" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] 
TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  

lusate (luw) aor. imp. act. "destroy" - LOOSE (loose component parts and 
therefore destroy, break down, even kill). It seems likely that the imperative here 
is rhetorical, virtually producing a 3rd. class conditional clause where the 
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proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, you continue on your 
present path, then you will bring about the destruction of this temple." To this 
sign (ie., the destruction of the temple in 70AD) Jesus adds kai, "and", "in a brief 
time (three days) I will raise up another centre of worship", Hunter. The reference 
to "three days" is surely a reference to Jesus' resurrection - at this time Jesus' 
words to the Samaritan woman will be realized; "the hour is coming, and is now 
here, when the true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth", 
Jn.4:23.  

ton naon (oV) "temple" - [THIS] SANCTUARY. Accusative direct object of the 
verb "to loose." Possibly the inner sanctuary of the temple, shrine.  

egerw (egeirw) fut. "raise" - [AND IN THREE DAY] I WILL RAISE UP [IT]. Like 
"destroy", the word can easily mean the raising up or rebuilding of buildings just 
as easily of the rebuilding of a body. "I will build it again", CEV, or "I will raise 
it up", NJB.  

en + dat. "in [three days]" - IN. Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal, 
introducing a temporal clause. The sense is "a point three days hence", 
Kostenberger; "within the space of three days", Barrett. A similar construction, 
en + dat. is found in Mark 15:29.  
   
v20  

oun "-" - THEN [THE JEWS SAID]. Inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so, consequently, ....; "to which the Jews replied", Phillips.  

oikodomhqh (oikodomew) aor. ind. pass. "It has taken [forty-six years] to 
build" - [THIS SANCTUARY] WAS BUILT, ERECTED. The temple complex was not 
completed until the early 60's so work on this part of the building was still in 
progress, although the temple proper had been rebuilt by Herod the Great during 
the years 20-18BC. The aorist is appropriate for the completed temple, but not 
for the ongoing building work. Do we stretch the grammar and add "so far"?  

etesin (etoV ouV) dat. "[forty-six] years" - [FORTY AND SIX] YEARS [WAS 
BUILT THIS TEMPLE]. A dative of time is used instead of an accusative of duration, 
cf., Zerwick #54; "during the course of forty-six years this temple was 
constructed." Kostenberger suggests that the dative is actually locative, giving 
the sense "this temple was built forty-six years ago."  

en + dat. "in [three days]" - [AND] IN [THREE DAYS YOU WILL RAISE IT]? 
Temporal use of the preposition.  
   
v21 

An editorial comment regarding Jesus' statement about the building of a 
temple in three days.  
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de "but" - BUT/AND [THAT ONE]. Often treated here as an adversative, as NIV, 
although properly transitional, indicating a step in the narrative - here a 
parenthesis.  

ekeinoV "he" - THAT ONE. Distant demonstrative pronoun used as an 
emphatic personal pronoun.  

elegen (legw) imperf. "had spoken" - WAS SPEAKING. As a general rule the 
default narrative tense is aorist with the present tense used to indicate narrative 
transition (narrative / historic present). Here the imperfect is probably used to 
indicate a parenthetical statement outside the narrative.  

peri + gen. "of" - ABOUT [THE TEMPLE, SANCTUARY]. Here expressing 
reference / respect; "with reference to, concerning."  

autou gen. pro. "[was] his" - [OF THE BODY] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive.  

tou swomatoV (a atoV) "body" - OF THE BODY. The genitive is adjectival, 
epexegetic / appositional; "he was speaking about the temple, namely, his body."  
   
v22 

iv] The disciples' recollection of Jesus words, v22. Only after the 
resurrection, through the ministry of the Holy Spirit (cf. 14:26), were the disciples 
able to understand the meaning of Jesus' mysterious words. It was only then that 
they "believed" his words and the scripture that they rested on.  

oJte oun "after" - WHEN THEREFORE. An inferential temporal phrase 
common in John's gospel, eg., 2:22, 4:45, etc.; "so when he was raised from the 
dead", Barclay.  

hgerqh (egeirw) aor. pas. "he was raised" - Either transitive, "when he was 
raised", or intransitive "when Jesus rose from the dead." Either way, both are true. 
The passive is usually taken as theological - the Father does the raising.  

ek + gen. "from [the dead]" - OUT OF, FROM [DEAD]. Expressing separation; 
"away from."  

elegen (legw) imperf. "had said" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM REMEMBERED 
THAT] HE WAS SAYING [THIS]. The imperfect indicates continued action, so 
possibly "that he said this on a number of occasions", although an imperfect tense 
for speech is not of itself unusual.  

emnhsqhsan (mimnhskomai) aor. pas. "recalled" - REMEMBERED. During 
Jesus' ministry the disciples never fully understand his teachings. Their recall of 
his ministry, post the resurrection, informed its individual elements, while the 
Holy Spirit inspired its proper interpretation. The gospels then record this 
inspired interpretation for us. "The disciples remembered that he had said this", 
Goodspeed.  
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oJti "[what he said]" - THAT [HE WAS SAYING THIS]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what they remembered; "that he had said this 
unto them", AV.  

episteusan (pisteuw) "they believed" - [AND] THEY BELIEVED [THE 
SCRIPTURE AND THE WORD WHICH JESUS SAID]. What Scripture did the disciples 
believe (note the singular)? The "words that Jesus had spoken" are most likely 
v19, but what of the scripture? Possibly scriptures concerning the vindication of 
the messiah are intended. Some suggestions include: Ps.16:10, Isa.53:12, 
Hos.6:2... John is probably thinking of Psalm 69:9 quoted in v17. Zeal for God's 
dwelling place did consume /destroy Jesus, but in the end, you can't keep a good 
man down!  

th/ grafh/ (h) dat. "the scripture" - THE WRITING. As with tw/ logw/, "the 
words", dative of direct object after the verb "to believe."  
   
v23 

v] While in Jerusalem at the Passover, v23-25. Although many people 
believe in him because of the signs he performed, Jesus does not trust himself to 
the people - he knows human nature and how fickle it is. A faith response based 
on Jesus' signs can serve as a gateway to true ("abiding") faith, but of itself carries 
little weight.  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
wJV "while" - Temporal use of the conjunction serving to introduce a temporal 

clause. "During his stay in Jerusalem", Rieu.  
en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space.  
toiV IerosolumoiV (a wn) dat. "Jerusalem" - THE JERUSALEM. The article 

toiV is anaphoric, referring back; "While he (Jesus) was in the aforementioned 
Jerusalem", Harris. Note that "Jerusalem" is plural. It is not unusual for a city 
name to be plural; here possibly with the sense "in the region of Jerusalem."  

en + dat. "at [the Passover Festival]" - IN [THE PASSOVER] IN [THE FEAST]. 
Here both uses of the preposition are adverbial, temporal; "when he was in 
Jerusalem at the time of the Passover, during the festival."  

qewrounteV (qewrew) pres. part. "saw [the signs]" - [MANY BELIEVED INTO 
THE NAME OF HIM] SEEING [THE SIGNS]. The participle is adverbial, best treated 
as causal, introducing a causal clause explaining why people were believing in 
Jesus; "because they witnessed the signs which he did"; "for they saw that his 
actions were visible demonstrations of the power of God", Barclay.  

autou gen. pro. "[he was performing]" - OF HIM [WHICH HE WAS DOING]. 
The genitive is adjectival, possibly possessive, "his signs", but more likely 
proleptic, anticipating the subject of the relative clause "that he was doing", ESV, 
see Harris, Novakovic, Zerwick #206.  
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to onoma (a atoV) "[believed in his] name" - [BELIEVED INTO] THE NAME 
[OF HIM]. See 1:12. A person's name reflects their being, their person; it is the 
who they are; "many people .... began to put their trust in him", Rieu. Note how 
Rieu treats the aorist verb "to believe" as ingressive / inceptive, "began to 
believe."  
   
v24  

de "but" - but/and. Usually treated as adversative here, as NIV, although 
primarily transitional.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [JESUS WAS NOT ENTRUSTING HE = HIMSELF] 
TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. The personal pronoun auton, "he", is 
obviously reflective - we would have expected the reflective eJauton, "himself".  

dia to + inf. "for [he knew]" - BECAUSE [HE KNOWS ALL people]. This 
construction, dia + the articular infinitive, serves to introduce a causal clause 
explaining why Jesus didn't entrust himself to those who believed in response to 
his miracles, namely, because "he knew them all", REB. Note that although 
auton, "he", looks like the accusative subject of the infinitive, Harris suggests 
that it is adverbial, reference / respect, "as to himself"; "knowing all men as he 
did", Rieu.  
   
v25 

oJti "-" - [and] because [he had]. Introducing a causal clause explaining the 
second reason why Jesus did not trust himself to those who believed in response 
to his miracles, namely, because "he did not need anyone to tell him about human 
nature", Barclay.  

iJna + subj. "-" - [NO NEED, NECESSITY] THAT [ANYONE SHOULD TESTIFY]. 
Here serving as an epexegetic infinitive, specifying / explaining the noun creian, 
"need"; "No one needed to explain human nature to him."  

peri + gen. "about [mankind]" - ABOUT [THE MAN]. Expressing reference / 
respect.  

gar "for" - FOR [HE KNOWS WHAT WAS IN MAN]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why Jesus didn't need anyone to explain human nature to him, because 
"he already knew", CEV. The workings of a person's mind is not only hidden 
from others, it is often hidden from ourselves. Such knowledge (what is in the 
heart of our neighbour) belongs only to God, cf., Ex.16:32. Yet, this knowing is 
well within the grasp of Jesus, for he knows the human heart.  
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3:1-15 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36 
iii] Nicodemus and the new birth 
Synopsis  

One evening, in the context of his stay in Jerusalem, Jesus meets with 
Nicodemus, a members of Israel's religious council, the Sanhedrin. Nicodemus 
obviously wants to know more about this new Jewish sect led by Jesus. So, Jesus 
sets out to confront Nicodemus with the spiritual regeneration that he is offering 
the people of Israel - a dramatic change in a person's life akin to being born anew. 
   
Teaching  

The blessings of the covenant / eternal life are not found in the religious 
institutions of Israel, but are only available to those who are born from above 
through faith in the faithfulness of Jesus.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: For Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36, see 2:1-12.. As 
already noted, our author weaves together Jesus' teachings in a number of 
dialogues / discourses, often related to an illustrative event in Jesus' ministry. It 
is likely that each sign / event and its related discourse, is, in itself, a gospel 
presentation. The discourse before us works off the cleansing of the temple and 
deals with the appropriation of God's promised new life in Christ - a spiritual 
birth from above.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse, Nicodemus and the new birth:  
Setting, v1; 
Question #1, v2; 
Answer #1, v3; 

"unless you are born again you cannot see the kingdom of God." 
Question #2, v4; 
Answer #2, v5-8: 

"unless you are born of water and the Spirit, you cannot enter ….." 
Question #3, v9; 
Answer #3, v10-15; 

"the Son of Man must be lifted up, that whoever believes ……."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
This dialogue reveals that the blessings of the covenant (the full 

realization of Ezekiel 37 - the spiritual enlivening of the people of God at 
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the hand of the Spirit of God) is appropriated through faith in the 
faithfulness of Christ, ie., those who believe in the lifted up one find in him 
eternal life.  

The discourse begins with an introduction which sets the scene, v1-2. 
Nicodemus, an accomplished theologian, obviously wants to find out about 
this young Rabbi from Nazareth and so he begins the conversation with a 
pleasantry. Jesus hasn't got time for niceties and so dives in with a 
proposition that shapes the direction of the rest of the discourse - real life, 
spiritual life, eternal life, is only possible for those who are born from 
above, v3.  

The idea of spiritual regeneration is not something a first century 
Jewish rabbi could easily grasp; it was not really part of their theological 
education, so Nicodemus is confused - he thinks Jesus is speaking about 
physical rebirth, v4. The confused response by Nicodemus prompts Jesus' 
explanation that God's gift of real life, the promised spiritual life of the 
covenant (entry into the kingdom of God and all that it entails), requires a 
spiritual birth, a spiritual washing, v5, a washing by the Spirit of God, v6. 
Like the movement of wind, spiritual birth is mysterious, and yet like the 
wind, how wonderfully powerful it is, v7-8.  

Nicodemus is out of his depth and so seeks clarification, v9. Jesus 
explains that he, as the messiah / the Son of Man / the heavenly man, comes 
to reveal divine mysteries, and to this point in the discussion he has kept 
them at a kindergarten level - Nicodemus needs to stretch his mind 
otherwise real life is going to pass him by, v10-13.  

So, Jesus cuts to the chase and moves the discussion forward. Using 
the Old Testament illustration of the time when Moses lifted up the bronze 
serpent in the wilderness for the healing of the people of Israel, Jesus 
explains that he, the Son of Man, must be lifted up, so that those who look 
to him, those who believe in him, will find in him eternal life, v14-15.  

Nicodemus now fades out of the picture, probably even more 
confused, as John moves the discourse from dialogue to reflection.  
   

Law and grace: Nicodemus is a pious Jew, a Pharisee. For Nicodemus, 
a second-temple Jew, the full appropriation of the promised covenant 
blessings, of life in all its fullness, is found in the religious life of Israel - 
Temple worship and obedience to the Law. Yet, even now God's hand of 
judgment is upon Israel's religious life (Jesus' cleansing of the temple). 
Although Nicodemus would view his initial status before God as a work of 
divine grace realized by his birth as a Jew and inclusion in the family of 
Israel, his full appropriation of God's promised blessings is through his 
adherence to Israel's religious institutions and its Law. For a person like 
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iv] Synoptics:  
Following Bultman, some commentators argue that this passage, in 

particular, derives from a Gnostic source, but all the evidentiary words (eg., 
descend and ascend, spirit, flesh, water, ....) are found in the Jewish 
literature of the time. All that John is doing is expressing himself in a way 
familiar to Hellenistic Jews.  
   

v] Homiletics: Conversion  
From the early Church Fathers, through to Martin Luther and on to 

John Wesley, preachers have stressed the state of human loss - flesh and 
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God. Coming into God's presence and 
standing eternally approved before him, is not something gained by human 
effort, or ingenuity.  

To stand accepted before God requires a conversion of one's whole 
being. As Jesus explained to Nicodemus, it requires being born from above, 
washed new by the Spirit of God. Such a dynamic life-change demands a 
total renewal of our being. Only the Spirit of God can renew our beings; 
only he can give eternal life as a free gift.  

So, life eternal is a gift of God's grace. We apply that grace to ourselves 
by trusting Jesus. It is when we reach out to him that we receive, as a gift 
of God, eternal salvation. "Ask and you shall receive."  

The basis of this salvation is found in Jesus' sacrificial death on the 
cross. When we look to the lifted up one, we are lifted up to glory.  

The amazing truth of spiritual rebirth offered freely to us by God, has 
driven the Christian church to undertake mission, to reach beyond itself to 
the lost and broken. We recognize the essential need for personal 
conversion and so we preach for conversion; we proclaim the simple 
message that the only way to get into the presence of the living God is by 
a spiritual birth from above. This spiritual birth is offered to humanity as a 
gift from a gracious God, on the basis of Jesus' death and resurrection, and 
it is ours for the asking.  
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Nicodemus, the Law sanctifies - restraining evil and shaping holiness for 
divine blessing. Jesus strikes at the very heart of this theology. As Jesus 
explains, God's promised covenant blessings, of life in all its fullness, 
requires a total spiritual rebirth through the power of God. Law- 
improvement programs cannot achieve this, rather, it is only something 
God can do for us. God's promise of real life is facilitated by grace through 
faith in the faithfulness of Jesus. So, a pious Jew like Nicodemus needs to 
look beyond the Law for holiness (sanctification, spiritual life with God) 
to the lifted-up-one and the life he bestows through faith.



 
   

Text - 3:1 
Jesus' conversation with Nicodemus, v1-15: i] The evening visit, v1. We are 

told Nicodemus is a member of the Sanhedrin, "the Jewish ruling council". He 
comes to Jesus, moving from darkness into the light.  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
ek + gen. "[a man] of [the Pharisees] / [there was a Pharisee]" - [THERE 

WAS A MAN] FROM [THE PHARISEES]. The preposition serves as a partitive 
genitive. An unusual designation, possibly prompted by the point made in v25.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[named]" - [NAME] TO HIM. Dative of possession; "the name 
belonged to him", Novakovic.  

NikodhmoV "Nicodemus" - Standing in apposition to "man". Predicate 
nominative of an assumed verb to-be. He represents those Jews of high office 
who hesitatingly followed Jesus.  

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "[a member of] the Jewish [ruling council]" - [A 
RULER] OF THE JEWS. "Ruler of the Jews" also stands in apposition to "man". The 
genitive is adjectival, of subordination; "a ruler over the Jews" = "a member of 
the Sanhedrin."  
   
v2 

ii] Question #1. It seems likely that the statement by Nicodemus is a polite 
question, a way of asking Jesus to explain the new teaching he is propagating.  

nuktoV (nux toV) gen. "at night" - [THIS ONE CAME TO HIM] OF NIGHT. The 
genitive is adverbial, of time; "by / during the night." John likes the symbolism 
of night and day, the realm of evil and the realm of light..... Judas leaves the light 
and goes out into the night while Nicodemus comes out of the night into the light. 
"During the night."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said]" - [AND SAID] TO HIM [RABBI]. Dative of indirect object.  
oidamen (oida) perf. "we know" - WE KNOW. The Pharisees often speak as 

one, "we know", but Nicodemus may be using the royal plural, or just 
generalizing, ie., including Jesus' disciples in the "we".  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what "we know."  
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 didaskaloV (oV) "[you are] a teacher" - A TEACHER. Jesus will later expand 
on Nicodemus' recognition of Jesus as one of God's teachers, a Rabbi; see v11- 
13. Given that Jesus is in his mid 30s and has had no formal teaching, the 
designation "Rabbi" is clearly complimentary.



elhluqaV (ercomai) perf. "who has come" - YOU HAVE COME. The verb 
implies a recognition of Jesus' divine commission, a commission denied by other 
Pharisees, cf., 7:15, 9:16. "We know that God has sent you", CEV.  

apo + gen. "from [God]" - Expressing source / origin; emphatic by position.  
gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why "we know" that Jesus 

is a teacher from God; "because ...."  
poein (poiew) pres. inf. "[could] perform" - [NO ONE IS ABLE, CAN, 

POWERFUL] TO DO. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
verb "is able." This verb dunamai, "is able", is used 6 time in the passage. 
Nicodemus confirms that Jesus is able to do signs and therefore God is with him. 
"You could not perform these miracles if God were not with you", CEV.  

ta shmeia (ov) "the miraculous signs" - THE SIGNS, MIRACLES [WHICH YOU 
DO]. Nicodemus may not have recognized the gospel in Jesus' signs, but he can 
see that they demonstrate that God is with him, and thus at least a prophet.  

ean mh "if [God were] not" - IF NOT = UNLESS, AS MAY BE THE CASE [GOD 
IS WITH HIM THEN NO ONE IS ABLE TO DO THE SIGNS WHICH YOU DO]. Introducing 
a third-class conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility 
of coming true.  

met (meta) + gen. "WITH [HIM]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
   
v3 

        
        

        
      

autw/ dat. pro. "declared / replied" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object; the phrase expresses Semitic idiom. "Jesus replied", 
Moffatt.  

soi dat. pro. "[very truly I tell] you" - Dative of indirect object. The phrase 
"truly, truly, I say to you" always serves to introduce an important statement; See 
5:24.  

idein (oJraw) aor. inf. "[can] see" - [HE IS NOT ABLE] TO LOOK AT, SEE. The 
infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "he is [not] able." 
Here in the sense of "encounter", "participate in"; "to expedience eternal, 
resurrection life", Carson. "Unless a person is born from above they cannot 
participate in the kingdom of God."  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of God" - The genitive may be classified 
as adjectival, possessive, or taking "kingdom" as "reign", verbal, subjective. As 
Wanamaker notes, the kingdom of God is both "domain and dominion." The 
term, common in the synoptic gospels and easily understood by Jews, is only 
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 iii] Answer #1. Jesus reveals the central proposition of his new teaching - a 
person who is born spiritually, born from above, fully participates in God's 
promised kingdom. Israel's spiritual life, as focused on the Temple, is not the 
source of the promised blessings of the covenant.



used here in this passage by John, in v3 and 5. Elsewhere the term is replaced by 
the phrase "eternal life" - the promise of a kingdom is a promise of real life, 
eternal life. "The eternal reign of God over his gathered people."  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - IF NOT = UNLESS, as may be the case, [SOMEONE 
IS BORN AGAIN, then HE IS NOT ABLE TO SEE THE KINGDOM OF GOD]. Introducing 
a negated conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of 
coming true.  

tiV "they" - ANYONE. General propositional statements are like gold in the 
scriptures and this is one of them. It is important to remember that a specific 
promise or command to a specific person or group at a specific point in time is 
not necessarily a command or promise for all people at all times. Jesus' words 
here apply to tiV, "anyone". For the sake of the argument the proposition is stated 
negatively, but that doesn't annul the positive - the kingdom belongs to anyone 
who is born again.  

gennhqh/ (gennaw) aor. pas. subj. "are born" - IS BORN. In the passive also, 
"begotten" identifying the function of the male in conception rather than the 
female in birth. Brown opts for "begotten" as the primary meaning here - eternal 
life is possessed by those who are begotten of the Spirit.  

           
          

      
             

          
           

   
v4 

iv] Question #2. Nicodemus is confused and seeks a clarification. He thinks 
Jesus is speaking about some form of natural rebirth, when in reality he is 
speaking about a spiritual birth from above.  

pwV "how" - [NICODEMUS SAYS TO HIM] HOW. Interrogative particle.  
gennhqhnai (gennaw) aor. pas. inf. "be born" - [IS A MAN ABLE] TO BE BORN. 

The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb dunatai, "is 
able." Nicodemus thinks Jesus is saying "born again" when he is saying "born 
from above." It is likely that John has employed this play on the meaning of the 
adverb anwqen, "again / above", to underline the truth that regeneration is a 
spiritual renewal from above, from God, and is not something achieved by human 
effort. "How can a grown man ever be born a second time?", CEV.  

w[n (eimi) pres. part. "when they are [old]" - BEING [OLD]. The participle is 
adverbial, temporal, as NIV.  

mh "-" - not. This negation is used in a question expecting a negative answer.  
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 anwqen adv. "again" - Adverb of time, "anew......." but also of place, 
"above", in the sense of heavenly in origin. Morris goes for both together, "reborn 
from above." "From above" fits best, given that Nicodemus wrongly understands 
the word to mean "again / anew" = "reborn". A double meaning is possible with 
Nicodemus understanding the wrong meaning. The birth from above, a washing 
of the Spirit, spiritual rebirth, is what produces life eternal, cf., v31.



eiselqein (eisercomai) aor. inf. "he / they cannot enter" - [IS HE ABLE] TO 
ENTER. The infinitive, as with gennhqhnai, "to be born", is complementary, 
completing the sense of the negated verb dunatai, "is not able."  

thV mhtroV (hr roV) gen. "mother's [womb]" - [INTO THE WOMB] OF THE 
MOTHER [OF HIM A SECOND TIME AND TO BE BORN]. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive.  
   
v5 

v] Answer #2, v5-8. Jesus again repeats his proposition. This time he uses 
the word "enter" rather than "see" and describes the birth from above as a washing 
with the Spirit. Of course, as with wind, we do not understand the dynamics of 
spiritual birth - it is real, but mysterious. It's important to note that Jesus' reference 
to "water" here is likely to have nothing to do with water baptism. The point Jesus 
is making is that a person cannot participate in God's promised kingdom unless 
they are spiritually washed from above.  

soi dat. pro. "[I tell] you [the truth] / [very truly I tell] you" - [JESUS 
ANSWERED, TRULY TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. The phrase 
is again used to introduce an important statement. See 5:24.  

eiselqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[can] enter" - [UNLESS SOMEONE IS BORN OF 
WATER AND SPIRIT, HE IS NOT ABLE] TO ENTER. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "to be able."  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - Introducing a negated conditional clause 3rd. class 
where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if not / unless, as the case 
may be, someone is born from water and spirit, then they are (he is) not able to 
enter the kingdom of God."  

ex (ek) + gen. "of" - Expressing source / origin; "from". It is generally held 
that the preposition governs both "water" and "S/spirit", so "born of water and of 
S/spirit". When viewed separately, entrance into the kingdom of heaven requires 
water baptism + Holy Spirit baptism, or natural birth + spiritual birth, etc. That 
Jesus is suggesting that two kinds of birth are required for entrance into the 
kingdom of heaven seems unlikely.  

uJdatoV kai pneumatoV "water and the Spirit" - Rather than two separate 
elements joined by a coordinative kai, it seems likely that kai is ascensive / 
epexegetic, "even", "born of/from water / washing, even of/from the breath of 
God / wind / spirit / Spirit" = "born of a spiritual washing." However we handle 
the phrase it denotes a single spiritual birth, a birth from above, so Carson, 
Kostenberger, ..... Carson also argues strongly against the NIV / TNIV "the 
Spirit" = "Holy Spirit." He opts for "spirit". Note, there is some evidence that 
"water and" was added, so Brown, although Morris disputes this. So, Jesus is 
speaking of a spiritual washing, a life-giving washing from above. He probably 
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has in mind Ezekiel 37, with particular reference to the realization of the covenant 
for the people of Israel, Ezk.37:25-27. "Born of a spiritual washing, a washing 
from above."  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO. Spatial, movement toward or into. Note the usual 
repetition of the prepositional prefix of the verb, here the verb "to enter", 
eisercomai.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of God" - See v3.  
   
v6 

Natural birth produces natural life, but the Spirit produces spiritual life.  
thV sarkoV "flesh" - [THE THING HAVING BEEN BORN OF] THE FLESH [IS 

FLESH]. For John it is not "sinful flesh" as often with Paul, but rather just "fleshly 
existence."  

to gegennhmenon (gennaw) neut. perf. pas. part. "gives birth to [flesh]" - 
THE THING HAVING BEEN BORN. The participle serves as a substantive. The 
perfect gives the sense "what has been born and now presents itself that way", 
Harris. We may have expected masculine here, but John seems to preference the 
neuter gender. This phrase is often aligned with "born of water", but it more likely 
addresses Nicodemus' confusion of "born again (from a mother's womb)" with 
"born from above." "Spirit gives birth to spirit" further explains "birth from 
above." "What is begotten of flesh is flesh", Brown.  

kai "but" - AND. Here contrastive, as NIV.  
ek + gen. "-" - [THE THING HAVING BEEN BORN] OF [THE SPIRIT IS SPIRIT]. 

Expressing source / origin.  
tou pneumatoV (a atoV) gen. "the Spirit" - Usually taken here to refer to 

the Holy Spirit who represents "the principle of divine power and life operating 
in the human sphere", Brown, cf., Ezk.36:26, 37:5, 14. Possibly "the breath of 
God" may be intended, even just "spirit"; see Kostenberger.  
   

v7 
"Do not be astonished at my telling you that a person ("men") must be born 

again (from above??)", Rieu.  
mh "not" - [DO] NOT. Introducing a prohibition which with the subjunctive 

verb "to marvel at" forbids future action.  
qaumashV (qaumazw) aor. subj. "you should [not] be surprised" - 

WONDER, MARVEL. A subjunctive of prohibition. Bultman says the term is a 
typical Rabbinic statement. "Do not be surprised when I say", NJB.  

oJti "at [my saying]" - THAT [I SAID]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what they should not be surprised about.  

soi "-" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
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gennhqhnai (gennaw) aor. pas. inf. "[you must be] born [again]" - [IT IS 
NECESSARY YOU] TO BE BORN. The infinitive serves as the subject of the verb "is 
necessary"; "to be born again for you is necessary." Following Culy's lead in the 
HGT series, Novakovic classifies an infinitive with an impersonal verb such as 
dei, "it is necessary", as complementary. The accusative pronoun uJmaV, "you", 
serves as the subject of the infinitive.  

anwqen adv. "again" - Temporal adverb, "again", although better of place, 
"from above"; see v3.  
   
v8 

Jesus now uses an illustration to make the point that although the spiritual 
birth from above is mysterious, inscrutable, it is "as real as the mysterious 
movements of the wind", Kostenberger.  

to pneuma (a atoV) "the wind" - THE WIND, BREATH / 'RUACH', THE BREATH 
OF GOD, SPIRIT, SPIRIT [BLOWS WHERE IT WILLS]. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to blow." Either the word here means "wind" and is used to describe the 
experience of a person who is born from above by the Spirit of God (spiritual 
birth, birth from above, is mysterious and invisible as is the wind), or the word 
means Spirit. The vulgate (Latin Bible) translates the word here as "Spirit" and 
therefore, the verse directly describes spiritual birth. Brown argues that the 
blowing of the wind is used as a simile for a spiritual birth from above.  

           
        

   
all (alla) "but" - BUT [YOU DO NOT KNOW WHERE IT COMES FROM AND 

WHERE IT GOES AWAY]. Adversative, as NIV.  
ou{twV adv. "so [it is]" - SO. Adverb of manner; "in like manner a spiritual 

birth from above."  
paV oJ gegennhmenoV (gennaw) perf. pas. part. "everyone born" - EVERYone 

HAVING BEEN BORN. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. This is a common 
construction in John. If we treat the adjective paV as a noun / substantive, 
"everyone", then the articular participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"everyone"; if we treat the adjective paV, "all, every", as an adjective, then the 
participle serves as a substantive limited by the adjective paV. "Everyone who is 
born of the Spirit", NAB.  

ek + gen. "of [the Spirit]" - FROM [THE SPIRIT]. Expressing source / origin.  
   
v9 

vi] Question #3, v9. Nicodemus still fails to understand what Jesus is talking 
about, for which Jesus expresses amazement.  
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 autou gen. "its [sound]" - [AND THE SOUND] OF IT [YOU HEAR]. The genitive 
is adjectival, possessive, but may also be treated as verbal, subjective, "the sound 
produced by it", or descriptive, idiomatic / source, "that is from it."



autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [NICODEMUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative of 
indirect object. The redundant "said" is typical Semitic form.  

pwV "How" - Interrogative particle; "How is this possible?"  
genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "[can this] be?" - [HOW IS ABLE THESE THINGS] 

TO HAPPEN? The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"is able." The pronoun tauta, "these things", serves as the accusative subject of 
the infinitive. "How can things like this happen?"  
   
v10 

vii] Answer #3, v10-15. Nicodemus is baffled, but needs to stretch his mind. 
In the discourse so far, Jesus has revealed a fairly basic theological truth, but 
Nicodemus has failed to understand the point Jesus is making. If a person like 
Nicodemus cannot understand an idea like "born from above", how will he even 
understand the redemptive purpose in Jesus' crucifixion - a heavenly thing indeed. 
Jesus goes on to explain these "heavenly things", this profound theology. In the 
same way as the bronze serpent was lifted up on a stake in the desert during the 
time of the forty years wandering of the children of Israel, so will Jesus, the Son 
of Man, be lifted up. All who looked at that snake were spared death. So too, all 
who look in faith at Jesus will be spared. The lifting up obviously refers to the 
cross of Jesus, but it must be remembered that for John, Christ's lifting up on the 
cross is his lifting up to heavenly glory. So, when someone looks in faith to Jesus, 
trusts Jesus, they are caught up in both the humiliation and the glory of the cross 
- Christ's cross, resurrection, ascension, and enthronement. The point being made 
in verse 15 is that whoever looks to the crucified Christ, trusting him for the full 
realization of the covenant promises, that person finds themselves "in" Christ, 
identified with Christ, and thus in possession of eternal life. Through faith we 
possess the fullness of God's promised real life in Christ.  

su pro. "You" - The personal pronoun is emphatic by position and use; "You, 
not I, are Israel's teacher", Novakovic.  

tou Israhl gen. "Israel's [teacher]" - [ARE THE TEACHER] OF ISRAEL. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, or of subordination, "over Israel", or 
even verbal, objective, "you are someone who teaches Israel"; "one of those who 
teach Israel", Cassirer. The presence of the article oJ with "teachers" = "the 
teacher", may imply that Nicodemus is a particular teacher, one of Israel's finest 
teachers, so Barrett. "Teacher" would imply "teacher of the Law." Note here an 
example of the canon of Apollonius, where two nouns, one dependent on the 
other, either both have an article or both lack it.  

autw/ "dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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kai "and" - Here adversative; "and yet you do not understand these things?", 
ESV.  

ou ginwskeiV (ginwskw) pres. "do you not understand [these things]?" - 
[THESE THINGS] YOU DO NOT KNOW, UNDERSTAND? Bultmann argues that Jesus 
is not critical of Nicodemus' failure to understand something that was evident in 
the Old Testament, but rather he is critical of the failure of Rabbinic scholarship 
to grasp such a basic issue of Biblical theology - yet note v12. "'Are you the 
famous teacher of the famous Israel,' Jesus said to him, 'and you do not 
understand this'", Barclay.  
   
v11 

Jesus makes the point that divine knowledge can be sourced from him and 
his associates, given the origin of the Son of Man, but sadly Nicodemus and his 
associates have ignored the opportunity.  

soi dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [TRULY, TRULY, I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object. Again, the phrase introduces an important statement; See 5:24.. Note the 
change from singular "I say" to the plural "we speak of what we know."  

oJti "-" - that. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus tells them.  

          
         

     
         

          
         

      
       

   
         

        
    

     
oJ eJwrakamen (oJraw) perf. "what we have seen" - [AND] THAT WHICH WE 

HAVE LOOKED AT, SEEN [WE BEAR WITNESS]. Nicodemus' words are based on 
ignorance, while Jesus' words are based on what he knows and has seen.  

kai "but" - AND. Here contrastive, as NIV.  
hJmwn gen. pro. "our [testimony]" - [THE WITNESS, TESTIMONY] OF US [YOU 

DO NOT RECEIVE]. The genitive may be treated as adjectival, possessive, or 
verbal, subjective, "the testimony given by us", or even objective, "the testimony 
about us."  
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 laloumen (lalew) pres. "we speak" - [THE THING WE KNOW] WE SPEAK. In 
common idiom it is a "have a chat" type word, but in the New Testament it is 
often used of communicating the gospel; "we proclaim." The use of the plural in 
the verbs of this verse is interesting. Nicodemus approached Jesus in a 
representative way, speaking for his fellow Pharisees - "we know you are a 
teacher come from God." Jesus now speaks in a representative way, namely, 
Jesus and his followers. Of course, other possibilities present themselves: Brown 
suggests that the plural is simply a counter to Nicodemus' "we"; Jesus may be 
using the royal plural; John may have drifted into the testimony of the Christian 
community. If Jesus is speaking for himself and his associates, then he is making 
the point that whereas Nicodemus and his associates don't really know what they 
are talking about, Jesus and his associates do because they have firsthand 
knowledge of the divine, cf., v12-13.



   
v12 

Obviously, the "earthly things" are Jesus' teachings about the birth from 
above which he has tried to explain to Nicodemus in earthly terms. What then are 
the "heavenly things"? Are they the "post-ascensional words of Jesus spoken 
through the Paraclete", Brown? Are they the "eschatological dimension of the 
salvation" yet to be revealed, Beasley-Murray? Are they the truths concerning the 
establishment of the kingdom on earth, Carson? As already indicated, it seems 
likely that this heavenly revelation concerns the redemptive lifting up of Jesus on 
the cross, v14-15. …..as may be the case 

ei + ind. ..... ean + subj. "- ...... if" - IF, as is the case, [I TOLD YOU EARTHLY 
THINGS, AND YOU DO NOT BELIEVE, HOW], IF, as may be the case, [I TELL YOU 
HEAVENLY THINGS, WILL YOU BELIEVE]? The particle ei introduces a conditional 
clause, 1st class, where the condition is assumed to be true, followed by a second 
conditional clause, 3rd class, introduced by ean, where the condition has the 
possibility of coming true; "If you do not believe when I tell you basic Biblical 
truths, how will you believe when I reveal the mysteries of heaven?"  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I have spoken] to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
ta epigeia pl. adj. "earthly things" - THE THINGS BELONGING TO OR ON 

THE EARTH, EARTHLY. The articular adjective serves as a substantive, accusative 
direct object of the verb "to say."  

kai "and [you do not believe]" - Slightly adversative / contrastive, taking 
the meaning "and yet."  

pwV "how" - Interrogative particle.  
ta epourania (oV) "heavenly things" - THE HEAVENLY THINGS, 

BELONGING TO HEAVEN. The articular adjective serves as the accusative direct 
object of the verb "to say." In the context this is surely v14, but see below. "How 
will you believe if I tell you the strange things of heaven", Barclay.  
   
v13 

anabebhken (anabainw) perf. "has gone" - [NO ONE] HAS GONE UP, 
ASCENDED [INTO HEAVEN]. The perfect tends to imply past action with ongoing 
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consequences, although in Greek, aspect always trumps time. Here the perfect is 
usually classified as gnomic, ie., timeless. It would not be helpful here to argue 
that the perfect tense implies that Jesus has already ascended to heaven and so 
the use of the perfect reflects post ascension preaching. Carson argues that the 
statement is elliptical: "No-one [else] has ascended into heaven and remained 
there [so as to be able to speak authoritatively about heavenly things] but only 
the one who has come down from heaven [is equipped to do so]." The point is



     
    

ei mh "except" - Introducing an exceptive clause expressing a contrast by 
designation an exception; "no one ....... except ....."  

oJ .... katabaV (katabainw) aor. part. "the one who came" - THE ONE 
HAVING COME DOWN, DESCENDED. The participle serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to go up." Scriptural references to the Son of Man 
usually refer to his coming to the Ancient of Days, his ascending / going up, rather 
than descending - Jesus comes / ascends to heaven / the Father to reign. Yet, the 
point being made here is of Jesus' origin, namely, heaven, and thus his ability to 
speak on matters of divine revelation, ie., the participle expresses antecedent 
time, action that precedes the action of the main verb "to go up." Jesus is the man 
from heaven who ascends to heaven, cf., Eph.4:9. Some manuscripts add "who is 
in heaven"  

ek + gen. "from [heaven]" - Expressing source / origin.  
tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 

relational, with "the Son of Man" standing in apposition to "the one having 
descended from heaven." "The Son of Man" is Jesus' favoured messianic title and 
refers to Daniel's apocalyptic messiah who comes to the Ancient of Days to rule 
with authority and power, Dan.7:31, cf., Jn.1:51; See 1:51.  
   
v14 

Jesus now reveals a heavenly thing, an amazing, mind-blowing truth - a 
person who relies on the redemptive act of Christ on the cross gains in him eternal 
life. It is by this means that the birth from above is facilitated.  

kaqwV ...... ouJtwV "just as ...... so ..." - AS [MOSES]. Here the comparative 
kaqwV with the adverb of manner ouJtwV establishes a comparative construction 
where the characteristics of one element are compared with the other; "Just as 
...... so also ........."  

uJywsen (uJyow) aor. "lifted up" - LIFTED UP, HELD UP, MADE HIGH [THE 
SNAKE]. The lifting up of the serpent on a pole by Moses brought salvation to the 
people, "so also" the lifting up of the Son of Man.  

en + dat. "in [the wilderness]" - IN [THE DESERT]. Local, expressing space / 
sphere.  

uJywqhnai (uJyow) pas. inf. "be lifted up" - [SO IT IS NECESSARY THE SON 
OF MAN] TO BE LIFTED UP. The infinitive serves as the subject of the impersonal 
verb dei, "is necessary", with the accusative "Son of Man" serving as the subject 
of the infinitive, but may be classified as complementary; See v7. For "lifted up" 
see 8:28  
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"no one has entered into communion with God and possesses thereby an intuitive 
knowledge of divine things", Godet.



   
v15  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. Likely introducing a purpose clause; "in order 
that." The purpose of the lifting up of Christ / his glorification, the cross and all 
that it entails, is so that the believer may have eternal life. "As Moses lifted high 
the serpent in the desert, so must the Son of Man be lifted up, in order that 
everyone who trusts in Him may have eternal Life", Weymouth.  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "[everyone] who believes" - [ALL] THE 
BELIEVING ONES. As noted above, the articular participle with the adjective paV 
may be classified as either adjectival, or substantival, depending on whether paV 
is treated as a substantive, "everyone", or an adjective, "all". Everyone who looks 
in faith to the Son of Man will find in him eternal life, cf., Num.21:8.  

en + dat. "in [him]" - Local. A variant eiV, "into", exists, although en is the 
stronger reading. Believe en, "in", often carries the sense of eiV, "into", serving to 
indicate the direction, even the goal, of the action of the verb, ie., the two 
prepositions often express an interchangeable idea. So, the idea here may simply 
be of relying on Jesus for our salvation, of putting our faith in / into him. Of 
course, a more local sense for "in" may be intended, conveying the idea of 
identification with Christ / incorporative union. To this end the TNIV has 
corrected the NIV, taking "in him" with "may have eternal life." This seems to 
better reflect the intent of the verse: "so that everyone who believes may have 
eternal life in him", NJB.  

aiwnion adj. "eternal [life]" - [MAY HAVE LIFE] ETERNAL. This two-
termination adjective (no feminine form) limits the feminine noun life, the 
accusative direct object of the verb "to have." "Eternal life" is a central term in 
this gospel and used for the first time here. Sometimes translated "everlasting 
life" in the AV, although it is not so much the duration of life, but the quality of 
life that is in mind, a life which is incorruptible, perfect, unaffected by the 
limitations of worldly existence. The phrase is sometimes used in the synoptic 
gospels where it seems to mean "life in the coming kingdom age." Often the 
synoptics simply have "life" as an absolute, but it probably means the same. The 
phrase would therefore not be unfamiliar to a Jewish teacher like Nicodemus. 
Clearly John uses the phrase with the same meaning, except that this "life" is 
now, ie., for John, eternal life is realized, rather than eschatological, or more 
correctly we should say inaugurated, better reflecting his use of a durative present 
tense in the verb ech/, "have".  
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3:16-21 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36 
iv] God's love in Christ 
Synopsis  

The Nicodemus discourse now moves from a dialogue which focused on 
Christ's crucifixion, his "lifting up" to achieve "eternal life" for all who believe, 
to a meditation / reflection on God's love for humanity, a love which is powerfully 
expressed in the cross.  
   
Teaching  

God loved the world so much that he gave his one and only Son, that 
everyone who believes in him should not face destruction but gain eternal life, 
3:16.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:1-12, Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36.  
   

ii] Structure: Exposition / commentary, God's love in Christ:  
God's love for the world, v16-18: 

Proposition, v16: 
"God so loved the world that he gave his one and only son ....." 

Purpose, v17; 
Consequences, v18; 

Mankind's love of the world, v19-21: 
Proposition, v19: 

"Light has come ...., but people loved darkness instead." 
Consequences, v20-21.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

This meditation / reflection by John is, as Westcott puts it, "a 
commentary on the nature and mission of the Son." Jesus' death serves to 
rescue humanity from destruction, yet some still face destruction, but it is 
their own doing; it seems they prefer darkness rather than light, death rather 
than life.  

By expanding on Jesus' dialogue with Nicodemus, John draws out the 
meaning of Jesus' coming. The opening verse gives us "the gospel within 
the gospels", Luther, v16. John tells us that in an act of sublime love God 
gave up his Son, "gave" in the sense of sent ("the one who came from 
heaven" = the incarnation) and delivered up ("the Son of Man must be lifted 
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up"). The purpose of this act of divine love was "so that" (iJna + subj.) those 
who believe in Jesus should not perish, but have eternal life. Then, in v17, 
John explains further the purpose of God's love in Jesus for the whole 
world, namely, salvation rather than condemnation - the blessing of eternal 
life for all who believe. Verse 18 confronts us with a particularly harsh 
reality. Although the purpose of Jesus' coming is not condemnation, his 
presence brings with it judgment. A person who believes in Jesus discovers 
that "there is now no condemnation for those who are united with Christ 
Jesus", Rom.8:1. Yet, for those who do not believe, the eschatological day 
of judgment arrives at their doorstep. The person who rejects Jesus stands 
condemned already - they are disowned by God, and this by their own 
doing. In verses 19-21 the ground of divine judgment is further explained 
in terms of light and darkness. In Christ, light burst into the world like the 
brilliance of a sunny day, but many preferred to live in shadows rather than 
light, they "preferred to live without such knowledge of God, without such 
brilliant purity .... They were not willing to live by the truth; they valued 
their pride more than their integrity, their prejudice more than contrite 
faith", Carson.  
   

Where do Jesus' words end and John's / the evangelist's commentary 
begin? Verses 13-15 are likely to be the words of Jesus, particularly as he 
uses his favourite title, "Son of Man." Verse 16 seems to be where John 
beings his meditation / reflection / commentary. This is supported by: the 
use of the introductory phrase ouJtwV gar, "for this"; the use of the past 
tense when speaking of the cross; the use of the word monogenhV, "one-of-
a-kind Son", a word used only by John and not found on the lips of Jesus.  

None-the-less, the question itself is probably irrelevant. It is likely that 
John, our author-editor, drawing on the Johannine tradition available to 
him, a tradition most likely derived from the apostle John himself, 
constructs a theological gospel that reveals the mind of the glorified Christ 
more than the actual words of the Nazarene.  
   

"Those who adhere to the truth in Christ come to the light in order that 
their deeds might be seen for what they are, deeds done in union with God", 
v21. It could be argued that such a person comes to the light because their 
life is worthy of exposure, but if that were the case John would have used 
a word like goodness, faithfulness or righteousness. No, although such a 
person's righteousness is but filthy rags, they have discovered an amazing 
truth, a truth that they now rest on, namely, that their life is now hid in 
Christ and therefore they are judged according to his righteousness. Such a 
person no longer fears the light.  
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iv] Homiletics: Gospel Banners  

When I commenced 
ministry in my last parish I 
hung a banner outside the 
church; "Under new 
management - same Boss." 

    
    

  
  

     
       

    
            

   
          

     
         

       
In our Bible reading today, John ponders the impact of God's offer of 

everlasting life. In a world facing destruction, there are those who come to 
the light, who believe in Jesus, who rest on the truth of God's grace in 
Christ, but there are also many others who hate the light and flee from it. 
John suggests that those who hold onto their selfish lifestyle, reject the light 
because they fear exposure, and thus, the loss of a life apart from God.  

When we banner the gospel, many of those caught up in the push and 
shove of life will ignore, even flee the light, but some will be attracted to 
it. So, banner the gospel; probably something better than "Jesus Saves", 
given that we don't know whether he had a savings account with a bank!!!  
   

Text - 3:16 
The salvation of those who believe, the issue central to Jesus' discussion with 

Nicodemus, v16-21. i] God's love for the world, v16-18. a) Proposition, v16. Here 
we have one of the best loved verses in the Bible and this because it presents the 
gospel in a nutshell. In v15 Jesus states that it is necessary for the Son of Man to 
be crucified so that those "who believe in him may have eternal life." John now 
reflects on this truth and identifies its cause. God's love for humanity, not just 
Israel, has prompted the Father to give up his Son to the cross so that whoever 
believes in the Son may have life eternal.  
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Church notice boards and
banners can tell us a lot
about the agenda of a
church. There is the come
and join the FULL gospel church versions which suggest superiority. There 
is the no message church, other than the service times, usually without 
notification if cancelled, or even with the wrong times. The you are 
unimportant to us message is emphasized if the notice board is next to 
unintelligible. There is the embarrassingly dumb and unoriginal, 
"CH__CH, what's missing?" I've used that one! In Australia a local hotel 
replied with "P_B, what's missing?" There is the finger-pointing 
judgmental banner which proclaims that church attenders are going to 
heaven, but the rest of you out there are going to hell.



gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why God made eternal 
life available to those who believe, namely, because he loves his creation.  

ou{twV adv. "[God] so" - [GOD LOVED THE WORLD] IN THIS WAY, THUS, SO. 
Modal adverb, expressing manner, emphatic by position, probably referring back, 
but possibly forward. It is often taken here as a simple elative / intensive, "so 
dearly", Moffatt, "to such an extent", Harris; God's love for his creation, 
particularly human creation, was so great "that as a result" (w{ste) he gave up his 
Son to the cross.  

hgaphsen (agapaw) aor. "loved" - [GOD] LOVED. John is focused on the 
word love, using the verb 36 times in the gospel. He constantly refers to the 
Father's love for the Son and the Son's love for the Father, the Son for disciples 
and disciples for the Son. The particular meaning is dictated by the context. The 
common thread involves a relational process rather than just feelings. A word 
like "compassion", may suit. The consequence of God's love for "the world" is 
the sending of Christ to be lifted up.  

ton kosmon (oV) "the world" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to love." 
Not the creation as such, but rather the world of humanity and human activity.  

wJste + ind. "that" - Introducing a consecutive clause expressing result; "with 
the result that, so that, consequently, ..." Carson says an actual result is intended. 
It is because God loved the world that he gave up his Son to the cross.  

edwken (didwmi) aor. ind. act. "he gave" - Here, gave in the sense of "sent" 
to the cross. The tense indicates a shift from Jesus' words to John's reflection, 
although some argue that the shift is later in the passage.  

ton monogenh adj. "only [Son] / one and only [Son]" - [THE SON], THE ONLY 
BEGOTTEN, ONE OF A KIND, UNIQUE. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
give." John is stressing Christ's unique relationship with the Father. In fact, John 
only uses the word "son" of Jesus and never of Jesus' disciples. This serves to 
underline the unique nature of the relationship between the Father and the Son.  

iJna + subj. "that" - Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, or 
consecutive clause expressing result. Harris suggests purpose with an implied 
result. The Son is lifted up "in order that / with the result that" those who believe 
shall not perish.  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "[whoever] believes" - [ALL] THE 
BELIEVING ONES. The participle with paV may be classified as substantival, or 
adjectival, depending on whether we treat paV as an adjective "all, every", or a 
substantive "everyone". Possibly "anyone who believes" if understood as a 
generalized construction. 
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mh apolhtai (apollumi) "not perish" - MAY NOT PERISH, DESTROY. The 
natural state of humanity is death. Only God possesses life, and by extension, 
those who believe in Christ.  

all (alla) "but [have eternal life]" - BUT [HAVE LIFE ETERNAL]. Strong 
adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "not [perish], but [have ......]"  
   
v17 

b) The purpose of God's love, v17. Jesus, in like manner with the gospel, 
does indeed condemn unbelieving humanity, or more properly, reiterates the 
condemnation already hanging over them. Yet, this is not the purpose of Jesus' 
coming; Jesus is sent to save, not to condemn.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause, here a clarification of Christ's mission 
into the world and so probably more reason than cause; "God did not send his 
Son into the world to judge the world; he sent his Son that through him the world 
should be saved", Barclay.  

ou apesteilen (apostellw) aor. "did not send" - [GOD] DID NOT SEND, 
SEND FORTH, COMMISSION [INTO THE WORLD]. Used of an authoritative sending 
and therefore constantly used of Christian mission, which meaning John 
obviously wants to convey. God's mission, in the sending of Christ, is not the 
condemnation of mankind, but rather the salvation of mankind.  

iJna + subj. "to" - THAT / IN ORDER TO. Introducing a final clause expressing 
purpose; God did not send "in order to condemn."  

krinh (krinw) aor. subj. "condemn" - JUDGE, DECIDE AGAINST / CONDEMN 
[THE WORD]. Either sense is possible. Technically the word is used to offset 
salvation which is the purpose of Christ's coming. God sent Christ in order to 
save, not to condemn, although a consequence of Christ's coming is the reiteration 
of the condemnation already hanging over humanity. Note, the agent of 
judgement / condemnation remains God, not Christ.  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ....... but ......."  

iJna + subj. "to [save]" - THAT [THE WORLD MIGHT BE SAVED]. Introducing a 
final clause expressing purpose.  

di (dia) + gen. "through [him]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [HIM]. 
Instrumental, expressing agency; the Father does the saving, through the Son.  
   
v18 

c) The consequences, v18. Having stressed that the purpose of Jesus' coming 
is to save lost humanity, John now underlines the truth that belief in (trust in, 
reliance on) Jesus is the necessary prerequisite for a person to escape 
condemnation. The person who does not believe confirms their condemnation, 
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and this because they have ignored the salvation offered through God's unique 
Son.  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "whoever believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING, 
PUTTING FAITH, RESTING. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to believe."  

eiV + acc. "in [him]"- INTO [HIM IS NOT JUDGED]. The prepositions eiV, 
"into", and en, "in", when used for belief into / in Christ, probably both express 
direction / goal, although McHugh argues that eiV demands the sense "believes-
and-trusts."  

de "but [whoever does not believe]" - BUT, AND [THE ONE NOT BELIEVING]. 
Transitional, here introducing a contrast, as NIV.  

kekritai (krinw) perf. "stands condemned" - HAS BEEN JUDGED. In the 
"perfect tense the judgment is already past, but the sentence remains", Barrett.  

hdh adv. "already" - ALREADY, NOW = NOW AFTER ALL THIS WAITING. 
Temporal adverb. The condemnation of those who do not believe applies in the 
same way as the justification of those who believe; they have already faced the 
judgment and are declared lost, condemned, because of their unbelief.  

oJti "because" - Here serving to introduce a causal clause, as NIV.  
mh pepisteuken (pisteuw) perf. "he has not believed" - The perfect tense 

is expressing "the settled state of unbelievers' condemnation and unbelief", 
Kostenberger. Note the use of the negation mh with the indicative, a rare usage. 
The negation ou would be expected. See Harris for suggested reasons.  

to onoma (a atoV) "name" - [INTO] THE NAME. For the ancients, a person's 
name represents the person. Insult a person's name and you insult the person.  

monogenouV gen. adj. "[only [Son] / one and only [Son]" - OF THE ONLY 
[SON OF GOD]. See v16. The genitive is adjectival, possessive; "the name that 
belongs to ..."  
   
v19 

ii] Mankind's love of the world - the basis of divine judgment, v19-21. a) 
Proposition, v19. "Light has come into the world, but people loved darkness 
instead of light."  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument; "This is the 
verdict."  

auth pro. "This" - THIS [IS]. The demonstrative pronoun points forward to 
the explanation of the "verdict", namely, that people like darkness rather than 
light.  

hJ krisiV (iV ewV) "the verdict" - THE JUDGMENT, DECISION. Nominative 
subject of the verb to-be. Barrett suggests that the word means "condemnation", 
but Morris thinks that at this point in the passage it means "the process of judging" 
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rather than the sentence of condemnation. This process proceeds on the basis of 
"practical misbehaviour which prevents a person from advancing into the light", 
McHugh. "They were not willing to live by the truth; they valued their pride more 
than their integrity, their prejudice more than contrite faith", Carson. "The fact 
which really judges men is that light came into the world ....", Barclay.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing an epexegetic clause specifying the content 
of the verdict.  

to fwV "light" - THE LIGHT [HAS COME INTO THE WORLD]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to come." "Light" is an Old Testament image used to describe 
both wisdom and the law and the prophets. God's revelation is light and its 
enlightening enlivens; it enlivens because it is good. For John, Jesus is divine life, 
and this life radiates a pure divine truth which gives life. See the Prologue, 1:9.  

kai "but" - AND [MEN LOVED THE DARKNESS MORE THAN / RATHER THAN 
THE LIGHT]. Here contrastive, as NIV - a Semitic use of the conjunction.  

gar "because" - More reason than cause, explanatory, evidential; humanity 
loved darkness "as can be seen from their evil actions", McHugh.  

autwn gen. pro. "their [deeds]" - [THE WORKS] OF THEM [WAS EVIL]. The 
genitive may be classified adjectival, possessive, "their deeds", or verbal, 
subjective, "the deeds they performed." Note, as usual, the plural neuter subject 
takes a singular verb.  
   
v20 

b) The consequences, v20-21: The final verses are difficult to interpret, but 
there is a clue to their meaning and it lies in the phrase, "this is the verdict." 
Morris, suggests that the "verdict" is likely referring to the process of judging, 
rather than the actual judgment itself. So, John is explaining how the process of 
judging functions. On the one hand there are "those who do evil" and fail to come 
to the light. They live in habitual evil and hate the light because they fear that 
their evil will be exposed. They are happy in their evil and don't want their cosy 
world disturbed by the glaring reproof of Christ. On the other hand, there are 
"those who do truth", that is, they acknowledge the truth of God in Christ and so 
happily come to the light.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here again explanatory, introducing a clarification of v19 and 
therefore left untranslated. The clarification covers v20 and 21, first negatively 
and then positively. It is important to note that the two verses are not logically 
parallel. Judgment proceeds ("the verdict", v19) on the basis of a person's doing 
evil and hating light, or on the basis of a person's living by the truth and coming 
to the light. Clearly, v19 is addressing ethical / moral behaviour, but v20 is 
addressing adherence to Christ.  
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faula "evil" - FOUL, BAD, EVIL [HATES THE LIGHT AND DOES NOT COME TO 
THE LIGHT]. Accusative direct object of the participle "doing".  

iJna + subj. "for fear that" - LEST [THE WORKS]. Introducing a negated 
purpose clause, "in order that not = lest their deeds be exposed."  

autou gen. pro,. "their [deeds]" - OF HIM. As autwn, v19.  
elegcqh/ (elegcw) aor. pas. subj. "will be exposed" - MAY BE EXPOSED, 

SHOWN SOMETHING (and therefore "reproved"). Following usual form, a singular 
verb is used with a neuter plural subject. Used of the Holy Spirit in 16:8 who will 
"prove the world wrong about...." Barrett suggests "convincing exposure." Morris 
suggests that "to come to the light means to have one's darkness shown for what 
it is and to have it rebuked for what it is." The child of the dark does not want 
their life exposed, while the child of the light does, cf. 21b. A person under the 
grace of God is free from guilt and quite willing to have their sin exposed, while 
a person apart from God denies guilt and fears any exposure.  
   
v21  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a counter step in the argument, 
so "but".  

            
         

              
        

         
            
            
        

    
iJna + subj. "so that [it may be seen plainly]" - [COMES TO THE LIGHT] THAT 
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 oJ poiwn (poiew) pres. part. "whoever lives by [the truth]" - THE ONE DOING 
[THE TRUTH]. The participle serves as a substantive. Heb., "to keep faith". Dead 
Sea Scrolls: "the men of truth, the doers of the law, whose hands do not grow 
slack from the service of truth." Barrett defines this person as "he who practises 
the true (Christian) faith and life." Tasker opts for "the man of integrity", but this 
is unlikely. Carson is surely right when he argues for "adherence to the truth as it 
is in Jesus Christ." Judgment is passed in favour of the person who is committed 
to Christ and who, under the cover of divine grace, comes into the scorching 
brilliance of his light.

 paV ... oJ ... prasswn (prassw) pres. part. "everyone who does" - ALL 
THE ONES DOING, PRACTISING. Here paV + the articular participle may be 
classified as substantival, or adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantive 
adjective "all the ones". See "everyone born", 3:8.

[HIS WORKS MAY BE MANIFESTED]. In v20 this construction introduced a purpose 
clause, and it would seem likely that the same sense is intended here, "in order 
that", but many commentators argue for a consecutive clause, "so that / with the 
result that", eg. McHugh. The clause is by no means clear, but the sense seems to 
be that the person who adheres to the truth in Christ, willingly comes before 
the Lord God in order that their life may be seen, not on the basis of what they 
have done, but on the basis of what God has done in them and for them, as an act



of divine grace - works which are "in union with him, and therefore by His 
power", Westcott.  

oJti "that" - Here epexegetic / appositional, introducing an explanation of the 
nature of the ta erga "the works / deeds" that the person who comes to the light 
wants made manifest. Obviously not their own deeds, since "none are righteous, 
no not one", but rather works "wrought in God", AV.  

estin eirgasmena (ergazomai) perf. pas. part "what he has done has been 
done" - THEY HAVING BEEN DONE. The perfect periphrastic construction possibly 
serves to underline the completeness of God's work in Christ worked in us.  

en + dat. "[through] God" - IN [GOD]. Here the preposition may take an 
instrumental sense, "through", so Beasley-Murray; it is "by the instrumentality 
of" the grace of God that we may possess salvation through faith in Christ. 
Accompaniment is also a possibility standing in place of kata, "in accordance 
with", so Schnackenburg, although this seems unlikely. A local sense, "in", in the 
sense of "in union with", seems more likely; "that his deeds might be seen for 
what they are, deeds done in oneness with God", Cassirer.  
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3:22-36 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
1. Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36 
v] Jesus and John the Baptist 
Synopsis  

Our author now gives us some more details on the ministry of the Baptist, 
before drawing together the truth evident in Jesus’ discussion with Nicodemus, 
v31-36. So, John commences with a narrative, v22-26, then a monologue by the 
Baptist, v27-30, and then follows up with a commentary / exposition, v31-36.  
   
Teaching  

Whereas the Baptist washes with water, Jesus washes with the Spirit, and 
that washing brings with it "eternal life".  
  Issues  

i] Context: For Jesus offers abundant new life, 2:1-3:36; See 2:1-12.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse and commentary; Jesus and John the Baptist:  
Discourse - the testimony of the Baptist, v22-30: 

Setting, v22-26; 
Testimony, v27-30: 

"he must increase, but I must decrease." 
Commentary - the supremacy of Christ, 31-36: 

Proposition, v31: 
"he who comes from above is above all." 

Function, v32: 
"he testifies to what he has seen and heard." 

Consequences, v32-36: 
"whoever receives his testimony": 

receives the Spirit. 
"has eternal life." 

whoever does not receive his testimony; 
"the wrath of God remains on him."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Before moving to the testimony of the Baptist, John provides the 
setting, v22-26. Here we learn that Jesus' early ministry was concurrent 
with that of the Baptist. It was at this time that the Baptist's disciples got 
into a dispute with "the Jews" ("a Jew"??) over kaqarismou, 
"purification". This may be an oblique reference to water baptism, because 
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the Baptist's disciples then ask him about the person on the other side of 
Jordan who "is baptizing, and all are going to him."  

The Baptist's testimony serves to contrast the Baptist with Jesus, the 
one who washes with the Spirit (cf. v5. "Born of water and Spirit" is best 
understood as "born from the washing of the Spirit", cf., Brown), v27-30. 
As Jesus explained to Nicodemus, a person cannot gain eternal life unless 
they are born of the Spirit. Jesus is the one who washes with the Spirit, 
unlike the Baptist who only washes with water. The Baptist but points to 
the new creation; Jesus is the realization of the new creation. The Baptist 
can only "decrease"; Jesus can only "increase". So, Jesus, the one who 
comes from above, testifies to the new order of things. Those who receive 
his testimony receive the Spirit and so find eternal life. Those who do not 
receive his testimony are left to face the wrath of God alone.  

John concludes with a commentary on the supremacy of Christ, v31-
36: John, in this commentary on the Baptist's monologue, sets out to 
establish "the supremacy of Christ as the One who descends from heaven 
and bears witness to what he has seen" (Dodd), a witness bearing the 
authority of the Father, a witness, which when believed, enacts a washing 
of the Spirit producing eternal life. Some commentators have tried to excise 
this discourse and place it at the end of the Nicodemus discourse (Moffatt 
actually moves v22-31 to after the miracle in Cana in Galilee). There are 
similarities between the two discourses, but such a stitching is not seamless. 
Dodd argues that this discourse is best viewed as a "recapitulation", "an 
explanatory appendix", of the leading ideas in the Nicodemus discourse (a 
Johannine technique). The commentary does seem to function this way, 
and that being the case, it serves well as the conclusion of the first sign / 
event episode.  
   

iv] Form and intent:  
"New Testament scholars generally assume it as self-evident that the 

controversies in the Fourth Gospel reflect the tensions that prevailed 
between the Johannine community and the synagogue", Beasley-Murray. 
It is also argued that John is writing within an environment of theological 
controversy, eg., Gnosticism. Thus, "the fundamental issue that determined 
the form of the Fourth Gospel is a theological one, namely the unity of 
Christ's action in the flesh and the Spirit", Beasley-Murray. Yet, one 
wonders whether we read too much into the nature of the Fourth Gospel. 
Dodd argues in Interpretation that each episode in the Fourth Gospel 
"presents the gospel in its wholeness", of Christ the one who brings life to 
those who believe. What we have in the Fourth Gospel is most likely a 
thematic assembling of the gospel teaching of John the apostle. It is for this 
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reason that when we come to the task of preaching on a passage from the 
gospel of John we often end up with an evangelistic address.  
   

v] Homiletics: The Comfortable Vagueness of Life  
"Doubt can be as powerful and sustaining as certainty", John Patrick 

Stanley.  
       

        
      

      
   

        
  

         
      

           
        

         
     

When it comes to Jesus, the true source of spiritual certainty, there are 
two choices facing humanity. There is the path of comfortable vagueness 
that leads to death, or there is the path of belief that leads to life. This new 
life, life in all its fullness, eternal life, rests on the sure truth that Jesus is 
the source of life eternal.  

John the Baptist was a great man, but not as great as the one who 
followed him, the one from above. The Baptist washed with water, but the 
one from above washes with the Spirit. Jesus came to our world to bring 
life, life in all its fullness. This new life, life eternal, belongs to all who 
choose faith over comfortable vagueness.  
   

Text - 3:22 
Jesus and the Baptist, v22-36: i] The testimony of the Baptist, v22-30. a) 

Setting, v22-26: Moving from the Nicodemus discourse on new life in Christ, 
John compares Jesus with the Baptist. Our author will return again to the subject 
of new life when he summarizes it in v31-36. Both Jesus and the Baptist were in 
the countryside baptizing, although Jesus' disciples were performing the rite, 
rather than Jesus himself. There was something different between the two rites 
and this was picked up by an observant Jew who questioned the Baptist's disciples 
on the matter. The Baptist's disciples then went to the Baptist himself and 
questioned him how this might relate to the increasing success of Jesus' ministry.  
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 The mystery of the moment is orbs. Orbs are 
power sources which float around us. Although 
they can't be seen by the naked eye, they can be 
photographed by a digital camera.

 We live in an age of comfortable vagueness. 
The isolated community that I live in has 
spawned the alternate path of new age 
spirituality. I guess it's a mountain type of thing . 
- close to nature and all that.

 So, what are they? Are they spiritual entities, moisture on the lens, heat 
sheer, a flaw in digital technology (backscatter)? Whatever they may be, 
they provide a spirituality of comfortable vagueness - a powerful and 
sustaining certainty for a number of my neighbours.



meta touto "after this" - AFTER THESE THINGS. Transitional; indicating 
temporal sequence.  

eiV + acc. "into [the Judean countryside]" - [JESUS AND THE DISCIPLES OF 
HIM CAME] INTO [THE JUDEAN LAND]. Local, indicating the direction of the action. 
As if leaving Jerusalem and moving out into the countryside, so NIV, although 
possibly "into the country of Judea", Phillips, Goodspeed, ie., "the Judean 
territory", McHugh.  

dietriben (diatribw) imperf. "he spent some time" - [AND THERE] HE WAS 
STAYING. The imperfect, being durative, may express "quite a long stay", Lindars, 
although an imperfect is often used for background information within a 
narrative.  

meta + gen. "with [them]" - Expressing association / accompaniment; "in 
company with them."  

ebaptizen (baptizw) imperf. "baptized" - [AND] HE WAS IMMERSING. The 
imperfect is possibly iterative expressing repeated action, so Brown, or durative, 
but see "he was staying" above; "where he spent some time baptizing", McHugh. 
Interestingly, "he was baptizing", although we are told in v2 that only Jesus' 
disciples baptized, not Jesus. Is the sense here that the disciples baptized in Jesus' 
name? Is Jesus' "immersing" in the sense of an immersing with the Spirit rather 
than water? The whole point of this episode is to compare the Baptist who 
immerses/washes in water with Jesus who immerses/washes in the Spirit, so the 
impression here is that Jesus is doing something that is different to the Baptist. 
Carson argues that the context implies water baptism, while Haenchen points out 
that the Spirit in John is only imparted by the risen Christ (is that so?).  
   
v23  

kai "also" - [BUT/AND JOHN] AND = ALSO. Adjunctive, "also".  
h\n ... baptizwn (baptizw) pres. part. "was baptizing" - The participle and 

the verb to-be forms a periphrastic imperfect construction, possibly emphasizing 
aspect such that "John gave himself to baptizing more continuously than Jesus", 
Morris.  

en + dat. "at [Aenon near Salim]" - IN [AENON NEAR SALIM]. Local, 
expressing space within; "in the locality of ...." The sites are disputed, but the 
point is clear, "Jesus was baptizing in Judean territory, John was also baptizing 
not far away, though in Samaritan territory", McHugh. Albright has identified a 
town called Salim with a village nearby called Ainun, both in the valley of 
Shechem in an area where the Wadi Farah rises providing an abundance of spring 
water. Yet, why would the Baptist be ministering in Samaria?  
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oJti "because" - BECAUSE [MUCH WATER WAS THERE]. Introducing a causal 
clause explaining why John was baptizing in this locality, namely, because of the 
abundance of water.  

pareginonto (paraginomai) imperf. "they came" - [AND] people WERE 
COMING [AND WERE BEING BAPTIZED]. As for "were being baptized, the 
imperfect, being durative, possibly indicates that the Baptist's ministry was 
successful; "A continuous stream of people flocked out to him", Barclay. None-
the-less, the imperfect is often just used to give background information within a 
narrative and that may be its intent here.  
   
v24 

Usually treated as a parenthetical statement by John probably underlining 
the termination of the Baptist's ministry, which although successful, must move 
aside for the one greater.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here transitional; introducing an editorial comment 
explaining that at this time the Baptist had not yet been arrested and was still 
baptizing adherents.  

oupw adv. "this was before" - [JOHN] NOT YET. Temporal.  
h\n beblhmenoV (ballw) perf. part. "was put" - HAD BEEN THROWN [INTO 

PRISON]. A periphrastic pluperfect construction, possibly emphasizing aspect, 
"the duration of John's incarceration", McHugh.  
   
v25 

oun "-" - FOR. Here transitional and so left untranslated.  
zhthsiV (iV ewV) "an argument" - [THERE BECAME THEN] A DISCUSSION, 

DEBATE. Nominative subject of the verb "to become." A strong sense is indicated, 
"a dispute", Moffatt.  

ek "between some of [John's disciples]" - FROM [THE DISCIPLES OF JOHN]. 
Possibly equivalent to a partitive genitive; "a discussion among some of John's 
disciples", as NIV, although McHugh / Barrett suggest that the preposition is 
identifying the source of the argument.  

meta + gen. "with" - Expressing association / accompaniment; "with".  
Ioudaiou (oV) gen. "a Jew" - Variant "Jews", but the more difficult reading 

"Jew", singular, is preferred.  
peri + gen. "over the matter of" - CONCERNING, ABOUT. Expressing 

reference / respect.  
kaqarismou (oV) "ceremonial washing" - PURIFICATION. The sense is 

unclear. Is the debate over the religious value of the Baptist's water baptism, or 
over ritual purification as such? The NIV "ceremonial washing" ("s" NAB) 
allows both options. Lindars thinks that it "could indeed include baptism and was 
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probably intended by John to do so." One suspects that the issue is over what the 
Baptist is doing as compared with what Jesus is doing, given that what Jesus is 
doing seems to be overtaking what the Baptist is doing in the popularity stakes 
(so the point of the question to the Baptist in v26). A definitive conclusion is not 
possible.  
   
v26 

hlqon (ercomai) aor. "they came" - [AND] THEY CAME. The subject is 
unclear, but presumably the Baptist's disciples.  

proV + acc. "to [John]" - TOWARD [JOHN]. Local, expressing movement 
toward.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
w|/ dat. pro "the one [you testified] about" - [RABBI, HE WHO WAS WITH YOU 

BEYOND THE JORDAN] TO WHOM. The relative pronoun introduces a relative 
clause standing as the subject of the verb "to baptize." We might have expected 
the preposition peri with marturew "concerning whom you bore witness", cf. 
5:31, but here John uses the dative of respect, a construction more common to 
Luke.  

memarturhkaV (marturew) perf. "testified" - [YOU] HAVE GIVEN 
TESTIMONY. The perfect expressing "abiding witness", McHugh, Barrett; "to 
whom you have been bearing witness."  

ou|toV baptizei "he is baptizing" - [LOOK] THIS ONE BAPTIZES. Possibly "he 
himself baptizes", but see above.  

panteV "everyone [is going to him]" - [AND] ALL [ARE COMING TO HIM]. 
Obviously an exaggeration, possibly with "overtones of accusation", Haenchen, 
"resentment", Carson, but more likely "utterly neutral", McHugh.  
   
v27 

b) The Baptist's monologue, v27-30. The Baptist goes on to remind his 
disciples of what he has already told them: "I am not the Christ", rather, "I am 
sent ahead of him." The Baptist simply describes himself as the best-man for a 
bridegroom, having the responsibility to prepare for his coming wedding. The 
Baptist knows that Jesus' ministry will power ahead and his will fade; serving this 
end completes his life.  

lambanein (lambanw) pres. inf. "[a man can] receive" - [JOHN ANSWERED 
AND SAID, A MAN IS NOT ABLE] TO RECEIVE. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "is [not] able".  

oude e}n "-" - NOT ONE thing, ANYthing. What is given in this context is 
possibly "popularity", TH, cf., v30, but better status, cf., v28. "No one can take a 
single thing as his possession", McHugh.  
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ean mh + subj. "only" - IF NOT = EXCEPT, UNLESS. The construction 
introduces an exceptive clause which establishes a contrast by designating an 
exception, although we would have expected ei mh; "a person cannot receive even 
one thing except it is given from heaven." On the other hand, we could treat the 
verse as a negated conditional clause, 3rd class, where the condition is assumed 
a possibility, lit. "unless, as may be the case, it has been given from heaven, then 
a man is not able to receive one thing." The NIV has shaped a positive statement 
to aid understanding. "There is nothing a person can receive except what has been 
granted them from heaven", Cassirer.  

h\/ dedomenon (didomai) perf. part. "what is given" - IT HAS BEEN GIVEN. The 
subjunctive verb to-be + the perfect participle forms a periphrastic perfect 
construction, possibly emphasizing durative aspect. "It is not a matter of human 
endowment or pretension, but of a gift from heaven, ie., God", Haenchen.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him / them" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ek + gen. "from" - OUT OF, FROM. Expressing source / origin.  
tou ouranou "heaven" - HEAVEN. Demonstrating Semitic deference toward 

the divine, so "a person can only receive what God gives them", Barclay.  
   
v28 

autoi uJmeiV "you yourselves" - they you. Emphatic construction. Here 
autoi, "they", serves to strengthen uJmeiV, "you", so "you yourselves." Probably 
referring to the Baptist's disciples.  

martureite (marturew) pres. "can testify" - BEAR WITNESS, TESTIMONY. 
"You yourselves heard me say", TH; "you can bear me out", JB.  

moi dat. "-" - TO ME. Again, we may have expected peri after "witness" = 
"bear witness concerning me", but here again a dative is used to express reference 
/ respect, "you yourselves bear witness with respect to / concerning me."  

oJti "that [I said]" - THAT [I SAID that I AM NOT THE CHRIST]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what can be testified. The 
second variant oJti (bracketed) again introduces a dependent statement, here 
direct speech, expressing what the Baptist had said, namely "I am not the Christ 
/ Messiah". The third oJti is also direct speech expressing more of what the Baptist 
had said, namely "I have been sent on ahead of him".  

      
           
   
apestalmenoV (apostellw) perf. pas. part. "am sent" - [I AM] HAVING BEEN 

SENT. Intensive perfect participle, usually treated as a divine passive, ie., "I have 
been sent by God." Given that the participle is followed by eimi, the present verb 
to-be, we may have a periphrastic perfect construction, but then again, the 
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 alla "-" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in counterpoint construction; 
"not ...... but ...... "I am not the messiah, but I said that I do not take precedence 
over the messiah."



participle may have an adverbial intent, possibly concessive, "although I have 
been sent by God, I am ....."  

emprosqen "ahead of" - BEFORE, IN FRONT OF [THAT ONE (THE ONE JUST 
MENTIONED)]. Possibly temporal, but more likely local, "I am [only] an envoy 
sent on ahead of him", McHugh.  
   
v29 

Generally accepted as a genuine saying of the Baptist (should we be 
surprised?). The language is somewhat apocalyptic with the image of a 
bridegroom commonly used to describe the messiah's coming to Israel, here of 
the King's coming Son. The Baptist expresses his privilege, and thus joy, in 
serving the Son.  

oJ ecwn (ecw) "belongs" - THE ONE HAVING [THE BRIDE IS the  BRIDEGROOM]. 
The participle serves as a substantive, subject of the verb to-be, "the one having 
the bride is he / the bridegroom", best expressed "it is the bridegroom who has 
the bride as his own", Cassirer.  

oJ esthkwV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "[the friend] who attends [the 
bridegroom]" - [BUT/AND THE FRIEND OF THE BRIDEGROOM] THE ONE HAVING 
STOOD [AND HEARING / OBEYING HIM]. "Friend" (the bridegroom's agent in 
arranging the marriage) = "the best man", NAB. The participle, as with "hearing" 
is best treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "friend", as NIV, although 
possibly serving as a substantive, in apposition to "friend", "the one having stood 
and hearing him." Interestingly, "the friend who stands" = "who is there to 
support him and carry out his orders", Barclay, takes a perfect tense, while "the 
friend who hears" = "who listens to his every word", takes the present tense. We 
possibly have a hendiadys; "who stands by listening to the bridegroom", Cassirer.  

outou gen. "him" - Genitive of direct object following the verb "to obey".  
cara/ (a aV) dat. "[and is full of] joy" - [REJOICES] WITH JOY. The dative is 

adverbial, modal, expressing manner. The construction is Semitic where the Gk. 
dative has been used for the Hebrew absolute infinitive; "he is happy when he 
hears the bridegroom speak", TH.  

dia "when [he hears the bridegroom's voice]" - BECAUSE OF, ON 
ACCOUNT OF [THE VOICE OF THE BRIDEGROOM]. Causal, "that is why the joy that 
I am now experiencing fulfills all my desires", McHugh.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; "therefore".  
hJ emh adj. "[that joy is] mine" - [THIS THE JOY] THE OF MINE. This articular 

possessive adjective functions as an attributive adjective limiting "the joy"; "this 
joy which is mine is now complete."  

peplhrwtai (plhrow) perf. pas. "it is now complete" - HAS BEEN MADE 
FULL. Emphatic by position. "Fulfilled", so "complete".  
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v30 

auxanein (auxanw) pres. inf. "greater" - [THAT ONE IS NECESSARY] TO BE 
GREATER, INCREASE. The infinitive forms a nominal phrase subject of the verb 
"it is necessary", with the subject of the infinitive being the accusative ekeinon 
"this one" (accusative infinitive construction); "this one to increase is necessary." 
For Novakovic's classification of complementary see Greek Glossary, 
Substantive Infinitives - Subject. "He must grow greater and greater", Phillips.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, introducing a counterpoint, "but I must grow 
less and less."  

elattousqai (elattow) pres. inf. "[I must become] less" - [ME is 
necessary] TO BE LESS. The infinitive, as above. with the verb "it is necessary" 
assumed, "I (acc.) to decrease [is necessary]". "I must wane", Berkeley (as in 
"wax and wane").  
   
v31 

ii] Commentary, v31-36: a) Proposition - The supremacy of Christ, v31. "He 
who comes from above is above all." It is never easy to identify where our author 
ends a dialogue / discourse and moves to commentary. It is generally accepted 
that v31-36 is commentary rather than a continuation of the Baptists dialogue.  

oJ ... ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "the one who comes [from above]" - 
THE ONE COMING [FROM ABOVE (HEAVEN / GOD)]. The participle serves as a 
substantive. The present tense is both durative and timeless, he comes past, 
present and future. "The coming one" is messianic and even apocalyptic such that 
John is referring to "Jesus as the Son of man, the supreme ruler of the human 
race", Barrett.  

epanw + gen. "[is] above [all]" - [IS] OVER, ABOVE [ALL]. Expressing 
advantage. Possibly in the sense "is greater than all."  

oJ w]n "the one who is" - THE ONE BEING. The participle serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be. It is usually assumed that the 
Baptist is in mind, although as already noted, John, both in content and style, 
moves back to the discourse that follows the Nicodemus narrative and dialogue. 
So, Nicodemus and those like him may be in mind. "From the earth" means "from 
the natural order of things", of being human, "a creature (but not a sinner)", 
McHugh.  

ek + gen. "from [the earth]" - OUT OF, FROM [THE EARTH]. Expressing 
source / origin.  

ek + gen. "belongs to [the earth]" - OF [THE EARTH IS]. Here serving as a 
partitive genitive. "He is like everyone else", Junkins. A bit tautological, although 
Barrett suggests "he that is earthly in origin is earthly by nature."  
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ek +gen. "[speaks as one] from [the earth]" - FROM/OF [THE EARTH 
SPEAKS]. Expressing source / origin. "And speaks from an earth-standpoint", 
Berkeley. Surely we should regard the Baptist's words as prophetic and therefore 
divine revelation. Possibly a comparison is being made between Jesus and the 
Baptist. "Inevitably, he speaks as one from the earth; he called people to 
repentance and to baptism in water, but he could not reveal heaven's counsels, 
nor could he offer regeneration from above, the long-promised renewal", Carson, 
so Barrett, Morris. Schnackenburg argues that John has moved back to the 
Nicodemus discourse and so Nicodemus, and those like him (ie., those not 
washed with/by the Spirit), is in John's mind. So also Ridderbos.  

tou ouranou "[the one who comes from] heaven" - [THE ONE COMING 
FROM] HEAVEN. Virtually a repeat of the opening clause of the sentence except 
that "from heaven" replaces "from above". The "is above all", again repeats the 
opening clause of the verse, but it may not be original. If "is above all" is an 
addition, then "the one who comes from heaven" will introduce the next verse: 
"the one who comes from heaven testifies to that which he has seen and heard." 
This seems likely.  
   
v32  

b) Consequences, v32-36: The Baptist washes with water, but Jesus washes 
with the Spirit, and it is the Spirit who gives life. Jesus comes from God with a 
divine message, although sadly, few accept it. But, those who do believe / accept 
the divine message end up tasting the faithfulness of God, and this because the 
one who brings the message brings the life-giving Spirit of God. This then is how 
it is: when it comes to God's gift of new life, the Father has given the Son full 
authority. Whoever believes in the Son will receive the gift of life in all its 
fullness. Yet, be warned, whoever does not believe does not possess life, but 
stands condemned.  

eJwraken (oJraw) perf. "seen" - [THAT WHICH] HE HAS SEEN [AND HEAR, THIS 
HE TESTIFIES]. The perfect is possibly intensive, expressing a past action with 
ongoing consequences, "the abiding memory of the vision", McHugh, but 
hkousen, "heard" is aorist (a specific message??), so it is likely that the perfect 
here is aoristic where the result of the action is not in mind. "He [the one who 
comes from heaven] is testifying to what he has seen and heard", Moffatt.  

oudeiV lambanei (lambanw) pres. "no one accepts" - [AND THE TESTIMONY 
OF HIM] NO ONE RECEIVES. A reminder that these words are part of John's 
discourse, not the monologue from the Baptist. From the Baptist's perspective 
Jesus was increasingly popular. The "no one" is an exaggeration, but does reflect 
the perspective of the prologue, cf. 1:11f.  
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autou gen. pro. "his" - [THE TESTIMONY] OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, identifying the possession of a derivative characteristic, as NIV, but 
possibly verbal, subjective, "the testimony he gives."  

thn marturian (a) "testimony" - WITNESS, TESTIMONY. The word means 
to make a personal declaration consisting of important information, eg., 
something a person might give in testimony before a court of law. The Baptist 
asked his disciples to witness / testify to each other as to his witness / testimony 
concerning the messiah. John now tells us of a more important witness / 
testimony, namely that of the messiah himself. John's prologue defines the 
witness / testimony which, in simple terms, is the gospel, a divine message from 
God.  
   
v33 

oJ labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "the man who has accepted [it]" - THE ONE 
HAVING RECEIVED [HIS TESTIMONY]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to seal." It is possible that verse refers to the 
Baptist, but it is more likely a general propositional statement. "To receive 
messiah's testimony (the gospel??) is to believe what he says", Barrett; "believe 
him", Junkins. "Whoever accepts the message of Christ", Haenchen.  

esfragisen (sfragizw) aor. "has certified" - SEALED, CERTIFIED. "Has set 
a seal" serves as a metaphor for "guarantee", or "confirm", with the sense 
"confirm / affirm" fitting the context. Probably not "everyone who does believe 
him has shown that God is truthful", but better "to accept this witness is to affirm 
that God speaks the truth", REB.  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what is certified.  

alhqhV adj. "[God is] truthful" - [GOD IS] TRUE. Predicate adjective. This 
is a rather strange statement. If the testimony is the gospel, which is God's 
important message to humanity, then to believe the testimony entails affirming a 
particular truth about God. Surely not that God tells the truth as such (is truthful), 
but rather that he is faithful to the truth of the gospel - he is a covenant-keeping 
God, he does what he says, ie., "God is true to his word", McHugh. To affirm 
God's faithfulness is to access God's faithfulness.  
   
v34 

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person 
who accepts God's message is a person who affirms and therefore accesses God's 
covenant faithfulness, namely, because the one who conveys that message, 
namely Jesus, also conveys (in that divine message?) God's life-giving / renewing 
Spirit.  
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tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the words] of God" - [THE ONE WHOM GOD SENT, THE 
WORD] OF GOD [SPEAKS]. The genitive may be treated adjectival, possessive / 

          
didwsin (didwmi) pres. "[for] God gives [the Spirit]" - [FOR NOT BY MEANS] 

HE GIVES [THE SPIRIT]. The subject is in dispute. Textus Receptus adds oJ qeoV 
"God", but it may well be "Christ". Also, to pneuma is a variant, possibly an 
addition interpreting what is given, although what is actually given is the 
testimony of the one whom God has sent and his testimony is complete. 
Commentators divide, but if to pneuma is original then we are being told that 
Jesus gives the Spirit and this through his testimony/witness, so Brown, Westcott 
[the pres. tense is a clue], contra, Lindars, Barrett, Haenchen, Morris, Carson, 
Schnackenburg, Kostenberger, Ridderbos, Sanders, Beasley-Murray, Hoskyns, 
Marsh, .... who argue that the Spirit is given to Jesus to inspire his testimony. If 
Jesus gives the Spirit then the object of the gift is obviously those who believe in 
him, but if God gives the Spirit then, in this context, Jesus is the object of the gift.  

ou .. ek metrou "without limit" - NOT FROM MEASURE. The negated 
prepositional phrase is adverbial, "sparingly", BDAG,298.6c. There is no lack in 
the measure of the gift of the Spirit, no meagre share of the Spirit = he is given in 
completeness; "without measure."  
   
v35 

agapa/ (agapaw) pres. "[the father] loves [the/his son]" - The present tense 
is durative expressing ongoing love = the abiding eternal compassionate 
relationship that exists in the Godhead.  

dedwken (didwmi) perf. "has placed" - [AND] HAS GIVEN. The perfect tense 
expresses a past act with ongoing consequences; "what has been put in the Son's 
power remains in the Son's power", TH.  

panta "everything" - ALL THINGS. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
give." Including the bestowing of the life-giving Spirit conveyed in the divine 
Word (?? see above).  

en + dat. "in [his hands]" - IN [THE HAND OF HIM]. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical, so "under his control", Barrett.  
   
v36 

"This discourse ends with an epigram which condenses the contrast set out 
in verses 17-21 into a single sentence", Lindars. 

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "whoever believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING. 
The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to have."  
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eiV + acc. "in [the son]" - INTO [THE SON]. Expressing action directed toward 
or arrival at. It is interesting how belief in/to Jesus is expressed either with the 
preposition en, a static in / on, in union with, or eiV.  

ecei (ecw) pres. "has" - The present tense identifies a present ongoing 
experience, so "possesses now."  

zwhn aiwnion "eternal life" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." 
"Life", Barrett. Given the tense of "has", this is not a future eschatological "life", 
but the realized eschatology of life now = "life in all its fullness", "new life in 
Christ."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here introducing a counterpoint, "but."  
oJ ... apeiqwn (apeiqew) pres. part. "whoever disobeys / rejects" - THE ONE 

DISOBEYIng. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the 
negated verb "to see." "Disobeying" in the sense of "refusing to accept the 
testimony of the Son", McHugh, so, "disbelieving" - "the person who does not 
believe."  

tw/ uiJw/ (oV) dat. "the Son" - Dative of direct object after the participle 
"disbelieving in."  

ouk oyetai (oJraw) fut. "will not see [life]" - Obviously in the sense of "not 
possess"; "to refuse to believe in the Son is to deprive oneself of the experience 
of life", Barclay, for "no one can see the kingdom of God without being born 
from above", 3:3, ie., "born of the washing of the Spirit", v5, which is activated 
by believing the testimony of the Son, v15.  

alla "for" - BUT. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction, "not ..... 
but ....", adding to the bad news, "but more".  

hJ orgh (h) "wrath" - THE WRATH [OF GOD]. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to remain." The response of a holy God in the face of determined sin is "the 
punishment of the finally impenitent", Morris.  

menei (menw) pres. "[God's wrath] remains" - ABIDES, CONTINUES. Again, 
the present tense is used such that divine judgment, as with the gift of life, is a 
present reality (realized eschatology) rather than a future threat; "it has begun and 
will last", Brown.  

ep (epi) + acc. "on [them]" - ON, UPON [HIM]. Spatial.  
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4:1-26 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
2. New life in coming to Jesus, 4:1-54 
i] Jesus and the woman at the well, 4:1-42 
a) The water of life 
Synopsis  

Jesus' growing popularity in Judea forces him to leave and move back again 
to Galilee. While journeying through Samaria he comes to the village of Sychar 
and there meets a Samaritan woman drawing water from the local well. The 
discourse on the water of life ensues.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the source of spiritual life, the source of eternal sustenance - the life-
giving Spirit. If we ask him for life eternal then it is ours as a gift.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:13-25. The second sign / discourse episode in John's gospel 
consists of Jesus' meeting with a Samaritan woman, 4:1-42 and the healing of an 
officer’s son, 5:1-47. The theme Jesus is the source of life nicely covers both the 
story of the woman at the well / the water of life, and the healing of the officer's 
son.  

A second theme seems evident in this discourse, namely, the new form of 
worship appropriate for the messianic era. Israel's cult / the Temple is replaced 
with worship in Spirit and in truth, a worship which is personal / relationship 
based, in that it focuses on the Father, inaugurated by the Son, and realized in the 
Spirit. This discourse relates well to Jesus' cleansing of the temple and leaves us 
to endlessly wonder why John didn't relate the two more closely. Dodd recognizes 
the link by incorporating the miracle of water into wine, the cleansing of the 
temple, the discourses with Nicodemus and the woman at the well, and the 
healing of the officer's son, into a single unit covering 2:1-4:42.  
   

ii] Background: The Samaritans: When the Assyrians captured Samaria, the 
capital of the northern kingdom of Israel, in 722-721BC, they deported the 
leading Jews and imported other captured peoples. When the Judean Jews 
returned after the Babylonian exile, a rift developed between them and the now 
interbred Samaritan Jews. In 400BC the Samaritans built their own temple at 
Mount Gerizim in opposition to the temple in Jerusalem, and by 200BC accepted 
only the Pentateuch as scripture (the first 5 books of the Old Testament). The 
final rift occurred when the temple at Mount Gerizim was destroyed, Samaria 
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besieged and the countryside devastated by the Hasmonean rulers of Judea, 111-
107BC. Worship continued at the temple site after its destruction. Naturally, there 
was no love lost between Samaritans and Jews. A small number of Samaritan 
villages existed up to recent times in modern Syria, many being Christian, but 
they have been devastated by civil war in recent years.  
   

iii] Structure: The water of life, presents as a chiasmus:  
Setting, v1-6; 
Discourse, v7-42: 

A1. A Samaritan woman comes to Jesus, v7-9; 
B1. Jesus and spiritual water, v10-15; 

C. True worship, v16-26; 
B2. Jesus and spiritual food, v27-38; 

A2. Samaritan men come to Jesus, v39-42.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
After setting the scene, v1-6, we are introduced to Christ the source of 

living water, v7-19. The water of Jacob's well cannot compare with the life-
giving water that Christ provides. We then learn about effective worship, 
worship that is of spirit and truth, v20-26. Jesus, in the cleansing of the 
temple, exposed the dead worship of Israel, now he reveals the living 
worship of the new age. The worship of Jerusalem and Gerizim cannot 
compare with the worship of the new age in the Spirit.  

It is often argued that the woman, by raising the issue of worship, is 
changing the subject out of embarrassment, although this is an unnecessary 
conclusion. She realizes Jesus is a prophet and as a prophet he can resolve 
a burning issue for her, and for Samaritans as a whole. She wants to know 
how a person can properly meet with God; is it at Mount Gerizim or 
Jerusalem? Jesus' answer is that it was Jerusalem, but now it is neither 
Mount Gerizim nor Jerusalem. Now a person meets with God in spirit and 
truth. In this conversation the woman moves from viewing Jesus as a 
prophet to viewing him as the messiah. "At the beginning of the 
conversation he did not make himself known to her, but first she caught 
sight of a thirsty man, then a Jew, then a Rabbi, afterwards a prophet, last 
of all the Messiah. She tried to get the better of the thirsty man, she showed 
dislike of the Jew, she heckled the Rabbi, she was swept off her feet by the 
prophet, and she adored the Christ", Ephraem the Syrian.  
   

"You have had five husbands, and the one you now have is not your 
husband", v18: The intent of Jesus' words is somewhat unclear. It is often 
taken that the woman has been married five times, these have ended in 
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death, or divorce, and that the present relationship is either de-facto, or an 
illegal marriage, so Carson, Morris, Barrett, Beasley-Murray, Lindars, 
Schnackenburg, .... (technically the law only allows 3 marriages, although 
the divine ideal of a one-flesh union only allows for one sexual union, 
which of itself constitutes a marriage). Yet, the second clause more 
naturally implies that, other than the first relationship, all the others are on 
a par with the sixth, ie., she has had five "men" and this is number six, so 
Kostenberger. The stress on the word "husband / man" and the number 
"five", may indicate that John intends a symbolic interpretation, cf., 
2King.17:24, but it seems more likely that the purpose of the revelation of 
her numerous relationships simply serves to confirm Jesus' prophetic 
credentials, or more pointedly, that he is the Christ. The woman's response 
in v19 underlines this interpretation, cf., Ridderbos. It is unlikely that Jesus 
is trying to expose her state of sin by his prophetic revelation. Given her 
obvious non-standing in polite society, little needs to be said. She, like so 
many in our world, just gets on with life as best she can. The point at issue 
is "come and see a man who told me everything I have ever done!"  
   

Jesus is willing to evangelize Samaritans so why does he command his 
disciples to not evangelize them, Mt.10:5-6? In the context of Jesus training 
his disciples as evangelists, they are to go first to the "lost sheep of Israel" 
and then to the world. The apostle Paul maintains the same principle in his 
ministry. Carson notes that the disciples' willingness to call down fire on a 
Samaritan village because it didn't bring out the welcome mat indicates that 
they were probably not ready for "cross-cultural evangelism"!  
   

v] Form:  
Alter in The Art of Biblical Narrative, 1981, argues that this narrative 

is controlled by a male with female betrothal type social context, although 
it more likely reflects a hospitality social context, guest with host, rather 
than male with female. The twist in the story comes when Jesus becomes 
the host and the woman and her neighbours become the guests.  
   

vi] Homiletics: Living Water  
The image of life-giving water comes from Ezekiel 47:1-12. The 

prophet Ezekiel sees a river flowing from the new temple, starting as a 
trickle from the sanctuary, running out of the temple and becoming a great 
river. The prophet tells us that "where the river flows everything will live."  

Life is lived at the material level. We love, enjoy, experience.... yet so 
often this is little more than existence. Existence is a bitter-sweet 
proposition, certainly more sweet than bitter for those living in a Western 
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Society. On the other hand, life can be lived on another level, a level where 
we experience true life, real life, a life lived with God, a life infused with 
the divine presence, a life filled with the Spirit of God.  

So, where will we find this "living water" such that we will never thirst 
again? John reminds us in our reading today that Jesus is the source of 
authentic life; he can be for us a river of life.  
   

Text - 4:1 
The water of life, v1-26: i] The scene is set, v1-6. The Pharisees note that 

Jesus' disciples are baptizing more people than John and so Jesus moves out of 
the danger zone of Judea, northward through Samaria to Galilee. Going via 
Samaria was the shortest route. The Samaritans were despised by pure-blood 
Jews, but certainly not by Jesus.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, rather than inferential, so possibly 
"now"; "now a report had reached the ears of the Pharisees that Jesus ......", 
Cassirer.  

wJV "-" - WHEN. This temporal conjunction serves to introduce a temporal 
clause; "now when the Lord leaned that ....", Moffatt.  

oJ IhsouV "-" - JESUS. Nominative subject of the verb "to do." Variant oJ 
kurioV, "the Lord", so possibly as Moffatt above.  

oJti "that" - [KNEW] THAT [THE PHARISEES HEARD] THAT [JESUS]. Both 
usages in this verse serve to introduce an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what the Lord knew and what the Pharisees heard. The 
aorist "knew" is probably ingressive (the stress is on the beginning of the action) 
so "when Jesus found out that ...."  

poiei (poiew) pres. "was gaining" - MAKES [AND BAPTIZES MORE 
DISCIPLES]. The present tense is used to express the tense of the actual thought, 
although this is not retained in English. Most opt for "making", but "winning" or 
"gaining", as NIV, seems best.  

h] "than [John]" - OR [JOHN]. The disjunctive particle here serves as a 
comparative; "more than John."  
   
v2 

In 3:22 we are told that Jesus and his disciples went into Judea and were 
baptizing. This may indicate that Jesus was baptizing then, but not now, although 
the parenthetical statement in 4:2 may also cover 3:22. McHugh suggests that this 
verse is simply an editorial comment "to ensure that 3:22 is not understood as 
implying that Jesus had, during his earthly life, admitted people to what was later 
called Christian baptism, for the first-century disciples knew instinctively that 
there was a genuine difference between baptism before, and Christian baptism 
after, Jesus' death." Certainly, Jesus authorizes the rite, but for some reason 
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separates his prime preaching role from that of baptizing. Note how the apostle 
Paul does the same thing. Calvin's comment is worth noting: Christ's baptism is 
"administered by the hands of others, to teach us that Baptism is not to be valued 
from the person of the minister, but that its whole force depends on the author."  

kaitoige "although" - Concessive conjunction, emphatic; "although."  
autoV pro. "-" - [JESUS] HE = HIMSELF. Linked to the noun, as here ("Jesus"), 

this personal pronoun functions as a reflective pronoun, "himself"; "although 
Jesus himself did not baptize", Moffatt.  

ouk ebaptizen (baptizw) imperf. "[it] was not [Jesus who] baptized" - 
WAS NOT BAPTIZING. The imperfect is durative (progressive or continuing action) 
= Jesus was not baptizing during this period of time.  

all (alla) "but [his disciples]" - BUT [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. Strong 
adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "not ...., but ...."  
   
v3 

"When the Lord learned of this" - Transferred from v1, wJV ... egnw oJ 
IhsouV. Verses 1-3 form a single sentence in the Gk.  

aphlqen (apercomai) aor. "went back" - HE LEFT [JUDEA AND DEPARTED 
AGAIN INTO GALILEE]. "He left Judea and started for Galilee again", CEV. Jesus 
obviously wants to minimize conflict with the religious authorities so he leaves 
Judea and moves north.  
   
v4 

diercesqai (diercomai) pres. inf. "[he had] to go" - [BUT/AND IT WAS 
NECESSARY HIM] TO PASS THROUGH. The infinitive serves as the subject of the 
verb "was necessary"; "he to pass through Samaria was necessary", but note 3:7. 
The pronoun auton, "he", serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive. The 
verb dew, "it is necessary", often carries the implication of divine necessity, but 
at the same time it may just be stating the obvious; to get to Galilee it is necessary 
to pass through Samaria, unless of course a person is foolish enough (or overly 
pious) to cross the Jordan and go around the long way via Transjordan. A pious 
Jew would usually travel through Samaria, but do it quickly, and then, having 
reached Judea or Galilee, dust themselves off to remove the polluting stain (in 
their view) of a godless people.  

dia + gen. "through [Samaria]" - Local, through a place. Note typical 
repetition of a compound verb's prefix, here dia of diercesqai, "to pass through"  
   
v5 

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so as 
a result of the decision to travel through Samaria", McHugh.  
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eiV "to" - [HE COMES] TO, INTO. Spatial; given that eiV expresses movement 
into and arrival at, the preposition is used here for proV which expresses 
movement toward.  

thV SamareiV (a) "[a town] in Samaria." - [A VILLAGE, TOWN] OF SAMARIA. 
The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / local; "a village located in Samaria." The 
noun polin will often refer to a small community, so "village".  

logomenhn (legw) pres. pas. part. "called" - BEING CALLED. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "town, village", "a village which is called."  

Sucar "Sychar" - Accusative direct object of the participle "being called." 
The site is not definitely known, but possibly Askar on the edge of Mount Ebal 
opposite Mount Gerizim.  

plhsion + gen. "near" - Spatial improper preposition; "near, neighbouring".  
tou cwriou (on) gen. "the plot of ground" - THE FIELD. cf. Gen.33:19, 

48:22, and particularly Josh.24:32 from which the gift is assumed.  
tw/ Iwshf "to [his son] Joseph" - [WHICH JACOB GAVE] TO JOSEPH [THE 

SON OF HIM]. Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage, identified by the 
article since "Joseph" is indeclinable, although note that the article is a variant 
reading.  
   
v6 

The well, assuming it is the one John is speaking of, is some 1,000 meters to 
the South of Askar. There is a spring at Askar and so it is strange that the woman 
comes to a well outside the village. She may be embarrassed to collect water 
along with the other women of the village (married 6 times and all that!), or she 
may just like the sweeter water found in Jacob's well rather than the lime-rich 
water that is found in the village.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
phgh (h) "[Jacob's] well" - [THERE WAS THERE] A SPRING [OF JACOB]. The 

genitive "of Jacob" is adjectival, possibly possessive, as NIV, but possibly also 
idiomatic / of identification, "the well known as Jacob's well." The word "well" 
is properly "spring", but can be used of collected water. None-the-less, the well 
is fed by an underground spring and so the word rightly applies to Jacob's well.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Again inferential, establishing a logical connection; 
Jacob's well is nearby and so Jesus, tired out by the journey, sits down beside the 
well.  

kekopiakwV (kopiaw) perf. part. "tired as he was" - [JESUS] HAVING 
BECOME TIRED, WEARY. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "so 
Jesus, because he was tired from his journey."  

ek + gen. "from" - FROM. OUT OF [THE JOURNEY]. Here denoting impersonal 
agency, cf. Wallace; "tired out by the journey", Cassirer.  
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ekaqezeto (kaqezomai) imperf. "sat" - HE WAS SITTING. The durative aspect 
of the imperfect makes it a strange choice of tense here. Possibly for vivid effect, 
but best read as perfective; "tired out by the journey he had sat down.  

ou{twV adv. "-" - THUS, SO [AT THE WELL]. Adverb of manner. Not found in 
all manuscripts. Brown suggests that this adverb modifies the verb "was sitting"; 
"he sat down without more ado" = "he had just sat down", McHugh.  

epi + dat. "by [the well]" - Obviously spatial; "on, upon, against, near". 
Probably as NIV; "beside the well."  

wJV "[it was] about [the sixth hour]" - [HOUR WAS] AS, LIKE [SIXTH]. Here 
the comparative particle is used to express approximation; "it was around noon."  
   
v7 

ii] A Samaritan woman comes to Jesus, v7-9. Resting by a well, Jesus asks 
a Samaritan woman for a drink of water. She is taken aback by the request, given 
that Jews would not normally drink from the same utensil as a Samaritan. It seems 
somewhat unusual to come and draw water at this time of the day. Possibly again 
prompted by the woman wanting to keep away from the other villagers, but then 
she may just have run out of water. Timing is more related to the divine will, 
enacted in Christ, in seeking out the lost.  

ek "[a Samaritan woman]" - [A WOMAN] OUT OF, FROM [SAMARIA]. 
Expressing source / origin, although leaning toward a partitive sense.  

antlhsai (antlew) aor. inf. "to draw water" - [COMING] TO DRAW WATER. 
The infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing purpose; "in order to draw water."  

doV (didwmi) aor. imp. "will you give" - [JESUS SAYS TO HER] GIVE. The 
imperative here should not be taken as a command, but rather a request, as NIV, 
see Wallace 478; "would you please give me a drink of water", CEV.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - TO ME. Dative of indirect object after the verb "to give."  
pein (pinw) aor. inf. "a drink" - TO DRINK. The aorist may indicate "just a 

sip", McHugh. The infinitive may function as a substantive, direct object of the 
verb "to give", "give a drink to me" = "give me a drink", ESV, or adverbial, final, 
expressing purpose, "in order to", with an assumed dative of direct object, so 
Novakovic; "would you please give me some water to drink."  
   
v8 

gar "-" - FOR. More reason than cause, introducing an editorial explanation 
backgrounding Jesus' request - his disciples were off trying to buy food in the 
village.  

apelhluqeisan (apercomai) pluperf. "had gone" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM] 
HAD GONE AWAY, DEPARTED [INTO THE TOWN]. Like the perfect tense, the 
pluperfect expresses antecedent action with ongoing results, except that it pushes 
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the action further into the past, usually expressed in English by "had"; the 
disciples had gone away and left Jesus alone in order to buy supplies.  

iJna + subj. "to [buy food]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT BUY FOOD]. Introducing a 
final clause expressing purpose; "in order that they might buy food."  
   
v9 

Given Jewish purity regulations, a Jewish rabbi asking a Samaritan woman 
for a drink from a vessel used by a Samaritan is surprising and necessitates a 
response; "Jews and Samaritans are not on friendly terms. So, the woman said 
'what makes you ask me for a drink?'", Rieu.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection with v7, 
"so".  

hJ samaritiV (iV idoV) "[The] Samaritan [woman]" - [THE WOMAN] THE 
SAMARITAN. Technically we could classify the noun "Samaritan" as standing in 
apposition to "woman", but it virtually functions as an attributive adjective 
limiting woman", as NIV. The article with gunh, "the woman", refers back to 
"woman" in v7, so "this particular Samaritan woman ....."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said] to him" - [SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
w]n (eimi) pres. part. "you are [a Jew]" - [HOW YOU] BEING [A JEW ASK TO 

DRINK FROM ME]. The participle is best taken as adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"you", "you who are a Jew", Cassirer, but possibly adverbial, concessive, 
"although you are a Jew."  

oushV (eimi) gen. part. "-" - BEING [A WOMAN, A SAMARITAN]. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting emou, "me", genitive in agreement, as NIV, but 
it could be treated as adverbial, concessive, "although a Samaritan woman."  

pwV adv. "how" - HOW, IN WHAT WAY. Interrogative adverb, introducing a 
direct question; "How is it that you ask me .....?", NJB.  

par (para) + gen. "-" - [ASK] FROM [ME]. Expressing source / origin.  
          

gar "for" - More reason than cause, introducing a parenthetical comment / 
an editorial comment explaining the social background prompting the woman's 
surprise.  

ou ... sugcrwntai (sugcraomai) pres. "do not associate" - [JEWS] DO NOT 
ASSOCIATE, BE FRIENDLY / DO NOT SHARE COMMON VESSELS ("use nothing in 
common", Barrett). Possibly with the sense "do not associate with Samaritans", 
but the second more technical sense may be the one intended here, "no Jew would 
drink out of a cup that a Samaritan had used", Barclay.  

SamaritaiV (hV ou) dat. "with Samaritans" - Instrumental dative, 
expressing association. Note both "Jew" and "Samaritan" is without an article.  
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v10 

iii] Jesus and spiritual water, v10-15: Jesus points out that the woman is the 
one who should be asking for a drink, not water as such, but "living water." The 
Samaritan woman assumes Jesus means running water. Does Jesus think he is 
greater than Jacob who gave the village this well? There is no fresh running creek 
nearby. Jesus points out that with his "living water" a person will never thirst 
again. The woman still can't quite grasp the fact that Jesus is using the image of 
fresh running water as a spiritual metaphor for the gift of eternal life. She thinks 
Jesus is promising some magical water that will overcome thirst. She would be 
happy to have some of this water and so never have to slave at this well ever 
again.  

auth/ dat. pro "her" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HER. Dative of 
indirect object.  

ei + pluperf. ind. "if" - IF, as is not the case [YOU KNEW THE GIFT OF GOD 
........, then YOU WOULD HAVE ASKED HIM ....]. Introducing a 2nd class conditional 
clause where the proposed condition is untrue. The apodosis (the "then" clause), 
introduced by a]n states what would have been true if the condition in the protasis 
(the "if" clause) were true.  

            
          

         
        

oJ legwn (legw) pres. part. "[who it is] that asks" - [AND WHO IS] THE ONE 
SAYING [TO YOU GIVE ME TO DRINK]. The participle serves as a substantive. If the 
woman had been aware of Jesus' identity, that he is the long-promised messiah 
who has come to give, rather than receive, then she would have responded by 
seeking what he freely offers.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
doV moi pein "for a drink" - GIVE WATER TO ME TO (IN ORDER TO) DRINK. 

See v7.  
zwn (zaw) pres. part. "living [water]" - [AND HE WOULD HAVE GIVEN YOU] 

LIVING [WATER]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "water"; "water 
which is living." See 7:38, similarly referring to Ezekiel 47, the life-giving water 
flowing from the temple, an image that possibly draws on the incident of the 
water that flowed from the rock during Israel's wilderness wanderings. "The 
metaphor speaks of God and his grace, knowledge of God, life, the transforming 
power of the Holy Spirit", Carson.  
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 tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the gift] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possibly descriptive, idiomatic / source, "the gift that comes from God", or 
adjectival, subjective, "the gift given by God." "The gift", thn dwrean, 
is probably "bountiful gift", a gift which is "irrevocable", BAGD.



   
v11 

Andrew Thomson, a Scottish minister, described the well in 1869 as a hole 
about a meter in diameter, but filled with stone and then only about 5 meters deep. 
Numerous churches had been built on the site over the years, but were destroyed 
by Muslim invaders. Today the well is restored and is incorporated within an 
Orthodox site.  

kurie (oV) voc. "Sir" - [THE WOMAN SAYS TO HIM] LORD. Obviously only 
used here as a term of respect.  

ou[te ....... kai - Serving to form a correlative construction; "you have no 
....... and ......."  

baqu adj. "deep" - [YOU HAVE NO BUCKET AND THE WELL IS] DEEP. Predicate 
adjective. The water table at this point is about 30 meters below the surface.  

poqen adv. "where" - FROM WHERE [THEREFORE DO YOU HAVE]. Adverb of 
place. For the woman the phrase "living water" obviously refers to running water, 
water similar to that which feeds the well. In a dry region such as Samaria, where 
did Jesus think he was going to come up with fresh running water?  

to zwn (zaw) pres. part. "[this] living [water]" - [THE WATER] THE ONE 
LIVING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "water", as NIV. Note the 
article of previous reference used with "water". The woman is referring to "that 
water", the water that Jesus was talking about.  
   
v12 

In the Pentateuch, the only one greater than Jacob was Moses, the one who 
struck the rock with his staff and from it flowed living water. One like this greater 
one would return to again lead his people, a prophet like Moses. Has the woman, 
at this stage in the conversation, an inkling that Jesus could be this greater one, 
or is she just expressing her "incredulity", Kostenberger?  

mh "-" - NO. This negation is used in a question expecting a negative answer. 
Here the question is rhetorical.  

su "[are] you" - YOU. Emphatic by position and use.  
meizwn (megaV) comp. adj. + gen. "greater than" - GREATER. Comparative 

predicate adjective.  
IakwB "Jacob" - [THE FATHER OF US], Jacob. Standing in apposition to "the 

father [of us]", genitive of comparison after meizwn.  
hJmin dat. pro. "[gave] us [the well]" - [WHO GAVE THE WELL] TO US. Dative 

of indirect object.  
ex + gen. "from [it]" - [AND DRANK] FROM [IT]. Expressing source / origin.  
autoV pro. "himself" - HE = HIMSELF. Here the use of the personal pronoun 

is emphatic and so best expressed with a reflective sense, "he himself".  
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ta qrammata (a atoV) "flocks and herds" - [AND THE SONS OF HIM AND] 
THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS [OF HIM]. Properly sheep and goats; "livestock", 
McHugh.  
   
v13 

apekriqh (apokrinomai) aor. pas. "[Jesus] answered" - [JESUS] 
ANSWERED / REPLIED [AND SAID TO HER]. The "answered and said" introduction 
to speech is common Semitic form.  

o pinwn (pinw) pres. part. "[everyone] who drinks" - [EVERY] THE ONE 
DRINKING. If we take the adjective paV, "all, every", as a substantive, "everyone", 
then the participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone", as NIV.  

ek + gen. "-" - FROM [THIS WATER]. Expressing source / origin.  
diyhsei (diyaw) fut. "will be thirsty [again]" - WILL THIRST [AGAIN]. In a 

dry country like Palestine, with limited sources of water, thirst is a powerful 
image, an image that was constantly used as a metaphor for spiritual desire, cf., 
Ps.42:2, 63:1, 143:6. Yet, water, from whatever source, satisfies but for a 
moment.  
   
v14 

The covenant fulfillment imagery being expressed here is still probably 
drawing on Ezekiel 47, although Isaiah plays with similar imagery; "drawing 
water from the wells of salvation", cf. 12:3, 44:3, 49:10 (Rev.7:16), 55:1. "It is 
said of the Taheb (the Samaritan equivalent of the Messiah) that water shall flow 
from his buckets (an adaptation of Nu.24:7, cf., Bruce), Carson. "The metaphor 
of an internal fountain, gushing up inexhaustibly, suggests something of the 
richness of the new life that is made available through faith in Christ", Lindars.  

d (de) "but" - BUT, AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue, 
usually translated here as an adversative, as NIV.  

o}V ... an + subj. "whoever [drinks]" - WHOEVER [DRINKS]. Introducing an 
indefinite relative clause. Note that the verb "shall drink" is aorist which, as 
McHugh argues, serves to emphasize the punctiliar nature of the action, so 
"whosoever shall take one sip of the water that I shall give him."  

ek + gen. "[the water]" - FROM [THE WATER]. Expressing source / origin.  
ou| gen. pro. "-" - WHICH. Properly nominative, o{, but attracted to its 

antecedent.  
egw pro. "I [give]" - I [WILL GIVE]. Emphatic.  
autw/ dat. pro. "him / them" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ou mh + fut. "[will] never [thirst]" - NOT NOT = NEVER [WILL THIRST]. 

Emphatic negation, here with a future tense rather than a subjunctive.  
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eiV ton aiwna "-" - INTO THE AGE. The phrase simply means "into the future 
and on / all future time." "Those who accept [Christ] and his gifts are thereafter 
permanently supplied, and their needs inwardly met", Barrett = eternal salvation. 
"Will never again suffer thirst", Cassirer.  

alla "indeed" - BUT. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction; "not 
......, but ......" "But the water which I give him", Torrey.  

en + dat. "in [them]" - [THE WATER WHICH I WILL GIVE HIM WILL BECOME] IN 
[HIM]. Local, expressing space, metaphorical.  

uJdatoV (wr toV) gen. "[a spring] of water" - [A SPRING] OF WATER. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / possibly content; "a spring which is full of 
water."  

aJllomenou (aJllomai) pres. part. "welling up" - BUBBLING UP / LEAPING UP. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "a spring of water", "a bubbling 
over spring.".  

eiV + acc. "to [eternal life]" - INTO [LIFE ETERNAL, EVERLASTING]. 
Expressing an action which implies movement toward and arrival at, but here 
obviously metaphorical so either end-view / goal, "destined for, with a view to", 
or result, "resulting in eternal life." "A fountain of water springing up for eternal 
life", Torrey.  
   
v15 

The woman is "clearly interested in the water that Jesus has to offer, but is 
still at a loss as to the water's origin", Kostenberger, and its spiritual nature, ie., 
"she thinks of his gift only as a labour-saving device", Lindars.  

proV + acc. "[the woman said] to [him]" - [THE WOMAN SAYS] TOWARD 
[HIM, SIR]. McHugh argues that this preposition, which expresses movement 
toward, is used here instead of the dative of indirect object. He makes the point 
that it is a more respectful manner of address, so underlining "the seriousness and 
the sincerity of the woman's request."  

iJna + subj. "so that" - [GIVE THIS WATER TO ME] THAT. Introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose, "in order that."  

mh ....mhde "[I wo]n't [get thirsty] and" - [I MAY] NOT [THIRST] NOR [COME 
HERE]. Negated correlative construction.  

antlein (antlew) pres. inf. "to draw water" - TO DRAW. The infinitive is 
adverbial, final, expressing purpose, "in order to draw water." The present tense 
here, and similarly for the verbs "give" and "thirst", is durative, so possibly "may 
not ever thirst again", "keep on coming here", and "continually drawing water." 
If a durative intent is present, the woman is speaking of a miraculous supply of 
water which is eiV ton aiwna "into the age" - "for all future time."  
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v16 

iv] True worship, v16-26: Jesus cuts through the woman's confusion by 
asking to see her husband. She admits she has none and Jesus confirms the truth 
of her answer, given that she has lived with five men and that her present partner 
is not really her husband. The woman assumes that Jesus must be a prophet and 
so seeks to have him sort out a long-standing quarrel between the Jews and the 
Samaritans over the authenticity of the temple of the Jews at Jerusalem and the 
temple of the Samaritans at Mount Gerizim. Jesus points out that the Jews have 
it right, but the time is coming when a new and radical means of approach to God 
renders any human sanctuary irrelevant. God is a spiritual being, and those who 
want to approach him and know him eternally must be spiritually renewed (born 
again, washed) through the indwelling Spirit of Christ, and this guided by his 
word. The woman recognizes that the coming messiah will reveal such truth. 
Jesus discloses, "I who speak to you am he." The Samaritan woman accepts Jesus' 
self-disclosure. For her, Jesus is the messiah, the source of the life-giving Spirit 
of God.  

uJpage (uJpagw) pres. imp. "go" - [HE SAYS TO HER] DEPART [CALL THE 
HUSBAND OF YOU AND COME HERE]. The present tense is often preferred for verbs 
of motion, but interestingly the third imperative in this sentence, elqe, "come", 
another verb of motion, is aorist. Maybe motion is not envisaged; "Go back home 
and invite your husband to join with us."  
   
v17 

Jesus, in prophetic mode, is gently exposing the woman's dark secret, namely 
her numerous sexual relationships. Her answer to Jesus is technically correct; she 
has no legal husband at the moment, but she does have a lover. Jesus will draw 
out her "a husband" (emphatic by position) in the next verse. His "five husbands" 
is also emphatic by position.  

andra (hr oV) "husband" - [THE WOMAN ANSWERED AND SAID TO HIM] A 
MAN, HUSBAND [I DO NOT HAVE]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to have."  

kalwV adv. "you are right [when you say]" - [JESUS SAYS TO HER] WELL 
[YOU SAID]. Adverb of manner. Said with "some irony", Zerwick.  

oJti "-" - THAT [A HUSBAND I DO NOT HAVE]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what she rightly (in a technical 
sense) said. The verb, as is usual, expresses what she actually said, ie., "I have no 
husband."  
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v18 

gar "the fact is" - FOR. The NIV takes the conjunction here as emphatic, but 
it primarily serves to introduce an explanation as to why Jesus agrees with her 
claim that she has no husband.  

andraV (hr droV) "[five] husbands" - [YOU HAVE FIVE] HUSBANDS, MEN 
[AND THE ONE YOU HAVE NOW IS NOT YOUR HUSBAND]. Accusative direct object 
of the verb "to have." "Husband / man" is emphatic by position.  

eirhkaV adj. "[what you have said] is quite true" - [THIS YOU HAVE SAID] 
TRUE. The grammar is somewhat complex here: the accusative pronoun touto, 
"this", serves as the object of the verb eirhkaV, "you have said", and the 
accusative adjective alhqeV, "true", serves as a predicate adjective, cf. BDF 292; 
giving the sense "this, at all events, among all that thou hast said, is true", Abbott. 
   
v19 

oJti "that" - [THE WOMAN SAYS TO HIM, SIR, I SEE] THAT [YOU ARE A 
PROPHET]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what she sees.  
   
v20 

Given that Jesus presents as a prophet, the woman decides to ask him a tricky 
theological question - of course, she may just want to change the subject! She 
refers to Mount Gerizim (Ebal in the MT), the site the Samaritans claim was 
chosen by God as the authorized site for liturgical worship detailed by Moses, 
cf., Deut.12:5, 11, 14, 16:2, 26:2. The Pentateuch, the authorized scriptures for a 
Samaritan, does not confer religious superiority on Jerusalem, but other passages 
in the Old Testament do, eg. 2Chron.6:6.  

prosekunhsan (proskunew) aor. "worshiped" - [THE FATHERS OF US] 
WORSHIPED. This "worship" word is often confused with worship as latreuw 
"doing service to God". Worship should rightly be understood as "doing 
obeisance."  

en + dat. "on" - IN, ON. Local, expressing space / sphere.  
uJmeiV "you Jews" - [AND] YOU [SAY]. Emphatic. Plural = "you Jews."  
oJti "that" - THAT [IN JERUSALEM]. Introducing a dependent statement, 

indirect speech, expressing what the Jews say/claim. "That the place where one 
ought to worship is in Jerusalem."  

oJ topoV (oV) "the place" - [IS] THE PLACE. Obviously "the holy place" is 
intended.  

proskunein (proskunew) pres. inf. "[we must] worship" - [WHERE IT IS 
NECESSARY] TO WORSHIP. The infinitive serves as the subject of the verb "is 
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necessary"; "it is necessary to worship" = "to worship is necessary." See 3:7 for 
a complementary classification.  
   
v21 

Jesus sets aside place and makes the point that effective worship is in spirit 
and truth.  

pisteue (pisteuw) pres. imp. "believe" - [JESUS SAYS TO HER] BELIEVE. An 
emphatic statement indicating the importance of what follows, similar to "truly, 
truly I say to you", so Barrett.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to believe."  
gunai (h aikoV) voc. "woman" - A technical address and not derogatory, 

"madam", Barrett; "believe me, Jesus said to her", Barclay.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 

what the Samaritans ("you" in "you shall worship" is plural) should take careful 
note of.  

w{ra "a time [is coming]" - AN HOUR [COMES]. Often referring to the 
eschatological "hour", the coming day of judgment and redemption, but more 
likely the day of Christ's glory (the cross +++), so Brown, possibly "denoting the 
time after Jesus' departure", McHugh.  

oJte "when" - The temporal conjunction introduces a temporal clause.  
tw/ patri (hr roV) dat. "[you will worship] the Father" - [YOU WILL DO 

OBEISANCE TO] THE FATHER. Dative of direct object after the verb 
proskunhsete, "you will worship"; standard LXX usage.  

oute .... oute "neither ... nor" - NEITHER [ON THIS MOUNTAIN] NOR [IN 
JERUSALEM]. Negated correlative construction; "neither this nor that." 
Samaritans "will no longer be faced with a choice between two places of 
worship", Kostenberger.  
   
v22 

The Jews, as the recipients of the true knowledge of God, worship what they 
know, which situation exists "because" (oJti) God elected to use Israel as the 
source of salvation for the whole world. Jesus is not saying that Israel, as a whole 
is saved, rather that Israel bears the covenant promise of a blessing to the world, 
which blessing (salvation) is realized in the messiah, a son of Israel. Nor do Jesus' 
words run counter to his criticism of Israel's religion (prompting the suggestion 
that we have here an editorial comment). Jesus, the messiah, is a Jew, the remnant 
of faithful Israel, so indeed salvation comes from the Jews.  

uJmeiV "you Samaritans" - YOU. Emphatic by position and use.  
o} neut. pro. "[worship] what" - [WORSHIP] THAT WHICH. An interesting use 

of the neuter when the masculine "him whom" would have been expected. 
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Murray suggests that the worship of both Samaritans and Jews never reached "the 
height of personal communication." None-the-less, Beasley-Murray notes 
Schlatter's point that a neuter can properly be used for the Person of God.  

ouk oidate "you do not know" - YOU DO NOT KNOW [WE WORSHIP THAT 
WHICH WE KNOW]. The Samaritans worshipped on Mount Gerizim out of 
ignorance, although not necessarily without sincerity. Their problem lay in being 
detached from the ongoing "stream of God's saving revelation", Carson. The 
Jews, on the other hand, who continued to receive God's saving revelation, such 
that "the object of their worship was known to them."  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
worship offered by Jews is more truth-based than that offered by the Samaritans.  

hJ swthria (a) "salvation" - THE SALVATION. Morris suggests that the article 
is significant, indicating the particular "messianic salvation that comes from this 
nation (Israel)."  

ek "from [the Jews]" - [IS] OUT OF, FROM [THE JEWS]. Expressing source / 
origin; "originates from among the Jews."  
   
v23 

Although Samaritan worship is not based on truth and Jewish worship is, in 
that it brings salvation to the world, a new situation has emerged in Christ where 
Jewish worship has become obsolete.  

alla "yet" - BUT. Adversative.  
nun adv. "[and has] now [come]" - [AN HOUR IS COMING AND] NOW [IS]. 

Temporal adverb. It could be argued that this is an editorial addition to Jesus' 
words, but Jesus often expresses the immediacy of the kingdom - its now / not 
yet reality.  

o{te "when" - Introducing a temporal clause.  
alhqinoi adj. "[the] true [worshipers]" - THE TRUE / GENUINE 

[WORSHIPERS]. The sense "genuine / authentic" is to be preferred.  
tw/ patri (oV) dat. "[worship] the Father" - [WILL DO OBEISANCE TO] THE 

FATHER. Dative of direct object after the verb "to do obeisance to."  
en + dat. "in" - IN, ON. Local, expressing sphere; "in the sphere of S/spirit 

and truth", although Novakovic suggests an adverbial use of the preposition, of 
manner, expressing a state or condition, so "spiritually" and "truthfully", but see 
below.  

pneumati kai alhqeia/ "spirit and truth" - Ridderbos suggests a hendiadys 
(a single idea expressed by two separate words joined by kai); eg. "a truthful 
Spirit / truly spiritual". Most commentators don't think that the phrase is a 
hendiadys, but since both nouns are anarthrous (without articles) and are 
governed by the same preposition en then together the two words, "spirit / 
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spiritual" (not "Holy Spirit" here, contra Pfitzner) and "truth / word" "encompass 
the same overall idea", Kostenberger. Morris, quoting E.C. Blackman, sees the 
expression as demanding worship "conformable to the divine nature which is 
spirit, and determined by the truth which God has made available concerning 
himself." It is in our relationship with Jesus, the incarnate Word / truth, the 
fountain of the Holy Spirit, that we are able to offer acceptable adoration to God; 
True worship "can only take place in and through him (Christ): he is the true 
temple (2:19-22), he is the resurrection and the life (11:25)", Carson.  

kai gar "for" - AND FOR. and for [the father is seeking]. The kai here serves 
to make the causal gar emphatic, "for indeed / for in fact."  

touV proskunountaV (proskunew) pres. part. "the [kind of] worshipers" 
- [SUCH A KIND / SUCH AS THESE] THE ONES WORSHIPING [HIM]. The participle 
serves as a substantive, complement of the direct object "such a kind"; "such a 
kind as / to be worshipping him." The word is used for adoration of the divine, 
of the doing of obeisance, and should not be confused with latreuw, "the doing 
of service to the divine." Note that "him", the object of the participle 
"worshipping", is an accusative direct object rather than the usual dative. The last 
clause is missing from some manuscripts.  

zhtei (zhtew) pres. "seeks" - IS SEEKING. Lindars argues that the sense here 
is "demands", or "requires", given the verb dei, "it is necessary" (a divine 
imperative????), in the next verse. "Indeed, what the Father requires is 
worshippers such as these", Cassirer.  
   
v24 

God is a spiritual being, "invisible and unknowable", Barrett, although for 
our sake he has revealed himself visibly in his Son. Given the nature of God, 
worship of the divine (in the sense of adoration) should conform to his spiritual 
nature incarnate in his Son, and be shaped by his revealed truth. Worship for the 
new Israel is Christ focused and truth aligned.  

pneuma oJ QeoV "God is spirit" - As with "God is light" and "God is love", 
this statement describes "God's mode of action and working", Beasley-Murray. 
God is "spirit" ("spiritual", as opposed to material), in the sense of being 
"invisible, divine as opposed to human, life-giving and unknowable to human 
beings, unless he chooses to reveal himself", Carson.  

touV proskunountaV (proskunew) pres. part. "[his] worshipers" - [AND] 
THE ONES WORSHIPING [HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive, accusative 
subject of the infinitive "to worship."  

proskunein (proskunew) pres. inf. "[must] worship" - [IT IS NECESSARY] 
TO WORSHIP [IN SPIRIT AND TRUTH]. The infinitive serves as the subject of the 
verb "is necessary", but see 3:7 for a complementary classification.  
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v25 

            
           

          
       
        

  
autw/ "-" - [THE WOMAN SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
oida (ginwskw) perf. "I know" - Some manuscripts have oidamen "we 

know."  
oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 

expressing what the woman knows.  
MessiaV "Messiah" - A MESSIAH [IS COMING]. Nominative subject of the 

verb "to come."  
oJ legomenoV (oV) "called [Christ]" - THE ONE BEING CALLED [CHRIST]. The 

participle may be viewed as a substantive, standing in apposition to "Messiah", 
or adjectival, attributive, limiting "Messiah". Properly treated as a parenthesis, 
here an editorial translation of the Jewish word "messiah".  

oJtan + subj. "when" - Introducing an indefinite temporal clause.  
ekeinoV dem. pro. "he [comes]" – THAT [COMES]. This demonstrative 

pronoun stands as the subject of the verb "to come" and is emphatic by use.  
anaggelei (anaggellw) fut. "he will explain" - HE WILL REPORT, 

ANNOUNCE, TELL / EXPLAIN, INTERPRET, DISCLOSE. The Johannine use 
"interpret" is likely.  

          
            

      
      

          
  
hJmin dat. pro. "to us" - Dative of indirect object.  

   
v26 

Jesus openly reveals himself. It is interesting how Jesus has no reluctance 
presenting his messianic credentials to a Samaritan woman of ill repute.  

egw eimi "I [who speak to you] am he / I [the one speaking to you] am 
he" - [JESUS SAYS TO HER] I AM. The predicate is unstated. This is the first of 
the great "I am" statements in John. Probably not "I am Yahweh", but rather, "I 
am Messiah"; See 8:24.  
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 The woman expresses her faith in the coming messiah and his revelatory 
task, although which messiah is she speaking about. She probably does use the 
word for the Jewish messiah, but then one can certainly imagine her saying "I 
know that the Taheb is coming, whom you call the Messiah", cf. Lindars. Yet, 
there is no clear evidence that the Samaritan Taheb ("the Restorer", Deut.18:18) 
is equivalent to the Jewish messiah.

 aJpanta adj. "everything" - Emphatic by position. A slight overstatement on 
the woman's part. The woman has obviously come to the view that Jesus is a 
prophet, even a prophet like Moses, someone greater than Jacob, and as was 
commonly accepted, "a prophet knows everything", McHugh, although he 
doesn't necessarily tell us everything. Yet, she senses more than a prophet - is 
Jesus the Jews' long-awaited Davidic messiah?



oJ lalwn (lalew) pres. part. "who speak / the one speaking" - THE ONE 
SPEAKING. The participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition to the 
emphatic "I". Possibly "I" = "the one speaking" ("the Word of God incarnate", 
McHugh = "the Revealer") = Messiah, but it seems more likely that the clause is 
virtually parenthetical, forming an enclosure of revelation between this verse and 
verse 10. Barrett reads it thus: "I (who am speaking to you) am the Christ you 
speak of."  

soi dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
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4:27-42 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
2. Jesus the source of life, 4:1-54 
i] Jesus and the woman at the well, 4:1-42 
b) Reflections on mission. 
Synopsis  

While the woman at the well returns to the village to tell everyone that she 
thinks she has met the Messiah, the disciples return with something for Jesus to 
eat. Jesus tells them that food is the last thing on his mind because here in this 
little Samaritan village people are responding to the gospel. Jesus stays in the 
village for two days and many "from that town believed in him."  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the source of life - a universal saviour.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: For Jesus the source of life, see 4:1-26.  
   

ii] Structure: Reflections on mission:  
The woman testifies to Jesus, v27-30; 

"Could this be the Messiah?" 
Jesus engages with his disciples on the issue of mission, v31-38; 

The fields "are ripe for harvest." 
Many Samaritans become believers, v39-42; 

Jesus "is the Saviour of the world."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The conversation between the woman and Jesus is interrupted at its 

climax and a sense of disorder emerges as the narrative takes on two 
strands: Jesus with his disciples and the woman with her neighbours, cf., 
Ridderbos. Unlike the woman, the disciples are somewhat phased by the 
situation that has developed in their absence, but other than an incongruous 
suggestion that Jesus may need something to eat, they keep schtum. The 
social context has its issues - a male talking with an unescorted woman, 
and worse, a Jewish rabbi talking with a Samaritan woman. Within this 
context, a woman offers Jesus a drink of water, and Jesus offers her 
salvation - "this man really is the Saviour of the world."  

The prophets had long described the eschatological coming day of the 
Lord, the day of the inauguration / realization of the reign of God, as 
harvest-time, a day of gathering people into the kingdom - the harvest is 
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now, Isa.27:12, Joel 4:13. The prophets of old, all the way through to the 
Baptist and his disciples, had long proclaimed the coming kingdom of God 
and now in this Samaritan village the evidence of this end-time harvest is 
unfolding before their eyes in the response of a community of Samaritans. 
When Samaritans respond positively to the gospel then the Kingdom of 
God is surely at hand! So yes indeed, "the fields are already white, ripe for 
harvest", and this a world-wide harvest. In the person of Jesus, the entire 
world is confronted by the inadequacy of its limited resources and by the 
overabundant riches of the gift of God, a gift which is both international in 
scope and cross-cultural in character; ref. Klink, p227.  
   

A model for the mission of the church: John may be reflecting on the 
post Pentecost mission of the New Testament church, but that doesn't mean 
that this narrative is a fabrication; Jesus would have had numerous contacts 
with the Samaritans, but like the Gentiles who sought him out (12:20-21), 
his mission is to Israel, and then to the world. It is certainly true that the 
narrative, as it stands, carries a word for the church on the subject of 
mission; "the new life in Christ inevitably breaks out of its Jewish setting 
and is as universal as the light that enlightens man", Lindars. So, this 
narrative reminds us that the mission of the church to proclaim Christ as 
saviour is universal.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Heaven on earth.  
Heaven on earth: John's realized eschatology is evident in this passage 

as Jesus uses the image of sowing and reaping to make the point that the 
coming day of the kingdom is bursting into the present. In the face of the 
coming kingdom, sowing and reaping coincide, with both sower and reaper 
sharing the harvest.  
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 In the real world, injustice reigns - reapers gain and sowers lose. It 
was in response to this reality that progressive believers in nineteenth 
century England sought to counter the social effects of the industrial 
revolution; they sought to realize heaven on earth in what we now know as 
socialism. From these humble beginnings a powerful secular political 
movement emerged which to this day strives to bring down corrupted 
capitalism and emancipate humanity in a heaven on earth. In essence, 
socialism is an embodiment of realized eschatology which sets aside God 
and the fall (original sin), breaking the nexus between the sower and the 
reaper so that all may rejoice together. As for all good theology, truth can 
be evidentially verified, and the evidence is that socialism doesn't work 
very well - in a century of sad experiments it has struggled to bring heaven



on earth. Socialism ignores Jesus' proclamation that "my kingdom is not of 
this world." Realized eschatology can never be realized in a sinful world.  

In Jesus, the age to come bursts into this fading age, this Shadow Land 
as C.S. Lewis put it. Its touch is humanizing, but its reality is transcendent. 
To this reality we must lift our eyes and grasp the offer of eternal life, for 
in Jesus we will share, not in a flawed reflection of heaven on earth, but in 
a glorious heavenly reign. It is there we shall rejoice together.  
   

Text - 4:27 
A reflection on the mission of the church, v27-42: i] A woman testifies to 

Jesus, v27-30.  
epi + dat. "Just then" - AT [THIS TIME THE DISCIPLES OF HIM CAME]. 

Temporal use of the preposition, as NIV; "the disciples returned about this time", 
CEV.  

eqaumazon (qaumazw) imperf. "were surprised" - [AND] WERE 
WONDERING. The imperfect, being durative, serves to express a state of being 
amazed, shocked; "very surprised", Phillips.  

oJti "to find" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing the source of the wonder / amazement, but possibly causal, explaining 
why they were amazed; "felt surprised that ...", Berkeley.  

meta + gen. "with [a woman]" - [HE WAS SPEAKING] WITH [A WOMAN]. 
Expressing association.  

mentoi "but" - NEVERTHELESS, BUT, HOWEVER [NO ONE SAID]. Adversative 
adverbial particle.  

tiv pro. "what [do you want]?" - WHAT [ARE YOU SEEKING OR] WHY [DO YOU 
SPEAK WITH HER]? Interrogative pronoun, best understood as a "what" followed 
by "why" sequence; "'What do you seek?' or, 'Why are you talking with her'", 
ESV.  
   
v28 

Is the woman responding to the negative response of the disciples? - "She 
took the hint and left", Peterson. Pfitzner suggests that her response is driven by 
"excitement and agitation, rather than offense at the disciples' silence and 
coolness." Some interesting sermons have worked off the fact that she left her 
water jar behind (like the disciples left their boats???). Hunter suggests that such 
an approach is "misplaced" - that's a nice way of putting it! "Leaving her water 
jar behind she headed off to the village."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THE WOMAN LEFT THE WATER JAR OF HER AND WENT 
AWAY INTO THE TOWN]. Inferential, establishing a logical conclusion, "so ...."  
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toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "to the people" - [AND SAID] TO THE MEN. Dative 
of indirect object; "to the village folk."  
   
v29 

And so, she testifies to Jesus; "Come and see!", cf., 1:39, 46.  
deute adv. "Come" - Serving as a hortatory adverb; "come here." "Come and 

check out someone who knows me inside and out."  
moi dat. pro. "[told] me [everything]" - [SEE A MAN WHO TOLD ALL THINGS 

WHATEVER I DID] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
mhti "-" - [IS THIS ONE] NOT [THE CHRIST]? When the negation mh is used in 

a question we would expect the answer "no"; "No, this is not the Christ." But with 
tivV the question prompts a tentative answer leaning toward the negative, but 
possibly a tentative affirmation. So, the woman may still be unsure of Jesus' 
status, or she may even be playing down her opinion so as to not arouse a negative 
reaction. Her words could be critically judged, given that she is possibly a social 
outcast due to the string of men she has partnered. Some commentators have 
argued that she is a social outcast and that the time she chose to come to the well 
was late so as to miss the other womenfolk, but of course, such assumptions are 
always dangerous - to assume is to make an ASS out of U and ME! "Is it possible 
that he may be the Messiah?"  
   
v30  

ek + gen. "[they came out] of [the city]" - [THEY CAME OUT] FROM [THE 
CITY]. Expressing source / origin, "from", or separation, "away from"; redundant 
due to the ek prefix of the verb, but proper form.  

hrconto (ercomai) imperf. "made their way [toward him]" - [AND] WERE 
COMING [TO HIM]. The imperfect is possibly inceptive, "they started to come to 
him." "And they went out to see for themselves", Peterson.  
   
v31 

ii] Jesus engages with his disciples on the issue of mission, v31-38.  
en "[meanwhile]" - IN [THE MEANWHILE]. Temporal use of the preposition. 

The article tw/ serves as a nominalizer turning the temporal adverb "meanwhile" 
into a substantive, "the meantime", Cassirer.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [THE DISCIPLES WERE ASKING HIM] SAYING 
[RABBI, EAT]. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant, expressing action 
accompanying the verb "were asking"; "were asking ... and said." The verb "were 
asking" is imperfect, possibly chosen to emphasize durative action, ie., the 
disciples pestered him to eat (iterative - repeated action), although often tense is 
chosen to further the discourse; here the imperfect aligns with the imperfect "were 
coming", v30 - the townsfolk "were coming" while the disciples "were urging."  
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v32  

      
            

     
oJ de "but he" - BUT/AND THE = HE. Transitional, indicating a step in the 

dialogue from one speaker to another.  
autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
ego pro. "I" - I [HAVE EATING = FOOD]. Emphatic by use.  
fagein (fagw) aor. inf. "to eat" - TO EAT [WHICH YOU DO NOT KNOW]. The 

infinitive is epexegetic, specifying the "food", edible food. Jesus "is sustained by 
accomplishing the work, the mission, which God has given him to do", 
Thompson. "I have spiritual sustenance of which you know little about."  
   
v33 

John makes a point of recording the many times people misunderstand what 
Jesus is saying. He often uses this misunderstanding to then draw out the truth he 
wants to emphasize - as here in v34.  

oun "Then" - THEREFORE [THE DISCIPLES SAID TO ONE ANOTHER]. Here 
with a inferential sense, "accordingly", as NIV; "given his comment, the disciples 
wondered whether someone had already brought Jesus something to eat."  

mh "-" - NO [CERTAIN person]. Used in a question expecting a negative 
answer, although as Harris notes, the sense here may be a bit more subtle; "Surely 
no one can have brought him food, yet it appears as if someone has?"  

autw/ dat. pro. "[have brought] him" - [BROUGHT something / food TO EAT] 
TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  

fagein (fagw) aor. inf. "food" - TO EAT. The infinitive is adverbial, final, 
expressing purpose, "food for the purpose of eating"; "surely someone hasn't 
brought him something to eat?", Barclay.  
   
v34  

As we know, Jesus came eating and drinking and was often criticized by the 
wowsers (the PC fun police) for his lack of piety, but the real food that satisfies 
him is that of undertaking the Father's mission of saving lost humanity, cf., 5:36, 
17:4. Jesus had already made it clear to the Devil that absolute obedience to the 
Father's will for the fulfillment of his "work" is the "bread" that sustains, 
Deut.8:3, cf., Matt.4:4.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus said]" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative indirect 
object.  
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 Jesus "lives by his obedience to the will of God, which is that he should be 
the Saviour of the world; he has been engaged in this work in his 
conversation with the woman", Fenton.



iJna + subj. "[is to do the will]" - [MY FOOD IS] THAT. Introducing two 
epexegetic clauses (in the place of an epexegetic infinitive) specifying the "food", 
namely "to do the will of the one who sent me", and "to complete his work."  

tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "of him who sent" - [I MAY DO THE 
WILL] OF THE ONE HAVING SENT [ME AND that I MAY COMPLETE / ACCOMPLISH 
THE WORK]. The participle serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, 
possessive, or subjective, "the will expressed by the one who sent me."  

autou gen. pro. "his [work]" - OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, 
or possibly subjective, "the work begun by the Father", Schnackenburg. The 
"work" is obviously the work of salvation, a work which finds its completion in 
the cross - the word "work" is not being used here of Jesus' signs, "works".  
   
v35 

The agricultural saying "from planting to harvest is four months", TH, is a 
first century Palestinian version of the modern saying "Rome wasn't built in a 
day." The saying makes the point that to create something that has a degree of 
difficulty about it takes time, and so the saying serves to encourage patience. Yet, 
Jesus makes the point that when it comes to the business of the coming kingdom, 
sowing and harvest coincide; the anticipated future which requires patience and 
fortitude has burst into the present - the eschaton is realized, the kingdom of God 
is at hand. "You know how they say 'A watched pot never boils'? Well open your 
eyes, it's already boiling!"  

ouc "[do]n't [you have a saying" - [DO YOU] NOT [SAY]. This negation is 
used in a question expecting a positive answer, "Yes, we all know that saying."  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement direct 
speech / quotation, expressing what is said, namely the proverbial saying.  

eti adv. "still [four months]" - [IT IS] YET, STILL [a period of FOUR MONTHS]. 
Temporal adverb.  

kai "until [harvest]" - AND [THE HARVEST COMES]. Subordinate rather than 
coordinate; "before the harvest comes", Harris.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [LOOK I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - [LIFT UP THE EYES OF YOU AND SEE THE FIELDS] THAT [THEY ARE 

ALREADY WHITE TOWARD HARVEST]. Introducing an object clause, complement 
of the direct object "fields" of the verb "to see." Note that the temporal adverb 
hdh, "already", probably commences v36, so NIV; "Already the one who reaps 
.....", ESV. "White for harvest" images the bright shimmering of a wheat or barley 
field on a sunny day at the point of harvest.  

proV + acc. "for [harvest]" - TOWARD [HARVEST]. Probably expressing 
purpose here; "ripe and ready for the purpose of harvest  
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v36 

               
            

      
        

             
     

hdh adv. "Even now" - ALREADY. Temporal adverb. "The harvest is at hand, 
the reaper has overtaken the sower", Barrett.  

oJ qerizwn (qerizw) pres. part. "[even now] the one who reaps" - THE ONE 
REAPING [RECEIVES WAGES]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to receive." "Even now the harvest workers are receiving 
their wages."  

eiV + acc. "[harvests a crop] for [eternal life]" - [AND GATHERS FRUIT] INTO 
[ETERNAL LIFE]. Harris suggests that the sowing / harvesting process "issues in 
eternal life", but it is more likely that the preposition here expresses end-view / 
goal / purpose, "with a view to"; eternal life is the purpose for which the crop is 
gathered, so Barrett, as NIV.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - Here introducing a consecutive clause expressing 
result, "with the result that ....", as NIV.  

oJ speirwn (speirw) pres. part. "the sower" - THE ONE SOWING [AND THE 
ONE REAPING MAY REJOICE TOGETHER]. The participle, as with "the one 
reaping", serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to rejoice."  
   
v37 

Again, Jesus draws on a common saying of the time to illustrate the 
immediacy of the kingdom and its eschatological harvest: "Some plant the seed 
and others harvest the crop." In a corrupt world the one who toils is often not the 
one who gains the reward, eg., those who undertake menial work, tasks that are 
essential for the maintenance of a civil society, are always rewarded far less (and 
increasingly so!) than those in executive positions. This is how it may be in a 
fallen world, but Jesus goes on to make the point in v38 that the immediacy of 
the coming kingdom overturns conventional wisdom by placing the disciples in 
the middle of a harvest they had no hand in preparing.  

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Possibly causal, "because"; "for here the saying holds 
true true, ....", ESV. Probably better taken here as emphatic, "indeed".  

en + dat. "thus [the saying]" - IN [THIS case THE WORD / SAYING IS TRUE]; 
Here the preposition is local, context / circumstance, "in this context the saying 
is verified." The demonstrative pronoun toutw/, "this", is forward referencing (so 
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 The synoptic image of harvest, as it relates to judgment, is a time to separate 
the wheat from the tares. Here the stress is on the imminence of the harvest ("the 
ploughman shall overtake the reaper", Am.9:13) and of the gathering of the wheat 
"for eternal life." The coming kingdom breaks the nexus between the sower and 
the reaper such that both, the one who sows and the one who reaps, rejoice 
together as they share the harvest of eternal life.



Barrett), ie., referencing v38, namely, the situation where "you reap a crop for 
which you did not toil"; "Here in this case the saying, 'There is one who reaps 
and there is one who sows', fits well enough. I sent you to reap a crop for which 
you did not toil."  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, direct quotation, stating 
the "the word."  

oJ speirwn (speirw) pres. part. "one sows [another reaps]" - THE ONE 
SOWING [IS OTHER AND THE ONE REAPING is ANOTHER]. The participle, as with 
"the one reaping", serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
As noted above, the sowers are probably the prophets through to the Baptist. 
Some argue for the Baptist and his disciples, some for Jesus himself, cf., 
Schnackenburg, and others, who take a post-resurrection view, suggest the 
apostolic community (Christ and his apostles), cf., Hoskyns.  
   
v38 

As noted above, the disciples now find themselves in the midst of a harvest 
they had no hand in preparing. This is the point Jesus wishes to make, so 
Ridderbos, ..., but there has been a tendency in the past to identify the players, 
eg., Jesus is referring to the ministry of the OT prophets through to the Baptist 
preparing the ground for Jesus' disciples (this is the most popular interpretation); 
Jesus is referring to the ministry of the Baptist and his disciples preparing the 
ground for Jesus and his disciples; Jesus is referring to his own ministry preparing 
the ground for his disciples, so Schnackenburg; Jesus is referring to the ministry 
of the apostolic community (Jesus + apostles + possibly the Jerusalem church) 
preparing the ground for Christendom, so Hoskins.  

egw pro. "I" - Emphatic by use and position.  
qerizein (qerizw) pres. inf. "[I sent you] to reap" - The infinitive is 

adverbial, final, expressing purpose.  
o} pro. "what" - THAT (= a crop in a field) WHICH [YOU HAVE NOT LABOURED]. 

Accusative of respect; "that with respect of which you have not laboured", so 
Harris. "I have sent you to harvest a crop in a field where you did not plough the 
ground nor sow the seed."  

eiV + acc. "[you have reaped the benefits of their labour]" - [OTHERS HAVE 
LABOURED AND YOU HAVE ENTERED] INTO [THE LABOUR OF THEM]. Spatial, 
metaphorical, "entered into" in the sense of "shared the benefits of." "I am 
sending you to harvest crops in fields where others have done all the hard work", 
CEV.  
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v39 

iii] Many Samaritans become believers, v39-42: This is not an a record of 
the evangelization of Samaria, but of the conversion of poliV ("many") 
Samaritans who lived in the village of Sychar and who, having heard the 
testimony of a woman who by chance had met Jesus, encountered the Christ for 
themselves, they believed, and so found eternal life in him. Israel may reject their 
messiah, many in the world will not - such evidences the coming kingdom / reign 
of God.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
twn Samaritwn (hV ou) gen. "[many] of the Samaritans" - [FROM THAT 

CITY MANY] OF THE SAMARITANS [BELIEVED INTO HIM]. Partitive genitive.  
ek + gen. "from [that town]" - Here expressing source / origin, "from", as 

NIV.  
eiV + acc. "[believed] in [him]" - Spatial, expressing movement toward, 

arrival at. Here the preposition eiV is interchangeable with en, so "they came to 
believe in him", as NIV. The idea of believing "in", "into" is somewhat difficult 
to conceive. The act of believing involves putting one’s faith / trust in something 
/ someone. Such involves putting weight on something / someone, relying on, 
depending on, ......., a sense also carried by the preposition en.  

dia + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF [THE WORD OF THE WOMAN]. Causal; 
"because of, on account of."  

marturoushV gen. pres. part. "testimony" - TESTIFYING, WITNESSING. 
Although anarthrous, the participle could be taken as adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "woman"; "because of the word of the woman who testified that ...." 
None-the-less, given that the genitive "of the woman", is probably adjectival, 
verbal, subjective / idiomatic, "the word / account given by the woman", the 
participle may better be taken as adverbial, temporal, "the account given by the 
woman when she testified" The majority of translations simplify as NIV.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what the woman testified to her Samaritan neighbours; "because the 
woman affirmed that he told her everything she had done", Barclay.  

moi dat. "[he told] me" - [HE SAID] TO ME [ALL THINGS WHICH I DID]. Dative 
of indirect object.  
   
v40  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Here inferential, establishing a logical connection; 
"so, subsequently, accordingly", as NIV.  
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wJV "when" - AS [THE SAMARITANS CAME TO HIM]. Adverbial use of the 
conjunction, usually denoting the manner in which the action proceeds, although 
here most likely temporal, as NIV.  

hrwtwn (erwtaw) imperf. "they urged [him]" - THEY WERE ASKING [HIM]. 
The imperfect probably serves to strengthen the durative nature of the action, so 
NIV "urged", "they begged him", TEV, but it could also be inceptive, "they began 
to ask him", so NET Bible.  

meinai (menw) aor. inf. "to stay" - TO REMAIN. Introducing a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what the Samaritans asked, namely, that 
Jesus might stay with them.  

par (para) + dat. "with [them]" - WITH [THEM, AND HE REMAINED THERE 
TWO DAYS]. Here the preposition expresses association / accompaniment. We 
should not make much of John's use of the verb menw, "to remain, abide, 
continue." It is a powerful word (cf., 14:10, 15:4), but here it simply means that 
the Samaritans asked Jesus to stay with them (rather than "abide" in their heart 
etc.!!!) and he stayed for a few days; "the Samaritans came and asked him to stay 
with them, and he did stay there for a few days", Cassirer.  
   
v41 

The witness of the woman leads to others giving an ear to Jesus and 
responding in faith.  

dia + acc. "because of [his words]" - [AND MANY BY MORE BELIEVED] 
BECAUSE OF [THE WORDS OF HIM]. Causal use of the preposition; "because of 
what they heard him say", CEV.  

pollw/ dat. adj. "[many] more" - [MANY] BY MORE Samaritans BELIEVED in 
him. Dative of measure / degree of difference; "Far more believed when they 
heard him for themselves", Barclay.  
   
v42 

John provides a clue to Jesus' gospel preaching in the faith-statement of the 
crowd, namely that Jesus is "the Saviour of the world."  

te "-" - AND. Coordinate, indicating a close connection with what precedes, 
"and so ......"  

th/ ... gunaiki (h aikoV) dat. "[they said] to the woman" - [THEY WERE 
SAYING] TO THE WOMAN. Dative of indirect object.  

dia + acc. "just because of [what you said]" - [NO LONGER DO WE BELIEVE] 
BECAUSE OF [THE TALK OF YOU]. Causal; "we no longer believe in him simply 
because of what you said", Harris.  
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gar "-" - FOR [OURSELVES WE HAVE HEARD him]. Serving to introduce a 
causal clause; autoi, "we" = "ourselves", is emphatic by use and position. "for 
we have heard him for ourselves."  

oJti "[we know] that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement 
of indirect speech expressing what they know.  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[the Saviour] of the world" - [THIS one  IS TRULY / 
IN VERY TRUTH THE SAVIOUR, DELIVERER] OF THE WORLD. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, "the world's saviour", or verbal, objective, "the one who 
saves the world" = "the one who saves / rescues people who live in the world." 
This is an interesting expression and is only used again in 1 John 4:14, but cf., 
Jn.3:17, 12:47, 1Tim.4:10. It may reflect the act of creation as a salvation event, 
and more particularly God's intention to create a people for himself from mankind 
and to deliver / save this people in their times of distress, culminating in their 
eschatological salvation, the salvation of the new Israel / new creation, through 
Christ. So "saviour of the world" is short-talk (semantic density!!) for Christ's 
salvation / rescuing of a people of faith, a community of believers, from a world 
heading for destruction. The converted Samaritans are the harvest of this new 
creation, this new Israel, the first fruits of what will become a worldwide church 
community of believers.  
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4:43-54 

The Ministry of the Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
2. Jesus the source of life, 4:1-42 
ii] The official's son 

  
          

              
        

          
           

 
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the source of life - faith in Jesus is all we need for life eternal.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: For Jesus the source of life, see 4:1-26.  
   

ii] Background: If we assume that Jesus' public ministry lasted three years 
(baptism to crucifixion), then it seems that the first year was focused on Judea. 
Little is recorded of this year in both the synoptic gospels and John; it seems 
likely that it was anything but successful. Jesus' public ministry unfolds in Galilee 
during the second year, with the third year more orientated toward teaching the 
disciples.  
   

iii] Structure: The Official's Son:  
A superficial welcome from the Galileans, v43-45; 

"Unless you people see signs and wonders you will not …." v48. 
An official seeks Jesus' help for his ailing son, v46-49; 
Faith and the release of Jesus' life-giving power, v50-52; 

"The man took Jesus at his word." 
The official and his household become followers of Jesus, v53-54; 

"He and his whole household believed."  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
The sign of the healing of the official's son illustrates the theme of 

chapter four - new life through faith in Jesus Christ. This passage leaves us 
with a brilliant exposition of faith.  

In the first year of Jesus' ministry in Judea he experienced something 
of the human condition, namely that familiarity breeds contempt, or as 
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Synopsis
 Jesus is traveling from Judea to Galilee and has just passed through Samaria. 
The ministry team again visits Cana in Galilee, and there Jesus is confronted by 
an official from Capernaum whose son is close to death. The official begs Jesus 
to heal his son and Jesus responds by telling him "Go, your son will live."   Taking 
Jesus at his word, the official heads home and on the way discovers that the fever 
left his son at the very time when Jesus told him that his son would live.



          
       

        
        
            

            
        

              
         
      

          
      

   
God works with families - mum, dad and the kids: "He and his whole 

household believed", v53, does not necessarily carry a promise for all 
families throughout the ages, but it is an example of a NT paradigm of 
belief which is family orientated. Of course, a household in the first century 
was an extended association, often including slaves, and certainly not the 
nuclear family of today. Obviously we have to leave aside the issue of 
whether all the slaves believed as well as the official's immediate family 
(were the slaves included in the salvation of the Philippian jailer's 
household, Acts 16:31? Cf., Acts 11:14, 16:15, 18:8).  

Belief can be nominal as well as heartfelt and so, as Barrett notes, the 
identification of a social unit as believers may just designate them as 
Christian. Yet, what we can say out of all this is that God works with 
families. God did actually invent this human institution and set it as the 
foundation of human society, so it is only natural that he would support the 
institution. So, the faith of one member somehow touches the other 
members, particularly where the believing member is the head of the 
household.  
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Jesus put it, "a prophet has no honour in his own country." The best he 
could say of his fellow countryman was that their capacity to accept the 
reality of the coming kingdom depended on accompanying signs and 
wonders. Such faith has little substance to it, for without the wonders it 
wanders away. Inevitably Jesus put little weight on such faith, cf., 2:23. 
Now in Galilee, he is enthusiastically welcomed by those who had seen the 
signs and wonders he had performed in Jerusalem, but this welcome has 
little to do with saving faith. Yet, there was in Galilee a man who took Jesus 
at his word: he believed Jesus' promise; he trusted what Jesus said; he put 
his faith on / rested on Jesus' words, .........., and consequently his dying son 
lived. And so we learn something of saving faith - Jesus is the source of 
new life, a gift of grace appropriated through faith.

 This subject easily prompts arguments over believer's baptism versus 
family / infant baptism, let alone the notion of headship. What does Paul 
mean when he says a believing partner "sanctifies" an unbelieving partner, 
and that their children are "holy", 1Cor.7:14? I'm personally inclined to the 
view that a believing family member incorporates the other family 
members into God's family, unless those members choose to relinquish that 
membership, ie., openly reject Christ. Even the Reformers, when debating 
the status of a deceased infant, tended to hold that the child was covered by 
the faith of its parents. God's work of salvation in Christ is family 
orientated, but how that translates to the individual members remains 
unclear.



It goes without saying that the move by Western societies today to 
abandon marriage as the union of a man and woman under God for the 
procreation of children and thus the creation of a family (mum, dad and the 
kids), is disastrous.  

It is worth noting that the rejection of Christ by some family members, 
when faced with the gospel (cf., Matt.10:21), does not annul the general 
principle that God's work of salvation is family orientated. Nor should we 
argue that Jesus' instruction "follow me, and let the dead bury their own 
dead" is grounds for abandoning our family in order to follow Christ, cf., 
Matt.8:21-22. Clearly, God honours the family.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
There is some alignment between John's account of Jesus' ministry and 

that of the synoptic gospels. John certainly ploughs his own field, but we 
always get the feeling that he does so with a full awareness of the synoptic 
account.  

Similarities have been noted between this healing and that of the 
Centurion's servant, Matt.8:5-13 (paiV = "servant", or "child"), Lk.7:1-10 
(douloV = "servant") - the story begins with an appeal, the healing is at a 
distance, the son/servant is healed that very hour, the dominant theme is 
faith. Given John's context, it would be appropriate for the basilikoV, 
"royal official, nobleman / civil administrator", to be a Gentile - the life-
giving water flows from the temple / Israel, to the Samaritans and now to 
Gentiles. Jesus' own countrymen should have properly responded to him in 
faith, and this in Jerusalem, the centre of Israel's religious life, yet it is away 
from Jerusalem where people respond in faith, and those who respond are 
Samaritans and Gentiles. None-the-less, it is possible that our basilikoV is 
an official in the court of Herod Antipas, even possibly a member of the 
royal family, so he may well be a Jew. Given the differences, it is unlikely 
that John used the synoptic tradition to shape this story, but he is surely 
aware of the synoptic parallel, and so it is likely that John views the official 
as a Gentile.  
   

vi] Homiletics: The prayer of faith.  
        

        
             

           
   

Such an argument leaves us floundering when our own prayers are left 
unanswered. The only conclusion we are left with is that our faith is weak 
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 David Cairn's popular work The Reasonableness of the Christian 
Faith, 1920, argued that the miraculous healing of the official's son 
stemmed from "his own faith in God, and the Divine Spirit in answer to 
the appeal of his faith." It was an answer to his own prayer and that "if we 
could pray like him, we should see like issues."



and not worthy of divine response. Yet, faith is not dependent on our 
power, but on God's power; it can be as small as a mustard seed because 
the mountain is moved by God. Faith is simply a reliance, a dependence on 
God's revealed will in Christ, rather than a dependence on what we might 
want, no matter how worthy that want. Life eternal is promised as a gift of 
grace through faith, and the story of the healing of the official's son simply 
illustrates this truth. Jesus is "the saviour of the world" and he will save us 
if, like that official all those years ago, we take Jesus at his word.  
   

Text - 4:43 
The Official's son, 4:43-54: i] Jesus is given a warm, but superficial, 

welcome by the Galileans, v43-45. Jesus' mission is to Israel and so, after two 
days, he sets off from Sychar in Samaria to continue his journey from Judea to 
Galilee. Back with his own people, Jesus is received warmly, but unlike the 
Samaritans in Sychar, he is not received with believing faith. Jesus' own 
countrymen respond to him on the basis of signs and wonders, miracles witnessed 
by the Galilean pilgrims when they had visited Jerusalem for the Passover 
festival.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
meta + acc. "after" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
taV "the [two days]" - THE [TWO DAYS HE WENT OUT FROM THERE INTO 

GALILEE]. The article here is anaphoric, ie., it refers back to the two days Jesus 
spent with the Samaritans, v40, duo hJmeraV, there anarthrous; "after these two 
days", Harris.  
   
v44 

With a saying from Jesus, John reflects on the positive response Jesus 
received in Samaria, as compared with the limited response he received from his 
own people, Israel. As with Israel's prophets, Jesus is not honoured by his own 
people - the people of Judea and Galilee, so Carson, or better, all Israel. Of course, 
other interpretations present themselves. Many commentators argue that Jesus / 
John is referring to Judea - Jesus had left Judea for Galilee because he was not 
received as messiah during his year of ministry there. Judea, and particularly 
Jerusalem, is where Jesus is predestined to work and die; he is the king of Israel 
and David's throne is in Jerusalem and so it is there where he should be honoured. 
Barrett suggests Jerusalem as well as Judea. Lightfoot argues that the saying 
applies to all those communities that were opposed to Jesus. Beasley-Murray opts 
for a left-of-field approach when he suggests that Jesus is explaining why he has 
left for Galilee, namely, because he wants to work in an area where he will not 
stir up opposition from the Jewish authorities - Galilee provides the opportunity 
for a low profile, the opportunity for a prophet to work without honour. Brown 
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solves the problem by suggesting that the verse is a gloss. We should note that 
the synoptic versions of this saying seem to apply to Galilee, (Luke specifies 
Nazareth, Jesus' home town).  

gar "now" - FOR [JESUS HE = HIMSELF TESTIFIED, BORE WITNESS, 
AFFIRMED]. The conjunction here is probably transitional, as NIV, serving to 
introduce a parenthesis / cryptic comment. It may be left untranslated.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what Jesus has testified.  

en + dat. "in [his own country]" - [A PROPHET DOES NOT HAVE HONOUR] IN 
[HIS OWN HOMELAND, COUNTRY]. The preposition is local, expressing space.  
   
v45 

"The Galileans welcomed him, but only because they were impressed with 
what he had done in Jerusalem during the Passover Feast, not that they really had 
a clue about who he was or what he was up to", Peterson.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here probably either inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so / consequentially / accordingly", or transitional, "now / and now". 
"After two days Jesus left for Galilee ......... and so consequently, when he arrived 
in Galilee, the Galileans welcomed him because they had seen all that he had 
done ............"  

oJte "when" - WHEN [HE CAME INTO GALILEE]. Temporal conjunction.  
edexanto (decomai) aor. "[the Galileans] welcomed [him]" - [THE 

GALILEANS] RECEIVED [HIM]. "Received" in the sense of "welcome", not 
lambanw, "receive", in the sense of "to receive the face of" = "accept the person." 
Both Carson and Kostenberger think we have here an example of Johannine 
irony.  

eJwrakoteV (oJraw) perf. part. "they had seen" - HAVING SEEN [ALL WHICH 
HE DID IN JERUSALEM]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "The 
Galileans welcomed him for they had seen all he had done", Cassirer. Although 
anarthrous (without an article) it is nominative and so stands in agreement with 
"Galileans", and therefore some translators treat it as adjectival, attributive; "he 
was welcomed by the Galileans who had seen ...", Moffatt.  

en + dat. "at [the Passover Festival]" - IN [THE FEAST]. Here the preposition 
is adverbial, temporal; "during the Passover Festival."  

gar "for" - FOR [THEY ALSO (the kai, "and", is adjunctive here) WENT TO 
THE FEAST]. More reason than cause; explaining how it is that the Galileans had 
seen Jesus' signs and wonders; the reason being that many had attended the 
Passover Festival in Jerusalem; "for they too had gone to the festival", Barclay.  
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v46 

ii] An official seeks Jesus' help for his ailing son, v46-49. Usually taken to 
mean an official of the royal house of Herod Antipas, possibly even a relative. 
This doesn't mean he was necessarily a Jew because he may well have been a 
Roman army-officer in Herod's service, a position which would align with the 
synoptic record, ie., the King's man is a centurion in royal service. Technically 
Herod's title is not "king", but tetrarch of Galilee.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [HE CAME AGAIN TO CANA]. Inferential use of the 
conjunction, see v45. "So it was that Jesus came again to Cana in Galilee."  

thV GalilaiaV (a) "[Cana] in Galilee" - The genitive is adjectival, 
technically partitive, but best viewed as idiomatic / local, "Cana which is located 
in Galilee."  

oJpou "where" - WHERE [HE MADE]. Local use of the conjunction, as NIV.  
oinon (oV) acc. "[water into] wine" - [WATER] WINE. Accusative 

complement of the direct object "water" standing in a double accusative 
construction.  

BasilikoV adj. "[a certain] royal official" - [THERE WAS THERE A CERTAIN] 
ROYAL person. The adjective, with the pronoun tiV, "certain", serves as a 
substantive, so "a certain royal person."  

          
               

     
   
v47 

In the synoptic version of this story the centurion doesn't want Jesus to come 
to his house because he feels unworthy; his request is for Jesus to just say the 
word. Like Matthew, the official makes the request personally, but in Luke the 
request is made on his behalf by "elders of the Jews." Such differences reveal 
something of the particular interests of the gospel writer. John's interest is in a 
man who ignores geographical distance and takes Jesus at his word. "He set off 
to speak with Jesus, begging that he come to Capernaum and heal his son."  

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when [this man] heard" - [THIS man] HAVING 
HEARD. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV; "When he 
heard he had arrived in Galilee", Moffatt.  

oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS COMES]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the official had heard, namely, that Jesus 
had arrived in Galilee.  

ek + gen. "from [Judea]" - OUT OF [JUDEA INTO GALILEE]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  
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 en + dat. "in [Capernaum]" - [WHOSE SON WAS ILL, SICK] IN [CAPERNAUM]. 
Local, expressing space. Note that the synoptic record of the healing of the 
Centurion's servant is also in Capernaum.



hrwta (erwtaw) imperf. "begged him" - [HE DEPARTED = WENT TO HIM 
AND] WAS ASKING. The imperfect, being durative, probably gives the sense 
"begged / urged." Probably indicating that urgency is required, supported by the 
phrase "about to die." It also indicates the determination of the official, so 
Ridderbos.  

iJna "-" - THAT [HE COME DOWN AND CURE, HEAL, RESTORE THE SON OF 
HIM]. Here introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what the official asked Jesus to do, namely come down and cure his 
son. Note that the verb "to come down" fits with Jesus being in Cana in the 
highlands, and the son in Capernaum, a town situated by the lake.  

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why he wanted 
Jesus to heal his son, "because"; "for the son was at the point of death", Barclay.  

apoqnhskein (apoqnskw) pres. inf. "[who was close] to death" - [HE WAS 
ABOUT] TO DIE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"to be about to."  
   
v48 

The NIV has made a point with "you people" to express the plural idhte, 
"you see." The lack of a singular "ye" in modern English can confuse. We could 
adopt the Southern American "you all" for the plural, but there is some resistance 
to this idea! The point is, Jesus' comment is not specifically to the official, but to 
the people in general, one of whom will now show by his actions that he is not 
like all Israel - the people of Jesus' "own country."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID TOWARD HIM]. Inferential, establishing a 
logical connection, "so", but possibly just transitional, as NIV.  

     
      

 
       

           
              

         
         

       
            
ou mh + subj. "[you will] never [believe]" - NO NO [YOU MAY BELIEVE]. A 

subjunctive of emphatic negation. A faith based on signs is useless. "Unless you 
people are dazzled by a miracle you refuse to believe", Peterson.  
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 ean mh "unless" - IF NOT. Introducing an exceptive clause which 
establishes a contrast by designating an exception. "No number of miracles will 
break through the barrier of obstinate rejection", Pfitzner.
 shmeia kai terata "signs and wonders" - [YOU SEE] SIGNS AND 
WONDERS, MARVELS, PORTENTS. A common phrase used both in the Old and 
New Testaments for mighty acts of God. This once only use in John refers to 
Jesus' miracles. Jesus' miracles do not really serve as guarantees of his messianic 
claims, but rather are visible, tangible, proclamations of the gospel. As such they 
announce the coming kingdom of God - "If I drive out demons by the finger of 
God, then the kingdom of God has come upon you", Lk.11:20.



   
v49 

The official repeats his plea; he recognizes his helplessness and Jesus' 
capacity to help.  

prin + acc. + inf. "before [my child dies]" - [THE OFFICIAL SAYS TOWARD 
HIM, COME DOWN LORD] BEFORE [THE CHILD OF ME DIES]. Here the conjunction 
prin with an accusative, "the child of me", and an infinitive, "to die", forms a 
temporal construction, antecedent time, "before my child dies". Note that the 
position of "child of me" is emphatic. Brown suggests that paidion, "child" is 
diminutive, "my little boy."  
   
v50 

iii] Faith and the release of Jesus' life-giving power, v50-52. The punch line: 
"the man believed the bare word Jesus spoke and headed home." This man 
believes "before the intervention of any sign", Barrett, and so is "a forerunner of 
all who are called to live by faith and not by sight", Pfitzner. "This is the true kind 
of belief", Lindars.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [JESUS SAID] TO HIM [GO = RETURN 
HOME]. Dative of indirect object. "'Get on your way', Jesus said to him, 'your son 
will live.'"  

zh/ (zaw) pres. "will live" - [THE SON OF YOU] LIVES. The present tense of the 
verb "to live" is usually treated as futuristic, "will live." Of course, the future 
tense implies a promise, but what we have here is a statement of fact, "your son 
lives." Is more than physical life implied by the use of this word here? There is 
an important futuristic use of the present zhn, "lives", in Numbers 21:8f where 
those who look to the bronze serpent "will live." It is probably overreach to 
suggest that new life in Christ is the possession of this child because of the faith 
of his father. Recovery from sickness is the most likely intent of the word here. 
"Will not now die at this time", Brown.  

tw/ logw/ (oV) dat. "took [Jesus at his] word" - [THE MAN BELIEVED] THE 
WORD [WHICH JESUS SAID TO HIM]. Dative of direct object after the verb to 
believe; "he believes that what Jesus has said is true", Barrett.  

eporeueto (poreuomai) imperf. "[and] departed" - [AND] HE WENT. Harris 
suggests that the imperfect of the verb "to go" = "went", is inceptive; "set off on 
his way." The journey from Cana to Capernaum takes about a day, so given he 
sets off in the afternoon he will have to find somewhere to stay on the way and 
then resume his journey the next morning - traveling by night in the first century 
is not an option. "The man believed Jesus, and set off and returned home", CEV.  
   
v51 

de "-" - but/and. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
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katabainontoV (katabainw) gen. pres. part. "while [he] was [still] on the 
way" - [HE] GOING DOWN. The genitive participle, along with the genitive 
pronoun autou, "he", forms a genitive absolute construction (although not 
technically absolute because it is tied to the rest of the sentence) serving to 
introduce a temporal clause, as NIV; "as he was going down", ESV.  

hdh adv. "still" - ALREADY, NOW. Temporal adverb. Usually handled as NIV, 
although often ignored; "while he was on his way down ..", REB. The sense is 
"even before he reached home ....", Junkins.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[his servants met] him" - [THE SERVANTS / SLAVES OF HIM 
MET] HIM. Dative of direct object after the uJpo prefix verb "to meet with."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "with the news" - SAYING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to meet with." 
"Reported that ...."  

oJti "that" - THAT [THE CHILD OF HIM LIVES]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what his servants said. A 
variant sou, "your", rather than autou, "him", exists, giving direct speech, "Your 
son is going to live", Harris. The servants, in their report, use exactly the same 
word Jesus uses, zh/, "he lives."  
   
v52  

Note the similarities, at this point, between John's account of this healing and 
that of the synoptic account of the healing of the Centurion's servant - the hour 
and the result, "the fever left him."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here inferential, establishing a logical connection, 
"accordingly, consequently" - see v45; "So he asked them ...", ESV.  

par (para) + gen. "-" - [HE INQUIRED THE TIME] FROM [THEM]. Here the 
preposition expresses source / origin, "from"; "he asked them."  

en + dat. "when [his son got better]" - IN [WHICH HE HAD (= BE = FELT) 
BETTER]. Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal. The aorist verb "to have" is 
probably ingressive, so "when he began to feel better"; "began to improve", 
Junkins. Not all commentators take the view that the comparative degree 
expressed in the adverb komyoteron, "better" (as in good / better / best) should 
be reproduced in the translation, nor that the verb "to have" is ingressive. This 
has prompted translations like "he became better", TNT, as compared with the 
NRSV, "he began to recover."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Probably again establishing a logical connection, 
"so", but possibly just transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[they said] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 

direct speech expressing what the servants said to the boy's father.  
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wJran eJbdomhn acc. "[Yesterday], at one in the afternoon" - [YESTERDAY] 
THE SEVENTH HOUR [THE FEVER LEFT HIM]. Accusative of time. The seventh hour 
is 1pm. our time, calculated from the beginning of the day, 6am.  
   
v53 

iv] The official and his household become followers of Christ, v53-54. John 
selects Jesus' signs to show that Jesus is the messiah / Christ / Son of God. In this 
particular sign we also learn what constitutes genuine faith, and how this faith is 
evident in some, but not in most (particularly Jesus' own countrymen).  

oun "then" - Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, as NIV.  
oJti "[realized] that" - [THE FATHER KNEW] THAT. Introducing an object 

clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the father realized.  
en + dat. "this was the exact time" - it was IN [THE SAME HOUR]. Here 

adverbial, temporal, although this variant was probably added, in which case the 
dative "the same hour" would be classified as adverbial, temporal; "the father 
realized that the fever left his son at the/that very time ...."  

en + dat. "at [which]" - IN [WHICH JESUS SAID TO HIM 'THE SON OF YOU 
LIVES']. Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal; "when Jesus had said to him", 
Moffatt.  

episteusen (pisteuw) aor. "believed" - [AND] HE BELIEVED [AND THE 
WHOLE HOUSEHOLD OF HIM]. The official "took Jesus at his word", ie., he put his 
trust / faith / belief in what Jesus said - he believed in Jesus when Jesus said "your 
son lives." So what is John saying when he says that the official, on arriving 
home, "believed", along with his "whole household"? Barrett suggests that it 
means they "became Christians", ie., they became formally followers of Christ. 
Carson is surely right when he says that the timing of his son's recovery "only 
served to strengthen the faith of the basilikos." See interpretation above for the 
NT paradigm "he and his whole household believed."  
   
v54  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Variant. It serves a transitional function introducing an 
editorial comment.  

shmeion (on) acc. "[this was the second] sign" - [THIS was AGAIN A SECOND] 
SIGN. Accusative complement of the direct object touto, "this", of the assumed 
verb to-be "it was", standing in a double accusative construction. As Harris notes, 
the adverb palin, "again", is pleonastic, given the adjective deuteron, "second"; 
"Jesus did this as his second sign", Harris - his second sign in Galilee, not 
necessarily his second sign. Jesus had already performed many miracles in Judea 
/ Jerusalem.  
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elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "after coming [from Judea]" - [JESUS DID] 
HAVING COME [FROM JUDEA]. The participle is adverbial, temporal; "when he had 
come from Judea to Galilee", ESV.  

eiV + acc. "to [Galilee]" - INTO [GALILEE]. Spatial, expressing direction of 
action / arrival at.  
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5:1-18 

The Ministry of the Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
3. Jesus the giver of life, 5:1-47 
i] A Sabbath sign - a lame man healed 
Synopsis  

Jesus has left Galilee to attend a festival in Jerusalem and while there he 
comes across a cripple lying beside a pool which the locals believe has healing 
powers; in Aramaic it is called Bethesda. After assessing the cripple's 
predicament, Jesus says to him "Get up, take up your bed and walk." The man is 
healed, but because it is the Sabbath he gets into trouble from the religious 
authorities for breaking the Sabbath law by carrying his bed-matting. When 
quizzed, he can't identify who told him to do it, but later, when Jesus reminds him 
to strive to sin no more, he is able to report that it was Jesus who told him what 
to do. Confronted by the religious authorities, Jesus defends himself, but this only 
fires up their anger.  
   
Teaching  

The purpose of the Law is realized in the saving grace of Christ, which work 
is the Father's work.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:10-18. In Dodd's thematic arrangement of the gospel, the 
second sign, The Life-giving Word is introduced by two miracles, The Healing of 
the Official's Son, 4:43-54, and The Sabbath Healing of a Lame Man, 5:1-15. 
Dodd suggests that "both narratives tell how the word of Christ gave life to those 
who were as good as dead (Beasley-Murray argues that the first miracle is 
transitional, serving to introduce the rest of the section)." The second miracle 
develops into a discourse covering the rest of the chapter. Beasley-Murray 
maintains Dodd's division, but provides his own thematic title for the discourse, 
Jesus, the Mediator of Life and Judgment. Carson, who represents those 
commentators who give more weight to the movement of the narrative, see this 
Sabbath healing as the first example of a growing opposition to the ministry of 
Jesus recorded in 5:1-7:52 - "the shift from mere reservation and hesitation about 
Jesus to outright and sometimes official opposition." Klink suggests that the 
section extends to 8:11 and titles it The Confession of the Son of God. Thompson 
goes further and opts for 12:50 as the conclusion of this the second main section 
of the gospel, titling it The Life-Giving Son of God.  
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 In this passage, we come to a new phase in Jesus' public ministry. In the 
first  narrative  cycle,  Jesus Ministers from Cana to Cana,  2:1-4:54,  Jesus  is



ministering in conjunction with John the Baptist, the one appointed to prepare the 
way of the coming messiah. Now in the second narrative cycle, Jesus Ministers 
from Jerusalem to Jerusalem, 5:1-10:42, Jesus presents his messianic credentials 
to God's people Israel - as it turns out, they are God's unbelieving people, Israel. 
This messianic ministry is reinforced by a number of significant signs, with 
particular weight given to the Exodus sign of manna in the wilderness.  

          
       

       
         

           
        

     
             

    
           

     
        
Illustration / significant event / sign / miracle, v2-9a; 

The grace offered by Christ supersedes / fulfills God's Law; 
Dialogue, v9b-18 - the relationship of Jesus' actions with God’s will; 

How can Jesus be the messiah if he ignores God's Law? 
Discourse, v19-47: 

Part I, v19-30: 
Jesus has divine authority, v19-24: 

to bless = the gift of grace / life; 
to curse = the exercise of divine judgment. 

Jesus will soon exercise this authority, v25-30; 
Part II, v31-47: The present realization of this authority is evident 

in Jesus' ministry.  
   

ii] Background: Sabbath Law and the traditions of men. The Mosaic 
commandment prohibited work on the Sabbath, cf., Ex.20:10. This was later 
defined to include carrying things on holy days; "Bear no burden on the Sabbath 
day", Jer.17:21, cf., Neh.13:19. Jewish pietists, concluding that the destruction of 
Jerusalem by the Babylonians was a direct result of a failure to keep the Mosaic 
Law, applied themselves to documenting what was, and was not, permissible 
under the Law of God. By the first century the Pharisees had laid down a detailed 
minutia of regulations which supposedly allowed a Godly person to keep the Law 
in its entirety for the full appropriation of the blessings of the covenant. It was 
this thinking that allowed a young man to respond to Jesus’ summary of the Law 
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 In this third episode in Jesus public messianic ministry, Jesus the Giver of 
Life, 5:1-47, we are reminded that "the Son gives life to whom he is pleased to 
give it." Taking chapter 5 as a thematic unit in its own right, we probably can't 
go past Hoskyn's analysis. He argues that John confronts us in this chapter with 
the truth that Jesus is the fulfillment of the Jewish law and the Jewish scriptures. 
Chapter 5 serves as a classic example of the literary episodes in the first part of 
John's main argument, 2:1-12:50: illustration, dialogue and then discourse. 
Leaving aside the plethora of critical debating points (What parts of the gospel 
are editorial additions? Were the illustrative events / signs originally linked to 
the discourses / homilies, or were they drawn from a separate source and 
editorially attached? In the discourse, is John channelling the mind of Christ, or 
recording the actual words of Christ? ....), the chapter presents as follows:



by saying "Teacher, I have kept all these since my youth", Mk.10:20. When it 
came to work on the Sabbath, Pharisaic minutia included regulations on such 
things as harvesting, an issue that got the disciples into hot water when they 
plucked grain on the Sabbath, Matt.12:1-7. Addressing the charge levelled 
against his disciples, Jesus reminds the Pharisees that the Sabbath was made for 
man, not man for the Sabbath, Mk.2:27. The Ioudaioi, "Jews" = religious 
authorities / Pharisees, should have applied a similar reasoning to the healing of 
the sick / disabled man by the "sheep pool", rejoicing with joy at his healing rather 
than picking on him for breaking one of their "human traditions", ie., their 
traditional interpretations of the Law, cf., Mk.7:8. (Note the Mishnah: Sabbath 
regulations 7:2 prohibits the taking of something from one domain into another 
on the Sabbath, although 10:5 allows transport on a couch for an invalid on an 
errand, ...... and so on.) "A person is justified by faith apart from works of the 
law", Rom.3:28.  
   

iii] Structure: A Sabbath sign - a lame man healed:  
Setting - Jesus returns to Jerusalem, v1; 
The miracle, v2- 9a; 

Setting - the sick at the pool called Bethesda, v2-5; 
Healing - the lame man walks, v6-9a; 

"Pick up your mat and walk." 
The Sabbath controversy, v9b-18: 

The healed man is challenged for breaking the law, v9b-13; 
Jesus reminds the lame man to sin no more, 14-15; 
Jesus is challenged for breaking the law, v16-18; 

"My Father is always at his work to this day, and I also …..."  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
With another miracle story, v2-9a, this time the healing of a lame man 

on the Sabbath, John draws us into a dialogue concerning the relationship 
of Jesus with the Father, or more specifically, his actions in relation to the 
will of God, v9b-18.  

In this episode we are again confronted with a miracle story which 
does not overtly fit with the associated discourse. This prompts a range of 
spiritualized interpretations which assume that in this miracle we have 
another example of Johannine irony (The water can't heal the lame man = 
the law can't save - but Jesus can; the five porticoes = the five books of 
Moses; .......), but again it is likely that the weight of this episode is not 
upon the miracle / sign, but on the discourse. The narrative simply sets the 
context from which the discourse evolves; the miracle is more an 
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illustration for a homily than a foundational text. In the performance of the 
miracle Jesus applies his saving grace independent / apart from the Law.  

The narrative is riddled with humour because it is not the performance 
of the miracle on the Sabbath that prompts a reaction from the religious 
authorities, but the fact that Jesus told the cripple to pick up his stretcher 
and go home. I mean really! How could the Messiah so blatantly disregard 
the Sabbath Law? The dialogue goes on to develop the absurdity of the 
charge made against Jesus. Jesus defends his messianic credentials by 
pointing out that the Father's saving grace is always operative and so he 
also works as his Father works (which work fulfills the purpose of the law 
- despite technical infringements). "Jesus defends his action not by 
discussing the law but by placing himself and his work on the same level 
as God", Barrett. Breaking Sabbath law is one thing, but claiming equal 
status with God ("my Father is working ... and I am working") is another. 
Only a rebellious son makes himself equal with his father. In the following 
discourse Jesus will argue that he is no rebel, but rather that he is an 
obedient son.  
   

Note the affinity between the subject matter here and the material in 
7:15-24. This has led to the argument that chapter 5 is misplaced. The 
suggested order is 4, 6, 5 and 7, so Bernard, contra Barrett, etc.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
Similarities with Mark's account of the healing of the paralysed man 

have been noted, particularly in wording, cf., Mk.2:8-9, 11-12a, 14. It is 
very unlikely than an editor, in assembling John's homilies, uses his own 
geographical knowledge of Jerusalem and the synoptic account of the 
healing of the paralysed man, to create a fabricated miracle story. It is more 
likely that he is drawing on his own particular source of gospel traditions. 
During oral transmission, there is evidence of conflation, particularly of the 
words of Jesus, such that similarities develop between the accounts of 
different miracle stories. Even so, it is not unreasonable to ascribe this 
miracle story to the Johannine tradition available to the author-editor of 
John's gospel. In fact, there is no reason why the miracle story wasn't 
always linked to this homily / discourse.  

Note that the synoptic theme of The Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath 
is not evident in this Johannine episode, even though some commentators 
read the theme into it, cf., Hunter, Richardson, ....  
   

Text - 5:1 
A Sabbath sign - a lame man healed, 5:1-18. i] The setting. Jesus leaves 

Galilee and again visits Jerusalem for one of the festivals. Some texts have the 
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article, "The feast of the Jews", in which case it would be the Passover, or 
Pentecost, or possibly Tabernacles, so Barrett. A minor festival is implied without 
the article.  

meta + acc. "Some time later" - AFTER [THESE THINGS]. Temporal use of 
the preposition, with the phrase "after these things" primarily serving a 
transitional function; "soon after / later."  

anebh (anabainw) aor. "[Jesus] went up" - Geographically, Jerusalem is 
high up in the ranges and so a person goes up to Jerusalem (In Australia, when 
we go up to somewhere we go North - we do try to be difficult; it’s our convict 
genes. Aboriginal genes have helped, but not enough!)  

twn Ioudaiwn adj. "one of the Jewish [festivals]" - [A FEAST] OF THE JEWS 
[WAS AND JESUS WENT UP TO JERUSALEM]. The articular adjective serves as a 
substantive, the genitive being adjectival, probably possessive, identifying the 
possession of a derivative characteristic, as NIV, if we read eJorth, "feast", as 
anarthrous (without an article).  
   
v2 

ii] The miracle, v2-9a: John briefly describes the healing of the asqenwn, 
literally the "weak man." Some facts are provided but unlike the record of the 
healing of the lame man in Acts 3:1-10, John moves quickly to the issue at hand. 
In healing the man, Jesus tells him to take up his bed and get about walking - 
head off home. The instruction to pick up his bedroll lands the asqenwn in serious 
trouble, trouble which bounces back onto Jesus.  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
estin (eimi) pres. "there is" - [a pool] is. Historic present tense used to signal 

narrative transition rather than to indicate that for the writer the gate is still there, 
or that he can remember the gate.  

en + dat. "in [Jerusalem]" - Local, expressing space; "located in the 
precincts of the city of Jerusalem."  

epi + dat. "near" - AT, BY, NEAR.... Local, expressing space.  
th/ probatikh/ dat. adj. "the Sheep Gate" - THE PERTAINING TO SHEEP. 

There is no noun, but given the reference to a "sheep gate" in Nehemiah 3:1, 32, 
12:39, "gate" is usually supplied. Barrett, opting for the more difficult reading, 
thinks it best to read kolumbhqra, "pool", as a dative noun giving the sense "there 
is in Jerusalem, by the Sheep Pool, that which in Aramaic is called .......", so also 
Brown, Schnackenburg, Lindars, ....; "in Jerusalem, by the Sheep Pool, there is a 
place called Bethesda in Aramaic."  

hJ epilegomenh (epilegw) pres. mid./pas. part. "which" - THE ONE BEING 
CALLED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "pool", as NIV.  
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Ebraisti adv. "in Aramaic" - Modal adverb, "speaking in/with the Hebrew 
= Aramaic tongue."  

Bhqzaqa (a) "Bethesda" - Nominative complement of the participle "the 
one being called." There are four variant readings, all probably just spelling 
issues. There is nothing significant in the name, no hidden meaning, it is just a 
geographical identifier. It possibly means "house of olives", or better "new 
house" = "new housing development", ie., the pool in the newly developed part 
of Jerusalem near the sheep gate.  

ecousa (ecw) pres. part. "surrounded by" - HAVING [FIVE COVERED 
COLONNADES]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "pool". The gate 
is now possibly where St. Stephen's gate is today. During a 1930's excavation, 
some 100 meters North of the Temple mount, a pool 95 by 60 meters was 
discovered with foundations for five covered colonnades.  
   
v3 

Verses 3b-4, recording the reason why the waters are "stirred" from time to 
time, namely by the visit of an angel, are not found in the more reliable 
manuscripts.  

en + dat. "here" - IN [THESE COLONNADES WERE LAYING]. Local, expressing 
space; "under these colonnades", Harris.  

twn asqenountwn (asqenew) pres. part. "[a great number] of disabled 
people" - [A MULTITUDE] OF THE ONES BEING SICK [BLIND, LAME, WITHERED]. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "multitude"; "a large number of 
people who were unwell / sick." The genitive adjectives "blind, lame, paralysed", 
stand in apposition to "the ones being sick." The xhroV, "withered", is not 
necessarily "paralysed." The synoptic story of the healing of the paralysed man 
often intrudes into this miracle story, but we don't really know what this man's 
asqeneia, "weakness", amounts to.  
   
v5 

A round number, say 40, would be expected, so 38 years has prompted the 
suggestion that it alludes to the 38 years of Israel's wandering in the desert, 
Deut.2:14 - an example of Johannine irony. It is, of course, easy to read 
symbolism into everything, but surely the most we can say is that this man's 
illness has lasted for years ("the intractability of the complaint", Morris) and yet 
he is instantly healed with a word from Jesus. Even so, the specific number may 
just indicate a knowledge of the details of this miracle, probably held within the 
Johannine tradition.  

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
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ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "had been" - [A CERTAIN = ONE MAN WAS THERE] 
HAVING = BEING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the "certain 
man"; "one man was there who had been an invalid for thirty-eight years", ESV  

en + dat. "an invalid" - IN [THE WEAKNESS = SICKNESS OF HIM]. Adverbial 
use of the preposition, modal, modifying the participle "being", "being in his 
sickness" = "being ill"; "one particular man had been there ill for thirty-eight 
years", Phillips.  

triakonta kai oktw eth "for thirty-eight years" - Accusative of measure 
- extent of time.  
   
v6 

Jesus becomes aware of the condition of the asqenwn, "weak man", and asks 
an interesting question, "do you have the will to get well." Dodd makes much of 
this question, arguing that the man could have been healed long ago had he the 
will to step in the pool - he lacks the will to be healed. This is surely making too 
much of the verb qelw which is usually translated here as "Do you want to be 
healed?" The flaw with faith-healing is that it fails to rest on the revealed will of 
God. There is no evidence that God willed the healing of those who were first in 
the pool after it was "stirred up."  

idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "When [Jesus] saw [him]" - [JESUS] SEEING [THIS 
person]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV, but also 
with a causal nuance.  

katakeimenon (katakeimai) pres. mid. part. "lying" - The participle serves 
as the complement of the direct object "this" standing in a double accusative 
construction; "when Jesus saw him lying there in a debilitated condition."  

gnouV (ginwskw) aor. part. "learned" - [AND] HAVING KNOWN. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "and because he knew that he had 
already been there a long time."  

oJti "that" - THAT [MUCH TIME ALREADY HAS passed while in this condition]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
Jesus knew. It is often assumed that Jesus' knowledge of the extended time of the 
man's suffering is supernatural, but it is probably patently obvious.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[he asked] him" - [HE SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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 genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "to get [well]" - [DO YOU WILL, DESIRE] TO 
BECOME [WELL, WHOLE, HEALTHY]? Usually treated as a complementary 
infinitive, completing the sense of the verb "to will", but it can also be taken to 
introduce an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
he desires: "do you desire that you become whole" = "do you want to get well 
again?", Phillips.



   
v7 

Apparently there is a local superstition that curative power is operative at the 
moment the spring water is disturbed - probably bubbles. The issue is that the 
asqenwn missed out due to his infirmity - someone got into the pool before him. 
Dodd suggests the man's answer is a lame excuse; "Yes, but experience has taught 
that it is helpless to try", Lindars. More likely, "by the time I get there someone 
else is already in", Peterson.  

oJ asqenwn (asqenew) pres. part. "the invalid" - THE ONE BEING WEAK. The 
participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to answer."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[replied]" - [ANSWERED] HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
iJna "-" - [SIR, I DO NOT HAVE A MAN] THAT [MAY PUT ME INTO THE POOL]. 

Introducing an epexegetic clause specifying "man"; "I haven't got anyone who 
will put me in the pool when the water is stirred up." Often expressed as an 
infinitive given that this construction stands in the place of an epexegetic 
infinitive; "I have no one to put me into the bathing pool."  

oJtan + subj. "when [the water is stirred]" - WHEN [THE WATER IS 
TROUBLED, STIRRED UP]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause.  

en w|/ "while" - [BUT/AND] IN WHICH TIME = WHILE. Temporal construction 
expressing the same time in relation to the main verb, "during the time when" = 
"while"; "while I'm trying to get there", Phillips.  

egw pro. "I [am trying to get in]" - I [AM COMING ANOTHER GOES DOWN]. 
Emphatic by use. "Someone gets there first", TEV.  

pro + gen. "ahead of [me]" - BEFORE [ME]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
   
v8-9a 

The tense of Jesus' commands is interesting. The first, "arise, get up", is a 
present tense often used with this verb to express a definite action. The next, 
"take, pick up", is aorist, used to express punctiliar action. The third verb, "walk, 
walk around", a verb of motion, is present again, presumably used here to express 
durative action; "pick up your mat and off you go, walking", Harris.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus said] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
krabatton (oV) "[pick up your] mat" - [ARISE, TAKE THE BED = BEDROLL 

OF YOU AND WALK]. The word is used for an easily transported soldier's camp-
mat, but in the gospels it usually refers to straw-filled mattress used by the poor 
and sick, ie., a pallet, a crude makeshift bed. A modern bedroll used for camping 
best conveys the image. "Pick up your bedroll and head off home."  

euqewV adv. "at once [the man was cured]" - IMMEDIATELY, AT ONCE [THE 
MAN BECAME WHOLE = HEALTHY AND TOOK THE MAT OF HIM AND WAS WALKING 
AROUND]. The temporal adverb, expressing immediacy, is often used for 
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dramatic effect. "Immediately he recovered and off he went." The imperfect verb 
periepatei, "to walk about", is possibly inceptive; "he began to walk about."  
   
v9b-10 

iii] Jesus dialogues with the Jewish authorities, v9b-l8. a) The healed man is 
challenged by the Ioudaioi, lit. "Jews", for contravening Sabbath regulations, 
v9b-13. The healed man points out that he is only doing what he was told to do, 
but he is unable to say much about the person who told him to "take up your bed 
and walk." On Sabbath Law, see Background above.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
en + dat. "[the day] on [which this took place]" - [IT WAS A SABBATH] ON 

[THAT DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition. John identifies the fly in the 
ointment; "this happened on a Sabbath day", Phillips.  

ouv "and so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion - 
"therefore", being the Sabbath, a man carrying his bed, in contravention to 
Pharisaic regulations covering Sabbath Law, was bound to cause a reaction.  

oi Ioudaioi "the Jewish leaders" - THE JEWS [WERE SAYING]. Nominative 
subject of the imperfect verb "to say" (the imperfect used for a parenthetical 
remark). We are best to understand the term "the Jews" to refer to the Jewish 
authorities, Pharisees and the like, unbelievers in general. Sabbath regulations 
would be part of the society's accepted moral-compass / shibboleths, and so quite 
a few busybodies / wowsers may be lining up to have their say as well. The term 
probably reflects the later date of the compiling of the gospel, a time when 
Judaism, as a religious entity, was opposed to the emerging Christian church. It's 
an inclusive term, rather than antisemitic, similar to the way the term "the Jews" 
was once used to refer to the State of Israel  

tw/ teqerapeumenw/ (qerapeuw) perf. mid./pas. part. "to the man who had 
been healed" - [WERE SAYING] TO THE ONE HAVING BEEN HEALED, TENDED, 
CURED, TREATED. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object. 
The perfect tense indicates an ongoing state - his healing is not temporary.  

kai "-" - [IT IS THE SABBATH] AND. Here with a consecutive sense; "and so 
as a result / consequently.....", cf., BDF #442[2].  

soi dat. pro. "[the law forbids] you" - [TO CARRY THE MAT OF YOU IS NOT 
PERMISSIBLE] FOR YOU. Dative of interest; "the law does not allow you to carry 
your mat on the Sabbath."  

arai (airw) aor. inf. "to carry" - The infinitive here serves to introduce a 
nominal phrase. subject of the impersonal verb existin, "it is not permitted, 
allowed, right"; "to carry your mat is not allowed." See 3:7 for a complementary 
classification. "It's the Sabbath. You can't carry your bedroll around. It's against 
the rules", Peterson.  
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v11 

       
        

            
           

           
         

        
           
 
oJ de "but [he replied]" - BUT/AND THE = HE [ANSWERED, REPLIED]. The de 

is transitional, and with the article oJ indicates a step in the dialogue, namely, the 
reply of the asqenwn; "But he answered them ...", ESV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
oJ poihsaV (poiew) aor. part. "the man who made [me whole = well]" - 

THE ONE HAVING MADE [ME WHOLE]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to say."  

ekeinoV pro. "-" - THAT ONE. The demonstrative pronoun is backward 
referencing, resuming "the one having made me whole"; "this very person"; "The 
one who healed me, he himself said to me", Berkeley.  

moi dat. pro. "[said] to me" - [SAID] TO ME [TAKE UP THE MAT = BED OF YOU 
AND WALK]. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v12  

hrwthsan (erwtaw) aor. "so they asked" - THEY ASKED, QUESTIONED 
[HIM]. The aorist is typically used as the default tense for a historic narrative, 
whereas a historic present usually indicates a step in the narrative, a change of 
speaker, or the like.  

tivV pro. "Who [is this fellow]" - WHO [IS THE MAN]? Predicate nominative 
interrogative pronoun. Harris suggests that the word "the man" is derogatory, but 
this is not necessarily so, If the Greek were actually "this man" it would be 
derogatory. The question is most likely a genuine one; "Who is it who told you 
this?"  

oJ eipwn (legw) aor. part. "who told" - THE ONE SAYING. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "man"; "who is the man who said to you", ESV.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - [SAYING, TAKE UP AND WALK] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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 It is not overly clear how we should read this response. The use of ekeinoV, 
"this one = this very person", stresses where the responsibility lies for the action 
of the asqenwn, "the disabled person." He may be shifting blame, or he may be 
stating where the authority lies for his own actions. The asqenwn may not know 
the name of the person who healed him, but given that he healed him, he accepts 
his authority as to the movement of beds on the Sabbath, over that of the existing 
halakhic ruling on the matter; contra Carson. Ridderbos argues that the healed 
man is only concerned with transferring responsibility for his actions - a human 
trait!



   
v13 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative, although 
rather than a paragraph marker Harris suggests it is emphatic here, "In fact, the 
man who had been restored to health did not know who it was who had said to 
him 'Pick up your mat and walk.'"  

oJ ... iaqeiV (iaomai) aor. pas. part. "the man who was healed" - THE ONE 
HAVING BEEN HEALED. The participle serves as a substantive.  

tivV pro. "who [it was]" - [DID NOT KNOW] WHO [IT IS]. The interrogative 
pronoun with the verb to-be in the present tense forms a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what the healed man did not know, namely the answer to 
the question asked of him, "Who is the man who healed you?" The present tense 
expresses the tense used at the time the question was asked.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the healed man had 
no idea who had healed him; "because Jesus had slipped away."  

exeneusen (exeneuw) aor. "[Jesus] had slipped away into" - [JESUS] 
TURNED ASIDE, WITHDREW = LEFT WITHOUT BEING NOTICED. "Because Jesus had 
dodged the crowd" (Barrett) has a slight pejorative tone to it, as would "snuck 
away." "Slipped away" is a popular translation; Barclay, Cassirer, NEB, ..... 
Recently the Australian Prime Minister left for his annual holidays. For some 
unknown reason he had not informed the media of his intentions and so it was 
reported that he had "snuck away." At least it wasn't "slinked off" (in a sneaky 
and furtive manner), although it was probably implied!!! The word exeneuw, "to 
turn the face aside", can carry a slight sneakiness about it, but a factual 
"withdrew" best expresses its intent here; "Jesus had left because of the crowd", 
CEV.  

ontoV (eimi) gen. pres. part. "[the crowd]" - OF BEING [A CROWD IN THE 
PLACE]. The genitive participle and genitive noun "crowd" forms a genitive 
absolute construction modified by the prepositional phrase "in the place." It is 
obviously causal, "because", rather than temporal; "owing to the crowd on the 
spot, Jesus had slipped away", Moffatt. As Harris notes, the clause may imply a 
motive; "because there is a crowd Jesus slips away / departs unobserved" - an 
example of the messianic secret where Jesus doesn't want a knowledge of his 
person getting out of hand, etc. On the other hand, it may imply means; "Jesus 
was able to slip away because of the crowd."  
   
v14 

b) Jesus meets the healed man in the temple precincts, v14-15. On meeting 
the healed man in the temple, Jesus reminds him to change his ways otherwise he 
may find his situation worse next time around. Having identified the person who 
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had told him to carry his bed, the healed man is able to report to the religious 
authorities that it was Jesus.  

meta + acc. "later" - AFTER [THESE things]. Temporal use of the preposition, 
often with the pronoun tauta, "these things"; "Afterward ....." Here indicating a 
step in the narrative.  

euJriskei (euJriskw) pres. "[Jesus] found" - [JESUS] FINDS [HIM]. Historic 
present tense indicating narrative transition (paragraph marker).  

en + dat. "at [the temple]" - IN [THE TEMPLE]. Local, expressing space; 
"Afterwards, Jesus catches up with him in the temple precincts and says to him 
...."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[says] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
mhketi aJmartave (aJmartanw) pres. imp. "stop sinning" - [BEHOLD, YOU 

HAVE BECOME HEALTHY,] SIN NO LONGER. A mh negation with a present 
imperative is often said to forbid an action in progress; "Do not continue in sin 
any longer." This view is not as widely held today. Porter argues that the present 
imperative stresses urgency, cf., p.335f.  

iJna mh + subj. "or [something worse may happen]" - THAT NOT = LEST 
[CERTAIN = SOMETHING WORSE BECOMES = HAPPENS]. Introducing a negated 
consecutive clause expressing result, but possibly final, expressing purpose. As 
Beasley-Murray notes, Jesus' words "could imply that the man's illness was 
connected to his sinful ways; yet 9:1-4 forbids the facile connection between sin 
and disease." Carson argues strongly against such a glib discounting of a direct 
link between sin and suffering, cf., p.245-246. He argues that although the 
observer can't draw the conclusion that someone's suffering is due to their sin, 
some suffering is directly due to the sin of an individual or community, eg., Acts 
5:1-11, 1Cor.11:30, 1Jn.5:16. So, given Jesus' language here, it is likely that this 
man's particular health issue is the result of sinful behaviour, which, if repeated, 
will compound into the future. So, Jesus' instruction "sin no longer" means "don't 
do it again otherwise you will really stuff up your health." A friend of mine was 
a medic in Vietnam and constantly reminded those soldiers infected with a 
venereal disease that antibiotics work well the first time, but less so with repeated 
infections. Interestingly, Carson (so Barrett, Schnackenburg, ....) argues that the 
"worse" that may happen "must be final judgment", but this contradicts his 
approach to the verse. The healed man, as with all of us, must face the day of 
judgment, yet this is not the point that Jesus is making here. Jesus is not saying 
that if this man sins again, or continues in a state of sin (without seeking the 
mercy of God) he will face damnation. Nor is Jesus running his "go and sin no 
more" line, ie., "I've forgiven you, so pick yourself up, dust yourself off and try 
to make a better show of it from now on!" ie., divine mercy, forgiveness, enables 
the forgiven to start afresh, free from the burden of guilt. No! Jesus' line here is 
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far more pragmatic; It's a bit like the advice a father may give to a son who has 
just purchased a new home before finalizing the sale of his existing home, and is 
now jammed. Having helped him out this time his dad would say something like; 
"Don't do it again son; next time you'll stay jammed."  

soi dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of interest, disadvantage.  
   
v15 

toiV IoudaioiV dat. adj. "the Jewish leaders" - [THE MAN WENT AWAY AND 
REPORTED / INFORMED THAT JESUS IS THE ONE HAVING MADE HIM HEALTHY] TO 
THE JEWS. The adjective serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object. 
Probably "the Jewish religious authorities", as NIV.  

oJti "that" - Here introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what the healed man told the Jewish authorities. The 
present tense of the verb to-be estin, the tense used in the original report to the 
authorities, "Jesus is the one", is retained in the dependent statement, although as 
usual is translated in the past tense; "The man went away and told the Jews that 
it was Jesus who had healed him", ESV.  

oJ poihsaV (poiew) aor. part. "who made" - [JESUS IS] THE ONE HAVING 
MADE. The participle serves as a substantive.  

uJgih adj. "[him] well" - [HIM] WHOLE, HEALTHY. Accusative complement of 
the direct object "him". Given that he told the Jews what Jesus had done, namely 
healed him, rather than what Jesus had instructed him, namely take up his bed / 
mat, it is, as Lindars puts it, "by no means clear that John imagined that the man 
was deliberately betraying Jesus to his enemies" - the man's motives remain 
"ambiguous". Brown regards his actions as not quite treachery, but at least 
"persistent naivete." The line taken by Ridderbos is certainly worthy of 
consideration. The actions of this man should be considered within "the 
kerygmatic thrust of the story." The response of the healed man serves as "a 
portrayal of people who will not let themselves be moved to enter the kingdom 
of God by Jesus' power and words, no matter how liberating the effect of those 
words."  
   
v16 

c) Jesus is challenged by the religious authorities on the issue of Sabbath 
Law, v16-18. In defence of the charge that he neglects Sabbath Law, Jesus 
presents a simple argument. It is an observable fact that throughout the whole of 
history, right through to this present moment in time, God has never ceased from 
his creative and sustaining work, and so Jesus, as God's man / his Son / Messiah, 
similarly does not cease from this work. The argument is a powerful one, and 
cannot be countered, but it does ratchet up the dispute, for by running this 
argument, Jesus seemingly claims equal status with God. Only a rebellious son 
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makes himself equal with his father. In the following discourse Jesus will argue 
that he is no rebel, but that he is an obedient son.  

kai dia touto "so" - AND BECAUSE OF THIS [THE JEWS PERSECUTED 
JESUS]. It is likely that the kai is coordinative, "and", while dia touto is 
inferential rather than causal, cf., Runge; "and so therefore ...." We are best to 
follow Brown who takes the imperfect verb ediwkon, "to persecute", as inceptive; 
"the Jewish authorities began to persecute", although Carson suggests it serves to 
indicate a larger set of Sabbath disputes. Ridderbos suggests that the persecution 
amounted to "a conspiracy against Jesus' life."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [HE WAS DOING THESE THINGS]. Here serving to 
introduce a causal clause, explaining why "the Jews" began to persecute Jesus. 
The authorities are not just persecuting Jesus "because" of the instruction to the 
healed man, but because he was doing "these type of things" on the Sabbath. Jesus' 
lax attitude toward the Sabbath prompted the authorities to act.  

en + dat. "on [the Sabbath]" - IN [THE SABBATH]. Temporal use of the 
preposition, as NIV.  
   
v17 

de "-" - but/and. Transitional.  
autoiV + dat. "[in defence Jesus said] to them" - [JESUS ANSWERED] THEM. 

Dative of indirect object. The NIV "in defence ..." draws from the fact that John 
has used the unusual aorist middle of the verb "to answer" rather than the more 
commonly used aorist passive apekriqh. Abbott, in his rather dated work 
Johannine Grammar, argues that this is a legal usage of the word, used of a legal 
defence against a charge. So here, "Jesus responds to their charge, he offers his 
defence", Carson. So, rather than "answered", the sense is probably "made his 
defence", Harris.  

eJwV arti "to this very day" - [THE FATHER OF ME] UNTIL NOW [IS WORKING]. 
Adverbial construction, temporal. As Stott notes, one would expect Jesus to say 
"My Father works continually" rather than "until now." Probably the force is 
"even until now."  

kagw "and I too [am working]" - AND I [AM WORKING]. Emphatic use of the 
crasis kagw = kai + egw, "I also." Harris suggests that the kai is consecutive, 
expressing result, "and so .....", and egw is "I also (like my Father)." "My Father 
is continually at work, and so I continually work as well."  
   
v18 

dia touto oun "for this reason" - BECAUSE OF THIS THEREFORE [THE JEWS 
(Jewish authorities) WERE SEEKING MORE]. The causal construction dia touto 
is usually inferential, so also oun, so maybe an emphatic "therefore"; "and 
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therefore, because of (oJti) what he had said, the Jewish authorities were even 
more determined to kill him." "This remark made the Jews all the more 
determined to kill him", Phillips.  

apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "to kill [him]" - The infinitive in 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "were seeking"; to have Jesus 
put to death for blasphemy.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why "the Jews" 
were even more determined to kill Jesus; "because not only was he breaking the 
Sabbath, but he was even calling God his own Father", ESV.  

             
        

        
        

      
         

                
      
ton qeon (oV) "[was even calling] God" - [HE WAS SAYING GOD to be HIS 

OWN FATHER]. The use of the article here is emphatic; "the one and only God ...", 
so also with tw/ qew. The clause is elliptical as the verb elegen, "was saying", 
prompts an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech, here formed 
by an assumed infinitive verb to-be, expressing what Jesus was saying; "he was 
saying that God was his own Father."  

idion adj. "his own [Father]" - "The word own implies the claim to a special 
relationship which surpasses the normal Jewish confession of God as Father", 
Pfitzner; not the general "God, the Father of all mankind."  

poiwn (poiew) pres. part. "making [himself]" - The participle is adverbial, 
best treated as consecutive expressing result; "he even called God his own Father, 
with the result that he made himself equal with God." "Thereby making himself 
equal to God", Moffatt.  

tw/ qew/ (oV) dat. "[equal] with God" - [EQUAL] TO GOD. The dative of direct 
object after the adjective isoV, "equal with", expressing association. The charge 
that Jesus is "equal with God", prompted by his messianic claim to sonship and 
thus his right to work as the Father / the Creator God works, is a charge made by 
"the Jews" and is not a claim made by John or Jesus. Jesus will answer this charge 
by showing that he is an obedient Son. The charge arises from Jesus' claim "my 
Father is always at work, and I am at work."  
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 ou monon ...... alla kai "not only ..... but .... even" - NOT ONLY [WAS HE 
BREAKING THE SABBATH] BUT AND. Here we have a counterpoint construction 
used to correlate two similar ideas, "not only ...... but also ...." = ".......... and 
........." The conjunction kai is adjunctive, "also", or possibly ascensive, as NIV, 
rather than coordinative, "and"; "It was because Jesus not only broke the Sabbath, 
but because he also kept speaking about God as his own father", Barclay, = "they 
were seeking all the more to kill him because he was breaking the Sabbath and 
was speaking of God as his own Father."



5:19-30 

The Ministry of Messiah 2:1-12:50 
3. Jesus the giver of life, 5:1-47 
ii] The Divine Son 
Synopsis  

We now come to the first part of the discourse on the authority of Jesus 
prompted by the healing of the sick man beside the Pool of Bethesda in Jerusalem. 
The discourse focuses on Jesus' messianic authority, an authority not claimed by 
Jesus, given that he is nothing in himself, although the authority is his as one who 
is in union with the Father.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is equal with God the Father only in the sense of his oneness with the 
Father, functionally subordinate to him and utterly dependent upon him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-18.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse, Part I; The Divine Son:  
Jesus has divine authority, v19-24: 

to bless = the gift of grace / life; 
to curse = the exercise of divine judgment. 

The day is at hand when Jesus will exercise this authority, v25-30.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
In the dialogue between Jesus and the Jewish authorities in v9b-18, 

prompted by his healing of a sick man on the Sabbath, Jesus defends his 
actions by stating that as God's representative / Messiah / Son, God is 
always at work and so is he, v17. By running this argument, Jesus 
seemingly claims equal status with God, v18. Only a rebellious son makes 
himself equal with his father, so Jesus now argues that he is by no means a 
rebel, but rather, he is an obedient son.  

As an obedient son, Jesus does only what he sees the Father doing - he 
is God's revelation to mankind, v19. Out of love, the Father has revealed to 
Jesus what to say and do and will reveal through him even greater things, 
v20 - both the blessing of eternal life, v21, and the curse of condemnation, 
v22. God's purpose in all this is so that Jesus may receive the same honour 
/ devotion / allegiance as God the Father receives, v23. Those who give 
their allegiance to Jesus, to both his words and deeds, have already passed 
from judgment to life eternal, v24.  
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Jesus goes on to explain that the time when he will exercise his divine 
authority is already at hand. The spiritually dead are even now responding 
to the gospel and discovering the gift of eternal life, v25, a gift which the 
Father has authorized the Son to give, v26. At the same time, Jesus as the 
Messiah / Son of Man, under the authority of the Father, is condemning the 
unrepentant, v27. All this is but a foretaste of the final day when the 
repentant rise to glory and the unrepentant sinner faces eternal 
condemnation, v28-29. In all this Jesus, as God's obedient Son, fulfills the 
will of the Father, v30.  

So, what we have here is an argument which establishes that Jesus' 
work, as Messiah / Son of God / Son of Man, "is equivalent to the Father's 
because the Father has delegated to him his own prerogatives of giving life 
and judging the dead at the end of the age. The healing of the paralysed 
man is a token of this function, doing for one man now what is applicable 
to all men at all times and to the end of the world", Lindars. Jesus does not 
claim equality with God the Father, but rather he claims that he is in union 
with God the Father, serving him as an obedient Son. In the second part of 
the discourse, v31-47, Jesus will call on three major witnesses to support 
the claim of his integral union with God the Father.  
   

Jesus is "equal with God": The argument in this discourse hangs on 
the assumption of the Jewish authorities that Jesus was claiming equality 
with God the Father. For them, such a claim is blasphemous; as Isaiah puts 
it, "'To whom will you compare me? Or who is my equal', says the Holy 
One", Isa.40:18. Even Philo writes "The mind is self-cantered and godless 
when it deems itself to be equal to God." Those who make themselves like 
God stand condemned, Isa.14:14, .... Jesus does not claim equality with 
God as if he is another God, thus like Judaism, Christianity is monotheistic 
- we believe in only one God. What Jesus claims is that he is in union with 
God the Heavenly Father, and that this relationship entails "the functional 
subordination of the Son to the Father, and the utter dependence of the Son 
upon the Father", Carson. Yes indeed, Jesus' argument contains an implicit 
claim to deity, taking upon himself divine rights, v17, even divine titles 
(cf., 8:58), yet he is not equal to God in the sense of being another God, he 
is God in union with the Father.  
   

Text - 5:19 
The discourse on the authority of Messiah, v19-47: i] Jesus has divine 

authority, both to bless and curse, v19-24. There is a sense where Jesus' words 
and actions make him equal with the Father, but this requires clarification. So, 
Jesus immediately makes the point that he is not equal with the Father in the sense 
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that he acts independently of the Father - the initiative remains with the Father. 
The Son is always dependent on the Father and acts in accord with him. The 
argument is progressed with two amhn amhn sayings, one at the beginning, v19, 
and one at the end, v24. The first establishes that Jesus is an obedient son, and 
the second that those who believe in him gain eternal life; they cross over from 
condemnation to life.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Probably transitional and so left untranslated, but 
possibly inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so ...."   

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND WAS SAYING] TO THEM. Dative 
of indirect object.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[very truly I tell] you" - [TRULY, TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. 
Dative of indirect object. These amhn amhn sayings often introduce an important 
statement from Jesus; cf., v24.  

poien (poiew) pres. inf. "[the Son can] do [nothing]" - [THE SON IS NOT 
ABLE] TO DO [NOTHING]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense 
of the negated verb "to be able."  

af (apo) + gen. "by [himself]" - FROM [HIMSELF]. Here expressing agency, 
as NIV, a rare usage. The sense is "the Son cannot do anything on his own 
initiative", Barclay  

ean mh + subj. "only" - EXCEPT [WHAT HE SEES THE FATHER]. Introducing 
an exceptive clause establishing a contrast by designating an exception. This 
contrast is best expressed with a contrastive "but"; "the Son can do nothing of his 
own accord, but only what he sees the Father doing", ESV.  

poiounta (poiew) pres. part. "doing" - The participle serves as the 
accusative complement of the direct object "Father", standing in a double 
accusative construction.  

gar "because" - More reason than cause, explaining what is meant by Jesus 
only doing what he sees the Father doing; "[That is], what the Son does is always 
modeled on what the Father does", Phillips.  

a} ... an "whatever" - WHAT IF = WHATEVER [THAT ONE (the Father) MAY 
DO, AND = ALSO THESE THINGS THE SON LIKEWISE IS DOING]. This construction 
introduces an indefinite relative clause which is equative (an adjunctive kai, 
"also" + the adverb oJmoiwV, "likewise"); "whatever the Father does, the Son does 
likewise."  
   
v20 

Jesus' dependence on the Father is shaped by the Father's love and the full 
disclosure of the Father's creative and sustaining work.  

gar "for" - Here more reason than cause, again explaining what is meant by 
Jesus only doing what he sees the Father doing; "You see, the Father loves the 
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Son and shows him all that he is doing himself and so this is why the Son only 
does what he sees the father doing."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[shows] him" - [THE FATHER LOVES THE SON AND HE 
SHOWS ALL THINGS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object. Note that the verb filew 
is used for "love" rather than agapaw. John doesn't seem to draw a distinction 
between these two verbs, although see 21:15-17.  

toutwn gen. pro. "[greater works] than these" - [AND HE WILL SHOW, 
DISCLOSE, REVEAL GREATER] THESE [WORKS TO HIM]. The genitive is ablative, 
of comparison, so "greater than these"; "He will reveal even greater things than 
these works." Some translations have "deeds", but the "works" are surely the 
whole package of signs, wonders and words.  

iJna + subj. "so that [you will be amazed]" - Adverbial, here probably 
introducing a consecutive clause expressing result, so Harris, Novakovic; "and as 
a consequence / with the result that, you will be amazed." "And you haven't seen 
the half of it", Peterson. Brown suggests that uJmeiV, "you", could be derogatory; 
"people like you."  
   
v21 

Jesus acts in accord with the Father, both in life giving, v21, and judging, 
v22.  

gar "for" - Again more reason than cause, explaining the point made in v19-
20, namely that the Son acts in accord with the Father / does what the Father does, 
so Carson; "eg."; "So for example, just as the Father raises the dead ........"  

wJsper ..... ouJtwV "just as [........ even] so" - JUST AS [THE FATHER RAISES 
THE DEAD AND MAKES ALIVE] SO [AND = ALSO THE SON MAKES ALIVE]. 
Comparative construction; "Just as the Father raises the dead, giving them life, 
so the Son gives life", Cassirer.  

qelei (qelw) "[to whom] he is pleased to give it" - [TO WHOM] HE WILLS. 
Again, this verb prompts translations which can move in the direction of 
"chooses", so Harris. As Lindars notes, it sounds arbitrary and so prompted the 
Syriac version "those who believe on him." Lindars focuses on the present 
context and argues that the divine will is being applied to "selected examples of 
what is to be universal at the end of the age." When it's all said and done, the 
word here probably implies nothing more than that the giving of life (and the 
taking of it, v22) is a divine prerogative, one which Jesus shares in. "The Son 
gives life to anyone he wants to", CEV.  
   
v22 

gar "moreover" - FOR. More reason than cause; the explanation continues; 
"Again, ......", Cassirer.  
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oude ...... alla " ...... but" - AND NOT [THE FATHER JUDGES NO ONE = 
ANYONE] BUT. Counterpoint construction, "not ..... but ....."; "The Father does not 
judge anyone, but has given full jurisdiction to the Son", REB.  

tw/ uiJw/ (oV)dat. "to the Son" - [HE HAS GIVEN ALL JUDGMENT] TO THE SON. 
Dative of indirect object. That pasan, "all", judgment is in the hands of Jesus 
"implies there are no exceptions and no appeal to some higher court", Harris.  
   
v23 

The argument now comes to its conclusion. When it comes to equality with 
God the Father, Jesus does not claim it, rather he serves as an obedient son who 
fulfills the will of the Father. Yet, at the Father's behest, Jesus possesses the divine 
prerogatives of creating, sustaining and judging (acquitting and condemning), 
and so rightly deserves equal honour with the Father. If we dishonour the Son, 
we dishonour the Father who sent him.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [ALL MEN MAY HONOUR THE SON]. Introducing a 
final clause expressing purpose, "in order that ....", so Carson, Kostenberger, ..., 
although Harris suggests that it is consecutive, expressing result. Possibly just 
modifying v22, but as Brown notes, the role of judging / cursing implies also the 
role of enlivening / blessing, and this "so that all may honour the Son."  

kaqwV "just as" - AS [THEY HONOUR THE FATHER]. Serving to introduce a 
comparative clause; "so that all humanity may honour the Son equally with the 
Father", Phillips. Note how Phillips draws out the equative nature of the Father 
and the Son. John's theology here is not unique, eg., "He who receives me 
receives the one who sent me", Matt.10:40, cf., 18:5, Lk.10:16.  

oJ mh timwn (timaw) pres. part, "whoever does not honour" - THE ONE NOT 
HONOURING, REVERING, REVERENCING [THE SON]. The participle serves as a 
substantive.  

to pemyanta (pempw) aor. part. "who sent [him]" - [DOES NOT HONOUR 
THE FATHER], THE ONE HAVING SENT [HIM]. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "Father".  
   
v24 

Saying: Application / implication of v19-23 - the person who believes in 
Jesus is not judged, but has eternal life; they have crossed from death to life ("the 
essential Johannine kerygma / gospel", Schnackenburg). So, a person's fate can 
be determined in advance by their response to Jesus now, cf., Rom.8:1. As Dodd 
argues, each sign / discourse package presents the gospel in its own right, but it 
is probably true to say that within each discourse it is also possible to identify 
separate gospel presentations, as here in v19-24.  
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amhn amhn legw uJmin "Very truly I tell you" - TRULY, TRULY I SAY TO 
YOU. The dative pronoun uJmin, "you", is a dative of indirect object. The 
expression "I tell you in all truth", Rieu, is used some 25 times in the gospel of 
John. It is also found in the synoptic gospels, but amhn is not repeated. The 
expression introduces an important statement from Jesus. As already noted, in 
these discourses it remains unclear how much John is either channelling the mind 
of Jesus, or repeating the words of Jesus (a debate of little purpose because either 
way it is the word of God to us). Yet, when it comes to the amhn amhn sayings, 
they do often present as independent sayings of Jesus carefully placed in the 
discourses for maximum effect. The placement is usually at the beginning and/or 
end of a dialogue or discourse argument, ie., the beginning or end of a paragraph. 
The present saying is typical of the use of such sayings, the key words from the 
discourse, zwhn, "life", and krisin, "judgment", are found in the saying. The 
saying may not logically apply to v19-23, but to the eye of a first century believer 
it technically applies and so serves as an appendix to v19-23. So, these amhn 
amhn sayings seem to present as a direct word from Jesus on the subject at hand. 
"Hear and pay heed", Harris.  

oJti -" - THAT [THE ONE HAVING THE WORD OF ME AND BELIEVING]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what Jesus says.  

oJ .... akouwn kai pisteuwn pres. part. "whoever hears [my word] and 
believes" - THE ONE HEARING AND BELIEVING. These participles serve as 
substantives, nominative subject of the verb "to come." An example of Granville 
Sharp's Rule - the single article associates the two coordinate participles. For 
John, "hearing" is "believing", ie., a Hendiadys; "Anyone here who believes what 
I am saying right now", Peterson. Jesus' words are words of life eternal; to hear / 
believe them is to possess life.  

tw/ pemyanti (pempw) dat. aor. part. "him who sent [me]" - THE ONE 
HAVING SENT [ME HAS ETERNAL LIFE]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
dative of direct object after the verb "to believe in." "The theme of this discourse 
is the coordinate activity of the Father and the Son, and the complete dependence 
of Jesus upon the Father. Consequently, faith is said to be directed through Jesus 
to him that sent him", Barrett.  

ouk .... alla "[will] not [be judged] but" - [AND HE DOES] NOT [COME 
INTO JUDGMENT] BUT. Counterpoint construction, "not .... but ...." Harris suggests 
that the negated verb "to come" is gnomic (ie., a generally applicable truth), so it 
is both present and future, "does not at present come under (condemnatory) 
judgment"; "he is no longer on the way to judgment", Barclay.  
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ek + gen. "from [death to life]" - [HE HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED] FROM 
[DEATH INTO LIFE]. Here probably expressing source, "from" = "out of", or 
separation, "away from." The perfect passive verb "has been transformed" is also 
probably gnomic, so "has already been transferred out of the realm of death and 
into the realm of eternal life"; "He has already crossed the boundary between 
death and life", Barclay.  
   
v25 

ii] The day is at hand when Jesus will exercise his authority, v25-30. The 
amhn amhn saying of v25 reveals the paradox of the now / not yet coming of the 
kingdom of God. From the perspective of the kingdom realized in the present, the 
spiritually dead hear the Word / gospel / voice of the Son of God, and having 
believed, they live, passing from death to life. From the perspective of the 
inaugurated kingdom, the time is coming when the dead in Christ will hear the 
summons to rise from the grave and inherit the promise of eternal life. By 
implication, condemnation awaits those who do not hear "the voice" = refuse to 
hear / believe. The discourse covering v26-30 examines the role of Christ in the 
business of enlivening and judging (condemnatory judgment), making the point 
that Christ's ability (v26) and authority (v30) to perform these roles is derived 
from God the Father.  

uJmin dat. "[very truly I tell] you" - [TRULY, TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of 
indirect object. It is very unusual to have two amhn amhn sayings next to each 
other as if they were serving as a doublet. Paragraph divisions are notoriously 
difficult to discern in this gospel, but given that a doublet is unlikely, the saying 
probably serves to indicate discourse transition / a step in the argument / a new 
paragraph. Cf., "Very truly I tell you", v24.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here serving to introduce an object clause / dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus is saying.  

kai "and [has now come]" - [AN HOUR IS COMING] AND [NOW IS]. Harris 
suggests that kai is emphatic here; "in fact, is already here." The word wJra, 
"hour", is referring to the time of the consummation of God's purposes in Christ.  

oJte "when [the dead will hear]" - WHEN [THE DEAD WILL HEAR]. Temporal 
conjunction serving to introduce a temporal clause.  

thV fwnhV (h) gen. "the voice" - Genitive of direct object after the verb "to 
hear."  

tou uiJou to qeou gen. "the Son of God" - The genitive "of God" is 
adjectival, relational, with the genitive "Son" as with "voice" above. The synoptic 
concept of Jesus as Son of God is primarily that of a messianic figure, rather than 
of a person in a filial relationship with the Father. John, on the other hand, reveals 
an essential identity between God the Father and Jesus such that Jesus reflects the 
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Father's character, cf., 14:9. Jesus' incarnate possession of divinity is best 
expressed in the idea of his eternal union with God the Father. The statement that 
Jesus is equal with God comes close to describing his true nature, but is qualified 
by the fact that he is not independently equal with the Father; he is always 
obedient to the will of the Father, always acting on behalf of the Father, 5:19ff.  

oiJ akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "those who hear" - [AND] THE ONES 
HAVING HEARD [WILL LIVE]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to live."  
   
v26 

"The life-giving power of the Son is a gift which he has received from the 
Father", Fenton. It is this creative and sustaining power which enables Jesus to 
serve as the agent of both creation and the new creation.  

gar "for" - More reason (how) than cause (why); introducing an explanation 
of the amhn amhn saying; "Let me explain how it is that Jesus can give life to the 
dead; The explanation is simple, like God, he has life in himself."  

wJsper .... ouJtwV "as ...... so ...." - JUST AS [THE FATHER HAS LIFE] SO IN 
LIKE MANNER. Comparative construction.  

tw/ uiJw/ (oV) dat. "the Son" - [AND HE GAVE = GRANTED] TO THE SON. Dative 
of indirect object.  

kai "also" - AND. Either ascensive, "so he even granted the Son to have life", 
or adjunctive "so also he granted the Son to have life."  

exein (ecw) pres. inf. "to have" - TO HAVE [LIFE]. Introducing an object clause 
/ dependent statement of cause expressing what the Father granted, namely the 
authority to dispense the eternal divine creative and sustaining life (we would 
have expected an articular infinitive here cf., Wallace 602, Jn.5:26). Is John 
saying that the Father also imparts life itself to the Son? It is clear that the living 
God is life himself, eternally so and that Jesus is "the living one", Rev.1:18. Jesus 
certainly did not receive this divine life at the incarnation since he, the Word, 
already possessed the creative and sustaining life of God at the time of creation; 
"in the beginning." The best we can say is that God the Father eternally imparts 
divine life to the Son and such grounds his authority to give life; Ref., systematic 
theology, "The eternal generation of the Son."  

en + dat. "in [himself]" - Local, expressing space / metaphorical.  
   
v27 

Along with the authority to bless, Jesus has the authority to curse, to 
condemn the unrepentant sinner, and this "because he is the one who is foretold 
in the prophecy of Dan 7:13f.. where all authority, dominion and kingship are 
given to the one like unto a son of man", Richardson.  
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autw/ dat. pro. "[he has given] him" - [HE GAVE AUTHORITY] TO HIM. Dative 
of indirect object.  

poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "to [judge]" - TO DO, MAKE [JUDGMENT]. The 
infinitive is epexegetic, specifying the authority which was given to Jesus, 
namely, to "do judgment" = "execute judgment", Barclay. The "judgment" is 
condemnatory judgment, not the act of passing judgment / determining either 
innocence or guilt.  

oJti "because" - Serving to introduce a causal clause, as NIV.  
uioV anqrwpou (oV) "The Son of Man" - [HE IS] SON OF MAN. Predicate 

nominative. The genitive "of Man" is adjectival, relational. The lack of an article 
for "Son" is unexpected, although a predicate nominative, placed before a 
copulative verb, is often anarthrous (without an article). Barrett suggests that in 
this context it is unnecessary given that Jesus' messianic status here is beyond 
question. There is the possibility of a direct reference to Daniel 7:13, the one who 
is like "a Son of Man." It is very unlikely that the sense "a son of man", as in "a 
human"", is intended. See 1:51.  
   
v28 

The logic of the argument at this point is controlled by some tricky Greek. 
The most likely sense is that given that Jesus has received the authority to bless / 
give life and curse / condemn because he is the Son of Man, we should not be 
amazed at this (touto taken as cataphoric, referring forward), namely that (oJti 
taken as epexegetic) in the last day he is also "the voice that calls the dead to life 
....... all who are in the graves and who on hearing it (the voice) will rise - those 
who have done good (put their faith in Christ???) to the resurrection of life and 
those who have done evil (rejected Christ???) to the resurrection of judgment", 
Ridderbos.  

mh qaumazet (qaumazw) pres. imp. "do not be amazed at" - DO NOT 
MARVEL, WONDER, BE AMAZED, SURPRISED, ASTONISHED. The imperative is 
surely intended, so most translations, but Brown notes that it could be a negative 
question, "You are not surprised at this are you?" cf., BDF #427[2].  

touto pro. "this" - [DO NOT MARVEL AT] THIS. Sometimes taken as anaphoric 
here, ie., referring back to v26 and 27, namely, Jesus' authority as the Son of Man 
to apply the blessing of life and the curse of condemnation. Yet, it is probably 
cataphoric, ie., referring forward, such that the amazing thing is Jesus' part in the 
resurrection of the dead in the last day - his summons to either life or 
condemnation.  

oJti "for [a time is coming]" - BECAUSE [AN HOUR IS COMING]. The 
conjunction is often taken here to introduce a causal clause explaining why we 
should not be amazed, "because", yet it is probably epexegetic, specifying "this"; 
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"don't be surprised at this namely that ..........." "You are not surprised, are you, / 
Don't be surprised that the dead and buried rise at the command of the Son of 
Man."  

en + dat. "when" - IN [WHICH]. Temporal use of the preposition, as NIV; "a 
time is coming when all those who are dead and buried will hear his voice and 
out they will come", Phillips.  

oiJ "[all] who are [in their graves]" - [ALL] THE ONES [IN THE GRAVE]. The 
article serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase "in the graves" 
into substantive limited by the adjective panteV, "all".  

thV fwnhV (h) gen. "[will hear his] voice" - [WILL HEAR] THE VOICE [OF HIM 
(v29) aND COME OUT]. Genitive of direct object after the verb "to hear." "All the 
dead will hear his voice and come out of their graves", TEV.  
   
v29 

Jesus is speaking here of the general resurrection of all humanity, living and 
dead, in the last day - believers and unbelievers. Of course, this is a matter of 
contention; It is widely held that unbelievers do not rise from the dead.  
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 oiJ ... poihsanteV (poiew) aor. part. "those who have done [what is good]" 
- THE ONES HAVING DONE [THE GOOD]. The participle, as with "the ones having 
practised [evil]", serves as a substantive. What is "the good things / works"? 
Ridderbos suggests that "the good" is belief in Christ; so also Carson and 
Beasley-Murray, "the works of good and evil .... flow from the acceptance or 
rejection of the word of the Redeemer-Revealer". Most commentators steer clear 
of justification by works, but do tend to argue that works serve as "the test of the 
faith they profess", Morris, eg., Pfitzner: "the genuineness of faith will be 
assessed and verified by the kind of life one has led" (I'm gone!). Brown argues 
that, particularly in John's gospel, works and faith are "complementary" in 
determining reward and punishment (really!). The problem we face here is caused 
by importing a false antithesis between faith and works. Works are but the fruit 
of faith. A person who hears / believes the word, who come to the light, is 
enlightened, changed. Yet, the deeds reflected by that change are not counted 
because in themselves they remain filthy rages - they never pass the pub test; they 
are always compromised. The only deeds that are counted on the day of judgment 
are Christ's deeds. This is why, on that terrible Day when the Ancient of Days 
asks "Who are you", the only answer to give is "I'm with Him!" This seems to be 
the point made in 3:21 - the person who adheres to the truth in Christ willingly 
comes before the brilliance of God in order that their life may be seen, not on the 
basis of what they have done, but on the basis of what God has done in them and 
for them in Christ, as an act of divine grace. So, what is "the good"? "This is the 
work of God: to believe in the one who sent me", 6:29.



eiV + acc. "[will rise]" - INTO [A RESURRECTION, RISING]. Here the 
preposition expresses goal / end-view, "destined for; "those who do good are 
destined for a resurrection of life." The clause is somewhat cumbersome and can 
be treated verbally, given that the noun "resurrection" is verbal; "Everyone who 
has done good things will rise to life", CEV.  

          
       

         
          

          
      

 
         

          
            

       
             

    
       

      
       

         
    

          
           

 
   
v30 

Concluding the subject of Christ's role in blessing / bestowing life and justly 
cursing / condemning on the day ("hour") that is coming and now is, v25-29, we 
are pointed back to the proposition of the amhn amhn saying, v19, namely that 
Jesus' actions are in concord with the Father - "The Son is the reliable executor 
of God the Father's will", Harris. "I seek not my own will but the will of him who 
sent me", ESV.  

ap (apo) + gen. "by [myself]" - [I AM NOT ABLE TO DO ANYTHING] FROM 
[MYSELF]. Expressing source / origin, but possibly standing in for uJpo to express 
agency (rare), as NIV.  

poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "[I can] do [nothing]" - TO DO. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be able."  
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 krisewV (iV ewV) gen. "to be condemned" - [BUT THE ONES THE EVIL 
THINGS HAVING PRACTISED TO A RESURRECTION] OF JUDGMENT. The genitive 
as for zwhV above. Barrett has a left-of-field take on the judging of the "good" 
and "evil" on the day of resurrection. He argues that judgment is indeed based on 
works, but given that believers don't face judgment, Jesus' words here do not 
apply to believers - I like Carson's comment here; "This will not do." There is 
some confusion here over the word krisewV, "judgment". As in English it is 
problematic because it can refer to the imposition of guilt and punishment, but 
also the judicial process of determining innocence or guilt. All humans face 
"judgment" (a day of judicial assessment) for either blessing or cursing, but 
believers avoid the cursing / "judgment" (condemnatory judgment) because they 
have a Get Out of Jail Free pass held on their behalf by Jesus. The NIV decides 
the use for us here by the choice of the word "condemned", ie., condemnatory 
judgment is intended.

 zwhV (h) gen. "to live" - OF LIFE. The genitive is adjectival, descriptive, 
idiomatic, limiting the noun "resurrection, rising", "a resurrection which results 
in life." So also krisewV, "a resurrection which results in condemnatory 
judgment." The genitive here is often classified as adverbial, result, see BDF 
#166, possibly purpose - Kostenberger thinks both purpose and result is being 
expressed, cf., Wallace p101. "To participate in a resurrection that issues in life / 
that issues in condemnation", Harris.



kaqwV "[I judge only] as [I hear, and my judgment is just]" - AS [I HEAR I 
JUDGE AND THE JUDGMENT OF ME IS JUST]. Comparative, introducing a 
comparative clause; Jesus' "judgement" is in accord with what he hears from the 
Father. The immediate context implies the condemnatory judgment of "those who 
have done evil", but as NIV, the word krisiV, "judgment", may here be referring 
to the judicial declaration of innocence or guilt; "My verdict is just", Harris, so 
also Ridderbos, "acquittal and judgment (condemnation)." "As I hear from God, 
so I judge", Barclay.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Serving to introduce a causal clause explaining why 
Jesus' "judgment" (see krisiV above) is just.  

ou ...... alla "[I seek] not [........] but .." - [I DO] NOT [SEEK THE WILL OF 
ME] BUT [THE WILL OF THE ONE HAVING SENT ME]. Counterpoint construction; 
"not this but that."  

tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "him who sent [me]" - THE ONE 
HAVING SENT. The participle serves as a substantive with the genitive being 
adjectival, possessive or subjective.  
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5:31-47 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
3. Jesus the giver of life, 5:1-47 
iii] The evidence of Jesus' authority 
Synopsis  

In the second part of the discourse on the authority of the Son of God, Jesus 
calls on three major witness to support the claim of his integral union with God 
the Father, and then goes on to explain why his fellow Jews find it so difficult to 
accept this claim.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' messianic credentials do not just rest on his own testimony, but even 
so, it is hard for faith to take root in a law-bound mind.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-18.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse, Part II; The evidence of Jesus' authority:  
Introduction - A false supposition, v31;  
Three witness that support Jesus' claim to messianic authority, v32-40: 

John the Baptist, v32-35; 
The signs, v36-37a; 
The scriptures, v37b-40. 

The cause of Israel's unbelief, v41-47. 
Vanity, v41-44; 
Nomism, v45-47.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Jesus begins the second part of the discourse with a false supposition 
which reflects on the dialogue he has just had with the religious authorities. 
Jesus makes many claims for himself, and as we know, they are true. Yet, 
from the perspective of the religious authorities, these outrageous claims 
come from but one man. Why should they believe that they are true? So, 
Jesus addresses their false assumption by providing three witnesses to his 
messianic authority, and then goes on to explain why Israel finds it so 
difficult to accept his authority as God's messiah.  

The testimony of Jesus alone is enough, but that "you may be saved" 
Jesus provides three other witnesses to his authority. The first witness is 
John the Baptist, a witness who had wide acceptance throughout Israel, 
including many from the religious establishment - "you chose for a time to 
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enjoy his light." The second witness, a witness "weightier than that of 
John", is "the works that I am doing" - the signs and wonders. The third 
witness is that of scripture itself, of Jesus' fulfillment of prophecy. As Jesus 
will go on to explain, religious Israel has used the scriptures as if they 
provide, through the Law, a systematic means of realizing the promised 
blessings of the covenant, and yet the function of the law is to bear witness 
to the Christ, who by his own obedience / faithfulness will realize the 
promised blessings of the covenant and freely share them as a gift of grace 
through faith (the faith of Abraham, not the Law of Moses).  

Jesus goes on to address the stumbling-blocks which prompt Israel's 
failure to accept his authority. The first stumbling-block to faith is the 
human tendency to crave the honour of others rather than God, v41-44. We 
know well today how powerful this motivator is - there are no accolades to 
be found affirming Biblical ethics in today's politically correct world. The 
second stumbling-block to faith is the failure of the religious to properly 
address the teachings of scripture, primarily the Law of Moses, v45-47. 
Both stumbling-blocks are likely to reflect the nomistic approach to the 
Law adopted by second-temple Judaism. As an act of divine grace God 
may have gathered to himself the people Israel, but it was believed that 
only through law-obedience could his people fully appropriate the 
promised blessings of the covenant. This focus on law, rather than grace, 
enhances the heresy of nomism (sanctification by obedience), with its 
consequent focus on gnat / insect law (easily complied with, eg., Sabbath 
regulations), while ignoring the weightier matters of the law (beyond 
compliance - justice, love, ....). With such a world-view, the religious tend 
to honour those with the longest tassel while remaining blind to the grace 
of God revealed in the scriptures. Their human-cantered world cannot abide 
a messiah who fulfills the law by transcending its requirements with love.  

For John, the discourse is not a condemnation of Israel, but a further 
attempt to shift his fellow religious Jews from a world-view bound by law 
rather than grace, and in doing so, open them to the possibility that Jesus is 
Israel's messiah.  
   

Text - 5:31 
The evidence for Jesus' authority: i] Witnesses to the claims of the Divine 

Son, v31-40. Jesus opens with a false supposition, namely, that his testimony is 
not true because the truth of a matter cannot rest on the evidence of a single 
witness, in this case Jesus himself. Jesus will go on to explain that he is not the 
only witness to his messianic authority.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case, …… then ….. The classification of 
this conditional clause is somewhat fraught. At face value it presents as a 3rd. 
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class conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true, so Harris. Wallace classifies it as a 5th. class conditional clause 
which expresses a supposition, p470-1. Three possible approaches are worth 
considering:  

           
        
           

            
        

            
 

        
      

             
     

Another interpretation worth considering is as follows: "If I alone 
(apart from the Father) bear witness about myself, my testimony is not 
true", ESV: "It is impossible for Jesus, who acts only in conjunction with 
the Father, to pose as an independent, self-authenticating authority", 
Barrett; "If the burden of evidence to support the tremendous claims he has 
been making exclusively depends on his own self-attestation, his witness 
must be false. .... He says and does only what the Father wants him to say 
and do. His witness is therefore not simply his own witness; it is the witness 
of the Father", Carson.  

Brown's take is worth noting, so also Ridderbos, ....: "If I am my own 
witness, my testimony cannot be verified." Jesus' words reflect a basic 
principle of law - one witness cannot, by themselves, be taken to determine 
the truth of a matter, eg., in criminal matters, Deut.17:6, 19:15, Num.35:30, 
Heb.10:28.  

egw pro. "I" - Emphatic by use and position; Possibly, "I alone (and in 
fellowship with no other)", Westcott, but note arguments above.  

peri + gen. "about [myself]" - ABOUT [MYSELF], THE WITNESS OF ME IS NOT 
TRUE]. Expressing reference / respect, "concerning, about myself", but possibly 
advantage / representation (used instead of uJper); "on behalf of", so Cassirer.  
   
32 

a) The first supportive witness - John the Baptist, v32-35. There is some 
debate over whether this verse should be taken with v31, or v33. If it is taken with 
v31 then the implication is that the alloV, "the other", is the Father. This would 
support the second of the interpretations provided for the conditional clause in 
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 What we have here is an invalid conditional proposition / supposition, 
ie., an ad hominem argument, so Lindars; "if, as may be the case [I testify 
about myself] then it may be argued that [the testimony of me is not true, 
but as it turns out there is another who testifies about me]." As we know, 
Jesus does testify to himself, and his testimony is true, 8:14. His 
opponents may like to suggest that Jesus' personal testimony is worthless 
and likely untrue (Mishnah re a marriage dispute: "None may be believed 
when he testifies to himself", Ketuboth 8:17), but this is not the case for 
Jesus, a fact that can be verified by other supportive witnesses. "I testify 
about myself and I know that you suggest that my testimony is not valid, 
but there is another who testifies in my favour ....."



v31, ie., the argument put by Barrett and Carson - v34 and v37 add some weight 
to this option and is the view held by most modern commentators. If taken with 
v33 then "the other" is the Baptist, so Chrysostom, Cyprian. Schnackenburg 
argues that Jesus is not summoning three witnesses, but only one, God the Father, 
a testimony exercised through the Baptist, through signs and through the 
scriptures, cf., Beasley-Murray, ...  

alloV adj. "[there is] another" - Predicate adjective. The use of this 
adjective, rather than eJteroV, "another of a different kind", is taken by some to 
underline the sense "another of the same kind" = a divine kind = the Father. 
"There is someone else who speaks for me, and I know what he says is true", 
CEV.  

oJ marturwn (marturew) pres. part. "who testifies" - THE ONE TESTIFYING. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantive adjective "the 
other" The present tense, being durative, may indicate ongoing testimony.  

peri + gen. "in [my] favour" - ABOUT [ME]. Normally expressing reference 
/ respect, "concerning, about", but here the NIV opts for advantage, "on behalf 
of." In the second clause the NIV reverts to "about".  

oJti "that" - [AND I KNOW] THAT [THE TESTIMONY WHICH HE TESTIFIES 
ABOUT ME IS TRUE]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what Jesus knows.  
   
v33 

If "the Jews" (oi Ioudaioi = Israel's religious establishment. Primarily the 
Jewish religious authorities, but also including the priestly class, Levites, 
Pharisees, rabbis, ...) need supportive testimony of Jesus' authority they have it in 
John the Baptist.  

uJmeiV "you" - YOU. Emphatic by position and use, so "you yourselves." "You 
sent messengers to John", CEV.  

apostalkate (apostellw) perf. "have sent" - HAVE SENT. Referring to the 
officials sent from Jerusalem with the task of reporting on the Baptist's preaching, 
1:19. The perfect tense of "have sent", as also "has testified", expresses action in 
the past with ongoing consequences, here more related to an ongoing relevance 
rather than a state. The Jewish authorities inquired of the Baptist regarding Jesus, 
and they still possess the Baptist's testimony / witness, which testimony continues 
to evidence the truth about Jesus - "the testimony still has value", Brown. "You 
yourselves have a witness to my person, and the truth of that testimony still 
stands."  

proV + acc. "to [John]" - TOWARD [JOHN]. Spatial, expressing movement 
toward.  
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th/ alhqeia/ (a) dat. "the truth" - [AND HE HAS TESTIFIED TO] THE TRUTH. 
Dative of direct object after the verb "to bear witness to" / dative of the thing 
testified to; "born witness to the truth", possibly "for the truth." The "truth" being 
the truth that Jesus is the Son of God / Son of Man, cf., Barrett; "Lamb of God, 
Spirit-anointed Son of God", Carson. Cf., 1:7.  
   
v34 

Since the Son of God is about the Father's business, Jesus needs no 
supportive witness to his authority, but for the sake of the eternal standing of his 
audience, he is willing to provide it. "Not that I rely on human testimony, but I 
remind you of it for your own salvation", REB. As already noted, some 
commentators are uneasy with the notion that Jesus would give any weight to 
supportive testimony other than that of the Father - Jesus would not accept the 
testimony of men because that would mean "there is a commensurable 
relationship between human and divine standards", Bultmann.  

de "-" - BUT/AND [I DO NOT RECEIVE THE TESTIMONY FROM MEN]. 
Transitional; indicating a logical step in the discourse, here as a qualification 
(Brown suggests a parenthesis; Morris, "a little aside"); "Mind you, not that I 
need corroborating testimony from a mere mortal."  

egw "I" - Emphatic by position and use.  
para + gen. "-" - FROM. Expressing agency, "by", or source, "from".  
alla "but [I mention it]" - BUT [THESE THINGS I SAY]. Strong adversative 

standing in a counterpoint construction, ou ....alla, "not ..... but ...." "But I 
mention this ......" The touta, "these things", = "John's testimony."  

iJna + subj. "THAT [YOU MAY BE SAVED]" - Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that you may attain salvation."  
   
v35 

The Baptist was not the light, but he was a spot-light on the light which was 
coming into the world - possible ref. to Elijah whose words "burned like a torch", 
Ecclesiasticus 48:1. The religious authorities accepted that he was a prophet (cf., 
Mk.11:32), but ultimately rejected his witness to Christ; for them it was a 
"passing enthusiasm", Brown.  

ekeinoV pro. "John [was a lamp]" - THAT ONE [WAS THE LAMP]. 
Demonstrative pronoun, emphatic, nominative subject of the verb to-be, 
backward referencing to "John". Harris argues that that lucnoV, "lamp", takes the 
article oJ to indicate that it is a specific lamp, "the well-known lamp / the only 
lamp that really merits this description."  

o kaiomenoV (kaiw) pres. mid./pas. part. "that burned" - THE ONE BURNING 
/ KINDLED [AND SHINING]. As with "shining", the participle is adjectival, 
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attributive, limiting "the lamp." If the passive is read, then "kindled, set aflame" 
is more likely the sense than "burning"; "John's light is derived from a higher 
source", Barrett.  

hqelhsate (qelw) aor. "[you] chose" - [BUT YOU] WILLED. The aorist 
probably reflects the idea of a momentary willing further expressed in the 
prepositional phrase "for an hour" = "for a while." "You preferred the brief 
religious excitement of John's ministry to faith in him whom God sent", Barrett. 
The use of the pronoun uJmeiV, "you", is emphatic.  

proV + acc. "for [a time]" - TOWARD [AN HOUR]. Temporal use of the 
preposition. "For a while they had been pleased to let themselves be mesmerized 
by the power with which John announced the arrival of the new dawn for Israel. 
But in their fickleness they had soon turned away from him", Ridderbos.  

agalliaqhnai (agalliaw) aor. pas. inf. "to enjoy" - [BUT/AND YOU 
WILLED] TO EXALT, REJOICE [FOR A TIME]. The infinitive introduces an object 
clause / dependent statement of cause expressing what they willed / chose to do; 
"you (who investigated John's credentials in the first place) were willing to 
rejoice in his light", Barclay.  

en + dat. "-" - IN. local, space, metaphorical, although Novakovic suggests 
cause.  

autou gen. pro. "his [light]" - [THE LIGHT] OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, "his light", as NIV, but possibly verbal, subjective / idiomatic, "the 
light which he shed."  
  
v36 

b) the second supportive witness - the signs, v36-37a. In contrast to the 
testimony of the Baptist, there is another testimony which outshines it, namely 
the miraculous works of Jesus. These signs are witness enough to certify Jesus' 
divine authority. They serve this end because they are a product of the Father's 
abiding in Christ and are thus of a wondrous order well beyond the ability of any 
man, cf., 15:24.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a logical step in the discourse.  
egw pro. "I [have]" - Emphatic by position and use.  
tou Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "of John" - [A TESTIMONY / WITNESS GREATER] 

OF THE witness  OF JOHN. An elliptical construction such that the genitive "of the 
witness" is ablative, of comparison, "greater than the witness = the testimony that 
John gave for me", and the genitive "of John" is adjectival, either possessive, or 
verbal, "evidenced by John." "I can produce greater evidence in support of my 
claims than the evidence of John", Barclay.  

gar "for" - Probably serving to introduce a causal clause explaining why 
Jesus' testimony is weightier than that of John's, namely "because" Jesus' 
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testimony consists of "works" / signs which the Father has given him to 
accomplish. Possibly just emphatic; "Indeed, the works that the Father has given 
me ..."  

moi dat. pro. "[has given] me" - [THE WORKS WHICH THE FATHER HAS 
GIVEN] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  

iJna + subj. "to finish" - THAT [I MAY COMPLETE / FULFILL THEM]. Here 
introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that ...", or a consecutive 
clause expressing result, "with the result that ...."  

auta pro. "the very [works]" - THEM = THESE [THE WORKS WHICH I DO]. 
Here resumptive, introducing a parenthetical statement, as NIV.  

peri + gen. "-" - [THEY TESTIFY] ABOUT [ME]. Expressing reference / respect; 
"about, concerning." As is common practice, a singular verb follows a neuter 
plural subject so "it testifies" = "they (the works) testify."  

oJti "that [the Father has sent me]" - Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what the works / signs testify, 
namely that the Father has sent Jesus.  
   
v37a  

kai "and" - Here coordinate with a consecutive edge, ie., drawing a logical 
conclusion from v36; "and so ......", cf., BDF 442[2], BDAG 95. "This is how the 
Father who sent me has given his own personal testimony to me", ie., the Father 
has given his testimony through the signs which Jesus performs. This seems to 
be the intent of v37a, although Kostenberger, Beasley-Murray, ..., link this clause 
with the following verses - the Father's revelation in scripture. The Father's 
revelation at Jesus' baptism is suggested by Bruce. Carson, as with Lightfoot, 
suggests that the statement is a "general reference to all the Father's revealing 
work"; "the entire revelation of the Father from the beginning", Morris, so also 
Klink.  

pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "[the Father] who sent [me]" - [AND THE 
FATHER] HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the 
Father."  

ekeinoV pro. "-" - THAT one [HAS TESTIFIED]. The demonstrative pronoun, 
nominative subject of the verb "to bear witness to", is anaphoric, referring back 
to "the Father."  

peri + gen. "concerning [me]" - ABOUT [ME]. Expressing reference / respect, 
"about, concerning", but possibly advantage / representation, "on behalf of me."  
 

v37b 
c) The third supportive witness - the Scriptures, v37b-40. The scriptures 

contain the testimony of the Father concerning Jesus. Hearing and seeing God 
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may be impossible, but humanity does have a revelation from him, a revelation 
Israel has constantly ignored.  

oute ...... oute "neither ..... nor" - NEITHER [THE VOICE OF HIM HAVE YOU 
EVER HEARD] NOR [the VISAGE OF HIM HAVE YOU SEEN]. A negated comparative 
construction. "Visage" means "visible form / outward appearance." "Now, you 
have never at any time heard the voice of God the Father, nor seen his outward 
appearance."  
   
v38 

kai "nor" - AND [YOU DO NOT HAVE THE WORD OF HIM ABIDING IN YOU]. 
Coordinative, as NIV; "and nor have you taken to heart his revealed truths." 
Addressing the religious authorities, Jesus makes the point that not only have they 
never heard the voice of God, nor seen his visage, but they have never really 
assimilated the Father's revelation, ton logon autou, "the word of him" - that 
"word" is not en, "in", them, indwelling in them, menonta, "abiding", in them. If 
Jesus' opponents had truly accepted the revealed word of God they would have 
accepted / believed in Jesus, rather than reject him, so Kostenberger, Ridderbos.  

menonta (menw) "dwell [in you]" - ABIDING, REMAINING, CONTINUING. The 
participle serves as an object complement standing in a double accusative 
constructon, asserting a fact about the direct object "the word."  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
religious authorities have not assimilated God's revealed truths in the scriptures, 
truths which testify to Christ, "because" they have not put their faith / trust in 
Jesus.  

ekeinoV pro. "-" - [THE ONE WHOM SENT] THAT ONE. Likely to be an emphatic 
use of the demonstrative pronoun, here in a positive sense.  

toutw/ pro. "[you do not believe] the one [he sent]" - [YOU DO NOT BELIEVE] 
THIS ONE = HIM. The demonstrative pronoun serves as a dative of direct object 
after the verb "to believe." Anaphoric, referring back to "that one", the one sent 
by the Father; "because you refuse to believe him whom he sent", Barclay.  
   
v39 

A rabbi would study the scriptures (do their midrash) to learn the path of 
obedience for the maintenance of their covenant standing and thus their eternal 
salvation - "the more study of the law the more life", Hilleil (sanctification by 
obedience!). This may be the "study" referred to here, in which case the sense is 
"the function of the Old Testament is precisely the opposite to that which the 
Jews ascribe to it. So far from being complete and life-giving in itself, it points 
away from itself to Jesus, exactly as John the Baptist did", Barrett. Yet, on the 
other hand, it may be study focused on the coming messianic age when God's 
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messiah will act to realize his promised salvation of all Israel. It was for this 
reason that the gospels (particularly Matthew) went to great lengths to indicate 
the many prophetic OT texts fulfilled by Jesus. "You always have your heads in 
the Bible searching out the prophetic texts that point to the messianic age and the 
salvation of Israel, but you're as blind as bats. All these texts are about me! They 
point to me the life-giver, and yet you refuse to believe ("come") to me and 
receive life in all its fullness."  

eraunate (eraunaw) pres. "you study [the Scriptures]" - Best read as an 
indicative - stating a fact. The present tense, being durative, may indicate an 
ongoing examination; "you pore over the scriptures", Phillips. The presence of 
the article with "scriptures" may indicate particular passages of scripture, ie., 
messianic texts concerned with the salvation of Israel.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the religious 
authorities diligently study the scriptures, namely because they believe that in 
them lies the secret to life. Taken by some to stand in the place of a relative 
pronoun (Aramaic influence); "you search the scriptures which by them you think 
to have = find life", cf., Zerwick #424.  

ecwin (ecw) pres. inf. "[you think] that .... you have" - [YOU THINK] TO 
HAVE [IN THEM ETERNAL LIFE]. The infinitive introduces an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what they think they gain in the 
study of the scriptures; "you think that you have in them ....." The preposition en 
is probably instrumental, "you think that by the study of them you have = gain 
life (the eschatological life promised to Israel???)" - the position of the 
prepositional phrase "in them" is emphatic. Note that "eternal" is missing in some 
texts - it is a word likely to be added in transcription, rather than dropped.  

kai "-" - and. Somewhat adversative, "and yet these are the ones testifying 
...", or emphatic, "and indeed."  

ekeinai pro. "these [are the] very scriptures" - THOSE (the scriptures) [ARE]. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. This demonstrative pronoun is used for 
emphasis, as NIV; "it is these very scriptures which provide you with the 
evidence about me", Barclay.  

aiJ marturousai (marturew) pres. part. "that testify" - THE ONES 
TESTIFYING. The participle serves as a substantive, predicate nominative of the 
verb to-be. Novakovic aptly reminds us that without an article the participle 
would form a periphrasis with the verb to-be.  

peri + gen. "about [me]" - Expressing reference / respect, as NIV, but 
possibly advantage / representation, "on my behalf", Cassirer.  
   
v40 

kai "yet" - and. Again, with an adversative sense, as NIV.  
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elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[you refuse] to come" - [YOU DO NOT WILL] TO 
COME [TO ME]. This infinitive is usually classified as complementary, completing 
the sense of the verb "to will"; "you are not willing to receive from me the life 
you say you want", Peterson.  

iJna + subj. "to [have life]" - THAT [YOU MAY HAVE LIFE]. Introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose; "in order that / so that you may have life."  
   
v41 

ii] The cause of Israel's unbelief, v41-47. a) Vanity, v41-44. Israel's Bible 
students are unable to recognize Jesus as Israel's messiah. John now tells us why. 
The heart of their problem lies in their failure to possess the love of God, their 
failure to take to themselves the merciful forgiving loving grace of God freely 
showered on unworthy sinners. Instead of seeking divine grace, they seek the 
commendation of others. These students of the Bible are more motivated by self-
love than divine-love, they are motivated by the quest for personal honours. So, 
they are well able to "appreciate self-assertion, but not the obedience and self-
denial of Jesus", Fenton, v43. "How can you ever come to believe in Jesus as 
messiah when you spend all your time seeking the approval of others, rather than 
the approval that comes from God alone?", v44.  

dixan (a) "glory" - [I DO NOT RECEIVE] GLORY. As Morris notes, this word 
has numerous meanings. Here the sense seems to be "approval, esteem, praise, 
commendation, recognition." "Your approval means nothing to me", NLT.  

para "from" - FROM [MEN]. Expressing agency, "by", or source, "from". 
Jesus opens the argument with the statement that he is not swayed by the 
recognition / commendation of others. By pointing to his own behaviour Jesus 
will expose the behaviour of the Jewish elite. "Men's approval or disapproval 
means nothing to me", Phillips.  
   
v42  

alla "but" - BUT [I HAVE KNOWN YOU from long experience that you do 
accept glory from people]. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction / 
argument although somewhat elliptical; "I don't accept the praise of people, but I 
know that you do." Note that the verb "to know" is perfect, "I have come to know 
and still know", Harris / Robertson.  

oJti "I know that" - Best taken as introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception, following an assumed verb "to know", expressing what 
Jesus knows, as NIV. If we accept the Gk. word order then uJmaV, "you", is the 
direct object of egnwka, "have known", rather than the object clause introduced 
by oJti. So, as NIV, rather than the ESV "but I know that you do not have the love 
of God."  
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en + dat. "in [your hearts]" - IN [YOURSELVES]. Local, space, metaphorical. 

   
v43  

egw pro. "I [have come]" - Emphatic by position and use.  
en + dat. "in" - IN [THE NAME OF THE FATHER OF ME AND YOU DO NOT 

RECEIVE ME]. Spatial, metaphorical / accompaniment, although Novakovic 
suggests instrumental, expressing agency / means. "The name" represents the 
person, a name which carries with it the authority of that person. So, to "come in 
the name" of someone is to come under / with their authority; "I came with the 
authority of my Father, and you either dismiss me or avoid me", Peterson.  

kai "and" - Probably slightly adversative here; "and yet."  
         

       
   

  
   
v44  

pwV "how" - Interrogative particle.  
pisteusai (pisteuw) aor. inf. "[can you] believe" - [ARE YOU ABLE] TO 

BELIEVE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to 
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 to qeou (oV) gen. "[the love] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, verbal, 
objective or subjective. This statement serves as the classic example of the 
enigma caused by the verbal genitive. Here the majority of commentators opt for 
an objective genitive, namely, that the "Jews" are so self-absorbed that they do 
not reach out in love toward God; "you do not have, in yourselves, love for God", 
so Barrett, Morris, Kostenberger, Carson, Lindars, contra Brown. It is actually 
hard to imagine that this would be the case, that their whole religious life is a 
sham! As a rule of thumb, the objective genitive should be a second choice 
where possible, so we are best to take this adjectival genitive as subjective / 
idiomatic; "the love which God freely bestows on us." The love is God's love, 
his gracious all-forgiving mercy and kindness, a love which is active in that God 
generously pours it out on even his most unworthy subjects. Had these "Jews" 
opened themselves to the grace of God instead of burying themselves in law-
obedience, had their inner beings been washed with God's enlivening love, then 
they would have accepted Christ with open arms. As it now stands, they glory in 
the commendation / approval of one another rather than the commendation / 
approval of God. "The Jews addressed by Jesus have neither the word of God in 
them (v38), nor the life of God (in them) (v40), nor the love of God (in them)", 
Beasley- Murray.

 ean + subj. "but if" - IF, as may be the case, [ANOTHER COMES IN HIS OWN 
NAME, then THAT ONE YOU WILL RECEIVE, ACCEPT]. Introducing a 3rd. class 
conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming 
true. Again, the demonstrative pronoun ekeinon, "that one", is emphatic.



be able." Note the pronoun uJmeiV, "you", is emphatic by use; "people like you", 
Harris.  

lambanonteV (lambanw) pres. part. "since you accept" - RECEIVING [THE 
GLORY = APPROVAL) FROM ONE ANOTHER]. The participle is adverbial, but its 
modifying function is not clear. The NIV opts for conditional, "how can you 
believe if you accept praise from one another", but NIV11 changes it to causal, 
"since you accept." Berkeley, Barclay, ESV, ... take it as temporal, "how can you 
believe when you welcome the praise of others." To the 1st. century reader a 
mixture of all may be in mind. "How on earth can you believe while you are 
forever looking for each other's approval and not for the glory (= approval???) 
that comes from the one God", Phillips.  

thn "[the glory] that [come from the only God" - [AND YOU DO NOT SEEK 
THE GLORY] THE [FROM BESIDE THE ONLY GOD]. The article serves as an 
adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "from beside the only God" into an 
attributive modifier limiting the noun "glory"; "the glory = approval which is 
from beside = that comes from the only God."  
   
v45 

b) Nomism, v45-50. The second cause for Israel's inability to recognize Jesus 
as God's messiah relates to their nomism (attention to law-obedience in order to 
constrain sin and progress righteousness / holiness for the full appropriation of 
God's promised covenant blessings - the heresy of sanctification by obedience). 
Jesus states that Moses "wrote about me", but "you do not believe what he wrote", 
therefore "how are you going to believe what I say?" There is not much in the 
five books of Moses that directly point to Christ; see Gen.3:15, 49:10, 
Num.24:17. The one element above all others that points to Christ is the Sinai 
Law - the Law of Moses. As Paul made clear in his letter to the Galatians, the 
purpose of the law is "to lead us to Christ", 3:24. The law serves to force the 
sinner to recognize their sinfulness and thus, their need for a saviour, someone to 
rest on with a faith like Abraham's. The sinner easily recognizes that Jesus fits 
the bill. Yet, the "Jews", these devoted students of the Bible, had come to see the 
law as an end in itself and so, in their self-righteous state, were blind to Christ. 
Jesus will not need to judge them in the last day, the Law of Moses will judge 
them.  

oJti "[do not think]" - [DO NOT THINK, SUPPOSE] THAT. Introducing an 
object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what they should 
not think. The personal pronoun egw, "I", is emphatic by use. "Don't think that 
I'm the one who will lay charges against you before the Father."  
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uJmwn gen. pro. "[I will accuse] you" - [I WILL ACCUSE] YOU [TOWARD THE 
FATHER]. Genitive of direct object after the verb "to accuse", and again after the 
participle "the one accusing you."  

oJ kathgorwn (kathgorew) pres. part. "[your] accuser" - THE ONE 
ACCUSING [YOU IS MOSES]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb to-be; "your accuser is Moses." The present tense of the verb 
to-be may be futuristic; "on the day of judgment you accuser will be Moses."  

eiV "on [whom]" - INTO [WHOM YOU HAVE HOPED]. The NIV has taken the 
preposition here as standing in for epi, "on, upon." Possibly used here to express 
the object of "hope", goal, end-view. Yet eiV is also used to replace en, "in", so: 
"Moses is your accuser, Moses in whom you place your trust", Barclay. Moses is 
the advocate and defender of Israel (cf., Exod.32:30-32), but "Moses" is probably 
being used in the sense of the one who gives the law = "the Law of Moses." The 
"Jews" think that their attention to the law will serve them well on the day of 
Judgment, but in fact, it will be their accuser, "for all have sinned and fallen short 
of the glory of God."  
   
v46 

gar "-" - for. Introducing a causal clause explaining why their accuser will 
be Moses, "because" they didn't believe what Moses "wrote about me."  

ei + ind. an + imperf. ind. "If" - IF, as is not the case, [YOU WERE BELIEVING 
MOSES] then [YOU WOULD HAVE BELIEVED ME]. Introducing a conditional clause, 
2nd. class, where the proposed condition is contrary to fact; "If you had believed 
Moses, although sadly you have not believed him, then you would have believed 
me."  

Mwusei (hV ewV) dat. "Moses" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to 
believe in."  

emoi dat. pro. "[you would have believed] me" - Dative of direct object after 
the verb "to believe in." Note that emoi is more emphatic that moi.  
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 gar "for" - Here introducing a causal clause explaining why the "Jews" 
would have believed in Jesus if they had believed what Moses wrote, namely, 
"because" Moses' writings point to Christ; "believed" in the sense of accepted, 
received. As noted above, Moses' writings referred to here are most likely the 
Sinai law, the Law of Moses. These Bible scholars ignored the intent of the law 
(to expose sin), choosing the pathway of law-obedience rather than the pathway 
set by Abraham, namely faith in the mercy of God, and so they were unable to 
recognize God's gracious intent in Christ. They saw the law as an end in 
itself, busying themselves with gnat law while ignoring the "weightier matters 
of the law" (law that is beyond doing).



ekeinoV pro. "he" - THAT. The use of the demonstrative pronoun here is 
probably emphatic, although John does often use a demonstrative pronoun for a 
personal pronoun.  

peri + gen. "about [me]" - [WROTE] ABOUT [ME]. Expressing reference / 
respect, as NIV, but possibly advantage / representation, "on behalf of me."  
   
v47 

de "but" - but/and. Usually handled as an adversative here, although it is 
really transitional, indicating a step in the logic of the argument; what is not the 
case, v46, what is the case, v47.  

ei + ind. "since [you do not believe]" - IF, as is the case, [YOU DO NOT 
BELIEVE] then [HOW WILL YOU BELIEVE MY WORDS]? Introducing a conditional 
clause 1st. class, where the proposed condition is assumed to be true. Given de 
and the fact that "if" in English expresses doubt, the NIV has chosen to express 
the condition as a causal clause, as TEV, so dispelling all doubt.  

grammasin (a atoV) dat. "what [he] wrote" - THE WRITINGS. Dative of 
direct object after the verb "to believe in."  

           
       
        

pwV "how" - HOW [WILL YOU BELIEVE]. interrogative particle.  
rJhmasin (a atoV) dat. "what [I wrote]" - [MY] WORDS, THINGS. Dative of 

direct object after the verb "to believe." Probably "sayings" = teachings, rather 
than "things" = deeds, signs and wonders.  
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 ekeinou gen. pro. "he" - OF THAT ONE. Emphatic use of the demonstrative 
pronoun. The genitive is probably best viewed as adjectival, possessive, "Moses' 
writings", or descriptive, idiomatic / source, "the writings from Moses."



6:1-21 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71 
i] Jesus feeds the five thousand 
Synopsis  

The story of the feeding of the five thousand is a further sign by which Jesus 
reveals his glory and thus the true nature of his messiahship. Jesus is again in 
Galilee, shortly before the Passover. In the story, Jesus miraculously feeds a 
multitude who have followed him "because they saw the signs he had performed." 
The miracle prompts an enthusiastic response from the crowd with some wanting 
to "make him king by force." So, Jesus hurries the disciples away by boat, joining 
them later by walking to them on the lake. Of course, this rather amazing nature 
miracle leaves the disciples transfixed with fear.  
   
Teaching  

Like the God of Israel's wilderness wandering, Jesus feeds his people with 
the bread of life and carries them safely to a distant shore.  
   

  
      

             
       

         
             

      
      
     

A short narrative follows the miracles where the crowds search for Jesus, 
v22-25. Then follows the associated dialogue / discourse, a discourse which bears 
a strong relationship with the sign / miracle of the feeding of the five thousand. 
As Dodd has argued, the discourses in John's gospel serve as expositions of the 
gospel. In Jesus the Bread of Life, 6:1-71, the sign, serving as an attached 
illustration, pointedly introduces a discourse which answers to the desire of 
humankind for food that is eternal.  

See 6:22-33 for an overview of the discourse argument of chapter 6.  
   

ii] Structure: The feeding of the five thousand and Jesus walks on water:  
The feeding of the five thousand, v1-15: 

A1. Jesus meets the crowd at a mountain, v1-4; 
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Issues
 i] Context: See 2:13-25. Dodd treats the miracle of Jesus' feeding of the five 
thousand and its related discourse as the third episode in The Book of Signs, 
giving it the title The Bread of Life, 6:1-71. Following Lindars' arrangement 
of the gospel, these notes treat chapter 6 as the fourth episode in The Ministry of 
the Messiah. The status of the associated miracle / sign of Jesus walking on 
water is unclear. It may simply serve as an interlude, so Kostenberger, but 
more likely carries Mosaic / Exodus allusions associated with the manna / 
bread of the feeding of the five thousand.



B1. There is no food, v5-9; 
C. Jesus meets the need, v10-11; 

B2. There is an abundance of food, v12-13; 
A2. Jesus escapes the crowd up a mountain, v14-15. 

Jesus walks on the water, v16-21: 
The trouble faced by the disciples, v16-18; 
Jesus' appearance, v19-20; 
Homeward bound, v21.  

   
This nature miracle sits next to an itinerary narrative, v22-25. One tells the 

story of the disciples' and Jesus' journey to the other side of the lake, while the 
second tells the story of the crowd's journey to the other side of the lake. Both 
have a similar structure.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Both the feeding of the five thousand and Jesus walking on water, are 

similar to the narratives in the synoptic gospels, although with little verbal 
similarity. John separates the two narratives with the attempt by the crowd 
to make Jesus a king. This prompts Jesus to get away from the crowd, 
escaping up the mountain, while the disciples head off across the lake by 
boat. John gives some weight to the Sinai imagery evident in these 
narratives, with his main focus being the Passover - "The Jewish Passover 
Festival was near." Jesus is the prophet like unto Moses, even a king like 
David, but more particularly he is the bread of the Passover. Dodd thinks 
there are eucharistic overtones here; an issue long debated. Jesus is not 
going to be a Moses type who provides manna to his people, he is actually 
going to provide his very self, his very being, a sacrifice that will enliven 
his own, and this because he is the bread of life. Of course, in all this the 
disciples are blindsided, just as they were when Jesus came walking toward 
them on the lake. Some will even abandon Jesus, but those who stay with 
him will reach the far shore.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Numerous theories abound as to the source of these two miracle 

stories. For example, Barrett argues that John uses the synoptic record 
while Dodd argues that he uses an independent tradition. Of course, the 
matter is not settled and so we are still left with the possibility that each 
gospel writer knew of the account from their own oral or written source, 
shaping it to suit their own didactic purpose. When John's account is 
compared with the synoptic records, we can see clearly how he has 
underlined a number of "wilderness" images in his account of the feeding. 
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This comparison aids in an understanding of John's didactic purpose - Jesus 
is the bread of life. See Brown for a full discussion on the relationship 
between John's account and that of the synoptic gospels.  
   

v] Homiletics: Jesus the Bread of Life  
The gospel readings in the old 

English Payer Book use the story 
of the miraculous feeding twice in 
the Church Year. The gospels 
clearly underline the importance of 
this story, for each gospel records 
the story of the miraculous feeding 
followed by the storm on lake 
Galilee. So, the church is surely 
right in giving the story 
prominence.  

Identifying the significance of 
these two nature miracles is no 
easy business. The key to their 

meaning lies in John's allusions to the wilderness wanderings of the people 
of Israel, to the Exodus, and to the application of the feeding in the 
following discourse. Jesus fulfills the hopes of the second Exodus, not so 
much as a Moses figure, but as the divine incorporate messianic son. Jesus 
journeys through the wilderness, divinely sustained, and crosses safely 
over the sea to the distant shore. Those who identify with Jesus are 
similarly fed with spiritual food and arrive safe at that distant shore.  

As Jesus says of himself, "I am the bread of life which came down 
from heaven." The spiritual bread he gives is life eternal, and the distant 
shore is eternity. Israel was sustained in the wilderness with manna from 
heaven and was carried over the waters to a land flowing with milk and 
honey. Jesus has made this journey for us, and in him we have enough to 
eat and will reach that distant shore.  
   

Text - 6:1 
Jesus feeds a great crowd, v1-15: i] Jesus goes to a mountain to minister to 

a sheep without a shepherd, v1-4. Jesus has moved to another site on the edge of 
lake Galilee, later officially called the sea of Tiberias, and is, as usual, beset by 
crowds which have seen his miracles and want to see more. That Jesus is up on 
the side of a mountain carries Sinai / Exodus overtones; overtones further 
reinforced by the statement that the Passover is near.  
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meta tauta "some time after this" - AFTER THESE THINGS = LATER ON. 
Temporal construction.  

peran + gen. "crossed to the far shore" - [JESUS DEPARTED] BEYOND, 
ACROSS, TO THE SHORE. Spatial. Crossed the sea of Galilee. Note the possible 
conflict that exists in Mark and Luke regarding the actual site of the feeding.  

thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "[the sea] of Galilee" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / locative, limiting "sea"; "(which is) located in Galilee."  

TiberiadoV (aV) gen. "that is the Sea of Tiberias" - OF TIBERIAS. The 
genitive is again adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / identification, limiting 
"Galilee"; "(which is) known as Tiberias", but it can also be treated as epexegetic, 
as NIV. Only John gives this name to lake Galilee, a name that was popular late 
in the first century.  
   
v2 

de "and" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative. See also 
v3, 4, 6.  

hkolouqei (akolouqew) imperf. "followed" - [A GREAT CROWD] WERE 
FOLLOWING. At this point, the use of imperfect verbs in the narrative discourse 
probably implies the communication of background information. None-the-less, 
a durative / progressive sense may also be intended; "kept following", NAB. Note 
the use of a plural verb with a singular collective noun.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the crowd 

followed Jesus.  
eqewroun (qewrew) imperf. "they saw [the miraculous signs]" - THEY 

WERE SEEING [THE SIGNS]. The word is used of observing something with 
continuity and attention, often with the implication that what is observed is 
something unusual*. In 2:3 the crowd's seeing is not with the eyes of faith. The 
imperfect, being durative, expresses ongoing action, possibly in the sense of 
witnessing a number of Jesus' signs, but as indicated above, its prime purpose is 
to indicate background information in the narrative discourse.  

epi + gen. "by healing" - [WHICH HE WAS DOING] UPON, ON. Spatial; "they 
saw the signs that he was doing on the sick", ESV.  

twn asqenountwn (asqenew) pres. part. "the sick" - THE ONES BEING SICK, 
ILL. The participle serves as a substantive.  
   
v3 

eiV "[went up on a mountainside]" - [BUT/AND JESUS WENT UP] TO [THE 
MOUNTAIN, HILL]. Expressing direction of action and arrival at. The feeding might 
have taken place on the side of a hill, but the description of Jesus going up on 
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"the mountain" is a Sinai image. The image serves as a cue to the reader, cf., the 
sermon on the mount. The RSV "the hills", recognizes the presence of the definite 
article, although the noun is not plural, so "the mountain", NRSV.  

ekaqhto (kaqhmai) imperf. "sat down" - [AND THERE] HE WAS SITTING 
DOWN. The imperfect is probably used to express durative action. In typical 
rabbinic fashion, Jesus sits down to teach, although John does not mention that 
he was actually teaching anything, unlike the synoptic gospels. "He was sitting 
there with his disciples."  

meta + gen. "with [his disciples]" - WITH [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. 
Expressing association / accompaniment.  
   
v4 

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "The Jewish" - [BUT/AND THE PASSOVER WAS 
NEAR, THE FEAST] OF THE JEWS. The genitive is adjectival, best taken attributive, 
as NIV, or idiomatic, "the festival which the Jews celebrate", as Novakovic. Here 
"the Jews" is used in a neutral sense, referring to the Jewish population of 
Palestine. Note that "the festival of the Jews" stands in apposition to "the 
Passover".  

          
         
               

              
           

      
        

           
             

          
hn (eimi) imperf. "was" - The imperfect is often used for the provision of 

background information, as here; "Was drawing near."  
   
v5 

ii] The disciples find that the people are without food - "how can we feed so 
many with so little?", v5-9. The wilderness scene continues with a hungry crowd 
pushing in on Jesus. Jesus tests Philip out to see whether he can see any way of 
feeding the crowd, but he is lost for a solution. - Manna from heaven is not on his 
list of possibilities. Andrew has found a "little boy" with some barley bread and 
pickled fish, a meal for a poor person, but he, like Philip, is at a loss to see how 
so little can aid so many.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So 
Jesus, looking up and seeing ..."  
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 to pasca "the Passover" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be. The second 
Passover in John's chronology, although the shape of his book defies chronology. 
Assuming that Dodd is correct when he describes the book as a collection of signs 
with related discourses, each in itself a statement of the gospel, then trying to 
trace a chronology through a collection of signs can be misleading. Note how the 
desire for a geographical sequence has prompted numerous theories for the 
rearrangement of the gospel. There is a great temptation to move this chapter to 
the beginning of chapter 5 so that we have Jesus at Cana in chapter 4, then on 
the shore of the Sea of Galilee in chapter 6, then going up to Jerusalem in chapter 
5 and off around Judea in chapter 7. All this is rather futile. See Introduction.



eparaV (epairw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] looked up" - [JESUS] HAVING 
LIFTED UP [THE EYES AND HAVING SEEN]. This participle, as with "having seen", 
is adverbial, best viewed as temporal, as NIV, or even modal, "looking up and 
seeing", or possibly attendant on "he says." "When he looked around", 
Weymouth.  

oJti "-" - THAT [A GREAT CROWD IS COMING]. Here introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Jesus saw. Was there a crowd already 
with Jesus and this is an extra one (note "crowd" is anarthrous, without an article 
- "a great crowd") or was the crowd following him and had only now caught up? 
Again, descriptive detail may not be the point of the reference. The people come 
to Jesus as they came to Moses at the mountain.  

proV + acc. "toward [him]" - Spatial, expressing movement toward.  
        

        
             

           
         

iJna + subj. "for" - THAT [THESE ONES MAY EAT]? Expressing purpose, "in 
order that these ones (people) may eat." Or, making the subject, "these", the 
object, "where are we to buy bread to (in order that we may) feed these people?", 
REB.  
   
v6 

peirazwn (peirazw) pres. part. "[he asked this only] to test [him]" - 
[BUT/AND THIS HE WAS SAYING] TESTING [HIM]. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as final, expressing purpose, "in order to test". Taking the sense: try to 
learn the nature or character of someone or something by submitting such to 
thorough and extensive testing*. Yet, the word also carries a sense of trickery, or 
temptation, but it seems unlikely that Jesus is trying to wrong-foot Philip. What 
we have here is an editorial note allaying any implication that Jesus' question 
implies he didn't know what to do about the situation. Possibly "he said this to 
Philip to test his trust and creativity", Junkins.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus' 
request was only a test.  

autoV "he" - Emphatic use; "he himself knew ...."  
h/dei (oida) pluperf. "already had in mind" - HE KNEW. This pluperfect 

translates as an imperfect, and is used with the imperfect elegen, "was saying", 
to express background information apart from the main narrative. "The truth is 
that Jesus knew what he would do even before he asked Philip", TH.  
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 agoraswmen (agorazw) aor. subj. "[where] shall we buy [bread]" - [HE 
SAYS TO PHILIP, FROM WHERE] MAY WE BUY [BREAD]. Deliberative subjunctive. 
Matthew records a similar question. Note again the use of Sinai imagery. Moses 
asks "where am I to get meat to give all these people?" Num.11:13. cf. other cues, 
Num.11:1, 7-9, 13, 22. "Where shall we ever buy bread for these people to eat?"



poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "[he was going] to do" - . The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be about to."  
   
v7 

autw/ dat. pro. "[Philip answered] him" - [PHILIP SAID] TO HIM. Dative of 
direct object after the verb to answer.  

diakosiwn dhnariwn (on) "eight months' wages / half a year's wages" - 
[LOAVES] OF TWO HUNDRED DENARII [ARE NOT ENOUGH]. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / price; "loaves (which amounts) to the value of 
two hundred denarii." A denarius was the standard pay for a day's work. The NIV 
equivalent is best, given the way inflation devalues a financial equivalent, eg., 
"ten pounds", Phillips.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - FOR THEM. Dative of interest, advantage.  
iJna + subj. "for" - THAT [EACH ONE MAY TAKE A LITTLE CERTAIN amount = 

PORTION]. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order to buy only a 
little bread for each of these people", CEV. Possibly consecutive, expressing 
result; "so that each one could get a little", Novakovic.  
   
v8 

ek + gen. "of [his disciples]" - [ONE] OF [THE DISCIPLES]. Serving as a 
partitive genitive.  

SimwnoV Petrou (oV) "Simon Peter's [brother]" - [ANDREW, THE 
BROTHER] OF SIMON PETER. The genitive is adjectival, relational, limiting 
brother. "The brother of Simon Peter" stands in apposition to "Andrew."  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v9 

w|de adv. "Here" - Adverb of place.  
paidarion (on) "[is] a boy" - A BOY, SERVANT [IS HERE]. The diminutive 

arion gives us "little boy", as with the fish, "little fish." Nominative subject of 
the verb to-be. If an allusion to Gehazi, Elisha's servant, is intended, then 
"servant", rather than "boy, little boy" is possibly in John's mind; "servant", 
Moffatt. John is the only gospel writer to identify the source of the bread and fish.  

artouV kriqinouV "barley loaves" - [WHO HAS FIVE] BARLEY BREADS. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." Barley bread was the staple for the 
poor. Wheat bread was more expensive. The boy (lad, servant) had five 
loaves/rolls, probably flat breads. Luke implies three was a staple meal, Lk.9:5.  

oyaria (on) "fish" - [AND TWO] DRIED OR PRESERVED FISH (for eating with 
bread). Only John uses the word for "little fish" indicating that the fish were to 
serve as a condiment for the bread. John uses the same word in chapter 21 for the 
meal prepared by Jesus for his disciples.  
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alla "but" - Adversative / contrastive, as NIV.  
tiv "how [far will they go]" - WHAT [IS THESE]. Introducing a rhetorical 

question. Following typical form, a neuter plural takes a singular verb, "is these" 
= "are these." Andrew is probably using the child's lunch to illustrate the 
impossibility of providing food for such a large crowd, but then God is not 
restricted by our limitations. "What use is that for a crowd like this?", Barclay.  

eiV + acc. "among [so many]" - TO [SO MANY]. Adverbial, either expressing 
interest, advantage, used instead of en, "for so many", AV, or reference /respect, 
"with respect to so many."  
   
v10 

iii] The breaking and distribution of the miraculous food, v10-11. Having 
seated the crowd, Jesus says a blessing over the food in the form of a thanksgiving 
and then distributes it (the disciples are not mentioned so as to maintain the focus 
on Jesus - the story is told from their perspective). We are told that the crowd is 
completely satisfied.  

anapesein (anapiptw) aor. inf. "sit down" - [JESUS SAYS, MAKE THE MEN] 
TO LIE DOWN, RECLINE. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent 
statement of indirect speech / commanding, expressing the content of Jesus' 
command, namely, "sit down." The noun "the men" serves as the accusative 
subject of the infinitive. "Reclining was the normal posture for eating, although 
not necessarily a good posture for digestion! "Tell the people to sit down", TH.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to 
a descriptive comment, as NIV. The use of an imperfect verb to-be indicates that 
it is an aside.  

cortoV (oV) "grass" - [THERE WAS MUCH] GRASS. Note, Mark emphasizes 
that it is "green grass" - lush.  

en + dat. "in [that place]" - IN [THE PLACE]. Local; expressing space.  
oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; "therefore."  
oiJ andreV (hr roV) "the men" - THE MEN [RECLINED]. Nominative subject 

of the verb "to recline." It seems likely that "men", rather than "people" 
(anqrwpouV, "make the people sit down") is intended. The crowd is obviously 
larger than 5,000 given that the women are children have not been counted.  

wJV "about [five thousand]" - [THE MEN THE NUMBER] AS [FIVE THOUSAND]. 
The comparative particle, when used before numbers, expresses approximation; 
so "about five thousand". The accusative "the number" is adverbial, reference / 
respect, "with respect to the number."  
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v11 

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Either inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so", or just transitional, "then", as NIV.  

eucaristhsaV (eucaristew) aor. part. "gave thanks" - [JESUS TOOK THE 
LOAVES AND] HAVING GIVEN THANKS. The participle is probably attendant 
circumstance, expressing action accompanying the main verb "he took", and so 
translated as a finite verb, "Jesus took the loaves [and] gave thanks to God, ....", 
Moffatt, but possibly temporal, "Jesus took the loaves and when he had given 
thanks ..." Audet argues that John is using the word with its particular Jewish 
meaning of "blessing". Jesus is performing the accustomed Jewish blessing over 
the bread, prior to eating, eg. "blessed are you, O Lord, king of the universe, who 
brings forth bread from the earth." None-the-less, an act of thanksgiving is more 
likely. There is strong pressure to maintain the idea of "thanksgiving" in that the 
Lord's Supper is often seen as a thanksgiving. In fact, a number of words in this 
account of the feeding appear in early communion services, but this does not 
mean that John is drawing from the eucharistic tradition of his day, evidence of 
which we only have from the second century. The opposite is obviously the case 
- the key liturgical phrases are sourced from John, not the other way around. "He 
thanked God for them", Barclay.  

diedwken (diadidwmi) 3rd. sing. aor. "distributed" - HE DISTRIBUTED. Used 
in the sense of give something to a series of persons*. In the synoptic gospels, the 
disciples help in the distribution, and from a practical point of view this would be 
necessary. John is telling the story to emphasize Jesus as the one who gives the 
bread of life, in the same way that God gave the bread to Israel in the wilderness.  

toiV anakeimenoiV (anakeimai) dat. pres. part. "to those who were seated" 
- the broken bread TO THE ONES RECLINING. The participle serves as a 
substantive, dative of indirect object / interest, advantage.  

o{son "as much as [they wanted]" - Adverbial use of the pronoun. From the 
little there was much, such that all ate to the full.  

oJmoiwV adv. "he did the same" - LIKEWISE, SO TO [ALSO]. Adverb of 
manner; "in like manner."  

ek + gen. "with [the fish]" - FROM [THE FISH, AS MUCH AS THEY WERE 
WANTING]. Serving in the place of a partitive genitive; "of the fish".  
   
v12 

iv] The people are fed and there is "enough left over for twelve baskets", 
v12-13. As with the manna in the wilderness, all have enough to eat. Of the 
remaining pieces (these are not the scraps, but most likely food that was not 
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distributed), twelve baskets are collected. Again, Exodus imagery is being 
employed by underlining the number twelve.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
wJV "when" - AS = WHEN. This comparative conjunction is most likely 

temporal here, as NIV.  
eneplhsqhsan (empiplhmi) aor. pas. "they had all had enough" - THEY 

WERE SATISFIED WITH FOOD, FILLED WITH FOOD. A different verb is used in verse 
26 where "eaten your fill" takes a negative sense. Here the sense is positive. The 
crowd is fully satisfied by the bread that Jesus provides. "When they had their 
fill", NAB.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to [his] disciples" - [HE SAYS] TO THE 
DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. Dative of indirect object.  

sunagagete (sunagw) aor. imp. "gather" - GATHER UP. The aorist is 
possibly ingressive where the focus is on the beginning of the action - "start 
gathering." Another allusion to the wilderness wanderings of Israel and the 
provision of manna, Ex.16:16ff. Only found in John.  

Perisseusanta "pieces" - [THE FRAGMENTS] HAVING BEEN LEFT OVER 
(resulting from the action of breaking*). The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "the fragments." The disciples are probably not cleaning up the scraps, 
but rather unused portions of the broken bread.  

iJna "-" - THAT [NOTHING BE LOST]. Introducing an adverbial clause, final, 
expressing purpose; "so that nothing may be wasted", Moffatt. Bruce notes an 
object lesson here, namely that given the starvation level in Palestine, to leave the 
scraps lying around would be "an insult to the divine giver." Yet, given the value 
set on food at this time, any scraps would have been happily carried off by those 
present. What is left over is surely the undistributed food. In another object lesson 
Bruce notes that God is never impoverished by his generosity, which truth applies 
to his people such that when they imitate his liberality the proverb applies, "one 
man freely gives, yet grows all the richer", Prov.11:24 - this concept is widely 
misused in relation to Christian giving! Such object lessons are interesting, if not 
misleading. It seems more likely that collecting the remaining food into twelve 
baskets serves to proclaim the dawning of the day of plenty, the full realization 
of the promised blessings of the covenant, overflowing and abundant - the manna 
divine is now.  
   
v13 

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, as 
NIV.  

sunhgagon (sunagw) aor. "they gathered them" - THEY GATHERED [AND 
FILLED]. There is no object in the Greek, but for meaning "them" is often supplied.  
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dwdeka "twelve [baskets]" - [TWELVE] BASKETS. "Baskets", woven baskets 
of various size. Were these twelve baskets for the twelve apostles? This is 
unlikely. Again, John is interested in the symbolic weight attached to the fact - 
twelve baskets for twelve tribes. Note also how the bread gets a repeat 
performance, but the fish fades into obscurity. The discourse is about the bread 
of life with allusions to the wilderness manna. A fish has no symbolic value, 
certainly not till someone thought up the fish acrostic (A friend of mine constantly 
proclaimed that it is wise to give a wide birth to a car driven by a person with a 
bald head, wearing a hat, or with a fish symbol on the rear window! At times the 
list grew longer, but it would be unwise of me to publish it!!).  

klasmatwn (a atoV) gen. "with the pieces" - OF FRAGMENTS. The genitive 
is adjectival, idiomatic / of content; "full of fragments." As noted above, these 
are not scraps of partly eaten food. The scraps would be left as a gift to the birds, 
although in affluent Western societies it is viewed as littering.  

ek "of" - FROM. Serving here as a partitive genitive.  
toiV bebrwkosin (bibrwskw) dat. perf. part. "by those who had eaten" - 

[THE LOAVES OF BARLEY WHICH WERE LEFT OVER] TO THE ONES HAVING EATEN. 
The participle serves as a substantive, instrumental dative, expressing agency.  
   
v14 

v] Jesus withdraws from the crowd to "the mountain", v14-15. Having 
witnessed the sign, the people conclude that Jesus is the coming prophet, 
probably the prophet like unto Moses. The trouble is, someone greater than 
Moses is standing before them. The crowd sees in Jesus someone who will free 
them from the tyranny of Rome, but Jesus won't have a bar of it.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so", or 
transitional, as NIV.  

idonteV (eidon) aor. part. "after [the people] saw" - [THE MEN] HAVING 
SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best taken to introduce a temporal clause, as 
NIV, although causal is possible, "because the people saw."  

shmeion (on) "the miraculous sign" - MIRACLE, SIGN [WHAT HE DID]. 
Accusative direct object of the participle "having seen", serving as the antecedent 
of the pronoun o}, "what, which"; "when the people saw the sign which he had 
done." Some texts have the plural, such that the feeding was one sign (obviously 
a chief sign) among many.  

elegon (legw) imperf. "they began to say" - WERE SAYING. The imperfect 
is probably inceptive, as NIV, where the focus is on the beginning of the action.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech expressing 
what they were saying.  
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oJ profhthV "the prophet" - [THIS ONE IS TRULY] THE PROPHET. Predicate 
nominative. Given the context, the crowd probably thought in terms of the 
prophet like unto Moses, rather than the promised Elijah, cf. Deut.18:15-19. Jesus 
had certainly acted in a Moses like way. Note the later view of Rabbi Isaac, 
c.AD.300, which was the likely sentiment of those who ate of the fish and loaves; 
"As the first redeemer caused manna to descend ..... so will the last redeemer 
cause manna to descend."  

oJ ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. mid. part. "who is to come" - THE ONE COMING. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "prophet", as NIV. The present 
tense may be futuristic; "This must be the prophet, the one who the scriptures say, 
will come into the world."  

eiV + acc. "into [the world]" - Spatial, expressing direction toward, and 
arrival at.  
   
v15  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional - left untranslated, as NIV.  
gnousV (ginwskw) aor. part. "knowing" - [JESUS] HAVING KNOWN. The 

participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "because Jesus knew that."  
oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 

expressing what Jesus knew.  
arpazein (arpazw) pres. inf. "-" - [THEY ARE ABOUT TO COME AND] TO 

SEIZE [HIM]. As with "to come", this infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the verb "are about."  

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT [THEY MAY MAKE]. Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order to make him a king".  

basilea (basileuV) "a king" - [him] a king. Accusative complement of an 
assumed personal pronoun "him". If the crowd thought Jesus was the promised 
prophet, why try to crown him king? It is possible that they combined the roles 
of prophet and king in their understanding of the messiah, although not probable. 
It is likely that they failed to recognize Jesus as the messiah, but made a simple 
move from a Moses type leader to a popular messianic freedom-fighter who 
would lead a revolution against Rome. They failed to see that someone greater 
than Moses stood before them. Their failure was of "Golden Calf" proportions 
and caused Jesus to "flee" back up the mountain.  

anecwrhsen (anacwrew) aor. "withdrew" - WENT BACK, DEPARTED 
[AGAIN]. Note that a variant text exists which may well be original: "fled back", 
NJB, "escaped", JB.  

to oroV "a mountain" - [INTO] THE MOUNTAIN, HILL. The definite article may 
serve to identify a particular hill, or the hill they are already on the side of, or 
possibly an allusion to Mount Sinai.  
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autoV pro. "[by] himself" - he [alone]. Technically this pronoun, and its 
adjectival modifier monoV, "alone", stands in apposition to IhsouV, "Jesus", "Jesus 
.... he alone withdrew", but it virtually functions as an adverbial modifier of the 
verb "to withdraw"; Jesus withdrew "he alone" = "by himself" = "privately", cf., 
BDAG 152.1.e.  
   
v16 

Jesus walks on the sea, v16-21. i] The trouble faced by the disciples, v16-
18: The disciples also leave, but by boat. John gives us no reason for the boat trip, 
but possibly the disciples need to be removed from a situation bordering on 
rebellion against Rome. During the crossing of the lake the disciples are hit by a 
strong headwind.  

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
wJV "when" - AS. Here temporal, serving to introduce a temporal clause, 

"when", as NIV.  
oyia adj. "evening" - [EVENING] CAME. Probably the disciples set off late 

afternoon.  
epi + acc. "to [the lake]" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM WENT DOWN] UPON, ON 

[THE SEA]. Spatial.  
   
v17 

embanteV (embainw) aor. part. "got into a boat" - [AND] HAVING EMBARKED 
[INTO A BOAT]. The participle is adverbial, modifying the verb "they were going", 
possibly modal, expressing manner, "embarking in a boat they started across the 
sea", Moffatt. "Embarked on a boat", Barclay.  

hrconto (ercomai) imperf. "set off" - THEY WERE GOING. Either action is 
possible, "made their way across the lake", Phillips; "intending to cross the lake", 
NAB.  

peran + gen. "across [the lake]" - ACROSS [THE SEA TO CAPERNAUM]. 
Spatial.  

h[dy adv. "by now [it was dark]" - [AND DARKNESS] ALREADY, NOW [HAD 
COME]. Temporal adverb.  

elhluqei (ercomai) pluperf. "[Jesus] had [not yet] joined [them]" - [AND 
JESUS NOT YET] HAD COME [TO THEM]. The pluperfect "highlights the non-
occurrence of Jesus' arrival in the antecedent past", Novakovic re Fanning. This 
phrase, along with "by now it was dark", explains why they embarked, not why 
they were expecting Jesus to come to them while they were sailing in the boat.  
   
v18 

"And the sea was getting up under a strong wind", Moffatt.  
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te "-" - AND. Coordinate conjunction, "and, and so", here with the sense 
"moreover", Brown.  

pneontoV (pnew) gen. pres. part. "a [strong wind was] blowing" - [THE SEA 
OF A STRONG WIND] BLOWING [WAS BEING ROUSED]. Zerwick, Novakovic and 
Harris classify the genitive participle with the genitive "strong wind" as a genitive 
absolute construction, causal, rather than temporal; "because a strong wind was 
blowing, the sea became rough", but temporal is still possible, "while the sea was 
mounting under a strong wind", Berkeley. "The sea was getting up (rising / 
mounting / becoming rough) from a strong wind."  
   
v19 

ii] Jesus appears to the disciples, v19-20: Having covered only about three 
miles because of the gale, the disciples are confronted by Jesus walking on the 
water (not "walking beside the sea" as some more liberal commentators suggest). 
Jesus reassures the disciples by showing them that he is not some water ghost, 
but their master. It is possible that the form of words alludes to the divine name - 
"I am." The disciples have just had their own "burning bush" experience.  

elhlakonteV (elaunw) perf. part. "when they rowed" - [THEREFORE] 
HAVING STRIVEN = ROWED. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
introducing a temporal clause, as NIV. cf., Lk.8:29.  

wJV "about" - AS. The comparative is used here to express an approximation; 
"about", as NIV.  

stadiouV (on) "[three or four] miles" - [TWENTY-FIVE OR THIRTY] STADES. 
Accusative of measure. A stade is about 200 metres, just under a furlong.  

peripatounta pres. part. "walking" - [THEY SEE JESUS] WALKING. The 
present tense indicating ongoing action, while the participle, as with ginomenon, 
"coming / approaching", serves as the accusative complement of the direct object 
"Jesus" standing in a double accusative construction.  

epi + gen. "on [the water]" - UPON [THE SEA]. This spatial preposition, 
"upon, on", used a number of times already of being "on the lake", here takes the 
genitive. This has prompted some to suggest that John is not describing a miracle, 
but rather that Jesus is walking on the edge of the lake, "by the seashore." Of 
course, if this was so, the whole point of the story is lost. The synoptic gospels 
use the epi + acc., "upon the lake", and their account of the same incident is 
clearly miraculous.  

efobhqhsan (fobew) aor. pas. "they were terrified" - [AND COMING NEAR 
THE BOAT AND] THEY WERE AFRAID. The aorist is probably ingressive, where a 
slight stress is placed on the beginning of the action. The passive voice is 
obviously mediopassive; "fear gripped them", Barclay.  
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v20  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; often 
translated here as an adversative, as NIV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - [HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object with the historic / narrative present tense verb "to say." The article oJ serves 
as the personal pronoun autoV  

egw eimi "it is I" - I AM. Possibly being used to indicate that the miracle is a 
theophany; an allusion to the great "I AM." See Bultmann's commentary where 
he canvases all the possible meanings. For "I AM" see 8:24.  

mh fobeisqe (fobew) pres. imp. "do not be afraid" - Serving as a 
prohibition. The present tense, being durative, gives the sense "do not keep on 
being afraid."  
   
v21 

iii] Homeward bound, v21: The disciples "want" Jesus to get into the boat, 
but we are not quite sure if he does. Probably Jesus does get into the boat, the 
wind becomes more manageable and they make quick headway to their 
destination. And so we are reminded that Jesus will carry us safe to that distant 
shore.  

oun "therefore" - Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so", or 
transitional, "then", as NIV.  

labein (lambanw) aor. inf. "[they were willing] to take him [into the 
boat]" - [they were willing] to take, receive [him into the boat]. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "were willing." There is debate 
over whether this is a fulfilled, or unfilled, wish, ie., did Jesus actually get into 
the boat? At any rate, the disciples, having heard Jesus speak, are reassured that 
he is no apparition, he is not a spirit of the sea out to do them harm. "They gladly 
took him aboard", Phillips.  

euqewV "immediately" - [AND] IMMEDIATELY [THE BOAT CAME UPON THE 
LAND TO WHICH THEY WERE GOING]. Temporal adverb. Barrett suggests that John 
is recording another miracle, but this is unlikely. He is surely just emphasizing 
that the boat reached the shore unheeded. So, rather than "the boat instantly 
reached the land", Moffatt, we would do better to go with "and the boat quickly 
reached the far shore."  
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6:22-33 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71 
ii] Bread from heaven 
Synopsis  

The crowd, having confirmed that Jesus is no longer in the vicinity where 
the feeding of the 5,0000 had taken place, embark and cross over to the west side 
of the lake looking for him. They are somewhat confused, wondering how he was 
able to get to the other side of the lake, given that he didn't leave with his 
disciples. Jesus questions their enthusiasm, making the comment that they have 
come after him for more free food and not because they are prompted by the sign-
nature of the feeding. Jesus then calls on them to work for a food that does not 
rot away, a food for eternal life, a food that requires the work of faith. The crowd 
then asks Jesus for a further divine sign to authenticate his person, something like 
the manna Moses gave the children of Israel. Jesus points out that manna was 
from God, just as he, the bread of life, is from God.  
   
Teaching  

God in Christ (the Son of Man) provides a food that endures forever, a food 
that enlivens those who feed on it. Feeding is believing, the food is the Word, and 
life is the result.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 6:1-21. Following the feeding of the five thousand, John 
presents a short introductory narrative, v22-24, followed by the discourse proper, 
Jesus the True Bread of Life, v25-71. The discourse presents as follows:  

Part 1, v25-33: Drawing on Sinai imagery, manna from heaven, John 
introduces us to the bread from heaven, "a food that endures to eternal life"; 

Part 2, v34-51: Jesus is the living bread, the bread of life, a new life 
through faith in Jesus; 

Part 3, v52-59; Jesus is both the bread and the giver of the bread, he 
gives himself, the flesh and blood of the Son of Man - "whoever feeds on 
this bread will live forever." 

Part 4, v60-71; The chapter concludes with an epilogue; a narrative on 
those abandoning Jesus, v60-66, and for those who stay, a reflection on 
Jesus' teaching, v67-71. Jesus' words are "Spirit and life", and they are 
realized through faith.  
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Anyone addressing the Bread of Life discourse is immediately confronted by 
its lack of logical sequence - is the argument circular, linear, parallel, ..... or what? 
When the commentators are consulted we immediately discover that nearly all 
have their own take on the progress of the argument. John seems to have 
presented us with a rambling homily that is devoid of formal structure.  

Dodd opts for three parts, v26-34, 35-50, 51-59, and an epilogue, v60-71. 
Other commentators also go for three parts, but divide them up differently, eg., 
Lindars, v26-31, 32-40, 41-51, or Carson, v27-34, v35-48, v49-58. Schumann 
argues for two parts, v26-51, 52-58. Again, others commentators agree, but 
disagree on how to divide up the two parts.  

Leenhardt, also Beasley-Murray, divides the whole passage into three 
thematic parts, v22-35, 36-47, 48-71 - The bread from heaven, The true subjects 
of the true messianic king, and The departure and coming of the Son of Man.  

It seems more likely that the structure hangs off the questions and statements 
directed to Jesus, and his answers, ie., an interrogation-response form of 
discourse:  

#1. "Rabbi, when did you get here?" v25: 
"do not work for food that spoils, but for food that endures to eternal 

life", v26-27. 
#2. "What must we do to do the works God requires", v28: 

"believe in the one he has sent.", v29. 
#3. "What sign will you give? .... He (Moses) gave them bread from 

heaven to eat", v30. 
"the bread of God is the bread that comes down from heaven and 

gives life to the world", v31-33. 
#4. "Always give us this bread", v34: 

"whoever comes to me will never go hungry ...believes ... shall have 
eternal life ...", v35-40. 

#5. "How can he say that he came down from heaven?", v41-42: 
"I am the bread of life (not manna) .... Whoever eats (comes / 

believes) this bread will live forever", v43-51. 
#6. "How can this man give us his flesh to eat?", v52; 

"Your ancestors ate manna and died, but whoever feeds (= believes) 
on this bread (my flesh / my blood = my sacrifice) will live forever", v53-
59. 

#7. "This is a hard teaching. Who can accept it?", v60; 
"the Spirit gives life .... The words I have spoken .... are full of the 

Spirit and life. Yet there are some ... who do not believe", v61-67. 
#8. "Do you want to go away as well?", v67. "Lord, to whom shall we 

go?" v68: 
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"have I not chosen you ..?" v69-71.  
   

Note that some commentators argue that v61-71 work off the Jesus 
Walks on Water narrative.  
   

ii] Structure: Bread from heaven:  
The crowd finds its way to Jesus, v22-24; 
The discourse proper - "He gave them bread from heaven …", v25-59: 

A food that endures to eternal life, v25-33; 
Jesus provides the life-giving food, v34-51; 
Jesus' sacrifice is the life-giving food, v52-59.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

John places this discourse in the synagogue at Capernaum. Although 
often interpreted as either a pro, or anti, theological exposition of the Lord's 
Supper, we are on far safer ground if we see it as an evangelistic homily 
where Jesus' teachings are shaped for a gospel presentation to Hellenistic 
Jews (Jews of the dispersion). The discourse is certainly evangelistic in 
nature, and it builds on the sign of the feeding of the five thousand, cf., 
Morris. The feeding of the five thousand reflects the imagery of Israel's 
divine feeding with manna during the wilderness wanderings. John tells us 
that Jesus provides new manna in his own person and that those who feed 
on him, in the sense of believe on him, will possess life eternal. The focus 
of that feeding / believing is Christ's sacrificial death, hence John's setting 
in the context of the Passover.  
   

The interrogation-response format proceeds as follows:  
John first establishes the setting and the mood of the crowd, 

before moving us to question / statement #1, pote w|de genonaV, 
"when did you come here? Jesus responds to the crowd's desire for a 
free feed, suggesting they should work for a food that will last them 
for life eternal.  

This leads us to question / statement #2 - tiv poiwmen, "what 
work?" - a typically nomist response! Jesus explains that the work 
God requires is to believe in the one he has sent - the law of faith / 
belief in Christ.  

This leads to question / statement #3, tiv poieiV su shmeion, 
"what sign do you do?" If "the Jews" (Israel's religious 
establishment) are to believe that Jesus is God's messiah, the Christ, 
the one sent from God, then he has to do something comparable to 
the Mosaic sign of manna, given that it was believed that the messiah 
would actually repeat this Mosaic sign before ushering in the new 
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age of the kingdom. Given what has just transpired, we have here a 
classic example of Johannine irony! As Mary Poppins said, Some 
people can't see past their nose. Instead of moving back and 
explaining the obvious, Jesus reminds them of the simple fact that 
the bread Moses provided only sustained for a moment, but the bread 
that God the Father provides is life-giving bread.  

This statement moves the discourse to question / statement #4, 
doV hJmin ton arton touton, "give us this bread."  
   

Jesus' exegesis of the text "He gave them bread from heaven to eat", 
v31-32. Jesus makes two points: First, don't read "he" to mean Moses, but 
rather "my Father"; Second, don't read "gave" as a past tense, but rather as 
a present tense, "gives." The true, or probably better "real" bread from 
heaven, is available now for the eating. The idea of eating heavenly bread 
in the present is developed in the rest of the chapter. The eating is described 
figuratively as eating Jesus who is the bread from heaven. This inevitably 
involves eating his words which simply entails receiving / believing his 
words. In coming to Jesus, receiving Jesus, believing in Jesus as the Christ 
(the word / gospel), a person receives the life-giving Spirit and thus inherits 
eternal life.  
   

The eucharistic overtones in John chapter 6. It is doubtful whether 
John writes these words with an eye to the eucharist, but clearly this chapter 
has served as a source for liturgical images. For example, Bishop Cranmer 
in his construction of the Lord's Supper in the English Book of Common 
Prayer instructs the participants to "feed on him in your hearts by faith with 
thanksgiving." The idea of feeding by faith comes from this chapter, 
although John's sense of Jesus' words is that feeding is but a symbol for the 
act of believing. This, of course, was Zwingli's point, against Calvin. 
Cranmer followed Calvin's notion of a spiritual feeding on the body and 
blood of Christ by faith, which idea had little scriptural merit in the eyes of 
Zwingli and his followers. See Carson's short summary of the discourse for 
"sacramental" interpretations of this passage, p277.  
   

iv] Homiletics: The Bread of Life  
I can remember as a young child going 

with my parents to stay up in the Blue 
Mountains, west of Sydney. On one 
afternoon we all went to the local tea rooms 
and there I was introduced to the delicacy 
known as Devonshire Teas, or more 
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commonly, "hot scones, jam and cream." I can remember the scones to this 
day; they were hot, round, gem-scones. No scone, to this day, has ever 
tasted as good as those scones.  

          
          

        
            

       
        

         
    

Nothing is free, or so it seems, and so the crowd asks Jesus what duty 
they have to perform for God to get this bread. Jesus' answer is actually too 
simple; the gospel is always too simple. Anyway, the crowd thinks that 
trusting Jesus for this amazing bread, and this for the asking, is stretching 
reality a bit. So, they ask for a sign, something like the one Moses 
performed for the people of Israel when he fed them with manna. Jesus 
can't let this pass without making the point that it wasn't Moses who gave 
the bread, it was God, and the bread God gives he gives now, a bread that 
originates with God, comes down from God, and gives life eternal. "Well!" 
said the crowd, "from now on, give us this bread."  

John the evangelist reminds us again that life eternal is a gift of God 
for those who put their trust in Jesus. This gift of life is ours for the asking, 
ours when we ask Jesus.  
   

Text - 6:22 
The setting - the crowd finds its way to Jesus, v22-24. These verses serve as 

a transition to the Bread of Life discourse from the feeding of the five thousand 
and Jesus' walking on water. The scene details the crowd's realization that Jesus 
is no longer in the vicinity. On the day following the feeding, part of the crowd 
embark in boats that have arrived from Tiberias, and on landing at Capernaum, 
they seek out Jesus for another Moses-like feeding of Manna. The crowd is still 
puzzled as to how Jesus has gotten from the Eastern shore of the lake to the North 
Western shore, given that the disciples had left in the last available boat. Their 
question "when" includes the "how". Interestingly, there is a range of textual 
variants for these verses, either additions, or alterations, all geographical fixes 
which would have bemused John.  

Verses 22-24 do not read well in that v23 serves as a parenthetical 
explanation. John needs to explain how it is that the crowd is unable to follow the 
disciples when they set off by boat, but then on the next day they are able to 
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 We get the impression that the crowd, having consumed their 
ploughman’s lunch the day before, had the same feeling about the bread 
rolls and pickled fishes. When they discovered that the Master Baker had 
left them, they were willing to hop a ferry and get across lake Galilee to get 
another taste. Of course, instead of another sit-down-lunch, all they 
received was some free advice. They were reminded that it is better to eat 
a bread that never goes stale and never runs out, a bread to eat for eternity, 
a bread just for the asking.



follow by boat. Presumably the strong wind experienced by the disciples has 
blown some fishing boats onto the eastern shore of lake Tiberias.  

th/ epaurion "the next day" - ON THE MORROW. The article serves as a 
nominalizer, the dative being temporal; "on the next day." Often these little 
statements are used to introduce a new episode rather than detail an exact time 
sequence.  

oJ esthkwV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "that had stayed" - [THE CROWD] THE ONE 
HAVING STOOD. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "crowd"; "the 
crowd which had remained on the far side of the lake."  

peran + gen. "on the opposite shore" - BEYOND, ACROSS [THE SEA]. 
Spatial: "on the other side of the sea", Berkeley.  

eidon aor. "realized" - SAW. The verse is a single sentence controlled by this 
verb. The tense doesn't make sense so the word is best translated as a pluperfect, 
"they had seen / observed / realized", cf. NEB.  

oJti "that" - Here introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what they realized.  

ploiarion "boat" - [ANOTHER] LITTLE BOAT [WAS NOT THERE]. The 
diminutive form, "little", is not used when the/a boat is referred to later in the 
verse. Presumably the same boat is intended.  

ei mh "-" - IF NOT = EXCEPT [ONE]. Introducing an exceptive clause, 
expressing a contrast by designating an exception. Lit. "there was not there 
another boat except one" = "there had only been one boat there", Barclay.  

oJti "and that" - [AND] THAT. As oJti above.  
toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "[Jesus had not entered it with his] disciples" 

- [JESUS DID NOT COME WITH] THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM INTO THE BOAT]. Dative of 
direct object of the sun prefix verb "to enter with" / association, accompaniment, 
as NIV.  

alla "but" - BUT [ONLY THE DISCIPLES OF HIM DEPARTED]. Strong 
adversative serving in a counterpoint construction; "not ..... but ....." "But the 
disciples had embarked by themselves."  
   
v23 

ek + gen. "[some boats] from [Tiberias]" - [OTHER BOATS] FROM [TIBERIAS 
CAME NEAR THE PLACE]. Expressing source / origin, "from", or separation, "away 
from." The meaning is obscure. Had the boats come from Tiberias to near the 
place where the feeding took place, or was Tiberias near the place?  

ton arton (oV) "the bread" - [WHERE THEY ATE] THE BREAD. It is no longer 
loaves, but "bread". This could be taken as a eucharistic allusion, but that is 
unlikely.  
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eucaristhsantoV (eucaristw) gen. aor. part. "after [the Lord] had given 
thanks" - [THE LORD] HAVING GIVEN THANKS. The genitive participle with the 
genitive noun "the Lord" forms a genitive absolute construction, best taken as 
temporal; "after the Lord's thanksgiving", Moffatt. Again, another possible 
eucharistic allusion, but not found in a number of manuscripts and so possibly an 
addition. Left out by NJB. The clause may go with the verb "came [from 
Tiberias]" but most translators opt for the verb "they ate". "When the Lord gave 
thanks", NAB.  
   
v24 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so, 
when the crowd saw ...", ESV.  

oJte "once" - WHEN [THE CROWD SAW]. The temporal conjunction serves to 
introduce a temporal clause.  

       
      

 
 

enebhsan (embainw) "got into the boats" - THEY EMBARKED [INTO THE 
BOATS]. "Embarked in the boats which came from Tiberias."  

zhtounteV (zhtew) pres. part. "in search of [Jesus]" - [AND CAME TO 
CAPERNAUM] SEEKING [JESUS]. The participle is adverbial, possibly final, 
expressing purpose; "and went to Capernaum in order to look for Jesus."  
   
v25 

The Bread of Life discourse, v25-71: i] A food that endures to eternal life, 
v25-33. # 1. "When did you get here?" As in the Nicodemus discourse, Jesus 
ignores the question "when did you get here?", v25, and launches into the real 
issue facing the crowd. Although the crowd has witnessed, or at least heard of the 
miraculous feeding, their response is to seek another full belly rather than 
discover the meaning of the sign, a sign which points to a food that does not spoil, 
a food that endures to eternal life. In v27 Jesus points out that instead of striving 
for food that does not last, it is far better to strive for eternal food, a food that 
enlivens. Jesus is divinely authorized to provide this food.  

euJronteV (euJriskw) aor. part. "when they found" - [AND] HAVING FOUND 
[HIM]. The Participle is adverbial, best taken as introducing a temporal clause, as 
NIV.  

peran thV qalasshV "on the other side of the lake" - ACROSS THE SEA. 
Capernaum is on the North Western shore of lake Galilee, while Tiberias is on 
the Western shore, so "across the sea" doesn't really fit. It is unclear where the 
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 oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS IS NOT THERE, NOR THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing 
what the crowd realized. Following accepted form, the tense used at the time of 
speaking is used in the statement, ie., present tense.



feeding took place, but most opt for the Eastern shore. "Across the sea" also 
serves to underline the miracle of walking on water. Jesus didn't just walk around 
the edge.  

rabbi "Rabbi" - TEACHER. A title of respect.  
autw/ dat. "[they asked] him" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 

object.  
pote "when [did you get here]?" - WHEN [DID YOU BECOME HERE]? 

Temporal interrogative particle. The question probably combines both "when" 
and "how"; "How did you get here"?  
   
v26  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object. John uses the usual Aramaic construction, "answered and said", 
although usually "answering said" in the synoptics.  

amhn amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth / very truly I tell you" - TRULY 
TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Used to introduce an important statement, cf., 5:24.  

ouc oJti "not because" - [YOU ARE SEEKING ME] NOT BECAUSE. Introducing 
a causal clause explaining why the crowd is looking for Jesus.  

shmeia (on) "miraculous signs" - [YOU SAW] SIGNS. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to see." "Not because you saw my signs", Phillips.  

all (alla) "but [because]" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not .... but". Here the construction is causal, "not because ....... but 
because ....."  

ek + gen. "[you ate the loaves]" - [YOU ATE] FROM [THE LOAVES, BREAD]. 
Serving here instead of a partitive genitive; "but because you ate of the loaves."  

ecortasqhte (cortazw) aor. pas. "had your fill" - [AND] WERE SATISFIED 
(resulting in a state of being satisfied* - eaten your fill, had enough). The word 
was originally used of gross feeding of animals. Jesus implies that the crowd is 
just after the food, yet they are aware that the feeding is miraculous 6:14. Of 
course, not all those present on this occasion were present at the feeding. Many 
had heard of the miracle, but had not participated in it, so most of the crowd may 
well have just wanted full bellies. None-the-less, the real problem is that the 
crowd fails to see the significance of the miracle and so fails to identify the true 
nature of the person performing it. "Because you had all the bread you wanted to 
eat", NJB.  
   
v27 

Jesus is the divine manna, so strive for the food that he gives, a good food 
that endures forever.  
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ergazesqe (ergazomai) mh pres. imp. "do not work for" - DO NOT WORK 
FOR. Here in the sense of "do not strive after." With this particular negative the 
imperative may serve as a command to stop an action already commenced; "stop 
trying to earn", Barrett.  

thn apollumenhn (apollumi) "[food] that spoils" - [THE FOOD] 
PERISHING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "food". This is the 
food that is produced by working, and is a food that does not last.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction, 
"not ..... but ......"  

thn menousan (menw) "[the food] that endures" - [THE FOOD] ABIDING, 
REMAINING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "food"; "a food that 
lasts."  

eiV "to [eternal life]" - Spatial, metaphorical, expressing direction of action 
and arrival at; "The food which suffers no change but remains in the man as a 
principle of power issuing in eternal life", Westcott. The idea is obviously similar 
to the spring of water that wells up into eternal life, but is not easily expressed. Is 
it a food that "lasts through life", Berkeley, "gives eternal life", Barclay, or 
"means eternal life", Moffatt?  

oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "[which] the Son of Man [will give]" - The genitive 
"of man" is adjectival, of relationship. Jesus again uses his favoured messianic 
title (Daniel's mysterious Son of Man), a tile unrecognized by the crowd (the 
phrase can just mean "man"); cf., 1:51.  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the Son of Man is 

able / authorized to give food / eternal life.  
esfragisen (sfragizw) aor. "set his seal of approval" - [GOD THE FATHER] 

CERTIFIED. Possibly meaning to demonstrate by authentic proof the truth or 
validity of something, but more likely meaning to put a mark on something, to 
indicate ownership but possibly also to mark group identity*. Westcott suggests 
that the Son of Man is consecrated to the divine office of sacrifice. So, rather than 
sealed with God's approval, the sense here may be consecrated to God's service. 
Probably, certified, or authorized, is better. Jesus is divinely authorized to give 
the bread of life. "God the Father has given him the right to do so", CEV.  
   
v28 

#2. "What must we do?" - believe, v28-29: The question from the crowd at 
least implies that some of them understand that Jesus is offering a spiritual food 
that lasts forever. They want to know what God requires of them to obtain this 
food, probably in the sense of law-obedience. They have no idea that Jesus is 
himself doing all that is required, and that they need only ask for the benefit. 
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God's requirement of the crowd has nothing to do with doing, rather, he requires 
only believing "in the one he has sent" - faith in the Word of God. The gospel, 
encapsulated in this discourse, proclaims that Jesus is the provider of a spiritual 
food "whose properties are such that those who eat it will never hunger again", 
Bruce.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as NIV, or inferential, establishing 
a logical connection, "so".  

tiv poiwmen (poiew) pres. subj. "what must we do" - [THEY SAID TO HIM] 
WHAT MAY WE DO. Deliberative subjunctive. "What is to be our regular course of 
action", Morris.  

iJna + subj. "to" - THAT. Introducing a purpose clause. "In order to do."  
ergazwmeqa (ergazomai) aor. subj. "do [the works]" - WE MAY WORK [THE 

WORKS]. Bultman suggests that the crowd has no understanding of what Jesus is 
talking about, yet their question does imply some understanding. Their stress is 
likely on "perform" the works rather than on Jesus' sense of "strive after" a gift. 
The crowd would certainly not understand that God performs the work to provide 
the food for eternal life, a food that they need only ask for / eat (receive, believe 
Jesus, or more specifically, believe Jesus' words). "In order that we may perform 
the works willed by God."  

tou qeou (oV) "God requires" - OF GOD. The genitive is usually treated as 
verbal, subjective, "the works which God requires / desires / wills of us." So, 
"what must we do in order to perform the works required by God?" See "of God" 
below.  
   
v29 

to ergon (on) "the work" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID TO THEM, THIS IS] 
THE WORK. Predicate nominative. Note how "the work" is now singular.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "of God" - OF GOD. The genitive is adjectival, classified 
either as objective, God receives the action (our "spiritual labour", Lindars), or 
subjective, God produces the action (the work God demands, or his work 
accomplished in Jesus such that those who believe in him (eat him [figuratively 
of course]) receive the gift of eternal life). It can be argued that it is plenary, ie., 
both objective and subjective. As a subjective genitive one could argue that not 
only is the possibility of life through faith a work of God, in the sense that he 
makes it possible, but that also the response of faith itself is God's work in that 
he gives faith to those he calls ("no man comes to me, except the Father..... draw 
him"). Given the context, a simple idiomatic / objective sense is probably the 
intended sense where the genitive "of God" limits "work", "the work which God 
requires of you." "God wants you to have faith in the one he sent", CEV.  
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iJna + subj. "to [believe]" - THAT [YOU MAY BELIEVE]. The hina clause is 
epexegetic/appositional in that it explains/defines "is this"; "the work of God is 
this, namely, that you believe ...." Since "may believe" is a present continuous, 
the intention may be "a life of faith/believing."  

eiV "in [the one]" - INTO. Spatial, metaphorical, expressing direction of 
action and arrival at / goal, end-view. Note how belief in Jesus is expressed by 
either the preposition eiV, "into", or en, "in".  

ekeinoV pro. "the one [he has sent]" - [WHOM] THAT ONE [SENT]. The 
demonstrative pronoun, nominative subject of the verb "to send", refers to God 
the Father and serves as an emphatic personal pronoun.  
   
v30 

#3. "What sign will you give?" - v30-33. It is interesting how the crowd, 
having just witnessed the feeding of the 5,000, asks for a sign. Obviously, the 
feeding is not proof enough of Jesus' divine authority; they want a true Exodus 
sign, the sign of manna. In the eyes of the crowd the giving of manna 
authenticated Moses' authority and a similar sign would authenticate Jesus' 
authority. "Upon Jesus' stipulation that they believe in him, the Jews, in 
customary fashion, ask for a sign authenticating his authority", Kostenberger. The 
quote is uncertain and may come from either Neh.9:15, or Ps.78:24. Jesus 
explains the quotation in typical Jewish fashion. He makes two points: First, don't 
read "he" to mean Moses, but rather "my Father"; Second, don't read "gave" as a 
past tense, but rather as a present tense, "gives." The true bread, or probably better 
the "real" bread from heaven, is available now for the eating. Jesus goes on to 
break open this idea: First, the bread is "of God", in the sense of originating with 
God; it is his bread; Second, the bread is "he who" or "that which" comes down 
from heaven rather than is sent. The crowd thinks the bread is impersonal (v34), 
but in v35 Jesus says he is the bread. Of course, the bread is both, as Jesus is both 
person and Word; Third, the bread is life-possessing and life-giving.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so", 
or drawing a logical conclusion, "thus, therefore."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[they asked] him" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so 
what sign do you do?"  

su "you" - [WHAT SIGN DO] YOU [PERFORM]. The "you" is emphatic.  
iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [WE MAY SEE]. Introducing a purpose clause, "in 

order that."  
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pisteuswmen (pisteuw) aor. subj. "believe" - [AND] MAY BELIEVE. The sense 
is probably "believe in you", Barclay, NJB, although a cursory "believe you", 
Moffatt, is possible.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to believe."  
tiv ergazh/ pres. ind. "[what] will you do?" - [WHAT] DO YOU WORK, 

PERFORM, DO? As noted above, Jesus has already fed the 5,000, but that may not 
carry much weight with the makeup of the crowd as it is now. It is also clear that 
the "miraculous sign", in the mind of the crowd, is the provision of "heavenly 
food", namely, manna. Jesus can be trusted if he can perform a real sign, rather 
than a conjuring trick; such would authenticate his authority. "You are telling 
others to perform, but what performance will you undertake to support your claim 
and thus enable us to trust you?"  
   
v31  

hJmwn gen. pro. "Our" - [THE FATHERS] OF US. The genitive is adjectival, 
relational.  

oiJ patereV (hr roV) "forefathers" - Our ancestors.  
to manna "the Manna" - [ATE] THE MANNA [IN THE WILDERNESS]. 

Accusative direct object of the verb "to eat." Cf., Ex.16. A defining miracle in the 
eyes of the Jews. It was later spiritualized, becoming a symbol for God's heavenly 
word, particularly the law, spiritual teaching, and of the blessings of the age to 
come. "Divine and miraculous food."  

kaqw "as" - AS. Comparative conjunction used to introduce a comparative 
clause.  

estin gegrammenon (grafw) perf. mid. / pas. part. "it is written" - IT HAS 
BEEN WRITTEN. Perfect periphrastic construction, often used to introduce a quote 
from scripture. The reference is unclear, but probably either from Neh.9:15, or 
Ps.78:24.  

fagein (esqiw) aor. inf. "to eat" - [BREAD FROM HEAVEN HE GAVE THEM] 
TO EAT. The infinitive is adverbial, probably expressing purpose, "in order to eat."  
   
v32  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So, 
given that they had failed to understand the true nature of the bread from heaven, 
Jesus again addressed them. 'Truly, truly, I say to you .......'"  

ou dedwken (didwmi) perf. "[it is] not [Moses who] has given" - [MOSES] 
HAS NOT GIVEN [THE BREAD FROM HEAVEN TO YOU]. The Perfect tense expresses 
the continuity of the action; "Moses never ever gave you."  

ek + gen. "from" - OUT OF, FROM. Expressing source / origin, as NIV.  
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all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative used in a counterpoint construction, 
"not ..... but ....."  

didwsin (didwmi) pres. "gives"- [THE FATHER OF ME] GIVES [YOU]. The 
present tense, being durative, expresses ongoing action. "It is my Father who is 
giving you the real bread", Barclay.  

alhqinon adj. "true" - [THE] TRUE, GENUINE, REAL [BREAD FROM HEAVEN]. 
The position of the adjective is emphatic.  
   
v33  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why it is not 
Moses who gives the bread from heaven, but rather God, namely, because the 
bread of God is the one that comes down from heaven and gives life to the world.  

           
       

         
           

            
        
      

oJ katabainwn (katabainw) pres. part. "that comes down" - [IS] THE ONE 
COMING DOWN [OUT OF / FROM HEAVEN]. As with "the one giving", the participle 
serves as a substantive, predicate nominative of the verb to-be. It can be either 
personal, "he who comes down", or impersonal, "that which comes down." In v34 
the crowd takes it as impersonal, possibly in a figurative sense - a spiritual bread 
that gives life, a real bread from heaven, a spiritual manna. John is probably 
happy to allow the participle to carry either a personal, or impersonal sense, 
although impersonal seems more likely, given the crowd's response, and this 
followed by Jesus' self-disclosure in v35. It is in v35 where Jesus proclaims that 
he is this real bread from heaven, he is the life-giving bread, or more particularly, 
his words are this life-giving bread in that he is the Word from God. "For the 
bread of God which comes down from heaven gives life to the world", Phillips.  

didouV (didwmi) pres. part. "gives" - [AND IS] THE ONE GIVING [LIFE]. The 
participle as above; "the bread of God is the one coming down from heaven and 
is the one giving life to the world." The present tense indicating the ongoing 
action of life-giving. Christ is the one who comes down and gives. Note that we 
have another example of Granville Sharp's rule where the single article associates 
the two participles "coming down" and "giving [life]."  

tw/ kosmw/ (oV) "to the world" - The world of human habitation.  
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 tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the bread] of God" - To the Semitic mind the 
genitive is probably descriptive, idiomatic / source, origin, agent, "bread from 
God" / "bread which God gives is the one coming down ......." although 
possibly a possessive sense is in mind, so Novakovic. Given v32, source / 
origin is dominant. A verbal classification,  subjective, is also possible, "the 
bread supplied by God", Harris, although we should note that "bread" is not 
really a verbal noun.



6:34-51 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71 
iii] The living bread 
Synopsis  

The Bread of Life discourse resumes as Jesus, using the imagery of Isaiah 55 
and of God's gift of manna to Israel during the wilderness wanderings, continues 
with his exposition of the text "he gave them bread from heaven to eat", v31.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the bread of life, a life-giving divine revelation gifted to all who 
believe in / come to him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 6:22-33.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse; The living bread:  
The discourse proper - "He gave them bread from heaven …", v25-59: 

A food that endures to eternal life, v25-33; 
Jesus provides the life-giving food, v34-51; 
Jesus' sacrifice is the life-giving food, v52-59.  

   
The interrogation-response structure continues:  

#4. "Always give us this bread", v34: 
"whoever comes to me will never go hungry ...believes ...  
       shall have eternal life ...", v35-40. 

#5. "How can he say that he came down from heaven?" v41-42: 
"Everyone who has heard the Father and learned from him  
       comes to me", v43-46. 

Review: Jesus' messianic testimony, v47-51: 
"The bread is my flesh which I will give for the life of the  
       world."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Part 2 of the discourse Jesus the Bread of Life makes the point that 
God's saving grace is realized in coming to Jesus. Jesus is the bread of life; 
by eating him = believing in him / looking on him / coming to him / 
receiving him, ...., a person may gain life everlasting.  

In v30-33 "the Jews" (Israel's religious establishment) ask Jesus for a 
confirming sign comparable to Moses' giving of manna. Rather than point 
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out the obvious (the feeding of the 5,000), Jesus notes that the manna 
provided by Moses only sustained for a moment, but the bread that God the 
Father provides is life-sustaining. This prompts question / statement #4, 
doV hJmin ton arton touton, "give us this bread", v34; possibly "a 
perpetual supply of this bread." Verses 35-40 explain that Jesus is the 
bread, life-giving bread, a hunger-relieving bread (and thirst-quenching 
drink). Not only does Jesus give this bread, he is the bread for those who 
come to him / believe in him. Those who come / believe will possess eternal 
life and rise in the last day; it is they who are God's elect people, eternally 
gifted to the Son by God the Father.  

           
        

        
     

         
    

           
          

             
        
           

       
      

      
        

            
     

 
Review: A summary of Jesus' messianic testimony, v47-51. Jesus is 

the bread of life, the new divine manna which, when consumed, brings life 
eternal. The argument reaches its climax in v51 where belief / faith is 
identified as reliance on the efficacy of Jesus' lifting up / glorification / 
sacrifice for sin.  
   

"All those the Father gives me come to me", v37, cf., v65, 70. The 
strongly predestinarian notion of the Father giving Jesus his followers is 
often repeated in this gospel, cf. 10:29, 18:9. Naturally, a word like "gives" 
prompts the age-old Calvinist / Arminian debate which then prompts 
numerous theories, eg., those whom the Father gives to Jesus are given in 
the sense that "faith is God's work", Schlatter.  
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 Jesus' claim to be the bread come down from heaven prompts 
grumbling, "Is this not Jesus, the son of Joseph ......?" This leads to 
question / statement #5, "How can he say that he came down from 
heaven?", v41-42. Rather than answering the question, Jesus explains why 
"the Jews" are having difficulty accepting his testimony, v43-46 (See also 
5:41-47 where we learnt that "the Jews" are not open to the divine calling 
because of their vanity and nomism - sanctification by obedience to the 
Law). The point has already been made that those the Father gives the 
Son come to / believe in him and so receive eternal life, now the point is 
restated - none come unless the Father elkush/, "draws, attracts", them, 
v44. Working off a quote from Isaiah 54:13, v45, Jesus explains how the 
Father does the drawing. Any knowledge of the divine is dependent on a 
divine prerogative, namely, God's willingness to reveal that knowledge. In 
an act of gracious kindness, God the Father reveals that knowledge in the 
scriptures. The problem for "the Jews" is that they are not open to the 
Father's revelation in scripture, and so similarly are not open to the 
Father's revelation in Christ, the one who is from God and the only one 
who has ever seen God, v46.



John emphasizes a collective giving, the giving of an elect people of 
God to Jesus, which collective, by its very nature, attaches itself to Jesus. 
The question is, how does one become a member of this elect, predestined, 
chosen, "given", people of God? For the stranger outside the gates in Old 
Testament times, the answer was to get through the gates of a righteous 
Jew, get into his courtyard and under his spiritual protection. Zechariah put 
it nicely when he called on Gentiles to hold onto one of the tassels of a 
righteous Jew as he enters the new Jerusalem. For us, the righteous Jew is 
Jesus, and so all we need to do is hold onto his tassel, or as John puts it, eat 
/ come / believe in Jesus. We link ourselves to the divine collective, the 
"given" people, when we believe in Jesus. As for the salvation of this 
people, that lies in the hands of our sovereign God. John constantly 
"underscores the human inability to gain salvation apart from divine 
enablement", Kostenberger.  
   

Eating the flesh of Christ, cf., v51. Unlike those who ate the manna in 
the wilderness, those who eat the true bread from heaven (believe, come, 
see) will live eternally. Jesus aligns this bread with his flesh, flesh given 
for the life of the world. Commentators generally agree that this "flesh" is 
Jesus' sacrifice for the life of the world, a truth implied by John's Passover 
context. The following passage, v52 -59, seems designed to cause offense 
to a pious Jew. To top it off, Jesus' explanation to his disciples is somewhat 
illusive. Presumably this teaching serves as a hard saying that sifts the chaff 
from the wheat.  

Note that the word "flesh" is often aligned with the bread of the 
eucharist, although it should be noted that the word used for flesh here is 
sarx and not swma, the more common word used when referring to the 
bread of Lord's Supper.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Feeding on the Word.  
In our reading today, Jesus raises an issue which is central to the craft 

of preaching. Actually, Paul the apostle sums it up when he says "we preach 
Christ crucified". The particular focus on the crucifixion of Christ is 
developed in the next section of John's discourse, v 51-58. In the passage 
before us, we are introduced to the truth that Jesus is God's divine life-
giving revelation. It is this revelation which should be the focus of all 
preaching.  

In expounding the Old Testament text "he gave them bread from 
heaven to eat", Jesus makes the point that he is the "bread from heaven"; 
he is God's divine Word, God's divine revelation. Jesus then goes on to 
make the point that the true seeker is drawn to the Word (comes to, believes 
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in, looks at) and is sustained by it, raised by it in the day of resurrection 
and kept by it eternally. Christ is the Word of God; he is the final revelation 
of God to mankind. Those who feed on this bread, those who believe in 
Christ, have everlasting life.  

          
          

             
 

 
In the drive for interesting and relevant sermons, the systematic 

exposition of scripture comes off second best. Unless a congregation is 
trained in the art of appreciating expository sermons, they are easily 
beguiled by the drama and artistry of a topical, or theological performance. 
Yet, the systematic exposition of scripture itself covers every topic 
imaginable, and does so with divine proportions within the wider context 
of revelation itself. Each passage of scripture has its Word from the Lord.  

So, let us craft, not sermons on topics of interest, or elements of 
systematic theology, but the exposition of scripture. The crafting of 
expository sermons, based squarely on a passage of scripture, drawing on 
the truth of that passage and relating it to life, not only draws the seeker to 
Christ, but enlivens them for eternity.  
   

Text - 6:34  
The Bread of Life discourse, v25-71: ii] Jesus provides the food that endures 

to eternal life, v34-51. Jesus, continuing to exegete the text "he gave them bread 
from heaven to eat", announces that he is the true bread from heaven, such that 
whoever comes to him, whoever believes in him, will have eternal life. #4:  

"Always give us this bread." In much the same terms as the Samaritan 
woman, the crowd responds by asking for an endless supply of this spiritual life-
giving bread, v35-40. Jesus says plainly that he is the true "bread from heaven", 
the life-giving bread. Anyone who "comes to" him, anyone who "believes in" him 
(the phrases have the same meaning), will, unlike those who ate the manna, never 
hunger (nor thirst). In v32 Jesus changed the personal pronoun in the quote from 
"them" to "you". Now, in v36, Jesus explains why he has done this. Unlike their 
forefathers who saw the manna and believed, this crowd does not believe. The 
Father has given Jesus the responsibility to gather and care for the new Israel. 
This fact the crowd needs to know, and know also that those who come to Jesus, 
those who believe in Jesus, who want to join God's new wilderness community 
through Jesus, will be preserved by him eternally. They will be preserved because 
Jesus does God's will and not his own. The survival of this community is assured. 
The bottom line is, everyone who "looks to" Jesus, the Word of God, the divine 
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 The preacher is constantly facing the temptation to craft entertaining 
sermons that titillate the emotions, often topical, dealing with issues in the 
Christian life. Of course, the supply of such sermons is driven by demand. 
In the face of declining church attendance, we preachers are forced to take 
the popular path to retain attenders and to attract new ones.



revelation ("looks to" means the same as "comes to", "believes in", as does "eat" 
later in the discourse), will join in the resurrection of the righteous and so share 
in God's new eternal community.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here likely transitional, indicating a step in the 
dialogue, and so left untranslated.  

pantote adv. "from now on" - [THEY SAID TO HIM, LORD,] ALWAYS, 
CONSTANTLY. Temporal adverb; the position is emphatic.  

hJmin dat. pro. "[give] us" - [GIVE THIS BREAD] TO US. Dative of indirect 
object. Note the similarities with the Samaritan woman and the move that is about 
to take place from actual bread/water to a spiritual bread/water, of which Jesus is 
the source.  
   
v35  

egw eimi "I am" - [JESUS SAID TO THEM] I AM. Best translated as an emphatic 
"I myself am [the bread]". The presence of the predicate, "the bread", means that 
"I am" is probably not being used as a divine title, cf., 8:24. Jesus is further 
exegeting v31 by pointing out that rather than acting as a Moses type figure who 
expedites the bread for the people, or God who gives the bread, Jesus is actually 
the bread. "I am the spiritual sustenance from heaven that gives eternal life."  

thV zwhV (h) "[the bread] of life" -. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, 
idiomatic / producer, "the bread which produces life", is life-giving; "the bread 
that/which gives life", Carson.  

oJ ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "he who comes / whoever comes" - THE 
ONE COMING [TOWARD ME]. As with oJ pisteuwn, "the one believing", the 
participle serves as a substantive. Note the parallelism here where "comes" and 
"believes" carries the same sense. Continuing with the exegesis of v31, Jesus 
makes the point that those who ate the manna got hungry and had to eat again. 
Imaging such passages as Isaiah 49:10, those who eat the heavenly bread will 
neither hunger nor thirst again. Once a person has tasted / come to / believed in 
the life-giving Christ, they will be eternally satisfied / saved.  

ou mh peinash/ (peinaw) aor. subj. "will never be hungry" - NO NO = 
NEVER HUNGERS [AND THE ONE BELIEVING IN ME WILL NEVER THIRST AGAIN]. 
The double negative with the subjunctive here, as with "thirsty", expresses a 
strong negation (a subjunctive of emphatic negation, although note how diyhsei, 
"thirst" is fut. ind., sometimes used to replace the subj.). "Will certainly never 
ever be hungry."  
   
v36 

Before further explaining more on "the bread from heaven" in v47-51, Jesus 
"takes a stand against those who, although they have seen him act in the fullness 
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of his messianic power and authority, still do not believe in him", Ridderbos. The 
bread from heaven is for them ("you", v32), but they refuse to eat it.  

all (alla) "but" - BUT. Adversative / contrastive. "Yet", Phillips.  
oJti "-" - [I TOLD YOU] THAT. Usually taken to introduce a recitative clause, 

ie., introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus 
had said to the crowd, namely "that you have seen me and still you do not 
believe." The trouble is there is no record of him saying anything like this to them. 
Borgen in Observations on the Midrashic Character of John 6 suggests that hoti 
here introduces a causal clause; "because". Jesus is still exegeting v31 and is 
explaining why he uses "you" in v32 when the quote says "them". "I have said 
'you', because, though you have seen, you still do not believe."  

kai .... kai "- ... and" - Correlative construction, "both ....... and ......" The 
correlating ideas are obviously both negative. On the one hand the crowd has 
"seen" Jesus, but obviously only superficially sense, ie., they view him as a 
wonderworker and not the messiah. On the other hand, they do not believe in 
him.  

me pro. "me" - [YOU HAVE SEEN] ME [AND DO NOT BELIEVE]. The "me" is not 
found in many manuscripts, although most translations personalize what the 
crowd had seen, namely, Jesus. NEB and REB leave it out. If the miracle of the 
loaves is what they had seen, then it could be said that Israel drew spiritual 
significance from the miracle of the manna, but this crowd is more interested in 
another free-freed.  
   
v37 

Barrett suggests the following sense for v37-40, "I have come down to do, 
not my will, but the will of God who sent me. It is God's will that none whom he 
has given me should perish, but that they all should receive life and be raised up 
at the last day. Therefore, I will receive and raise up everyone who 'comes to me', 
since he is the Father's gift to me and it is the Father's will that I should do so."  

pan oJ "all that / all those" - ALL WHICH = WHOEVER. The neuter singular is 
used instead of the more obvious masculine plural (everyone who, whoever...) to 
emphasize the collective force of the elect given to Jesus by the Father. "All", 
NIV, solves the problem, but a reader can only be confused by "everything", 
Phillips.  

didwsin (didwmi) pres. "gives" - [THE FATHER] PRESENTS, GIVES. The 
durative present sense of the giving serves to transcend time.  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - [ALL WHICH] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
hJxei (hJkw) fut. "will come" - WILL MOVE TOWARD, ARRIVE, REACH. Note 

that the sense of this word in John's gospel is different to the word "come [to 
Jesus]" which is used in parallel with "believe". So, "come" and "comes" in this 
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verse have different meanings. The collective covenant community given to Jesus 
by the Father will be eternally joined to Jesus, attached to Jesus, while those who 
come to / believe in Jesus, will continue in that community eternally. "The elect 
community of believers that the Father gives to me will be attached to me 
eternally."  

ton ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "whoever comes" - [AND] THE ONE 
COMING [TO ME]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ou mh ekbalw (ekballw) aor. subj. "I will never drive away" - NO NO = 
BY NO MEANS I WILL CAST. This construction forms a subjunctive of emphatic 
negation. Although we may question the idea that God selects individuals for 
inclusion in Christ's community, divine sovereignty probably does extend to 
maintaining a believer within God's eternal community; see Zwingli on the 
perseverance of the saints. Carson suggests that the speech-form here is a litotes 
where an idea is promoted by negating the contrary. The intended meaning 
therefore is "I will certainly keep / preserve"; "I will certainly not reject", Harris.  

exw adv. "-" - OUTSIDE. This adverb of place reinforces the sense of the ek 
prefix of the verb ballw, "to throw", "to throw out + outside."  
   
v38 

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus will 
preserve those who come to / believe in him, namely, because he doesn't set out 
to do his own thing, but rather the will of the Father, and the Father's will is that 
his covenant community will be preserved to eternity.  

katabebhka (katabainw) perf. "I have come down" - I HAVING COME 
DOWN. The perfect tense expresses a present state resulting from a past action. 
Obviously drawing on the imagery of the manna coming down.  

apo "from [heaven]" - OUT OF, FROM [HEAVEN]. Expressing source/origin.  
iJna + subj. "to [do]" - [NOT] THAT [I MAY DO THE WILL THE OF ME (= WHICH 

IS MINE)]. Possibly introducing an epexegetic clause explaining what God's will 
is, although purpose / aim, is more likely; "for I have come down from heaven 
(in order that) I may carry out, not my will, but the will of him who sent me."  

alla "but" - Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction; "not ....., but 
....."  

tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "[the will] of him who sent [me]" - 
[that I may do THE WILL] OF THE ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle serves as 
a substantive, while the genitive is adjectival, either possessive or subjective, "the 
will determined by him who sent me. "The will" of the Father is that "the Son 
should lose none of those entrusted to him by the Father", Harris, cf., v39. 
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v39 

de "and" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue.  
tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "[the will] of the one who sent 

[me]" - [THIS IS THE WILL] OF THE ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. See v38.  
iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. This construction introduces an epexegetic / 

appositional clause explaining / defining the content of God's will; "this is the 
will of him who sent me, namely that ...."  

pan adj. "[I shall lose none of] all" - ALL [WHICH HE HAS GIVEN ME I SHOULD 
NOT LOSE FROM IT = THEM]. Pendent nominative. The use of singular neuter "all" 
again serves to emphasize the collective sense of the community; "that I should 
not lose one of the whole community", Barrett. The neuter singular autou, "it", 
"[not lose from] it", is also collective = community = the total sum of God's 
people = "not lose from them." The preposition ex, "from", stands in the place of 
a partitive genitive, so "not lose of them." "It is his will that of all he gave me I 
should lose none", Rieu.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative in a counter point construction, "not ....., 
but ....."; "but rather than lose them, that I will raise them on the last day."  

th/ escath/ hJmera/ dat. "at the last day" - [I WILL RAISE UP IT = THEM ON] 
THE LAST DAY. The dative is temporal, so also if we read the variant en, "in". 
Referring to the resurrection of the righteous at the return of Christ. Note, John 
also seems to have a resurrection of the unrighteous in that day, 5:28-29.  
   
v40 

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why God's gift 
endures to eternal life for those "given" to Christ, namely, because it is the 
Father's will that those who believe in his Son / discern his Son should possess 
that life.  

touto "-" - THIS [IS THE WILL OF THE FATHER OF ME]. Nominative subject of 
the verb to-be. As in v39, the pronoun references forward to the stated content of 
God's will.  

iJna "that" - THAT. Again, introducing an epexegetic / appositional clause 
explaining / defining what is God's will. "For what my Father wants is (namely) 
that ....", TEV.  

oJ qewrwn (qewrew) pres. part. "[everyone] who looks [to the Son]" - 
[EVERYONE / ALL] SEEING, LOOKING AT, OBSERVING, BEHOLDING (looking with 
spiritual insight and perception*). As with pisteuwn, "believing", the participle 
serves as a substantive. What we have here is another synonym for "believing 
in." In fact Bultman classifies the two participles as a hendiadys, a single idea 
expressed with two words. In this context Dodd defines the word as "the 
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discerning vision which recognizes the eternal reality behind or within the 
phenomenal facts of the life and death of Jesus Christ." Again, Exodus imagery 
may be in mind where Israel looked and believed for their salvation in the golden 
snake lifted up before them. "Everyone who sets their eyes on Jesus will have 
eternal life."  

eiV + acc. "[believes] in [him]" - [AND BELIEVING] INTO [HIM]. Spatial, 
metaphorical, expressing direction of action and arrival at. When used of 
believing eiV is interchangeable with en, "in".  

aiwnion adj. "eternal [life]" - [MAY HAVE LIFE] ETERNAL. The adjective 
limits "life", the accusative direct object of the verb "to have." Note how eternal 
life is placed here with being raised in the last day. The two are not synonyms, 
nor is eternal life an eternal heavenly existence. Eternal life is a quality of spiritual 
existence which a person possesses now and through eternity. Possessing it 
enables a person to be raised in the last day. Eternal life is the divine spark that 
enlivens the soul, moving it from mortality to immortality.  

en + dat. "at [the last day]" - [AND I WILL RAISE UP HIM] IN, ON [THE LAST 
DAY]. This preposition is a variant reading, as in v39, either way, the dative is 
temporal. John's realized eschatology has prompted some commentators to 
question the originality of references to the "last day." "These last words return 
like a refrain in the following verses (v, 39, 40, 44, and 54), not as a later addition 
(to offset a one-sided "realized eschatology"), but to bring to full expression the 
heavenly, transcendent character ... of Jesus' mission", Ridderbos.  
   
v41 

# 5, "Is this not Jesus the son of Joseph? How can he say that he came down 
from heaven?" v41-46. "The Jews" are not at all happy with Jesus because he has 
claimed that he is the bread from heaven referred to in v31. They know all about 
him and his family so why should they give ear and come to Jesus; hear him that 
their soul may live? cf., Isa.55:3. In v44-45 Jesus goes on to develop the argument 
that only seekers are saved - the problem for "the Jews" is that they are not 
seekers. God's revelation in the scriptures is only open to those who seek it, so 
inevitably only seekers will be drawn to Jesus, the source of all truth, and it is 
only they who will share in the resurrection of the righteous. In v46 Jesus clarifies 
the point he has just made so as not to leave the impression that people are drawn 
to Jesus by some personal revelation from God. Jesus himself attracts the seeker 
because he is "from God."  

oun "at this" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, 
"So, the Jews grumbled about him", ESV.  

egogguzon (gogguzw) imperf. "grumble" - [THE JEWS] WERE GRUMBLING, 
COMPLAINING, MURMURING [ABOUT HIM]. The complaining of Israel is another 
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allusion to the wilderness wanderings. The imperfect is again used to provide 
background information, although its durative nature may serve to highlight 
ongoing complaining. In John the term "the Jews" carries negative connotations. 
Usually referring to those who do not believe, who are hostile to Jesus, or more 
specifically the religious authorities in Jerusalem.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the Jews were 
complaining, namely, because Jesus had said ......  

eipen (eipon) aor. "he said" - In the sense "he claimed". "Because he had 
exegeted the text, 'bread from heaven he gave them to eat', in such a way as to 
claim that he was the manna that came from heaven."  

oJ katabaV (katabainw) aor. part. "[I am the bread] that came down" - [I 
AM THE BREAD] HAVING COME DOWN [OUT OF, FROM HEAVEN]. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "bread", as NIV.  
   
v42 

elegon (legw) imperf. "they said" - [AND] THEY WERE SAYING. The 
imperfect probably indicates that John has drawn aside from the main narrative, 
but it may just be durative, "they kept saying", NAB. Possibly iterative; "they 
began to grumble."  

ouJtoV pro. "this" - [IS] THIS person. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
The use of the demonstrative pronoun here is a touch insulting. The crowd knows 
Jesus and his family and as is always the case, familiarity breeds contempt.  

ouc "-" - NOT. This negation is used in a question expecting an affirmative 
answer.  

IwshV gen. "[the son] of Joseph" - [JESUS THE SON] OF JOSEPH [OF WHOM 
WE KNOW THE FATHER AND THE MOTHER]? As with the genitive pronoun ou|, 
"[the father and mother] of whom [we know] ("we" used emphatically)", the 
genitive is adjectival, relational. Jesus' human origin is, for the crowd, proof that 
Jesus obviously didn't come down from heaven.  

pwV adv. "how" - HOW, IN WHAT WAY. The interrogative particle is used here 
to express an objection.  

nun "now" - Adverb of time. There is a textual variant which takes the sense 
"therefore." This makes more sense, but it is probably the reason why it was 
changed from "now". Possibly best left out; "how can he say", Phillips, NAB.  

oJti "-" - [DOES HE SAY] THAT [I HAVE COME DOWN OUT OF HEAVEN]? 
Introducing a dependent statement, direct speech / direct quote.  
   
v43 

mh gogguzete (gugguzw) pres. imp. "stop grumbling" - [JESUS ANSWERED 
AND SAID TO THEM] DO NOT GRUMBLE. The durative force of the present tense 
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with the negation mh may indicate that the command is to cease an action in 
progress, "do not keep on grumbling", Beasley-Murray. "Stop murmuring", NEB.  

met (meta) + gen. "among [yourselves]" - WITH [YOURSELVES]. Expressing 
association / accompaniment; "among".  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus answered]" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  
   
v44 

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[can] come" - [NO ONE IS ABLE] TO COME [TO 
ME]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb, "is able."  

ean mh + subj. "unless [...... draws]" - IF NOT / EXCEPT, UNLESS. Introducing 
a negated conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the proposed condition has the 
possibility of coming true, "if not / unless, as may be the case, the Father should 
draw him, then, he is not able to come to me"; "no one can turn toward me unless 
he is drawn by the Father", Cassirer.  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "who sent [me]" - [THE FATHER] HAVING SENT 
[ME]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Father", as NIV.  

elkush/ (elkuw) aor. subj. "draws" - SHOULD DRAW, DRAG, ATTRACT [HIM]. 
Serving to fulfill Isaiah 54:13 quoted by Jesus in the next verse. The revelation 
of God, the Law, his Word .... draws / attracts those who are willing to hear. 
Beasley-Murray writes: "this leads Bultmann to interpret the 'drawing' by God as 
taking place when man abandons his own judgment and 'hears' and 'learns' from 
the Father, and so allows God to speak to him: the drawing by the Father occurs 
not, as it were, behind man's decision of faith, but in it'". R.H. Lightfoot in his 
commentary also sees the drawing as a Word-induced-attraction rather than a 
determining act of the divine will.  

en + dat. "at [the last day]" - [AND HE WILL RAISE UP HIM] IN [THE LAST DAY]. 
Temporal use of the preposition; "on the Last Day", Rieu.  
   
v45 

Jesus quotes from Isaiah 54:13, and then explains the text in v45-46, with an 
assumed conditional clause in v45, and an elliptical qualification in v46: "It is 
written, 'They will all be taught by God'. This means that if, as may be the case 
anyone hears what the Father says and learns from it, then they will come to me." 
In the next verse Jesus qualifies his exposition: This does not mean that (ouc oJti) 
they (anyone) have seen the Father; no one has seen the Father other than / except 
(ei mh) the one who is from God, only he has seen the Father."  

gegrammenon (grafw) perf. mid. / pas. part. "[it is] written" - IT HAS BEEN 
WRITTEN [IN THE PROPHETS]. Along with the verb to-be estin, the participle 
forms a periphrastic perfect construction. Typical introduction to a scriptural text. 
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The preposition en, "in", is local, expressing space. The citation is a free version 
of Isaiah 54:13. Why "prophets" instead of "the prophet Isaiah"? Some suggest it 
is from a collection of prophetic testimonies, others that John has forgotten the 
exact source (which is better than Jesus having forgotten the source!!!!).  

qeou (oV) gen. "[taught] by God" - [AND THEY SHALL ALL BE TAUGHT] OF 
GOD. The genitive could be treated as ablative, expressing the source of the 
teaching, "taught from God", but more likely adverbial, instrumental / agency, as 
NIV, a form that regularly follows a verbal adjective, so Novakovic.  

       
            

        
      

     
               

       
           
      

             
        

            
    

   
proV + acc. "[comes] to [me]" - [COMES] TOWARD [ME]. The preposition 

expresses movement toward.  
   
v46 

This qualification is not overly clear, but it seems to reinforce the idea that 
only in Jesus, the Word of God, is the seeker of the divine able to find the divine 
/ "be taught by God" - only Jesus has been personally taught by God.  

ouc oJti "-" - NOT THAT (= this does not mean that). Here introducing an 
elliptical dependent statement expressing / specifying the negated qualification. 
See the introductory note to v45. The point is simple enough; "hearing and 
learning from the Father does not imply seeing him", Bruce.  

eJwraken (oJraw) perf. "has seen [the Father]" - [ANYONE] HAS SEEN [THE 
FATHER]. The perfect tense expresses a present state resulting from a past action, 
here intensive. The only person with the privilege of having seen God is Jesus. 
Jesus is the perfect incarnation of divine truth; he is the Word of God, "the 
immediate knowledge of God", Barrett.  

ei mh "except" - IF NOT = EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause, 
expressing a contrast by designating an exception.  
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 oJ akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "[everyone] who listens / who has heard" - 
[ALL = EVERYONE] THE ONES HAVING HEARD [FROM THE FATHER AND HAVING 
LEARNED from him]. If we treat the adjective paV, "all", as a substantive, 
"everyone", then this participle, as with maqwn, "having learned", is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone". When the participles are taken as 
substantives there is a tendency to apply Grenville Sharp's rule here - the one 
article associates both participles, as ESV, "heard and learned from the Father." 
Yet the sense is "Everyone who has heard what the Father says, and learnt from 
it, comes to Jesus." The aorist tense is probably gnomic, expressing no time 
sense, although REB opts for "has listened .... learned." The notion of God 
drawing people to Jesus (v44) is supported by this quote from Isaiah. This 
drawing is then explained in the terms of God's Word acting on a person who 
willingly and openly approaches the Word such that they are inevitably pointed 
to Jesus, ie., those who seek find.



oJ w]n (eimi) "the one who is" - THE ONE BEING. The articular participle of 
the verb to-be serves as a substantive, as NIV.  

para + gen. "from [God]" - FROM BESIDE [GOD]. Here expressing source / 
origin; "the one who was and is with God", Rieu.  

ou|toV pro. "only he" - THIS ONE [HAS SEEN THE FATHER]. Demonstrative 
pronoun, nominative subject of the verb "to see", emphatic by use.  
   
v47 

Review, v47-51: God provides new manna to the people of Israel. Unlike the 
manna expedited by Moses where the people ate and died, the new manna 
expedited by Jesus, the bread of life, when eaten, gives life eternal. This new 
manna, this bread, is Jesus' flesh - his lifting up, glorification, his sacrifice for the 
life of the world. Those who believe / eat this bread, in the sense of rest in faith 
on the efficacy of Christ's sacrifice, will possess life eternal.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[very truly I tell] you" - [TRULY, TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. 
Dative of indirect object. This statement serves to underline the following words; 
See 6:24.  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "he who believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING 
[HAS LIFE ETERNAL]. The participle serves as a substantive. Correctly, "the 
believer", Moffatt, possibly better expressed "to believe is to have eternal life", 
Barclay. When expressed verbally we need an object. Often "in Jesus" is 
supplied, but John is slowly expanding what believing in Jesus entails. Jesus as 
messiah, the Christ, is central, but more particularly, a Son of Man messiah (the 
divine man with eternal authority), and a suffering servant messiah (the one who 
gives his life for the world).  
   
v48 

       
   

         
         

  
   
v49 

uJmwn "your [forefathers]" - [THE FATHERS] OF YOU. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. Aren't they Jesus' forefathers as well? Brown suggests that 
this reflects the gap between the church and synagogue at the time of writing the 
gospel, but this is an unnecessary conclusion. Kostenberger thinks that Jesus uses 
"your" to distance himself from his opponents.  
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 egw "I" - I [AM]. Nominative subject of the verb to-be, emphatic by use and 
position, although a subject-pronoun verb to-be construction is accepted form.
 thV zwhV (h) "of life" - [THE BREAD] OF LIFE. The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / product, producer - this sort of bread is life-giving. "The 
bread which gives life", TH.



efagon (esqiw) aor. "ate" - ATE [THE MANNA IN THE WILDERNESS AND 
DIED]. The aorist is constative where the action is viewed as a whole, ie., they ate 
for 40 years.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE WILDERNESS AND DIED]. Possibly temporal; "while 
in the wilderness."  
   
v50  

ouJtoV pro. "but here [is the bread]" - THIS one [IS THE BREAD]. cf. Ex.16:15. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. The pronoun serves to distinguish the bread 
of heaven from the bread referred to in v49. Expressed literally in English, the 
distinction is not clear; "This is the bread which comes down from heaven that 
one may eat of it and not die." For this reason, the NIV opts for an adversative 
"but" to make the distinction clear. "The bread I am speaking of", Tasker.  

oJ .... katabainwn (katabainw) pres. part. "that comes down" - [FROM 
HEAVEN] COMING DOWN. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"bread", as NIV; "This bread (= the bread that I am referring to) is the bread 
which comes down from heaven."  

iJna + subj. "which" - THAT. Expressing purpose, "in order that one may eat 
and not die", or possibly consecutive, expressing result, "with the result that / so 
that / such that."  

tiV "a man / anyone" - A CERTAIN ANYONE. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to eat." "So that if anyone eats it", Barclay. The "anyone" "points to an open 
offer of salvation", Harris.  

ex (ek) + gen. "-" - [MAY EAT] FROM [IT]. The preposition stands in place of 
a partitive genitive; "eat of it / the bread."  

kai "and [not die]" - Here leaning toward a consecutive sense; "may eat, 
and as a consequence not die." Obviously not referring to physical death, but 
spiritual death; "die" with respect to God.  
   
v51 

Jesus is the living bread, flesh offered up for the life of the world. Up till this 
point, Jesus' "bread of life" and "living bread" terminology is easily understood 
as symbolic. Jesus is the source of divine truth such that those who believe in him 
possess eternal life. Jesus now cranks up his imagery as he introduces the 
sacrificial element of his life, the giving up of his flesh to the cross, which giving 
expedites the gift of life. Of course, many commentators argue that this move 
toward literalism is shaped by eucharistic considerations, but this is unlikely. The 
opposite is the case in that the theology of John 6 shapes the eucharist.  

egw eimi "I am" - "I myself", Anchor.  
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oJ zwn (zaw) pres. part. "[the] living [bread]" - The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, but possibly epexegetic / appositional, ie., specifying / defining = 
explaining "bread" = "the bread which gives life."  

oJ ... katabaV (katabainw) aor. part. "that came down" - [THE ONE OUT 
OF HEAVEN] HAVING COME DOWN. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "bread". The change in tense from the present in v 50 to the aorist ushers 
in the fresh thoughts of this verse and indicates that the verse may properly 
introduce a new paragraph.  

ean tiV + subj. "if anyone / whoever" - IF A CERTAIN ONE, as the case may 
be [EATS OF THIS BREAD, then  HE WILL LIVE INTO THE AGE]. Relative conditional 
clause, 3rd. class - the condition has the possibility of coming true.  

ek + gen. "-" - [EATS] OF [THIS BREAD]. Expressing source / origin, or 
standing in for a partitive genitive, "eats some of this bread."  

eiV ton aiwna "[he will live] forever" - [HE WILL LIVE] INTO THE AGE. A 
common phrase for "forever". Possible links with Ezekiel 47:1-12.  

de "-" - BUT/AND [AND = INDEED THE BREAD I WILL GIVE FOR THE LIFE OF 
THE WORLD IS THE FLESH OF ME]. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, 
here to a new point.  

hJ sarx (x koV) "[is my] flesh" - THE FLESH. If a eucharistic reference, we 
would expect swma, "body". The imagery relates to the Passover, not the 
eucharist.  

dwsw (didwmi) fut. "I give" - I WILL GIVE. Note the shift to the future tense. 
Another fresh thought is that instead of the Father giving the bread, Jesus now 
gives the bread - the giving up of his body to the cross for the life of the world, 
cf., Barrett p246.  

uJper + gen. "for [the life of the world]" - Here expressing representation, 
"on behalf of the life of the world."  
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6:52-59 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71 
iv] The flesh and blood of the Son of Man 
Synopsis  

The discourse on the bread of life, which began at 6:25, comes to a pointed 
climax in these verses as Jesus rounds off his exposition of the text, "He gave 
them bread from heaven to eat", cf., 6:31.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the true bread that comes down from heaven, a life-giving bread 
made possible through his sacrifice for sin.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 6:22-33.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse; The living bread:  
The discourse proper - "He gave them bread from heaven to eat", v25-

59: 
A food that endures to eternal life, v25-33; 
Jesus provides the life-giving food, v34-51; 
Jesus' sacrifice is the life-giving food, v52-59.  

   
The interrogation-response structure continues:  

#6. "How can this man give us his flesh to eat?", v52; 
"Your ancestors ate manna and died, 

but whoever feeds on this bread (my flesh / my blood) 
will live forever", v53-59. 
   

iii] Interpretation:  
In this final interrogation-response element of the discourse, John 

establishes that the spring of all life is the self-offering of Jesus in his death. 
In the wilderness, the children of Israel ate manna and were sustained for 
their journey to the promised land. Yet, they all inevitably died. Jesus, on 
the other hand, provides a food that will sustain to eternal life. This food is 
Jesus' flesh and blood, not his actual flesh and blood, but the sacrificial 
offering of himself upon the cross. So, the person who eats the body and 
drinks the blood of Jesus (ie., who believes that Jesus, as the crucified 
Christ, provides for the salvation of those who believe through the offering 
of himself on the cross) gains the prize of life eternal.  
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The people of Israel were sustained by heavenly bread during their 
wilderness journey, but inevitably they all perished in the wilderness. The 
Son of Man, on the other hand, provides food that sustains to eternal life, 
and he is that food, a food we must "eat". These words of Jesus prompt 
question / statement #6, pwV dunatai outoV hJmin dounai thn sarka 
autou fagein, "How can this man give us his flesh to eat?" The answer is 
simple: the "flesh and blood" is Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross, and eating is 
believing. Whoever eats and drinks of this flesh and blood, in the sense of 
believes in Jesus' sacrifice, lives forever.  

Jesus' language is of course figurative (shed blood = "violent death", 
Dodd). So, when Jesus speaks of eating his body and drinking his blood, 
he is referring to a belief in the efficacy of his sacrifice, a belief in "the 
surrender to death of the flesh and blood of the Son of man", Ridderbos, so 
also Dodd, etc.., contra Kostenberger who argues that the imagery is used 
of the surrender of self, ie., the reference to flesh and blood is nothing more 
than Hebrew idiom for the whole person, cf. Matt.16:17, 1Cor.15:50, 
Gal.1:16, Eph.6:12, Heb.2:14.  

As we will note in v60, Jesus' words deepen the offense felt by "the 
Jews", and even some of the disciples. It may well be that they are offended 
by the language, but it seems likely that they do finally understand what 
Jesus is saying, namely that the messiah must suffer and die for the life of 
the world. A suffering messiah, even unto death, is a difficult teaching and 
hard to accept.  
   

Note that it is now widely accepted that Jesus' words, although used in 
shaping the liturgy of the Lord's Supper, do not have sacramental intent 
within this context, so Carson, etc. See Schnackenburg for a sacramental / 
eucharistic interpretation of the passage.  
   

iv] Homiletics: John, the Evangelist's Gospel  
The theologian C.H. Dodd commented long ago that the discourses, or 

if you like, the sermons that are found in John's gospel, are simply 
evangelistic presentations. Each sermon, in a slightly different way, 
proclaims the gospel. Our reading today comes from one such sermon 
which is often titled The Bread of Life.  

In the sermon The Bread of Life, we are reminded that Jesus is the 
source of spiritual life, eternal life. As the people of Israel journeyed to the 
promised land, they were sustained with heavenly food, manna. Yet, this 
miraculous food only sustained them for the journey; it had no spiritual 
function. Jesus, on the other hand, supplies a miraculous food, a food for 
eternal life. The food Jesus supplies is the offering of himself upon the 
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cross for the sins of broken humanity. If we eat this food, that is, if we 
believe in the crucified Jesus, then we are sustained to eternal life.  

           
          

       
     

        
        

       
It is interesting how Jesus is quite happy to proclaim the gospel using 

metaphors, or parables. John tells us that the congregation which heard this 
sermon was unable to understand the image of eating Jesus' flesh. Jesus' 
words, on this occasion, sent some disciples on their way, but filtered out 
a remnant who stayed. Jesus later asked his disciples, "do you also wish to 
go away?", Peter answered, "Lord, to whom can we go? You have the 
words of eternal life." So, I guess that in the end, the true seeker 
understands that eating Jesus’ flesh and drinking his blood is a metaphor 
for believing in Jesus' sacrifice for sin.  

"The gospel is the power of God unto salvation"; it is a message that 
transcends both the words with which it is conveyed and the speaker who 
conveys it. We don't need to be concerned about the images used in John's 
gospel, for the truth of the gospel transcends the image. If the gospel of 
John is the evangelist's gospel, then maybe we should keep using it as our 
preferred gospel tract.  
   

6:52 
The Bread of Life discourse, v25-71: iii] The bread Jesus gives is his flesh, 

v52-59. #6. "How can this man give us his flesh to eat?" The "Jews" respond to 
the stark nature of Jesus' words, prompting an argument among them and 
ultimately offense. None-the-less, Jesus presses on, expanding the imagery of 
eating his flesh by adding the image of drinking his blood. Jesus uses sacrificial 
language to make the point that by identifying with his sacrifice, a person shares 
his nature and the life he bestows.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE [THE JEWS]. Inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so", as NIV. Expressing the effect of Jesus' words in v21; "this led 
to", NEB.  

emaconto (macomai) imperf. "[the Jews] began to argue sharply" - WERE 
ARGUING, WRANGLING, QUARRELLING [TOWARD ONE ANOTHER]. A very strong 
word, "strove". Note the possible allusion to Num.20:3. Probably an inceptive 
imperfect where the stress is on the beginning of the action, as NIV. The reaction 
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 With evangelistic sermons like this, it's no wonder that John's gospel 
was often given to people enquiring about Christianity. Yet today, 
enquirers are usually given Mark's gospel. The shift from John's gospel is 
usually driven by the view that its imagery can easily confuse an enquirer. 
In our reading today we have the rather difficult metaphor of eating Jesus' 
flesh and drinking his blood. In the early years of the Christian faith, it 
was rumoured that believers actually ate infants in their "love feasts".



of the Jews to Jesus' words is understandable, see below, v53. "This led to a fierce 
dispute among the Jews", REB.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to argue", "were arguing and said", 
redundant.  

ouJtoV pro. "this man" - [HOW IS ABLE] THIS ONE. The use of the 
demonstrative pronoun here is probably derogatory. "This fellow", Morris.  

dounai (didwmi) aor. inf. "give" - TO GIVE. Complementary infinitive, 
completing the sense of the verb "is able". Note, the problem is not expressed in 
the terms "how are we meant to eat his flesh?", but "how can he give us his flesh?" 
The giving of Christ's flesh and blood serves to cue us to the sense behind the 
image, namely, a sacrificial giving - Christ gives himself as a sacrifice for sin.  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - [THE FLESH OF HIM] TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
autou "his [flesh]" - OF HIM. Missing in many manuscripts, but probably 

original. Obviously Jesus' flesh is intended.  
fagein (esqiw) aor. inf. "to eat" - The infinitive here is adverbial, final, 

expressing purpose; "in order to eat."  
   
v53 

Jesus goes on to explain the point he is making. We must eat and drink 
Christ's sacrifice for sin - believe in Christ the crucified messiah. Without this 
belief we have no life within us; we do not possess eternal life.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. As above; "So, ....."  
autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
amhn amhn "[I tell you] the truth" - TRULY TRULY [I SAY TO YOU]. Used to 

reinforce the importance of a statement. The 4th time the phrase is used in this 
chapter; See 5:24.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - IF NOT = UNLESS, [YOU EAT THE FLESH OF THE 
SON OF MAN AND DRINK THE BLOOD OF HIM, YOU DO NOT HAVE LIFE IN 
YOURSELVES]. Negated conditional clause 3rd. class, where the proposed 
condition has the possibility of coming true; “if as may be the case ……., then 
….” 

pihte (pinw) aor. subj. "drink" - The aorist possibly indicating a once only 
action of drinking.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, of 
relationship. This messianic title, drawn from Ezekiel and referring to the one 
who receives heavenly authority and rule from the Ancient of Days, is favoured 
by Jesus because of its illusive nature. The term can be understood to mean 
nothing more than "a man." Note the shift to a third person self-identification by 
Jesus, a common messianic ploy used by Jesus. See 1:51.  
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ouk ecete (ecw) pres. "you have no" - YOU DO NOT HAVE. If we fail to 
believe in the crucified Christ then we fail to possess eternal life. Possibly, having 
life has an intended future sense, so NEB, although eternal life is also possessed 
now, as NIV.  

en "in [you]" - Local, expressing space, here "within"; "you have no inner 
life", Berkeley.  
   
v54 

Believing, putting our trust in the crucified Christ (eating and drinking the 
body and blood of Jesus), brings life eternal, and this life will be experienced in 
all its wonder and majesty on the day of resurrection.  

oJ trwgwn (trwgw) pres. part. "whoever eats" - THE ONE FEEDING ON [THE 
FLESH OF ME AND DRINKING THE BLOOD OF ME HAS LIFE ETERNAL]. The 
participle, as with pinwn, "drinking", serves as a substantive. The presence of the 
single article associates them, cf., Granville Sharp's rule. For this eating, John 
uses the present tense, rather than aorist of v53. The verb was originally used of 
animals eating, later of humans, but of eating in a rough manner. Brown sees this 
literalism as an evidence that the eating and drinking is a reference to the Lord's 
Supper, although is probably just stylistic. The present tense may indicate 
continued action. "Our Lord meant the habit of continually feeding on him all 
day long by faith. He did not mean the occasional eating of material food in an 
ordinance", Ryle.  

kagw pro. "and I" - The crasis kai egw is emphatic by position and use.  
anasthsw (anisthmi) fut. "I will raise [them]" - I WILL RAISE UP [HIM]. 

Commentators who are focused on the realized eschatology of John's gospel are 
inclined to see references to the resurrection in the day of judgment as later 
additions, but of course, NT eschatology is always now and not-yet.  

thn escath/ hJmera/ dat. "the last day" - IN THE LAST DAY. The dative is 
temporal, "at/on the last day", ie., the day of judgment.  
   
v55 

Manna was amazing food, but it was not the real thing, it was not life-giving. 
Christ's sacrifice is the real thing; it is the life-giving food.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why eating of 
the flesh and blood gives life eternal, namely, because "my flesh is real food."  

alhqhV adj. "real" - [THE FLESH OF ME IS] TRUE, HONEST, GENUINE [EATING 
= FOOD AND THE BLOOD OF ME IS] TRUE [DRINK]. The adjective serves as the 
predicate nominative of the verb to-be, attributive, limiting food and drink. A 
variant adverb exists, but is probably not original. The spiritual sustenance for 
eternal life is not manna etc., but rather the genuine item supplied by Christ, 
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namely, his sacrifice. Jesus’ sacrifice is "the only genuine/real" spiritual food for 
eternal life.  
   
v56 

A person who believes in Jesus is one with Christ, united to Christ - indwells 
Christ and is indwelt by Christ.  

oJ trwgwn (trwgw) pres. part. "whoever eats" - THE ONE EATING, FEEDING 
ON [THE FLESH OF ME AND DRINKING THE BLOOD OF ME]. As for "drinking", the 
participle serves as a substantive; See v54.  

menei (menw) pres. "remains" - ABIDES, REMAINS, CONTINUES. Present tense 
indicating a continuous state. The one who eats and drinks of Christ, that is, 
believes in Christ the crucified messiah, is united to Christ, becomes one with 
Christ, and thus being identified with Christ, shares the reward of his faithfulness.  

en + dat. "in [him / them]" - IN [ME AND I] IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical - incorporative union. Often regarded as a eucharistic editorial note; 
not found in some texts.  
   
v57 

A person who identifies with Jesus and his cross, dies with Jesus, rises with 
Jesus, and reigns with Jesus. Just as the Father possesses life in himself so the 
Son possesses life in himself. Those who believe in the Son become one with 
him, and so similarly possess life in themselves.  

kaqwV .... kai "just as .... so" - AS ..... AND. Here the comparative 
conjunction kaqwV with the coordinate conjunction kai forms a comparative 
construction, "just as [the living Father sent me ........] so also [whoever feeds on 
me .........]"  

         
      

               
       
  

kagw "and I" - AND I [I LIVE]. The crasis kai egw, "I also", possibly takes on 
a consecutive sense, "and as a result I ....." Just as Jesus lives in relation to the 
Father, so also the believer lives in relation to the Son.  

dia + acc. "because of [the Father]" - BECAUSE OF [THE FATHER]. Possibly 
instrumental, agency, "through / by means of", ie., it is suggested by some 
commentators that Christ's life is mediated through / by means of the Father. 
Probably better taken as causal, "on account of, because of": a) Jesus' life is one 
with the Father's life; the Father is Jesus' life-source, and b) Jesus lives to do the 
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ME]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting by describing "the Father." 
The Father possesses life in himself and in union with the Father the Son also 
possesses life in himself. "The Father who is life", Brown, probably better 
than "source of life."



will of the Father; Jesus lives for the Father, cf., Morris. Possibly, "I live for the 
sake of the Father."  

kai "so" - AND = SO ALSO. Adjunctive; introducing the apodosis of the 
comparative construction.  

me "me" - [THE ONE FEEDING ON] ME. Note the move from eating the body 
and drinking the blood to eating "me".  

kakeinoV "-" - THAT ONE ALSO [WILL LIVE]. The crasis ekeinoV kai, "that one 
also", probably like kagw takes on a consecutive sense, "and as a result that one 
........."  

di (dia) + acc. "because of [me]" - Causal; see dia above.  
   
v58 

Jesus' sacrifice is the true heavenly bread, the life-giving bread. The people 
of Israel ate manna from heaven in the wilderness, but it only sustained them in 
their journey to the promised land. Those who eat the heavenly bread that Jesus 
gives, who believe in the lifted-up one, will be sustained to life eternal.  

ouJtoV "this" - THIS ONE [IS THE BREAD]. This demonstrative pronoun serves 
as the nominative subject of the verb to-be. The antecedent is obviously Jesus.  

oJ .... katabaV (katabainw) aor. part. "that came down" - HAVING COME 
DOWN. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "bread", as NIV.  

ex + gen. "from [heaven]" - OUT OF, FROM [HEAVEN]. Expressing source / 
origin. The manna came down from heaven and this action is compared with 
Jesus' coming from heaven. This is the tenth reference to such a coming in this 
chapter.  

ou kaqwV "-" - NOT AS. The comparative introduces a negated comparative 
clause. The comparison is a little unclear; is it between the different people who 
ate, or the different bread - presumably the different bread is in mind? So, the 
comparison is between the bread that comes down from heaven ( a bread which 
when eaten gives life everlasting), and the bread the fathers ate in the wilderness; 
"This is the bread that came down from heaven, not like the bread the fathers ate 
and died", ESV, so NEB, JB, ...  

oiJ patereV "your forefathers / ancestors" - THE FATHERS [ATE AND DIED]. 
The Exodus generation ate manna and died; "those ancestors", Brown.  

oJ trwgwn "but whoever feeds" - THE ONE FEEDING ON [THIS BREAD WILL 
LIVE INTO THE AGE]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of 
the verb "to live." Again, a singular person is used of personal faith in Jesus, 
although the individual is part of a community of believers. The one who believes 
lives.  
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v59 

In concluding this discourse on the bread from heaven, John notes that it was 
delivered to the congregation at the synagogue in Capernaum.  

tauta "this" - [HE SAID] THESE. Accusative direct object of the verb "to say. 
"Presumably referring to the discourse, v27-58.  

didaskwn (didaskwn) pres. part. "while teaching" - TEACHING. The 
participle is adverbial, best taken to introduce a temporal clause, as NIV; "while 
he engaged in teaching", Cassirer.  

en sunagwgh/ (h) "in the synagogue" - IN A SYNAGOGUE. Although there is 
no article with "synagogue", it is still likely that Jesus was actually in the 
synagogue at Capernaum when he gave the "instruction". It is possible that the 
lack of an article indicates that an assembly for worship is in mind rather than a 
building, although articles are often not found after a preposition. Guilding argues 
that it is possible the set synagogue readings for this particular Sabbath were 
Exodus 16 and Isaiah 54.  

en + dat. "in [Capernaum]" - Local. Some manuscripts add that the 
instruction was given "on a Sabbath".  
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6:60-71 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:36 
4. Jesus the bread of life, 6:1-71 
v] The words of eternal life 
Synopsis  

The bread of life discourse concludes with a negative reaction from, not just 
"the Jews" (Israel's religious establishment), but also a large number of Jesus' 
disciples. The disciples were happy to follow a messianic figure who promised 
to provide manna from heaven for eternal life, but they are now confronted with 
the reality of a suffering messiah to whose sacrifice of flesh and blood they must 
commit. For many of the disciples, this was all a bit too much to swallow, but for 
the twelve apostles, where else might they find life eternal?  
   
Teaching  

The Word of God draws some closer to Jesus while prompting others to turn 
away. Eternal life is found in continuing in Jesus' words of life.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 6:22-33.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse; The living bread:  
The narrative - division in the ranks v60-71: 

A word for those disciples abandoning Jesus, v60-66; 
A word for those disciples who stay, v67-71.  

   
The interrogation-response structure concludes:  

#7. "This is a hard teaching. Who can accept it?", v60; 
"the Spirit gives life .... The words I have spoken .... are full  
     of the Spirit and life. 

Yet there are some ... who do not believe", v61-66. 
#8. "Do you want to go away as well?", v67. "Lord, to whom  
          shall we go?" v68: 

  "have I not chosen you ..?" v69-71.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Dodd views this passage as an appendix / epilogue consisting of 

narrative, dialogue, and commentary. It addresses the response of a number 
of Jesus' maqhtwon, "disciples" / "Galilean Jews", Carson. Jesus' claim that 
eternal life is gained by eating the body and drinking the blood of the Son 
of Man has prompted "grumbling" from the "Jews" (Jewish authorities???), 
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as well as the wider audience, but in particular, "many of his disciples." 
This reaction may well be driven by the imagery itself, but it seems more 
likely that it is driven by the idea behind the imagery, namely, that the 
messiah faces sacrificial death. Jesus goes on to point out that if his death 
is a worry, then what about the ascension of the Son of Man "to where he 
was before"! v62.  

Just as in the parable of the Sower, it holds true that not all those who 
hear believe. The words Jesus speaks "are full of Spirit and life", but there 
will be those who do not believe and thus they are not "granted" (rather 
than "enabled"; see below) the right to come to the Father and receive the 
gift of the Spirit and life eternal. So, some "turned back", but Peter, 
speaking for those who stayed, declared, "Lord, to whom shall we go? You 
have the words of life."  
   

"What if you see the Son of Man ascend to where he was before!" 
Westcott notes that for John, Jesus ascends to the Father by ascending, by 
being lifted up on the cross, cf. Isa.52:13. If Jesus' words have offended the 
disciples, how much more will they be offended when they see the messiah 
crucified, which for the messiah, is his way to return to the Father. So, 
"How much more will your faith be shaken when you see the Son of Man 
lifted up on the cross?"  

This interpretation is followed by many commentators, eg., Carson. 
Yet, we need to remember that Christ's glorification involves the cross, 
empty tomb, ascension and enthronement; he is lifted up on the cross to 
heaven. If, as seems the case, many are reacting to the idea of a messiah 
who gives his flesh and blood for the life of the world, a crucified messiah, 
how will they handle a messiah raised from the dead and lifted up "to where 
he was before." All a bit mind-blowing!  
   

The realignment of the text for eucharistic purposes: See Brown 
(p299) and others for the realignment of v60-71 to follow v50 and the rather 
unconvincing eucharistic arguments that seem to drive this desire to tamper 
with the text. This discourse is not about the Lord's Supper. The imagery 
of eating Jesus' flesh and drinking his blood is easily aligned to the 
eucharistic, but in the text this imagery serves as a metaphor for believing 
in Jesus' words. If it says anything about the eucharist it supports Zwingli's 
case that eating and drinking is expressed in believing.  
   

Is a person's coming to the Father "granted", or "enabled"? v65. Is a 
person's coming to the Father "given" in the sense of "granted" / 
"approved", NEB; or is their coming "enabled", NIV? The same word "gift" 
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is used in v37, "all that the Father gives me will come to me", although here 
in v65 it is passive, and therefore, the sense would be "granted". The NIV's 
translation, "enabled", follows the sense of v44, "no one can come to me 
unless the Father who sent me draws him." The second alternative, 
"granted", seems best.  

The first option implies that only those who are reliant on the enabling 
of the Father can persist in faith. Obviously, we are then faced with a 
difficult question, namely, if no one can come to the Father without a divine 
enabling, how does the Father enable? Some argue that divine choice is 
enacted through a preliminary work of the Holy Spirit which enables the 
elect to believe. Yet, it seems more appropriate to argue that a person's 
coming to the Father is granted / gifted, as a gift of grace, when they 
respond in faith / belief to the gospel / Christ.  
   

iv] Homiletics: The way of life  
Go to the advertisements in the back section of any popular magazine 

and you will find where people today source information on their spiritual 
life. It's there we find the spiritual psychics, trance channelers, clairvoyants, 
angel messages, star signs..... The search for meaning, for the divine light, 
the divine life, is an ingrained element of human exploration. Some search 
for that divine spark in Jesus and find it in him. Most search for the divine 
spark beyond Jesus, and never find it.  

Those who journey with Jesus do so for many reasons. They might 
have joined the church youth fellowship to increase their dating 
opportunities, gone on to attend church, but then they find themselves 
drifting away. The disciples, who broke away from Jesus in our reading 
today, were actually offended by his intolerable claims. How dare a teacher 
of the Lord God make such claims.  

Many who journey for a time with Jesus break away from him, and so 
it will always be. But what of us? Are we on the drift from the Nazarene to 
Madam Athena the Star Woman? Or do we stand with Peter who said, 
"Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life."  
   

Text - 6:60 
Rejection and confession, v60-71: i] Division among the disciples, v60-66. 

#7. "This is a hard teaching. Who can accept it?" Jesus has already offended "the 
Jews" with his teachings and now many of his disciples are offended (it is "hard" 
teaching) when he claims that his body and blood (ie., his sacrificial death) is the 
source of life. For many who follow Jesus, the messiah cannot make such a claim 
and for this reason they reject it.  
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oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So, in 
response to Jesus words, many disciples said ...."  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "on hearing it" .... [MANY FROM THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM] HAVING HEARD - The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal (with a touch of cause, "because"); "so, many of the disciples, when 
they understood what he was saying, said .."  

ek + gen. "[many] of" - FROM. The preposition is being used instead of a 
partitive genitive; "many of his disciples."  

twn maqhtwn (nV ou) "[his] disciples" - THE DISCIPLES, FOLLOWERS [OF 
HIM SAID]. This group should not be confused with the apostles. They are those 
who have accepted Jesus and his words and so have followed him, but now they 
do not accept his words and so abandon him. Salvation is for those who continue 
in Jesus' words, cf., 8:31.  

sklhroV (oV) "hard" - HARSH, OFFENSIVE [IS THIS WORD]. Predicate 
adjective. Jesus' teaching at this point is intolerable. The obvious question is, what 
has Jesus said that is so offensive? It is likely that Jesus' disciples now understand 
that he is a suffering messiah and that they must commit (eat and drink) to this 
idea. Of course, it may be that they don't understand that the image is only a 
metaphor. Possibly there are those who are so crass that Jesus' failure to produce 
more free food is grounds for disassociation. It is even possible that their offense 
stems from Jesus' claim of status over and above Moses, even over and above the 
Spirit.  

akouein (akouw) pres. inf. "[who can] accept?" - [WHO IS ABLE] TO HEAR, 
HEED. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "is 
able."  

autou gen. pro. "it" - Genitive of direct object after the verb "to hear." With 
a genitive indicates a hearing with understanding; with an accusative indicates a 
hearing without understanding. So, "we don't accept this teaching, and who 
would?"  
   
v61 

As usual, Jesus reads his audience, notes their reaction and points out that if 
his claim to be the source of life through death offends them, what are they going 
to think when they see him ascend to where he was before! v61-62.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue.  
eidwV (oida) perf. part. "aware" - [JESUS] HAVING KNOWN [IN = WITHIN 

HIMSELF]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, but possibly 
causal, "because Jesus was aware that ..." Jesus is conscious that some of his 
followers are antagonistic to his teaching. No miraculous understanding is being 
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implied since any sensitive teacher can pick up on the reaction of an audience. 
"Inwardly conscious", Moffatt.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
Jesus is aware of. As usual, the tense reflects the action as it occurred, ie., present 
tense.  

peri + gen. "about [this]" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM ARE GRUMBLING] ABOUT 
[THIS]. Expressing reference / respect; "concerning this", (toutou, "this" - 
referring back, ie., Jesus' self-revelation in the image of flesh and blood.)."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus said] to them" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

skandalizei (skandalizw) pres. ind. "[does this] offend [you]?" - [DOES 
THIS] CAUSE YOU OFFENSE / TO SIN, STUMBLE? "To cause to stumble" seems 
more likely; "Does it shake your faith?", NAB.  
   
v62 

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, 
"Does this offend you? So what if you see the Son of Man ascending .....?  

ean + subj. "what if" - IF. Introducing an incomplete conditional clause, 3rd. 
class, where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true. The 
apodosis must be supplied; "So, if, as may be the case, you see the Son of man 
ascending to where he was previously, then would this also offend you?" An 
elliptical conditional clause in the form of a question is used to express "strong 
emotion or modesty", BDF #482, see Novakovic. "[But what] if you should see 
the son of man ascend to where he was before?", Ridderbos.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[Son] of Man" - [YOU SEE THE SON] OF MAN. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational. John uses Jesus' favoured messianic title some 
dozen times. The Son of Man title is drawn from Daniel 7:13, the mysterious 
messianic son who comes to the Ancient of Days and receives power, authority 
and rule; See 1:51.  

anabainonta (anabainw) pres. part. "ascend" - GOING UP, ASCENDING. 
The participle serves as an object complement standing in a double accusative 
construction, asserting a fact about the direct object "Son". When it comes to this 
classification, it should be noted that some grammarians would classify the 
participle here as adjectival, predicative. Given that both classifications predicate 
/ assert a fact about the substantive, distinguishing between the two is somewhat 
pedantic (unless, of course, you are sitting for a Greek exam!!!).  

to "[before]" - [WHERE HE WAS] THE FIRST, FORMERLY. The article serves 
as a nominalizer turning the adverb "first, former" into a substantive. The 
accusative case is adverbial, temporal, expressing extent of time, as NIV; "where 
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he was previously", Berkeley. Obviously with the sense of being reunited to the 
Father through the cross.  
   
v63 

Bultman goes out on a limb with this verse and suggests an assumed 
adversative comparative construction: "You say, 'it is the Spirit that gives life; 
the flesh is useless'; but I say, 'the words that I have spoken to you are both Spirit 
and life.'" The disciples may be offended by Jesus' teaching up to this point - his 
claim that eternal life is found through eating his body and drinking his blood, 
ie., by faith in Jesus' life-giving, his being lifting-up (the cross). The disciples 
assert that the Spirit is the source of life, not words, not flesh and blood. "Not so", 
says Jesus; "the words I have spoken to you are both Spirit and life."  

to pneuma (a atoV) "the Spirit" - THE SPIRIT. Nominative subject of the 
verb to-be. Either "the Spirit", meaning "the Holy Spirit", "God's Spirit", or "the 
human spirit", cf., NAB. Usually without an attributive modifier. The word 
"spirit" in the NT means "God's Spirit", but the context may imply that the human 
spirit is intended. The human spirit, our being, infused with the words of Jesus, 
produces life. On balance, "the Holy Spirit" is most likely intended.  

zwopoioun (zwopoiew) pres. part. "gives life" - [IS] THE THING MAKING 
ALIVE. The participle serves as a substantive, predicate nominative of the verb to-
be. In the Nicodemus discourse, chapter 3, Jesus reworked the Old Testament 
life-giving role of the Spirit. In this discourse, the words of Jesus, through the 
agency of the Holy Spirit, give life, cf., 1Cor.15:45. Such an assertion would 
indeed offend many of Jesus' disciples.  

ouk ... ouden "[flesh counts for] nothing" - [THE FLESH DOES] NOT 
[BENEFIT] NOTHING. Emphatic double negative. Jesus is possibly agreeing with 
his wayward disciples; how foolish to think that flesh will give spiritual life. The 
Spirit gives spiritual life, and believing in Jesus' words, words inspired by the 
Spirit, produces that life.  

ta rJhmata (a atoV) "the words" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be. It 
is the Spirit inspired words, spoken by Jesus, that give life. Note that those 
wanting to impose a eucharistic interpretation on chapter 6 translate "words" as 
"things", ie., the eucharistic (Mass, Communion) elements. C.H. Dodd regards 
this interpretation as "desperate".  

egw pro. "I [have spoken]" - [WHICH] I [I HAVE SPOKEN TO YOU]. Emphatic 
"I". God through Moses gave life-giving Manna; Jesus ("I") gives life-giving 
words.  

estin (eimi) "are [spirit]" - IS [SPIRIT AND] IS [LIFE]. An example of how a 
neuter plural subject will usually take a singular verb, as here. "The words I have 
spoken to you are activated through the agency of the life-giving Spirit."  
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v64 

The sad reality is that there are many disciples who do not believe Jesus' life-
giving words and therefore cannot possess life. From the beginning of his 
ministry, Jesus knew that some would not believe; he even knew that he would 
be given up (betrayed) by one of his own.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative. Even though Jesus' words give life, some 
do not believe that he is the source of spiritual / eternal life.  

ex + gen. "[some] of [you]" - [THERE ARE SOME] FROM [YOU]. This 
preposition stands in the place of a partitive genitive.  

ou pisteuousin (pisteuw) pres. "believe" - [WHO] DO NOT BELIEVE. 
Absolute use of the verb - no object etc. Jesus identifies the problem of the 
doubting disciples; they do not believe and therefore do not receive the gift of 
life.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause; serving to introduce an editorial note 
explaining that Jesus knew from early in his ministry ("the beginning" ???) that 
some disciples would turn away from him, even betray him.  

h/dei (oida) pluperf. "had known" - [JESUS] HAD KNOWN. Here usually 
rendered as an imperfect; "Jesus knew from the beginning", ESV. Probably in the 
sense of Jesus' ability to read people, rather than in the sense of Jesus exercising 
divine omniscience.  

         
       

       
oi mh pisteuonteV (pisteuw) pres. part. "[which of them] did not believe" 

- [WHO ARE] THE ONES NOT BELIEVING. The participle serves as a substantive, 
predicate nominative.  

oJ paradwswn (paradidwmi) fut. part. "who would betray" - [AND WHO IS] 
THE ONE DELIVERING OVER = BETRAYING [HIM]. The articular participle serves as 
a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be - future referencing. Future 
participles are rare in the NT. The word is often used of Jesus being "delivered 
up" to the cross for our sins by his own people, or of Pilate doing the delivering 
up, or the Father doing it, or even Jesus himself doing it. Here, obviously referring 
to Judas and again indicating Jesus' ability to read people.  
   
v65 

Jesus has stated that only some believe and so he concludes by repeating the 
point. Only those who are reliant on the gift of the Father's grace are enabled to 
persist in faith. When we rely on Jesus' words we are enabled by them to stay the 
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 ex + gen. "from [the beginning]" - FROM [BEGINNING]. Adverbial use of the 
preposition, temporal. Possibly from the beginning of creation, although more 
naturally from the early days of Jesus' association with his disciples.



course. Those who refuse to rest on Jesus' words are lost, and the sad fact is, there 
will always be some who refuse to rest on God's grace.  

elegen (legw) imperf. "he went on to say" - [AND] HE WAS SAYING. The 
imperfect here is possibly iterative, expressing repeated action, "he has said 
repeatedly." "So that was why he often said", Barclay.  

dia touto "this is why" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction is 
usually inferential, serving to introduce an important proposition, "therefore, for 
this reason." Referring to the lack of faith noted in v64a. Jesus, knowing that 
some of the disciples would not believe the unfolding revelation in his person and 
work, had already made the point in v37 and v44 that only those given and 
attracted by the Father would continue in faith.  

eirhka (eipon) perf. "I told" - I HAVE SAID. Another example of Jesus saying 
that he has already made this point, although again he has not made it using 
exactly the same words.  

uJmin "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing what Jesus had told them.  
elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "can come" - [NO ONE IS ABLE] TO COME 

[TOWARD ME]. Complementary infinitive, completing the sense of "[no one] is 
able". "It is impossible for anyone to come to me", Barclay.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - IF NOT = UNLESS. Introducing a negated 
conditional clause 3rd class where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true; "if not / unless, as the case may be, it has been given to him from/by 
the Father, then no one is able to come to me." "No one can come to me without 
a warrant from the Father."  

h/ dedomenon (didwmi) perf. pas. part. "has enabled" - IT HAS BEEN GIVEN 
[TO HIM FROM THE FATHER]. The subjunctive of the verb to-be with the perfect 
passive participle forms a periphrastic perfect construction.  
   
v66 

Sadly, some disciples break away from Jesus.  
ek toutou "from this time" - FROM THIS. Possibly causal, "for this reason", 

although what is the reason? The reason may be that some disciples "turned back" 
because they were not "enabled", cf. v65, or they turned back because "what they 
wanted, Jesus would not give; what he offered, they would not receive", Bruce 
(ie., the disciples are reacting to the totality of Jesus' discourse). Yet a temporal 
sense is more likely; "from this time", Barrett.  

ek + gen. "of [his disciples]" - [MANY] FROM [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. This 
variant preposition serves in the place of a partitive genitive.  
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eiV ta opisw "[turned] back" - [DEPARTED, WENT BACK] INTO THE BACK 
(lit. "into what lies behind", cf., Zerwick = "fell away", Rieu). Note allusion to 
turning away from God, cf., Isa.1:5. Possibly, "broke away", but better, "they 
went away to the things they had left behind", Stott. They had followed (lit. 
walked with = accompanied) Jesus, but now they returned to their former life.  

ouketi ... periepatoun (peripatew) imperf. "no longer followed [him]" - 
[AND] WERE NO LONGER WALKING AROUND [WITH HIM]. "They no longer 
continued as his disciples (met autou, "with him" = accompaniment)."  
   
v67 

ii] A word for those disciples who stay with Jesus, v67-71. #8. "Do you want 
to go away as well"? "Lord, to whom shall we go?" Peter again takes up the role 
of spokesperson for the disciples. He makes two points: a) the disciples have not 
been able to discover life, in a spiritual sense, apart from Jesus, so why abandon 
him; b) from the evidence before them, Jesus is actually the long-promised 
messiah - God's consecrated one. There is little point abandoning someone who 
is most probably Israel's messiah.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID TO THE TWELVE]. Used here as a 
transitional conjunction introducing new subject matter, but possibly inferential, 
establishing a logical connection "So Jesus said", ESV.  

uJmeiV "you" - [NOT AND = ALSO] YOU. Emphatic use of the personal pronoun.  
mh "not" - The negation here implies a question expecting a negative answer, 

but it is sometimes used in a question that is very tentative. So, Jesus may be 
drawing the apostles out with a challenge, but at the same time he could be 
somewhat deflated by the walk-out of so many disciples.  

uJagein (uJagw) pres. inf. "[want] to leave" - [WILL] TO GO AWAY? The 
infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "will / want."  

toiV dwdeka dat. "the twelve" - Dative of indirect object. The first mention 
of the twelve in John; there are four such references is John.  
   
v68  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [SIMON PETER ANSWERED, REPLIED] TO HIM - Dative 
of indirect object.  

kurie (oV) voc. "Lord" - LORD. Vocative used to introduce direct speech.  
apeleusomeqa (apercomai) fut. ind. "[to whom] shall we go?" - [TOWARD 

WHOM] WILL WE GO. A deliberative rhetorical phrase where the question expects 
no verbal reply. The verb in such a construction is often an aorist subjunctive, but 
here a future indicative. Peter, faced with such a radical choice, namely life, or 
death, states clearly that for him there is no other way to live out his life other 
than to follow Jesus, and this because Jesus is the source of eternal life.  
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rJhmata (a atoV) "the words" - [YOU HAVE] WORDS. The article is not 
present in most manuscripts. "You have words of eternal life."  

zwhV (h) gen. "of [eternal] life" - OF LIFE [ETERNAL]. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, idiomatic, possibly producer, "the words that produce 
life." Of course, other idiomatic ideas present themselves; words which "give 
eternal life", CEV, or "lead to eternal life", or "have the ring of eternal life", 
Phillips, or possibly "living words" or just words that "concern life", or words 
"which reveal the secret to eternal life" = "you have the secret of eternal life", 
Rieu. Cf., v63.  
   
v69 

hJmeiV pro. "we" - [AND] WE. Emphatic use of the pronoun.  
pepisteukamen (pisteuw) perf. "believe [and know]" - HAVE BELIEVED 

[AND HAVE KNOWN]. The use of the perfect tense here serves to define the action 
of the disciples whereby they have arrived at their present state of faith and 
knowledge and continue in it. Of course, the use of the perfect tense may just 
serve to emphasize the action, "We truly believe and know for sure that ......" 
Note that in John, "believe" and "know" are synonyms, used here to form a 
hendiadys; "we have believed / have become certain, that ..." The only exception 
is when "know" is used of Jesus; it is said of him that he knows the Father, but 
never said of him that he believes in the Father. "We are in a state of faith and 
knowledge; we have recognized the truth and hold it", Barrett.  

oJti "that" - Here introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what they have believed.  

su "you [are]" - YOU [ARE]. Again, the emphatic use of the pronoun.  
tou qeou (oV) gen. "[The holy one] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, 

relational / possessive, "God's Holy One." Clearly a messianic title, cf., Mk.1:24. 
Given its Old Testament background, the phrase refers to a person set apart for a 
special purpose; "God's consecrated one."  
   
v70 

Peter's reply is a touch self-confident, so Jesus reminds the twelve that it is 
he who has actually selected them as disciples, which may account, at least in 
part, for their loyalty, and even then one of their number will desert him. John 
notes that Jesus was speaking of Judas, the son of Simon from the village of 
Kerioth.  

ouk "not" - [JESUS ANSWERED TO THEM] NOT [I CHOOSE YOU THE TWELVE]. 
This negation is used in a question expecting an affirmative answer.  

exelexamhn (eklegomai) aor. "chosen" - CHOOSE. This verse and the next 
seems to counter Peter's natural bluster. The apostles were specially selected by 
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Jesus and so should not be overly self-confident, especially as one of their number 
is a nasty piece of work.  

ek + gen. "[one] of [you]" - [AND ONE] FROM [YOU]. Here the preposition 
stands in for a partitive genitive.  

diaboloV "[is] a devil" - Predicate nominative. "Devil" is a monadic noun; 
there is only one devil, therefore "the devil" is better than "a devil." This aligns 
with Colwell's rule where a definite predicate nominative placed before the verb 
to-be lacks the article. We may have expected "one of you is a demon", since 
there are many demons, but John has "devil". The term is obviously figurative, a 
metaphor; Jesus can't be saying that Judas is actually the devil, cf., "get behind 
me Satan." So, the sense probably is "one of you has the devil in his heart", 
Phillips.  
   
v71 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here indicating a move to an editorial note.  
SimwnoV (wn onoV) gen. "[Judas], the son of Simon]" - [HE WAS SAYING 

(concerning) JUDAS OF SIMON]. The genitive is adjectival, relational, as NIV; 
"Judas the son of Simon." The accusative ton Ioudan, "Judas", is adverbial, 
reference / respect; "He was saying this with respect to Judas."  

Iskariwtou (Iskariwq) gen. "Iscariot" - OF ISCARIOT. Following Aramaic 
form, the genitive "Iscariot" would function as an adjective modifying Judas by 
characterizing him, so adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / local, limiting Judas; 
"Judas whose home is in the village of Kerioth in southern Judea."  

ek + gen. "[though one] of [the twelve]" - FROM. The preposition serves in 
the place of a partitive genitive. May mean "first of the twelve", but this is 
unlikely. The NIV, as with many other translations, create a concessive clause at 
this point; "although one of the twelve", Berkeley. John adds "one of the twelve" 
to clarify the Judas he is talking about; "He meant Judas, the son of Simon 
Iscariot, for this was the man - one of the Twelve - who was to betray him", 
Cassirer.  

gar "-" - FOR [THIS ONE]. Introducing a causal clause why Jesus calls him a 
devil, because he was the man who would later betray him..  

paradidonai (paradidwmi) pres. inf. "[was later] to betray [him]" - [WAS 
ABOUT] TO HAND OVER = BETRAY [HIM, ONE OF THE TWELVE]. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of "was about". Brown suggests that the 
phrase carries an "air of inevitability". Surely John is simply labelling him as the 
betrayer of Jesus rather than expressing divine inevitability. "Was afterwards to 
betray him", Weymouth.  
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7:1-13 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
5. Jesus the water of life, 7:1-8:11 
i] Back to Jerusalem 
Synopsis  

Jesus' ministry in Galilee is coming to an end, and so with the approach of 
the Feast of Tabernacles in Jerusalem, Jesus' brothers assist with some practical 
advice. Although not believers themselves, they point out that a few well-placed 
signs and wonders performed in Jerusalem would lift Jesus' messianic profile 
significantly. Jesus reminds them that he is not about the world's business. After 
the family has left for Jerusalem, Jesus follows on, not as a triumphant messiah, 
but as a normal pilgrim. Those attending the festival soon become aware of Jesus' 
presence and begin to debate among themselves about the nature of this man from 
Galilee.  
   
Teaching  

The gospel is the power of God unto salvation, not worldly marketing 
methodologies.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:13-25. This fifth episode in The Ministry of Messiah (Dodd 
has it as the fourth episode) is focused on the Feast of Tabernacles in Jerusalem. 
Referencing the healing of the lame man at the pool of Bethesda, 5:1-18, John 
uses the feast as a significant backdrop to craft the discourses. At the festival, 
Jesus spends time teaching the crowds in the temple. This prompts a series of 
controversies with the religious authorities and elements in the crowd. The issues 
raised in the episode Jesus the Giver of Life, 5:1-47, are further developed in this 
episode, as well as in the episode Jesus the Light of the World, 8:12-10:42.  

Within the context of the Feast of Tabernacles and its water theme (see 
Background below), John presents a series of apologetic dialogues shaped to 
establish Jesus' messianic credentials for Hellenistic Jews. The main theme of 
these dialogues concerns Jesus' fulfillment of Israel's religious aspirations, both 
its rituals and law. Jesus gives witness to his messianic authority as the water of 
life, a divine gift which completes the Law of Moses. First, John establishes the 
setting with Jesus going up to Jerusalem again, but doing so in secret, v1-13. The 
narrative provides a setting of hostility on the part of the religious authorities. In 
the first discourse / dialogue, John resumes the argument that developed over 
Jesus’ healing of a lame man on the Sabbath, v14-24, cf., 5:1-47. How can a man 
who breaks the Law teach the Law? John sets out to establishes Jesus’ right to 
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teach the Law. In the second episode, v25-36, the argument moves naturally to 
the person of Jesus. His person is evident in the fact that he is from the Father 
and will return to the Father. This assertion prompts a hostile reaction from "the 
Jews" (Jewish authorities) and the people of Jerusalem, as well as many who were 
in the crowd worshipping at the Festival. There is even an attempt to arrest Jesus 
by the authorities. John finally focuses on the water ceremony of the Festival, 
establishing that Jesus is the source of living water, v37-52. Drawing on the water 
imagery of Zechariah 14:8 and Ezekiel 47:1, as well as the exodus imagery of 
Moses and the water that flowed from a rock in the desert, Jesus claims that the 
rivers of living water, life-giving water, flow from him, his body, the new Temple 
- he is the source of the life-giving Spirit which supersedes Israel's cult and Law. 
This claim prompts some to believe, but the majority question Jesus' origins.  

           
           

              
              

           
    

   
Dodd says of chapters 7 and 8 that they consist of a "collection of 

miscellaneous material" presenting as a "series of controversial dialogues, often 
without clearly apparent connection." Dodd's assessment is somewhat harsh as it 
does seem that John has an overall theme in mind, namely, Jesus supersedes 
Israel's cult and Law. This theme permeates the loosely stitched dialogues. Dodd 
provides the following structure covering chapters 7 and 8; See Beasley-Murray 
for his more detailed take on the contents:  

Narrative: Jesus attends the Feast of Tabernacles in secret, 7:1-13; 
Dialogues: 

Moses and Christ, 7:14-24; 
Who is Jesus Christ?, v25-36; 
The promise of the Spirit, v37-44; 
The unbelief of the religious authorities, v45-52; 
The nature and evidence for the claims of Jesus, 8:12-20; 
The challenge of Jesus to the Jewish leaders, v21-30; 
Abraham, his "seed" and Christ, v31-59.  

   
Stibbe proposes a chiastic structure for chapter 7:  

A1. Jesus' elusive movements thwart the authorities, v1-13; 
B1. Jesus' first dialogue, halfway through the feast, v14-24; 

C. Jesus' second dialogue, v25-36; 
B2. Jesus' third dialogue on the last day of the feast, v37-44; 
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 The story of the woman taken with adultery, 7:53-8:11, sits awkwardly at 
the end of chapter 7, and is regarded as an insertion and not part of this episode. 
Although the apologetic dialogues in this episode work off the healing of the lame 
man on the Sabbath, this very synoptic story of a woman taken with adultery well 
illustrates how the grace of God supersedes the Law of Moses. The story may not 
be part of the original gospel of John, but it certainly fits the subject matter of 
chapter 7.



A2. Jesus' elusive movements thwart the authorities again, v45-52.  
   

ii] Background: The Feast of Tabernacles celebrates the wilderness 
wanderings of Israel under the guiding and sustaining hand of God. It involved 
living out under temporary shelters for a week to celebrate God's care for the 
people of Israel during their forty years in the wilderness. It was a seven-day 
festival, with the eighth day a final rest day. It was held in September, or early 
October, such that it was aligned to the onset of the rainy season. On each of the 
seven days of the festival a bowl of water was taken from the pool of Siloam and 
poured over the alter. At the spring, singers would chant words from Isaiah 12:3, 
"With joy you will draw water from the wells of salvation." They would then 
process through the Water Gate and into the temple. By the first century the 
festival was associated with prayers for rain.  

The image of water in this discourse aligns with the water-pouring ceremony 
in the festival of Tabernacles. It is within this context that Jesus reveals that he is 
the water of life, the source of the life-giving Spirit of God; he is the fulfillment 
of Israel's religious aspirations, replacing its rituals and law with the life-giving 
Spirit.  
   

iii] Structure: Narrative; Back to Jerusalem:  
Setting - Jesus' reluctance to go to Jerusalem, v1; 
Poor advice from Jesus' brothers, v2-5; 

"No one who wants to become a public figure acts in secret." 
Jesus serves the Father's will, v6-9; 

"My time is not yet." 
Jesus attends the festival, v10-13: 

"He is a good man"; 
"No, he deceives the people."  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John's introductory narrative to his series of apologetic dialogues is 
fairly straight forward; it moves Jesus from Galilee into the context of the 
feast of Tabernacles / Booths in Jerusalem where a debate develops over 
his character - "He is a good man" / "He deceives the people." There are 
though, a number of particular points of interest.  
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 Jesus' brothers ply him with a similar temptation to that of Satan in 
Matthew 4:5-7. Jesus can get what he wants by the application of good 
marketing methodologies. Jesus' "time" related response is handled 
differently by the commentators, but the point may be that his actions are 
dependent on the will of God, not the will of mankind. When it comes to 
Jesus' mission "'It is not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit', says the



Lord God almighty." Jesus' "time" is in the hands of the Lord, not in the 
hands of his brothers and their worldly marketing strategy.  

The other point of interest is a seemingly deceptive statement on the 
part of Jesus to his brother's suggestion that he come with them to the 
festival. The answer to this problem may well lie in the language. Jesus 
may be saying something like "I'm not going to the festival just because 
you blokes want me to; I'm waiting on my Father's instructions. So, off you 
go!" On the other hand, Jesus may well intend to go up to the festival, but 
he wants to do it quietly so as not to stir up opposition, and this because it 
is not yet the "time" for his arrest and crucifixion - the "time" of his lifting 
up when he faces the world's "hate." If this is the case then Jesus is guilty 
of dissembling (I'm not inclined to use a stronger word!!!). The question 
presents itself: is dissembling in these circumstances sinful? If asked by an 
acquaintance for the address of a friend so that they can go and do the friend 
harm, one may be inclined to dissemble. In the circumstances, is that 
sinful?  
   

v] Sources:  
The disjointed nature of chapters seven and eight provides some 

evidence as to the way this gospel was formed. The author-editor shows 
his hand in 21:24 as someone who has taken the writings / homilies of John 
the apostle / elder and assembled them into the gospel as we know it. The 
two chapters before us evidence the arrangement of a number of 
independent homilies / sermons on themes that align with the Feast of 
Tabernacles. Bultmann sets out to reassemble the source material, but it is 
best to treat the text as it stands rather than try to outthink the editor-author. 
Lindars suggests the following distinct material types in chapter 7: a) 
material concerned with questions of messianic expectation, v1-14, 25-31, 
40-44; b) supplementary material held over from the healing of the lame 
man, v15-24; c) the attempted arrest of Jesus by the temple officers, v32-
36, 45-52; d) Jesus the water of life, material thematically linked to chapter 
4, v37-39. So, there is some evidence to support the view that these rather 
diverse elements have been stitched together by our author-editor to make 
the point that Jesus is the water of life; he, not the law, is the source of life 
for those who believe. For those who don't believe, Jesus is the source of 
condemnation for sin.  
   

Text - 7:1 
Back to Jerusalem, v1-13: i] Setting.  
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meta tauta "after this" - AFTER THESE THINGS. The preposition meta is 
temporal here, with the phrase used to indicate a step in the narrative, ie., 
transitional.  

en + dat. "in [Galilee]" - [JESUS WAS WALKING AROUND] IN [GALILEE]. Local, 
expressing space. "Jesus was going about his business in Galilee", Peterson. The 
imperfect periepatei, "walking around", is probably being used to indicate 
background information here rather than durative aspect, ie., "continued to walk 
around."  

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus was 
focusing his ministry in Galilee, because he had decided to no longer minister in 
Judea oJti, "because", the religious authorities in Jerusalem were out to have him 
killed.  

peripatein (peripatew) pres. inf. "to go about [in Judea]" - [HE WAS NOT 
WILLING] TO WALK ABOUT [IN JUDEA]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the negated verb "to will, want." Note that Barrett 
supports the reading ou gar eicen exousian, "for he did not have the power" = 
"for he was not able", although our gar hqelen, "for he was not willing", is the 
stronger reading. Jesus is not out to purposely stir up the religious authorities. 
Following the Sabbath controversy, the religious authorities in Jerusalem / Judea 
"sought to kill him" (cf., 5:18), so there is no point in making the situation worse 
- Gently, gently, catchie monkey.  

oJti "because" - Here introducing a causal clause.  
apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "[were looking for a way] to kill him" - 

[THE JEWS WERE SEEKING] TO KILL [HIM]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "were seeking." "The Jews were trying to find a 
way to kill him", Barclay / "looking for a chance to kill him", REB.  
   
v2 

ii] The advice of Jesus' brothers, v2-5. It is unclear what Jesus' brothers are 
up to. Jesus' brothers don't recognize him as messiah at this stage, but they 
obviously do believe that he is capable of amazing deeds, assuming that ta erga, 
"the works", are Jesus' miracles. The brothers may not be overly convinced by 
Jesus' "works", but none-the-less they suggest that Jesus should do "the works" 
in the holy city, the appropriate place for a messianic claimant ("a public figure 
who wants to advance must make an impact on the capital", Carson), and that he 
should do those works before the adelfoi, "disciples". Morris suggests that these 
"disciples" refers to disciples in general gathered in Jerusalem for the festival. 
Bernard, in his old ICC commentary on John, argues that the passage is ironical. 
It does seem that Johannine irony is at play here - Jesus' unbelieving brothers 
suggest a marketing strategy for success through the effective use of mighty 
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works which of themselves mark Jesus out as the messiah they don't believe in. 
The reader well knows that "works" displayed "to the world" will not prompt 
faith.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Rather than adversative, as NIV, the conjunction's 
function here is transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "Now the feast of 
Tabernacles was close at hand."  

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "the Jewish [Festival]" - [THE FEAST] OF THE 
JEWS. Here the adjective serves as a substantive, with the genitive being 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "festival", as NIV, or idiomatic, limiting "festival" 
by characterizing it. "the feast which the Jews celebrate was near", or verbal, 
subjective, "the feast celebrated by the Jews."  

egguV adv. "[was] near. Adverb of place here used temporally to express a 
time close at hand.  

hJ skhnophgia (a) "of Tabernacles" - the festival of TABERNACLES (the 
making of booths, the pitching of tents, the festival of Booths). Standing in 
apposition to "the feast", so specifying the feast in mind; "The Jewish Feast was 
near, namely the Feast of Tabernacles." "The time for the Festival of Shelters was 
near", TEV.  
   
v3  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THE BROTHERS OF HIM SAID TOWARD HIM]. 
Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So his brothers said to him ...", 
ESV.  

iJna + fut. "so that [your disciples may see]" - [DEPART FROM HERE AND 
GO AWAY INTO JUDEA] THAT [THE DISCIPLES OF YOU AND = ALSO WILL SEE YOUR 
WORKS WHICH YOU DO]. Here introducing a final clause expressing purpose. 
"You should leave here and go into Judea so that your disciples may see the great 
things you are doing", REB.  
   
v4 

Jesus' brothers support their argument with an axiom like "you have to be 
seen to be heard." If you're serious about what you are doing, come out in the 
open and show the world", Peterson.  

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus 
ought to go to Judea, because "no one who intends to be publicly known does 
everything behind the scenes", Peterson.  

kai "-" - [no one does anything in secret] and. Here the conjunction is 
contrastive, "and yet"; "No one acts undercover and yet seeks to be known 
openly." Jesus' brothers are suggesting that Jesus' behaviour is illogical. They see 
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Jesus as someone who has messianic aspirations and yet is reluctant to publicly 
back up those aspirations with deeds.  

autoV pro. "-" - he [he seeks]. Nominative subject of the verb "to seek", 
emphatic use; "he himself seeks ...."  

einai (eimi) pres. inf. "[wants] to become" - TO BE. The infinitive introduces 
an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the person 
desires; usually classified as complementary.  

en + dat. "a public figure" - IN BOLDNESS. Adverbial use of the preposition, 
expressing manner; "in openness, plain sight" = "in public" = "publicly", "no one 
does anything secretly, and yet he himself seeks to be known publicly"; "They 
pointed out that no one who seeks public recognition keeps his doings secret", 
Rieu.  

en + dat. "[acts] in [secret]" - Adverbial use of the preposition, modal, 
expressing manner, "in secret" = "secretly"; "No one acts undercover when they 
want to be known publicly."  

ei + ind. "since" - IF, as is the case, [THESE THINGS YOU DO] then [MANIFEST 
YOURSELF]. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class where the proposed 
condition is assumed to be true. Given that "if" in English expresses doubt, many 
translations, as NIV, opt for "since" as a causal sense removes all doubt. None-
the-less, many other translations stay with "if", eg., "If you can really do things 
as these", REB, with "really" added to remove the doubt, but the presence of "if" 
in the translation still implies doubt on the part of the brothers. If John wanted to 
imply the brothers' doubt he would have used a 3rd. class conditional clause. It 
seems likely that the brothers don't doubt Jesus’ capacity to perform "works", but 
they do doubt his marketing expertise; "If you're serious about what you are doing 
(and we believe that you are), come out in the open and show the world", 
Peterson.  

tw/ kosmw/ (oV) dat. "to the world" - Dative of indirect object  
   
v5 

John provides us with a side note explaining why Jesus' brothers are off the 
mark with their advice. As on the occasion when they tried to intervene because 
it seemed to them that Jesus was acting irrationally (cf., Mk.3), the brothers do 
not episteuon eiV auton, "believe in him." In what sense don't they believe? The 
brothers may not understand that Jesus' messianic vocation involves suffering 
and death. It may be that they just lack confidence in the way he is handling 
himself. Yet, it seems likely that the word is being used of faith in Jesus as the 
Christ, the long-promised messiah. The brothers only became believers after 
Jesus' resurrection, probably after Jesus appeared to his brother James, 1Cor.15:7. 
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Because they are not believers, they judge Jesus' ministry through worldly eyes, 
eyes incapable of apprehending the mysteries of the coming kingdom.  

gar "for" - FOR [NOT EVEN THE BROTHERS OF HIM]. More reason than cause, 
explanatory, but possibly transitional, introducing a parenthesis (note that the 
TEV brackets the verse).  

eiV + acc. "[believe] in [him]" - [WERE BELIEVING] INTO [HIM]. As this 
preposition expresses the direct of an action and arrival at it is often used instead 
of en, "in", for believe in/into Jesus. Note again the use of an imperfect verb to 
give background information.  
   
v6 

iii] Jesus serves the Father's will, v6-9. John exposes the brothers’ condition 
of unbelief by contrasting them with Jesus in two related sayings - their "time" is 
not Jesus' "time"; their "world" is not Jesus' "world". Jesus lives for an objective 
moment in time that is eschatological in nature and determined by God the Father. 
Jesus' brothers, on the other hand, live for subjective moments in time unrelated 
to anything in particular. Jesus, who is in the world but not of the world, is hated 
by the world because he convicts the world of sin. Jesus’ brothers, on the other 
hand, fit in with the world because they are of the world.  

oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, as NIV.  
autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus told] them" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 

indirect object.  
oJ kairoV (oV) "[my] time" - THE TIME. Nominative subject of the verb "to 

be present." This temporal noun does not refer to sequential chronological time, 
but to a particular moment or period of time; "the right time / appropriate time." 
The word is probably being used here in the same sense as "hour, referring to "the 
eschatological action of God being realized in Jesus' person and work", Klink, 
ie., the time for Jesus "to manifest his glory in the crucifixion and exaltation", 
Barrett. Jesus' particular moment of time is not yet present, it's not here, "come", 
TEV. For the brothers, any time is suitable for they are not under the "right time" 
constraints of God the Father; "any time is right for you", TEV. "Don't crowd me, 
it isn't my time!", Peterson.  

oJ "_" - THE [OF ME, IS NOT YET PRESENT]. The article serves as a nominalizer 
turning the possessive adjective emoV, "of me / my", into a substantive standing 
in apposition to "the time", so specifying "the time"; "the time, that which is mine 
(my particular moment in time), is not here yet." A similar construction is used 
with oJ uJmeteroV, "the of you"; "the time, that which is yours, is always here." 
Both serve as emphatic constructions rather than just using the possessive 
pronouns mou, "my", and uJmwn, "your".  
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de "-" - BUT/AND [THE TIME, THE OF YOU, IS ALWAYS READY]. Transitional, 
introducing a corollary clause; "it's always your time."  
   
v7  

misein (misew) pres. inf. "hate" - [THE WORLD IS NOT ABLE] TO HATE [YOU]. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be able." 
The world (= sinful humanity) is not able to hate Jesus' brothers because "they 
belong to it, and the world loves its own", Carson.  

de "but" - BUT/AND [IT HATES ME]. Transitional, often treated here as an 
adversative, as NIV etc.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the world hates 
Jesus, "because I am a witness to the evil of its deeds", Barclay.  

peri + gen. "-" - [I TESTIFY] ABOUT [IT]. Expressing reference / respect; 
"about, concerning."  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what Jesus testifies, namely, that the world is evil. 
Worldly humanity, infected by sin, tends to push back aggressively when its sin 
is exposed. Jesus was very good at convicting people of their sin, which 
conviction either prompted repentance or anger - usually anger (as it does today).  

autou gen. pro. "its [works]" - [THE WORKS] OF IT (the world) [IS EVIL]. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, or verbal, subjective, "the works 
performed by the world." Note, as usual, the plural neuter subject takes a singular 
verb.  
   
v8  

anabainw "I am [not] going up" - [YOU GO UP TO THE FEAST], I AM [NOT] 
GOING UP [TO THIS FEAST]. Possibly a futuristic present, so "As for me, I do not 
intend (in the future) to go up to the feast", cf., Fanning. The use of tauthn, 
"this", implies "this particular feast", Harris. Note variant reading oupw, "I am 
not yet going up", rather than ouk, "not going up." The desire to change the 
negation from "not", to "not yet" is obvious; see "Interpretation" above. Note also 
the emphatic use of the two pronouns uJmeiV, "you", egw, "I", and emoV kairoV, 
instead of oJ kairoV mou, "my time."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [THE TIME OF ME]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why Jesus is not going up to the feast. For kairoV, "time", see v6, "the 
right time."  

peplhrwtai (plhrow) perf. mid./pas. "has [not yet] fully come" - HAS [NOT 
YET] BEEN FULFILLED. The sense is "the events in the time of which he speaks 
have not yet approached their consummation", Morris, the consummation being 
Christ's "death and exaltation", Barrett.  
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v9  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
eipwn (legw) aor. part. "after he said [this]" - HAVING SAID [THESE THINGS 

HE REMAINED IN GALILEE]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, 
as NIV, "after this conversation", Brown, but possibly modal, expressing manner, 
"With these remarks to them, He remained in Galilee", Berkeley - note Berkeley 
has read the variant reading autoiV, "to them", rather than the intensive pronoun 
autoV, "he". "He said this and stayed on in Galilee", Peterson.  
   
v10 

iv] Jesus attends the festival, 10-13. In John's outline of Jesus' ministry, this 
moment marks Jesus' move from Galilee to Judea and Jerusalem; Jesus will never 
see Galilee again. Jesus makes this move without fanfare and only appears 
publicly in the temple halfway through the festival. Lindars suggests that the issue 
of Jesus' move en kruptw/, "secretly", is primarily to do with his messianic 
credentials. Rather than moving from Galilee to Judea clandestinely, Jesus moves 
there "without making an open claim to be the Messiah, but allowing the 
conclusion to arise from the implications of his ministry." Jesus' brothers wanted 
him to stake his messianic claim rather than work en kruptw/, "in secret", v4, but 
Jesus is intent on not publicly proclaiming his messianic status. So, John is 
probably saying that Jesus does not go to Jerusalem as the triumphant messiah, 
as suggested by his brothers. The messianic secret is a dominant theme 
throughout the gospels. Some commentators argue that his move "in secret" is a 
strategy designed to eliminate a political response from the populous, but it may 
be better to argue that it allows people to freely conclude from Jesus actions 
(signs) and words that he is the long-promised messiah, the saviour of Israel. 
Sadly, the majority conclude that he is ether "a good man", or that "he deceives 
the people"; only rarely is Jesus recognized as the Christ.  

de "however" - BUT/AND. Treated as contrastive / adversative by the NIV, 
but probably just transitional.  

wJV .... tote ... "after ... " - WHEN [THE BROTHERS OF HIM WENT UP TO THE 
FEAST] THEN. The particle wJV, here temporal, and the temporal adverb tote form 
a coordinate temporal construction; "when / after his brothers had gone to the 
festival, then Jesus also went up." "Later, when his brothers had gone to the 
festival, he went up too", REB.  

kai "[he went] also" - [THEN] AND = ALSO [HE WENT UP]. Adjunctive, as 
NIV.  

alla "[not publicly] but" - [NOT OPENLY] BUT. Strong adversative standing 
in a counterpoint construction; "not ... but ...."  
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en dat. "in [secret]" - IN [SECRET]. Here adverbial, modal, expressing 
manner, "secretly". The variant comparative wJV, "like = as it were", was probably 
added to soften Jesus’ act of going to Jerusalem "in secret." So probably, "he did 
not go openly but secretly", TEV, although the CEV draws out the sense with "he 
went secretly, without telling anyone", or "without drawing attention to himself", 
Harris. As noted above, the sense is possibly "he also went up, not proclaiming 
his messianic credentials (ie., "publicly"), but still maintaining the messianic 
secret."  
   
v11 

oun "Now" - THEREFORE. The NIV has opted for a resumptive / transitional 
sense here, but it may well be inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
accordingly, consequently." If Jesus' move to Jerusalem en kruptw/ means that 
he has not come as a triumphant messiah to the festival, but as one of many 
pilgrims, then the Ioudaioi, "Jews" (the Jewish religious establishment, religious 
authorities) have obviously heard that he is attending and consequently are now 
watching out for him.  

en + dat. "at [the festival]" - [THE JEWS WERE SEEKING HIM] IN [THE FEAST]. 
Local, expressing space, as NIV, but possibly temporal, "during the festival", 
Novakovic. Note that both verbs used in this verse are imperfect, probably 
serving to indicate the provision of background information.  

ekeinoV pro. "[where is] he?" - [AND WERE SAYING, WHERE IS] THAT ONE? 
The demonstrative pronoun is often used for emphasis, often with a negative 
edge; "Where is that man?" = "Where is that troublemaker", NAB.  
   
v12  

en + dat. "among [the crowds]" - [AND THERE WAS MUCH MURMURING 
ABOUT HIM] IN [THE CROWDS]. Local, expressing space, "among". Variant 
"crowd" singular. The murmuring / whispering = discussing = "subdued debate", 
Barrett; "There was a great deal of talk about him in the crowds", NJB, better 
than "people stood in groups whispering about him", JB. Note the use again of 
imperfect verbs to indicate background information.  

peri + gen. "about [him]" - Expressing reference / respect; "concerning / 
with respect to / about him."  

oiJ men ...... alloi de "some [said .....] others [replied]" - SOME [WERE 
SAYING THAT HE IS A GOOD MAN] BUT OTHERS [WERE SAYING]. An adversative 
comparative construction; "on the one hand ........., but on the other hand ....." 
"Some were saying 'he is a good man' - hardly great praise, but at least an opinion 
which suggest that the man is harmless. Others regard him as a messianic 
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impostor, guilty of leading the people astray", Pfitzner. Note the use of the article 
oiJ for the pronoun autoi.  

oJti "-" - THAT [HE IS A GOOD MAN]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
direct speech expressing what the crowd was saying.  

ou, alla "No, [he deceives the people]" - NO, BUT [HE DECEIVES THE 
CROWD]. An elliptical counterpoint construction; "he is not a good man, but / on 
the contrary, he misleads the people."  
   
v13 

mentoi "but" - BUT, NEVERTHELESS, HOWEVER [NO ONE WAS SPEAKING]. 
Adversative; "Nevertheless, these discussions were guarded because people were 
wary of the religious authorities." Note again the imperfect verb is used to 
indicate the provision of background information.  

parrhsia/ (a) "publicly" - IN BOLDNESS. The dative is adverbial, modal, 
expressing manner; "boldly" = "openly".  

peri + gen. "about [him]" - ABOUT [HIM]. Expressing reference / respect; 
"with respect to, concerning."  

dia + acc. "for" - BECAUSE OF. Expressing cause, introducing a causal 
clause; "because they were all afraid of the Jewish authorities", Cassirer.  

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "[fear] of the leaders" - [THE FEAR] OF THE JEWS. 
The genitive here is usually classified as adjectival, verbal, objective, a fear 
generated by the authorities; "the people were afraid of their leaders", REB.  
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7:14-24 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
5. Jesus the water of life, 7:1-8:11 
ii] Moses and Christ 
Synopsis  

Having left Galilee and moved to Jerusalem, Jesus now begins teaching the 
people in the Temple during the feast of Tabernacles. In this first dialogue, John 
recounts an interchange between Jesus and "the Jews" related to his healing of 
the lame man in chapter 5.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' teachings fulfill (complete the purpose of) the law, and this because 
he is a teacher sent from God.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 7:1-13 
   

ii] Structure: Moses and Christ:  
Situation, v14; 
The source of Jesus' teaching, v15-16; 

"My teaching comes from the one who sent me." 
The reasons behind Israel's failure to understand the truth, v17-20; 

Not believing; 
Not God-glorifying; 
Not law-abiding; 

Response to the healing of the lame man on the Sabbath, v21-24; 
"Stop judging by mere appearances."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The dialogue in these verses between Jesus and the Ioudaioi "Jews" 
(Israel's religious establishment - the religious authorities, teachers of the 
law, Pharisees, rabbis, theologians, ...) serves to round off chapter 5, the 
healing of the lame man on the Sabbath and its associated dialogue / 
discourse. The subject of that discourse concerns Jesus' divine authority, 
an authority evident in his own ministry and in his fulfillment of the Law 
of Moses. In the debate following the healing of the lame man, "the Jews" 
had sought "to kill" Jesus for not only breaking the Sabbath, but also calling 
God his own Father. So now, in chapter 7, back in Jerusalem, it's back to 
where we left off.  
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Jesus may well have been present for the first part of the festival, but 
it is not until about the fourth day that he shows up in the temple and begins 
his teaching ministry. The Jewish authorities, who have been waiting for 
him to show up, are "amazed", given that he has had no formal rabbinical 
education. We are not told the subject of Jesus' teaching, but the hot issue 
for "the Jews", following Jesus' healing of the lame man on the Sabbath, is 
the law of Moses - Jesus presents as a teacher of the law who breaks the 
law. The word eqaumazon is clearly a negative observation, so not 
"amazed", or "surprised", or even "puzzled", but more "incredulous", even 
"sceptical, cynical" - "Who does this bloke think he is? He has had no 
formal education; he doesn't know what he's talking about." The dialogue 
continues in defensive mode.  

Jesus first points out that his own teacher is the one who sent him, 
namely, God the Father, v16 (the central argument of the discourse in 
chapter 5). Jesus then makes the point that his teachings on the law are self-
authenticating, but of course, a person who doesn't believe, in the sense of 
believing in the one God has sent, will not be able to sense that Jesus' 
teaching of scripture / the law is true, v17. Nor can a person who is 
concerned about receiving doxa, "glory", from one another, understand the 
teachings of someone who seeks the glory of the one who sent him, cf., 
5:44, v18. Nor can a person who ignores the moral implications of the Law 
of Moses (spending their time on insect law while planning to murder 
Jesus) recognize the truth of Jesus' "fulfillment" = "completion" of the law, 
cf., Matt.5:17.  

When losing an argument, we are inclined to play the man rather than 
the ball and so "the crowd" (probably still the religious authorities etc., = 
"the Jews") resort to personal abuse; "You're deluded! No one is trying to 
kill you; it’s all in your mind", v20.  

Jesus responds by bringing the argument back to the nub issue, 
namely, that he presents as a teacher of the law who breaks the law, v21. 
Jesus heals a man on the Sabbath and the religious authorities get their 
knickers in a knot (here an unusual use of the word qaumazete, "you are 
amazed"). Jesus addresses the issue by arguing that their assessment of his 
actions is superficial, it is based on mere appearance rather than substance, 
v24. To progress his argument Jesus uses the example of circumcision, a 
work performed on the Sabbath with good intent, v22. Moses lays down 
both laws, the law on circumcision, Lev.12:3, and Sabbath law, with the 
rabbis giving precedence to the law on circumcision, so why argue that 
there is conflict in Jesus' caring for the whole person on the Sabbath, v23? 
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"Don't be nit-pickers: use your head - and heart! - to discern what is right, 
to test what is authentically right", Peterson.  
   

Jesus fulfills the Law: This dialogue / discourse reveals Jesus' 
completion / fulfillment of the law of Moses. Commentators will often use 
a phrase like "supersedes the Law", Lindars. There is a sense where Jesus 
"supersedes" the Law of Moses, replacing it with his own teachings, and 
ultimately his own person, but "fulfills" better expresses what Jesus does 
with the Law. Jesus takes the Law of Moses and fine tunes it, emphasizing 
camel / moral law, over gnat / insect law, ritual law, tradition, etc. He then 
takes the moral law and exposes its heart, perfecting it, eg., the law is not 
just about murder, but is also about hate. In so doing, Jesus sharpens the 
ultimate purpose of the Mosaic law, namely, its function of exposing sin 
and so prompting a reliance on faith, a faith like that of Abraham, a faith in 
God's divine mercy ultimately realized in Christ. Although the law serves 
as a guide to the life of faith, its ultimate purpose is to drive the child of 
God to the cross of Christ such that salvation be by grace through faith 
apart from the law.  

Jesus' protagonists, the Jewish religious establishment, simply cannot 
grasp how Jesus, under divine authority, completes the Mosaic law with 
teaching like "it is lawful to do good on the Sabbath", or "the Sabbath was 
made for man, not man for the Sabbath." A true child of God cannot but 
recognize in such expositions of the Mosaic Law the mind of God - an 
idealism beyond the doing, and yet worthy to aim at. "I did not come to 
destroy the Law and the Prophets, ... I came to fulfill them", Matt.5:17.  
   

Text - 7:14 
Moses and Christ: i] Situation, v14.  
de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
mesoushV (mesow) gen. pres. part. "[not until] half way through [the 

festival]" - [ALREADY THE FEAST] BEING IN THE MIDDLE. The genitive participle, 
along with the genitive noun "feast" forms a genitive absolute construction, most 
likely temporal; "When the feast was half over", TNT. "In the middle" of the 
festival is possibly the fourth day, given that the festival is eight days long. 
Possibly the Sabbath day of the festival, given that it is an appropriate teaching 
day. By coming to the temple (probably the temple precinct, porticos etc., rather 
than the temple proper) halfway through the festival rather than with the pilgrims 
at its beginning, Jesus avoids the implication that he is triumphantly arriving as a 
messianic claimant.  

edikasken (didaskw) imperf. "began to teach" - [JESUS WENT UP TO THE 
TEMPLE AND] WAS TEACHING. The NIV, so ESV etc., has taken the imperfect as 
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inceptive; "began teaching." A teaching theme is dominant in chapters 7 and 8, 
and given the context, Jesus' teaching is likely focused on the Law of Moses.  
   
v15 

ii] The source of Jesus' teaching, v15-16. The religious authorities are taken 
aback at Jesus' teachings, particularly as they know that he has never had a formal 
rabbinical education in the Mosaic law. To this Jesus restates the point he made 
on his last visit to Jerusalem (cf., chapter 5), namely, that his teachings derive 
directly from God, 5:30 - a point developed thru 5:31-47.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THE JEWS WERE MARVELLING, WONDERING / 
ASTONISHED, SURPRISED]. Possibly resumptive / transitional, as NIV, or 
inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, consequently, accordingly, ....." 
The verb "to be amazed" = "marvelled", can be expressed in a number of ways, 
but Brown probably nails it with "The Jews were surprised at this."  

legonteV (legw) "and asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to be amazed", as NIV, "they 
marvelled and said", but possibly adverbial, modal, "marvelled, saying", ESV.  

pwV "how" - HOW [THIS HAS KNOWN LETTERS = HAS LEARNING]. 
Interrogative pronoun; "how is it that there is so much learning in this man ....?", 
Cassirer. Obviously not implying that Jesus was illiterate, but rather that, unlike 
Paul the apostle, he had not been trained in rabbinic disputation. Given the link 
in subject matter between this passage and the end of chapter 5, it does seem 
likely that the grammata, "letters", refers to OT literature, specifically the Law 
of Moses, cf., use of grammata in 5:47. This link is affirmed by Sanders, 
Bultman, ...., contra Barrett. The demonstrative pronoun ou|toV, "this man", is 
probably pejorative - a demeaning means of identification.  

         
       

         
         

   
   
v16 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently, accordingly", or transitional, sequential, "then, now, ...."  

autoiV "[Jesus answered]" - [JESUS ANSWERED] TO THEM [AND SAID]. 
Dative of indirect object, so Novakovic. If it were "answered and said to them", 
then it would be a dative of indirect object, but taken as "answered them and said" 
it is a dative of direct object after the verb "to answer", as of answering 
"someone", tini, dat. Interesting, Luke has proV tina, "answering to someone."  
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 mh memaqhkwV (manqanw) perf. part. "without having been taught" - NOT 
HAVING LEARNED. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "when he 
has never studied", ESV - "when he has never had a formal rabbinic education 
in the scriptures / Law of Moses." Novakovic suggests concessive, "although he 
has never studied."



alla "-" - [MY TEACHING IS NOT MINE] BUT. Strong adversative standing in 
a counterpoint construction; "not ..... but ...." In these constructions the stress falls 
on the positive statement, ie., Jesus' teaching is from God; "My teaching is not 
mine, but him who sent me", Berkeley.  

          
          

 
   
v17 

           
      

      
         

         
         

             
       

           
            

            
        

        
             

          
              

               
     

     
             

      
    

             
         

           
          

      
ean tiV "anyone" - IF A CERTAIN person. Introducing a relative third-class 

conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "if anyone as may be the case, wants to do God's will then he will know 
about the teaching."  
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 tou pemyantoV (pemptw) gen. aor. part. "it comes from the one who sent 
[me]" - OF THE ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
the genitive being descriptive, idiomatic / source, "that is from", as NIV.

 iii] The reasons behind Israel's failure to understand the truth, v17-20: a) Not 
believing, v17: If a person qelh/, "wants, wills, desires", to do the qelhma, "will", 
of God, then they will gnwsetai, "know, recognize", whether Jesus’ "teaching" 
is ek, "from, out of", God, or whether he "speaks" apo, "from", himself = on his 
own initiative / "whether I'm making it up", Peterson. The tricky part of this 
conditional clause lies in the protasis, the "if" clause, "if anyone's will is to do 
God's will", ESV. What does a willingness to do God's will entail? Many 
commentators head down the ethical road, eg., Lindars suggests that a person 
"whose intentions are the same as Jesus' own intentions, in which there is no 
element of self-seeking, but entire submission to God", that person will recognize 
the divine hand behind Jesus' teachings (I am a bit worried with Lindars' "entire 
submission" because I suspect that Jesus is the only person who has entirely 
submitted to God the Father!). Ridderbos suggests that Jesus is calling for a 
material judgment of his teaching based on "whether it bore the marks of being 
from God or was based on usurpation. The true one does not seek his own glory." 
Kostenberger argues that the point is that "anyone who is prepared to do God's 
will is promised that he or she will know whether Jesus’ teaching is of human or 
divine origin." Carson suggests a "faith commitment", although in the terms "that 
a seeker must be fundamentally committed to doing God's will." Barrett surely 
takes us down the right path when he defines the will of God in the terms of faith, 
of "believing in him whom God sent", so Bultmann, Morris, Brown ("the 
acceptance through faith of the whole divine plan, including Jesus' work"), 
Thompson ("acknowledging Jesus' path of service in giving his life for the world 
as the way of God's prophet and Messiah", Beasley-Murray, Klink, .....) 
A personal assessment of the validity, or otherwise, of Jesus' teachings, apart 
from faith in Christ, is impossible, or as Augustine put it, "if you do not 
believe you will not understand", cf., 6:44.



poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "[chooses] to do" - [WILLS] TO DO [THE WILL OF 
HIM]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to will, 
want, desire." It can also be treated as introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what is desired, "if anyone wills that they do 
God's will...."  

peri + gen. "-" - [THEY WILL KNOW] ABOUT [THE TEACHING]. Expressing 
reference / respect; "know concerning the teaching" = "understand the teaching". 
"The teaching" = "this teaching (of mine)" = "my teaching", Harris.  

            
       

          
       

   
v18 

b) Not God-glorifying, v18. Barrett argues that v17-19 provide three reasons 
why "the Jews" fail to recognize that Jesus' teachings are from God. The first is 
that only those who believe can see, v17. Second, "the claims of Jesus cannot be 
appreciated by those who receive doxa (glory) from one another (5:44)", v18. 
Third, only a person dedicated to doing the law is able to recognize the hand of 
God in Jesus' teachings, v19. In this gospel, Part I of the Argument Proper 
presents as an evangelistic treatise to Hellenistic Jews of the dispersion, with the 
dialogues / discourses presenting as an apologetic for Jesus' messiahship. With 
this verse, although John has Jesus expressing the words, the language is more 
representative of John's own reasoned argument for Jesus' messianic status - truth 
is to be found in the one who seeks the glory of him who sent him, rather than 
the ones who seek their own glory, who speak with their own authority.  

oJ ... lalwn (lalew) pres. part. "whoever speaks" - THE one  SPEAKING. 
The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to seek"; 
"The one who speaks", ESV.  

af (apo) + gen. "on [their own]" - FROM [HIMSELF SEEKS / AIMS AT THE = 
HIS OWN GLORY]. Expressing source / origin, "out of their own authority", leaning 
toward agency (uJpo), "by their own authority"; "on their own initiative", Zerwick 
/ "on their own authority", Phillips. "He who says what is of his own devising 
seeks to grain honour for himself", Cassirer.  

de "but" - Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue, here an adversative 
/ contrastive statement, "but ...."  

oJ .... zhtwn (zhtew) pres. part. "he who seeks" - the one seeking. The 
participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to be.  
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 poteron ...... h] "...... or whether" - WHETHER [IT IS OF GOD] OR [whether I 
FROM MYSELF SPEAK]. A disjunctive construction proposing two alternate 
options. "He will know whether my teaching is from God, or whether I merely 
speak on my own authority", Phillips.



tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "of the one who sent him" - [THE 
GLORY] OF THE ONE HAVING SENT [HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
the genitive is adjectival, possessive.  

ou|toV pro. "a man" - THIS ONE [IS TRUE]. The demonstrative pronoun serves 
as an emphatic personal pronoun; "he is a man of truth", or as Harris, "he is an 
honest / sincere / truthful person." This one "is telling the truth", Cassirer.  

en + dat. "[there is nothing false] about [him]" - [AND THERE IS NO 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS ("insincerity / dishonesty", Harris)] IN [HIM]. Local, 
expressing space, metaphorical; "There is no wickedness in him", Barclay.  
   
v19 

c) Not law-abiding, v19-20. Israel's religious establishment are planning to 
murder Jesus in direct contradiction to the Law of Moses, and willingly lie about 
their plotting. "The Jews" are unable to recognize that Jesus' teachings are from 
God. They do not heed Moses' instructions / teachings, so why would they heed 
Jesus' teachings?  

ou "[Has] not" - NOT. This negation is used in a rhetorical question 
expecting an answer in the affirmative; "Moses gave you the law didn't he?" / 
"You do agree, don't you, that Moses gave you the law?"  

uJmin dat. pro. "[given] you [the law]?" - [MOSES HAS GIVEN THE LAW] TO 
YOU? Dative of indirect object.  

kai "yet" - AND. Here with an adversative slant; "and yet."  
ex (ek) "[none] of [you]" - [NO ONE] FROM [YOU DOES THE LAW]. Here the 

preposition is used in the place of a partitive genitive, as NIV; "None of you 
follows the Law of Moses in what you do."  

apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "to kill [me]" - [WHY ARE YOU SEEKING] 
TO KILL [ME]? The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"you are seeking." "Seeking" expresses intent, so "trying to kill me" / "planning 
to kill me" / "looking for a chance to kill me."  
   
v20 

The Jewish religious authorities are liars when they claim they are not trying 
to kill Jesus, although taking this verse at face value, the implication is that the 
Jewish population of Jerusalem are unaware that the authorities are intent on 
Jesus' elimination.  

apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "[who is trying] to kill [you]" - [THE 
CROWD ANSWERED, YOU HAVE A DEMON, WHO IS SEEKING] TO KILL [YOU]? The 
infinitive is complementary, as v19. "The religious authorities in the crowd 
responded ....." "You are mad", Moffatt, NAB, CEV, .... , is better than "you are 
possessed", NEB, since actual demon possession is probably not the point being 
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made; the word is being used to insult, to disparage, so here "deluded / crazy / 
having yourself on", etc. At this time, insanity was viewed as a product of demon 
possession.  
   
v21  

iv] Response to the healing of the lame man on the Sabbath, v21-24. Jesus 
heals a lame man on the Sabbath, and months later the religious establishment 
still has its nickers in a knot. Jesus' principal argument, in response to the 
agitation of the religious establishment, is that caring for the whole person, 
physical as well as spiritual, contributes more to the fulfillment of the law of 
Moses than the observance of technical Sabbath requirements (the tradition of the 
elders). Matthew makes much of Jesus' fulfillment / completion of the Torah. 
Here we have John touching on the same subject.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO THEM. [ONE 
WORK I DID ]. Dative of indirect object.  

         
          

     
       
         

       
        

     
        

         
   

      
            

             
     

   
v22 

A typical lesser to greater rabbinic argument is used to make the point that 
healing someone on the Sabbath is not at variance with the Mosaic law, so there 
is no reason for the religious establishment to be colaw, "angry", with Jesus, v22-
23. "If the 8th day of a boy's life falls on the Sabbath, you perform the required 
work of circumcision on a part of the boy's body during that holy day. Why, then, 
are you angry with me when I perform the merciful work of healing a man's whole 
body on the Sabbath?", Harris.  

dia touto "yet, because" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This construction is usually 
inferential rather than causal. Although the phrase could go with v21, "you are 
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 qaumazete (qaumazw) pres. ind. "[and you are all] amazed" - [AND 
EVERYONE] IS AMAZED. In the synoptic gospels, this word is most often used to 
express an emotionally active response to Jesus / the preaching of the gospel, a 
response which leads either to faith or unbelief. It is usually translated as 
"amazed, marvelled", although when translated this way, a positive response is 
implied, when it can be either positive or negative, depending on the person; 
"surprised, astonished, perplexed" is a more neutral translation. Given the 
context, the use of this word in v15 is more negative than neutral, expressing a 
flamboyant overreaction - incredulity. Note how, in v23, Jesus uses the verb 
colaw, "to be angry", when describing the reaction of the religious establishment 
to his healing of the lame man, so obviously the verb qaumazw is used here with 
strong negative connotations. Barclay opts for "you are shocked" Peterson 
reworks the verse with "I did one miraculous thing a few months ago, and 
you're still standing around getting all upset, wondering what I'm up to." 
REB's "all taken aback" is close to the mark.



all amazed because of it", an inferential sense is more likely, here serving to 
introduce a typical rabbinic argument which establishes a point by a lesser to 
greater example. John often uses the phrase to head an argument in a discourse. 
Sometimes "therefore" works, but here a logical conclusion is not being drawn 
from the previous verses. Here more likely a logical connection, introducing an 
argument addressing the underlying complaint of "the Jews", namely, that Jesus 
is a teacher of the law who doesn't keep the law. A phrase like "But consider", 
REB, "Consider this / consequently", works well, or just leave it out altogether, 
as ESV, NRSV, CEV, .....  

uJmin dat. pro. "[Moses gave] you [circumcision]" - [MOSES HAS GIVEN 
CIRCUMCISION] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  

oJti "though actually [it did not come from Moses]" - [NOT] THAT [IT IS OF 
MOSES. Here introducing a parenthetical qualification of the statement that 
"Moses gave you circumcision." The qualification is "mind you, not that he was 
the first to introduce this rite, it originated with our ancestors." We could classify 
oJti as epexegetic, specifying the negation ouc, "not", "what is not the case"; "not 
that circumcision is from Moses, rather, it originated with the Patriarchs", or we 
could classify it as recitative, introducing a dependent statement of indirect 
speech, "I do not say ....", so Novakovic. "Moses gave you circumcision, (not that 
it is from Moses .......), ESV.  

all (alla) "but" - BUT. Strong adversative used in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ......, but ....." Circumcision did not originate with Moses, but 
with the Patriarchs.  

        
        

kai "-" - AND. Probably with a consecutive sense; "Moses gave you 
circumcision ...... and so (as a result) you circumcise on the Sabbath.  

en + dat. "on [the Sabbath]" - ON [A SABBATH YOU CIRCUMCISE A MAN]. 
Temporal use of the preposition; "on the Sabbath you circumcise your sons", 
CEV.  
   
v23 

In rabbinic circles, where two laws are in conflict, as in the case of 
circumcision on the 8th day and Sabbath observance, it is necessary to determine 
priority. Given that priority has been given to circumcision, a work on part of the 
body, then obviously the same priority should be given to a work on the whole 
body. Note that Rabbi Eleazar, AD 100, uses the same argument: "if 
circumcision, which affects only one of a man's members, supplants the sabbath, 
how much more saving a life supplants the sabbath."  
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 ek + gen. "from [the patriarchs]" - FROM [THE FATHERS]. Expressing 
source / origin; "it originated with our ancestors (Abraham etc.)."



ei + ind. "now if" - IF [A MAN RECEIVES CIRCUMCISION]. Introducing a 1st. 
class conditional clause where the proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, 
as is the case, ........., then ....."  

en + dat. "on [the Sabbath]" - Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal, as 
NIV.  

iJna mh + subj. "so that ..... not" - THAT NOT / LEST. Introducing a negated 
final clause expressing purpose, "in order that not" = "lest". Having determined 
that circumcision has precedence over Sabbath law, the following applies - if a 
boy's eighth day of life falls on a Sabbath, the boy is circumcised "in order that 
the law of Moses on circumcision is not broken." The use of luqh/, "may be 
loosed", is traditional terminology for breaking / invalidating the Mosaic law / 
the Torah.  

MwusewV (hV ewV) gen. "[the law] of Moses" - [THE LAW] OF MOSES [MAY 
BE LOOSED = BROKEN]. The genitive is adjectival, probably attributive; "the 
Mosaic Law."  

emoi dat. pro. "[why are you angry with] me" - [then why ARE YOU ANGRY 
WITH] ME. Dative of direct object after the verb "to be angry with"  

oJti "for [healing a man's whole body]" - THAT [I MADE A MAN ALL HEALTHY 
ON A SABBATH]. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why "the Jews" are 
angry with Jesus; "because on the Sabbath I made a man's whole body well", 
ESV.  
   
v24 

kat (kata) + acc. "by [mere appearances]" - [DO NOT JUDGE] ACCORDING 
TO [APPEARANCE]. Expressing a standard, "corresponding to"; "do not keep 
judging according to appearance", NJB. Note that the NJB has brought out the 
durative sense of the present tense imperative "to judge." The NIV, as ESV, 
Barclay, ... has opted for an adverbial sense expressing means, "by means of", 
"by external standards", TEV, but possibly manner, "after the manner of 
appearance" = "superficially" - "stop drawing superficial conclusions." "Don't be 
nitpickers", Peterson.  

alla "but instead" - BUT. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction; 
"not ......., but ......."  

krinete (krinw) pres. imp. "make a [right] judgment / judge [correctly]" 
- JUDGE [THE JUST JUDGMENT]. The REB sticks with the Gk., "be just in your 
judgments", but Jesus is not making a point of law. The NIVII moves slightly 
from the law court, but the sense is more like "make a reasoned assessment of my 
actions according to the spirit of the law rather than the letter of the law." A call 
for fair judgment has OT precedence; Isa.11:3, Zech.7:9, Deut.16:18.  
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7:25-36 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
5. Jesus the water of life, 7:1-8:11 
iii] Jesus' messianic claims 
Synopsis  

Jesus' teaching ministry in the temple continues, focused on a dialogue with 
the religious authorities over his messianic status. Jesus again reaffirms his divine 
origin, prompting hostility from the authorities, a hostility which comes to naught 
because "his hour has not yet come."  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the Christ, but only for those who know God through faith.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 7:1-13.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus' messianic claims:  
Debate over Jesus' messianic status, v25-27; 
Jesus restates his divine origins, v28-29; 

"I came from him and he sent me." 
The crowd divides - for and against, v30-31; 

"When the Christ appears, will he do more signs than this man …?" 
An attempted arrest, v32; 
Now you see me, now you don't, v33-36: 

"Does he intend to go to the dispersion?" 
"Where I am you cannot go."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Throughout the dialogue with "the Jews" (Israel's disbelieving 
religious establishment - the religious authorities, teachers of the law, 
Pharisees, rabbis, theologians, ...) some pilgrims and local worshippers are 
present. This congregation knows full well that the authorities are out to do 
Jesus harm and so they start to wonder why there has been no move against 
him. "Can it be that the rulers have decided that this is the Messiah?", REB, 
v26.  

The doubts expressed by the congregation are quickly controlled by 
"the Jews" (unstated, but likely). How could Jesus be the messiah? 
Everyone knows that the messiah is a mysterious figure who appears out 
of obscurity, but there is no mystery about Jesus - a carpenter from 
Nazareth in Galilee - no mystery here, no evidence of messianic origins, 
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v27. Jesus agrees with this assessment, in part. Yes, they know where Jesus 
is from, but in another sense, they don't know where he is from; they know 
nothing of his real origins. Jesus is sent from God the Father, sent with his 
authority, a fact they do not know because they do not know God; they are 
not children of faith, v28. Unlike Israel's religious establishment, Jesus 
knows God because he is from God, sent by God, v29. Telling a gathering 
of highly religious people that they don't know God is like a red rag to a 
bull and so some of those present react violently, v30. As calm is restored, 
it is clear that there are those in the congregation who have come to believe 
that Jesus may be the messiah; "When the Messiah comes, could he provide 
more convincing evidence than this man?", v31.  

The Pharisees realize that some worshippers at the temple are 
beginning to conclude that Jesus may be the Messiah so they fire up the 
Sanhedrin (Israel's supreme religious governing council) to send in the 
temple guards to arrest Jesus, v32. Confusion reigns when Jesus informs 
the authorities that he is not going to be around much longer because he is 
going back to the one who sent him, v33. They will look for him, but not 
find him, because where he is going they can't go - "always out of reach, 
because he dwells with the Father; they can only come to him by faith", 
Fenton, v34. The authorities assume that Jesus intends leaving Israel proper 
to begin a teaching ministry among the Jews of the dispersion (an 
irreligious lot, so good riddance!) v35. Although, it all sounds very 
mysterious, v36.  
   

Text - 7:25 
Jesus' messianic claims, v25-36; i] Debate over Jesus' messianic status, v25-

27. The Sanhedrin has obviously made it clear to the crowd that Jesus is not the 
Christ, but by not acting against him they leave the door open for doubt.  

oun "At that point" - THEREFORE. Here possibly transitional, indicating a 
step in the narrative, "Now ...", or inferential, establishing a logical connection, 
"so, consequently, accordingly."  

        
          

              
            
 
ouc "isn't [this the man]" - [IS] NOT [THIS WHOM]. This negation indicates 

that the question expects a affirmative answer.  
apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "to kill" - [THEY ARE SEEKING] TO KILL. 

The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "are seeking." 
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 ek + gen. "[some] of the people of Jerusalem" - [CERTAIN] FROM [THE 
JERUSALEMITES WERE SAYING]. The preposition serves as a partitive genitive, as 
NIV. Note that the verb is imperfect, "were saying"; The JB brings out its 
durative sense with "were saying", while the NIV opts for an inceptive action, 
"began to say."



"Want to kill him", CEV / "trying to kill", TEV. "Trying" is dominant in the 
translations, but better, "Isn't this the man they want to put to death?", REB, 
possibly "were out to kill", Peterson.  
   
v26 

parrhsia/ (a) dat. "[speaking] publicly" - [AND BEHOLD, HE IS SPEAKING] 
WITH BOLDNESS. The dative is adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "he is 
speaking boldly = publicly."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[saying a word] to him" - [AND THEY SAY NOTHING] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

mepote "-" - PERHAPS. Used in a clause proposing a "tentative suggestion, 
Barrett; "perhaps the authorities have uncovered new evidence that Jesus is 
indeed the Christ", Kostenberger.  

alhqwV adv. "really [concluded]" - TRULY [THE RULERS / AUTHORITIES 
KNOW]. Morris points out that when this adverb of manner is used before "know" 
it means "truly know" = "know for a certainty." "the rulers", oiJ arconteV, refers 
to members of the Jewish ruling council, the Sanhedrin, cf., 3:1.  

oJti "that [he is the Messiah]" - THAT [THIS one IS THE CHRIST]. Introducing 
an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the 
authorities possibly know; "Is it possible that ......" The demonstrative pronoun 
ou|toV, "this one", is emphatic, probably with a positive sense rather than 
negative.  
   
v27 

Inaction by the authorities against Jesus has left the Jerusalemites wondering 
whether Jesus may indeed be the messiah. Some in the crowd argue against this 
possibility on the basis of the hidden messiah theory; "Messiah, even if he be 
born and actually exist somewhere, is an unknown", Trypho, Jewish theologian 
2nd. century AD, cf., Son of Man expectations in Enoch. "No one knows where 
the Messiah will come from, but we know where this man comes from", CEV. It 
is interesting how Jesus chooses to use the mysterious Son of Man designation of 
the messiah, and that throughout his ministry he promotes the mystery of his 
messiahship, cf., Mk.8:29-30. Of course, against this theory there is the common 
knowledge that the messiah is of the Davidic line, a flesh and blood person who 
reveals himself at the time of Israel's redemption. There is even some knowledge 
of the place of his birth, namely, Bethlehem. Still, the mystery remains, but as far 
as Israel's religious authorities are concerned, there is no mystery about Jesus.  

alla "but" - BUT [WE KNOW FROM WHERE IS THAT ONE]. This strong 
adversative sits in a counterpoint construction which expresses two viewpoints 
on the status of Jesus; perhaps he is the Christ (v26), but his origins are known. 
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One can imagine the authorities sowing the seeds of doubt with respect to Jesus' 
origins. The origins of Messiah are mysterious, but everyone knows the origins 
of touton, "that one" (a disparaging use of the demonstrative pronoun) - 
Nazareth, a two-bit Galilean town (+ illegitimate, conceived outside of marriage, 
and working class, a carpenter-builder).  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the argument.  
oJtan + subj. "when [the Messiah comes]" - WHENEVER [THE CHRIST 

COMES]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, translated with a definite 
"when", as NIV.  

           
           

  
   
v28 

       
            

         
        

              
         

             
   
oun "then" - THEREFORE. Again, possibly inferential, or transitional, as in 

v25; "So Jesus proclaimed", ESV.  
didaskwn (didaskw) pres. part. "still teaching" - [JESUS CALLED OUT / 

PROCLAIMED] TEACHING [IN THE TEMPLE]. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV; "As (while) Jesus was teaching in the temple", TH.  

legwn "-" - SAYING. The attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the main verb "to cry out", so redundant and not translated, but it 
may well be adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' crying / calling 
out, "as Jesus was teaching in the temple he said in a loud voice", TEV. Note that 
the verb krazw, "to shout out", is often used for a solemn proclamation.  

kame "yes" - AND / AND YET / YES / BOTH ME [YOU KNOW AND FROM WHERE 
I AM]. This crasis (kai + eme) serves as either a statement or a question - it is 
sarcastic. Yes, "the Jerusalemites " think they know who Jesus is and where he is 
from. If the meaning of the crasis is "yes", then the sense may be "Oh yes, you 
know me and where I come from, I don't think!" Possibly "both me"; You think 
you know both me and where I come from." Possibly as a question; "And yet, do 
you really know me and where I come from?"  
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 poqen "where [he is] from" - [NO ONE KNOWS] FROM WHERE [HE IS]. This 
interrogative conjunction is used here as an adverb of place, modifying the 
verb "to know."

 ii] Jesus restates his divine origins, v28-29. Jesus responds to the 
Jerusalemites' claim that they know him and where he is from, and thus, by 
implication, they know that he is not the messiah. Although Jesus' response is 
somewhat unclear, he seems to be saying that they may think they know him 
and where he is from, but they really know nothing. Jesus' person is revealed in 
his origins, in the one who sent him, the faithful / true / real one. This one the 
Jerusalemites do not know, and so they do not know Jesus, either his person or 
his origins.



ap (apo) + gen. "on [my own authority]" - [AND] FROM [MYSELF]. 
Expressing source / origin, possibly extending to agency, "by myself" = "on my 
own accord." "I have not come self-appointed", Berkeley.  

all (alla) "but" - [I HAVE NOT COME] BUT. Strong adversative in a 
counterpoint construction, "not ....... but ....." A glance at the different translations 
indicates the problem we have with this clause. "The Jerusalemites" may think 
they know who Jesus is and where he comes from, but they really know nothing. 
Jesus does NOT come ap emautou, "from myself" (= "on my own accord / 
authority / initiative), BUT was sent with the authority of / on the initiative of the 
one who is true / the source of all truth. Such defines who Jesus is and where he 
comes from.  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "he who sent [me]" - THE ONE HAVING SENT 
[ME]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

alhqinoV adj. "[is] true" - [IS] TRUE, GENUINE, HONEST / RELIABLE, 
FAITHFUL. It is unlikely that the predicate adjective is being used here as an 
adverb, "he truly is the one who sent me", but rather serves as a substantive, "the 
true / faithful one is the one who sent me." Jesus is sent by / has come from the 
God who is the faithful / true one; "someone who is very real, whom you do not 
know", Beasley-Murray.  

o} pro. "[you do not know] him" - WHOM [YOU DO NOT KNOW]. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to know", emphatic by position. "It is he who sent me 
forth, and he you do not know", Cassirer.  
   
v29 

The point being made here is that only the one who is sent knows fully the 
sender. Of course, indirectly John is pointing to Jesus' origins in the Godhead, 
possibly his filial relationship with the Father, so Schnackenburg.  

oJti "because" - [I KNOW HIM] BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why Jesus knows the true / faithful one.  

par (para) + gen. "[I am] from [him]" - Expressing source / origin.  
kakeinoV "and he" - AND THAT [SENT ME]. Crasis, kai + ekeinoV serving as 

an emphatic personal pronoun, "and he it was who sent me."  
   
v30  

iii] The crowd divides - for and against Jesus, v30-31. "The Jerusalemites", 
influenced by, or made up of, the religious establishment, react violently against 
Jesus, whereas "the crowd" reacts positively - "in spite of the objections, many 
believe in Jesus because of his signs", Thompson.  

oun "at this" - THEREFORE. Possibly inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so, accordingly .....", or transitional, "then", TEV.  
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piasai (piazw) aor. inf. "to seize [him]" - [THEY WERE SEEKING] TO SEIZE 
[HIM]. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what "the Jerusalemites" were planning to do, namely, 
"how they might arrest him." "Arrest" may be the sense here, given that "the 
Jerusalemites" are likely acting at the behest of "the Jews" (the Jewish religious 
establishment), but of course the action may simply be describing mob violence 
(possibly a citizen’s arrest); "they tried to seize him", TEV, REB.  

kai "but" - AND [NO ONE LAID THE = THEIR HAND UPON HIM]. Usually treated 
as an adversative here, as NIV; "but no one was able to lay a finger on him."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [THE HOUR OF HIM HAD NOT YET COME]. 
Introducing a causal clause explaining why "the Jerusalemites" were unable to 
arrest him. John makes it clear that the hour of Jesus' glorification (his lifting up 
/ crucifixion, and its attendant consequences - resurrection, ascension, ...) is 
determined by the will of God, not by the will of Israel's religious authorities; "it 
wasn't yet God's time", Peterson.  

autou gen. pro. "his [hour]" - [THE HOUR] OF HIM [HAD NOT YET COME]. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or idiomatic, "the hour (moment in time) 
which God ordained for him (ie., his glorification, the cross)" - Novakovic 
classifies this as purpose, "the hour destined for him."  
   
v31 

de "still" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to a 
qualification. Morris suggests it is contrastive, "but", while Brown suggests it is 
emphatic, "in fact ...." The crowd presents in two parts; on one side, those 
standing with the religious authorities, but on the other side, those questioning 
the conclusion of the religious authorities.  

ek + gen. "[many] in [the crowd]" - [MANY] FROM [THE CROWD]. Here the 
preposition stands in place of a partitive genitive. Barrett thinks John is making 
the point here that "believers are drawn, not from the ruling class (the religious 
establishment??), but from the crowd (the citizenry)", but what weight should we 
put on the word "believed"? John implies that a faith based on signs is at best 
preliminary to a saving faith in Christ, cf., 2:23-25, 4:48.  

eiV + acc. "[believed] in [him]" - [BELIEVED] INTO [HIM AND WERE SAYING]. 
This preposition, often used interchangeably with en, "in", when related to belief, 
expresses the direction of the action and arrival at.  

oJtan + subj. "when [the Messiah comes]" - WHENEVER [THE CHRIST MAY 
COME]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, translated definitely, as NIV.  

mh "-" - NOT [WILL HE DO MORE SIGNS]? This negation is often used in a 
question expecting a negative answer; "when the messiah comes ..... surely he 
will not provide greater demonstrations of the power of God in action than this 
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man has done? (Of course he won't)"? Barclay. Klink defies convention 
suggesting that the answer is affirmative, so giving a translation like "when the 
messiah comes will he not do more signs than this man? (Of course he will)" In 
the context of Jesus' ministry in Jerusalem, Jesus has only done one sign, so 
maybe the "Jerusalemites" expect the Christ to do more. Klink also suggests that 
autoV, "this one", is defamatory - John often uses toutoV when a slight is 
intended.  

wJn gen. pro. "[than this man]" - [than those things] WHICH [THIS MAN DOES]. 
We have an ellipsis requiring the addition of ekeinwn, "of those things", the 
genitive being ablative, of comparison. The genitive pronoun wJn, "which", is 
attracted to the assumed genitive "of those things"; see Harris. "Will the messiah 
.... provide better .... evidence than this?", Peterson.  
   
v32 

iv] An attempted arrest, v32. The religious authorities act to get Jesus out of 
the eye of the public.  

tou oclou (oV) gen. "[the Pharisees heard] the crowd" - [THE PHARISEES 
HEARD] THE CROWD. The verb akouw, "to hear", will sometimes take a genitive 
of direct object, as here; "the muttering of the crowd came to the ears of the 
Pharisees", Harris.  

gogguzontoV (gogguzw) gen. pres. part. "whispering" - MUTTERING, 
MURMURING, GRUMBLING. The genitive participle serves as the complement of 
the genitive direct object "crowd" standing in a double genitive construction.  

peri + gen. "about [him]" - [THESE THINGS] ABOUT [HIM]. Expressing 
reference / respect; "about, concerning."  

kai "then" - AND. Here probably consecutive, expressing result; "and so as 
a result ......"  

iJna + subj. "to [arrest him]" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND PHARISEES SENT 
SERVANTS] THAT [THEY MIGHT ARREST HIM]. Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose; "in order to ......." "Chief priests" is a possible addition, but 
anyway, John probably sees the sending of the temple police as an act authorized 
by the Sanhedrin. "The chief priests" are usually identified with the Sadducees, 
but for John, they simply represent the cohort of the religious establishment in 
Israel opposed to Jesus.  
   
v33  

v] Now you see me, now you don't, v33-36. Irrespective of the temple police 
and their arrest warrant, Jesus will continue to minister for the present, and this 
because it is the will of God. It is only after Jesus has fulfilled his mission that he 
will go back, uJagw, to where he came from. From this point on there will be a 
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number of vague referenced to Jesus' glorification / passion - messiah's return to 
God is anything but predictable, cf., 8:21, 12:35, 13:3, 33,36, 14:4, .....  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID, YET A LITTLE TIME].]. Either transitional, 
"then", or just left untranslated, as NIV, or inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so, consequently, accordingly"; "Jesus then said", ESV.  

meq (meta) + gen. "[I am] with [you]" - [I AM] WITH [YOU]. Expressing 
association / accompaniment.  

kai "and then" - AND. Usually treated temporally, as NIV.  
proV + acc. "[I am going] to" - [I GO AWAY] TOWARD. Spatial, expressing 

movement toward; "and then I'm off to the one who sent me."  
pemyanta (pempw) aor. part. "the one who sent [me]" - THE ONE HAVING 

SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, accusative direct object of the 
verb "to go away."  
   
v34 

An enigmatic saying of Jesus which may intentionally have different 
meanings: a) "You will look for me to arrest me ....." - "the Jews" certainly 
understood the words at this practical level; b) "you will look for me as the 
coming Messiah ......" Most commentators suggest messianic intent in Jesus' 
cryptic comment. Israel is always looking to the coming messiah for salvation, 
but at this moment, or in the day of judgment, they will fail to find him. Those 
without faith look, but do not see and so can never find the peace they seek; "The 
days are coming when you will desire to see one of the days of the Son of Man 
and you will not see it", Lk17:22.  

kai "but [not find me]" - [YOU WILL SEEK ME] AND [NOT FIND]. Best treated 
as an adversative, as NIV. "The Jews" will seek Jesus "in order to escape 
judgment, 3:36,8:22", Kostenberger, but it will be "too late", Barrett.  

eimi pres. "[where] I am" - It's not "where I go (ienai) you cannot follow", 
but rather full weight is given to the present tense "I am", ie., "where I am in the 
glory of the Father", so Lindars. Most commentators follow Augustine: "He came 
in such wise that He departed not thence; and He so returned as not to abandon 
us." Jesus is in full fellowship / union with the Father always, whether in heaven 
or on earth, and through faith, so are we.  

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[you cannot] come" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO 
COME. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb 
"to be able." Ridderbos suggests that Jesus has in mind the separation that occurs 
upon his death, "but whereas for the disciples this inaccessibility would only 
imply a temporary separation (14:1ff, 16:16ff), for "the Jews" it meant it would 
become too late to retrace their steps."  
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v35 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Either transitional, or inferential, establishing a 
logical connection; "So the Jews said to one another", REB.  

poreuesqai (poreuomai) pres. inf. "[intend] to go" - [THE JEWS SAID TO 
THEMSELVES = ONE ANOTHER, WHERE IS THIS ONE ABOUT] TO GO. The infinitive 
is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be about."  

oJti "that" - THAT [WE WILL NOT FIND HIM]. More reason than cause; 
providing the reason for the question "where does this man intend to go given 
that he has said where he is we cannot find him?" Cf., Zerwick #420.  

mh "-" - NOT. Often used in a question expecting a negative answer; "Surely 
he doesn't intend going off to teach the Hellenistic Jews of the dispersion?" - 
Answer = "Of course he wouldn't." Yet, it can also be used to express a "cautious 
and tentative suggestion", Barrett; "Do you think he intends heading off to teach 
.........? - Answer = "Maybe that's what he's intending to do."  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO. Spatial, expressing action directed toward; "does he 
intend to travel to our brothers scattered throughout the Empire?"  

thn diasporan (a) "where our people live scattered" - THE DISPERSION. 
"The dispersion" refers to Jews who live beyond Palestine. The first forced 
dispersion throughout Syria took place with the fall of the Northern kingdom of 
Israel, and later throughout Babylon and Persia with the fall of Judea.  

          
           

       
             

               
               

            
            

          
        

        
      

       
           

               
didaskein (didaskw) pres. inf. "[and] teach [the Greeks]" - [HE IS ABOUT 

TO JOURNEY AND] TO TEACH [THE GREEKS]. The infinitive, as with "to journey", 
is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be about."  
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 twn Ellhnwn (hn hnoV) gen. "[where our people live scattered] among 
the Greeks" - [TO THE DISPERSION] OF THE GREEKS. The genitive is best treated 
as adjectival, descriptive, idiomatic, limiting "dispersion"; "[the Jews of] the 
dispersion who live among the Greeks." - The term "the Greeks" = the cultured 
world, much of which spoke Greek = the Gentile world of the Roman Empire. It 
is a major step in thought to have Jesus teaching Jews in the Temple to then teach 
Gentiles throughout the Roman Empire, but it is obvious that "Greeks" here 
means Hellenistic Jews, ie., Greek speaking Jews. Semitic Jews tended to doubt 
the religious credentials of Hellenistic Jews and so it would not be unreasonable 
for Jesus to become their teacher!! Hellenists, EllhnisthV, made up a large 
number in the Jerusalem church and it was one of their number, Stephen, who 
became the first martyr for the faith. None-the-less, most commentators view 
these words as another example of Johannine irony - the misunderstanding of 
"the Jews" will become a reality through the work of Jesus' apostles as the gospel 
moves to the ends of the world, first to Jew and then to Gentile.



   
v36 

By repeating these words, John reinforces their importance, so indicating 
that messianic significance is intended; see v34. For "the Jews", the words reveal 
their lost opportunity to access the messiah and so appropriate the promised 
blessings of the covenant, a loss that is eternal; "where I am you cannot come." 
Even the children of faith will look, and not find, although it is but for a moment, 
it is not eternal, cf., 16:16-22.  

tivV "what [did he mean]" - [THIS WORD WHICH HE SAID, YOU WILL SEEK ME 
AND WILL NOT FIND ME, AND WHERE I AM YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO COME IS] WHAT? 
This interrogative pronoun serves as the accusative direct object of the verb to-
be. Novakovic, quoting Wallace, reminds us that "interrogatives, by their nature, 
indicate the unknown component and hence cannot be the subject." "What did he 
mean by saying ....?", Rieu.  

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[you cannot] come" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO 
COME. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be 
able."  
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7:37-52 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
5. Jesus the water of life, 7:1-8:11 
iv] The life-giving Spirit 
Synopsis  

On the last day of the feast of Tabernacles, in the context of the ceremony 
where water from the pool of Siloam is poured out in the Temple court, Jesus 
announced that "if anyone is thirsty let him come to me .... and drink." The crowd 
is divided in their opinion of Jesus, but, other than Nicodemus, the authorities are 
determined to act against him.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the source of the water of life, the life-giving Spirit which supersedes 
Israel's cult and Law.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 7:1-13. Of all the episodes in The Ministry of Messiah, this 
fifth episode, Jesus the Water of Life, 7:1-8:11, is the most difficult to deal with. 
The Feast of Tabernacles seems to serve as the illustrative background for the 
discourses; the "features of the festival and its ritual are applied to Jesus in such 
a way as to make them signs of the kingdom of God, comparable to the miracles 
earlier recounted, and leading to further dialogues", Beasley-Murray. As already 
observed, the discourses cover a number of topics, all within the context of the 
manifestation of the messiah, a manifestation which prompts questions, 
confusion, debate, conflict and ultimately rejection.  

The manifestation of messiah is certainly central to this episode. It begins 
with Jesus' family urging him to go up to the festival in Jerusalem and reveal 
himself there, 7:1-13. Jesus resists their prompting, but does go up secretly, and 
in the middle of festival begins to teach openly. Immediately there is conflict, 
generated by Jesus' earlier healing of the lame man on the Sabbath, 5:1-15, cf. 
7:21. Jesus continues to reveal his messianic credentials and consequently faces 
the same stubborn hard headedness exhibited by the children of Israel during their 
wilderness wanderings.  
   

ii] Background: The Feast of Tabernacles; See 7:1-13.  
   

iii] Structure: Discourse; The life-giving Spirit:  
Jesus the source of living water / the Spirit, v37-44: 

The water of life, v37-39; 
Messianic authority, v40-44; 
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The unbelief of the authorities, v45-52: 
Division among the people, v40-44; 
The unbelief of the religious authorities, v45-52.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The Feast of Tabernacles celebrates the wilderness wanderings of the 
children of Israel, of that time in the wilderness when the people of Israel 
met with their God. On the last day of the feast a pitcher of water from the 
Pool of Siloam is poured out in the Temple court. At a practical level, it 
was associated with prayers for rain, but at a spiritual level it signified the 
outpouring of God's Spirit in the coming messianic age. It is within the 
context of Israel's historic experience of heightened divine revelation, a 
revelation met with stubborn rebellion, that we are confronted by the self-
revelation of the divine man. Like Yahweh of old, Jesus claims to be the 
source of kingdom blessings, of redemption, of life eternal for all who 
believe, realized in the outpouring of God's refreshing Spirit - Jesus is the 
water of life.  

Jesus' messianic claim is met with a number of responses. For some in 
the crowd, there is merit to Jesus' claims, but for "the Jews" (Israel's 
disbelieving religious establishment) and their supporters, the idea of a 
Galilean Messiah is totally stupid. Although the temple police are under 
orders to arrest Jesus, they are in two minds as to what they should do 
within the confusion of the moment, so they report back to the Sanhedrin; 
they are unsure whether Jesus is, or is not, a messianic impostor. The 
Sanhedrin knows better, with only Nicodemus arguing for a fair hearing.  
   

v] Sources: See 7:1-13.  
   

vi] Homiletics: The public reading of Scripture  
I remember well, as a 

young man in my early 
twenties, sitting in St.Phillips 
Anglican church Eastwood, 
and being mesmerized by the 
Bible reading. At the evening 
service, the minister would use 
this elderly gentlemen to 
present the Bible readings. He 
was certainly a better-than-

average reader and seemed to bring the text alive. He understood what he 
was reading, and so the truths he expressed touched the listener. Those 
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truths were like a stream of life-giving water; it was as if the Spirit of the 
living God was confronting us in the reading.  

I have to say, I'm not naturally a good reader. It took me years to stop 
emphasizing personal pronouns in the text!! Yet, as time has gone by, I 
have picked up the skill. I don't read as well as that gentleman who read to 
us all those years ago, but I press toward him.  

Of this I am sure, the crucial trick to a well-read passage is that the 
reader understands what the passage is saying. Some years ago, while I was 
reviewing my work on Galatians, I was asked to read, off-the-cuff, a 
passage from Galatians at my local church. Now of course, I'm not 
suggesting that grabbing someone, unprepared, out of the congregation, is 
necessarily best-practice, but anyway I did the reading. The passage was 
fresh in my mind and so I felt I was able to speak for the apostle, to read it 
with understanding, to read it as if Paul was saying it. I was quite taken 
aback by the congregation's approval. They heard and understood. God's 
word impacted on them; the Spirit spoke to them.  

Jesus is the light of the world, the source of divine revelation, a 
revelation that enlivens through the Spirit. The next time you are asked to 
read a Bible passage, prepare it well, work on technique, but above all, 
understand it. You don't need to introduce the passage, in fact introductions 
are usually off-putting for many in a congregation. Just understand the 
passage, and read it with conviction.  
   

Text - 7:37 
Divine manifestation / revelation of the Messiah, v37-52: i] Jesus the water 

of life, v37-39. It is now the last day of the festival and so Jesus reveals that he is 
the source of God's life-giving Spirit. Those who desire the enlivening presence 
of God in their life need only come to him, need only believe in him. Ezekiel's 
prophecy of the bubbling waters flowing from the temple, giving life to the land, 
is even now being fulfilled in the person of Jesus, cf. Ezk.47 (also a possible 
allusion to the water that flowed from the rock in the wilderness, Ex.17:6, cf., 
1Cor.10:4). Jesus' words prefigure the outpouring of the Spirit which will follow 
his glorification / the cross, and its consequences: resurrection, ascension, ......  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
en + dat. "on" - IN. Temporal use of the preposition; "On the last day of the 

feast."  
th/ escath dat. adj. "the last" - THE LAST [DAY]. See above; "on the final day 

when the people celebrated", TH.  
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th/ megalh/ dat. adj. "the greatest day" - THE GREATEST [DAY]. The adjective 
serves as a substantive, dative in apposition to "the last day." "Most important 
day of the feast", Berkeley.  

thV eJorthV (h) gen. "of the festival" - OF THE FEAST. The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "said [in a loud voice]" - [JESUS HAD STOOD AND 
CALLED OUT] SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant; "proclaimed 
and said."  

ean + subj. "if" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 
proposed condition has the possibility of becoming true; "if, as may be the case, 
..... then ...."  

diya/ (diyaw) pres. subj. "is thirsty" - [ANYONE] THIRSTS. Obviously in a 
spiritual sense, thirsts: "as the deer pants for streams of water, so my soul pants 
for you, O God", Ps.42:1.  

proV me "[come] to me" - [LET HIM COME] TO ME [AND DRINK]. Spatial, 
expressing motion toward. Missing in some manuscripts, but regarded as a 
"scribal oversight", Metzger.  
   
v38 

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "whoever believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING. 
The participle serves as a substantive; probably a nominative pendens, resumed 
by autou, but see autou below.  

eiV + acc. "in [me]" - INTO [ME]. When used with "believe", interchangeable 
with en, "in", giving a spatial sense, expressing direction of action and arrival at, 
resting on, relying on.  

kaqwV "as" - LIKE, AS, JUST AS. Here the conjunction introduces a 
comparative clause.  

hJ grafh (h) "the Scripture [has said]" - THE WRITING [SAID]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to say", singular, indicating" a particular text. Some 
commentators suggest that the quote is "whoever believes", cf., Isa.28:16, but 
"whoever believes" more likely relates to the clause "if any one thirst, let him 
come to me: and let him who believes in me drink", cf., NEB - possibly a 
reference to Isa.55:1, although Barrett points out that drinking and thirsting are 
not synonymous. Most modern commentators suggest that the scripture in mind 
is "streams of living water will flow within him", but the source of the quote is 
anything but clear. The best we can say is that it draws on the wording of Psalm 
46:4f, while alluding to Ezekiel 47, the life-giving water flowing from the temple, 
an image that possibly draws on the incident of the water that flowed from the 
rock during Israel's wilderness wanderings. Note how Paul draws on this imagery 
in first Corinthians. Pfitzner suggests that the quotation is "a summary of various 
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texts such as Isaiah 12:3, 43:20, 55:1, .... 58:11.....", so Calvin, but this is less 
convincing.  

zwntoV (zaw) gen. pres. part. "of living [water]" - [RIVERS OF WATER] 
LIVING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "water" and genitive in 
agreement, as NIV. The genitive noun u{datoV, "water", is adjectival, attributive, 
idiomatic / content, "rivers which are full of / containing living water", or product, 
"rivers which consist of living water."  

ek + gen. "from [within]" - [WILL FLOW] OUT OF [THE BELLY]. Expressing 
source / origin.  

autou gen. pro. "him" - OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, 
limiting "belly." The intended referent is unclear. Usually taken as either Jesus or 
the believer: a) Jesus, so Brown, Schnackenburg, Beasley-Murray, .....; b) the 
believer, an interpretation common to the Eastern church, going back as far as 
Origin, so Lindars ("it implies that the believers' response to Jesus' invitation will 
not only satisfy their thirst, but will be a source within them, so that they too will 
be fruitful"), Pfitzner, Carson, Barrett, Kostenberger, ..... Given that the statement 
is probably a quote, it is quite possible that auton is "it/her" = Jerusalem / 
Temple, with Jesus as the fulfillment of the source of the life-giving water 
prophesied in Ezekiel 47. See touto de eipen below. "As the scripture says out 
of the midst of Her shall flow rivers of living water", Torrey.  
   
v39 

touto "by this he meant" - [BUT/AND HE SAID] THIS. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to say." Fee notes that the phrase "this he said" usually refers 
to Jesus' words, in which case autou in "out of the belly of him", v38, would 
refer to "the one believing", although it is still more likely that Jesus is using 
outou as an identifier for Jerusalem / the temple, an identifier fulfilled by Jesus' 
person and work.  

peri + gen. "meant [the Spirit]" - CONCERNING, ABOUT [THE SPIRIT]. 
Reference / respect. Water as a symbol of the Spirit has Old Testament 
precedence, eg., Isa.44:3, Joel 2:28.  

oiJ pisteusanteV (pisteuw) aor. part. "those who believed" - [WHICH] THE 
ONES BELIEVING [IN HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive. Note that the 
pronoun o{, "which", is neuter, given that "Spirit" is neuter.  

lambanein (lambanw) pres. inf. "[were later] to receive" - WERE ABOUT 
[TO RECEIVE]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"are about".  

gar "-" - FOR. More reason than causal, introducing an explanation of the 
previous statement and so often not translated, as NIV.  
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ou[pw adv. "Up to that time [the Spirit had not been given]" - [THE SPIRIT 
WAS] NOT YET. Temporal adverb. "Been given" is only found in some 
manuscripts and so is obviously an addition, but none-the-less, it properly 
expresses the intended sense. The addition avoids the "unintelligent inference that 
the Holy Spirit did not exist before the glorification of Jesus", Barrett. "The Spirit 
was not yet available to be a spring of water welling up to eternal life", Lindars.  

oJti "since" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the Spirit 
"was not yet."  

edoxasqh (doxadzw) aor. pas. "had [not yet] been glorified" - [JESUS NOT 
YET] WAS GLORIFIED. Divine / theological passive - God is the agent. For John, 
the glorification of Jesus entails "the cluster of events cantering on the 
crucifixion", Kostenberger - the totality of the redemptive event undertaken by 
the Son of Man (Dan.7:14) for which he is glorified.  
   
v40 

     
        

          
            

               
         

          
         

   
      

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional / resumptive, rather than inferential; 
"when they heard these words", ESV.  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "on hearing" - [some FROM THE CROWD] 
HEARING. The participle is best treated as adverbial, temporal, "when they heard 
this saying", AV, but it could also be taken as adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"crowd", "some of the crowd who had been listening", NJB.  

twn logwn (oV) gen. "[his] words" - THE WORDS [OF THIS ONE]. Genitive 
of direct object after the verb akouw, "to hear." Possibly "these words", Cassirer, 
ie., toutwn serves as an attributive modifier of "words".  

ek + gen. "some of [the people]" - certain = some OF = FROM THE CROWD. 
The preposition here stands in the place of a partitive genitive, parting an assumed 
tineV, "certain" = "some"  

elegon (legw) imperf. "said" - WERE SAYING. The imperfect is possibly 
inceptive; "began to say."  
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 ii] Questions concerning Jesus' messianic credentials, v40-44. In much the 
same way as the people of Israel questioned God's revelation during their 
wilderness wanderings, so the crowd questions Jesus' self-revelation. Some 
think Jesus is the messiah, some a prophet, but most are confused, with some 
even wanting to have him arrested. John brings a touch of humour to his gospel 
by noting the false assumption of the crowd, namely that since Jesus came from 
Nazareth, rather than Bethlehem, and since he is presumably not of David's line, 
then he is obviously not the messiah. The reader, of course, knows better. The 
account serves to "heighten the dramatic tension .... [providing] a contrasting 
backdrop to the clear voice of the Lord's self-revelation", Pfitzner.



alhqwV adv. "surely" - [THIS MAN IS] TRULY, REALLY. Modal adverb, 
expressing manner; "without a doubt", Harris.  

oJ profhthV "the Prophet" - THE PROPHET. Predicate nominative. The 
definite article indicating a particular prophet, ie., the prophet like Moses, cf., 
Deut.18:15-18.  
   
v41 

ou|toV pro. "He [is the Christ]" - [OTHERS WERE SAYING] THIS one [IS THE 
CHRIST / MESSIAH]. Nominative subject of the copulative verb to-be with "the 
Christ" serving as the predicate nominative. Against all odds, some of the crowd 
recognize Jesus to be the messiah.  

de "still [others said]" - BUT/AND [THE other ones WERE SAYING]. 
Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue, a new voice, best expressed as an 
adversative; "but others argued", REB.  

mh "-" - NOT. This negation is used to introduce a question expecting a 
negative answer; "The Christ does not come out of Galilee, does he?" Scripture 
certainly does not discount the messiah's close association with Galilee, and this 
fact is not lost on the gospel writers, cf., Matt.2:23, 4:15f. Bultmann argues that 
the argument is not countered because the editor of this gospel doesn't know that 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem, but this is highly unlikely. When it comes to Jesus' 
origin for John's gospel, the little town of Bethlehem is subsumed by the heavenly 
origin of the messiah. It is the divine source of the Word which causes so much 
confusion for those without faith.  

gar "-" - FOR. More reason than cause, explaining the thinking behind the 
question; "You’re not suggesting, are you, that he is the Messiah given that the 
Messiah doesn't come from Galilee?" Sometimes this conjunction is emphatic, 
expressing an exclamation like "indeed"; "What! Surely the Messiah does not 
come from Galilee?", Harris.  

ek + gen. "from [Galilee]" - FROM [GALILEE THE CHRIST COMES]. 
Expressing source / origin.  
   
v42 

ouc "[does] not" - NOT [THE SCRIPTURES SAID]. This strengthened negation, 
when used in a question, produces an affirmative response - the answer "yes".  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, indirect discourse, 
indicating what the scriptures says on the matter.  

ek + gen. "from [David's descendants]" - FROM [THE SEED OF DAVID]. 
Expressing source / origin  

apo + gen. "from [Bethlehem]" - [AND] FROM [BETHLEHEM]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  
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h\n imperf. "[where David] lived" - [THE VILLAGE WHERE DAVID] WAS 
[BORN, COMES THE CHRIST]. Cf. Mic.5:2 which was commonly taken to indicate 
that the messiah would be born in Bethlehem, although Micah is only referencing 
the Davidic origins of the messiah.  
   
v43 

oun "thus" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So 
the people were of two minds about him", Phillips.  

en + dat. "-" - [A SPLIT / DIVISION BECAME] IN [THE CROWD]. Local, 
expressing space, so "among the crowd."  

di (dia) + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF [HIM]. Causal.  
   
v44 

tineV (tiV) pro. "some" - [BUT/AND] SOME, CERTAIN.  
ex (ek) + gen. "-" - FROM [THEM]. Used instead of a partitive genitive; "some 

of them (the crowd)."  
hqelon (qelw) imperf. "wanted" - WERE WANTING. "Some of them wished 

to arrest him", Barclay.  
piasai (piazw) aor. inf. "to seize [him]" - TO ARREST [HIM]. The infinitive 

may be classified as complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to will", 
or serving to introduce a dependent statement of perception expressing what some 
of the crowd wanted to do with Jesus.  

all "but" - Strong adversative, expressing a contrast, as NIV.  
epabalen (epiballw) aor. "laid [a hand]" - [NO ONE] LAID, PUT [THE = HIS 

HANDS]. "But no one laid a finger on him."  
ep (epi) + acc. "on [him]" - UPON [HIM]. Spatial.  

   
v45 

iii] The fallout from the attempted arrest of Jesus by the temple officers, v45-
52. The people are disturbed by Jesus' teaching and as a result the temple guards 
are sent to arrest Jesus, but are disarmed by his teaching. The Pharisees are not 
impressed; as far as they are concerned Jesus stands against the Law as a false 
messiah. Nicodemus, a Pharisee himself, tentatively tries to point out that 
condemning someone, without properly assessing their crime, is contrary to the 
Law. His colleagues know better; "from Galilee one expects no prophets, let 
alone the messiah." So, the manifestation of messiah has left the crowd confused, 
and that confusion is also evident among the temple officers and now among the 
members of the Sanhedrin. This confusion serves to highlight the clear revelation 
of Jesus as "the light of the world", a revelation that is divine in origin. The 
recognition by the temple officers that Jesus' teaching marks him as "no mere 
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The sequencing of this material, particularly as it leads into chapter 8, does 
present us with a slight problem in that the attempted arrest, v32-36, is separated 
from v45-52 by a date change, v37.  

oun "finally" - FOR. Here transitional / resumptive, as NIV.  
        

                
            

 
touV arciereiV (ewV) "chief priests" - [CAME TOWARD] THE CHIEF PRIESTS 

[AND PHARISEES]. Members of the high priestly families. The collective touV 
arciereiV and farisaiouV takes only one article indicating a combined block in 
the Sanhedrin who are now aggressively opposed to Jesus.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[who asked] them" - [AND THOSE ones SAID] TO THEM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

dia tiv "why" - BECAUSE WHY [DID YOU NOT BRING HIM]? Causal 
interrogative construction; "why did you not bring him back with you?", Harris.  
   
v46 

oudepote adv. "[no one] ever" - [THE SERVANTS ANSWERED, A MAN] 
NEVER, NOT AN ANY TIME. The temporal adverb is emphatic by position. A shorter 
reading exists and is preferred by some commentators, eg., Morris; "no man ever 
spoke like this."  

ouJtwV adv. "the way" - [A MAN SPOKE] THUS, THIS WAY. Modal adverb, 
expressing manner. Possibly in the sense of speaking with authority, cf., 
Matt.7:29, ie., not a "thus says the Lord", but rather, "I say unto you."  

anqrwpoV (oV) "this man" - A MAN. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
speak." Barrett notes the stress on the last word "man" = "the speech of Jesus is 
not the speech of a man." "Never did one who was no more than a man speak like 
this", Morris.  

 

v47 
oun "-" - THEREFORE [THE PHARISEES ANSWERED, REPLIED TO THEM]. 

Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so the Pharisees answered them."  
mh "-" - NOT [AND = ALSO YOU]. This negation is used in a question expecting 

a negative answer - "no". The question expresses the Pharisees' hope; "surely you 
haven't been led astray as well?"  

peplanhsqe (planaw) perf. pas. "has deceived" - HAVE BEEN DECEIVED. 
The perfect tense serving to express an ongoing state of deception, with the 
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man" (Kostenberger), dramatically contrasts with the confused assessment of the 
Sanhedrin.

 oiJ uJphretai (hV ou) "the temple guards" - THE ASSISTANTS, SERVANTS. 
Here used of officers of the Sanhedrin; a term in John that refers to those who 
police temple affairs. These officials were drawn from the Levities and were 
trained in theology; they are not just the local police.



passive voice implying that Jesus is the agent. "Led astray", Barclay; "deluded", 
Cassirer.  

kai "also" - AND. Here adjunctive, "also". The Pharisees take the view that 
the crowd is deceived, but are expressing their hope that the officers of the temple 
are not also deceived.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[the Pharisees] retorted" - [THE PHARISEES REPLIED] TO 
THEM. Dative of indirect object given that "said / saying" is assumed; "the 
Pharisees answered and said to them ....."  
   
v48 

mh "-" - NOT. Again, this negation is used in a question expecting a negative 
answer. "The Pharisees among the members of the Sanhedrin react to the officers' 
statement with anger and contempt", Ridderbos; "none of the religious authorities 
/ authorized teachers of the law have believed in him, have they?"  

ek + gen. "[have any] of [the rulers]" - [ANY] FROM [THE RULERS OR] FROM 
[THE PHARISEES HAVE BELIEVED INTO HIM]. Again, this preposition is used in 
place of a partitive genitive.  
   
v49  

alla "No! but" - BUT. Adversative / contrastive, as NIV. "Have any of the 
authorities ....... believed in him? Of course not, just this rabble who know nothing 
about the Law and so are destined to damnation."  

ou|toV pro. "this [mob]" - THIS [CROWD]. The use of the pronoun "this" is 
derogative here. "But this crowd, who know nothing about the law, are damned 
anyway!", Phillips.  

oJ mh ginwskwn (ginwskw) pres. part. "that knows nothing [of the law]" - 
NOT KNOWING [THE LAW]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"crowd". Of course, the general population did understand the Mosaic law and 
those of a religious mind sought to keep it, but the Pharisees saw themselves 
above the common folk, sophisticated in the observance of the details of the law. 
So, knowing nothing about the law means "careless about the rules of ceremonial 
purity", Lindars.  

eparatoi adj. "[there is] a curse on them" - [IS = ARE] CURSED = UNDER A 
DIVINE CURSE. From the Pharisees point of view "their ignorance is culpable", 
Lindars, cf., Deut.27:26. Note that the plural verb to-be is used with the collective 
noun "crowd".  
   
v50 

proV + acc. "-" - [NICODEMUS SAYS] TOWARD [THEM]. Spatial, expressing 
movement toward. The support that Nicodemus gives to Jesus is limited, but at 
least he points out that the Pharisees are in danger of breaking the law themselves 
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by passing judgment on a person before properly assessing the evidence, cf., 
Deut.1:16f, 17:4, 19:15-18.  

oJ elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "who had gone [to Jesus]" - THE one HAVING 
GONE [TO HIM]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting Nicodemus, 
"Nicodemus who had approached Jesus earlier", Rieu.  

proteron adv. "earlier" - FORMERLY. Temporal adverb.  
w]n (eimi) pres. part. "who was" - BEING. The NIV treats the participle as 

adjectival, attributive, but as Novakovic argues, it is probably adverbial, either 
concessive, or causal. "Though he himself was a Pharisee", Rieu  

ex (ek) + gen. "[one] of [their number]" - [ONE] FROM [THEM]. The 
preposition here is used instead of a partitive genitive, as NIV.  
   
v51 

          
     

          
         

      
   
oJ nomoV (oV) "law" - THE LAW [JUDGES THE MAN]. "Law" singular, but all 

divine law is intended, "the law of Moses", although the Pharisees tended to 
include their own traditions as well.  

ean mh + subj. "without [first hearing]" - IF NOT = UNLESS [IT FIRST HEARS 
FROM HIM AND KNOWS WHAT HE DOES]. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. 
class, where the condition has the possibility of becoming true; "unless, as may 
be the case, the law does not hear from a person and examine what they have 
done, then it does not pronounce him guilty" = "Does our Law condemn any man 
without giving him a hearing and without investigating his actions?" Barclay.  
   
v52 

autw/ dat. pro. "[they replied]" - [THEY ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

mh "-" - NOT. Again, used in a question expecting a negative answer, as NIV.  
ek + gen. "from [Galilee]" - [ARE YOU AND = ALSO] OUT OF, FROM 

[GALILEE]. Expressing source / origin. The question is obviously abusive. "Out of 
Galilee" may imply that a person aligns with Jesus and his disciples who are 
mostly Galileans. On the other hand, the Jews of Galilee were regarded as impure 
due to intermarriage with Gentiles over the years and so the question carries with 
it a personal insult. A personal insult by innuendo is always a useful tactic to 
close down a debate!  
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 mh "-" - NOT. Again, used in a question expecting a negative answer, as 
expressed in NIV. Given that the following conditional clause states a factual 
situation, the question is difficult to express in English. The CEV solves the 
problem by treating it as a statement; "Our Law doesn't let us condemn people 
before we hear what they have to say. We cannot judge them before we know 
what they have done."



eraunhson (eraunaw) aor. imp. "look into it" - SEARCH, EXAMINE [AND 
SEE]. Obviously in the sense of "search the scriptures."  

oJti "[you will find] that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what Nicodemus will not see / behold.  

profhthV (hV) "a prophet" - [FROM GALILEE] A PROPHET [DOES NOT 
ARISE]. Nominative subject of the verb "to arise." An article is present in some 
manuscripts indicating that "the prophet" (ie., the prophet like Moses) may be 
intended. Prophets have come out of Galilee, eg., Jonah, although there is no 
passage in the Old Testament predicting that a messianic prophet will arise from 
Galilee, although note 2King.14:25. Given the present tense of egeiretai, "comes 
out of / arises", a "general rule" is probably intended, so Ridderbos; "from Galilee 
one expects no prophets." The use of the title "prophet", rather than "messiah", 
may carry an intended contrast, so "from Galilee one expects no prophets, let 
alone the messiah."  
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8:1-11 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
5. Jesus the water of life, 7:1-8:11 
v] Neither do I condemn you 
Synopsis  

Jesus is confronted by a crowd intent on stoning a woman who has 
committed adultery. Jesus invites those without sin to cast the first stone, and so 
consequently, the crowd dissipates. Jesus tells the woman that he too is unwilling 
to condemn her; "go and sin no more."  
   
Teaching  

Jesus the messiah comes not to offer the condemnation of the law, but rather 
the grace of forgiveness.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 7:1-13. The insertion point of this story is interesting, given 
the diverse nature of the dialogues / discourses in chapters 7-8. To some extent 
the story serves as a significant event illustrating the Law / Grace issue revealed 
in the dialogues / discourses of chapter 7. Hoskins, on the other hand, argues that 
it well illustrates the theme of judgment in chapter 8, cf., 8:15.  
   

ii] Background: It is unlikely that this very synoptic story was ever part of 
John's gospel. It is not found in the oldest manuscripts, and where it is found, it 
takes up different positions in the gospel, eg., one manuscript has it after chapter 
21. It is even found in a copy of Luke's gospel after 21:38. It presents as a piece 
of oral tradition which never found a home in the synoptic gospels and so was 
preserved by inserting it into John's gospel. It is often argued that its language is 
non-Johannine, but when compared to other narratives in John it is not overly 
distinctive. Yet, the fact that it is not found in the oldest manuscripts, and that in 
later ones it is found in no less than five different positions, means that it "was 
not part of the original Gospel and therefore should not be regarded as part of the 
Christian canon", Kostenberger. Against this view are those who hold that 
canonicity is determined by the use of a text in the early church. Augustine and 
Ambrose happily refer to the story and Jerome included it in the Latin Vulgate. 
Augustine suggested that the story had been removed during the more puritanical 
early years of the Christian church for fear that "their wives be given impunity in 
sinning." This possibly does explain why the story was not readily accepted in 
the first two centuries of the Christian church. None-the-less, the early Church 
Fathers make no mention of the episode and no Eastern Fathers make mention of 
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it before the tenth century, other than Didymus the Blind of Alexandria, who 
refers to a similar narrative.  

For an argument in favour of Johannine authorship see Zane Hodges, 
Bibliotheca Sacra, #136 and 137.  
   

iii] Structure: Neither do I condemn you:  
Setting, v1-2; 
Jesus is confronted by a lawless crowd, v3-5; 
Editorial comment, v6a: 

"They were using this question as a trap." 
Jesus responds to the crowd, v6b-8; 
Jesus responds to the woman, v9-11. 

"Neither do I condemn you" 
"go, from now on sin no more."  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The story portrays Jesus as the merciful judge who achieves a delicate 
balance between justice and mercy. This woman is clearly an adulterer, a 
sinner in need of God's mercy, but at the same time a just judgment must 
apply. There is no indication that she has already been judged by the 
Sanhedrin, and in any case, the Sanhedrin does not have the power, under 
Roman law, to execute criminals. What we have here is a male lynch mob 
who are acting outside the law, apart from due process. As well as acting 
illegally in their treatment of the woman, they obviously intend Jesus harm, 
cf., v6a. "Teachers of the law and the Pharisees" would not be inclined to 
seek a legal judgment from Jesus except that it might put him in an 
invidious position with respect to the Law of Moses (similar to the question 
of paying taxes to Rome, Mk.22:21). An adulterous wife was a serious 
matter and any soft-peddling by Jesus on the subject would set him against 
the religious establishment.  

Jesus' response exceeds the wisdom of Solomon, but it does come with 
a question or two. We can well understand why the story did not easily find 
a place in the Christian Canon. Jesus' liberality seems to encourage 
libertarianism, an anything goes attitude - "why not sin that grace may 
abound?" On a recent interview with a paedophile priest, the interviewer 
asked whether he felt God would forgive him. The interviewer was shocked 
with his definite "Yes" - it all seemed like easy grace to her. Of course, as 
we know, it wasn't easy for Christ. So, the first problem is that the woman 
seems to get off too lightly.  

The second problem concerns the notion of a just judgment. Jesus 
seems to imply that a sinner really doesn't have the capacity, nor right, to 
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pass judgment on another's sin - "judge not lest you be judged." If that were 
true, the rule of law would not exist, and anarchy would be the result. Jesus 
has clearly stated that he did not come to dispense with the Law, but to 
"fulfill / complete" it. Jesus is in the presence of a lawless assembly who 
are taking the law into their own hands, and are doing so without any 
indication that they have properly assessed the actions or motives of the 
husband or his wife, nor their own motives, nor the ultimate purpose of the 
law, namely, to lead the sinner into the presence of God's mercy. So, Jesus 
exposes their hypocrisy, and then, without addressing the crime itself and 
what may, or may not, be the appropriate punishment in the circumstances, 
he goes to the heart of the matter, namely, the woman's standing before 
God. In Christ there is no condemnation, but rather justification - by grace 
through faith it’s JUST as IF I'ED never sinned. And so, she is sent on her 
way, encouraged to do better next time around - "go .... sin no more."  

As for the paedophile priest, he was rightly suffering incarceration as 
a just punishment for his evil behaviour; he did the crime, now he is doing 
the time. Yet, beyond the application of natural justice there is divine 
justice. For those who will, there is the one who bears the burden of broken 
humanity, such that from the throne we may hear the words, "neither do I 
condemn you."  
   

Propositional Truth and Modern Theology: We in the West live in an 
age where objective truth is being replaced by subjective truth. If there is 
no God to dictate truth, then truth becomes a matter of personal opinion 
where my opinion is right and yours is wrong. It is no longer beauty is in 
the eye of the beholder, but truth, morality, justice, ..... is in the eye of the 
beholder. Where truth is subjective, there is an inclination to approach art 
and literature with a what it means to me mindset. Artists may wish to 
convey a particular truth through their work, but that is their truth, not my 
truth. My truth is what I learn from their work of art, despite what truth the 
artist may wish to convey to me.  

This mindset has influenced modern theology, Feminist, 
Environmental, and the like - all just reflections of the shibboleths of our 
age. The story of The Adulterous Woman (or better The Story of the 
Hypocritical Men) well illustrates deplorable sexism, but is that the 
message of the story, is that the intended truth, or is it just the truth for me? 
If we believe in a God who speaks to us through his prophets of old, through 
Jesus and his apostles, and today through the scriptures, then the intended 
message of the inspired author is the message we must take from the story.  

What then is God's revealed truth in this story? Propositional truths are 
notoriously difficult to draw from scripture - an is not necessarily an aught; 
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a description is not necessarily a prescription; a promise or command to a 
particular person at a particular point in time is not necessarily a promise 
or command to all people at all times. Jesus' promise to an adulterous 
woman "neither do I condemn you" does not necessarily apply to all 
adulterous women, nor to all adulterers, nor in the end to all sinners. In fact, 
we know from scripture that God does condemn sinners, but we also know 
from scripture that "God is a merciful God and will not abandon or destroy 
you or forget the covenant with your ancestors, which he confirmed to them 
by oath", Deut.4:31 (in union with Christ, the one who is the true remnant 
of Israel, the promise of covenant inclusion and blessing applies to all 
believers). So, with this adulterous woman we see something of God's 
mercy at work. She may stand condemned by a band of hypocrites, but 
through faith in Christ her sins can be washed away. "There is now no 
condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus", Rom.8:1.  

What about "go and sin no more"? Again, we have a specific command 
to a specific person at a specific point in time. Yet, it is a command 
reflecting propositions which apply to all believers; "I beg of you, 
therefore, brothers, in view of God's mercies, that you present your bodies 
a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God - your service with 
understanding. And do not conform to the present world scheme, but be 
transformed by a complete renewal of mind, so as to sense for yourselves 
what is the good and acceptable and perfect will of God", Rom.12:1-2.  

Context may also have something to say to us, although is the 
placement of this particular pericope divinely sanctioned? Yet, the story 
does seem to illustrate the law / grace issue evident in chapters 7 and 8; "a 
person is justified by faith apart from the works of the law", Rom.3:28  
   

v] Homiletics: A second chance at life.  
The story of the woman taken with adultery powerfully illustrates a 

Biblical principle which touches our personal everyday life and that of our 
society at large. It is the principle of divine mercy - the second chance. All 
of us will, at some point in our life, mess up big time. Selfishness will have 
its way and then, as is so often the case, the consequences will flow. At that 
point, our life could well be over, all lost in the desire for worldly mammon 
- the illusion of wealth, power, or sexual gratification. Yet, as it was for the 
adulterous woman so it is for us; if we humbly stand before the living God, 
we will receive his pronouncement, "neither do I condemn you, go and sin 
no more." It is as if God says to us, "I'm wiping the slate clean; off you go 
and this time make a better fist of it." In Christ, our God is the God of the 
second chance. Of course, being slow learners God often has to provide a 
few more chances along the way!  
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Western civilization, based as it is on the teachings of Jesus, 
incorporates the second chance in law; you do the crime and so do the time, 
and then your debt is paid in full. In theory, at least, you are not marked for 
life; you start out afresh. Like that woman long ago, some selfish addiction, 
whether it be sex or otherwise, can easily destroy the fabric of our life. As 
we flay around in its devastating consequences, let's remember that our 
failings are not the end. Our God is the God of the second chance; he allows 
us to pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and try try again.  
   

Text - 8:1 
Neither do I condemn you, v1-11; i] Setting, v1-2. The synoptic gospels 

mention that during passion week Jesus resided in Bethany, with pauses along 
the way at the Mount of Olives. Our story reflects this setting. It is early morning 
and a crowd has gathered in the outer court of the temple to hear Jesus expound 
the Law.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. More likely transitional than adversative, indicating a 
step in the narrative; "Jesus went to the Mount of Olives and on the next day he 
was back again in the Temple courts."  

twn elaiwn (a) gen. "[the Mount] of Olives" - [JESUS WENT TO THE 
MOUNT] OF OLIVES. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / 
identification, limiting "the mount"; "the mount which is called / which is known 
by its olive trees."  
   
v2 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
orqrou (oV) "at dawn" - [HE CAME AGAIN] OF EARLY IN THE MORNING. The 

genitive is adverbial, of time, indicating the time of Jesus' coming; "At dawn, 
Jesus appeared in the temple courts." The outer court of the temple was the usual 
venue for scribes to teach the law to their students and so Jesus is most likely 
following standard procedure.  

eiV + acc. "in [the temple courts]" - INTO [THE TEMPLE COURT]. Spatial, 
expressing the direction of the action and arrival at, so Jesus came again "to" the 
temple, arriving "in" it.  

proV + acc. "[the people gathered] around [him]" - [AND ALL THE PEOPLE 
WERE COMING] TOWARD [HIM]. Spatial, expressing movement toward.  

kaqisaV (kaqizw) aor. part. "he sat down [to teach them]" – [AND] HAVING 
SAT [HE WAS TEACHING THEM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the imperfect verb "to teach"; "he sat down and taught 
them", ESV. The imperfect verb "to teach" may be treated as inceptive, "began 
to teach them", Barclay, or durative, "was engaged in teaching", NEB. Of course, 
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the imperfect is often used for background information, which may be its intent 
here. Jesus takes up the usual position of a scribe when teaching his students; the 
teacher sits and the students stand.  
   
v3 

ii] Jesus is confronted by a lawless mob, v3-5. The action of these religious 
zealots can rightly be described as lawless because if their action was other than 
rough justice, they would also have with them the male offender, as is required 
by the law of Moses, Lev.20:10, Deut.22:22-24. There is also no mention of the 
necessary two eye witnesses to the act of infidelity, neither of whom can be the 
husband. The Law of Moses is the last thing this mob has on its mind - they are 
a lynch mob happy to have some sport with Jesus on their way to execute rough 
justice. Of course, the whole event may be a set-up where it is not the woman 
who is on trial, but Jesus. Jeremias argues that a trial has already taken place and 
the mob is on the way to execute judgment, but then as Brown and 
Schnackenburg note, why would Jesus ask "Has no one condemned you"?  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
kateihmmenhn (katalambanw) perf. mid./pas. part. "caught" - [THE 

SCRIBES AND THE PHARISEES LEAD A WOMAN] HAVING BEEN TAKEN = CAUGHT. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "woman"; "a woman who had 
been caught in adultery", ESV.  

epi + dat. "in [adultery]" - IN [ADULTERY]. Here an adverbial use of the 
preposition serving to introduce an adverbial phrase modifying the verbal aspect 
of the participle "having been taken = caught", manner ="in the act of adultery", 
or temporal = "while committing adultery." The adultery referred to here is 
obviously not premarital sex, nor a single woman having sex with a married man, 
nor sex with a prostitute, but a betrothed or married woman having sex with 
someone other than her husband.  

sthsanteV (iJsthmi) aor. part. "they made [her] stand" - [AND] HAVING 
STOOD [HER]. The participle is best treated as attendant circumstance expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to say", "and they stood her in the middle and said 
to him", but it may also be treated as adverbial, modal, "placing her in the midst 
they said ....", or temporal, "after placing her in the midst they said ....."  

en + dat. "before [the group]" - IN [MIDST]. Local, expressing space. 
Obviously not in the middle of the crowd, but in the middle between the crowd 
and Jesus; "they stood her between themselves and Jesus, and said to him", TNT.  
   
v4 

autw/ dat. pro. "[said] to Jesus" - [THEY SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object; "and then said to him", Phillips. Note how narrative transition is indicated 
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by the move from the standard narrative aorist tense to the present tense "they 
say."  

moiceuomenh (moiceuw) pres. mid./pas. part. "[was caught in the act of] 
adultery" - [TEACHER, THIS WOMAN] COMMITTING ADULTERY [HAS BEEN 
CAUGHT IN THE ACT]. This participle may be viewed as the nominative 
complement of "woman", so adjectival, predicative, but also adverbial, maybe 
temporal; "this woman was caught while in the very act of committing adultery." 
"She was caught sleeping with a man who isn't her husband", CEV. The 
preposition ep (epi), here with the adjective autofwrw/, "in the act of", is 
adverbial, as v3, probably modal, expressing manner; "caught in the very act of 
adultery", TNT.  
 

v5 
en + dat. "in [the Law]" - [BUT/AND] IN [THE LAW]. Local, expressing space; 

"Moses instructed us in the Law."  
liqazein (liqazw) pres. inf. "to stone" - [MOSES COMMANDED US] TO 

STONE TO DEATH. The infinitive introduces a dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what Moses commanded / instructed, namely, "that such a 
woman should be stoned"; "Moses laid it down in the Law for us that the penalty 
in such cases is stoning", Barclay.  

tas toiautaV pro. "such women" - THE SUCH A ONE. The use of a distant 
demonstrative pronoun (here with a nominalizing article) is disparaging; "such a 
creature", Moffatt.  

oun "So" - [YOU] THEREFORE [WHAT DO YOU SAY]? Inferential, drawing a 
logical conclusion, "So what do you say?", or just transitional, as NIV; "What do 
you have to say about it?" NAB.  
   
v6a 

iii] Editorial comment, v6a. When it comes to the Law of Moses, the apostle 
Paul was viewed as a libertine, although his perspective was not of his own 
creation. Paul's teaching on law and grace derives from Jesus who was similarly 
viewed by the pietists of his day as a teacher out to "abolish" the law. Of course, 
as Jesus made clear, he had not come to "abolish" the law, but "fulfill / complete" 
it. What he sought to abolish was the notion that the law sanctifies, whereas it 
only makes us more sinful. Holiness in the sight of God, and thus divine 
acceptance, is a gift of grace appropriated through faith in the faithfulness of 
Christ, apart from the law. The law's prime purpose is to facilitate the 
appropriation of God's grace by exposing sin and thus our need for a saviour. 
Having found holiness apart from the law, the law goes on to serve as a guide for 
the life of faith. For those entrenched in a sanctification by works mentality, daily 
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tithing "mint, dill and cumin", Jesus is a libertine teacher of the law whose 
heretical teachings need exposing.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to an 
editorial comment - John explains the real motive for this show trial.  

peirazonteV (peirazw) pres. part. "as a trap" - [THEY WERE SAYING THIS] 
TEMPTING / TESTING [HIM]. The participle is adverbial, best viewed as final, 
expressing purpose; "in order to put him to the test" = "in order to entrap him."  

iJna + subj. "in order to [have a basis]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT HAVE]. Here 
adverbial, final, expressing purpose, "in order that / so that they might have ...."  

kathgorein (kathgorew) pres. inf. "for accusing" - TO ACCUSE [HIM]. The 
infinitive could be taken to introduce an object clause, serving as the direct object 
of the verb "to have", "in order to have / that they might have a charge against 
him", so Novakovic. Both Zerwick and Harris suggest that the construction is 
complementary, "that they have = might be able to charge him", cf., BDAG 421b 
for ecw + inf.  

autou gen. pro. "him" - Genitive of direct object after the kata prefix verb 
"to accuse = to bring a charge against."  
   
v6b 

           
             

             
          

          
      

           
       

      
         

           
 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative - best left 
untranslated.  

kuyaV (kuptw) aor. part. "[Jesus] bent [down]" - [JESUS] HAVING BOWED, 
STOOPED [DOWN]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the imperfect verb "to write"; "Jesus bent down and wrote", ESV.  

kategrafen (katagrafw) imperf. "started to write" - WAS WRITING. The 
NIV treats the imperfect as inceptive; "began to write", Cassirer. The kata prefix 
extends the sense from "was writing" to "was tracing, drawing." Jesus may just 
be doodling.  
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 iv] Jesus responds to the crowd, v6b-9. Jesus' act of writing in the ground 
with his finger before addressing the crowd is an interesting detail, but its 
meaning is illusive. Is this an embarrassed response, or even an expression of 
Jesus' disgust with the behaviour of the mob? Augustine suggested that it was 
prophetic, "they will be written in the earth, for they have forsaken the Lord, the 
fountain of living water", Jer.17:13. Derrett suggests that Jesus wrote down 
Ex.23:1b. Even the ten commandments would be very applicable in the 
situation! Maybe it's a symbolic act, a judgment written in the soft earth, soon 
blown away by God's mercy. Maybe Jesus is cooling things down, giving time 
for everyone to focus on his response rather than the woman and her failings. 
Standing, Jesus refocuses the crowd, not back onto the woman, but back onto 
their own sin. Jesus then returns to his doodling.



eiV + acc. "on [the ground]" - INTO [THE GROUND]. This preposition, when 
expressing arrival at, moves close to en "in, on", so "in the ground."  

tw/ daktulw/ (oV) dat. "with [his finger]" - IN [THE FINGER]. The dative is 
adverbial, instrumental expressing means, "by", or modal expressing manner, 
"with".  
   
v7 

           
          

        
            

       
         

         
        

         
              

        
    

     
wJV "When" - [BUT/AND] AS. The NIV takes the conjunction here as temporal, 

"when, while", but possibly causal, "because, since"; "as they persisted in their 
question", Moffatt.  

epemenon (epimenw) imperf. "they kept on" - THEY WERE REMAINING, 
CONTINUING. The imperfect here expresses durative action; "as they persisted in 
questioning him", Cassirer. Probably not "as they remained standing questioning 
him." "They kept on asking Jesus about the woman", CEV.  

erwtwnteV (erwtaw) pres. part. "questioning [him]" - The participle is 
complementary / supplementary, completing the sense of the verb "to continue; 
"they persisted questioning him."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[said] to them" - [HE STRAIGHTENED UP = STOOD UP AND 
SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "[let any one] of you [who is without sin" - [THE ONE 
WITHOUT SIN] OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, partitive, "among you", as NIV. 
"The sinless one among you, go first. Throw the stone", Peterson.  

ep (epi) acc. "[throw a stone] at [her]" - [LET HIM THROW A STONE FIRST] 
AT, ON, UPON [HER]. Spatial use of the preposition.  
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 Jesus' words seem to draw on Deut.13:9, 17:7. Carson suggests that the sin 
the crowd must be free of is the sin of adultery, not just sin in general - 
"witnesses of the crime must be the first to throw the stones, and they must not 
be participants in the crime itself." All these men would have certainly 
committed adultery in thought, and as Jesus makes clear in the Sermon on the 
Mount, the thought condemns us, but it is hard to believe that all the men 
present had, at some time or other, slept with a woman other than their wife. 
Was infidelity that rampant in the first century? Sin in general is surely in mind. 
When we judge others, we place ourselves before God's judgment-seat, and 
none of us are without sin, cf., Rom.2:1, 22, 23. Jesus seeks to "confront all 
who, ignoring their own sin, want to judge and condemn others without mercy, 
to confront such judges with what awaits them if the heavenly judge should 
someday judge them by the same standard, cf., Matt.7:1ff", Ridderbos.



   
v8 

katakuyaV (katakuptw) aor. part. "[again] he stooped down" - [AND 
AGAIN] HAVING BENT DOWN [HE WAS WRITING INTO THE EARTH]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to write"; "he 
stooped down again and wrote", Moffatt. Again, the imperfect verb "to write" 
may be expressing a durative sense, "continued writing", Phillips, or inceptive, 
"began to write", CEV.  
   
v9 

v] Jesus responds to the woman, v9-11. Having made the point that sinners 
should think twice about throwing stones at sinners, the crowd departs, from the 
oldest to the youngest, leaving Jesus and the woman alone in the temple court. 
There are no witnesses, nor accusers, and so there is no case to answer. Jesus is 
not a witness to the case, and chooses not to make an accusation. And technically, 
it would be improper for him to make an accusation, or a judicial finding of guilt, 
without witnesses. Irrespective of the technicalities, Jesus acts graciously toward 
the woman and encourages her to live her life in accord with God's will. As for 
the principle - there is no forgiveness without repentance - it does not necessarily 
have to apply in all circumstances. So, whether this woman repented or not is 
beside the point - all is grace.  

de "At this" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
oiJ ... akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "those who heard" - THE ONES 

HAVING HEARING. The NIV treats the participle as a substantive; "the people left 
one by one", CEV. On the other hand, the article oiJ can serve as a personal 
pronoun introducing the verb "were going out" and with de indicate narrative 
transition. In that case the participle is best viewed as adverbial, probably 
temporal; "But when they heard it, they went away one by one", ESV, so 
Novakovic.  

exhrconto (exercomai) imperf. "began to go away" - WERE GOING OUT. The 
NIV treats the imperfect as inceptive, with stress on the commencement of the 
action.  

ei|V kaq ei|V "one at a time" - ONE BY ONE. Idiomatic Semitic distributive 
construction; "one after the other", cf., BDAG, 293.5. We would expect the 
second ei|V to be accusative, e{na, but obviously it is viewed as indeclinable.  

apo + gen."-" - [HAVING BEGUN] FROM [THE OLDER ones]. Expressing 
separation - here the point of separation; "away from"; "The older men were the 
first ones to leave and then the younger men", TH. The articular adjective "the 
elder, older" serves as a substantive, "the older ones = the older men."  
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arxamenoi (arcw) aor. mid. part. "first" - HAVING BEGUN. The participle is 
adverbial, model, expressing the manner of their leaving; "they left one by one, 
beginning from = with the eldest." Note the variant "convicted by their 
conscience." The older men obviously get the point first.  

ou\sa (eimi) pres. part. "[with the woman still standing]" - [AND HE WAS 
LEFT ALONE AND THE WOMAN] BEING. The participle is adverbial, probably best 
treated as temporal; "Jesus was left alone with the woman as she stood there", 
Berkeley.  

en + dat. "there" - IN [MIDDLE]. Local, expressing space; "Jesus was left alone 
with the woman standing in the centre of the court", Cassirer.  
   
v10  

anakuyaV (anakuptw) aor. part. "Jesus straightened up" - [BUT/AND] 
HAVING STRAIGHTENED UP [JESUS SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to say", as NIV. Note variant; 
"straightening up and seeing no one but the woman Jesus said"  

auth/ dat. pro. "her" - TO HER. Dative of indirect object.  
gunai (h aikoV) voc. "Woman" - WOMAN [WHERE ARE they]? The vocative 

"woman" in English sounds disrespectful and is often dropped; "Jesus 
straightened himself, 'Where are they', he said", Barclay. Note variant, "your 
accusers." Brown comments "Surprise? Or gentle sarcasm?"  

katekrinen (katakrinw) aor. "has [no one] condemned [you]?" - [NO 
ONE] CONDEMNED, JUDGED, RENDERED GUILTY [YOU]. A technical word for 
judicial use. As noted above, the woman's negative answer to this question 
implies that not only is there no one from the crowd willing to come forward and 
condemn her, but also, that she has not already been condemned at a judicial 
hearing. "Is there anyone left to accuse you?", CEV.  
   
v11 

de "-" - BUT/AND [SHE SAID NO ONE LORD] BUT/AND [JESUS SAID NEITHER I 
CONDEMN YOU]. Transitional, indicating steps in the dialogue - Jesus speaks, de 
the woman speaks, de Jesus speaks.  

poreuou (poreuomai) pres. "Go" - Not necessarily a harsh instruction, so 
"you may go", NAB.  

apo tou nun "from now" - [AND] FROM THE NOW [SIN NO LONGER]. 
Temporal construction; the preposition expressing separation, followed by a 
nominalizing article turning the temporal adverb "now" into a substantive, "from 
the now / present." Taken literally the sense of the command is "be on your way 
and cease from sinning from this time on", Cassirer - if only we could stop 
sinning! What is Jesus asking her to do? In general terms it could be a command 
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to give more attention to living an upright life, but given the context, Jesus is 
probably telling her to cease her adultery.  
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8:12-20 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42 
i] The authoritative testimony of Jesus, 8:12-20 
Synopsis  

Jesus continues his ministry in the temple during the Feast of Tabernacles; 
on this occasion he is teaching in the treasury. Jesus announces that he is the light 
of the world and whoever follows him will be filled with the light of life. This 
pronouncement prompts an exchange between Jesus and the Pharisees; they put 
little weight on his messianic claim because he speaks for himself. Jesus claims 
the support of two witnesses, his own testimony and that of the Father. The 
Pharisees don't accept Jesus' testimony, and can't accept the Father's testimony 
because they don't know him.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' gift of the light of life is only for those who believe  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:1-12. As with chapter 7, John draws on the water and light 
themes of the Festival of Tabernacles, here identifying Jesus as the light. Again, 
John revisits previous themes such as the authority of Jesus, and unbelief, but 
although the passage begins with palin, "again", it is not a continuation of the 
dialogue / discourse at the end of chapter 7. There the exchange was between 
Jesus and the ocloV, "crowd", here Jesus is caught up "again" in an exchange 
with Israel's religious establishment, here the Pharisees.  

John underlines his theme with a saying from Jesus - "I am the light of the 
world" - but before examining this theme in chapters 9 and 10 he returns to some 
of his earlier subjects.  

• First, v12-20, the witness / testimony to Jesus which reveals the 
special relationship that exists between Jesus and the Father. This subject 
was first introduced in chapter 5.  

• Then in v21-30, in the context of a challenge by the Jewish 
authorities, we have further teaching on the passion.  

• Finally, v31-59, the discourse / dialogue examines the issue of 
descent from Abraham, developing the Pauline conclusion that the true 
children of Abraham are those who possess, not his genes, but his faith, 
faith in the Son of God. To this, the point is made that the religious 
authorities are sons of the Devil, as compared to Jesus who stands before 
them as the eternal Son of God.  
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In chapter 9 John returns to the theme Jesus the Light of the World. In this 
chapter a man receives his sight and then slowly grows in understanding to the 
point where he makes a confession of faith. The religious authorities, on the other 
hand, increasingly harden their disbelief and so are blind to the light.  

In chapter 10 John uses two sayings of Jesus developed as parables - "I am 
the gate for the sheep" and "I am the good shepherd" - to establish that a faith 
relationship with Jesus is essential for an understanding of who he is - faith brings 
sight, v1-18. Then, in 10:22-39, John sets out to reveal in the clearest of terms 
Jesus' messianic credentials - "the Father and I are one" / "the Father is in me and 
I am in the Father." This revelation of the person of Jesus can only be accessed 
by his sheep -"My sheep hear my voice and they follow me, and I give them 
eternal life and they will never perish." For those who do not believe there is only 
blindness.  
   

ii] Background: See 7:1-13. During the Feast of Tabernacles, along with the 
water drawing ceremony, there is the lighting of four large lamps in the Court of 
the Women. This ceremony involves a major celebration played out under their 
light, including the singing of liturgical songs, dancing and music. The 
worshippers themselves carry torches during the night celebrations such that their 
glow can be seen throughout Jerusalem. In this context Jesus announces that he 
is the light of the world.  
   

iii] Structure: The Authoritative Witness of Jesus:  
Saying / declaration, v12: 

I am the light of the world. 
Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness, 

but will have the light of life. 
The Pharisees challenge Jesus' testimony, v13; 
The twofold testimony to Christ, v14-19: 

Father and Son. 
Setting - The temple treasury, v20.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The confrontation between Jesus and Israel's religious establishment, 
a conflict that fired up after his Sabbath healing of the lame man at the pool 
of Bethesda (5:1-18), continues to heat up. The Feast of Tabernacles in 
Jerusalem is still in progress and Jesus is now teaching in the treasury, an 
area in the Court of the Women where thirteen funnel-shaped collection 
boxes stood to receive the offerings of the people. As such, Jesus is 
virtually next door to the assembly chamber where the Sanhedrin meets 
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and so it is not surprising that an argument develops between Jesus and 
some Pharisees.  

The Pharisees react to a messianic declaration by Jesus. The scriptures 
proclaim that messiah is the Light, a light even unto the Gentiles, Isa.49:6. 
Jesus pronounces that he is that Light, a light that enlightens and enlivens, 
cf., Matt.5:14. Here is Jesus claiming messianic status and the realization 
of Israel's covenant promises - the fullness of life. As Hunter puts it, Jesus 
is claiming "that he, and he alone, can savingly irradiate the dark mystery 
of men's existence and give their life meaning, purpose and destiny." We 
will have to wait until chapter 9, and especially chapter 10, before John 
explains in more detail what this means, but in the meantime the claim must 
be substantiated.  

The Pharisees go to the heart of the issue, namely, an "invalid witness", 
Morris, ie., Jesus makes this claim on his own behalf and so his testimony 
carries no weight, v13. This issue has already been covered in 5:31-47. 
There we learnt that there are supportive witnesses to Jesus' messianic 
status, but in the end, it comes down to Jesus' own testimony and that of 
God the Father, the one who sent him. Jesus' own testimony may be his 
own, but that does not make it untrue; it is valid because Jesus knows where 
he comes from, v14. The problem for the Pharisees is that they judge Jesus' 
messianic claims by human standards and so are blind to his real person, 
v15. The Pharisees are making an assessment about a person who did not 
come to assess / judge anyone, but rather to save them - a task to which 
both the Son and the Father are dedicated, v16. And as for Jesus' 
unsupported testimony, it is supported by none other than God the Father, 
v17-18.  

Again, the Pharisees demonstrate their inability to understand what 
Jesus is saying by asking him to identify his father, v19. The simple fact is 
that knowledge follows faith, if they were to believe in Jesus they would 
know Jesus' father, namely God the Father, and of course, if they knew 
God, if they trusted his merciful love, then they would know Jesus, but as 
it stands they remain blind guides.  

John concludes by describing the setting, v20.  
   

Text - 8:12 
Jesus is the light of the world, v12-20: i] Saying, v12. John now sets the 

theme for the next three chapters. As God is a light to his people, illumining them 
that they may find wisdom, grace and peace, so the Son of God / Messiah is light, 
illumining even the nations, cf., Num.6:24-26, Ps.27:1, Prov.6:23, Isa.49:6, 
Mic.7:8. Jesus, the light of the world, illuminates the way to life eternal; he is 
"the light of life", ie., his light is a life-giving light. The world is entrapped in a 
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darkness which leads to death, whereas those who follow / believe in Jesus find 
in him an enlivening light which leads to life eternal. Note that "I am" sayings 
usually appear at the beginning or end of a discourse unit, obviously here at the 
beginning. Note also that Barrett sees no significance in the use of the saying here 
other than "to raise the question of witness-bearing"; a rather harsh assessment!  

oun "When [Jesus spoke again]" - THEREFORE. Transitional, indicating a 
step in the narrative, as NIV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to the people" - [AGAIN JESUS SPOKE] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to speak"; redundant.  

egw pro. "I [am]" - I [AM]. Emphatic by use and position.  
to fwV (wV wtoV) "the light" – THE LIGHT. Predicate nominative. This key 

word only appears in the first 12 chapters of this gospel, indicating its association 
with the ministry of messiah. It is sometimes linked with zwh, "life", as here, an 
even more common word than "light". Kostenberger argues that it "serves as a 
metaphor for eternal life in its spiritual, moral and present-day implications."  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "of the world" - OF THE WORLD. The genitive is 
adjectival, verbal, "for the world = humanity" / idiomatic, "I am the light who 
enlightens the way for / enlivens the world."  

oJ akolouqwn (akolouqew) pres. part. "whoever follows [me]" - THE ONE 
FOLLOWING [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive. The verb "to follow" will 
often take a dative of direct object, as here. For John, following Jesus is the same 
as believing in Jesus.  

ou mh + subj. "[will] never [walk]" - NO NO = NOT EVER [WILL WALK]. 
Subjunctive of emphatic negation.  

en + dat. "in [darkness]" - Local, expressing space - metaphorical.  
all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 

construction; "not .... but ....."  
thV zwhV (h) gen. "[the light] of life" - [WILL HAVE THE LIGHT] OF LIFE. The 

genitive is adjectival, attributive, "enlivening light", or idiomatic, "the light which 
produces life"; "light that illuminates life's pathways", Harris. Harris also 
suggests an epexegetic classification, "light which is the life." "Liberation from 
the realm of death for life in the kingdom of light", Beasley-Murray. A 
soteriological sense is surely primary, but the ethical dimension may also be part 
of the package; "light confers life and illumines the path of right conduct", 
Thompson.  
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v13 

ii] The Pharisees challenge Jesus' testimony, v13.The Pharisees regard Jesus' 
testimony, made without supportive evidence, as little more than self-promotion.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, "then", or inferential, establishing a 
logical connection, "So the Pharisees said to him."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[the Pharisees challenged] him" - [THE PHARISEES SAID] 
TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  

peri + gen. "as [your own witness]" - [YOU TESTIFY] ABOUT [YOURSELF]. 
Here expressing reference / respect; "concerning, about, with respect to."  

sou gen. pro. "your [testimony is not valid]" - [THE TESTIMONY] OF YOU 
[IS NOT TRUE]. The NIV treats the genitive as adjectival, possessive, but it may 
be treated as verbal, subjective, "the testimony you give." The word alhqhV, 
"true", is taken in this context by the NIV, NEB, etc., to mean "valid"; "What you 
say proves nothing", TEV, or stronger, "isn't true", CEV.  
   
v14 

iii] The twofold testimony to Christ, v14-19. "Jesus claims for himself a 
unique power to bear witness to himself, because he knows his origin and 
destiny", Fenton. The Pharisees don't understand Jesus' origins and therefore they 
are not equipped to krinw, "to make a proper assessment / an informed decision", 
on his claim. Yet, the Pharisees foolishly make a flawed assessment of Jesus, one 
whose remit, in accord with the Father, is krinw, "to judge (in a judicial sense)." 
Two witnesses support the case in hand; Jesus' testimony to messianic status, and 
the testimony of the Father. The problem for the Pharisees is that they know 
nothing of God the Father and so are blind to the Son.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus answered]" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO 
THEM. Dative of indirect object. Note again the Semitic construction for 
introducing direct speech, "Jesus answered and said."  

kan + subj. "even if" - AND IF. "Even if as the case may be I testify 
concerning myself, then my testimony is true". Usually kan (= kai+an) + subj. 
would introduce a third-class conditional clause where the assumed condition has 
the possibility of coming true. Yet, here a more concessive sense is probably 
intended given that Jesus does actually testify on his own behalf, "though I do 
testify to myself, my evidence is valid", Moffatt. "Self-testimony is not 
automatically false in his (Jesus) case", Pfitzner.  

peri + gen. "on my behalf" - [I TESTIFY] ABOUT [MYSELF, THE TESTIMONY 
OF ME IS TRUE]. Either expressing advantage, as NIV, or reference / respect, 
"about, concerning, "about myself", ESV.  
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oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus' 
testimony is true, namely "because" "I know where I am from and where I am 
going", CEV.  

       
       

           
           

      
 

uJpagw pres. "I am going" - Usually taken as a futuristic present - Jesus 
knows where he soon will be going; "I know where I come from and where I go 
next", Peterson.  

de "but" - BUT/AND [YOU DO NOT KNOW FROM WHERE I COME OR WHERE I 
GO]. Transitional, changed focus in the dialogue from "I" to "you". Usually 
treated as adversative here, as NIV.  
   
v15 

krinete (krinw) pres. "you judge" - Bruce argues that the verb krinw, "to 
judge", is being used in two ways here. The Pharisees "judge" in an uninformed 
way; Jesus' judgement is informed. The NET Bible suggests the Pharisees' 
judgement is condemnatory, whereas Jesus came to save. In v16 krinw is used in 
a judicial sense. Jesus will indeed pass judgment, although this is not the purpose 
of his coming (cf., 3:17). When he does judge, he will do so on the basis of a 
person's response to the gospel.  

kata + acc. "by [human standards]" - ACCORDING TO [THE FLESH; I JUDGE 
NO ONE]. Expressing a standard; "corresponding to / in accordance with, in 
conformity with." In 7:24 John had kat oyin, "according to sight = appearance". 
An adverbial sense is possible, either expressing manner, or as NIV, means, "by 
appearance."  
   
v16  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Adversative, as NIV, certainly carries the argument 
forward - not this, but that. Jesus doesn't judge, in the sense of making uninformed 
decisions about other human beings as do the Pharisees, v15, but he is responsible 
for judgement, in the sense of making a judicial decision on the eternal status of 
humans, and this in association with God the Father. If John intended this 
construction we would expect ou ..... allla, "not ..... but ....." So, de is probably 
transitional here, possibly indicating a qualification, so Harris; "Mind you, even 
if I were to pass judgment ..."  

kai "-" - AND. Usually treated as ascensive, "Even if I do judge ..", TNT.  
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 poqen .... pou "[I know] where [I came] from [and] where" - [I 
KNOW] FROM WHERE [I CAME AND] WHERE. Usually interrogative, but here both 
are used as adverbs, local. Another way of saying that Jesus, the Son of God, 
was sent from God the Father and will return to God the Father. "Because he 
(Jesus) has come from God, and God is the ultimate source of truth, Jesus may 
then truthfully testify to himself", Thompson.



ean + subj. "if [I do judge]" - IF [I JUDGE]. "If, as the case may be, I judge, 
then my judgment is true." Introducing a third-class conditional clause where the 
proposed condition has the possibility of coming true. Given that the conditional 
clause in v14 is likely to be concessive, the presence of kai here indicates that a 
concessive sense is probably intended here as well, a sense where there is no "if" 
about it; "and though I do judge, my judgment is true", Moffatt. Note that the 
personal pronoun egw, "I", is emphatic by use. Jesus may have come to save, but 
he also serves with the Father as the "judge" of humanity; it's just that he doesn't 
"judge" like the Pharisees.  

alhqinh adj. "true" - [THE JUDGMENT OF ME IS] TRUE. Predicate adjective. 
"Valid", REB; "My judgement is one guided by the truth", Cassirer; "valid", 
REB; "judge fairly", CEV; "my decision would be just", Phillips; "my judgment 
is sound", Rieu; "genuine, trustworthy", Harris; one that "corresponds to the 
facts", Zerwick.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus' decisions 
are "true", namely, "because" Jesus acts in concord with God the Father, the one 
who sent him.  

all (alla) "-" - [I AM NOT ALONE,] BUT. Strong adversative in a 
counterpoint construction, "not ..... but ....." When it comes to the business of 
judging, Jesus is not alone, but rather, he stands in accord with the one who sent 
him, namely the Father.  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "I stand with [the Father] who sent me" - [I 
AND] THE ONE HAVING SENT ME, [FATHER]. The participle may serve as a 
substantive, standing in apposition to "the Father"; "I and he who sent me, namely 
the Father, judge together", so Harris. Novakovic argues strongly that the 
participle is adjectival, attributive; "It is not I alone who judge, but I and the 
Father who sent me", ESV. The sense is "I am not alone, but I and the Father are 
together, and judge together", Barrett. Note textual disruption, particularly 
"Father" omitted in a number of major texts; cf., Metzger.  
   
v17 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument; "besides, it 
is set down in your law", Cassirer. Its position indicates that "in your law" is 
emphatic, so Barrett.  

kai "-" - AND. Probably ascensive, "even in your law."  
en + dat. "in" - IN Local, expressing space; indicating where the information 

can be found.  
tw/ uJmeterw/ pro. "your own [law]" - THE YOUR [LAW]. The articular pronoun 

serves as an attributive adjective, limiting "law", "the law which is yours." Not 
used in a pejorative sense; Jesus is not being rude, but rather wants to carry his 
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argument with the support of the law which they subscribe to, namely 
Deuteronomy 19:15, cf., 17:6. Barrett argues that "it is unlikely that Jesus 
himself, speaking as a Jew to Jews, would have spoken of 'your law'", but Bruce 
argues that Jesus calls it "your law" "because they (the Pharisees) acknowledge 
its authority and were bound to admit the force of an argument based on it." The 
use of "your", as with "your father Abraham", possibly serves as a distancing 
measure, separating Jesus from his opponents, so Kostenberger.  

gegraptai (grafw) perf. "it is written" - IT IS RECORDED, WRITTEN, 
INSCRIBED. The perfect expresses a past action with ongoing force; "It is stated", 
Phillips.  

oJti "that" - THAT [THE TESTIMONY OF TWO MEN IS TRUE]. Here introducing 
an object clause / dependent statement of extract / quotation, expressing what the 
law says on the matter at hand. Morris argues that Israel's religious establishment 
were very strong on the issue of two witness and only accepted one witness where 
it was specifically stated in the law.  
   
v18  

egw eimi "I am" - I AM. Morris suggests there is a hint of deity in this 
statement, cf., Isa.43:10. The use of the personal pronoun "I" is emphatic by 
position and use. Note that the position of "Father" in the Gk. is also emphatic.  

oJ marturwn (marturew) pres. part. "one who testifies" - THE ONE 
TESTIFYING. The participle serves as a substantive, predicate nominative of the 
verb to-be.  

peri + gen. "for [myself]" - ABOUT [MYSELF]. Here usually taken to express 
advantage / representation, as NIV; "I have two witness for what I am", Rieu.  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "who sent me" - [AND THE FATHER] HAVING 
SENT [ME, BEARS WITNESS ABOUT ME]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "Father". The testimony of both the Father and the Son "carries absolute 
authority", Bruce.  
   
v19 

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as NIV, or inferential, establishing 
a logical connection, "So they said to him."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [THEY WERE SAYING] TO HIM [WHERE IS THE FATHER 
OF YOU]. Dative of indirect object. The witness must be present to give his/her 
testimony, and so the Pharisees ask Jesus to present his witness. Of course, we 
may have here Johannine irony where he is underlining the fact that the Pharisees 
have no knowledge of Jesus' person and are therefore estranged from God, so 
Ridderbos.  
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oute .... oute "[you do] not [know me] or [my Father]" - [YOU KNOW] 
NEITHER [ME] NOR [THE FATHER OF ME]. Negated comparative construction; 
"neither ..... nor ..." Anyone who is in a relationship with God, living by faith in 
the shadow of his mercy, would recognize who Jesus is, because the Father "is 
spiritually present with him throughout his ministry and has testified to him in 
Scripture", Kostenberger.  

ei + a past ind. .... a]n + a past ind. "if" - IF [YOU HAD KNOWN ME, ALSO THE 
FATHER OF ME YOU WOULD HAVE KNOWN]. "If, as is not the case, [you had known 
me] then [you would have known my Father also]." A second-class unreal 
conditional clause where the proposed condition is not true. "He who has seen 
me has seen the Father", 14:9.  
   
v20 

iv] Setting - The temple treasury.  
didaskwn (didaskw) pres. part. "while teaching" - [THESE WORDS HE 

SPOKE IN THE TREASURY] TEACHING [IN THE TEMPLE precincts]. The participle 
is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

en + dat. "where [the offerings were put]" - IN [THE TREASURY]. Local, 
expressing space; a general sense meaning "nearness", BAGD. The word may 
refer to the 13 offertory boxes in the court of the women, or the store rooms close 
by where valuables are stored. Probably the offertory boxes are in mind so "near 
the place where the offertory boxes are located", TH.  

kai "yet" - AND. Usually treated here as concessive, "and yet ...."  
oJti "because" - [NO ONE ARRESTED / SEIZED HIM] BECAUSE. Introducing a 

causal clause explaining why no attempt was made to arrest Jesus. For "his hour 
had not yet come", see 2:4, 7:30, 13:1.  

autou gen. pro. "his [hour had not yet come]" - [THE HOUR] OF HIM [HAD 
COME NOT YET]. Usually treated as adjectival, possessive, expressing a derivative 
characteristic, but possibly more idiomatic, "the hour which was ordained for him 
by the Father." Jesus commonly uses the phrase "my hour" to refer to the moment 
of his glorification / lifting up - crucifixion, resurrection, ascension and 
enthronement ("coming"). It entails the achievement of God's purposes in Christ, 
of the realization of Israel's covenant promises in the glorification of the messiah.  
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8:21-30 

The ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
6. Jesus the Light of life, 8:12-10:42 
ii] Jesus' passion encapsulates his testimony 
Synopsis  

Jesus continues his teaching ministry in the temple at the feast of 
Tabernacles, and again his teaching is challenged by "the Jews" (Israel's religious 
establishment). Jesus' messianic testimony covers issues already debated: his 
divine origin, his return to heaven, and his unity with God the Father. "The Jews'" 
failure to believe in Jesus stokes their confusion.  
   
Teaching  

The apostolic kerugma (the gospel = the proclamation of Jesus' lifting up / 
glorification = crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, enthronement) encapsulates 
Jesus' messianic claims.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 8:12-20.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus' passion encapsulates his testimony:  
The issue of Jesus' departure, v21-22; 

"Where I go you cannot come." 
Jesus' united testimony with the Father, v23-27; 

"What I have heard from him I tell the world." 
Jesus' glorification, v28-30; 

"When you have lifted up the Son of Man 
then you will know that I am he."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

With an eye to his coming crucifixion, Jesus makes the point that he is 
not long for this world; he is going away and his protagonists ("the Jews" 
= the Jewish religious establishment - Scribes, Pharisees, Sadducees, ........ 
/ unbelieving Israel) will look for him, but not find him. Through his lifting 
up / glorification Jesus will return to the Father, and sadly, his protagonists 
will not be able to follow, they will be left to die in their state of sin. The 
failure of "the Jews" to believe in Christ's messianic claims leaves them 
facing judgment. Faith leads to sight, but "the Jews", devoid of faith, are 
left to wonder whether Jesus is planning suicide. They are picking up on 
the ominous hints in Jesus' words, but are left confused, v21-22.  
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Jesus goes on to confront his protagonists with the reality of their 
spiritual condition; the meaning they have given to life is totally different 
to that of Jesus, v23. Consequently, they will die in their sins if they don't 
trust Jesus' messianic claims - doom awaits them if they do not believe that 
Jesus is God's I AM, oJti egw eimi, v24. For "the Jews", the claim is 
outrageous and so they fire back: "Who do you think you are?" Jesus, 
frustrated by their lack of faith, responds "Why am I still speaking to you 
at all?", v25. Jesus can only testify to the revelation he has from God the 
Father, and sadly he has no alternative other than to proclaim even harsher 
judgments on those who fail to heed his words, v26. His protagonists don't 
get the point, v27.  

Of course, the day is coming when "the Jews" will understand the full 
implication of Jesus' testimony, ie., the day of his lifting up, the day when 
they hold him to account for blasphemy, v28. Jesus is speaking of his 
glorification, his lifting up on the cross. This messianic testimony of Jesus 
is not his own, it is a revelation in accord with God the Father, v29. Many 
of those who hear Jesus' messianic claim come to believe in him, v30.  
   

As Barrett notes, the argument in this passage focuses on "the origin 
and destiny of Jesus. Unlike other men, he is not of this world, not from 
below, but from above, that is, from God. Whither he goes none can follow, 
for he goes to a death and to a glory neither of which can be shared by other 
men." John conveys this information cryptically and with his usual touch 
of irony. The Jews think that Jesus' going-away involves going to "the 
Greeks", and through the gospel he does go to "the Greeks", so also his 
going-away is by suicide, and the cross is a suicide of sorts. Yet, how Jesus 
departs is not the issue, it's all about who he departs to, and thus, who he 
came from - he is God's Christ, the Messiah, God's great I AM, and we had 
better believe it.  
   

Text - 8:21 
Jesus' passion encapsulates his testimony, v21-30: i] The issue of Jesus' 

departure, v21-22. The messiah's coming to Israel is but for a moment and then 
he returns to the Father. Israel's religious establishment, having rejected Jesus' 
messianic claims, can only wait in vain, lost to the realization of God's covenant 
promises.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here best treated as transitional, indicating a step in 
the narrative.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[said] to them" - [AGAIN HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  
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egw pro. "I [am going away]" - I [GO AWAY]. The personal pronoun is 
emphatic by position and use. The present tense "go away" may be futuristic; "I 
will go away."  

zhthsete (zhtew) fut. "you will look for [me]" - [AND] YOU WILL SEEK, 
INQUIRE AFTER [ME]. Barclay views the action "you will seek" as conative, "you 
will try to find me." This zhtew, "to search", may refer to the search-and-destroy 
mission of "the Jews" which continued after Jesus' death and entailed the 
persecution of Jesus' disciples. On the other hand, it may refer to Israel's 
continued fruitless search for their messiah, or possibly "that their moment of 
insight will come too late. Only after they have crucified Him will they realize 
who He is. Then their seeking of Him will be in vain", Morris.  

kai "and" - Probably best treated as adversative; "but you will die in your 
sins", REB.  

en + dat. "in [your sin]" - [YOU WILL DIE] IN [THE SIN OF YOU]. The 
preposition here is probably adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "with all of 
your sins", TH, or causal, "because of your sin", or temporal, "while you continue 
in your state of sin", but it is usually translated as local, space / metaphorical, "in 
your state of sin (ie., "in bondage to sin"), Harris. "Sin" here is singular, probably 
indicating that the sin in mind is that of rejecting Jesus' messianic testimony, ie., 
the sin of unbelief; "the cardinal sin of rejecting Jesus", Barrett. "You are missing 
God in this and are headed for a dead end", Peterson.  

oJpou conj. "where [I go]" - WHERE [I GO AWAY]. Local conjunction.  
elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[you cannot] come" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO 

COME. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb 
"to be able." Jesus may be making the point that due to their unbelief "the Jews" 
are unable to come with him to heaven. Even believers will "not be able to follow 
him - not yet, at least, for in fact he is going to prepare a place for them so that 
they may be where he is", Bruce, so also Morris, Kostenberger, Carson, Fenton, 
.... Of course, this assumes that heavenly time relates to earthly time - a rather big 
assumption, cf., Ps.90:4, 2Pet.3:8. All believers may well come with the Son of 
Man to the Ancient of Days as angels / messengers in the clouds, Dan.7:13. "The 
Jews" are not able to come with Jesus to the Father, but believers may well attend 
him on the day of his coming to the Father. On the other hand, Jesus may be 
saying that no human is able to "go" the way he is about to go, namely, through 
his lifting up / glorification - Christ's sacrifice on the cross, his resurrection, 
ascension and glorious enthronement. Only Jesus can make this journey, although 
we may journey with him if we identify with him / are united to him / are in him, 
through faith. None-the-less, as is often the case in John's gospel, it is very easy 
to over-read a statement. Jesus may be saying nothing more than that he will be 
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soon well away from this pesky lot of pietists and then they won't be able to pester 
him anymore.  
   
v22 

The response of "the Jews" serves as another example of Johannine irony, if 
not humour. If the statement "Where I go, you cannot come" means little more 
than "I'm off soon and then you'll be out of my hair", then the response of "the 
Jews" is nothing more than a sarcastic "What does he think he's going to do to 
escape us; is he going to kill himself?" The irony lies in the answer to the 
question. Rather than the expected answer "no", the answer is a kind of "yes" - 
for those of us in the know.  

oun "[This made the Jews ask]" - THEREFORE [THE JEWS WERE SAYING]. 
Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So the Jews said", ESV. The use 
of the durative imperfect "were saying" may indicate ongoing discussion, but it 
could just indicate narrative transition - the description of Jesus speaking, aorist, 
v20, to Jesus actually speaking, imperfect, v21.  

mhti "-" - NOT [HE WILL KILL HIMSELF]. This emphatic interrogative negation 
(mh + tivV) may be used in a question expecting a negative answer. "Given that he 
says it is impossible for us to go where he is going, he's obviously not suggesting 
that he is going to kill himself is he?", but see above. As Novakovic notes, it can 
also be used in a question where "there is doubt concerning the answer"; "Does 
he mean to kill himself when he says that he is going where we cannot come?", 
Rieu.  

oJti "is that why" - BECAUSE [HE SAYS, WHERE I GO AWAY]. Introducing a 
causal clause explaining why the question is being asked; "because he said ..."  

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[you cannot] come" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO 
COME. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb 
"to be able."  
   
v23 

ii] Jesus' united testimony with the Father, v23-27. The problem "the Jews" 
have with Jesus' testimony is that they are flesh, of the realm of sin and death, 
and Jesus is spirit, and as such, unless they believe in Jesus they will remain part 
of the realm of flesh, blind to the reality standing before them, and so die in their 
sins. They have to believe that Jesus is God's "I AM", God's righthand man, the 
Messiah. "The Jews" respond with an aggressive "Who do you think you are?" 
In a show of frustration Jesus replies "Why do I bother speaking to you at all?", 
but of course, he will continue to speak to them, and this in words of judgment. 
These are not Jesus' words, but are God's words to a rebellious people.  

elegen (legw) imperf. "he continued" - [AND HE WAS SAYING]. The use of 
the imperfect may serve to accentuate the progressive nature of Jesus claim, so 
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Kostenberger, but it may just indicate narrative transition, here a step in the 
dialogue, as NIV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
ek + gen. "[you are] from [below]" - [YOU ARE] FROM [THE things BELOW, 

I AM] FROM [THE THINGS ABOVE]. Here, and in the rest of the verse, this 
preposition expresses origin; "denoting a member of a certain class", Zerwick 
#134. Note that the article twn serves as a nominalizer turning the adverb katw, 
"below", and anw, "above", into nouns, "the things below", "the things above"; 
"you belong to the world (realm) below ..... I belong to the world above", Barclay. 
Note also, the pronoun uJmeiV, "you", is emphatic by position and use. The idea of 
two realms, one material, one spiritual, is often viewed as Hellenistic, but it is 
also Semitic, if not universal. None-the-less, John's dualism here is probably 
more in the terms of his flesh and spirit contrast in 3:31."You're tied down to the 
mundane; I'm in touch with what is beyond your horizons", Peterson.  

toutou gen. pro. "[You are of] this [world]" - [YOU ARE FROM] THIS 
[WORLD, I AM NOT] FROM [THIS WORLD]. Close demonstrative pronoun. The term 
"this world" is most often used to express the natural human state of a world apart 
from God, sometimes with the focus on its sinful state, but certainly its condition 
of spiritual death. This is the state of Jesus' opponents, and ultimately of all 
humanity. Jesus' existence is of another state, namely, the spiritual reality of 
eternal life. Jesus' task as messiah is to reveal this state, and the means by which 
it may be possessed, namely faith (Jesus' faith / faithfulness + our faith response). 
"You live in terms of what you see and touch. I'm living on other terms", Peterson.  
   
v24  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Probably inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "so, consequently, accordingly", or drawing a logical conclusion, 
"That is why I said you would die in your sins", Rieu.  

oJti "that" - THAT [YOU WILL DIE IN THE SINS OF YOU]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus said. Note that 
aJmartiaiV, "sins", is plural. In v21 "sin" is singular = the sin of unbelief. Here it 
is the sins left uncovered by unbelief = all sin.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here more reason than cause; introducing an explanation of 
the dependent statement, "for", Barclay, but possibly just emphatic, "indeed, ...", 
Cassirer.  

ean + subj. "if [you do not believe]" - IF [YOU DO NOT BELIEVE]. "if, as may 
be the case, [you do not believe that I AM, then you will die in your sins." 
Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause where the proposed condition has the 
possibility of coming true. Harris suggests that the aorist verb "to believe" is 
ingressive, "come to believe / make an act of faith."  
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oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what must be believed, namely, "I am."  

egw eimi "I am he" - I AM. Personal pronoun + the verb to-be, minus a 
predicate. The present tense of the verb to-be is durative and this is particularly 
evident in 8:58 where "I AM" implies no predicate; "I eternally was, as now I am, 
and ever continue to be", Barrett. It is evident in 8:58 that Jesus is claiming that 
he is I AM forever - "before Abraham was I AM". Here in 8:24, 28, a predicate 
is implied, "I AM he / the one I claim to be." When Jesus claims "I AM", it is not 
clear whether he is claiming deity, or whether he is claiming a deified messianic 
status (either way, he is God with us). In the context, the statement relates to v21 
(so Ridderbos) and Jesus' claim that his opponents would die in their sin unless 
they believe that "I am God's messiah, the saviour of Israel." Many commentators 
see the words as a divine claim; "I am Yahweh; eg., Brown." Yet, John does not 
align Jesus / the Word / Son of God with God. Jesus is God the Father's man, 
eternal in being, divine in quality; a man can only claim to be I AM "if he speaks 
as the Word that had been with God in the beginning and was now incarnate on 
the earth", Bruce. So, Jesus' claim is "I am the revelation of God. I am the place 
of the divine presence and revelation in history", Blank. Jesus uses the "I AM" 
statement to allude to the Old Testament "I AM" used to indicate the divine 
presence, cf., Ex.3:13-14, Isa.43:10. This is not a claim to deity, but rather a claim 
to be God's eternal messiah, his representative / revelation / Word, one who exists 
in close association / identification with the Father. As the Light of the World, 
Jesus "testifies that he is the eschatological helper and saviour who turns darkness 
into light and wants to bring every human being into the light of life", Beasley-
Murray, cf., Schnackenburg. So, Jesus is God's great "I AM", the Light of the 
World, the Messiah, the Word who was "in God's presence and what God was, 
the Word was", Jn.1:1, If "the Jews" can accept Jesus' testimony that he is God's 
man, revealer and redeemer, then the promised covenant blessings are theirs, 
namely, eschatological salvation.  

en + dat. "in [your sins]" - [YOU WILL DIE] IN [THE SINS OF YOU]. The 
preposition is probably adverbial here, modal, expressing the manner of dying, 
namely, "with your sins unforgiven", CEV, or possibly cause, "because of your 
sins."  
   
v25 

The two clauses making up this verse are not easily translated. The first 
clause is usually treated as a genuine question, "So they said to him, 'Who are 
you?'" Yet, Jesus has just made a rather presumptuous claim, aligning himself 
with the great "I AM" - he claims formidable messianic credentials. So, the 
chances are that the response of "the Jews" is an explosive rhetorical question, 
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cf., 5:17-18. The use of the pronoun su, "you", is emphatic, possibly giving us 
something like "Who do YOU think you are?" The second clause consists of 
Jesus' response, and at this point most scholars just give up trying to make any 
sense of the Greek, cf., Bultmann, who classifies it as a non liquet. In the end, 
context will shape Jesus' response, and so it's likely that we have a rhetorical 
question expressing his frustration, eg., "Why am I still speaking to you at all?", 
Bultman. This approach is used in the NEB, REB mg, TEV mg. Jesus does go on 
to speak with "the Jews", but that doesn't conflict with what is primarily an 
expression of frustration. Many a tradesman has used a similar expression with a 
struggling apprentice - "Why do I bother trying to explain this to you over and 
over again?"  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "So they 
said to him", ESV  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THEY WERE SAYING] TO HIM. As with autoiV and uJmin, 
Dative of direct object.  

tivV pro. "who [are you]?" - Interrogative pronoun, here as a rhetorical 
question, as above.  

oJ tiv "-" - THE WHICH. This construction usually introduces an indirect 
question, here rhetorical - Jesus is not seeking an answer to the question; see 
above. Sometimes treated here as introducing a direct question, oJ tiv = tiv, "why", 
but this would be an unusual construction. Given that the original manuscripts 
would have no gap between oJ and tiv, they are sometimes treated here as if oJti, 
"that"; see kai below.  

kai "-" - AND = EVEN [SHOULD I SPEAK TO YOU]. Probably ascensive, "even", 
although Zerwick suggests that it may be inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, "and so." If we follow Zerwick then oJ ti would stand for oJti, "that", 
and the object thn archn, "the beginning", probably stands for apo archV, "from 
the beginning", so Moule; "Even so, that is what I have been telling you from the 
beginning", as NIV and most modern translations.  

thn archn (h) acc. "the beginning" - tHE BEGINNING / THE REALM, 
COVERING ALL. Following the above translation "Why am I still speaking to you 
at all?", the accusative articular noun "realm, covering all" is taken as adverbial 
modifying the verb "to say", so giving the sense "entirely = at all." "Why am I 
speaking to you at all?", Cassirer.  
   
v26 

Jesus puts aside his frustration and tells "the Jews" that he is still intent on 
saying much more to them, namely / in particular (kai), words of judgment. Mind 
you (alla), these are not Jesus' words, they derive from the true judge; Jesus 
only proclaims what he has heard from the Father. Note: it is possible to read the 
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verse as if Jesus is saying he could say much more to them, but won't, because he 
will only speak what he has heard from the Father, ie., ecw, "I have" = "I can, 
could", so Barrett.  

lalein (lalew) pres. inf. "to say [in judgment]" - [I HAVE MANY things] TO 
SAY [AND TO JUDGE]. The infinitive, as with "to judge", is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "to have." The accusative adjective, "many 
things", serves as the subject of the infinitives. The NET Bible suggests a 
hendiadys; "I have much to say about you and much to condemn", Cassirer.  

kai "-" - AND [TO JUDGE]. Probably coordinate, as Cassirer above. Yet, it 
may well be epexegetic here, specifying what he has "to say", namely, "words of 
judgement", as NIV. "I have much to say about you that condemns you."  

peri + gen. "of [you]" - ABOUT [YOU]. Probably expressing reference / 
respect, "with respect to, concerning, about", but possibly interest, disadvantage, 
"against you."  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative. Jesus judges, "but" not by his own 
authority; he judges in accord with the Father's will, he who is the true judge.  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "he who sent [me]" - THE ONE HAVING SENT 
[ME]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

alhqhV adj. "[is] trustworthy" - TRUTHFUL, TRUE, GENUINE, HONEST. If we 
take kai as epexegetic giving the sense "I have much to say that condemns / 
judges you", then it seems that the adjective is attributive, limiting an assumed 
"judge"; "he who sent me is the true judge", Rieu. Probably not "true witness", so 
Brown. Possibly, Jesus' judgment is the Father's judgment, and the Father's 
judgment is "nothing but the truth", Barclay.  

kagw "and" - AND I [WHAT I HEARD]. Emphatic personal pronoun, kai + egw 
= kagw.  

par (para) + gen. "from [him]" - FROM BESIDE [HIM, THESE THINGS]. Here 
expressing source / origin.  

          
          

            
        

            
   
v27 

"The Jews" again show their ignorance of the Father, probably in the sense 
that they "did not understand that Jesus had been sent from God", Barrett. cf., 
v19.  

oJti "that" - [THEY DID NOT KNOW] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement 
of perception expressing what they did not understand.  
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 eiV "[I tell the world]" - [I SPEAK] INTO [THE WORLD]. Used with the sense 
of proV, "toward", ie., "to" in the sense of direction toward. Often Jesus' 
teaching mission is spoken of as en, "in the world" (en = eiV), so eiV, "toward", 
is unusual, but understandable in the context; "What I have heard from him I 
report to the world", REB; "I tell the world what he told me", Barclay.



autoiV dat. pro. "them" - [HE WAS SPEAKING THE FATHER] TO THEM. Dative 
of indirect object.  

ton patera (hr roV) acc. "about [his] Father" - The verb legw, "to speak", 
+ acc. expresses "to speak of someone / something"; "he had been speaking to 
them about the Father", ESV, as NIV, ie., an accusative of respect.  
   
v28 

      
     

      
          

      
         

      
oun "So" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID TO THEM]. Often taken as inferential, 

establishing a logical connection, "So Jesus resumed", Phillips, but possibly just 
transitional, indicating a step in the argument; "Jesus went on to say", CEV.  

      
   

uJywshte (uJyow) aor. subj. "you have lifted up" - YOU LIFT UP. Here the 
second person plural "you" is obviously "the Jews" - it is at their hand that Jesus 
is lifted up, ie., they are responsible. The word is used in 3:14 of the Son of Man 
being lifted up as Moses lifted up the snake in the desert - obviously a divine 
passive, the ultimate responsibility lies with God. The imagery is of Jesus' 
crucifixion, and this entails his lifting up to the Father, and thus his glorification 
/ exaltation, cf., 12:23, 32. As such, Jesus' lifting up is not just his death on the 
cross, but his resurrection, ascension and enthronement in glory.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - [THE SON] OF MAN. See 1:51.  
tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb, introducing a temporal clause.  
ginwsesqe (ginwskw) fut. "you will know" - YOU WILL COME TO KNOW. 

The context implies "the Jews" "will know", but as Barrett points out, John knows 
full well that "the Jews" did not come to believe in Jesus after his crucifixion. 
Barrett suggests that John is referring to his readers. So, John may be referring to 
the elect, the true Israel, God's true people; they will come to believe in God's I 
AM at the point of Jesus' lifting up / exaltation, glorification before the Father. 
Carson makes the point that Jesus' lifting up is the moment when his glory is most 
fully revealed. So maybe the point is that when Jesus is "lifted up", the Jews will 
then understand the meaning of Jesus' I AM claim, so Beasley-Murray; they may 
not believe, but they will get the point that Jesus' claims are messianic - from their 
perspective they will conclude that he is a blasphemer deserving of death.  
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      iii] Jesus' glorification, v28-30. "The Jews" (Israel's religious establishment) 
are simply unable to understand Jesus' messianic claims, yet a day of full 
realization is coming for them. In that day when they set upon Jesus and crucify 
him; they will "lift up the Son of Man", God's I AM, and in doing so they will 
lift him up in glory and exaltation to the Father. In that day the unbelief of "the 
Jews" will be fully manifested. Yet, in all this Jesus makes not claims in his own 
right, but rather, he does nothing more than the Father's will.

 oJtan + subj. "when" - WHENEVER. Introducing an indefinite temporal 
clause, although translated as definite.



oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
they will understand when Jesus is lifted up / exalted.  

egw eimi "I am he" - I AM. "I am God's messiah"; see v24.  
kai "and that" - AND. Usually treated as coordinate, further expressing what 

"the Jews" will understand when Jesus is lifted up, as NIV. Yet it may just be 
epexegetic, introducing an explanation of why Jesus claims to be God's I AM; "I 
do nothing on my own authority, but in all I say I have been taught by my Father", 
REB. Claiming to be God's I AM is a serious claim, but Jesus does not make it 
on his own authority, rather, he does so at the Father's behest.  

ap emautou "on my own" - FROM MYSELF [I DO NOTHING]. Idiomatic 
phrase; "on my own authority / initiative", cf., 5:30, 6:38.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction, 
"not ......... but ......"  

kaqwV "just what" - [I SPEAK THESE THINGS] AS, JUST AS [THE FATHER 
TAUGHT ME]. Here the comparative indicates a characteristic quality, "as / just as" 
= "exactly as"; "I'm not making this up, but speaking only what the Father has 
taught me", Peterson.  
   
v29 

The epexegetic kai introduces a clarification of the statement in v28 that 
Jesus does not speak on his own accord, but only bears witness in accord with the 
Father; kai, "What this means is", Jesus is in union with the Father, a union 
evidenced by his obedience to him.  

kai "-" - AND. Here likely to be epexegetic, as above.  
oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "the one who sent [me]" - THE ONE HAVING 

SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive.  
met (meta) + gen. "[is] with [me]" - [IS] WITH [ME]. Here expressing 

association / accompaniment.  
monon adj. "alone" - [HE DID NOT LEAVE, FORSAKE, ABANDON, ME] ALONE. 

Attributive adjective.  
oJti "for" - THAT / FOR [I ALWAYS DO]. Usually taken to introduce a causal 

clause explaining why the Father has not left Jesus alone, "because I always do 
what pleases him", TEV, although Ridderbos suggests it is more consecutive than 
causal, "and as a consequence I always do the things that are pleasing to him." A 
causal oJti would be unusual. Morris is similarly uneasy with a causal sense 
suggesting that Jesus' doing what pleases the Father is but an evidence of the 
Father's presence with him. Morris suggests an ellipsis, "I can say this because I 
do always ...." John will often use oJti to introduce an explanation (the epexegetic 
use of oJti) so we may have here an explanation of how we can know that Jesus 
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is in union with the Father ("he has not left me alone") namely, because Jesus 
always does the Father's will.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[what pleases] him" - [THE things PLEASING] TO HIM. Dative 
complement of the substantive adjective "pleasing to" / interest, advantage.  
   
v30 

Again, John comments that polloi, "many", believed in him, cf., 2:23, 7:31, 
10:42, 12:11, .... It seems unlikely that he has any particular group in mind, ether 
the Jewish religious establishment ("the Jews"), or onlookers ("the crowd"). Nor 
is he indicating whether the faith is genuine or not. A faith-response to Jesus is 
significant, but may not be lasting. For John, a faith that perseveres, abides, is a 
saving faith. It is also important to note that John's comment is for the reader, the 
Hellenistic Jew who is reading about Jesus and his messianic claims. John is 
saying to the reader, many have believed in / responded positively to Jesus' 
messianic claims, both then and now, so how about you!  

lalountoV (lalew) gen. pres. part. "even as [he] spoke" - [HE] SAYING 
[THESE THINGS MANY BELIEVED INTO HIM]. The genitive participle, along with 
the genitive personal pronoun "he", forms a genitive absolute construction, 
usually treated as temporal; "And even while he said these words, many people 
believed in him", Phillips. Note again eiV, "into", indicating the direction of the 
action and arrival at, is used as if en, "believed in him."  
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8:31-59 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42 
iii] The true seed of Abraham 
Synopsis  

Jesus continues his teaching ministry at the Feast of Tabernacles. Some of 
"the Jews" believe in Jesus, responding to his teaching positively. Jesus continues 
to speak of his messianic authority and his unique relationship with God the 
Father, prompting an ever-increasing aggressive reaction, particularly when he 
claims to be God's great I AM. Throughout the passage Jesus calls for true faith, 
a faith that abides / continues. Only a faith that perseveres can access God's truth 
and freedom.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus, God's great I AM, offers freedom, sonship and life to those who 
persevere in faith.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 8:12-20.  
   

ii] Structure: The True Seed of Abraham:  
Jesus' offer of freedom, v31-36: 

Perseverance of faith brings freedom, v31-32; 
No one is truly free; we are all slaves of sin, v33-34; 
Only the Son of God can set us free, v35-36. 

Paternity is evidenced in behaviour, v37-47: 
"Abraham is our father", v37-41: 

"You are doing the works of your own father." 
"The only Father we have is God himself", v42-47: 

"You belong to your father the devil." 
Jesus the giver of life, v48-52: 

"I honour my Father and you dishonour me." 
"Whoever obeys my word will never see death." 

Jesus God's timeless I AM, v53-59: 
"Your father Abraham rejoiced at the thought of seeing my day." 
"before Abraham was born, I AM."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Some of "the Jews" (primarily referring to Israel's religious elite, 
Pharisees, scribes, .... / unbelieving Israel) have responded positively to 
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Jesus' teachings and so he doubles down on his authority and his unique 
relationship with God the Father, and the consequent freedom / life that 
flows for those who menw, "abide, remain, continue" (persevere in faith) in 
his messianic testimony / truth-defining revelation, v31-32. "The Jews" 
react to the notion that they are slaves; they are children of Abraham and 
see themselves under no political master. Jesus points out that they are 
slaves of sin and so have no place in God's household. Yet, Jesus, as the 
Messiah / Son of God, has a place in God's household and he has the right 
and authority to set them free to become a member of God's household, 
v33-36.  

Jesus agrees with "the Jews" that they are Abraham's descendants, but 
they are not acting like the children of Abraham. Abraham was a moral 
man, a man who believed God and acted accordingly, but "the Jews" are 
trying to kill Jesus for simply testifying to God's revealed truth. The 
implication is that they are the children of another father, v37-41a.  

"The Jews" declare that God is their real father; they are the children 
of God. Jesus points out that if that were the case they would welcome his 
testimony because he is from God the Father. By wanting to kill Jesus and 
to accept lies rather than the truth, "the Jews" show that they are not God's 
children, but rather that they are children of the devil, v41b-47.  

Calling "the Jews" children of the devil prompts a fairly strong 
response; they suggest that Jesus is not only a Samaritan, but that he is 
actually deranged (demon possessed). Giving God the glory rather than 
seeking glory for oneself may seem deranged, but "the Jews" do need to 
remember that there is one who is concerned about Jesus' messianic status, 
and he is the judge of the universe, so beware! The bottom line is, whoever 
accepts the testimony of the Messiah (abides / perseveres in faith = "obeys 
my word") will gain eternal life ("never see death"), v48-51.  

Jesus' claim that those who accept his testimony will never see death 
confirms to "the Jews" that he is indeed mad. Who does Jesus think he is, 
someone greater than Abraham or the prophets? Of course, the answer is 
"yes". Jesus personally knows God the Father, and it is the Father who has 
bestowed on him messianic authority ("my Father .... is the one who 
glorifies me"); Jesus simply fulfills the Father's will by testifying to his 
messianic status. "The Jews", on the other hand, do not know God and so 
do not know who Jesus is. Yet, even Abraham looked forward to messiah's 
day, and believed in it ("saw it and was glad"). "The Jews" think that Jesus 
is claiming to be a contemporary of Abraham, although all he is claiming 
is that Abraham, through faith, had spiritual insight into messiah's coming. 
Cutting through all the obfuscation, Jesus claims in the clearest of terms 
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that he is God's eternal messiah, God's great I AM. Before they can arrest 
and stone him, Jesus slips away, v52-59.  
   

In the passage before us John continues to make the point that 
"whoever belongs to God hears what God says", v47. "The Jews" (the 
religious authorities) continue to react to Jesus' messianic testimony, 
misunderstanding his words, and this because they are not ek tou qeou, 
"of God"; they are ek tou patroV tou diabalou, "of the (their) father the 
devil." The devil is a liar and so they believe lies; he is a murderer and so 
they plan the murder of Jesus. "The Jews", representing agents of unbelief, 
cannot accept Jesus messianic claim that he is sent from God as God's great 
I AM. Consequently, they misunderstand Jesus' offer of freedom, v32, 
sonship (Abraham's true sons), v39, 41, and eternal life, v51. In addressing 
Hellenistic Jews of the dispersion, John would have his readers be Jews 
who believe rather than stone God's messiah.  
   

Text - 8:31 
The True Seed of Abraham, v31-59. i] Jesus' offer of freedom, v31-36. 

Addressing those who have responded positively to him ("the ones having believe 
in him"), Jesus makes the point that it is those who meinhte, "abide, continue, 
remain", those who persevere in faith, who will gain both knowledge (the mind 
of Christ, divine truth) and freedom from guilt, self and fear, v31-32.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here transitional, so untranslated as NIV, but possibly 
inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so", as ESV. "Then Jesus turned to 
the Jews who had claimed to believe in him", Peterson.  

touV pepisteukotaV (pisteuw) perf. part. "[to the Jews] who had 
believed" - [JESUS SAID TO THE JEWS] HAVING BELIEVED. The perfect tense 
indicates a past act with enduring consequences. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "the Jews." In John, the term "the Jews" often refers to Israel's 
religious establishment - the Pharisees, Scribes, etc.; they usually represent 
unbelieving Israel. Here John tells us that they "believed in" Jesus. Yet, by v33 
they are again arguing against Jesus, rejecting his messianic testimony and 
misunderstanding everything he says. Arguments abound as to how John is using 
the word here; see Carson. It seems likely that John uses the verb pisteuw, "to 
believe", in the sense of commitment to / acceptance of / reliance upon / trust in 
/ faith in Jesus' teachings / word / testimony. Yet, for that "faith" to be valid it 
must menw, "abide, continue, remain." A believer is a person who perseveres in 
faith (Note the similar idea in the Revelation of John - the one who is victorious 
is the one who perseveres). The parable of the Sower well illustrates John's 
perspective on the act of believing in Jesus.  
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autw/ dat. pro. "him" - IN HIM. Dative of direct object after the verb to 
"believe." Morris notes that "the use of the dative often denotes simple credence 
rather than trust in a person", ie., eiV + acc., "believe into him" (often 
interchangeable with en + dat.), "but John does not appear to put much difference 
between the two", so Schnackenburg, Brown, Ridderbos, ..... ie., the different 
expressions of belief in v30 and 31 do not give the sense "believers" and 
"sympathizers." Lindars suggests that the dative here may not be original, ie., it 
was originally as v30, eiV + acc.  

elegen (legw) imperf. "[Jesus] said" - The use of the imperfect at the 
beginning of this verse probably indicates narrative transition, probably 
foregrounding; see Novakovic.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF. "If, as may be the case, you abide in my word, then you 
are truly my disciples." Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause where the 
proposed condition has the possibility of coming true.  

en + dat. "hold to [my teachings]" - [ABIDE] IN [MY WORD]. Local, expressing 
sphere / state. This preposition with the verb menw, "to abide, remain, continue", 
gives the sense that "the believer must move completely into the sphere of 
influence and action of Christ's word and let himself be led to that deeper union 
with Christ which menw denotes", Schnackenburg. In simple terms Jesus is telling 
"the Jews" to "adhere to his teaching", Bruce.  

alhqwV adv. "really" - [YOU ARE] TRULY [DISCIPLES OF ME]. Adverb of 
manner. Harris notes the elliptical sense of the clause; "If you persevere with my 
teaching you will thereby show that you are my genuine disciples."  
   
v32 

kai "then" - AND. Coordinate, "and", as ESV. Possibly inferential, although 
technically epexegetic; "ie., given your abiding faith, you will know the truth and 
....." The person who perseveres in faith accesses truth and freedom.  

thn alhqeian (a) "the truth" - [YOU WILL KNOW] THE TRUTH [AND] THE 
TRUTH [WILL FREE YOU]. Harris defines the truth as "the revelation of God that 
Jesus brings", but some hold that the presence of the article is indicating that Jesus 
himself is the truth. It is true that the embodiment of all truth is found in Jesus, 
but John is probably not using "the truth" here as a title for Jesus. "You will know 
the truth and the truth will liberate you", Barclay.  
   
v33 

In typical form, "the Jews" question Jesus' offer of freedom, v33-34. They 
probably think that, under the grace of God, the people of Israel, as the children 
of Abraham, are the inheritors of the covenant promises, which promises are 
theirs through their attention to the Law, ie., they are spiritually free. Yet, the 
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Law only accentuates sin and so, irrespective of their family ties to Abraham, 
Jesus makes the point that they remain slaves to sin and thus lost to the covenant 
promises - no spiritual freedom for them.  

oudeni dat. adj. "[never have been slaves] of anyone" - [THEY GAVE 
ANSWER TO HIM. SEED OF ABRAHAM WE ARE AND] TO NO ONE [HAVE BEEN 
ENSLAVED EVER]. Emphatic by position. Dative of direct object after the verb "to 
serve as a slave" which takes a dative of persons; "never been enslaved to 
anyone", ESV. "We have never been anyone's slaves", CEV. Of course, the 
people of Israel have been enslaved on numerous occasions and are even at this 
point in time under the subjugation of Rome. So obviously "the Jews" are not 
referring to political slavery. Given that Jesus' answer is in the terms of the 
spiritual slavery of sin then we may assume that "the Jews" are also speaking of 
spiritual slavery. So, they are probably claiming that (although they have over the 
years been political slaves) they have never, under God, lost the freedom of their 
inner life, their soul. Yet, many commentators argue that "the Jews" are referring 
to political freedom, taking the view that "freedom was considered to be the the 
birthright of every Jew", despite their political situation, Kostenberger. "Even the 
poorest in Israel are looked upon as free men", Mishnah.  

pw:V "how [can you say]?" - HOW [DO YOU SAY]? Interrogative particle; 
"What do you mean by saying ........?", Brown. Note the "you" is emphatic by 
use.  

oJti "that" - THAT [YOU WILL BECOME FREE ones]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus says. Possibly short-talk / 
elliptical, eg., "How can you say 'The truth will free you''", Peterson.  
   
v34 

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [JESUS ANSWERED] THEM. Dative of 
direct object after the apo prefix verb "to answer." 

amhn amhn legw uJmin "very truly I tell you" - AMEN AMEN I SAY TO YOU. 
Emphatic; see 5:24. "Jesus answered, and it is true, .....", Barclay / "I am telling 
you a solemn truth."  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus says.  

oJ poiwn (poiew) pres. part. "[everyone] who sins" - [ALL] THE DOING [THE 
SIN]. If we take the adjective "all" as a substantive, "everyone", then the participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone." Of course, it can also be viewed as 
a substantive limited by the adjective "all", "all the ones doing sin"; "all those 
who do sin." "A person who acts in a sinful way is a slave to sin", although Harris 
stresses "habitually sins."  
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thV aJmartiaV (a) gen. "[a slave] to sin" - [IS A SLAVE] OF SIN. The genitive 
"of sin" is not found in all manuscripts, so without it, Jesus answers the question 
"who are slaves?" - the answer being, "those who sin." The sense remains the 
same, "slave of sin", "slaves of corruption", 2Pet.2:19. The NIV, as with most 
translations, has taken the genitive as verbal, objective, where the genitive 
substantive receives the action of the verbal noun "sin"; "anyone who commits 
sin is enslaved to sin", Cassirer. "Sin" is used here in the sense of "a vicious 
slavery to moral failure, to rebellion against the God who made us. ........ A 
shameful self-centredness, an evil and enslaving devotion to created things at the 
expense of worship of the Creator", Carson. The "bondage to sin is a reality for 
everyone who sins, including Abraham's children", Beasley-Murray, cf., 
Rom.6:12.  
   
v35 

"It is for freedom that Christ has set us free", Gal.5:1. Verse 35 seems to 
illustrate a tight argument. "The Jews" claim to be Abraham's children, and as 
such inheritors of the covenant promises / spiritually free. Yet, are they 
Abraham's true descendants (cf., v33); are they of Isaac or are they of Ishmael? 
As slaves to sin they have no right of descent, no permanent place in Abraham's 
family, and so are spiritually sons of Ishmael. Jesus is the true son of Abraham, 
a true son of Isaac, and therefore the inheritor of the covenant promises - Israel's 
true remnant. As God's great I AM Jesus is able to set people free from sin and 
thus give them a permanent place in Abraham's family; See Barrett. "if the Son 
sets you free, you are free through and through", Peterson. See Galatians 4:30 for 
the Ishmael and Isaac imagery, cf., Gen.21:9ff. Schnackenburg best represents 
those commentators who suggest we not draw too much from the "parable"; "it 
is simply meant to illustrate the promised state of freedom."  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step / development in the 
argument / dialogue. Note the generic article oJ, "a slave", not "the slave."  

eiV ton aiwna (wn wnoV) "has no permanent place" - [THE SLAVE DOES 
NOT ABIDE IN THE HOUSEHOLD] INTO THE AGE, [THE SON REMAINS] INTO THE 
AGE. With eiV here expressing arrival at, the idiomatic sense of this phrase is 
"forever"; "Slaves do not stay in a house for ever", Rieu.  
   
v36 

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, 
"therefore.".  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [THE SON SETS YOU FREE]. "If, as may be the case, the 
Son frees you, then you will really be free men." Introducing a 3rd. class 
conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming 
true.  
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ontwV adv. "[free] indeed" - [YOU WILL] REALLY [BE FREE]. Modal adverb. 
The freedom that Jesus offers is true freedom, a substantial spiritual freedom. 
Freedom / liberation from sin is a gift of God available through Jesus, the Son of 
God, God's great I AM, cf., Ridderbos.  
   
v37  

ii] Paternity is evidenced in behaviour, v37-47. "The Jews" do not do what 
Abraham did; he believed the Lord, Gen.15:6. Jesus bears a messianic testimony 
from God, but "the Jews" refuse to accept it; they believe a lie rather than the 
truth and this because they are children of the devil, a liar from the beginning. In 
v37, Jesus accepts that "the Jews" are descendants of Abraham in a physical 
sense, but they are not his real heirs - they are more like Ishmael, Gen.21:9-10. 
Their desire to kill Jesus shows that, unlike Abraham, they are devoid of faith 
and so reject Jesus' messianic testimony.  

oJti "[I know] that" - [I KNOW] THAT [YOU ARE]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Jesus knows. "I recognize that you have 
Abraham as your ancestor."  

Abraam gen. proper. "Abraham's [descendants]" - [SEED] OF ABRAHAM. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative.  
apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "to kill" - [YOU SEEK] TO KILL [ME]. The 

infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to seek." It would 
not be unreasonable to say "and yet some of you are looking for a means to have 
me executed."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [THE WORD OF ME HAS NO PLACE IN YOU]. Here 
introducing a causal clause explaining why "the Jews" are trying to kill Jesus; 
"because you are incapable of receiving my message", Barclay.  

ou cwrei (cwrew) pres. "[you] have no room for" - DOES NOT RECEIVE, 
PENETRATE. "Nothing I say penetrates into you", NAB; "my teaching makes no 
headway with you", Moffatt. Better than "has no place in you" since Jesus' 
teachings have made at least a minor impact (like seed sown in shallow ground), 
cf., v31.  

en "-" - IN [YOU]. Local, space; "among you."  
   
v38 

Jesus' messianic testimony derives from the Father; he speaks of what he 
"has seen", ie., what the Father has revealed to him. "The Jews", on the other 
hand, "do" / act on what they "have heard" from "their father", ie., what the devil 
has revealed to them, cf., v44.  
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egw "I" - As with uJmeiV, "you", later in the verse, the personal pronoun is 
emphatic by use. The "I" and "you" contrasts the messianic testimony of Jesus 
and its origin, with the knowledge of the Jews and its origin.  

para + dat. "in [the Father's presence]" - [THE THINGS I HAVE SEEN] 
BESIDE [THE FATHER I SPEAK]. Spatial, "beside, alongside, close to, at the side 
of"; "I proclaim what I have seen when I was at the Father's side", Cassirer.  

oun "-" - [AND YOU] THEREFORE [THE THINGS YOU HEARD]. Here inferential, 
cf., Schnackenburg; "I act on what I have learnt from my Father, and so I 
therefore conclude (oun) you also (kai, adjunctive), act on what you have learnt 
from your father."  

para + gen. "from" - FROM BESIDE. Here the preposition expresses source 
/ origin; "what you learned from your Father", Cassirer.  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "your Father" - THE / YOUR FATHER [YOU DO]. 
A variant uJmwn, "your", exists, obviously added to dispel the confusion over 
whose father is in mind. In Greek at this time the article of itself can serve as a 
possessive pronoun, eg., above, "I speak of what I have seen with my Father", 
ESV. None-the-less, Brown takes the sense here to mean "the Father", with 
poieite, "to do", as an imperative; "you should do what you heard from the 
Father", Brown, so also Barclay - "what the Father has told you" = the Law of 
Moses. This translation is not widely accepted. It is generally assumed that the 
father of "the Jews" is not God the Father. "You have another father who dictates 
your actions", Rieu.  
   
v39 

As Ridderbos notes, the response of "the Jews" is one of "irritation rather 
than reflection." Jesus has again raised the issue of paternity, and so they respond 
forcefully with "Abraham is our father." Jesus has already concurred with them 
on physical paternity, v37, but spiritually they are nothing like Abraham, nor are 
they like him morally - they are seeking to murder Jesus, v40; "conduct is the 
clue to paternity", Sanders.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THEY ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM [ABRAHAM IS THE 
FATHER OF US]. Dative of indirect object.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
ei + ind. "if ..... then ...." - IF [YOU ARE CHILDREN OF ABRAHAM, THE WORKS 

OF ABRAHAM YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN DOING]. "If, as is the case, for argument’s 
sake, ........ then ......." Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
proposed condition is assumed to be true for argument’s sake. Variant readings 
exist, but these are mainly reactions to a 1st. class conditional clause where a 2nd. 
class unreal condition would be expected, but a 1st. class for argument’s sake is 
quite acceptable.  
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v40 

If Abraham was truly the father of these Jews then they would do what 
Abraham did, namely, believe God, Gen.15:6. What they actually do is do what 
their real father wants them to do, namely, seek to kill / do murder.  

nun de "as it is" - BUT/AND NOW. Transitional, but commonly translated "as 
it is", often with an adversative edge, "but as it stands"; "but in fact, at this 
moment ....", Phillips.  

apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "[you are looking for a way] to kill 
[me]" - [YOU ARE SEEKING] TO KILL [ME]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "to seek." "You are bent on killing me", REB.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[has told] you" - [A MAN WHO HAS SPOKEN THE TRUTH] TO 
YOU. Dative of indirect object. The clause stands in apposition to "me".  

para + gen. "from [God]" - [WHICH I HEARD] FROM [GOD. THIS ABRAHAM 
DID NOT DO]. Expressing source / origin; "from beside."  
   
v41  

The first clause logically follows the last clause of v40; "That is not 
Abraham's way. You (emphatic) obviously have another father who dictates your 
actions", Rieu, ie., a father who is willing to murder - certainly not a godly father. 
This implication prompts a strong reaction; "We are not bastards (with the 
implication that Jesus may be). We have a legitimate father: the one and only 
God", Peterson. Given God's covenant with Israel, "Jesus' description of his 
adversaries as children of an alien father would be in their minds the most 
offensive accusation he could advance against them", Ridderbos.  

uJmeiV pers. pro. "You" - YOU [ARE DOING]. Emphatic by position and use.  
tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "[the works] of [your own] father" - [THE 

WORKS] OF THE FATHER [OF YOU]. The genitive is adjectival, verbal, subjective, 
limiting "works"; "the works which are performed by your father."  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THEY THEREFORE SAID] TO HIM. Dative of direct object.  
hJmeiV pers. pro. "We" - Emphatic by use and position.  
ek + gen. "-" - [HAVE NOT BEEN BORN] OUT OF, FROM [FORNICATION]. 

Expressing source / origin, "out of an act of sexual immorality", leaning toward 
means, "by means of." "We were not born as the result of any adulterous union", 
Barclay. Barrett suggests an ad hominem insinuation (to play the person rather 
than the ball in an argument), namely, that Jesus' birth is illegitimate.  

ton qeon (oV) "God himself" - [WE HAVE ONE FATHER] GOD. Accusative, 
standing in apposition to the direct object "one father."  
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v42 

Jesus' argument is simple enough: "Jesus is the Son of God; therefore, if the 
Jews were the children of God they would love his Son, their brother", Fenton.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
ei + ind. a]n + imperf. "if" - IF [GOD WAS FATHER OF YOU, YOU WOULD HAVE 

LOVED ME]. "If, as is not the case, ...... then ......" Introducing a conditional clause 
2nd class / unreal condition where the proposed condition is not true.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why they would have 
loved Jesus if God were their father; "for God is the source of my being and from 
him I come", REB.  

egw pers. pro. "I [have come here]" - I [CAME FORTH]. Emphatic by use and 
position.  

ek + gen. "from [God]" - FROM [GOD AND I AM PRESENT]. Expressing source 
/ origin. The Greek sense "I came out from God's presence and now I am here", 
Harris, is best condensed as, "I came here from God", Moffatt, as NIV.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus came, 
namely, because God sent him.  

all (alla) "-" - [NOT FROM MYSELF I HAVE COME,] BUT [THAT ONE SENT 
ME]. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "not ......., but 
......" Note that ekeinoV, "that one", is emphatic. "Not that I was the author of my 
coming - it was He that sent me forth", Rieu.  
   
v43 

All the evidence is that Jesus was an amazing preacher, easily understood by 
those with the heart to understand. "The Jews" are unable to understand Jesus 
because (oJti) they cannot bear to hear his message, namely that Jesus is sent from 
God as the long-promised messiah and that they, because of their failure to 
believe, are not the children of Abraham and thus not the inheritors of the 
covenant promises - they are the slaves of another father.  

dia tiv "Why" - BECAUSE WHY [THE SPEECH OF ME YOU DO NOT KNOW, 
UNDERSTAND, RECOGNIZE]? This causal construction serves to introduce a 
rhetorical question.  

oJti "because" - Probably causal / introducing a causal clause explaining why 
"the Jews" don't understand Jesus' preaching.  

akouein (akouw) pres. inf. "[you are unable] to hear" - [YOU ARE NOT 
ABLE] TO HEAR. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
negated verb "to be able." Brown notes that this verb + acc. usually refers to 
physical hearing, ie., their ears are closed; "They are unable to lend a ready ear", 
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Zerwick. "They cannot hear because they have no internal organ to receive God's 
revelation with", Schnackenburg.  

ton logon (oV) "what I say" - [THE MY] THE WORD = [MY] WORD. "Word" 
is used in the sense of teaching, doctrine = Jesus' messianic testimony.  
   
v44 

Jesus clarifies his enigmatic statements about paternity: "Your mate is the 
devil, and your whole life is set on pleasing him. He has always been a killer; he 
couldn't tell the truth if his life depended on it."  

uJmeiV pers. pro. "You" - Emphatic by position and use.  
ek + gen. "belong to" - [ARE] FROM [THE FATHER]. Expressing source / 

origin.  
tou diabolou (oV) gen. "the devil" - Genitive standing in apposition to 

"father".  
poien (poiew) pres. inf. "[you want] to carry out" - [YOU WILL, WISH] TO 

DO. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to will." 
"You choose to carry out", REB.  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "your father's [desires]" - [AND THE DESIRES] 
OF THE FATHER [OF YOU]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive / verbal, 
subjective, limiting the verb "to desire", as NIV. "The hankerings of your father", 
Berkeley.  

ekeinoV pro. "He" - tHAT ONE [WAS A MURDERER]. The distant demonstrative 
pronoun is emphatic by use and position.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from [the beginning]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
en + dat. "to [the truth]" - [AND HE HAS NOT STOOD] IN [THE TRUTH]. 

Possibly expressing goal / object, "he does not take a stand for the truth (ie., he is 
a liar)", or adverbial, reference / respect, "there is nothing truthful about him", 
CEV.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the devil 
does not stand for the truth, namely, because he is devoid of truth telling / he is a 
liar. "  

en + dat. "in [him]" - [TRUTH IS NOT] IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space / 
metaphorical. "Truth does not find any room in his heart", Cassirer.  

oJtan + subj. "when [he lies]" - WHEN [HE SPEAKS THE LIE = HE LIES]. 
Introducing a temporal clause expressing indefinite future time.  

ek + gen. "[he speaks his native language]" - [HE SPEAKS] FROM [THE  OWN 
THINGS]. Expressing source / origin. "It is characteristic of him to tell lies", 
Barclay.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE [HE IS A LIAR]. Introducing a causal clause explaining 
why it is characteristic for the devil to lie, namely, because he is by nature a liar.  
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kai "and" - AND [THE FATHER OF IT]. Probably consecutive here, "and so 
consequently", "all falsehood takes its birth from him", Cassirer.  
   
v45 

Given that "the Jews" are children of the devil, a liar from the beginning, 
they are unable to believe Jesus' messianic testimony, and this because he speaks 
the truth - a liar cannot abide a truth-teller.  

de "Yet" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument / 
dialogue; best left untranslated.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why "the Jews" do 
not believe Jesus' testimony, namely, "because" he speaks the truth - the children 
of a liar can't abide the truth.  

egw pro. "I" - This personal pronoun, nominative subject of the verb "to say", 
is emphatic by position and use; "as for myself."  

moi dat. pro. "me" - [I SAY THE TRUTH YOU DO NOT BELIEVE] ME. Dative of 
direct object after the verb "to believe." The sense may be "the fact that I speak 
the truth stops you from believing in me", Barclay, but given the context it could 
be "do not believe what I say" - "give intellectual credence to", Harris; "because 
I speak the truth you disbelieve me", Berkeley.  
   
v46 

The argument on paternity is now summarized in v46-47. The Jews are 
unlike Abraham who believed God. They are children of another Father and do 
not belong to God, and this because they do not believe. For this reason, they 
cannot receive the testimony of the sinless one, the one who speaks the truth.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[Can] any of [you]" - [WHO] FROM [YOU]. Here the 
preposition serves as a partitive genitive, as NIV; "who of you."  

elegcei (elegcw) pres. "prove" - CONVICT [ME]. This verb, "convict, 
reprove", when followed by a personal pronoun / object, as here, will take the 
sense "convince, expose, make one acknowledge, show them what they are." Yet, 
given the context, Carson argues that the sense here is "convict, prove"; "which 
one of you can prove that I am guilty of sin."  

peri + gen. "of [sin]" - ABOUT, CONCERNING [SIN]. Here expressing 
reference / respect; "with respect to sin." Note that the noun "sin" is singular, 
possibly indicating some specific sin, eg., blasphemy, breaking Sabbath law, ......, 
but sin in general may be intended; "The Jews may have accused him of 
individual sins, such as breaking the Sabbath, but even then they must admit that 
his general conduct is unassailable", Kostenberger, so also Schnackenburg, ....  
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ei + ind. "if" - IF [I SPEAK TRUTH]. "If, as is the case, .... then ......" Introducing 
a 3rd. class conditional clause where the proposed condition is assumed to be 
true.  

dia tiv "why" - BECAUSE WHY. Interrogative causal construction introducing 
the apodosis of the conditional clause = "Why".  

moi dat. pro. "[believe] me" - [YOU DO NOT BELIEVE] ME? Dative of direct 
object after the verb "to believe in." See v46 above; "Why don't you believe what 
I say?"  
   
v47 

oJ wn (eimi) "Whoever" - THE ONE BEING. The participle serves as a 
substantive; "He who comes from God", TEV.  

ek + gen. "belongs to [God]" - OUT OF, FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / 
origin, but with the particular sense of denoting membership "of a certain class 
or party or sect or school of thought", Zerwick #134. Usually taken in the sense 
of "belonging to the divine sphere", Schnackenburg, so Brown, Beasley-Murray, 
as NIV; "If a person's life has its source in God", Barclay. Possibly simply "he 
who is a child of God", Cassirer, ie., "born of God." Lindars notes the singular 
and suggests that the reference is to Jesus; he is the one who hears God. Yet, it 
seems more likely that a general point is being made, namely that "the fatherhood 
out of which a person lives determines how that person hears", Ridderbos.  

           
         

             
            

 
dia touto "the reason" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction is 

usually treated as inferential, "therefore, for this reason."  
oJti "is that" - [YOU DO NOT HEAR] THAT [YOU ARE NOT FROM GOD]. Here 

probably epexegetic, specifying touto, "this", as NIV; "for this reason, namely 
that you are not of God, you do not hear." Yet, a simple causal sense may be 
intended: "Therefore you refuse to listen because you don't belong to God", CEV.  
   
v48 

iii] Jesus the giver of life, v48-52.  
autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [THE JEWS ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative of 

indirect object.  
ou "[are]n't" - [ARE WE] NOT. Used in a question expecting an affirmative 

answer.  
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 tou qeou (oV) gen. "[hears what] God [says]" - [HEARS = PAYS ATTENTION 
TO, HEEDS, THE WORDS] OF GOD. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, "God's 
words", or verbal, subjective, "the words spoken by God", or even descriptive, 
idiomatic / source, "that is from God." "The child of God hears the thoughts of 
God", Rieu / "will listen to his message", CEV.



kaqwV adv. "right" - [SAY] WELL = CORRECTLY, RIGHTLY. Modal adverb, 
expressing manner; "do we not say rightly", Berkeley.  

oJti "that" - Here introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what "the Jews" say.  

su pro. "you [are a Samaritan]" - YOU [ARE A SAMARITAN AND YOU HAVE 
A DEMON]? The personal pronoun is emphatic by use; "You are yourself of mixed 
blood, not a pure Jew, and you are under the power of the devil / you are mad as 
well (a nutter, deranged)." A reference to demon possession can just serve as an 
expression for insanity. Given that Jesus has just implied that the father of "the 
Jews" is the devil, it seems likely that they are returning the complement.  
   
v49 

Jesus honours God the Father through his obedient service, but "the Jews" 
dishonour Jesus when they impugn his origins and paternity.  

egw pro. "I" - The personal pronoun is emphatic by use and position.  
alla "but" - [HAVE NOT A DEMON] BUT [I HONOUR THE FATHER OF ME]. 

Strong adversative used in a counter point construction; "not ....... but ....."  
uJmeiV pro. "you [dishonour me]" - [AND] YOU [DISHONOUR ME]. The 

personal pronoun is emphatic by position and use; "and all you lot can do is insult 
me."  
   
v50 

Jesus does not seek human approbation. There is, of course, one whose 
approval is worth having, and he will either withhold it, or bestow it.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, probably as a qualification best treated as 
concessive, "although, however, yet"; "Mind you, I'm not seeking the approbation 
(thn doxan, "the glory" = the good opinion) of others."  

egw pro. "I" - I [DO NOT SEEK THE GLORY]. The personal pronoun is emphatic 
by position and use.  

mou gen. pro. "for myself" - OF ME. The genitive is adjectival, verbal, 
objective, as NIV, but possibly possessive, "my own glory", ESV.  

zhtwn (zhtew) pres. part. "[there is] one who seeks" - [THERE IS] THE ONE 
SEEKING [AND JUDGING]. As with "the one judging", the participle serves as a 
substantive. The statement is somewhat elliptical; "there is one who wants me to 
be honoured, and he is also the one who judges ("in my favour", TEV)", CEV. 
Possibly, "there is one who gives his approval (seeks to give his approval) and he 
will determine whether to bestow it." 
   
v51 

There is one way to escape the withdrawal of God's approval and that is to 
believe in Jesus. Such a person receives the gift of eternal life.  
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amhn amhn legw uJmin "Very truly I tell you" - AMEN AMEN I SAY TO YOU. 
See 5:24. "I tell you in all truth", Rieu.  

ean tiV + subj. "whoever" - IF ANYONE. "If anyone, as the case may be, 
keeps my word, then they will never ever die." Introducing a relative conditional 
clause 3rd. class where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true.  

thrhsh/ (threw) aor. subj. "obeys [my word]" - KEEPS / GUARDS [MY 
WORD]. "Keep" in the sense of hold firm to Jesus' messianic testimony. This 
virtually means "believe". "Keep" in the sense of "observe, obey", "obey my 
words", CEV, is technically correct (although logon, "word", is singular), but a 
word like "obey" will often prompt the reader to think in moral terms. The "word" 
we are to "keep / obey" is the call to believe in Jesus.  

ou mh + subj. "[will] not [see death]" - [HE WILL] NOT NOT = NEVER [SEE 
DEATH]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation. Given the context, the sense is "will 
never be condemned" = "will possess eternal life"; "he shall never, to all eternity, 
look upon death", Cassirer. "See, observe" death is a variation on "taste death", 
v52; "He shall never know what it is to die", NEB.  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO [THE AGE]. Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal / 
idiomatic phrase meaning "forever"; "he will never see death at all", Phillips.  
   
v52 

It's hard to believe that "the Jews" misunderstand Jesus, as if they think he is 
speaking about physical death. Lindars characterizes their reaction as one of a 
"scornful rejection of Jesus' words." As to the answer of "the Jews'" rhetorical 
question, it is "Yes".  

oun "at this" - THEREFORE [THE JEWS SAID TO HIM]. Variant reading. 
Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, consequently, accordingly."  

           
oJti "that" - [WE HAVE KNOWN] THAT [YOU HAVE A DEMON ("you are 

possessed / mad"). Abraham died and ("along with", Harris) the prophets]. 
Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what "the Jews" 
know. Note the use of the perfect of the verb "to know" to express a past action 
with ongoing consequences. The more that Jesus has to say the more "the Jews" 
are confirmed in their original assessment of Jesus, namely that he is mad / 
possessed.  

kai "yet" - AND. Here somewhat adversative, "and yet you say ...."; Zerwick 
#455a.  

ean tiV "[you say that] whoever ......" - As verse 51.  
ou mh + subj. "[will] never" - [WILL] NOT NOT. Subjunctive of emphatic 

negation, as NIV.  
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nun adv. "Now" - Here more an exclamation, even emphatic; "Now really."



qanatou (oV) gen. "[taste] death" - [TASTE] OF DEATH [INTO THE AGE]. 
Genitive of direct object after the verb "to taste"; "To experience death", Bruce. 
A Semitic descriptor "of the hard and painful reality of dying", J. Behm.  
   
v53 

iv] Jesus is God's timeless I AM, v53-59. "The Jews" again react, given that 
Jesus is setting himself up as someone greater than Abraham. The ground for a 
proper assessment of Jesus' messianic claims is summarized before Jesus again 
states clearly that he is God's great I AM.  

mh "-" - NOT. This negation is used in a question expecting a negative answer; 
"Do you really think that you are greater than our father Abraham?"  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "[greater than our] father" - [ARE YOU 
GREATER] OF THE FATHER [OF US, ABRAHAM]. The genitive is ablative, of 
comparison, as NIV. "Abraham" stands in apposition to "the father."  

oJstiV pro. "he [died]" - WHO [DIED]. This relative pronoun is sometimes 
qualitative, here limiting "father"; "who was such that he died", Zerwick. Often 
used in place of oJV, so here, "who died, as did the prophets", BDF #293. Variant 
causal oJti, "because he died and the prophets died."  

kai "and so [did the prophets]" - AND [THE PROPHETS DIED]. Adjunctive, 
"also"; "just as also the prophets died." We may have expected "prophets" to be 
a genitive of comparison as "father", "and greater than the prophets", but John 
has moved to the issue of Abraham's death, something also experienced by the 
prophets.  

tina pro. "Who" - WHO [DO YOU MAKE YOURSELF]? Interrogative pronoun; 
"Who do you make yourself out to be", Cassirer.  
   
v54 

The Father testifies to the messianic status of the Son and by so doing 
honours him, v54. The Son, in turn, honours the Father by serving as his obedient 
Son, v55. "The Jews" do not "know" the Father, and so they do not "know" the 
Son, unlike the Son who "knows" the Father well.  

ean + subj. "If [I glorify myself]" - [JESUS ANSWERED] IF [I GLORIFY 
MYSELF]. "If, as may be the case, ...... then ......." Introducing a conditional clause 
3rd. class where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true. 
"Glorify" in the sense of "honour"; "If I honour myself, my honour is a thing of 
naught ("amounts to nothing", Harris)", Rieu.  

mou gen. pro. "my [glory]" - [THE GLORY] OF ME [IS NOTHING]. The genitive 
is adjectival, possessive, identifying a derivative characteristic. Novakovic 
suggests it it verbal, plenary / full, ie., both subjective and objective in that "Jesus 
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is both the glorifier and the glorified." Such a classification depends on whether 
the author perceived the noun doxa, "glory", as verbal.  

o}n acc. pro. "whom [you claim]" - WHOM [YOU SAY]. The accusative is 
adverbial, reference / respect; "with respect to whom you say."  

oJti "-" - THAT [HE IS GOD OF US]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what "the Jews" say. May be handled as direct speech 
"he of whom you say, 'He is our God'", REB.  

oJ dexazwn (doxazw) pres. part. "the one who glorifies" - [THE FATHER OF 
ME IS] THE ONE GLORIFYING, EXTOLLING, VENERATING [ME]. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting / qualifying "Father"; "it is my Father who 
glorifies me", ESV. Again "glorifies" in the sense of "bestows honour upon"; "My 
Father is the one who honours me", CEV.  
   
v55 

kai "though" - AND [YOU HAVE NOT KNOWN HIM]. The NIV has opted for a 
concessive sense, "and yet", Harris. This is better than the ESVs adversative "But 
you have not known him."  

de "-" - BUT/AND [I HAVE KNOWN HIM]. Transitional; introducing a counter 
point; "Although you don't know him, I certainly know him." Note the use of the 
perfect "to know" = "you have not / I have known", past, present and future.  

kan "if" - AND IF. "If, as may be the case, I say that I have not known him, 
then I would be a liar like you." Introducing a conditional clause 3rd., class where 
the condition has the possibility of coming true. The use of kan, "even if", implies 
that the condition is for argument’s sake.  

oJti "-" - [I SAY] THAT [I HAVE NOT KNOWN HIM]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus, for argument’s sake, may 
have said.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[like] you" - [I WOULD BE A LIAR LIKE] YOU. The adjective 
"like, similar" takes a dative complement.  

alla "but [I do know him]" - BUT [I KNOW HIM AND THE WORD OF HIM I 
KEEP]. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "not ...... but 
...."; "If I, for the sake of argument, said I didn't have a relationship with God, 
then I would be as much a liar as you are. But I do have an ongoing relationship 
with him and I'm doing what he says." Note that John uses two verbs for "to 
know", but this is just stylistic; there is no difference in meaning. The word 
ginwskw, or oida, "to know", is used of the intimate relationship a husband has 
with his wife. Jesus knows God the Father, but the Jews do not "know" him, "that 
is, they are remote from him and have no association with him", Schnackenburg.  
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v56 

        
        

uJmwn gen. pro. "Your [father]" - [ABRAHAM THE FATHER] OF YOU. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational. Barrett suggests the statement is ad hominem; it 
is certainly ironic, given everything Jesus has said to "the Jews" up to this point.  

iJna + subj. "at the thought of [seeing]" - [REJOICED, EXALTED] THAT [HE 
MAY SEE]. Here introducing an object clause functioning as an epexegetic 
infinitive specifying Abraham's joy, ie., explaining the ground for the rejoicing, 
so Barrett; "rejoiced to see my day." Novakovic classifies it as complementary, 
such that "that he may see my day" completes the sense of the verb "to rejoice." 
There are two exegetical approaches to this verse:  

The NIV takes this joy as prospective; "rejoiced at the prospect of 
seeing my day", Zerwick - the prospect being the realization of the 
covenant promise: a land, descendants = a kingdom by which the world is 
blessed - such culminates in the birth of Jesus. Jesus has drawn into the 
present ("my day" = the messianic eschatological coming of Christ) what 
God promised Abraham in his descendants, so Ridderbos. The second 
clause, "he saw it and was glad", would then express the realization of that 
joyful hope. It is possible that Abraham, alive in paradise, views Jesus' day 
and rejoices, so Sanders, contra Brown, cf., Lk.16:19-31. Yet, it seems 
more likely that the second clause alludes to the birth of Isaac (his name 
means "laughter") - Abraham's covenant hope is realized in the birth of 
Isaac, and it fills him with joy, Gen.17:17.  

Some commentators take the view that the second clause, "he saw it 
and was glad", simply restate the first. The Rabbis, working on Gen.24:1, 
took the sense of "entered into the days" as a moment when Abraham 
foresaw Israel's history. So, the idea that Abraham, during his lifetime, 
foresaw the messianic age, the day when God's Christ comes, would not be 
a shock to "the Jews." They would be shocked by the notion that the day of 
messiah's coming is Jesus' day ("my day"), but as is typical, they miss the 
point altogether and think that Jesus is claiming to be a contemporary of 
Abraham. "Your father Abraham was really glad to see me", CEV.  

thn hJmeran thn emhn "my day" - THE DAY THE MY [AND HE SAW AND 
REJOICED]. The phrase could refer to Jesus' birth in alignment with the birth of 
Isaac, but it is far more likely a big-picture idea, John's day of the Son of Man, 
the messianic day / age / era realized in the coming of Jesus, the Christ, messiah 
- his life, death, resurrection, ascension, enthronement.  
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 It is not at all clear how Abraham is able to rejoice at Jesus' "day", ie., 
the day of his coming as Israel's messiah; See iJna below.



   
v57 

"The Jews" think that Jesus is claiming to be a contemporary of Abraham. 
Of course, at John's hand the question is ironic; the answer is "Yes"!  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THE JEWS SAID TO HIM]. Probably transitional, as 
NIV, or possibly inferential, establishing a logical connection, "So the Jews said 
to him", ESV.  

penthkonta adj. "fifty years" - [YOU HAVE NOT YET] FIFTY YEARS [AND YOU 
HAVE SEEN ABRAHAM]? The adverb oupw, "not yet", indicates less than fifty 
years old, although was Jesus in his forties when he was crucified? By Luke's 
counting Jesus is in his thirties, cf., Lk.3:23. Note the variant reading of "forty", 
although obviously an intentional adjustment. Irenaeus suggested that this 
indicates that Jesus' ministry is longer than the synoptic gospels make out. 
Ridderbos suggests that it is a generous estimate. Barrett suggests it is a round 
number used to compare Jesus' age with that of Abraham. Morris observes that it 
was the age when Levites retired, the age when a person moves into old age, an 
age that Jesus had not yet reached; "You're only a young bloke, and you claim 
you've met Abraham! Come on, pull the other one and it'll play Jingle Bells".  
   
v58 

In the clearest of terms Jesus claims that he is God's great I AM.  
amhn amhn legw uJmin "Very truly I tell you" - AMEN AMEN I SAY TO YOU. 

See 5:24.  
autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus answered]" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 

indirect object.  
prin "before" - BEFORE [ABRAHAM CAME INTO BEING]. Obviously a 

temporal use of the subordinating conjunction + the infinitive "to become", 
serving to introduce a temporal clause, antecedent time. The infinitive "to come 
into being" / "to be", probably takes the sense "born", as NIV.  

egw eimi "I am" - I AM. See 8:24. Unlike v24, the predicate "he" is not 
implied, this puts "all the emphasis on the timeless condition of eternal existence, 
cf., Ps.90:2", Lindars. John presents Jesus to us as God's great I AM, the 
messianic Son of God who has eternally existed outside the confines of time - 
unlike Abraham who came into existence within the confines of time. "I AM the 
revelation of God. I am the place of the divine presence and revelation in history", 
Blank.  

 
v59 

Jesus' claim to be God's great I AM is a spectacular messianic claim which 
"the Jews" regard as blasphemous; they respond by attempting to stone Jesus, but 
he slips quietly away - it is not yet the time for his glorification.  
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oun "At this" - THEREFORE [THEY TOOK UP STONES]. Transitional, "then", 
as NIV, but possibly inferential, establishing a logical connection, "So they 
picked up stones", ESV.  

iJna + subj. "to [stone him]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT THROW UPON HIM]. Here 
adverbial, introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order to throw at 
him."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, usually expressed as an adversative, as 
NIV.  

ekrubh (kruptw) aor. pas. "hid himself" - [JESUS] WAS HIDDEN. Barrett 
opts for a divine / theological passive arguing for a "supernatural disappearance" 
- Jesus was hid by God. The middle / reflexive sense of the NIV is more likely; 
"Jesus went out of the temple and hid himself", Cassirer. "Jesus went out of the 
temple unobserved", Rieu.  

ek + gen. "[slipping away] from" - [AND WENT OUT] FROM [THE TEMPLE]. 
Expressing separation, "away from." We have here the usual repetition of a verb's 
prepositional prefix, exhlqen ek. Barrett suggests that John is alluding to the 
departure of the divine from his usual place of residence in the temple. "He who 
is the true temple of God's presence among mankind (1:14, 2:21) deserts the 
sanctuary in which God had promised to dwell for the good of his people - for 
they do not know their God!", Pfitzner.  
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9:1-41 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:13-12:50 
6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42 
iv] That God might be glorified - Jesus heals a man born blind 
Synopsis  

John now relates the healing of the man born blind and its appended 
discourse, titled by Dodd as Judgment by the Light. On the one hand we witness 
a blind man not only seeing, but growing in faith, growing in his understanding 
of the one who is the light of the world, but on the other hand, we witness the 
growing unbelief of those who reject the light.  
  
Teaching  

As the light shines in the darkness, some see and find life; others reject the 
light and inevitably face judgment.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 8:12-20. In this chapter John recounts the healing of the blind 
man along with an extended dialogue / discourse. This is followed up in chapter 
10 by the parable of the Shepherd, along with an evaluation of the true and false 
leaders of Israel, 10:1-21. Carson calls the teaching parable of the Shepherd, 10:1-
6, a "sustained metaphor." Having observed the situation where the blind man 
responds to Jesus, rather than the religious authorities, Jesus paints a common 
picture of the shepherd who has rightful access to the flock, which, in response, 
follows him. We then have what Dodd calls an appendix, v22-39/42. This 
"appendix" is set within the framework of the Feast of Dedication. During the 
feast the religious authorities again question Jesus' messianic credentials.  
   

ii] Structure: Sign / discourse episode; That God might be glorified:  
The healing of the man born blind, v1-7; 
The neighbours question the miracle, v8-12; 
The Pharisees examine the man, v13-17; 
The parents are examined, v18-23; 
The Pharisees examine the man a second time, v24-34; 
Jesus addresses the issue, v35-41: 

The blind man is led to faith, v35-38; 
The truth is confirmed, v39-41: 

"for judgment I have come into this world, 
so that the blind will see 
and those who see will become blind."  
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iii] Interpretation:  
The sign recounted in v1-7 is a straightforward narrative, but this is 

followed by an extended dialogue which laboriously recounts the debate 
between Jesus and the religious authorities over his healing of the blind 
man. The related teaching associated with the sign is drawn out within this 
dialogue and then finally summarized in v39: "My coming into this world 
is itself a judgment - those who cannot see have their eyes opened and those 
who think they see become blind", Phillips.  

The point made in the passage is simple enough and achieves the same 
object as the other sign / discourse episodes in this gospel, namely to reveal 
God's euaggelion, "important massage / gospel." "The world, and the Jews 
with it, lies in darkness; whoever wants to walk in the light must come to 
Jesus", Kostenberger. So, this passage focuses "on spiritual sight leading 
to confession of faith in Jesus, and on spiritual blindness which refuses to 
believe", Lindars.  
   

Dodd says of this passage that it "is one of the most brilliant passages 
in the gospel." "The one-time blind beggar stands before his betters, to be 
badgered into denying the one thing of which he is certain. But the 
defendant proper is Jesus himself, judged in absentia. In some sort, the man 
whom Christ enlightens pleads the cause of life. When he is cast out, it is 
Christ whom the judges have rejected. Then comes the dramatic peripeteia 
(reversal). Jesus swiftly turns the tables on his judges and pronounces 
sentence."  
   

iv] Sources:  
As is typical of John's gospel, numerous theories exist as to the 

possible sources used to shape this chapter, although such theories are 
highly speculative, eg. see Haenchen. In the end, the teaching of the 
passage stands apart from source theories.  
   

v] Homiletics: The light shines in the darkness  
All of us have probably attended more funerals than we would care to 

remember. Of course, there is value in still being able to remember - alive 
to remember! Those who attend funerals these days will so often say that 
they don't want too much religion, although they will happily listen to 
Psalm 23 and join in the Lord's Prayer. What they don't want is to be 
preached at. They just want to affirm their friend and say goodbye.  

Confronted by the blindness of the world, a blindness represented in 
the man born blind, Jesus said to his disciples, "we must work the works of 
him who sent me while it is day." By using "we", Jesus includes his 
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disciples in this work. The work is the work of shining light into the 
darkness and leading those who seek the light of divine truth into the 
presence of the Son of Man. It is there, through faith, that they will find life 
eternal.  

           
            

         
     

          
             

    
         

   
   

Text - 9:1 
A blind man sees, v1-41: i] The sign of the healing of the man born blind, 

v1-7. First, the sign. Jesus is the light of the world (the divine life-giving 
revelation from God, 8:12) and he enacts this reality with a man born blind. The 
disciples assume that either the man's sin, or his parents' sin, has caused the 
blindness, but for Jesus, the man's condition serves as an opportunity to give sight 
to someone lost in darkness, both physical and spiritual. Jesus purposely defies 
ritual-purity laws with the use of saliva and dirt in a healing on the Sabbath, and 
so declares himself as a light that transcends that of Moses. Like Elisha with 
Naaman, Jesus calls for an act of faith on the man's part, and so begins this man's 
journey to life.  

paragwn (paragw) pres. part. "as he went along" - [AND] PASSING BY, 
ALONG. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal.  

ek + gen. "from [birth]" - [HE SAW A MAN BLIND] FROM [BIRTH]. Expressing 
source / origin, but with a temporal sense, "from the time of his birth." A more 
Semitic way of putting it would be "from the mother's womb", cf. Matt.19:12. 
Blindness from birth underlines the seriousness of the condition and also stifles 
the argument that the man's condition is a consequence of sin.  
   
v2  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM ASKED HIM] SAYING. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
ask", redundant; "asked and said."  

tivV hJmarten (aJmartenw) aor. "who sinned ....?" - WHO SINNED, [THIS MAN 
OR THE PARENTS OF HIM]. Exodus 20:5 certainly encouraged the notion that the 
stain of a parent's sin may infect a child, but the book of Job makes it clear that 
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 So, we who are in the light-shining business, how do we best do this 
at the moment when our world is at its darkest, at a funeral, at that moment 
when we all face our mortality? Thankfully, secular humanity still accepts 
the trappings of Christianity, albeit without the preaching. Obviously a 
funeral should be an affirmation, even a celebration of a person's life, along 
with a concluding farewell. And what of the light? Let us frame the 
celebration in the eternal story - of the man from Nazareth who came to 
bring the light of life to a dark world - "The Lord is my Shepherd, I'll 
not want ........"



there is no direct correlation between a particular sin and sickness. "Whose sin 
caused this man's blindness?" Phillips.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [HE WAS BORN BLIND]. Probably serving to 
introduce a consecutive clause, expressing result, "with the result that ....", see v3 
below.  
   
v3  

oute ..... oute "Neither [this man] nor [his parents]" - [JESUS ANSWERED] 
NEITHER [THIS MAN SINNED] NOR [THE PARENTS OF HIM]. Negated comparative 
construction; "neither ..... nor ....."  

all (alla) "but this happened" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a 
counterpoint construction, as NIV; "neither ... nor ...., but ......"  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. NIV reads the hina clause as expressing 
purpose, but such a reading implies that God made the man blind so that Jesus 
could heal him. It is more likely that the clause expresses result. The man's 
blindness provides an opportunity for Jesus to be the light of the world. The man's 
blindness has nothing to do with his, or his parent's sin; "but because of his 
blindness, you will see God perform a miracle for him", CEV. Although unlikely, 
it is possible that this construction here is imperatival; "let the works of God be 
displayed in him!", cf. see Moule Idiom Book.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the works] of God" - [THE WORKS] OF GOD [MAY BE 
MANIFESTED]. The genitive is adjectival, probably verbal, subjective, "the works 
performed by God."  

en + dat. "in [him]" - Local, sphere, "in the sphere of his existence."  
   
v4  

eJwV "as long as [it is day]" - WHILE [IT IS DAY]. This temporal conjunction 
introduces a temporal clause.  

JhmaV pro. "we" - US. Accusative subject of the infinitive "to work." The use 
of the plural here by Jesus may be original, although some manuscripts have "I". 
If the plural is original, Jesus is including his disciples in this ministry statement.  

ergazesqai (ergazomai) pres. inf. "[must] do the works" - [IS NECESSARY] 
TO WORK. The infinitive serves as the subject of the verb "is necessary", a verb 
often used to express divine necessity.  

tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "of him who sent [me]" - OF THE 
ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
adjectival, verbal subjective; "the works which are required by the one who sent 
me."  
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oJte "when" - [COMES NIGHT] WHEN. The temporal conjunction introduces a 
temporal clause. Note the use of a futuristic or predictive present in the verb "to 
come", "night will come"; "it will soon be night."  

ergazesqai (ergazomai) pres. inf. "[no one can] work" - [NO ONE IS ABLE] 
TO WORK. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to 
be able."  
   
v5 

o{tan + subj. of the verb to-be w\ "While" - WHENEVER = WHEN [IN THE 
WORLD]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, treated as definite.  

           
       

         
      

           
  

   
v6  

eipwn (eipon) aor. part. "having said [this]" - HAVING SAID [THESE THINGS]. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "when he had thus spoken", 
AV.  

eptusen (ptuw) aor. "he spit" - HE SPAT. It was commonly held that saliva 
had curative powers, but its use was later banned in Jewish circles due to its use 
in the magical arts. Carson notes David Smith's suggestion that, saliva, as with 
dirt, implied ritual impurity and that Jesus here is defying Jewish sensibilities and 
healing independently of the prevailing notions of ritual cleanliness. As noted 
later, the day Jesus does this is a Sabbath day. This too may be a further intended 
affront to Jewish religious sensibilities.  

camai adv. "on the ground" - Adverb of place.  
ek + gen. "with [the saliva]" - [AND MADE CLAY] FROM [THE SPITTLE]. 

Expressing source / origin.  
epi + gen. "on" - [AND HE PUT THE CLAY] UPON. Spatial, "on, upon."  
autou gen. pro. "the man's [eyes]" - HIS [EYES]. The genitive is adjectival, 

possessive, as NIV, but it may go with Jesus; "his spital-mud upon the eyes.". 
   
v7  

niyai (niptw) aor. imp. "wash" - [AND HE SAID TO HIM, GO] WASH, BATHE. 
The aorist may indicate that the command expects an immediate response, ie., 
expressing specific action. Note the parallel with 2 Kings 5:10-13. Implied object 
is obviously "eyes"; "wash your face", TEV.  
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 tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[I am the light] of the world" - The genitive is 
adjectival, often treated as verbal, objective / idiomatic, limiting "light", a light 
which is "for" the world, "I am light for the world", Moffatt; also CEV; "I am a 
light which enlightens / illuminates the world. Possibly adjectival, possessive; 
Jesus does his work as a light which belongs to the World while he is, as it were, 
shining, cf., Lindars.



tou Silwam gen. proper "[the pool] of Siloam" - [IN THE POOL] OF SILOAM. 
The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification, "the pool which is called 
Siloam." The pond for the diverted waters from the spring of Gihon that flows 
through Hezekiah's tunnel. It is most likely the "lower pool", not the pool now 
identified as "the pool of Siloam."  

apestalmenoV (apostellw) perf. pas. part. "sent" - [WHICH IS 
TRANSLATED] THE ONE HAVING BEEN SENT. The participle serves as a 
substantive. John typically explains Semitic words, here a word based on the root 
slh, "to send" = the waters sent from Gihon.  

oun "so" - [HE WENT] THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical 
connection, as NIV.  

hlqen (ercomai) aor. "came home" - [AND WASHED AND] CAME. The NIV 
"home" is assumed. He certainly didn't come back to Jesus, so "home" is a good 
guess.  

blepwn (blepw) pres. part. "seeing" - The participle is adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of his going/coming; "he came away seeing / having his 
sight."  
   
v8 

ii] The questions raised by the blind man's neighbours, v8-12. The man born 
blind is questioned by his neighbours. The blind man's neighbours have seen him 
begging, probably at the same spot for a very long time. Now that he sees, they 
are unsure if this is the same man. The questioning serves to identify the source 
of the miracle, namely, "the man called Jesus."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here transitional / resumptive and so not translated.  
oiJ qewrounteV (qewrew) pres. part. "those who had [formerly] seen him" 

- [THE NEIGHBOURS AND] THE ONES SEEING [HIM]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, coordinate nominative subject with "neighbours." The present tense 
probably indicates continuous action, ie., they regularly saw him begging at a 
particular place / were accustomed to seeing him.  

to acc. "[formerly]" - THE [FORMER]. The article serves as a nominalizer 
turning the adverb "formerly" into a substantive, the accusative being adverbial, 
temporal, "those who had seen him at a former time.  

oJti "-" - THAT [HE WAS A BEGGAR]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception, "they had seen him and so they knew that he was a 
beggar." Harris classifies oJti here as epexegetic.  

ouc "-" - [IS] NOT [THIS man]. When used in a question, this negation implies 
an affirmative answer.  

oJ kaqhmenoV (kaqhmai) pres. part. "who used to sit [and beg]" - THE ONE 
SITTING [AND BEGGING]. As with prosaitwn, "begging", the participle serves as 
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a substantive, coordinate with "the one begging." The single article indicates a 
single referent (Granville Sharp rule). "Isn't this the man who sits and begs?", 
Rieu.  
   
v9  

elegon (legw) imperf. "claimed" - [OTHERS = SOME] WERE SAYING. The 
use of the imperfect may indicate that numerous comments were being made 
about the man, although speech of itself is durative.  

oJti "that" - THAT [THIS IS HE. OTHERS WERE SAYING]. Introducing a 
dependent statement, direct / indirect speech.  

alla "[no]" - [NO] BUT [HE IS LIKE HIM]. Strong adversative in a counterpoint 
construction; "No way, he is not the beggar, but he is like him."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[look like] him" - [HE IS LIKE] HIM. Dative complement of 
the adjective oJmoioV, "like" / dative of comparison.  

oJti "[I am the man]" - [THAT ONE = HE WAS SAYING] THAT [I AM]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of direct speech. Note the 
interesting use of a phrase that Jesus enjoyed using with some import, with 
reference to the great "I AM" of divine self-revelation. Here it carries no weight 
other than to mean, "I am the man who used to beg at ........."; "I am the man 
alright", Phillips.  
   
v10 

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THEY WERE SAYING TO HIM]. Inferential, establishing 
a logical connection; "So they said to him", ESV.  

hnew/cqhsan (anoigw) aor. pas. "How" - HOW [THEREFORE WERE OPENED 
THE EYES OF YOU]? Interrogative particle; The sense is "How is it that you now 
see?", "how was your blindness cured?" Phillips.  

elegon imperf. "they demanded" - THEY WERE SAYING/ASKING. John again 
uses the imperfect tense, possibly indicating an ongoing request for information, 
although as already indicated, the imperfect is often used of speech due to the 
durative nature of conversation (especially if the person is long-winded!!!).  
   
v11  

ekeinoV pro. "he [replied]" - THAT MAN [ANSWERED]. Distant demonstrative 
pronoun referring to the blind man, here standing in for a personal pronoun, as 
NIV.  

oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. pas. part. "[the man] they call Jesus" - THE ONE 
BEING CALLED [JESUS]. The participle serves as an adjective, attributive, limiting 
"the man"; "the man who is named Jesus."  
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epecrisen (epicriw) aor. "put it on" - [HE MADE CLAY AND] RUBBED ON, 
ANOINTED [THE EYES OF ME]. The man is describing what happened; "smeared it 
on my eyes", CEV.  

oJti "[he told me] to" - [AND SAID TO ME] THAT [GO TO SILOAM AND WASH]. 
Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech.  

apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "I went" - [AND] HAVING GONE [AND 
HAVING WASHED I SAW]. As with niyamenoV "washed", attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the main verb "I saw".  
   
v12 

autw/ dat. "[they asked] him" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

pou "where" - Interrogative adverb of place.  
ekeinoV "this man" - [IS] THAT ONE [AND HE SAYS I DO NOT KNOW]. A rather 

rude use of the. distant demonstrative pronoun; "where is that fellow?"  
   
v13 

iii] The first interrogation of the blind man by the Pharisees, v13-17. The 
man born blind is now questioned by the Pharisees. The neighbours obviously 
feel that the religious authorities should witness this amazing event, but the 
Pharisees are divided on whether it is an evil, or good omen. As far as the man is 
concerned, Jesus is obviously a very special person under God ("prophet" is 
possibly being used in the sense of "a man of God").  

agousin (ago) act. "they brought" - THEY DRIVE, LEAD, BRING [HIM]. 
Historic / narrative present, indicating narrative transition. Although the verb is a 
present active, the NEB "was brought" gives a passive sense, reinforcing the idea 
that those who knew the man insisted that he come with them to see the religious 
authorities.  

proV + acc. "to" - TOWARD. Expressing direction toward.  
touV FarisaiouV "the Pharisees" - Later in the chapter John refers to 

"Jews", "Jewish authorities" TEV, but probably no distinction is intended.  
pote "[the man who had been blind]" - [THE one] ONCE, FORMERLY 

[BLIND]. This temporal particle, functioning as an attributive adjective, introduces 
a relative clause limiting "the one / man"; "the man who had formerly been blind", 
ESV. "The man" stands in apposition to auton, "him"; "they brought him, namely 
the man who had formerly been blind, to the Pharisees."  
   
v14 

It seems very likely that we have an editorial comment here which serves to 
explain the increased hostility of the religious authorities. For this reason, Phillips 
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treats this verse as a parenthesis: "(It should be noted that Jesus made the clay 
and restored his sight on a Sabbath day)."  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to 
an editorial comment.  

en + dat. "[the day] on [which]" - [IT WAS A SABBATH] ON [WHICH DAY JESUS 
MADE THE CLAY AND OPENED THE EYES OF HIM]. The preposition here is 
adverbial, temporal; "the day when Jesus made clay and opened his eyes had been 
a Sabbath", Rieu. The placement of autou throughout this passage is unusual. 

h|n imperf. "was [a Sabbath]" - IT WAS [A SABBATH]. The imperfect is used 
for background information.  
   
v15 

oun "Therefore" - THEREFORE. Here transitional / resumptive; "Then again 
the Pharisees also asked him ....."  

palin adv. "-" - AGAIN [THE PHARISEES WERE ASKING HIM ALSO]. The 
adverb "again" comes with the sense of "in like manner." The NIV dodges the 
ambiguity of "again" by giving weight to kai, "and", taken as adjunctive, "also", 
given that the "again" does not mean that this is the second time the Pharisees 
had questioned the man. Note that the verb "to ask" is imperfect. Harris suggests 
that it is possibly inceptive, "began to ask", or iterative, "repeatedly asked." "The 
Pharisees also questioned him on how he received his sight."  

pwV "how" - HOW [HE SAW]. Interrogative particle; "how he had received his 
sight", ESV.  

de "-" - BUT/ AND [HE]. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue, here to 
a new speaker; often with the article oJ, "the" = "he".  

autoiV dat. pro. "[the man replied]" - [HE SAID] TO THEM [HE PUT CLAY ON 
THE EYES OF ME AND I WASHED AND I SEE]. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v16  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, or possibly inferential, establishing a 
logical connection, "so, consequently, ..."  

ek + gen. "[some] of [the Pharisees]" - [CERTAIN] FROM [THE PHARISEES]. 
The preposition stands in the place of a partitive genitive; "some of the 
Pharisees."  

para + gen. "from [God]" - [THIS MAN IS NOT] FROM BESIDE [GOD]. NEB 
carries the sense better, "is no man of God." The sense of "from beside" will be 
preferred by those who think the statement has messianic overtones, ie., "he 
cannot be the one God has sent." He is no man of God because he does not obey 
the Sabbath law, cf. Deut.13:1-5. In strict accordance with the law, Jesus should 
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have properly waited till the first day of the week to perform the healing, since 
the man's condition was not life threatening.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Here serving to introduce a causal clause.  
ou threi (threw) pres. "he does not keep" - HE DOES NOT KEEP [THE 

SABBATH]. The sense is "he does not observe the Sabbath law."  
de "but [others asked]" - BUT/AND [OTHERS WERE SAYING]. Transitional, 

indicating a step in the dialogue; a new speaker.  
poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "[how can a sinner] do" - [HOW IS ABLE A SINFUL 

MAN] TO DO [SUCH SIGNS]? The infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the verb "is able."  

en + dat. "[they were] divided" - [AND A DIVISION WAS] IN [THEM]. Locative, 
expressing space, here with the sense "among". "And they differed violently 
about Jesus", Barclay.  
   
v17  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as NIV, or inferential, "so they said 
again", ESV.  

palin adv. "again" - [THEY SAY TO THE BLIND MAN] AGAIN. Adverb of 
manner; "in like manner." NIV "finally ..... again", "so they asked the blind man 
once more", Moffatt.  

tw/ tuflw/ (oV) dat. "to the blind man" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - [WHAT DO YOU SAY ABOUT HIM] BECAUSE [HE OPENED THE EYES 

OF YOU]? The conjunction here (as with the direct speech "he is a prophet") may 
form a dependent statement, "what do you say about him that he opened your 
eyes", ie., expressing what the blind man is saying. It is possible that it reflects 
Aramaic form here, and so may be treated as a relative pronoun, o{V "who". It is 
best to treat it as either introducing a direct quotation, so TEV, or as causal, "since 
/ because", "what do you say about him, since it was your eyes he opened?"  

de "[the man replied]" - BUT/AND [THE HE SAID]. Transitional, indicating a 
step to a new speaker; with oJ, "the" = "he", as usual.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of direct 
speech.  
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 profhthV "prophet" - [HE IS] A PROPHET. Predicate nominative. The blind 
man possibly thinks Jesus is an Elisha type, even possibly that he is the promised 
Prophet like Moses, the one who precedes the Messiah (Colwell's rule applies 
here, "the Prophet"), but at this stage it is more likely that he sees Jesus in a 
general sense - a special person who is obviously a man of God.



   
v18 

iv] The Pharisees interrogate the man's parents, v18-23. The parents 
recognize that the miracle is causing some agitation among the religious 
authorities and so affirm nothing more than that the man is their son and that he 
was born blind. As for anything else, they take the Sargent Schultz line, "I know 
nothing."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here a 
useful paragraph marker.  

oiJ Ioudaioi "the Jews" - THE JEWS. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
believe." This term, constantly used by John, refers to unbelieving Israel, 
specifically the Jewish authorities - Pharisees, Levites, etc.  

ouk episteusan (pisteuw) aor. "did not believe" - DID NOT BELIEVE. "Did 
not really believe", Phillips.  

peri "-" - ABOUT [HIM]. Expressing reference / respect; "concerning him."  
oJti "that" - THAT [HE WAS BLIND AND SAW]. Introducing an object clause / 

dependent statement of perception expressing what they did not believe, namely, 
that the man was born blind and now had received his sight. The noun clause is 
somewhat elliptical; "that he had been born blind and that he had only just 
received his sight."  

e{wV o{tou + aor. ind. "until [they sent]" - WHILE, UNTIL. This construction 
serves to introduce a temporal clause referring to a past fact, here the man's 
blindness. An abbreviation of "until the time at which", so Harris. 

efwnhsan (fwnew) aor. "they sent" - THEY CALLED [THE PARENTS OF HIM]. 
Although not stated, the investigation of the parents is obviously undertaken 
without their blind son being present.  

tou anableyantoV (anablepw) gen. aor. part. "-" - OF THE ONE HAVING 
RECEIVED HIS SIGHT. The participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition 
to the genitive possessive pronoun autou, "of him". Of course, it can also be 
classified as adjectival, attributive; "until they called the parents of him who was 
healed", Torrey. Left out of some manuscripts probably because of the 
unnecessary repetition.  
   
v19 

For stylistic reasons the NIV divides this Greek sentence into two sentences 
separated by "they asked". "Is this your son who you say was born blind?" RSV.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "[they asked]" - [AND THEY ASKED THEM] 
SAYING [IS THIS THE SON OF YOU]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to ask", "asked ...... and said" - redundant.  
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oJti "-" - [WHOM YOU SAY] THAT [HE WAS BORN BLIND]. Introducing a 
dependent statement, indirect speech expressing what they say, namely that he 
was born blind.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [HOW DOES HE SEE NOW]? Inferential, establishing a 
logical connection; "so how is it that he now sees?"  
   
v20  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THE PARENTS OF HIM ANSWERED AND SAID]. 
Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so his parents answered."  

oJti "-" - [WE KNOW] THAT [THIS MAN IS THE SON OF US AND] THAT [HE WAS 
BORN BLIND]. Twice used in this verse to introduce a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what the parents know.  
   
v21 

autou gen. pro. "opened his eyes" - [BUT/AND HOW NOW HE SEES WE DO 
NOT KNOW OR WHO OPENED THE EYES] OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive. "Gave him back his sight". "We do not know how he got his sight or 
who gave it to him", CEV.  

hJmeiV "we [don't know]" - The pronoun is emphatic by position and use.  
hJlikian (a) "he is of age" - [ASK HIM, HE HAS] A SPAN OF LIFE [HE WILL 

SPEAK ABOUT HIMSELF]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." "He is a 
grown-up man", Phillips.  
   
v22 

oJti "because [they were afraid]" - [THESE THINGS THE PARENTS SAID OF 
HIM] BECAUSE [THEY WERE FEARING THE JEWS]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why the parents "said this."  

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the parent's 
feared the Jews.  

suneteqeito (suntiqhmi) pluperf. "[the Jews] had decided" - [THE JEWS] 
AGREED TOGETHER [ALREADY]. The pluperfect indicates that the decision to act 
against anyone who acknowledged Jesus was made well before these events.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the Jewish authorities had decided.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [ANYONE CONFESSED HIM CHRIST]. Introducing a 
conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "if, as may be the case, ..... then ....." Note that "Christ" stands as the 
accusative complement of the direct object "him", so "as Christ." 

aposunagwgoV adj. "put out of the synagogue" - [HE WOULD BE] 
EXCOMMUNICATED, BANISHED FROM A SYNAGOGUE. Predicate adjective. John is 
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probably referring to a total excommunication of believers from Israel - a 
banishment. There were other more formal disciplinary banishments which could 
last a week or a month and which did not bar a person from religious services. 
"Should be banned from the Synagogue", NEB.  
   
v24 

v] The blind man is again interrogated by the Pharisees, v24-34. Given that 
the Pharisees are unsure of Jesus' religious qualifications (this is the purpose of 
the oblique reference to his origin, v29), and are quite sure of his neglect of 
Mosaic law (that he is a sinner, v24), they demand that the man born blind tell 
them by what deceitful means Jesus stage-managed this event ("give glory to 
God" = tell the truth). In response, the man observes that only a God-fearing man, 
a man who does God's will, could undertake the healing of a person born blind. 
The truth always hurts and so for his troubles the man is excommunicated.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, but 
possibly inferential, expressing a logical connection, "So for the second time ...", 
ESV.  

ek + gen. "a second time" - [THEY CALLED THE MAN WHO WAS BORN BLIND] 
FROM [A SECOND AND SAID TO HIM]. An uncommon temporal use of the 
preposition to form the idiomatic phrase "for a second time"; "they called back 
the man who had been born blind", TH.  

tw/ qew/ "to God" - [GIVE GLORY] TO GOD. Dative of indirect object. The 
sense is probably "swear by God to tell the truth", CEV.  

oJti "-" - [WE KNOW] THAT [THIS MAN IS A SINNER]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the Jews think they know about Jesus. 
Jesus is perceived to be a sinner because he broke the Sabbath law.  
   
v25 

ei + ind. "if" - [THEREFORE THAT MAN = HE ANSWERED] IF. The conjunction 
here serves to introduce an interrogative noun clause, indirect question, cf., 
Zerwick #402.  

aJmartwloV (oV) "he is a sinner" - HE IS A SINNER [I DO NOT KNOW]. Jesus 
did heal on the sabbath so his legal standing under the law is something the blind 
man is unable to debate.  

oJti "-" - [ONE thing I KNOW] THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the man does know.  

wJn (eimi) pres. part. "I was" - BEING [NOW I SEE]. The participle is adverbial, 
best treated as concessive, "although being once blind, yet now I see", ie., he 
concedes the point that he was once blind, yet given what has happened he now 
sees. What does that say about this man Jesus?  
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v27  

ouk hkousate (akouw) aor. "you did not listen" - [I TOLD YOU ALREADY 
AND] YOU DID NOT LISTEN. Possibly "would not listen", Moffatt. Some 
manuscripts have "believe" and others leave out the negative, carrying the sense 
"you have heard what I said to you."  

akouein (akouw) pres. inf. "to hear" - [WHY AGAIN DO YOU WANT] TO 
HEAR? The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "want".  

mh "-" - NOT [AND = ALSO HIS DISCIPLES]. This rhetorical question is formed 
in the Greek to expect a negative answer, "You don't want to become his 
disciples, do you?" Williams.  

genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "to become" - [DO YOU WILL] TO BE, BECOME. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to will." Since 
qelw, "to will", is a cognitive verb, the infinitive may technically be taken to 
introduce a dependent statement of perception expressing their implied wish, 
namely, that they be his disciples, but normally not classified as such.  
   
v28 

eloidorhsan (loidorew) aor. " they hurled insults" - [AND] THEY 
INSULTED, SCOFFED, REVILED [HIM AND SAID]. "they became abusive", NEB.  

ekeinou gen. pro. "this fellow's [disciple]" - [YOU ARE A DISCIPLE] OF THAT 
ONE. The use of the distant demonstrative pronoun here is disparaging. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a contrastive statement; "you are 
his disciples, but we are Moses' disciples", Berkeley.  

tou MwusewV (hV ou) gen. "[we are disciples] of Moses" - The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. "The Jews" make the point that Moses is the source of the 
Law and therefore, he is the person a religious Jews should follow.  
   
v29  

oJti "[we know] that" - [WE KNOW] THAT [GOD HAS SPOKEN TO MOSES]. 
Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what they know.  

touton "this fellow's [disciple]" - THIS ONE. The use of this pronoun by 
itself carries a contemptuous sense, as NIV.  

poqen "[we don't even know] where [he comes from]" - [WE DO NOT 
KNOW] FROM WHERE [HE IS]. The interrogative conjunction serves as an adverb 
of place. Most commentators suggest that the "where" is his home town, eg., "we 
don't even know where his hometown is." Yet 7:27 indicates that the Jewish 
authorities do know that Jesus comes from Nazareth and given that no one will 
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v30 

The man born blind has reacted to the authorities' aggressive questioning 
with a rhetorical response, "So, you blokes want to become Jesus' disciples do 
you?" The authorities fire back with insults, but leave themselves open by 
acknowledging that they have no knowledge of Jesus' mission or his sender. In 
v30-33 the man pointedly argues that only a godly person under divine authority 
is able to open the eyes of a man born blind. In v34 the authorities choose to go 
after the man rather than the argument, and so they throw him out of the temple 
precincts.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [THE MAN ANSWERED AND SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

gar "now" - FOR. More reason than cause, introducing an answer in response 
to the interrogative "from where?"; a shocked affirmation "yes" = "OK, really! 
You don't know where he comes from = where he derives his authority, and yet 
he healed my blindness", cf., BDF #452.2 - emphatic by classification.  

en + dat. "[that]" - IN [THIS]. Here adverbial, reference / respect; with respect 
to "this", namely, the statement "the Jews" have just made - "we do not know 
from where?"  

to qaumaston adj. "[is] remarkable" - [IT IS] THE AMAZING thing. The 
articular adjective serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
"This is an amazing fact."  

oJti "-" - THAT [YOU DO NOT KNOW FROM WHERE HE IS AND yet HE OPENED 
THE EYES OF ME]. Here introducing a noun clause standing in apposition to 
(explaining) toutw/, "this", "the amazing thing", namely, that "the Jews" do not 
know the origin of Jesus' authority, even though he has just healed a man born 
blind.  
   
v31 

oidamen (oida) perf. "we know" - The blind man also uses "the royal" plural, 
obviously paralleling the use by the Jewish authorities.  

oJti "that" - THAT [GOD DOES NOT LISTEN TO SINNERS]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of perception expressing what the man knows. "Sinners" in 
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know where the messiah comes from, it is obvious (to them!) that Jesus is not the 
messiah. It is quite possible that we have here a general statement as to Jesus' lack 
of divine association and therefore, authority. Unlike Moses, whose authority 
comes from an intimate association with the divine, "the Jewish hierarchy 
claimed not to know Jesus' mission or his sender", Harris. This approach makes 
sense of v30 where it is nonsensical to link a knowledge of Jesus' hometown 
with his miraculous powers.



the sense of those in rebellion against God, defiant of God. The proposition is 
that God does not answer the prayers of those who are against him, eg. Isa.1:15.  

all (alla) "-" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ......, but ....."  

ean + subj. "-" - IF [ANYONE IS]. Conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, someone is 
god-fearing and does his will, then he listens to him." "We know that God listens 
only to people who love and obey him", CEV.  

tiV qeosebhV adj. "the godly man" - GOD-FEARING, RESPECTFUL, DEVOUT, 
PIOUS. "The man who has proper respect for God", Phillips. As the second clause 
makes clear, a devout person is one who does what God wants them to do. Jesus 
is such a person, in fact, he is the only person who does what God the Father 
wants them to do.  

autou gen. pro. "his [will]" - [AND DOES THE WILL] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, identifying the possession of a derivative characteristic, or 
verbal, subjective, "the will demanded by him."  

toutou gen. pro. "-" - [HE LISTENS TO] THIS ONE. Genitive of direct object 
after the verb "to listen to."  
   
v32 

ek + gen."[nobody has ever heard]" - FROM [THE AGE IT WAS NOT HEARD]. 
Temporal use of the preposition. It is "absolutely unheard of", Brown. "There is 
no record in any canonical writings of a person regaining their sight who was 
born blind."  

oJti "-" - THAT [ANYONE OPENED EYES]. Introducing an object clause 
/dependent statement of perception expressing what has never been heard since 
the beginning of the world, namely, the return of sight for a person born blind.  

gegennhmenou (gennaw) perf. pas. part. "born [blind]" - [OF A [BLIND] 
HAVING BEEN BORN MAN. The participle serves as a substantive, the genitive 
being adjectival, possessive, "the eyes belonging to a [blind] having been born 
man", limited by the attributive adjective tuflou, "blind". "No one, from the 
beginning of time, has ever been known to open the eyes of one born blind", Rieu.  
   
v33 

ei + ind., an + imperf. "if - IF [THIS MAN WAS NOT FROM BESIDE GOD]. We 
have here a rather messy counterpoint conditional clause, 2nd class / contrary to 
fact, where the fact stated in the apodosis (the "then" clause) would have been 
true if the condition in the protasis (the "if" clause) had been true. The usual an 
in the apodosis is missing, cf. 3:10. "If, as is not the case, he was not from God, 
then he would not be able to do anything" = "If this man has not come from God, 
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he can do nothing." It would be possible to treat ei mh as introducing an exceptive 
clause; "he could do nothing except he (ouJtoV) was from God."  

poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "[he could] do [nothing]" - [HE WOULD NOT BE 
ABLE] TO DO [NOTHING]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense 
of the verb "is able." Note the double negative for emphasis.  
   
v34 

en + dat. "[you were steeped] in [sin]" - [THEY ANSWERED AND SAID TO 
HIM, YOU WERE BORN] IN [SIN ALTOGETHER]. Local, expressing state or 
condition. Possibly referring to his life as a sinner, "you a sinner through and 
through since you were born", JB, or referring to his state of inherited sin 
evidenced by his being born blind, "you were born in utter sin", RSV. Probably 
the latter. 

su pro. "how dare you [lecture us]!" - [AND] YOU [ARE TEACHING US]. 
Emphatic by position and use. "Who are you to give us lessons", NEB, although 
the NIV strikes the right chord.  

exw adv. "[they threw him] out" - [AND THEY THREW OUT HIM] OUTSIDE. 
The adverb of place reinforces the ek prefix of the verb "to throw out."  
   
v35 

vi] Jesus leads the blind man to a full confession of faith, v35-38. Jesus 
reveals himself as the divine revelation from God; he is the Son of Man, the one 
who gives the light of life to those who seek it, but confirms a state of darkness 
upon those who don't. In response, the man born blind believes and bows before 
his Lord.  

oJti "that" - [JESUS HEARD] THAT [THEY THREW HIM OUT]. Introducing an 
object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus heard.  

euJrwm (euJriskw) aor. part "when he found [him]" - [AND] HAVING FOUND 
[HIM SAID]. The participle is adverbial, temporal. "On meeting him", Moffatt, fails 
to underline the fact that Jesus seeks him out. "He went and found the man", CEV.  

eiV + acc. "[do you believe] in" - [DO YOU BELIEVE] INTO. Expressing the 
direction of the action and arrival at, with belief the sense is interchangeable with 
en, "in, on", of putting one’s weight on something, relying on, trusting in, ... 
Novakovic suggests that with belief eiV expresses goal.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "the [Son of] Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. Why does Jesus represent himself to the blind man with the enigmatic 
title of Son of Man? Some manuscripts have "Son of God", which probably 
illustrates that some earlier copyists pondered the same question. John possibly 
uses this title for the attention of the reader. For John, the Son of Man is the divine 
revelation from God, the Word incarnate, who gives life to all who believe, cf. 
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1:51, but who also has authority to condemn those who don't, v39, cf. 5:27. This 
verse then, encapsulates the message of this episode. See 1:51.  
   
v36  

ekeinoV pro. "the man [asked]" - THAT one [ANSWERED AND SAID]. The 
distant demonstrative pronoun is used as a strengthened personal pronoun; "He 
answered."  

tivV pro. "who is he, sir?" - [AND HE IS] WHO [LORD]? Interrogative pronoun, 
predicate nominative. The kai is somewhat consecutive "and so, who is this Son 
of Man, Lord." "Tell me who he is, sir", TEV.  

iJna + subj. "so that I may" - tell me THAT. Introducing an adverbial clause, 
final, expressing purpose, "in order that", or consecutive, expressing 
consequence, result, or hypothetical result, "so that", as NIV.  

pisteusw (pisteuw) aor. subj. "believe" - I MAY BELIEVE [INTO HIM]. The 
aorist carries the sense, "that I may come to put my faith in him."  
   
v37  

kai ..... kai .... "-" - [JESUS SAID TO HIM] AND [YOU HAVE SEEN HIM] AND. 
A correlative construction; "both ..... and .....", or "not only ..... but also ....." 

eJwrakaV (oJraw) perf. "now seen" - YOU HAVE SEEN [HIM]. The NIV adds 
the "now" to draw out the sense of the Greek perfect; "you have already seen 
him", TEV. Porter Gk. argues for aspect over time, so here the perfect is used for 
stative effect, not temporal effect; "You are looking at him and the one who is 
speaking with you is that one."  

oJ lalwn pres. part. "[he is] the one speaking [with you]" - THE ONE 
SPEAKING [WITH YOU IS THAT ONE]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
predicate nominative of the verb to-be if we take "that one" as the subject..  
   
v38  

de "-" - BUT/AND [HE]. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue - a new 
speaker, here with the article oJ, common in dialogue.  

prosekunhsen (proskunew) aor. "he worshiped" - [HE SAID, I BELIEVE 
LORD, AND] BOWED DOWN BEFORE, DID OBEISANCE. "Knelt down before", TEV. 
Possibly an inceptive imperfect serving to underline the beginning of the action, 
"he began to kneel down ..."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" Dative of direct object after the verb "to worship".  
   
v39 

vii] John now provides a theological overview of the sign and its related 
narrative, v39-41. The purpose of Jesus' coming is to enable the blind to see, but 
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at the same time to expose the blindness of those who claim to see. This verse, 
along with v38, is not found in some manuscripts.  

eiV "for [judgment]" - [AND JESUS SAID] INTO. This first use of the 
preposition in the verse expresses purpose, "for the purpose of ...", the second is 
spatial, "to, into".  

krima (a atoV) "judgment" - DECISION, JUDGMENT [I CAME INTO THIS 
WORLD]. Jesus did not come into the world just to judge the world, 3:17. Yet, as 
a consequence of his coming, judgement does take place. In the face of God's 
revelation, people separate into two distinct groups. "This is the paradox of the 
revelation, that in order to bring grace it must also give offense, and so can turn 
to judgment", Bultmann.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Here probably serving to introduce a final 
clause expressing purpose, "in order that ....", although hypothetical result may 
be intended - note the same ambiguous sense expressed in v2 and 3; the divisive 
nature of the revelation has as its purpose the drawing out of those who seek the 
light. Less likely is that iJna either introduces an object clause / dependent 
statement of cause expressing what Jesus came to do, or standing in place of an 
epexegetic infinitive, specifying the "judgment."  

oi mh bleponteV (blepw) pres. part. "the blind [will see]" - THE ONES NOT 
SEEING [MAY SEE]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

oi bleponteV "those who see [will become blind]" - THE ONES SEEING [MAY 
BECOME BLIND]. The purpose of the revelation is not really that "those who see 
will become blind", but rather "that those who claim to have spiritual sight will 
be shown up for the blind people that they really are", Stott.  
   
v40 

ek "some [Pharisees]" - some OUT OF, FROM [THE PHARISEES HEARD THESE 
things]. "Some" is assumed, while the preposition serves as a partitive genitive.  

oiJ ..... o[nteV (eimi) pres. part. "who [were with him]" - THE ONES BEING 
[WITH HIM SAID TO HIM]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"Pharisees", as NIV.  

mh "[what, are we blind too?]" - NOT [ALSO WE ARE BLIND]? This negation 
is used in a question expecting a negative answer; "Are we also blind? Of course 
not!" The truth, of course, is that they are blind.  
   
v41  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus said]" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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ei + imperf. ..... an + imperf. "if" - IF [BLIND ONES YOU ARE]. Introducing a 
2nd. class / contrary to fact conditional clause where the proposed condition is 
assumed to be false; "if, as is not the case, ..... then ....." See v33 above.  

oaJmartian (a) (a) "[you would not be guilty of] sin" - [YOU WOULD NOT 
HAVE] SIN. Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." Most commentators 
take "sin" in the Old Testament sense of "guilt", "you would not be guilty", 
Moffatt. The play on words makes the point that those who are aware of their 
guilt, who recognize it, can seek forgiveness and find it in the Son of Man, while 
those who deny their guilt, who deny their condition of loss, their blindness, 
remain in a state of sin, blind, and under condemnation.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue to a 
counter position; "but given that you now say 'We see', your guilt remains."  

oJti "that" - THAT [WE SEE, THE SIN OF YOU REMAINS]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of direct speech expressing what the Pharisees say, 
namely, that they are free of guilt.  
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10:1-10 

The Ministry of the Messiah, 2:13-12:50 
6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42 
v] The Good Shepherd, 10:1-21 
a) Jesus is the gate for the sheep 
Synopsis  

Following the healing of the blind man and the confrontation with the 
authorities that developed after his healing, 9:1-41, Jesus describes a pastoral 
scene to the gathered crowd, a scene which makes the point that sheep follow 
their shepherd. The shepherd enters the sheepfold by the gate, the sheep recognize 
him and they follow him. A stranger, on the other hand, someone like a thief or a 
robber, climbs over the fence, and the sheep, who don't recognize his voice, run 
away from him.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the promised messiah who provides access into the coming kingdom 
of God.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:1-41  
   

ii] Structure: The Good Shepherd - Jesus is the gate for the sheep:  
The parable of the Good Shepherd, v1-6; 
Jesus is the gate to life in all its fullness, v7-10: 

"I am the gate; 
whoever enters through me will be saved. 
They will come in and go out, and find pasture."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Having observed the situation where a blind man responds in faith to 
Jesus, a response that prompts persecution, Jesus goes on to relate a 
pastoral scene, v1-5. From this illustration he develops two images which 
he ascribes to himself. First, Jesus is "the gate for the sheep", v7-10, and 
second, he is "the good shepherd", v11-18. "When Jesus brings us to the 
Father he calls himself a Door, when he takes care of us, a Shepherd", 
Chrysostom. When it comes to Jesus as the gate for the sheep, the message 
is simple; "Jesus is the gate through whom people may enter and be saved", 
Kostenberger.  
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Many commentators, including Dodd, think that this parable was 
created from two separate originals, both of which were cut and pasted to 
produce a single parable. Beasley-Murray, on the other hand, argues that 
we are best to work with what we have rather than what might have been. 
As a single parable the imagery is usually understood in the terms of God's 
shepherd (a messianic image) authorizing access for his flock (Israel, God's 
people), a flock that recognizes him and follows him as he leads them to 
pasture. Not so "a stranger" (Pharisees, Sadducees, ...) whose approach is 
unauthorized and destructive.  

Brown suggests twin parables. Certainly, two ideas seem to emerge 
from the parable. In v1-3a the focus is on entry to the sheepfold, the 
shepherd via the gate, the thief/robber over the wall. J.A.T. Robinson 
argues that the imagery is critical of the Pharisees in terms of not being 
worthy gatekeepers; they have failed to recognize Jesus' messianic 
credentials and so have not provided access to him for the people of Israel. 
Brown, on the other hand, identifies the unworthiness of the Pharisees' 
approach to the sheep. They approach, not as a shepherd through the gate, 
but as destroyers over the fence. In v3b-5 the imagery is of "the true 
shepherd of the flock who leads the sheep out to pasture", Brown, cf. 
Num.27:16-17.  

We are best to follow Carson who suggests that John does not use a 
synoptic "parable" format in his gospel, rather, he uses observations, here 
"observations on sheep-farming", with "the symbolic connections spelled 
out." If Carson is right, we should simply let v1-5 set the scene and not 
attempt an allegorical interpretation. John then goes on to develop two 
images from the parable. Carson calls them an expansion on the parable 
(Beasley-Murray a meditation on the parable, Morris an application of the 
parable and Brown, an explanation of the parable). Two images are 
developed, Jesus is the gate/door of the sheepfold, the only way to 
salvation, v7-10, and Jesus is the good shepherd of the sheep, the one who 
saves his sheep, even to the giving of his life, v11-18. The parable goes on 
to prompt the discourse / dialogue on the sheep who hear the shepherd's 
voice - these are the sheep he protects for eternity, v22-30. A charge of 
blasphemy ensues, v31-39.  
   

Is the Shepherd the Messiah? There is some argument as to whether 
this passage is messianic. Although not settled, it seems likely that we are 
to view the shepherd as the messiah. He is certainly no Davidic king, but 
he is David like. More particularly, he aligns with the Suffering Servant, 
Isa, 53:6-8. In fact, his suffering is very pointed; the shepherd lays down 
his life for his sheep. In the terms of classic Johannine theology, Jesus, as 
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God's representative / revelation to mankind, saves / relates / restores 
mankind to God through faith.  
   

iv] Form:  
The opening parable is described by Carson as a "sustained metaphor." 

It is not unreasonable to classify it as an allergy, but its free-flowing nature 
makes it more a "discourse", Lindars. Allegorical elements may be present 
when it comes to identifying the players (the thief, shepherd and sheep), 
but note Carson's observations above. As already indicated, Dodd thinks 
that the opening parable was created from two separate originals. Of 
course, we are best to work with what we have rather than what may, or 
may not, have been.  
   

v] Sources:  
As Lindars notes, v1-21 is "a highly wrought composition", reflecting 

both the synoptic tradition and the Old Testament, cf., Matt.18:12-14, 
Lk.12:32 and Isa.40:11, Jer.31:10, Ezk.34:11-16. So, although a crafted 
piece of literature, it obviously reflects tradition, if not the memory of an 
eyewitness. As stated in the introductory notes to John's gospel, the 
finished work is obviously from the hand of an author-editor, but there is 
much to commend the view that it rests on the writings or direct testimony 
of an eyewitness, most likely John the apostle. Anyway, we don't have to 
go as far as Bultmann who thinks this passage derives from some 
extraneous source, eg., Mandean literature.  
   

vi] Homiletics: "I am the Door"  
              

         
     

              
         

         
           

    
         

  
Of course, in the end, church leaders are no different to those they 

minister to. We are all flawed, our "righteousness is but filthy rags." Of our 
flaws that are many, there is one particular flaw that we all fear, and it is 
that somehow, by something we do or say, we hide the narrow gateway 
that leads into the presence of God - we scatter rather than gather, we fail 
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 My wife would often make the comment "you clergy will have a lot 
to answer for." She is right, of course. We get up in the pulpit and tell 
people how they should live, but often struggle to live honouring lives 
ourselves. We pontificate on the truth, often our own version of truth, 
infected as we are by the virus of modernism - It's no longer, "I think and 
therefore I am", but "I think and therefore, it's true". Worst of all, we are 
prone to manipulation. I well remember a colleague explaining how to 
guide a committee to an appropriate conclusion - pose the problem and 
wait for someone to come up with the desired solution, congratulate them 
and adopt it. Oh dear, "thieves and robbers."



to point to Christ. I know in my own life that I have many flaws, and I fear 
that, at times, my sin may have blurred the gateway, may have stood 
between the lost and their view of Jesus. How will I answer my Lord in that 
terrible day of his coming?  

It's easy to identify the failings of others, but in reality, every one of 
us is potentially a "blind guide." It's not hard to stand with the Pharisees 
who denounced the blind man's faith and who failed to understand why a 
lost sheep of Israel would follow a shepherd like Jesus, a "sinner" even. 
Israel had a long tradition of leaders who were little more than "thieves and 
robbers" and that tradition didn't stop with Jesus. Every one of us has the 
potential of scattering God's sheep, rather than pointing them to the 
gateway of heaven.  

So then, let us make this truth central in our lives, such that it 
permeates all that we do and say. Jesus is the gateway to heaven, the way 
to be saved from eternal death. The whole purpose of his coming was that 
we "may have life, and have it to the full", that we might have eternal life, 
a life lived eternally in the presence of God. May we never cloud this truth, 
either in what we say, or in what we do.  
   

Text - 10:1 
Jesus, the good shepherd: 10:1-21: i] The illustration of the shepherd and his 

sheep, v1-6. In the application of Jesus' agricultural illustration / parable, we learn 
that he is both "the gate", v7 and "the good shepherd", v11. The intensity of Jesus' 
confrontation with the Pharisees at the end of chapter 9 is picked up in this 
illustration by first mentioning "that one who is both thief and robber." It is 
possible that Ezekiel 34 lies behind this parable. Ezekiel describes the religious 
leaders of Israel as those who destroy the Lord's flock, and so he speaks of the 
day when the Lord "will rescue my flock" and "tend my sheep."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you [the truth] / [very truly I tell] you Pharisees" - 
[AMEN, AMEN, I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. The clause indicates that 
the following words should be given weight. "In very truth I tell you", REB. Note 
how the NIVII establishes a contextual link with chapter 9 by specifying the 
subject, namely, the Pharisees. This probably aligns with John's intent. See 5:24.  

oJ mh eisercomenoV (eisercomomai) pres. part. "the man who does not enter 
/ anyone who does not enter" - THE ONE NOT ENTERING. The participle serves 
as a substantive. Referring to the thief/robber (= the Pharisees?).  

twn probatwn (on) gen. "the sheep [pen]" - [THE COURTYARD / FOLD] OF 
THE SHEEP. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or attributive, "sheepfold".  

dia + gen. "by" - THROUGH. Here with a spatial sense; "through".  
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thV quraV "the gate" - THE DOOR [INTO THE FOLD OF THE SHEEP]. Here the 
entrance of a stone enclosure usually capped with thorn bush for security; "gate".  

alla "but" - BUT. Adversative / contrastive.  
anabainwn (anabainw) pres. part. "climbs in" - GOING UP, RISING UP, 

ADVANCING [ANOTHER WAY]. The participle serves as a substantive, "the one not 
entering ........ but climbing over from some other quarter" = "gets into the sheep 
pen by some other means", TH.  

ekeinoV pro. "-" - THAT ONE / HE [IS A THIEF AND ROBBER]. Demonstrative 
pronoun, nominative subject of the verb to-be. Serving to reference back to the 
one not entering, but climbing; "that one" = "he". A single person who is both 
thief and robber.  

kai "and" - Probably coordinative, as NIV, but possibly adjunctive, "or", "a 
thief or a bandit."  

lhsthV (hV ou) "a robber" - Usually understood as a thief who willingly 
uses violence to steal, so "bandit", Brown; "marauder, NAB.  
   
v2 

Jesus agricultural illustration, paroimia, "parable, proverb", commences 
with a amhn amhn, "truly, truly", saying, which makes the point that a person who 
climbs over, or sneaks through, the fence of a sheep pen is up to no good. They 
are obviously a sheep rustler. The illustration is now developed in two parts 
indicated in v2 and v5 by a transitional de: First, the shepherd, the non-rustler, 
who is given access to the sheep pen by the gate keeper - he knows the sheep and 
the sheep know him, v2-4. Second, the rustler, allotrioV, "stranger" - he doesn't 
know the sheep and the sheep don't know him, v5.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue / narrative.  
oJ ... eisercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "the one who enters" - THE ONE 

ENTERING. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb 
to-be.  

dia + gen. "by [the gate]" - THROUGH [THE DOOR]. Spatial; "through".  
twn probatwn (on) gen. "[the shepherd] of the sheep" - [IS A SHEPHERD] 

OF THE SHEEP. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "shepherd 
over the sheep." Given that "shepherd" is anarthrous (without an article) it is 
possibly not definite, "is shepherd of the sheep", NAB, but cf., Colwell's Rule.  
   
v3 

The Gk. sentence covers the whole verse, so: "The gatekeeper ...... and he 
calls his own sheep by name and leads them out."  

oJ qurwroV (oV) "the watchman" - THE DOORKEEPER, PORTER, WATCHMAN 
[OPENS the door]. Nominative subject of the verb "to open."  
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toutw/ dat. pro. "for him" - TO THIS ONE. Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage. In the Gk. sentence this pronoun is emphatic by position, "to him the 
watchman opens the gate", cf. RSV.  

akouei (akouw) pres. "listen" - [AND THE SHEEP] HEAR. As is typical, the 
neuter plural "sheep" takes a singular verb. "They are attentive to his voice", 
Cassirer.  

thV fwnhV (h) gen. "[to his] voice" - THE VOICE [OF HIM]. Genitive of direct 
object after the verb "to hear." Schnackenburg notes that the indicative akouw, 
"hear" + gen, "hear of the voice [of him]", rather than the accusative, "listen to / 
hear the voice [of him]", is used by John of "a believing and obedient listening"; 
"give heed to him", Zerwick.  

ta idia "his own [sheep]" - [AND HE CALLS] ONE'S OWN = HIS OWN [SHEEP]. 
It would be typical for a number of shepherds to pound their sheep together. The 
good shepherd knows "his own" sheep, and they know his voice.  

kata onoma "by name" - ACCORDING TO NAME. A distributive adverbial 
phrase; "name by name" = "individually", Dodd. Not that he has named each of 
them, although this was sometimes the case, but he knows them personally.  

exagei (exagw) pres. "leads them out" - [AND] LEADS OUT [THEM]. Possible 
allusion to Numbers 27:15-17, Ezekiel 34:13. "Leads them out of the fold", 
Phillips.  
   
v4 

oJtan + subj. "when" - WHEN. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, 
although usually translated as definite; "when he has brought out ...", ESV.  

ekbalh/ (ekballw) aor. subj. "he has brought out" - HE CASTS OUT = 
LEADS OUT. Obviously here a softer sense is intended, as NIV.  

panta "all" - ALL [HIS OWN]. Not found in all texts. "When he has brought 
all his sheep outside", Moffatt.  

emprosqen + gen. "on ahead" - [HE GOES] BEFORE = IN FRONT [OF THEM]. 
Spatial. The shepherd leads his sheep to pasture, the butcher drives them to 
slaughter.  

akolouqei (akolouqew) pres. + dat. "follow" - [AND THE SHEEP] FOLLOW 
ALONG WITH. There is the implication that for those who follow Jesus, there are 
those who don't. It is unclear if Jesus is making a point about those who don't 
follow him. He has certainly not underlined the point, and as a general rule we 
are best not to allegorize an "illustration" like this. The sheep follow the shepherd 
because they recognize his voice.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb akolouqew 
"accompany / follow along with."  
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oJti "because" - BECAUSE [THEY KNOW = RECOGNIZE THE VOICE OF HIM]. 
Here introducing a causal clause explaining why the sheep follow the shepherd, 
"because ....".  
   
v5 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating the 2nd. part of the expansion 
of the illustration commenced in v1; here the sheep rustler, "stranger", one who 
is not like a shepherd.  

ou mh + fut. "[they will] never [follow]" - NOT NOT [THEY WILL FOLLOW]. 
A future (usually subjunctive) of emphatic negation; "they (the sheep) will never 
ever follow."  

allotriw/ (oV) dat. "a stranger" - A STRANGER, FOREIGNER. This 
substantive adjective serves as a dative of direct object after the verb "to follow". 
The position in the Gk. sentence is emphatic. This "stranger" is probably 
identified with the thief/robber. A general sense is possible; "they will not follow 
someone else", TEV.  

alla "in fact" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not not ...... but ....."; "they will not follow a stranger, but run away 
from him", TNT.  

apo + gen. "from [him]" - [WILL FLEE] FROM [HIM]. Expressing separation; 
"away from."  

oJti "because" - Here introducing a causal clause explaining why the sheep 
will not follow a stranger; "because ...."  

ouk oidasin (oida) perf. "they do not recognize" - THEY DO NOT KNOW. 
A dramatic perfect translated as a present. "Know" is best rendered "recognize", 
as NIV.  

twn allotriwn (oV) gen. "a stranger's [voice]" - [THE VOICE] OF THE 
STRANGERS. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, "the voice which belongs to 
strangers", but possibly attributive, "they do not recognize strange voices", 
Phillips.  
   
v6 
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 Although the illustration / saying / parable / proverb is probably aimed at the 
Pharisees (ekeinoi, "those" = unbelieving Israel, particularly the religious 
authorities, and specifically here the Pharisees), they don't understand. So, Jesus 
now sets out to explain the point of his agricultural illustration. As such, the 
illustration is similar to a teaching parable in the synoptic gospels, parables 
which serve to teach a particular truth. The illustration is not like a kingdom 
parable, a dark-saying with a hidden truth.



thn paroimian (a) "figure of speech" - [THIS] PARABLE, PROVERB, 
CRYPTIC SAYING. "Pastoral observations", Carson, "cryptic discourse / veiled 
discourse", Schnackenburg. "Figure of speech", Kostenberger; "Illustration", 
Phillips.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. "This 
figure of speech Jesus used with them", ESV.  

de "but" - Transitional, best treated here as an adversative.  
h\n (eimi) imperf. "they did not understand" - [THOSE men DID NOT 

UNDERSTAND WHAT THINGS] THEY WERE [WHICH HE WAS SPEAKING TO THEM]. 
As is typical, a singular verb is used with a neuter plural subject, here an assumed 
"they" in agreement with tina, "things". "They did not understand the meaning 
of what he said to them", Cassirer.  
   
v7 

         
           

             
           

           
      

         
      

       
     

        
               
That Jesus should now identify himself as "the gate" is particularly 

disturbing for those who have approached the "parable" allegorically. A variant 
oJ poimhn "the shepherd" exists in the Sahidic text, replacing hJ qura "the gate", 
but it is obviously not original.  

oun "therefore" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID]. Either transitional, and so left 
untranslated, or inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So Jesus said to 
them", ESV.  

palin adv. "again" - AGAIN, IN SO FAR AS. Carrying the sense "going back 
again to look at what I have just said." "He explained the figure of speech he had 
used", Junkins.  

amhn amhn legw uJmin - TRULY TRULY I SAY TO YOU. An emphatic statement; 
see 5:24. "I tell you for certain", CEV.  

oJti - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of direct speech.  
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 ii] Jesus is the gate/door of the sheepfold, the only way to salvation, v7-10. 
Using his agricultural observations, Jesus makes a messianic claim about himself. 
Jesus is like the entrance-way that sheep use either to enter the security of a 
sheepfold, or to move out to pasture. For those with ears to hear, Jesus is saying 
"I am the gateway through whom the scattered flock of Israel may enter the 
kingdom of heaven and be saved." All the false messiahs and prophets, the 
corrupted leaders of Israel, right down to the "blind" religious authorities of Jesus' 
own day, are like thieves and robbers. The flock is scattered before them, but 
now, Jesus, like a gateway for the sheep, provides for God's scattered flock a 
gateway to salvation and eternal provision. God's special people have had to put 
up with leaders who have brought nothing but destruction, but for no longer. Now 
there is one in their midst who is the way to an abundant life, a life that is eternal.



egw eimi "I am" - I AM. The "I am" statements (pro. + verb to-be + predicate 
noun) do seemingly take on a self-declamatory status - "I am the messiah [for 
those with eyes to see]." See egw eimi without a predicate, 8:24  

hJ qura (a) "the gate" - THE DOOR, GATE. Standing in the predicate position. 
Given that an Eastern shepherd would often sleep in the gateway of his sheep-
fold, it is possible to argue that the image Jesus is conveying here is one of 
protection, but v9 seems to describe the gateway itself, of Jesus being the way in 
to security, the way out to pasture/plenty. As such, the image is messianic, of 
Jesus the redeemer providing access to the kingdom of God. He "is the gate of 
the Lord and the righteous shall enter through it", Ps.118:20. The point seems to 
be that Jesus is the door through which people may enter and be saved; "I am the 
entrance-way for the sheep."  

            
    

           
              

         
        
        

              
      

         
                

       
            

         
 

   
v8 

Drawing on the imagery of Ezekiel 34, Jesus alludes to the thieves/robbers 
of his "illustration", using the image to describe those who came before him, "the 
shepherds" of Israel. Given the context (ch. 9), this obviously includes the 
Pharisees, but in the end, extends to all who have led Israel away from God - 
messianic pretenders, false prophets and teachers, ..... to "their successors in 
contemporary Judaism", Schnackenburg.  

panteV "all" - ALL. Dropped in some texts. Presumably "all" was a bit strong 
for some copyists. Alluding to the "shepherds of Israel who only take care of 
themselves" and "do not take care of the flock", Ezk.32:2-4. "All others who have 
come pretending to take care of the sheep", TH.  
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 twn probatwn (on) gen. "for the sheep" - OF THE SHEEP. The genitive is 
often classified as objective where the genitive substantive, "of the sheep", 
receives the action of the noun, "gate/door", so "for the sheep", NIV, RSV, etc. 
Yet, "gate" is not really a verbal noun so the genitive is probably best classified 
as adjectival, limiting "gate". It could simply be attributive, "I am like a 
sheep-gate. Numerous idiomatic translations present themselves: "I am like an 
entrance- way which sheep are able to use to pass through to pasture." This 
seems more likely than "I am the gate leading to where the sheep are", 
Cassirer; "I am the door to the sheepfold", Junkins (idiomatic / direction). 
"Sheepfold", rather than "sheep" is argued by some. This "I am" saying may be 
similar to "I am the way" = I am the way into the kingdom. So, "I am the gate / 
door by which the sheep are able to enter the security of the sheepfold." In fact, 
Moffatt replaces "door" with "shepherd" (only found in the Sahidic text), so "I 
am the shepherd of the sheep", adjectival possessive. He then brackets v9; 
"(I am the gate; whoever ......)", treating the verse as a parenthesis.



pro emou "before me" - [WHO CAME] BEFORE ME. Temporal use of the 
preposition pro. Variant missing in a number of important texts. Barrett suggests 
that it may have been added to explain the past tense of "came".  

kleptai .... lhstai "thieves [and] robbers" - [ARE] THIEVES [AND] 
ROBBERS. Jesus is referring to the Jewish authorities who ministered to Israel 
before his arrival: Sadducees and their use of religion for profit, the Pharisees for 
their nomism, the Scribes for their greed, Mk.12:40, cf., Acts 5:36-37, 21:38.  

all (alla) "but" - BUT. Adversative / contrastive.  
ouk hkousan (akouw) aor. "did not listen" - [THE SHEEP] DID NOT HEAR. 

When this verb takes a genitive, as here, the sense is more likely "obey", "give 
heed to", Zerwick; see v3. So, in the sense of obey, choose to follow; "the sheep 
paid no heed to any who came before me", REB.  

autwn gen. pro. "them" - THEM. Genitive of direct object after the verb "to 
listen to, hear."  
   
v9 

The "I am" self-disclosures have a touch of the divine about them, a reminder 
of Moses and the burning bush, but is this what Jesus intends, or would a simile 
better express what he is saying? "I am just like the gate for the sheep", TH. 
Barrett notes the distinction between, "I am the door to the sheep", as opposed to 
"I am the door for the sheep", cf., twn probatwn, v7.  

egw eimi "I am" - I AM. Again, an emphatic "I am" statement.  
hJ qura "the gate" - THE GATE, DOOR. Predicate nominative. The 

background of an Eastern shepherd sleeping at the entrance of a sheep-fold, when 
out in the fields at night, is possibly applicable here - the shepherd is the gate. 
Jesus is the way to salvation, the means of entry. The idea of entering heaven / 
the kingdom of heaven by a gate is a common image both in secular and Jewish 
circles.  

ean tiV + subj. "whoever" - IF ANYONE [ENTERS]. Introducing a relative 
conditional clause 3rd class, where the proposed condition stated in the "if" clause 
is assumed a future possibility; "if a certain = whoever, as may be the case, .... 
then ....."  

di (dia) "through [me]" - THROUGH [ME]. Here spatial, in terms of the 
illustration, but in regard to Jesus, it expresses agency. The position in the Gk. is 
emphatic. Jesus is the "way" to salvation; a person enters the kingdom through 
him. "By means of which the sheep enter into the fold", Barrett.  

swqhsetai (swzw) fut. pas. "will be saved" - HE WILL BE SAVED, RESCUED. 
Naturally, we lean toward "saved", in the sense of eternally saved, but of course 
"kept safe and secure" behind the gate may be intended. What image is Jesus 
promoting here? Is it his providential care, or eschatological salvation ("salvation 
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[in judgment] and [eternal] pasture", Haenchen)? Jesus as "the door of heaven", 
Barrett, seems more likely, cf. Gen.28.17, Ps.78:23, .... Morris allows both ideas 
here in that salvation entails "delivered from the consequences of their sin and 
brought into the blessing of God. Here the blessing is described in terms of secure 
pasturage."  

eiseleusetai kai exeleusetai "he will come in and go out" - [AND] HE 
WILL GO IN AND GO OUT. Morris suggests that the image here is of free access, 
"he will come and go at will", Knox, ie., "for freedom Christ has set us free."  

nomhn (h) "pasture" - [AND FIND] PASTURE. A strong image of the promised 
land, its final restoration, and thus of heaven, cf., Isa.49:9-10, Ezk.34:12-15.  
   
v10 

oJ klepthV (hV ou) "The thief" - THE THIEF [DOES NOT COME]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to come." The definite article is not identifying a specific 
thief, since a general class of people is intended here; "a thief", REB.  

ei mh "only" - IF NOT = EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause expressing 
a contrast by designating an exception. The double negative "a thief does not 
come to steal ......, if not = except to kill and destroy" is better expressed 
positively, as NIV; "The thief's only purpose in coming is to steal, to butcher and 
to spoil", Berkeley.  

iJna + subj. "to" - THAT [HE MAY STEAL AND KILL AND DESTROY]. Introducing 
a final clause expressing purpose; "in order that he may steal ... / in order to steal 
..."  

qush/ (quw) subj. "kill" - MURDER, SACRIFICE. "Slaughter", NAB.  
apolesh/ (apollumi) subj. "destroy" - RUIN. Barrett suggests a possible 

theological sense to the word here, cf., 3:16.  
iJna + subj. "[I have come] that" - [I CAME] THAT. Again, introducing a final 

clause expressing purpose, "in order that." "I have come that they may lay hold 
of life in all its fullness", Cassirer. Note egw, "I", is emphatic by position and use.  

ecwsin (ecw) subj. "they may have" - THEY MAY HAVE. The subject "they", 
of course, means the sheep = disciples, but as the "they" can be confused with the 
"thieves and bandits" a shift in person is reasonable, "you", "everyone", CEV; 
"for people to have life", Williams.  

zwhn (h) "life" - LIFE. Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." Again, 
we are left to wonder in what sense "life" is used. Surely it is "eternal life", that 
which Christ confers (cf. 5:24, 3:36, 6:40, 50, etc.), and does so abundantly - 
bigger and better (possibly "much more attractive", Ridderbos).  

perisson adv. "[and have it] to the full" - [AND MAY HAVE] ABUNDANTLY. 
Adverbial use of the adjective, modal, expressing manner. There is evidence of 
textual disruption here with the possible repetition of "have", so "that they may 
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have abundance, even superfluity, of life", cf. Barrett. "There is nothing cramping 
or restricting about life for those who enter his fold", Morris. cf. Rom.5:20. The 
"life" that Jesus brings is "a life that is superabundant in its quality. Its duration 
and its quality are both beyond measure", Marsh. "Overflowing life", Barclay.  
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10:11-21 

The Mission of Messiah 
6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42 
v] The Good Shepherd, 10:1-21 
b) Jesus is the good shepherd 
Synopsis  

In 10:1-6 Jesus describes what Carson calls "observations on sheep-
farming." This is followed by two applications of the paroimia, "figure of 
speech": In v7-10 Jesus applies the illustration to himself - "I am the gate for the 
sheep .... whoever enters through me will be saved." Now, in v11-18, Jesus 
explains that he is the good shepherd who lays down his life for the sheep, so 
creating a world-wide flock. The Jewish authorities respond to Jesus' words by 
suggesting that he has a demon, but others remember how the blind man received 
his sight and so are not so easily swayed by this charge, v19-21.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the suffering servant who gives his life for the life of his followers, 
and in so doing creates a community in union with God.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:1-41.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus is the Good Shepherd:  
Jesus claims to be Israel's suffering servant / shepherd, v11-18: 

"A good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep", v11: 
The good shepherd is contrasted with the hired hand, v12-13; 

"A hired hand does not care for the sheep." 
The good shepherd unites believers with the living God, v14-18: 

"There will be one flock, one shepherd." 
A divided opinion, v19-21  

   
iii] Interpretation: See 10:1-10.  

Having observed the situation where the blind man responds in faith 
to Jesus, rather than to Israel's religious authorities, a response that prompts 
persecution, Jesus paints the picture of a shepherd who has rightful access 
to his flock - a flock which follows him. A thief (the religious authorities, 
heartless false shepherds, cf., Ezk.34) has no legitimate claim to the flock. 
Jesus is both the gate / door of the sheepfold, the only way to salvation, and 
the good shepherd of the sheep, the one who saves his sheep even to the 
giving of his life.  
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In the second application of the parable, v11-18, Jesus first aligns the 

shepherd with himself - he is a kaloV, "good" shepherd, in the sense of fit 
for service, v11. Then he makes the point that unlike the misqwtoV, 
"hireling", Israel's false shepherds (Ezk.24), Jesus is a shepherd fit for his 
task because he is willing to lay down his life for his flock, v12-13.  

Jesus goes on to explain the depth of the relationship he has with his 
flock, a "knowing" comparable with God the Father's "knowing" of Jesus. 
The word ginwskw, "to know", used of the intimate union that exists 
between a husband and wife, best describes the union between the Father 
and the Son, and the Son and his flock, v14-15. This flock is not just made 
up of the children of Israel; it is a world-wide flock that consists of all who, 
in faith, hear the call of the shepherd - they too will be gathered into the 
fold, v16. The world-wide flock of believers is created by the shepherd in 
the laying down his life and taking it up again (his dying and rising) - a 
voluntary act in line with God's will, v17-18.  

         
             

  
   

iv] Textual Issues:  
Some commentators have argued that there has been textual 

displacement at this point in the gospel, possibly with the reversal of two 
pages, v19-29 with v1-18, cf., Bultman. This seemingly smooths out the 
narrative, but the narrative works well enough as is. Jesus has just engaged 
in a long and exhausting debate with Israel's religious authorities over his 
healing of the man born blind, cf., chapter 9. Now in chapter 10 we see it 
played out from another angle. The religious authorities are like hired 
hands, "blind guides", caring little for the man born blind, a man who now 
clings to the good shepherd. In chapter 9 we see Jesus, the good shepherd, 
extend pastoral care for the sheep who have no shepherd. As far as Dodd 
is concerned, "there is no other place where the discourse about true and 
false shepherds could be so fitly introduced."  
   

v] Sources:  
J. Derrett has argued in Studia Theologica, 1973, that v7-18 is an 

editorial expansion of v1-6, an original parable of Jesus (J.A.T. Robinson 
argues that v1-6 is the distillation of two original parables). Of course, v7-
18 is an expansion of the parable, but that doesn't make it is an editorial 
expansion. Carson classifies the argument as "speculative".  
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 Jesus' words prompt division among those who hear him. Some run 
with the theory that he is demon possessed and so now mad, but others 
think that his words and deeds are not those of a madman, v19-21.



vi] Homiletics: A blessed flock  
In this discourse based on the sign of the healing of the man born blind, 

Jesus tells us that "the sheep follow him because they know his voice", 
10:4. "I know my own and my own know me", 10:14. The religious 
authorities tried to brow-beat the man who had received his sight at the 
hand of Jesus, but he stayed true, ultimately believing in Jesus. As Jesus 
put it, "I came into this world ... so that those who do not see may see ..."  

In our reading today, we learn that Jesus' sheep are those who hear the 
voice of the shepherd and follow him. A person who hears the gospel and 
responds to it, is a person who belongs to Jesus. There are many so-called 
"hired hands" to follow, other gods, secular and religious, all claiming our 
attention, but if, like the man born blind, we look to Jesus and say, "I 
believe", then we are one of his sheep. Whether we are from the fold of 
Israel, or, as is usually the case, a non-Jew, faith selects us as one of Christ's 
own.  

What then of the "pasture" that is ours through Jesus, this "life" that is 
ours "abundantly"? Jesus doesn't explain exactly what he means, but when 
he speaks of the gift of life it's certainly not health, wealth and happiness. 
Abundant life is eternal life, an eternal dwelling in the presence of God; 
real existence, not the shadows of this age. Jesus is like a door; he is the 
way into eternity  

And how does Jesus gain this good pasture for his sheep? Jesus is quite 
explicit: he lays down his life, gives it up, sacrifices it, in order to take it 
up again. Eternal life is ours as a gift through faith in Christ, the one who 
died and rose on our behalf. By the cross and the empty tomb, we rise to 
new life in Christ.  

So, Jesus is the door to the presence of God and the shepherd who 
guides us there.  
   

Text - 10:11 
Jesus is a good shepherd, v11-21: i] Jesus claims to be Israel's suffering 

servant / shepherd, v11-18. a) Jesus, a good shepherd, is contrasted with a hired 
hand, v11-13. In an "I AM" declaration Jesus announces that he is a shepherd 
who gives his life for his sheep - he saves them v11. In a second "I AM" 
declaration, v14, Jesus announced that he is a shepherd who knows his sheep - 
he enters into a relationship with them.  

egw eimi "I am" - I AM. Emphatic "I am" statement again, although not as 
pronounced given the presence of the predicate "good shepherd"; See 8:24.  

oJ kaloV adj. "[the] good [shepherd" - THE GOOD [THE SHEPHERD]. 
Attributive adjective limiting the predicate nominative "the shepherd" - if the 
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article is generic, then "a shepherd." "Possibly "model", Brown, "genuine", 
Beasley-Murray, "real", Marsh, "true", Kostenberger, but a moral sense is 
possible, "dedicated / devoted."; "noble", "worthy", Carson. The sense "true" has 
much going for it in that Jesus the true shepherd is contrasted with the unfaithful 
shepherds who lead the sheep astray. There remains the possibility that 
"beautiful", in the sense of attractive, is intended, so Temple, but this is more 
likely an unrealistic description of a profession that is anything but beautiful. 
Maybe Hunter is on the mark with "fit for service."  

tiqhsin (tiqhmi) pres. "lays down" - [THE GOOD SHEPHERD] LAYS DOWN, 
PLACES [THE LIFE OF HIM]. As Novakovic notes, the phrase "lays down one's life" 
is a characteristically Johannine expression. Probably the Hebrew idea of "hand 
over", imaging messiah's self-sacrifice, Zech.12:10, 13:7-9. Possibly "risk life"; 
"willing to die for the sheep", TEV; but the sense here is surely "give up", not 
"risk"; "the Good Shepherd gives up his life for his sheep", CEV.  

uJper + gen. "for" - FOR, ON BEHALF OF [THE SHEEP]. Probably here 
expressing benefit, advantage; "for the benefit of", but possibly representation, 
"on behalf of", suggesting sacrifice, or even substitution, "in the place of", cf., 
Harris, Prepositions. The shepherd acts to defend his sheep at the cost of his life.  
   
v12 

Given the drift of chapter 9, "the hired hand" equates with Israel's religious 
leaders - they do nothing for the welfare of the flock, whereas the good shepherd 
gives his life for the flock.  

oJ ... w}n (eimi) pres. part. "-" - THE ONE BEING [A HIRED LABOURER AND NOT 
A SHEPHERD]. The NIV, as with many translations, links the article oJ with 
misqwtoV, "a hired labourer, but as Novakovic notes, we have a participial 
sandwich created by the article and the participle w}n, so as ESV, "He who is a 
hired hand and not a shepherd."  

misqwtoV (oV) "hired hand" - HIRELING, HIRED LABOURER. The 
substantival adjective serves as a predicate nominative. A person "whose interest 
is in what he is paid for doing his job rather than in the job itself", Morris; "the 
man who is working only for pay", Barclay.  

ouk "not" - NOT [A SHEPHERD OF WHICH IS NOT HIS OWN SHEEP]. The use 
of the negation ouk with a participle is unusual; mh would be expected. Moulton 
suggests that it is possibly used to emphasize the negative; "the labourer is 
certainly no shepherd."  

qewrei (qewrew) pres. "so when he sees" - SEES [THE WOLF]. Main verb; 
"He who is a hired hand ...... sees ...."  

ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "coming" - COMING [AND LEAVES THE 
SHEEP AND FLEES]. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the 
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direct object "wolf" standing in a double accusative construction, and asserting a 
fact about the object.  

aJrpazei (aJrpazw) pres. "attacks" - [AND THE WOLF] SNATCHES AWAY, 
SEIZES [THEM]. An action which is quick and violent, as of a wild animal 
attacking and carrying off its prey.  

skopizei (skopizw) pres. "scatters it" - [AND] SCATTERS [them]. "The wolf 
will attack the flock and send them flying", Phillips.  
   
v13 

oJ de misqwtoV feugei "the man runs away" - THE HIRED WORKER RUNS 
AWAY. Not found in most manuscripts, but it provides for the obvious ellipsis at 
the beginning of this verse, picking up from "he abandons the sheep and runs 
away", v12, so "He flees because ..." Barclay is probably right by suggesting that 
"the wolf seizes and scatters", v12, serves as a parenthetical statement, so: He 
"leaves the sheep and runs away when he sees the wolf coming - and the wolf 
savages the sheep and scatters them - because he cares for nothing but his pay."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [HE IS A HIRED MAN]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why "the hired hand" qeugei, "flees" (v12), because he cares nothing 
for the flock.  

ou melei (melw) + dat. "cares nothing" - [AND] IT DOES NOT CARE FOR, 
MATTER TO. Possibly a rhetorical question, "what does he care for the sheep?", 
Berkeley, but the negation would suggest a positive answer. "He cares for himself 
and his wages, not for the sheep", Barrett.  

autw/ "-" - HIM. Dative of direct object after to verb melei, "it is no concern 
to him" = "he is not concerned."  

peri + gen. "for [the sheep]" - ABOUT [THE SHEEP]. Expressing reference / 
respect; "about, with reference to, concerning."  
   
v14 

b) As a good shepherd Jesus unites believers with the living God, v14-18. A 
good shepherd knows his flock and the flock knows him, cf., v4. Note that v14-
15 is one sentence. We are now given the second reason why Jesus is a good 
shepherd (he knows his sheep / is in a relationship with them), this is qualified by 
what the NIV presents as a parenthesis (the knowing is similar to the relationship 
between the Father and the Son), and then the first reason why Jesus is a good 
shepherd is repeated (he gives his life for the sheep / saves them).  

egw eimi "I am [the good shepherd]" - I AM [THE SHEPHERD THE GOOD]. 
Another "I am" pronouncement, cf., 8:24. Here with the predicate nominative 
"good shepherd." The article is possibly generic, so "a good shepherd", referring 
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back to the illustration; when it comes to shepherds, Jesus is a good shepherd, "an 
ideal shepherd", Lindars.  

          
                

     
     

       
     

  
ta ema adj. "my sheep" - THE MY = MINE [AND MINE KNOW ME]. The articular 

possessive adjective serves as a substantive, accusative direct object of the verb 
"to know." Obviously "mine / my own" = "my sheep"; "I know my own and my 
own know me", RJB.  
   
v15 

The "knowing" between the shepherd and his flock is analogous to that of 
the Father and the Son. This relationship is achieved by those who "listen to my 
voice", presumably in the sense of believe / have faith in Jesus, v16.  

kaqwV "just as" - JUST AS, AS , IN LIKE MANNER [THE FATHER KNOWS ME]. 
Comparative. The knowing that exists between the shepherd and the sheep is of 
the same sort, can be likened to, the knowing that exists between the Father and 
the Son. Morris feels a close parallel should not be drawn between the "knowing" 
of the shepherd and the sheep and of the Son and the Father. If the "knowing" is 
knowledge, of course not, but if it is a "reciprocal intimate acquaintance" then it 
is a reasonable comparison. The reticence translators have with this comparison 
can be observed in their punctuation. Many end v14 with a full stop. So, we are 
best to follow Barclay's lead, as NIV: "I know my sheep, and they know me, just 
as the Father knows me, and I know the Father."  

kagw "and I" - AND I [KNOW THE FATHER]. Crasis, kai + egw = "and I". 
Possibly introducing the apodosis of a comparative construction, kaqwV ....... 
kagw = "Just as the Father knows me, so also / even so I know the Father."  

kai "and" - AND [THE LIFE OF ME]. Coordinative. Jesus is a good shepherd 
because he knows his sheep "and" he gives his life for them.  

tiqhmi pres. "I lay down" - I LAY DOWN. More explicit than in v11. Here 
Jesus says he sacrifices his life.  

thn yuchn (h) "[my] life" - The word can certainly mean "physical life", 
but also extends to "soul", "being".  

uJper "for [the sheep]" - Expressing representation / benefit; "on behalf of, 
for the sake of"; See v11.  
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 ginwskw pres. "I know" - [AND] I KNOW. The Hebrew background to this 
word carries the idea of "knowing", as a man "knows" a woman in marriage; it is 
a relationship-centred word rather than an intellectual one. Jesus is speaking 
here of a mutual recognition which is intimate. The relationship is based on the 
self-giving of the good shepherd, on the laying down of his life for the sheep, ie., 
it is other-person cantered - it expresses a mutual / reciprocal "intimate 
acquaintance with", TH.



   
v16 

This verse presents as a parenthesis, although we may have expected de 
instead of kai to introduce it. The point made so far is that Jesus is a good 
shepherd because he gives his life for his flock / saves them, and because he 
knows them / develops a relationship with them. In a parenthetical statement, the 
flock is defined, namely, Jewish believers + Gentile believers = one flock under 
God. Then, in v17, we pick up again where Jesus left off in v15: "I lay down my 
life for the sheep ............... "and so therefore (v17) the Father loves me ......"  

a[lla adj. "other [sheep]" - [AND I HAVE] OTHER [SHEEP]. Presumably 
Gentiles are intended, Isa.56:8. The flock is made of the shepherd's "own" sheep 
and "other" sheep.  

ek "of [this sheep pen]" - [WHICH ARE NOT] FROM. Presumably source / 
origin is intended, "from", but possibly standing in for a partitive genitive.  

thV aulhV (h) "sheep pen" - [THIS] COURTYARD, ENCLOSURE = 
SHEEPFOLD. A walled enclosure either to enclose human activity or to protect 
livestock* "The whole historic Israel", Ridderbos.  

agagein (agw) aor. inf. "I must bring" - [IT IS NECESSARY ME] TO DRIVE, 
LEAD, BRING. The infinitive serves as the subject of dei, "is necessary". 
Expressing compulsion. "Me" serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive. 

kakeina "them also" - THOSE ALSO. Conjoined crasis, kai + ekeina, "and 
that person" = "them also."  

thV fwnhV (h) gen. "[will listen to my] voice" - [AND THEY WILL HEAR] THE 
VOICE [OF ME]. Genitive of direct object after the verb akouw, "to hear."  

genhsontai (ginomai) "there shall be" - THERE WILL BE. Variant "they will 
be", or better, "they will become", has equal weight, although the point is simple 
enough, there will be one flock in Christ.  

eiJV poimhn "[one flock and] one shepherd" - [ONE FLOCK], ONE SHEPHERD. 
Nominative standing in apposition to the predicate nominative "one flock." Note 
the use of Greek alliteration; "one herd, one Herder", Berkeley. The intention 
may be "one flock with one shepherd."  
   
v17 

Picking up from v15, "I lay down my life for the sheep", Jesus infers that dia 
touto, "therefore the Father loves me." He then restates the cause, oJti, "because 
I lay down my life", and adds iJna + subj, " in order that I may I take it up again" 
(ref., the resurrection). By adding the resurrection to the cross, we are reminded 
that "the cross is more about life than death", Klink.  

dia touto + acc. "the reason" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF = 
THEREFORE. This construction is inferential rather than causal, drawing a logical 
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conclusion, "therefore"; see above. Here it is often treated as causal providing a 
forward referencing reason; "for this reason (dia touto), namely because (oJti) I 
lay down my life, the Father loves me." Inferential seems best: "Therefore the 
Father does indeed love me and this because I am laying down my life."  

agapa/ (agapaw) pres. "loves" - [THE FATHER] LOVES [ME]. The present 
tense is durative. It is unlikely that the Father's love for the Son is based on one 
act of obedience. "Jesus’ death is the will of God for him. And because he is in 
perfect harmony with the will of God, he goes forward to that death. Thus, the 
Father's love is the recognition from the Father's side of the perfect community 
between them in this matter", Morris.  

oJti "that" - BECAUSE [I LAY DOWN THE LIFE OF ME]. Here introducing a 
causal clause; "the Father loves me because I lay down my life", AV, "and this 
because I am laying down my life", Cassirer. The subtlety of this causal clause is 
often lost in translation: "The obedience of Jesus in laying down his life is an act 
of love, and for this reason it is perfectly satisfying to the Father", Lindars.  

iJna + subj. "only to take" - THAT [I MAY TAKE IT AGAIN]. Probably serving to 
introduce a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that", Barrett, 
Kostenberber, Klink, Thompson, Westcott. For John, Jesus' death, resurrection 
and exaltation, is a unified saving work. "He dies in order to rise, and by his rising 
to proceed toward his ultimate glorification and the pouring out of the Spirit so 
that others, too, might live", Carson. "I lay down my life in order to take it up 
again", NJB. None-the-less, a consecutive clause expressing result should not be 
discounted, "with the result that"; "I lay down my life, and as a consequence I 
receive it again", so Harris, Bultmann, Ridderbos.  
   
v18 

John concludes by reminding us that "Christ's death (like his coming into the 
world) was entirely voluntary, an uncoerced act of divine grace (cf., 19:11; also 
Matt.26:53). It was not the involuntary martyrdom of a helpless victim, but a 
divinely willed act of salvation (John 3:16)", Richardson.  

       
       

   
      

     
        

    
   

authn pro. "it" - IT. A little clearer if we spell out "it", "no one takes my life 
from me", CEV.  
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 airei (airw) pres. "[no one] takes" - [NO ONE] TAKES. The aorist variant 
reading, hren, found in P45, B, ..., although the more difficult reading, is 
preferred by Barrett and Brown. Discussion related to the difficulty of accepting 
a past action, "took away", is unnecessary since the aorist primarily expresses a 
perfective aspect (punctiliar action). Here the aorist may be classified as a 
futuristic aorist. "The statement is in keeping with the evangelist's consistent 
effort to portray Jesus being in charge throughout the events surrounding the 
crucifixion", Kostenberger.



ap (apo) + gen. "from [me]" - AWAY FROM [ME]. Expressing separation; 
"away from."  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction, "no 
one ..... but ....."  

ap emautou "of my own accord" - [I LAY IT DOWN] FROM MYSELF. Jesus 
allows / voluntarily permits the action taken against him; "of my own freewill", 
TEV, etc.  

exousian (a) "[I have] authority" - [I HAVE] POWER, AUTHORITY. The sense 
"authority / right" is better than "power", or "I can", Brown. Jesus' claim to have 
the authority to rise again sits beside the claim that the Father raises Jesus from 
the dead. Obviously, both are true.  

qeinai (tiqhmi) inf. "to lay [it] down" - TO PLACE, LAY DOWN [IT AND I HAVE 
AUTHORITY TO RECEIVE IT AGAIN]. As with labein, "to receive", the infinitive is 
epexegetic explaining / specifying the "authority." The mention here of laying 
down his life and taking it up again, does not imply a careless disregard for all 
that is necessarily involved in such an act. The action is under the authority and 
will of the Father and is both horrific and cosmic.  

thn entolhn (h) "[This] command" - [THIS] COMMAND. The first of a series 
of commands / instructions either from the Father or from Jesus.  

elabon (lambanw) aor. "I received" - I RECEIVED. Rendered in the active 
voice improves the sense, "just as my Father commanded me to do", CEV.  

para + gen. "from [my Father]" - FROM BESIDE [THE FATHER OF ME]. 
Spatial, expressing source, "from beside."  
   
v19 

ii] A divided opinion, v19-21. "His words do not strike them as being those 
of someone possessed; moreover, they recall that Jesus had opened the eyes of 
the man born blind. A demon, which, according to their conception, causes 
illnesses, cannot perform such a healing deed", Schnackenburg.  

en + dat. "-" - [THERE WAS AGAIN A DIVISION] IN [THE JEWS]. Local, 
expressing space, here with the sense "among"; "These words caused a further 
cleavage of opinion among the Jews", Barclay.  

dia + acc. "-" - BECAUSE OF [THESE WORDS]. Here causal; "due to his 
teachings", Berkeley.  

 
   
v20  

ek + gen. "[many] of [them]" - [BUT/AND MANY] FROM [THEM WERE 
SAYING]. Here serving as a partitive genitive, so "many of them."  
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mainetai (mainomai) pres. "raving mad" - [HE HAS A DEMON AND] HE IS 
MAD. The word can be used of insanity, but often in the sense of insane-like, so 
"to rave, to talk like a madman", Zerwick. In the first century, insanity is equated 
with demon possession and so rather than "a demon-possessed madman", 
Barclay, "he is insane and raving."  

autou gen. pro. "[why listen] to him?" - [WHY DO YOU HEAR] HIM? Genitive 
of direct object after the verb "to hear."  
   
v21  

daimonizomenou (daimonizomai) gen. mid./pas. part. "of a man possessed 
by a demon" - [OTHERS SAID THESE WORDS ARE NOT the words] OF BEING 
DEMON-POSSESSED. Although anarthrous, the participle is usually treated as a 
substantive, "of one being demon-possessed." The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, expressing a derivative characteristic, limiting an assumed ta 
hJrhmata, "the words"; "these teachings / sayings are not those of a person who 
is demon-possessed / insane."  

mh "[Can]" - NOT. This negation is used to introduce a question expecting a 
negative answer; "Surely not ......"  

anoixai (anoigw) aor. inf. "[a demon] open" - [A DEMON possessed person 
IS ABLE] TO OPEN. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
verb "to be able."  

tuflwn gen. adj. "[the eyes] of the blind?" - [EYES] OF BLIND. The adjective 
serves as a substantive, the genitive being possessive.; "the eyes belonging to a 
blind person."  
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10:22-42 

The Ministry of the Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
6. Jesus the light of life, 8:12-10:42 
iii] Who is Jesus?  
Synopsis  

Jesus is in Jerusalem teaching in the temple during the feast of Dedication. 
It is winter and Jesus is in Solomon's Cloister. The religious authorities demand 
that Jesus plainly outline his messianic claims, but Jesus replies "my deeds done 
in my Father's name are my credentials." To this Jesus goes on to explain how 
his signs either promote unbelief, or belief. It is only those who believe who gain 
eternal life and "no one will snatch them from my care."  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is one, along with the Father, who gathers, protects and eternally 
blesses those who respond to him in faith.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:1-41.  
   

ii] Background: The feast of Dedication celebrates the rededication of the 
temple by Judas the Maccabee; it celebrated the victory of true religion over the 
corruption of Antiochus Epiphanes. Antiochus had suppressed the worship of 
Jehovah and replaced it with the worship of Zeus. The victory of Judas 
Maccabaeus in 164BC, restored the worship of the true God in a cleansed and 
refurbished temple. Although the festival was celebrated in the Temple, it could 
also be celebrated in private homes with the lighting of festive candles. It was 
held at the point of the winter equinox, (mid December, in competition to the 
pagan rite of Saturnalia). Presumably Jesus had stayed in the vicinity of 
Jerusalem, since the festival was some two months after the feast of Tabernacles.  
   

iii] Structure: A forensic discourse, Who is Jesus?:  
Jesus and the Father, v22-42: 

The relation of Jesus to the Father, 22-30; 
Setting, v22-23; 
Question by the authorities, v24: 

"if you are the Christ, tell us plainly." 
Jesus' response, v25-30: 

"the works I do in my Father's name testify about me." 
"you do not believe because you are not my sheep." 
"my sheep listen (believe) ...  
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"I give them eternal life." 
"no one can snatch them out of my Father's hand." 

to this the Father and I act in one accord. 
The charge of blasphemy, v31-39; 
Jesus heads across the Jordan, v40-42.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

In this, their last debate with Jesus, the authorities demand that Jesus 
declare plainly whether his is the messiah. It's not possible for Jesus to 
simply answer yes because they are looking for a political messiah to 
overthrow Roman rule. So, Jesus directs them to his messianic signs. The 
authorities are unconvinced. Jesus points out that "if you follow me not, it 
is not because I am not a shepherd (of Israel / messiah), but because you 
are not my sheep", Chrysostom. Christ's sheep hear and follow and find 
divine security. To this end "the Father and I are one", ie., "the Son thinks 
the Father's thoughts and wills the Father's purpose and acts in the Father's 
power", T.W. Manson. The authorities react in rage at Jesus' words, but 
Jesus asks them to tell him which of his "good works" (messianic signs) 
are they going to stone him for. Jesus then exposes the foolishness of their 
claim that he is guilty of blasphemy and calls on them to accept the 
evidence of his deeds, deeds which reveal that he speaks with the authority 
of God the Father  
   

"You do not believe because you are not my sheep", v26. Does this 
verse minimize human responsibility in salvation? In the wider context, 
v37-38 work against any doctrinal position that fails to recognize that God's 
call to faith is genuinely made to all and that all are accountable for their 
response to this call. Jesus' words here reflect both the healing of the blind 
man and the parable of the sheep. Those who belong to the shepherd hear 
his voice, follow him and are eternally secure with him. The question of 
how they actually get to belong to the shepherd is not the issue here. The 
point being made here is that those who belong, will follow, listen and 
eternally receive. Jesus' antagonists do not belong to him, therefore do not 
rely on his words nor his signs.  

How then does the shepherd gather his flock? As a sovereign act of 
God's grace, the shepherd chooses to gather his flock through the 
instrument of faith. He does this by the free offer of eternal forgiveness in 
the death and resurrection of Christ, which gift is appropriated by seeking 
out God's mercy in Christ and asking for it, ie., by faith. Such does not deny 
the sovereign will of God. The flock is created through the sovereign grace 
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of God and in his power is eternally secure. Such is God's predetermined 
will, and no enemy can undo the flock he has created.  
   

"I and the Father are one", v30. When it comes to the protection of 
the flock, both the Father and Son guarantee its safety - they are in 
agreement as to the action of saving those who believe and securing them 
to eternal life; "the Son thinks the Father's thoughts and wills the Father's 
purpose and acts in the Father's power", Manson. Yet, is that the end of it? 
Is a metaphysical unity also implied here? Carson thinks so, as does Morris, 
but the context is against them. This verse was central to the great 
trinitarian debate and was interpreted differently by all contenders. For 
those who argued that God is one, such that the individual persons of the 
trinity are but manifestations of His oneness, "one" was their big line. The 
Arians went to the other extreme and argued that the text reveals a moral 
unity between the Father and the Son, but nothing more.  
   

v] Homiletics: Blessed assurance  
If you scratch a believer, you will often expose a lack of assurance. 

We constantly doubt our eternal security. Our Christian lives are weak and 
compromised, rebellious even, so we easily doubt the security of our place 
in eternity?  

Our reading today reminds us of just how secure we are. The gathering 
of the flock, the protection of that flock and its eternal blessing, is in the 
hands of the divine Godhead. Both the Father and Son are one in action 
when it comes to the security of Christ's new community.  

We should be able to rest secure in the wonderful claim made by Jesus, 
a claim that is in full accord with the Father, that "I give them eternal life 
and they will never perish. No one will snatch them out of my hand." Yet, 
behind this promise lies our fear that we could possibly be put out of the 
flock for misbehaviour. Such demons fill us with fear, yet there is nothing 
to fear. As the chilling wind of disbelief confronted Jesus in Solomon's 
Portico, he was able to state that his opponents did not belong to his sheep. 
If they did, they wouldn't be trying to get him to incriminate himself in their 
murderous plans. Jesus' weak, feeble and flawed flock trusts the shepherd 
and follows the shepherd, that's the full of it and that's the end of it.  
   

Text - 10:22 
The Jewish religious authorities dismiss Jesus' messianic signs and accuse 

him of blasphemy, v22-42. i] The relation of Jesus to the Father, v22-30: a) 
Setting, v22-23. The feast of Dedication was in full swing, yet as Jesus walked in 
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the temple courts, the chilling wind that whistled around him well illustrated the 
cold hearts of faithless Israel.  

tote adv. "then [came]" - THEN [THERE WAS]. This temporal adverb is 
transitional, indicating a step in the narrative. Although a variant, it is usually 
read to indicate a "close connection with the preceding passage", Wright. "At that 
time [the festival of dedication] took place", NRSV. The NEB reworks this rather 
awkward sentence with "it was winter and the festival of dedication was being 
held."  

ta egkainia "the feast of dedication" - the festival of THE DEDICATIONS. 
This festival celebrated the Maccabean victory over the Syrians in 164BC and 
the rededication of the Temple after its profanation by Antiochus Epiphanes.  

en + dat. "-" - IN [THE ONES]. Local, expressing space, here with the sense 
"among those in Jerusalem."  

toiV IerosolumoiV (a) "[at] Jerusalem" - [IN] THE JERUSALEM. The article 
particularizes, but is unnecessary. It is likely that the Feast of Dedication could 
be held in regional centres as well as in Jerusalem and so necessitating the 
mention of Jerusalem here.  

ceimwn hJn "it was winter" - WINTER IT WAS. Or possibly "wintery weather". 
John is quite possibly imaging the cold hearts of the people of Israel now 
confronting Jesus. Note that the imperfect tense of the verb to-be is probably 
being used here to indicate the provision of background information.  
   
v23 

periepatei (peripatew) imperf. "walking" - [AND JESUS] WAS WALKING 
AROUND. The imperfect is providing background information, possibly durative, 
expressing ongoing action, rather than customary action, "used to walk", Moffatt. 
"Jesus was in the temple walking up and down", NJB.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space; "in".  
tou SolomwnoV "Solomon's [Colonnade]" - [THE PORCH] OF SOLOMON. 

The genitive is adjectival, limiting "porch", possibly possessive, as NIV, or 
idiomatic / identification, "the porch / colonnade which is ascribed to / dedicated 
to Solomon." According to Josephus, a covered colonnade surrounded the temple 
proper with the eastern one dedicated to Solomon.  
   
v24 

b) The authorities question Jesus, v24. The question asked by the religious 
authorities concerns what they see as a tease. Jesus has never openly said that he 
is the messiah. He is a light to the world and a shepherd of the sheep, but is he 
the messiah? They want a clear answer from Jesus; for some an answer that can 
be used in evidence against him.  
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oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, "then", or inferential, establishing a 
logical connection, "so, consequently, subsequently"; given the opportunity, 
namely, Jesus' presence in the temple precinct, the "Jews" (unbelieving Israel, 
specifically the Jewish religious authorities) corner Jesus. "So, the Jews gathered 
around him", ESV.  

ekuklwsan (kuklow) aor. "[The Jews] gathered around" - [THE JEWS] 
ENCIRCLED, SURROUNDED [HIM]. The word may imply a threatening press. "The 
Jews closed in on him", Phillips.  

elegon (legw) imperf. "saying" - [AND] WERE SAYING. The use of a durative 
imperfect may imply ongoing questioning, although the imperfect is often used 
of speech as a matter of course.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
e{wV pote "how long" - UNTIL WHEN. A temporal construction, "how long."  
aireiV (airw) pres. "will you keep [us in suspense?]" - ARE YOU TAKING 

UP, LIFTING [THE SOUL OF US]. "Take away", keep from us "the breath" of us, ie. 
our life. The sentence is usually translated in line with the NIV, "keep us in 
suspense", but some commentators note that in modern Greek the sense is 
"provoke, trouble, annoy, vex, pester." This interpretation fits the situation well, 
given that the Jews are unlikely to be asking for a clear declaration of who he is 
so that they can believe on him. Jesus has already made numerous messianic-like 
claims, eg. light of the world, but they have not believed. It is likely that the 
authorities just want something tangible to use against Jesus.  

ei + ind. "if [you are the Christ]" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. 
class / real, where the proposed condition is assumed to be true for argument’s 
sake; "if, as is the case for argument’s sake, ...... then ......"  

oJ cristoV "the Christ" - [YOU ARE] THE CHRIST. Predicate nominative. The 
Jewish messiah.  

parrhsia/ (a) dat. "[tell us] plainly" - [SPEAK TO US] IN OPEN / IN 
BOLDNESS. The dative is probably adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of 
the speaking; "with plain words = plainly" / "with boldness = boldly." The motive 
of the request/command is unclear. The Jews may just be frustrated that Jesus has 
not clearly stated who he is. On the other hand, they may have already decided 
that Jesus is not the Christ and want to get some evidence to use against him.  
   
v25 
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 c) Jesus' response, v25-30. The question put to Jesus is straight forward - "if 
you are the Messiah, tell us plainly." The question is probably hostile, but even 
if it is not, the authorities' view of the messiah does not align with the 
person who now stands before them. Words make no impact upon them, and so 
Jesus can only point to his actions - "the works that I do in my Father's name bear



witness to me." Yet, no matter how clear the evidence "the Jews" cannot accept 
Jesus' messianic testimony because they are not his sheep. For those who have 
eyes to see, those who are seekers / believers, both Jesus' teachings and his works 
clearly declare who he is. As for Jesus' opponents who both hear and see, they 
have long decided not to believe and so cannot hear and cannot see. They do not 
listen, understand, believe and follow, because they are not members of Jesus' 
flock. Those who are his sheep hear his voice and follow him. Summarizing his 
teaching on the shepherd and the sheep in v28-29, Jesus again makes the point 
that those who are his sheep are eternally blessed with the gift of eternal life, a 
spiritual life that is full, abundant and everlasting. Christ's sheep possess the gift 
of eternal security; no enemy will ever overpower Jesus' flock. The flock cannot 
be overpowered because God the Father is far greater than any enemy. In Christ 
we are secure. In a rather succinct statement in v30 Jesus makes the point that 
this security is guaranteed because both the Father and the Son are at one when 
it comes to the gathering, protecting and blessing of the flock.  

autoiV dat. "-" - [JESUS REPLIED] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object, "Jesus 
spoke to them" = "Jesus answered them".  

eipon aor. "I did tell [you]" - I SAID [TO YOU]. Jesus was certainly open with 
the Samaritan woman, but there is little evidence of him speaking plainly to the 
crowds. None-the-less, Westcott takes the view that Jesus' teachings have made 
clear who he is, but only to those who want to see. "I have already told you."  

kai "but [you do not believe]" - AND [YOU DO NOT BELIEVE]. Slightly 
adversative, as NIV.  

ta erga (on) "the miracles / the works" - THE WORKS [WHICH I DO]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to bear witness." The "signs" that signify who 
Jesus is, ie., "If I by the finger of God cast out demons then you know that the 
kingdom has come upon you."  

en "in [my Father's name]" - IN [THE NAME OF THE FATHER OF ME]. 
Instrumental, expressing means. "In the name of" often with the sense "in the 
person of" extending to "by / with / under the authority of", so "by my Father's 
authority" = "as the representative of my Father."  

marturei (marturew) pres. sing. "speak / testify" - [THESE] BEAR WITNESS. 
Note the practice of forming the verb in the singular when its subject is a plural 
neuter noun. A plural neuter noun is often treated as if it is collective.  

peri + gen. "of me / about me" - ABOUT ME. Expressing reference / respect; 
"about / concerning me."  
   
v26 

alla "but" - BUT. Here adversative, as NIV.  
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ou pisteuete (pisteuw) pres. "you do not believe" - [YOU] YOU DO NOT 
BELIEVE.  uJmeiV, "you", emphatic. Perception is dependent on belief.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE. Here causal, as NIV.  
ek + gen. "[you are not]" - [YOU ARE NOT] FROM. The preposition here may 

express origin / source, but more likely it serves in the place of a partitive 
genitive; "you are not of my sheep."  

twn emwn "my [sheep]" - THE SHEEP [OF ME]. The article may imply "the 
flock of me", "you are not of the sheep of my flock", but note the same 
construction in v27, ta ema, "those / the ones who are the sheep of mine. 
   
v27 

thV fwnhV (h) gen. "[listen to my] voice" - [THE SHEEP THE MINE = MY 
SHEEP HEAR, OBEY] THE VOICE [OF ME]. Genitive of direct object after the verb 
"to hear, obey." Note that the verb "to hear" is emphatic by position. The point 
may be that Christ's predetermined children hear the gospel and respond in faith 
(known by Christ they follow Christ), but it is more likely that the children of 
faith give heed to Christ's words, are known by Christ in the power of his 
indwelling Spirit, and consequently follow Christ. Thus, perseverance / the 
eternal safety of the sheep is guaranteed, cf. v28.  

moi dat. pro. "[they follow] me" - [AND I KNOW THEM AND THEY FOLLOW] 
ME. Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
   
v28 

kagw "I" - AND I. This crasis, kai + egw, is often used as a connective in a 
narrative in the 1st. person.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[give] them" - [GIVE] TO THEM [ETERNAL LIFE]. Dative of 
indirect object.  

ou mh + subj. "never [perish]" - [AND THEY WILL] NOT NOT [PERISH]. This 
construction forms a subjunctive of emphatic negation, "never". "It is everlasting 
life that I bestow upon them. To all eternity they shall not perish", Cassirer.  

eiV ton aiwna "-" - INTO THE AGE. This temporal idiomatic phrase meaning 
"forever" is used to further strengthen the subjunctive of emphatic negation; "they 
will never ever perish."  

ek + gen. "out of" - [AND ANYONE WILL NOT SNATCH THEM] FROM, OUT OF 
[THE HAND OF ME]. Expressing separation, "away from", or source / origin, "no 
one will ever snatch them out of my keeping", Barclay.  
   
v29 

o} pro. "who [has given them]" - THAT WHICH [THE FATHER OF ME HAS 
GIVEN]. The better textual support is for the neuter pronoun o}, "what", but a 
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masculine variant o}V, "who", does exist. The clause "My Father, who has given 
them to me, is greater than all", has suffered textual disturbance. See Barrett for 
a run down on the many variant texts, along with their possible meanings, p.317 
- . The NIV takes the simplest reading, ie., because of the Father's greatness, no 
one can snatch believers (those who have been given to Jesus) from his hand. 
C.H. Dodd argues that this, the simplest reading, is the correct one. The other two 
favoured possibilities are: i] "My Father, as to what he has given me, is greater 
than all"; "my Father, in regard to what he has given me is greater than all", J.N. 
Birdsall, ie., because of the divine support given to believers, the flock can stand 
secure. ii] "As for my Father, what he has given to me is greater than all"; "what 
my Father has given me is greater than all else" NRSV. This possibility is 
favoured by the USB committee. Yet, what has He given, is it believers? How 
are they greater than all? Possibly the gift is eternal life, so Augustine. We are 
best to follow the NIV, NEB etc.  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
pantwn gen. adj. "[is greater] than all. [IS GREATER] OF ALL. The genitive 

is ablative, of comparison, as NIV.  
aJrpazein (aJrpazw) pres. inf. "[can] snatch" - [AND NO ONE IS ABLE] TO 

SNATCH AWAY. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"is able."  

ek + gen. "out of [my Father's hand]" - OUT OF [THE HAND OF THE 
FATHER]. Expressing source/origin. Reinforcing the status of a believer's 
assurance. The Father preserves a believer's standing, as does the Son.  
   
v30 

"This verse is Jesus' answer to the Jewish demand, "Tell us plainly" (v24) 
and expresses a functional oneness between Jesus and God (the Father) and 
implies their ontological identity", Harris. The implication of "ontological 
identity" is a valid one, and true, but may not be intended by the adjective e{n.  

e{n neut. adj. "one" - [I AND THE FATHER ARE] ONE. That "one" is neuter rather 
than masculine, clues us to the fact that, within the context, Jesus is talking about 
the Father and the Son's unity of action; "Both the Father and I act in concord."  
   
v31 

ii] The charge of blasphemy, v31-39. The claim by Jesus that he and the 
Father act in one accord is viewed as blasphemous by "the Jews" and so they take 
up stones to stone him. In response, Jesus presents them with a curly argument. 
He quotes Psalm 82:6 and makes the point that if scripture states that those who 
act as God's ambassadors are "gods" then what is wrong with Jesus calling 
himself "God's son." If a servant of God can be called a god, what is blasphemous 
about Jesus making a lesser claim? Of course, this is just a play on words, so in 
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v37-38 Jesus goes on to again point his protagonists to his deeds. The signs 
performed by Jesus themselves proclaim that the Father is en, "in", Jesus, and that 
Jesus is en the Father, ie., the concord of action between the Father and Son is 
enabled by the intimacy of their relationship - en, "in" = incorporative union, but 
see v38. This proclamation by Jesus prompts an aggressive reaction, and so Jesus 
leaves them in their fury, v39.  

palin "again" - [THE JEWS] AGAIN [TOOK UP STONES]. Sequential adverb, 
here expressing a repetition of action, "one again."  

iJna + subj. "to [stone him]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT STONE HIM]. Here 
introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order to stone him."  
   
v32 

Jesus' erga kala, "good works", bear witness to his messianic mission, and 
the divine authority by which he does the works.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [JESUS REPLIED] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object, although the verb "to answer" naturally takes a dative.  

ek + gen. "from [the Father]" - [MANY GOOD WORKS I SHOWED TO YOU] 
FROM [THE FATHER]. Expressing source / origin; "originating from the Father", 
Novakovic, "in the Father", Harris, but possibly agency "given me by my Father", 
Zerwick.  

dia poion "for which" - BECAUSE OF WHICH [WORK OF THEM]. An 
interrogative causal construction; dia, causal preposition, + poion, interrogative 
pronoun, "what?"  

liqazete (liqazw) pres. "do you stone" - DO YOU STONE [ME]. The present 
tense is best taken here as tendential / conative, ie., attempted action, "Which of 
these works are you trying to stone me for?" cf., Fanning Gk. 220, but possibly a 
futuristic present, "for which of them are you going to stone me?" Beasley-
Murray.  
   
v33 

Given that both Jesus' works / signs and words are in perfect harmony, it is 
illogical to affirm the signs, but take offense at the words (a rather modern 
issue!!!).  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THE JEWS REPLIED] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ou liqazomen (liqazw) pres. "we are not stoning [you]" - WE DO NOT 

STONE [YOU]. The present tense may be again tendential / conative, expressing 
contemplated action; "we do not want to stone you", TEV, or future, "we are not 
going to stone you."  
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peri + gen. "for" - ABOUT [A GOOD WORK]. Expressing reference / respect, 
"with respect to a good work" = "for a good work / deeds." CEV opts for a more 
natural causal sense, "because of any good thing you did."  

alla "but" - BUT [ABOUT, CONCERNING BLASPHEMY]. Strong adversative 
standing in a counterpoint construction; "not ..... but ....." "Blasphemy" for a Jew 
primarily concerns insulting God. Jesus insults God by aligning himself with God 
by stating that he and God the Father act in concord with each other. The TEV 
again opts for "because of your blasphemy", rather than "for blasphemy", ESV, 
etc.; "because of the way you insult God", TH.  

kai "-" - AND. Probably here epexegetic; "namely / that is, because you, 
being a mere man, make yourself out to be God."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus 
is being charged with blasphemy.  

su "you" - YOU. Emphatic by position and use.  
w]n (eimi) [a] mere [man]" - BEING [A MAN]. The participle is adverbial, best 

treated as concessive, "because you, although just a man."  
qeon (oV) "[claim to be] God" - [MAKE YOURSELF] GOD. Accusative 

complement of the direct object "yourself" standing in a double accusative 
construction. The verb "you do" = "you make", may take the sense "you claim", 
NEB; "you .... are claiming to be God." Is this statement a shorthand version of 
ison eJauton poiwn tw/ qew/, "making himself equal with God", 5:18? In the 
passage before us "God" is anarthrous (without an article) and so can be viewed 
as adjectival in function, "making yourself God-like", ie., "equal with God." Of 
course, Jesus does not claim to be God, nor does he claim to be equal with God. 
Jesus claims to be God's I AM, his word / revelation to mankind, "the Son sent 
by the Father to bring light and life to mankind", Bruce. "For the reader the irony 
is palpable. Jesus has not 'made himself' God. He is himself the eternal Word, the 
Word that was with God and was God. He is the unique Son, utterly obedient to 
his Father and doing everything the Father does", Carson.  
   
v34 

Jesus now quotes Psalm 82:6 where rulers of Israel are referred to as gods.  
autoiV dat. pro. "them" - [JESUS REPLIED] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 

object.  
ouk "[is it] not" - [IS] NOT. This negation is used in a question expecting an 

affirmative answer.  
gegrammenon (grafw) perf. mid./pas. part. "written" - HAVING BEEN 

WRITTEN. The participle with the verb to-be estin forms a periphrastic perfect 
construction.  

en + dat. "in" - IN. Local, expressing space; "found written in the Law."  
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oJti "-" - THAT [I SAID YOU ARE GODS]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
direct speech / quote. Jesus only uses the quote to play with his opponents and so 
expose their flawed approach to scripture. The use of an improper methodology 
(in their case literalism shaped by tradition) for the interpretation of scripture is 
just as much a problem today as it was then. The quote itself refers to those 
leaders of Israel who flouted God's revelation and unjustly ruled the people and 
who were consequently judged for their actions. Possibly referring to leaders 
during the period of the Judges, or even those who revolted against Moses. Most 
likely referring to human leaders, although some propose angelic heavenly 
leaders (so J.A. Emerton).  
   
v35 

Jesus' argument coving v35-36 is a rabbinic a fortiori argument (lesser to 
greater), although in substance it is ad homines (fallacious - argumentative rather 
than substantial). If Israel's leaders in the past, those who had received God's 
Word (and flouted it), were given the title "gods", then how much more 
appropriate is it for Jesus, a unique agent of God's Word (given his good works, 
signs), to be addressed as the Son of God.  

ei "if" - IF. Introducing a 1st. class / real conditional clause where the 
proposed condition is assumed to be true (in this case for argument’s sake). The 
clause covers v35-36; "if, as is the case for argument’s sake, the writer gave the 
name 'gods' to people inspired by God ............, then why are you accusing me 
......... of blasphemy because I said I'm the Son of God?"  

qeouV (oV) "gods" - [HE CALLED THOSE ones] GODS. Accusative complement 
of the direct object "those ones" standing in a double accusative construction, and 
stating a fact about "those".  

proV + acc. "to [whom]" - TOWARD [WHOM]. Spatial, expressing movement 
toward.  
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 tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the word] of God" - [THE WORD] OF GOD [CAME]. The 
genitive is adjectival, possibly  descriptive, idiomatic / source, agent, "that is 
from God" / "the word that God spoke", Harris; "If those to whom God 
addressed these words are referred to as gods", Cassirer.

 uJmwn gen. pro. "your [Law]" - [THE LAW] OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, although its function is more descriptive, idiomatic, limiting "Law" 
- "your" is used to emphasize that this is the Law that "the Jews" affirm and 
hold to be true; "the Law which you submit to." Jesus is not implying that it is 
not his Law. The Law usually refers to the first five books of Moses, the 
Pentateuch, but here obviously used of the scriptures as a whole.



kai "and" - AND. Here introducing a parenthetical comment; "and as we well 
know scripture cannot be broken / annulled." Put positively, "scripture is always 
true", "scripture always remains valid."  

luqhnai (luw) aor. pas. inf. "[cannot] be set aside" - [THE SCRIPTURE IS 
NOT ABLE] TO BE LOOSED = ANNULLED. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the negated verb "to be able." Note how "scripture" is 
used with the same sense as "Law".  
   
v36 

In this verse we pick up on the apodosis (the then clause) of the conditional 
clause commenced in v35. It presents in the form of a question and has prompted 
numerous translations, lit.: "if as is the case for argument’s sake he called those 
ones gods, ............ (v36) then do you say that he blasphemes, with reference to 
the one whom the Father sanctified and sent into the world, because I said I am 
Son of God?" - a lesser to greater argument.  

o}n pro. "What about the one whom" - WHOM. Relative pronoun, emphatic 
by position, serving as an accusative of reference / respect, "concerning, about 
whom ..", as above, so Barrett, Kostenberger, Harris, ... and most translations"; 
"Do you say of him whom ....", ESV. It introduces a clause which is epexegetic 
in function, specifying the agent of the blasphemes", "namely / that is, him whom 
the Father consecrated and sent into the world." Contra Novakovic who argues 
that it simply functions as the accusative indirect object of the verb "to say."  

hJgiasen (aJgiazw) aor. "[the Father] set apart" - SANCTIFIED. The prime 
sense is "to make holy", but it is particularly used with the sense "to set apart for 
a divine purpose", ie., to consecrate. This is obviously the sense here, given that 
Jesus doesn't need to be sanctified.  

oJti "because [I said]" - THAT [HE BLASPHEMES] THAT = BECAUSE [I SAID I 
AM SON OF GOD]. The first use of this conjunction introduces a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what "you say", while the second use is 
causal, "because I said."  

uiJoV tou qeou "God's Son" - SON OF GOD. See 5:24.  
   
v37 

The "if" of the conditional clause and the negations make for a confusing 
sentence, particularly when separated from v38. The use of de to introduce v38 
rather than alla hides what is virtually a counterpoint construction, "not that 
(v37), but this (v38)"; "if I fail to do my Father's work do not believe in me, but 
if I do it, even though you do not believe in me, believe in the work, so that you 
may see and comprehend that the Father is in me and I in the Father", Rieu. Jesus' 
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signs show that he is God the Father's man in this world, and they can help lead 
a person to faith.  

ei + ind. "-" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class / real, where the 
proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, ...... then [don't 
believe in me]"  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "[the works] of [my] father" - [I DO NOT DO THE 
WORKS] OF THE FATHER [OF ME]. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic 
/ verbal, subjective, limiting "works", "the works which the Father requires me to 
do."  
   
v38 

de "but" - Transitional, introducing a counterpoint.  
ei + ind. "if [I do them]" - IF [I DO the works]. Introducing a conditional 

clause 1st. class / real, where the proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as 
is the case, ......, then [at least believe the works]."  

kan adv. "even though" - AND IF [YOU DO NOT BELIEVE]. This crasis, kai + 
an + subj., introduces a 3rd class conditional clause where the proposed condition 
has the possibility of coming true. It stands in conjunction with the protasis (if 
clause) of 1st. class conditional clause, with both having the same apodosis (then 
clause). The kai is ascensive, so "even if"; "even if you don't have faith in me", 
CEV. Often translated as a concessive clause, "even though", as NIV.  

emoi dat. pro. "me" - ME. Dative of direct object after the verb "to believe."  
toiV ergoiV (ergon) dat. "[believe] the works" - [BELIEVE] THE WORKS. 

Dative of direct object after the verb "to believe."  
iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [YOU MAY KNOW AND MAY KNOW]. Introducing a 

final clause expressing purpose, "in order that." The second verb "to know" is a 
durative present tense, so "continue to know" = "understand".  

oJti "that" - THAT [THE FATHER IS IN ME]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what they should know.  

kagw "and I" - Crasis, kai + egw, "and I."  
en + "in [the Father]" - Here local, expressing space / metaphorical - 

incorporative union = "in relationship with."  
   
v39 

The religious authorities again try to silence Jesus, but he alludes them, cf., 
7:30, 8:20, 59, 10:31.  

oun "-" - therefore. Variant reading. Transitional.  
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 piasai (piazw) aor. inf. "[they tried] to seize" - [AGAIN THEY WERE 
SEEKING] TO SEIZE [HIM].  The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense



of the verb "to seek"; "At that the desire once again arose in them to seize him by 
force, but he escaped their hands", Cassirer.  

kai "but" - AND. Here with an adversative edge, as NIV.  
ek + gen. "he escaped" - [HE WENT OUT FROM] FROM [THE HAND OF THEM]. 

Expressing separation, "away from." Usual repetition of a verbal prefix, here for 
the verb "to go out from"  
   
v40 

iii] Jesus heads across the Jordan, v40-42. The cycle, From Jerusalem to 
Jerusalem, which began with the healing of the lame man at the pool of Bethesda, 
chapter 5, now comes to an end as Jesus leaves Jerusalem for Transjordan. The 
final cycle, Jesus returns to Jerusalem, will soon follow as he faces the day of 
his glorification. Our author tells us that Jesus has fulfilled the mission of John 
the Baptist. The Baptist's task was to reveal the coming messiah to Israel, to 
prepare his way. Jesus has realized the Baptist's mission, but at the centre of 
Israel's religious life, Jerusalem, all Jesus found was unbelief. Yet, at the fringe, 
in the very place where the Baptist often ministered, there is belief; "Everything 
John said about this man was true."  

baptizwn (baptizw) pres. part. "[where John had been] baptizing" - [AND 
HE WENT AWAY AGAIN ACROSS THE JORDAN TO THE PLACE WHERE JOHN WAS] 
BAPTIZING. The participle with the imperfect verb to-be h\n forms a periphrastic 
imperfect construction, which may serve to emphasize durative aspect, "where 
John often baptized / immersed people."  

to prwton adj. "in the early days" - THE FIRST [AND HE REMAINED THERE]. 
The accusative article to with adjective "first" forms a temporal adverb 
modifying the participle "baptizing"; "where John had baptized at first", Moffatt.  
   
v41 

oJti "-" - [AND MANY WERE COMING TOWARD HIM AND WERE SAYING] THAT. 
Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech expressing what they were 
saying.  

men ... de .. "-" - on the one hand [JOHN DID NO SIGN] BUT on the other hand 
[ALL THINGS JOHN SAID, AS MUCH AS CONCERNING THIS ONE, WAS TRUE]. An 
adversative comparative construction.  

oJsa pro. "[all] that [John said]" - [ALL things JOHN SAID], AS MUCH AS. Here 
the correlative pronoun refers back to panta, "all" = "everything." So, 
"everything John said, everything as much as concerning this one" = "everything 
John said, everything that concerns this one / Jesus" = "everything that John said 
about this man", ESV.  
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peri + gen. "about [this man]" - CONCERNING [THIS ONE, WAS TRUE]. 
Expressing reference / respect; "about, concerning." "Everything he said about 
Jesus was true", CEV.  
   
v42 

eiV + acc. "[many believed] in [Jesus]" - [AND MANY BELIEVED] INTO [HIM 
THERE]. This preposition indicates the direction of the action and arrival at. When 
used of "belief", it is interchangeable with en, "in, on", so expressing goal and 
dependence on.  
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11:1-44 

The Ministry of the Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
7. Jesus the resurrection and the life, 11:1-12:19 
i] I am the resurrection and the life 
Synopsis  

Lazarus, the brother of Mary and Martha, has fallen ill and Jesus is asked to 
come to Bethany to help. Jesus waits two days until Lazarus has died before 
setting off for Bethany to "awaken him." On arriving at Bethany, Jesus meets 
with the two sisters and then sets off for Lazarus' grave where he calls him from 
the dead.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is himself the resurrection. A person who believes in Jesus, mortal 
though they may be, will live spiritually, now and into eternity.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: In the narrative cycle Jesus Ministers from Jerusalem to 
Jerusalem, 5:1-10:42, We see Jesus presenting his messianic credentials to 
unbelieving Israel. This cycle ends with Jesus turning his back on hostile 
unbelief. We now enter the third and final cycle of events encapsulating the 
messianic ministry of Jesus, namely, Jesus Returns to Jerusalem. In this cycle 
John's focus is on Jesus' ministry to believing Israel.  

We also come to the final sign-discourse element of the Argument Proper - 
Part I, Jesus the Resurrection and the Life, 11:1-12:36. This episode concludes 
Jesus' public messianic ministry. As we have noted so far, John crafts the 
discourses around a miracle / sign / significant event which illustrates a broad 
theme developed in the associated dialogues / discourses. These discourses 
develop the true nature of Jesus' messiahship. In the last sign-discourse package 
we explored the theme of Jesus the Light of Life, "I am the light of the world". 
With this last sign, the raising of Lazarus, there is no associated discourse, rather, 
it is woven into the narrative itself, and as such, it explores the theme of Jesus the 
Resurrection and Life - "I am the resurrection and the life." As with all the sign-
discourse packages, the raising of Lazarus also presents the gospel. We are 
reminded that those who believe in Jesus will ultimately rise from the dead, never 
to die again. As Stibbe puts it, in this story we are confronted by "the eschaton in 
person, the one who brings the end of history into the middle of time."  

The raising of Lazarus is followed by another plot to arrest Jesus, 11:45-57. 
His raising to life causes a strong reaction from the religious authorities 
prompting an official gathering of the Sanhedrin. The meeting resolves that even 
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Lazarus must be killed because he can only be a reminder of Jesus' miraculous 
powers. Both the anointing of Jesus by Lazarus's sister Mary and Jesus' triumphal 
entry into Jerusalem, 12:1-19, remind the reader that new life in Christ comes at 
a cost, a cost now being played out as Jesus moves toward the cross and a final 
showdown with unbelieving Israel. For a moment, Jesus is tested when some 
Greeks seek to speak with him, 12:20-36. Maybe life for the world is possible 
apart from the cross!! No, the way is set, a grain of wheat must die to produce the 
fruit of resurrection life.  

The concluding verses of the chapter 12, v37-50, Dodd classifies as an 
epilogue to the Book of Signs as a whole, not just the last sign. First, John 
provides a commentary which addresses the way people respond to the signs / 
words of Christ, either with belief or unbelief. These responses have prophetic 
precedence. Then from the mouth of Jesus we have a summary of the message of 
his signs / words, namely that the Son of Man was sent into the world under the 
authority of the Father, not to judge the world, but to save the world, bless the 
world with life, life eternal. Those who see / hear and believe will move from 
darkness to light / life. Those who do not believe will stand condemned at the last 
day  
   

ii] Structure: I am the resurrection and the life:  
Setting, v1-4; 
Travel sequence, v5-16; 
Jesus' conversation with Martha, v17-27; 

"I am the resurrection and the life. 
The one who believes in me will live 

even though they die; 
and whoever lives by believing in me will never die." 

Jesus' meeting with Mary, v28-37; 
Jesus raises Lazarus; v38-44.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

It is interesting how in the synoptic gospels it is Jesus' cleansing of the 
temple that prompts the religious authorities to take action against him, 
while in John's gospel it is the raising of Lazarus. Faced with the offer of 
life, the self-righteous choose death.  

Yet this, the climax of Jesus' signs, is not about the self-righteous, it is 
not about Israel's rejection of their messiah. Yes, the greater the sign the 
greater the opposition of unbelieving Israel, but this sign proclaims another 
message. On the surface, at least, the sign evidences messianic verification. 
At this crucial point in the gospel, this final miraculous sign is the supreme 
demonstration of the Son of Man's power over death and life, but this is not 
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John's prime message. In the other sign-discourse packages, the meaning 
of the sign is developed in the associated discourse, here it is woven into 
the narrative itself. The narrative-discourse proclaims that a relationship 
established with Jesus through faith cannot be broken by death. Jesus is the 
resurrection and the life, those who believe in him will live even though 
they die - "whoever lives by believing in me will never die" (a slight 
overreach by NIV11, but probably on the mark), 11:25-26. In Christ we 
live now; death cannot separate us from him, nor do we have to wait for 
the resurrection to live, in Christ we are already alive.  

From this point on, the way of the cross is revealed as the means by 
which the Son of Man is glorified, so securing life for himself and those 
who believe in him.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Theories abound ranging from a total fabrication by the author / editor 

through to an artistic recreation of the synoptic tradition. Bultman argues 
that the story originates from a signs source which was expanded by the 
author / editor of the gospel. It would not be unreasonable to argue that it 
may go back to the apostle John and his collection of homilies, but this is 
not widely accepted. Most opt for the use of the synoptic gospel, 
particularly Luke, although Gardner-Smith in his dated work St. John and 
the Synoptic Gospels, 1938, strongly progresses the argument that John is 
totally independent of the synoptic gospels. Luke is aware of the name 
Lazarus; in Luke he is associated with a parable which refers to the raising 
of the dead, 16:19-31. Luke is also aware of the two sisters named Martha 
and Mary, both of whom are identified as followers of Jesus.  
   

v] Homiletics: The resurrection and the life  
What is it that we fear most about death? Is it annihilation? Many 

people will answer "no", claiming that the business of dying actually 
outweighs their fear of death. We fear the loss of dignity, of freedom and 
more than that, we fear the painful side of dying. It was not so long ago that 
if someone had a serious fall in old age, or some other medical emergency, 
pneumonia, "the old man's friend", would set in and the person would pass 
away quietly in their own bed. Now we take our pain to unbearable limits 
just to squeeze out a few extra moments of existence. The fact that we hang 
desperately to life probably illustrates that the stoic resolve with which we 
face our annihilation is more front than fact.  

There are still those who fear death because they fear hell, although 
notions of a place of eternal punishment are fast receding in the psyche of 
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Western man. Increasingly, the urban technocrat looks to salve their fears 
through the white-coated medical professional rather than the robed priest.  

Jesus claims of himself to be the resurrection and the life; he claims 
that death is not necessarily the end. There will come a day when he will 
raise the dead from their grave, a day when the dust of our mortality will 
live again. He claims also that once raised, we will never die again.  

There is no escaping the indignity of dying. The body disintegrates 
with age and there is nowhere to hide. Yet, what about after death? When 
it comes to our dust, Jesus claims authority. The issue is, do we recognize 
that authority?  
   

Text - 11:1 
The raising of Lazarus and its consequences, v1-54: i] Setting, v1-4: In the 

opening section of this episode, John records Jesus' response to the serious illness 
that has overtaken his friend Lazarus. Mary and Martha send word to Jesus of 
their brother's illness. On receiving the news, Jesus makes the point that the 
illness has a positive prognosis and that it will serve to bring glory to God.  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, as NIV.  
LazaroV "Lazarus" - [THERE WAS A CERTAIN ONE BEING SICK] LAZARUS 

[FROM BETHANY]. Standing in apposition to "certain one." Greek form of the 
Hebrew "Eleazar" - "God helps."  

asqenwn (asqenew) pres. part. "was sick" - BEING SICK. The NIV links this 
participle with the verb to-be h\n to form a periphrastic imperfect construction. 
The participle may also be treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "a certain 
one", "there was a certain person who was sick, Lazarus of Bethany." "Now a 
certain man was ill", ESV.  

apo + gen. "from [Bethany]" - FROM [BETHANY, FROM THE VILLAGE OF 
MARY]. Expressing source / origin, so also ek, "from the village of Mary and her 
sister Martha", but it may also be taken as partitive, "of Bethany." Bethany is 
situated some 3km from Jerusalem on the road to Jericho.  

MariaV (a) gen. "[the village] of Mary" - [FROM THE VILLAGE] OF MARY 
[AND MARTHA]. The genitive is adjectival, limiting "village", possessive, or 
idiomatic / local, "the village where Mary and her sister Martha live."  

thV adelqhV (h) gen. "[her] sister" - THE SISTER [OF HER]. Standing in 
apposition to "Martha", genitive in agreement.  
   
v2 

Treated as a parenthesis in Phillips, Moffatt, ....  
de "-" - but/and. Transitional, introducing an editorial note.  
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h|V gen. pro. "whose [brother Lazarus]" - [IT WAS the same MARY, ........, 
THE BROTHER] OF WHOM [LAZARUS, WAS SICK]. The genitive relative pronoun is 
adjectival, relational, referring to the subject "Mary". Note that "Lazarus" stands 
in apposition to "brother". Note also that the imperfect is used for verb "was sick" 
to indicate the provision of background information. John identifies Mary with 
the woman who anointed Jesus in the house of Simon the Leper, Mk.14:3-9.  

hJ aleiyasa (aleipw) aor. part. "was the same one who poured" - THE 
ONE HAVING ANOINTED [THE LORD]. The participle, as with "having wiped", is 
probably best treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "Mary"; "It was Mary who 
anointed the Lord ....... and wiped his feet", ESV. As with wiped, the Aorist is 
probably proleptic, ie., John is referring to a completed past event which is still 
future as far as the story is concerned, cf., 12:1-8.  

murw/ (ov) dat. "perfume" - IN OINTMENT. The dative is instrumental, dative 
of material, the material with which an action is performed; "the one who 
anointed the Lord with ointment / perfumed liniment.  

taiV qrixin (x coV) dat. "with [her] hair" - [AND HAVING WIPED THE FEET 
OF HIM] IN THE HAIRS [OF HER]. The dative is instrumental, expressing means / 
material; "with her hair."  
   
v3 

At the end of chapter 10, John tells us that Jesus has moved from Jerusalem 
to Perea, on the opposite side of the Jordan river. Presumably the sisters, living 
with Lazarus at Bethany, 3km from Jerusalem, sent word to Jesus where he was 
staying in Perea. There is a Bethany (Batanea) in Perea, but it is unlikely to be 
the village referred to in v1. Either way, it is unclear where Jesus is at this moment 
in time.  

oun "so" - therefore. Inferential; establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently."  

legousai (legw) pres. part. "sent word" - [THE SISTERS SENT a message 
TOWARD HIM]. SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to send"; "sent ..... and said." Typical Semitic form. 
"Sent a message to", CEV.  

kurie "Lord" - LORD. Vocative of address. Possibly just "Sir", REB, or the 
messianic sense, "Lord", as NIV.  

ide (oJraw) aor. imp. "-" - BEHOLD, LOOK. Interjection. Used to reinforce the 
urgency of the message; "you should know", REB.  

o}n pro. "the one [you love]" - THE ONE WHOM [YOU LOVE, HAVE AFFECTION 
FOR [IS SICK]. Introducing a headless relative clause. "Your dear friend"; "Your 
friend", REB.  
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v4 

Of course, Lazarus does die, and although raised to life, he will have to 
experience physical death again, but in Christ death has lost its sting. A classic 
example of Johannine ambiguity.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "When he heard this" - HAVING HEARD [JESUS 

SAID]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "When Jesus received 
the message", Phillips.  

proV + acc. "[will not] end [in death]" - [THIS SICKNESS IS NOT] TOWARD 
[DEATH]. The preposition here may express purpose, "for, with a view to", thus, 
"this illness is not for the purpose of death" - it has another purpose, namely, to 
glorify God. A consecutive sense, expressing result, is more likely, "with the 
result that" = "leading to", Harris Gk.; "this sickness will not end ultimately in 
death", so Carson. Lazarus may die, but resurrection awaits him; "death will not 
be the final result of this sickness", TH, cf. 1Jn.5:16ff.  

all (alla) "no, it is" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ..... but ....." - "on the contrary"; "rather it is", NAB.  

uJper + gen. "for [God's glory]" - FOR [THE GLORY OF GOD]. Expressing 
advantage / benefit, "on behalf of", the sense being "but is to honour God", 
Williams, ie., the death of Lazarus will serve to display / reveal how wonderful 
God is. Barrett suggests purpose, "in order to reveal the glory of God", but Carson 
makes the point that it is not that the sickness occurred in order for God's glory 
to be revealed, but rather that it constituted an occasion for God's glory to be 
revealed.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [THE SON OF GOD MAY BE GLORIFIED]. Possibly 
introducing a final clause expressing purpose, but more likely consecutive, 
expressing result. The sense is not so much that the purpose of Lazarus' sickness, 
its intention, is for the glory of Christ, but that it serves, as a consequence, to 
brings glory to Christ; "for it will show the glory of the Son of God", Phillips. 
Harris suggests that here iJna introduces an epexegetic clause redefining the 
prepositional phrase "for the glory of God", "or more particularly that the Son of 
God may be glorified in the raising of Lazarus." The "glory" may be "honour" in 
that Jesus' raising of Lazarus reflects on his person, but it could refer to Jesus' 
death and resurrection. Inevitably the murderess intention of the Pharisees is 
crystallized in the raising to life of Lazarus.  

di (dia) + gen. "through" - Instrumental, expressing means / agency.  
authV pro fem. gen. "it" - Possibly referring to God's glory, but more likely 

Lazarus' sickness.  
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v5 

           
       

               
           

      
        
         

             
           

   
             
          

        
                  
            
          

               
       
    

         
       

de "now" - BUT/AND [JESUS LOVED MARTHA AND THE SISTER OF HER AND 
LAZARUS]. TRANSITIONAL, INDICATING A STEP IN THE NARRATIVE. It has been 
argued that Lazarus may be the disciple whom Jesus loves, ie., the author of this 
gospel. A rather speculative idea!  
   
v6  

oun "yet / so" - therefore. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently", rather than introducing a logical conclusion, "therefore", so 
Carson. Possibly concessive, "although", BDAG 737b; Jesus loved Lazarus and 
his family even though, when hearing of his illness, he stayed back two more 
days - see above for the more likely concessive approach. See Harris and 
Novakovic for more details.  

wJV "when" - AS = WHEN, WHILE. Here with a temporal sense, as NIV.  
oJti "that" - [HE HEARD] THAT [HE IS SICK]. Introducing a dependent 

statement of perception expressing what Jesus heard.  
tote adv. "-" - THEN. Temporal adverb.  
men ...... epeita "......... and then (v7)" - The adversative de in the 

adversative comparative construction men .... de is replace here with the temporal 
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 ii] The travel sequence and the discussion of the issue between Jesus and 
his disciples, v5-16. Jesus waits two days before undertaking the day-long 
journey to Bethany. The sign itself will certainly honour God in Christ, but it 
will also set in motion the events that lead up to the ultimate expression of 
God's glory, namely, the death and resurrection of Christ. When Jesus finally 
decides to set off for Bethany, the disciples baulk at going anywhere near 
Jerusalem, what with the present fury of the religious authorities. As far as the 
disciples are concerned, there is no need for a return trip, given that Lazarus is 
now on the mend ("sleeping"). Jesus finally explains that Lazarus is dead and 
that their faith is about to be strengthened.
                 

                
            
                  
            
               

              
            
            

            
             

 If we link v5 with v6 rather than v4 (see Barclay), then v5 serves to explain 
that Jesus' delay in attending to Lazarus is not out of disinterest in him - Jesus 
deeply loves the members of the family. Qualifying a statement before actually 
making it is always a juggle in English; it may work for a Greek mind, but not 
an English mind. A literal translation misses the point altogether; "Now Jesus 
loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus. So when he heard of Lazarus' illness 
he stayed where he was two days longer", Phillips. Reversing v5 and v6 would 
carry the sense better in English. "When Jesus heard ........ he stayed two days 
longer ...... even though he cared deeply for Martha ....." Rieu captures the sense 
with "Accordingly, though he loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus, Jesus, 
after hearing of his sickness, stayed where he was for two days.



adverb epeita, "then", here as "but then"; "on the one hand, Jesus stayed where 
he was two more days, but then (v7), on the other hand, he said to his disciples, 
'Let's go back to Judea." According to BDF, poor Greek.  

en w|/ ..... topw/ dat. "[he stayed] where [he was]" - [HE REMAINED] IN WHICH 
PLACE [HE WAS]. Local, expressing space. This prepositional construction is 
elliptical. It stands for en tw/ topw/ w|/, "[he remained] in the place which [he 
was]." The article tw/ is dropped and the dative noun topw/, "place", the 
antecedent of the relative pronoun w|/, "which", is inserted in the relative clause 
introduced by w|/. Obviously Jesus stays put (presumably somewhere in 
Transjordan) in accord with the Father's will and the need to fulfill the sign, cf., 
2:4, 7:6.  

duo hJmeraV acc. "where [he was]" - TWO DAYS. Accusative of time, 
duration.  
   
v7 

Jesus now announces to the disciples that the mission team is to return to 
Judea. The reason will soon become obvious - Jesus is to raise up Lazarus, and 
Jesus is to be lifted-up, glorified.  

epeita adv. "then" - THEN. Temporal adverb; "Only then", Phillips.  
meta + acc. "-" - AFTER [THIS]. Temporal use of the preposition. Used here 

for emphasis, so Barrett.  
toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "[he said] to his disciples" - [HE SAYS TO] THE 

DISCIPLES. Dative of indirect object.  
agwmen (agw) pres. subj. "let us go [back]" - LET US GO [INTO JUDEA 

AGAIN]. Hortatory subjunctive.  
   
v8 

Jesus has informed the disciples that Lazarus' sickness "does not lead to 
death", so why tempt fate, given the murderous intent of the religious authorities 
back in Jerusalem?  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THE DISCIPLES SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
rJabbi "Rabbi" - TEACHER. Heb.  
nun adv. "a short while ago" - NOW. Temporal adverb. The Classical sense 

of the word applies here, referring to something that occurred recently; "it is not 
long since", REB.  

liqasai (liqazw) aor. inf. "[tried] to stone [you]" - [THE JEWS WERE 
SEEKING] TO STONE [YOU]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the verb "to seek." The imperfect verb "were seeking", takes the sense 
of either "attempting to stone you", or "trying to stone you." The imperfect is 
probably used to express action outside the present narrative (both verbs, "to say" 
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and "to go away", take a historic / narrative present tense), in this case, action in 
the recent past. Note that here John is using the term "the Jews" to refer to 
unbelieving Israel, particularly the Jewish religious authorities.  

uJpageiV (uJpagw) pres. "you are going back" - [AND AGAIN] YOU GO AWAY 
[THERE]. Expressing intention, "do you intend / plan to go"; "are you planning to 
go back?", TEV.  
   
v9 

The reason the man does not stumble is because the sunlight helps him see 
where he is going. The Greek is often translated literally to help underline the 
allusion to Christ, the light of the world. Yet, does Jesus intend this allusion? 
Surely, the proverb is about the wisdom of actions that are based on knowledge. 
Jesus knows what he is doing and the disciples should recognize this by now.  

ouci "not" - [JESUS ANSWERED] NOT. This negation is used to introduce a 
question expecting a positive answer. "A day has twelve hours, doesn't it?" TEV.  

thV hJmeraV (a) gen. "[twelve hours] of daylight" - [TWELVE HOURS ARE 
THERE] OF THE DAY? The genitive is adjectival, partitive / wholative  - Novakovic 
classifies the genitive as temporal, "during the day." 

ean + subj. "-" - IF [ANYONE WALKS]. Introducing a 3rd. class conditional 
clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as 
may be the case, ..... then [he does not stumble]" "If a person walks while it is 
light, they will not stumble."  

en + dat. "by [day] / in [the daytime]" - IN [THE DAY HE DOES NOT 
STUMBLE]. Temporal use of the preposition; "daytime", JB.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person 
who walks in daytime does not stumble; "because ....."  

          
         

        
        

   
v10 

ean + subj. "-" - [BUT] IF [ANYONE WALKS AROUND]. Introducing a 3rd. class 
conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "if, as may be the case, ..... then [he stumbles]."  

en + dat. "at [night]" - IN [THE NIGHT HE STUMBLES]. Temporal use of the 
preposition; "during the night."  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person 
walking during the night is likely to stumble.  
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 tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[this] world's [light]" - [HE SEES THE LIGHT] OF 
[THIS] WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, possibly verbal, objective, "the light 
shining on the world", or even possessive. "If a man walks in the daytime, he 
does not stumble, because he has the daylight to see by", Phillips.



en "[he has no light]" - [THE LIGHT IS NOT] IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space. 
Although some translations head in a theological direction, "the light is not in 
him", ESV, the sense is "on", there is no light shining on him enabling him to see 
where he is walking; "he cannot see where he is going", Phillips.  
   
v11 

The ambiguous statement "our friend Lazarus has fallen asleep" is an 
interesting euphemism for death and one that is taken up by Paul in his epistles. 
The image of "asleep in the arms of Jesus" is one often used by believers to 
describe the condition of a deceased loved-one awaiting the day of resurrection. 
It reflects something of the idea that deceased believers are not bound by time. 
Jesus' words to the thief, "this evening you will be with me in paradise", reminds 
us of this reality. Both the dead and the living must await the day of resurrection 
at Christ's return, but even now we reign with Christ in eternity. We may be bound 
by time, but God isn't! Given that describing the condition of deceased believers 
is fraught, there is no better way than see them "asleep in the arms of Jesus."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he went on to tell] them" - [THESE things HE SAID, AND 
AFTER THIS HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  

hJmwn gen. pro. "our [friend]" - [LAZARUS, THE FRIEND] OF US [HAS FALLEN 
ASLEEP]. The genitive is adjectival, relational. "Friend of us" stands in apposition 
to "Lazarus. "Our friend" is probably not being used to indicate that he is a 
disciple.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative / contrastive.  
iJna + subj. "to" - [I AM GOING] THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing 

purpose; "in order to awaken him."  
exupnisw (exupnizw) aor. subj. "wake [him] up" - I MAY AWAKEN [HIM]. "I 

will go and wake him", NEB.  
   
v12 

The disciples are rightly confused; if Lazarus is sleeping off his illness he 
can wake up by himself - they do not need to put themselves in harm’s way.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so".  
autw/ dat. pro. "[replied]" - [THE DISCIPLES SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 

object.  
ei + ind. "if" - IF [HE HAS FALLEN ASLEEP]. Introducing a 1st. class / real 

conditional clause where the proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is 
the case, ..... then [he will be healed]. "If he's just sleeping off his illness then he 
will wake up in good time."  
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swqhsetai (swzw) fut. pas. "he will get better" - HE WILL BE HEALED. We 
may have a play on words here, "sleep" / "saved"; the disciples have taken Jesus' 
"asleep" literally; "He will get well", TEV, "recover", REB.  
   
v13 

In an editorial note, John points out that the disciples have not understood 
Jesus' metaphorical use of the world "sleep".  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here indicating an editorial note.  
peri + gen. "of [his death]" - [JESUS HAD SPOKEN] CONCERNING [THE 

DEATH OF HIM]. Expressing reference / respect; "with respect to his death."  
oJti "-" - [BUT/AND THOSE MEN SUPPOSED] THAT. Introducing a dependent 

statement of perception expressing what the disciples thought.  
tou uJpnou (oV) gen. "natural sleep" - [ABOUT THE SLEEP] OF SLEEP [HE 

SPEAKS]. The genitive is adjectival, epexegetic, limiting koimhsewV, "sleep" by 
specifying it, "sleep which is just normal sleep"; "sleep in the sense of slumber", 
NAB.  
   
v14 

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Transitional, "Then Jesus told them plainly", ESV, 
or inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, consequently."  

tote adv. "then" - THEN [JESUS TOLD THEM]. Temporal adverb. With oun, 
"so then" = "finally", Harris.  

parrhsia/ (a) dat. "plainly" - IN OPEN = OPENLY, CLEARLY. The dative is 
adverbial, modal, expressing manner. Sometimes with the meaning "boldly"; 
"Jesus boldly spoke the truth, trusting that His disciples would not fail, but would 
receive it", Morris.  
   
v15 

The sentence is a little messy and needs reconstructing so as to convey the 
idea that Jesus is happy that he refrained from attending to Lazarus' need since 
the miracle he will now perform will serve to encourage faith in the disciples; 
"and if I am glad I was not there, this is for your sake, that you may learn to 
believe", Cassirer.  

di (dia) + acc. "for [your] sake" - [AND I REJOICE] BECAUSE OF [YOU]. 
Causal; with the sense "for the sake of you."  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Here introducing an epexegetic clause 
specifying di uJmaV, "because of you", "namely ...", so Barrett, Harris, Novakovic; 
"for your sake, namely, that you may believe (that your faith may be 
strengthened), I am glad that I was not there (I'm glad that I didn't attend to 
Lazarus' illness)."  
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pisteushte (pisteuw) aor. subj. "you may believe" - YOU MAY BELIEVE. 
The aorist possibly identifies the commencement of belief, "that you may learn 
to believe", Phillips. Surely not "come to faith", rather the miracle serves as a 
stimulus to faith. Yet, as Novakovic notes, John only notes the faith-response of 
the crowd, not the disciples.  

oJti "-" - I REJOICE ...... THAT [I WAS NOT THERE]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing the content of Jesus cairw, 
his state of happiness, namely, that he was not present in Bethany to help Lazarus 
and this for the sake of the disciples' faith, iJna pisteushte, "that you may 
believe."  

proV "[let us go] to [him]" - [BUT LET US GO] TOWARD [HIM]. Expressing 
movement toward.  
   
v16 

The bravery of Thomas fails to eventuate when the chips are down. He is 
also somewhat pessimistic, as if the mission is a failure, and that all the disciples 
can do is hurl oneself at the crushing hand of fate. This statement serves as 
another example of Johannine ambiguity.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Here resumptive / transitional, as NIV, or 
inferential, establishing a logical connection, "So Thomas ...", ESV.  

oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. pas/mid. part. "(called [Didymus]) / (known as 
[Didymus])" - [THOMAS SAID] THE ONE BEING CALLED [DIDYMUS / TWIN]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Thomas"; "whose nickname was 
Twin", TH.  

toiV summaqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to the rest of the disciples" - TO THE 
FELLOW DISCIPLES. Dative of indirect object. Used only here in the NT. The word 
may underline a common purpose among the disciples such that Thomas is 
speaking for all the disciples.  

iJna + subj. "that [we may die with him]" - [LET US GO AND = ALSO] THAT 
[WE MAY DIE]. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose. Note the hortatory 
subjunctive "let us go."  

meta + gen. "with [him]" - WITH [HIM]. Expressing association / 
accompaniment.  
   
v17 

iii] Jesus finally arrives at the outskirts of Bethany and spends time speaking 
with Martha, v17-27. While Mary is with the many mourners in the family home, 
Martha hears of Jesus' arrival on the outskirts of the village and so goes to meet 
him. She expresses her faith by making the point that had Jesus been able to come 
earlier he could have prayed for the healing of Lazarus and her brother would 
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oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional; "Now when Jesus came", ESV.  
elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "on his arrival" - [JESUS] HAVING COME. The 

participle is adverbial, best treated as introducing a temporal clause; "when he 
arrived", Phillips.  

econta (ecw) pres. part. "had [already been in the tomb]" - [FOUND HIM] 
HAVING [ALREADY been laid to rest FOUR DAYS IN THE TOMB]. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting the pronoun auton, "him"; "him who had already 
been laid to rest." The present tense may imply continuity with regard the burial. 
Note that there is textual disruption in the case of the adverb hdh, "already". The 
mention of Lazarus being buried for four days serves to underline the fact that he 
is dead - it was commonly held that the soul remained with the body three days 
before departing.  
   
v18 

John notes the proximity of Bethany to Jerusalem and thus the presence of 
many of "the Jews" gathered to mourn with Martha and Mary. If John is using 
the term "the Jews" to refer to unbelieving Israel, particularly the religious 
authorities, then the implication is that Jesus is putting himself in danger. Maybe 
John is using the term "the Jews" here to refer in a general sense to Judeans.  

de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to 
the provision of background information. This is also indicated by the use of the 
imperfect verb to-be h\n.  

egguV + gen. "-" - [BETHANY WAS] NEAR [JERUSALEM].  
wJV "less than" - AS = ABOUT. A particular use of the particle expressing 

approximation, "about."  
stadiwn dekapente "two miles" - FIFTEEN STADIA [AWAY]. 2 miles, approx. 

3 kilometres. "Bethany is close to Jerusalem ......"  
   
v19  

ek + gen. "[and many Jews]" - [BUT/AND MANY] FROM [THE JEWS]. Here 
serving as a partitive genitive. Included in "the Jews" are relatives, neighbours 
and friends, but it may be too inclusive to say "many people had come from the 
city", CEV.  
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now be alive. She goes on to affirm Jesus' statement that Lazarus "will rise again", 
although her mind is on the "resurrection at the last day." Jesus, in preparation 
for the coming sign, takes to himself the title of "resurrection and life" - Jesus is 
the one who raises the dead to life, both now and in the last day, enabling them 
to live forever, to never die. Martha then affirms the truth that faith in Christ is 
the source of this life, and this because he is the Messiah.



elhluqeisan (ercomai) pluperf. "had come" - HAD COME [TOWARD 
MARTHA AND MARY]. Expressing a past event with present ramifications, ie., the 
Jews had come to Mary and Martha and were still there.  

iJna + subj. "to [comfort]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT CONSOLE, ENCOURAGE, 
CHEER UP THEM]. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that." 
"To offer them sympathy over their brother's death", Phillips.  

peri + gen. "in the loss of their [brother]" - ABOUT [THE = THEIR BROTHER]. 
Expressing reference / respect; "concerning / about their brother."  
   
v20 

           
              

               
       

         
         

          
            

            
       

     
oun "-" - THEREFORE [MARTHA]. Inferential, establishing a logical 

connection; "So when Martha hears that Jesus was coming", ESV.  
wJV "when" - WHEN, WHILE, AS. Here the particle is best treated as temporal, 

introducing a temporal clause.  
hkousen (akouw) aor. "heard" - SHE HEARD. In the sense of "got wind of 

the news." "Then Martha, hearing of the arrival of Jesus", Moffatt.  
oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS COMES]. Introducing a dependent statement of 

perception expressing what Martha heard.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[she went out to meet] him" - [SHE MET UP WITH] HIM - 

Dative of direct object after the uJpo prefix verb "to meet up with."  
de "but" - BUT/AND [MARY WAS SITTING IN THE HOUSE]. Transitional, 

indicating a change in subject from Martha to Mary, here relating what Mary was 
doing; Mary, on the other hand, ...."  
   
v21 

oun "-" - THEREFORE [MARTHA SAID TOWARD JESUS]. Here resumptive / 
transitional, rather than inferential, and so left untranslated.  

ei + imperf + an "if" ..... - IF [as is not the case, YOU WERE HERE, then THE 
BROTHER OF ME WOULD NOT HAVE DIED]. Introducing a conditional clause, 2nd. 
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 The implication given by most translations, and underlined by some (eg., 
REB), is that both Mary and Martha have become aware of Jesus' arrival, but 
Mary remains in the family home. Yet, it is likely that John is describing two 
separate actions. For Martha's actions John uses aorist verbs expressing 
perfective / punctiliar action - she hears and comes. For Mary, John uses an 
imperfect verb expressing imperfective / durative action; Mary is "sitting in the 
house." Her "sitting" is a proper position for mourning and so it is likely that John 
is telling us that Mary is unaware of Jesus' arrival, since she is at home taking her 
turn as the family representative in the public grieving process. So, the sense may 
be, "Mary, on the other hand, was in the family home with the other mourners, 
unaware that Jesus had arrived."



class / contrary-to-fact, where the proposed condition is assumed to be not true. 
Martha's words can be taken as critical of Jesus' failure to come to them in their 
moment of need, but the words are more likely a faith statement. Martha is 
affirming a regrettable fact, namely, had Jesus been able to get to Lazarus before 
he died, he would have been able to heal him.  
   
v22 

It is unlikely that Martha is expressing a belief in Jesus' capacity to raise the 
dead. It is more likely that this verse is simply a reaffirmation of v21. She knows 
that Jesus could have healed Lazarus if he were present because God listens to 
him.  

alla "but" - BUT. Adversative - variant reading.  
oida perf. "I know" - [EVEN NOW] I KNOW. Extensive perfect. Martha knows 

and therefore, as a consequence, believes that .....  
oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 

perception expressing what Martha knows.  
kai nun "even now" - NIV follows the bulk of translators on this phrase, 

but other possibilities exist. "But now - well, I know ...", Moffatt; "but 
nevertheless", TH.  

soi dat. pro. "[God will give] you" - [GOD WILL GIVE] TO YOU. Dative of 
indirect object.  

oJsa an + subj. "whatever [you ask]" - WHATEVER [YOU MAY ASK]. Serving 
to introduce an indefinite relative clause. Note that with the word "to ask", Jesus 
never uses the verb aitew of his own prayers, rather, he uses the verb erwtaw. Is 
John implying a distinction between the two?  
   
v23 

Martha understands Jesus' words as a reference to the resurrection of the 
dead on the last day.  

auth/ dat. pro. "to her" - [JESUS SAYS] TO HER. Dative of indirect object. 
Note the use of the narrative present tense to indicate a change in speaker.  

anasthsetai (anisthmi) fut. "will rise again" - [THE BROTHER OF YOU] 
WILL RISE AGAIN. The TEV suggests "will rise to life" to make Jesus' statement 
more explicit.  
   
v24 

Martha is stating the accepted doctrine of the day held by devout Pharisees; 
it is not particularly Christian. The pie in the sky when you die doctrine is not 
what Jesus is teaching. Yes, Jesus' eschatology has its forward referencing aspect, 
the not yet element, but as we will see in the next verse, Jesus is not about offering 
life in the future, but life now; at this point his eschatology is realized, the now 
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element is dominant. The kingdom of God is at hand, not some time in the distant 
future. Faith in Christ brings with it life in the present, a life which is eternal and 
cannot be snuffed out by death.  

oJti "-" - [MARTHA SAYS TO HIM, I KNOW] THAT [HE WILL RISE]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of perception expressing what Martha knows.  

en "in [the resurrection] at [the last day]" - IN [THE RESURRECTION] IN 
[THE LAST DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition; "at the resurrection on the last 
day", Rieu.  
   
v25 

In another I AM saying, v25-26, Jesus tells Martha that he, in himself, is the 
resurrection, such that those who believe in him already possess the promised 
new life of the covenant, irrespective of whether they are alive or dead. The 
promised resurrection of the last day is available in the present to those who 
believe in Jesus.  

hJ anastasiV (iV ewV) "the resurrection" - [JESUS SAID TO HER, I AM] THE 
RESURRECTION. Predicate nominative. Note the switch from the narrative 
present to an aorist "said". Jesus is the one who raises the dead to life.  

hJ zwh (h) "the life" - [AND] THE LIFE. This predicate nominative is omitted 
in some manuscripts. It is easy to explain why the phrase would be added, but not 
why it would be omitted. JB leaves it out. If the reading is original, "resurrection" 
and "life" maybe the same thing, or maybe "life" explains "resurrection", or 
maybe "life" simply complements "resurrection." If there is a distinction between 
the two words, then "resurrection" is a coming to life, v25b, while "life" is a 
staying alive, never dying, v26a. "Jesus said to her, 'I myself am the 
resurrection.'"  

         
          
       

        
 

kan + subj. "even though" - AND IF, as may be the case, [HE SHOULD DIE, 
then HE WILL LIVE]. This crasis, kai + ean, introduces a conditional clause, 3rd 
class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true. The weight of kai 
is ascensive, "even", giving a concessive sense to the clause, "even if = although 
they may die, the person who believes in me will live"; "those who believe in me, 
even though they die, will live", NRSV.  
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 oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "he who believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING 
[INTO ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb 
"will live." The present tense, being durative, may express "everyone 
who continues to have faith in me", rather than just the descriptive, "believers", 
which is the likely sense of the aorist form. "Everyone who has faith in me", 
CEV.



   
v26 

oJ zwn (zaw) pres. part. "whoever lives [and believes / by believing]" - [AND] 
ALL THE ONES LIVING [AND BELIEVING INTO ME]. This participle, as with 
pisteuwn, "believing", may be classified as a substantive or as an adjective, 
attributive, limiting the adjective paV, "all", when taken as the substantive 
"everyone"; "everyone who lives and believes in me", ESV. Note how the NIV11 
treats it as adverbial, instrumental (certainly makes sense). Schnackenburg, on 
the other hand, argues that they stand together in a conditional sense such that 
eternal life requires two conditions, earthly life and faith. It is often argued that 
"will never die" = "will never die spiritually", ie., a person who is spiritually alive 
will not face spiritual death, namely, separation from God. Yet, it is more likely 
referring to resurrection life here and now.  

ou mh + subj. "[will] never [die]" - NOT NOT [DIES]. A subjunctive of 
emphatic negation.  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO [THE AGE. DO YOU BELIEVE THIS]? Temporal use of the 
preposition. The phrase "into the age" means "forever".  
   
v27 

Johannine ambiguity is maintained by Martha's response. She may not 
understand about the resurrection life promised by Christ, but she does believe 
that Jesus is the Christ, the messiah.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[she replied]" - [SHE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
egw "I" - [YES = CERTAINLY LORD] I. Emphatic by position and use.  
pepisteuka (pisteuw) perf. "I believe" - I HAVE BELIEVED. The perfect 

tense carries the sense of a past believing in Christ that continues; she has 
believed and continues to believe; "I have learned to believe", Cassirer.  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing the content of her belief.  

oJ cristoV "the Christ" - [YOU ARE] THE CHRIST, MESSIAH, PROMISED 
SAVIOUR OF ISRAEL, ANOINTED ONE. Predicate nominative.  

oJ uiJoV tou qeou "the Son of God" - THE SON OF GOD. This commonly 
used term sometimes indicates Jesus' filial association with God, but in the mouth 
of others can range in meaning from little more than a godly person to someone 
close to God, but commonly as a title for the messiah, as here. See 5:25.  

oJ ... ercomenoV "who was to come [into the world]" - THE ONE [INTO THE 
WORLD] COMING. The participle serves as a substantive, standing in apposition to 
the nominative "Christ"; "the one whom God has determined to send into the 
world." This is a technical term used in Jewish circles for the messiah, cf., 4:25, 
6:14, Matt.11:3, "Who was destined to come into the world", TH,  
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v28 

iv] Jesus speaks with Mary, v28-37. Mary now learns that Jesus has arrived 
and goes out to greet him. Like Martha, she expresses her belief that had Jesus 
been able to come earlier he would have been able to heal Lazarus. Her words 
are often read as a criticism of Jesus, but they are actually an expression of faith. 
With everyone crying, Jesus himself gets choked up. Obviously, some of the 
people read this as a sign of Jesus' frustration and wonder why he couldn't have 
kept Lazarus from dying.  

eipousa (legw) aor. part. "after she said [this]" - [AND] HAVING SAID [THIS 
SHE DEPARTED]. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

laqra/ adv. "aside" - [AND CALLED MARY THE SISTER OF HER] SECRETLY. 
Adverb of manner; Spoke to her quietly on the side; "Privately", TEV.  

eipousa (legw) aor. part. "she said" - HAVING SAID. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "called"; "called .... and 
said", or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of her call, "called saying."  

parestin (pareimi) pres. "[the teacher] is here" - [THE TEACHER] IS 
PRESENT [AND CALLS YOU]. "The teacher is here and is calling for you", ESV.  
   
v29 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative - Mary's 
response to the news; "On hearing this ...."  

ekeinh "-" - THAT WOMAN. John's use again of a distant demonstrative 
pronoun for a personal pronoun, here referring to Mary; "and she (Mary), when 
she heard this news."  

wJV "when [Mary heard this]" - WHEN [SHE HEARD]. Here the conjunction 
is temporal, introducing a temporal clause, as NIV.  

tacu adv. "[she got up] quickly" - [AROSE] QUICKLY [AND WAS COMING 
TOWARD HIM]. The accusative adjective, "quick" is used here as an adverb of 
manner, "quickly" = "without delay." Note the passive verb "to arise" is a 
mediopassive; she wasn't pulled up, but "she sprung to her feet", Phillips.  
   
v30 

Schnackenburg suggests that Jesus stayed outside the village so that he could 
speak with Martha and Mary privately.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, serving to introduce a further step in the 
narrative, here backgrounding indicated by the use of the pluperfect verb "to 
enter"; "now Jesus had not yet come into the village."  

oupw adv. "[Jesus had] not yet [entered]" - [JESUS HAD] NOT YET [COME 
INTO THE VILLAGE]. Adverb of time introducing a temporal clause. Possibly 
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"arrived at", TEV. Jesus is obviously stalled on the outskirts of the village, or 
moving very slowly toward it.  

all (alla) "but" - BUT. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction; 
"not yet come into the village, but was still in the place ....  

e[ti adv. "still" - [HE WAS] STILL. Temporal adverb.  
en + dat. "at [the place]" - IN [THE PLACE]. Local, expressing space.  
o{pou "where" - WHERE. Locative conjunction, expressing position.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[had met] him" - [MARTHA MET] HIM. Dative of direct object 

after the uJpo prefix verb "to meet up with."  
   
v31 

The mourners assume Mary is making a move to the grave and so follow 
her. This brings "the Jews" in on the miracle, although the sign is not for them - 
this sign is not for unbelievers, but believers. "The Jews" have had their messianic 
signs and rejected them - the messianic debates are over. All this sign does is 
prompt a murderous reaction from "the Jews" (unbelieving Israel). Still, some of 
"the Jews" do believe, v45.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Best viewed here as transitional and so left 
untranslated.  

        
     

          
oiJ onteV (eimi) pres. part. "who had been" - THE ONES BEING. The participle 

serves as an adjective, attributive, limiting "Jews", as NIV.  
met (meta) + gen. "with [Mary]" - WITH [HER]. Expressing association / 

accompaniment.  
      

        
            

           
             

    
oJti "-" - THAT [MARY QUICKLY ROSE UP AND WENT OUT]. Introducing an 

object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what they "noticed"; 
"saw that she had risen quickly and gone away", Cassirer.  

tacewV adv. "how quickly" - Modal adverb.  
auth/ dat. pro. "[they followed] her" - [FOLLOWED] HER. Dative of direct 

object after the verb akoleuqew, "to follow after."  
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 idonteV (eidon) aor. part. "when [the Jews] ...... noticed" - [THE JEWS, THE 
ONES BEING IN THE HOUSE AND COMFORTING HER] HAVING SEEN. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as introducing a temporal clause, as NIV.

 paramuqoumenoi (paramuqew) pres. part. "comforting" - COMFORTING, 
CONSOLING. The participle could be viewed as adverbial, modal, expressing the 
manner in which the Jews were "being with" Mary, "Condoling her", Phillips, 
"consoling her", ESV, but given the coordinative kai, the participle stands with 
oiJ onteV, "the ones being"; "the Jews who were with her in the house and who 
were consoling her."



doxanteV (dokew) aor. part. "supposing" - HAVING SUPPOSED, THOUGHT. 
The participle is adverbial, probably causal, introducing a causal clause; "because 
they imagined that ...." "As they imagined", Moffatt. A variant has "saying".  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what "the Jews" supposed; "in the belief that she was on 
her way to the tomb", Cassirer.  

iJna + subj. "to [mourn there]" - [SHE IS GOING TO THE TOMB] THAT [SHE 
MIGHT WEEP THERE]. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order 
that she might weep there", TH. Possibly "wail".  
   
v32 

Mary uses exactly the same words as Martha, v21. On seeing Jesus, Mary 
prostrates herself before him, ie., does obeisance.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, "now", or just left untranslated, as NIV; 
"Now when Mary came ....", ESV.  

wJV "when" - [MARY] WHEN [SHE CAME]. Introducing a temporal clause.  
     

idousa (oJraw) aor. part. "and saw" - SEEING [HIM SHE FELL TOWARD THE 
FEET OF HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb hlqen, "came ... and saw", or adverbial, temporal, "when she saw ....." 

legousa (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING [TO HIM]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "fell", "fell at 
his feet and said", or adverbial, modal, "fell at his feet saying."  

              
        
          

 
   
v33 

John tells us that Jesus was troubled by the sorrow expressed by Mary and 
"the Jews." For Jesus' emotion, John chooses the word enebrimhsato. 
Translations of the word are many and varied, but the majority align with Louw 
& Nida's classic definition of "an intense, strong feeling of concern", while 
avoiding their "often with the implication of indignation", as NIV; "When Jesus 
saw how she and the Jews who had come with here were wailing, he gave way to 
such distress of spirit as made his body tremble", Rieu; "terribly upset", CEV; 
"profoundly moved", Morris. Jesus could be shedding tears of frustration; no one 
has yet grasped in what sense he is the resurrection. Yet, both Barrett and 
Beasley-Murray argue for an angry edge to Jesus’ emotions. The word is often 
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o{pou "where" - WHERE [JESUS WAS]. Locative use of the conjunction.

 ei + imperf. ind. .... an + aor. ind. "if" - IF as is not the case [YOU WERE 
HERE, then MY BROTHER WOULD NOT HAVE DIED]. Introducing a conditional 
clause 2nd. class / contrary-to-fact, where the proposed condition is assumed to 
be untrue.



used to express deep feelings of anger, and anger may well be the emotion here, 
given that Jesus is confronted by Satan's trump card, namely, death.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, left untranslated, or inferential, 
establishing a logical connection, "so when Jesus saw her weeping."  

wJV "when" - Here serving to introduce a temporal clause.  
klaiousan (klaiw) pres. part. "[saw her] weeping" - [JESUS SAW HER] 

WEEPING [AND THE JEWS HAVING COME WITH HER] WEEPING. The participle 
serves as the complement of the accusative direct object "her", standing in a 
double accusative construction.  

touV sunelqontaV (sunercomai) aor. part. "[the Jews] who had come 
along with" - [AND THE JEWS] HAVING COME WITH. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "Jews", as NIV.  

auth/ dat. pro. "her" - HER [WEEPING, HE WAS DEEPLY MOVED]. Dative of 
direct object after the sun prefix verb "to come together with."  

tw/ pneumati (a atoV) dat. "in spirit" - IN THE/HIS SPIRIT. The dative is 
local, as NIV. Identifying the seat of a person's emotions, so for us, "heart" would 
be a better word to use, "his heart was touched", TEV.  

etaraxen (tarassw) aor. "troubled" - [AND] TROUBLED, DISTURBED 
[HIMSELF]. Used with the reflective pronoun, so literally "he troubled himself"; 
"he shuddered", Brown; "he was visibly distressed", Phillips.  
   
v34 

teqeikate (tiqhmi) perf. "have you laid" - [AND HE SAID WHERE] HAVE YOU 
PLACED, PUT [HIM]. John has chosen the perfect tense to express an action in the 
past with continuing results; "Where have you buried him?" TEV.  

ercou kai ide "come and see" - This construction is somewhat conditional; 
"if you come then you will see", see Novakovic.  

legousin (legw) pres. "they replied" - THEY SAY. John has chosen the 
present tense (historic / narrative present) to indicate narrative transition, here, to 
a new speaker.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM [LORD, COME AND SEE]. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v35 

We remain unsure whether these are tears of sorrow, frustration, or anger. 
Given the response of the onlookers in v36, sorrow may seem likely, but often 
John describes the response of "the Jews" as at least inadequate, if not downright 
perverse. So v36 could carry the comment, "If only you knew!" Their response 
in v37 is particularly perverse.  

edakrusen (dakruw) "wept" - [JESUS] SHED TEARS. A hapax legomenon 
(once only use in the NT). Although the NIV etc. has "wept" for Mary and Jesus, 
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v36 

oun "Then [the Jews said]" - THEREFORE [THE JEWS WERE SAYING]. Here 
transitional / resumptive, also indicated by the use of the imperfect verb "to 
speak." "The people said to one another."  

ide "see" - LOOK, BEHOLD, PAY ATTENTION. This interjection can introduce 
an imperatival clause, but a statement probably carries the sense better, "how 
dearly he must have loved him", REB.  

pwV "how [he loved him]" - HOW [FOND HE WAS OF HIM]! This interrogative 
adverb is obviously exclamatory here.  
   
v37 

This response by "the Jews" is devoid of faith. Their response in v36 may be 
described as inadequate; their response here is downright perverse. The healing 
of the blind man (ch. 9) and Jesus' ongoing debate with the religious authorities, 
ended in him only just avoiding being stoned. Their comment regarding the 
healing of Lazarus, is surely cynical. It is the raising of Lazarus that signs Jesus' 
death warrant.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to a 
counter view, "but ....."  

ex (ek) + gen. "[some] of [them" - [SOME] OF [THEM SAID]. Here serving 
instead of a partitive genitive.  

ouk "[could] not" - [WAS] NOT [ABLE THIS MAN]. This negation expects an 
answer in the affirmative.  

oJ anoixaV (anoigw) aor. part. "he who opened" - THE ONE HAVING OPENED 
[THE EYES OF THE BLIND MAN]. The participle serves as a substantive standing in 
apposition to ou|toV, "this / this man." Morris suggests that this is a sincere 
comment made by those who have interpreted Jesus' tears as a sign of frustration; 
contra above. "He gives sight to the blind. Why couldn't he have kept Lazarus 
from dying?" CEV.  

poihsai (poiew) aor. inf. "have kept" - TO DO something. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "was [not] able"; "was not this 
man able ...... to do something for Lazarus that he also ("in turn", Harris) should 
not die."  

iJna + subj. "[this man from dying]" - THAT [AND = ALSO THIS MAN SHOULD 
NOT DIE]. Here introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that", or 
consecutive expressing result, "so that / with the result that." The conjunction 
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Mary is "wailing", while Jesus is simply shedding a tear. "Jesus was choked up" 
[because real men don't cry!!!].



kai, "and", is adjunctive here, "also", but possibly ascensive, "even"; "stopped 
Lazarus dying too", Barclay.  
   
v38 

v] Jesus visits the cemetery where Lazarus has been laid to rest and raises 
him from the dead, v38-44. Jesus now moves to the grave and asks for the cover-
stone to be removed. Martha knows for sure that Lazarus is dead and makes the 
point that a four-day old dead body will smell. Since it was commonly believed 
that the soul left the body after three days, Lazarus is now nothing more than a 
decomposing corpse. Jesus reminds Martha that he has just promised her that she 
would experience the powerful hand of God. Jesus now enacts this promise in his 
last and most amazing sign. First, he declares his assurance of the Father's 
cooperation in the sign. Then, in an aside, Jesus notes that such a declaration 
serves only to drive home the sign to the onlookers and so help them come to 
faith. He then summons Lazarus, who stumbles out of the grave in his grave 
cloths and with a towel wrapped around his head. In the face of such an amazing 
sign, many believe, v45.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as NIV; "Then Jesus, deeply moved 
again, ...", ESV,.  

embrimwmenoV (embrimaomai) pres. mid. part. "[once more] deeply moved" 
- [AGAIN] BEING DEEPLY MOVED. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
causal, "because he was deeply moved." For the meaning of this verb see the 
introductory notes for v33. "Jesus was once more shaken with emotion as he 
reached the tomb", Rieu.  

en + dat. "-" - IN [HIMSELF]. Local, space, metaphorical. Note how "in 
himself" replaces "in the spirit", v33. "Within himself."  

sphlaion (on) "a cave" - [COMES TO THE TOMB, BUT/AND IT WAS] A CAVE, 
DEN, HIDEOUT. Predicate nominative. The common shape of a grave was a 
vertical shaft, but it is unclear whether John intends this word to describe such a 
hole.  

liqoV (oV) "stone" - [AND] A STONE. Nominative subject of the verb "to lie 
upon." Used to keep animals away from a corpse.  

ep (epi) + dat. "across [the entrance]" - [WAS LAYING UPON] UPON = 
AGAINST, ACROSS [IT]. Spatial. Typical repetition of a prepositional prefix, here 
epi for the verb epekeito, "to lie upon."  
   
v39 

Luckily for Lazarus, the Jews did not mummify their dead; in 
mummification they throw away some of the less vital organs, eg., the brains!  
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arate (airw) aor. imp. "take away [the stone]" - [JESUS SAYS] LIFT [THE 
STONE]. Aorist implies immediacy, do it now.  

tou teteleuthkotoV (teleutaw) gen. perf. part. "[the sister] of the dead 
man" - [THE SISTER] OF THE ONE HAVING DIED [MARTHA, SAYS TO. HIM]. The 
participle serves as a substantive, while the genitive is adjectival, relational. 
"Martha" stands in apposition to "sister". The dative pronoun "to him" serves as 
a dative of indirect object..  

ozei (ozw) "there is a bad odour" - [LORD, ALREADY] HE STINKS, SMELLS. 
The usual anointing of the body would not cover the smell of decomposition. This 
observation serves to underline the fact that Lazarus had indeed died.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why it is assumed that the 
body will smell.  

tetartaioV adj. "[he has been there] four days" - [IT IS] FOURTH. Predicate 
adjective asserting a fact about the subject, "he is a fourth day man", Morris. "It 
is already four days since he died", Cassirer.  
   
v40 

In typical fashion, John does not repeat the previous promise made to those 
who believe, v25-26, but restates the nub of it. "You will see how powerful God 
is", TH, in that you will witness a sign that proclaims that those who believe are 
alive, raised already in Christ, and will never again die.  

auth/ dat. pro. "[Jesus said]" - [JESUS SAYS] TO HER. Dative of indirect 
object.  

ouk"[did I] not" - [DID I] NOT. The negation expects an answer in the 
affirmative.  

soi dat. pro. "[tell] you" - [SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 

indirect speech, expressing what Jesus had said.  
ean + subj. "if" - IF [YOU BELIEVED]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd 

class, where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may 
be the case, .... then ...."  
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 tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the glory] of God" - [YOU WILL SEE THE GLORY] OF 
GOD? The genitive is adjectival, descriptive, idiomatic / source, "the glory 
radiating from God", or verbal, subjective, "the glory radiated by God", or even 
verbal, objective, "glorification of God, God glorified", so Novakovic, Harris. 
Of course, we may just classify the genitive as possessive, identifying God's 
possession of a derivative characteristic, namely "glory". This miracle 
"constituted an occasion for God's glory to be revealed", Kostenberger; it is an 
event which "displays the glory of God", Carson, serves as "a manifestation of 
the glory of God", Barrett.



   
v41 

Before calling Lazarus from the grave, Jesus gives thanks to the Father for 
answering his prayer. The aorist verb akousaV, "you heard", indicates that we 
are dealing with a particular prayer, either past or present, that is unrecorded - the 
verb "expresses the absolute confidence of Jesus that his prayer will be granted", 
Barrett. The prayer would be for the raising of Lazarus. We may be dealing with 
a proleptic aorist where the prayer is still future, but the outcome is assured. Is 
the prayer, "Lazarus, come out"? Such language is typical of Jesus healings. Yet 
it seems more likely that Jesus is giving thanks for the realization of guidance 
already received with respect to Lazarus, ie., the Father has revealed his will on 
the matter, Jesus has prayed for its fulfillment, and now he gives thanks that the 
Father has already heard his prayer - effective prayer is always based on the will 
of God. So, Jesus gives thanks prior to his faith-act so that "they may believe that 
you sent me."  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, as 
NIV.  

hren touV ofqalmouV anw "[Jesus] looked up" - [THEY LIFTED THE STONE 
AND JESUS] LIFTED THE EYES UP [AND SAID]. "Looked heavenward", "looked up 
toward heaven", CEV; a common attitude in prayer, cf. 17:1.  

eucaristw (eucaristw) pres. "I thank" - [FATHER] I THANK. A continuous 
action of thanking.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to give thanks."  
oJti "that" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus is giving 

thanks, namely, because the Father has heard him; "How thankful I am to you for 
listening to me", Cassirer.  

mou gen. pro. "me" - [YOU HEARD] ME. Genitive of direct object after the 
verb "to hear."  
   
v42 

Moffatt has this verse in parenthesis. It functions as a comment on Jesus' 
thanksgiving and is therefore somewhat misleading if left as the continuation of 
direct speech from v41b, as NIV. At best, the verse is an aside - a personal 
interchange between Jesus and the Father which is channelled by John.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to an 
aside.  

egw pro. "I" - The personal pronoun is emphatic by use and position.  
hdein (oida) pluperf. "I knew" - I HAD KNOWN. Used as an imperfect 

expressing a previous knowing. Jesus was well aware that the Father would act 
on / support his call for Lazarus to rise from the dead.  
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oJti "that" - THAT [ALWAYS]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Jesus is aware of.  

mou gen. pro. "[hear] me" - [YOU HEAR] ME. Genitive of direct object after 
to verb "to hear."  

alla "but" - Adversative / contrastive, as NIV.  
dia + acc. "[I said this] for the benefit of [the crowd / people]" - BECAUSE 

OF [THE CROWD]. Causal, but with the sense "on account of / for the sake of" = 
"for the benefit of."  

ton periestwta (periisthmi) perf. part. "standing here" - HAVING STOOD 
AROUND. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "crowd"; "the crowd 
which had gathered."  

iJna + subj. "that" - [I SAID THE THANKSGIVING] THAT [THEY MAY BELIEVE]. 
Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that ..." Jesus gave thanks 
for the miracle before it was performed "so that / in order that" the people might 
"believe". Again note, the content of belief is defined.  

oJti "that [you sent me]" - THAT [YOU SENT ME]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing the content of the belief, namely, "that you 
sent me.", ie., that the crowd might know the source of the miraculous power 
active in raising Lazarus from the dead.  
   
v43 

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "when he had said [this]" - [AND THESE THINGS] 
HAVING SAID. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

ekraugasen (kraugazw) "called" - SHOUTED, CRIED OUT LOUDLY. 
Probably serving to express a forceful command by Jesus.  

fwnh/ (h) dat. "in a [loud] voice" - IN A [GREAT] VOICE [HE CRIED OUT]. The 
dative may be viewed as instrumental, means, "by means of", or adverbial, modal, 
expressing manner, modifying "called", "with a loud voice." The preposition 
meta + acc. was beginning to replace this construction. "He cried out with a loud 
voice", ESV.  

exw + gen. "[come] out" - [LAZARUS, HERE / COME] OUTSIDE. Adverb of 
place. A literal translation of the interjection "here" and the adverb "outside", 
works quite well, "Here! outside!"  
   
v44 

The image of Lon Chaney doing his thing in the Mummy's Curse may be a 
disturbing memory for some! Anyway, Lazarus walks out / crawls out / climbs 
out of the tomb wrapped in typical Jewish burial attire.  

oJ teqnhkwV (qnhskw) perf. part. "the dead man" - [CAME OUT] THE ONE 
HAVING DIED. The participle serves as a substantive, the perfect tense serving to 
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underline a past circumstance with ongoing consequences, ie., Lazarus died and 
is dead [but now walks]. "The man who had died", ESV.  

dedemenoV (dew) perf. part. "wrapped" - HAVING BEEN BOUND [THE FEET 
AND THE HANDS IN SHEETS OF CLOTH]. The participle is adjectival, predicative, 
asserting a fact about "the one having died"; "Out came the dead man bound hand 
and foot with cloth sheets, and his face covered with a small towel." The 
accusatives "hands" and "feet" are probably adverbial, reference / respect; "bound 
with respect to his feet and hands." "Bound" certainly reflects the common 
meaning of this verb, but the so called "with strips of linen" (a dative of means) 
is actually keiriaiV, "with sheets", even just "grave cloths." Possibly "covered" 
or "draped over" would be better. Note the typical cloth / towel covering the face. 
It is periededeto, "wrapped around" around the head. The prefix peri "around" 
makes this clear.  

soudariw/ (oV) dat. "a cloth [around his face]" - [AND THE FACE OF HIM 
HAVING BEEN BOUND AROUND] IN A SMALL CLOTH. Again, the dative is 
instrumental, expressing means, "by means of ..."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus said] to them" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

uJpagein (uJpagw) pres. inf. "let him go" - [UNTIE HIM AND ALLOW HIM] TO 
GO. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to allow."  
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11:45-57 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
7. Jesus the Resurrection and the Life, 11:1-12:36 
ii] The plot to kill Jesus 
Synopsis  

Jesus' public ministry has come to an end and his inevitable glorification is 
at hand. Although many of "the Jews" have responded positively to the raising of 
Lazarus, the religious authorities are determined to have Jesus executed. For the 
present, Jesus seeks sanctuary in the village of Ephraim, but the Passover draws 
near and so it is time for Jesus to confront unbelieving Israel.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus dies, not just for the people of Israel, but for the lost and broken 
children of God.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 11:1-44.  
   

ii] Background: Jesus has sought sanctuary in the village of Ephraim some 
30km north of Jerusalem, identified today by the village of Et-Taiyibeh. Jesus 
remains in the village before moving to Bethany six days before the Passover. 
Preparations for the Passover in Jerusalem are underway, and pilgrims wishing 
to undertake the necessary six days of purification have already started to move 
into town. Purification rituals are necessary for those Jews who reside in Gentile 
areas and have inadvertently become ritually unclean. For example, it was 
common for Gentiles to bury their dead beside their property and this would 
render their Jewish neighbour ritually unclean. At the time of Passover, the 
population of Jerusalem moves from one hundred thousand to upward of one 
million.  

John records Jesus' attendance at three Passover festivals. It is estimated that 
this last Passover was in the year 33AD. The estimated date for the birth of Jesus 
is 4BC, making him around 37 years old at the time of his death.  
   

iii] Structure: The plan to kill Jesus:  
The twofold reaction to the raising of Lazarus, v45-46; 
The extraordinary meeting of the Sanhedrin, v47-53; 

"It's better to have one man die for the people." 
Jesus seeks sanctuary in the village of Ephraim, v54; 
Jerusalem prepares for the Passover, v55-57; 

"Surely he won't come to the festival?"  
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iv] Interpretation:  

With the raising of Lazarus, Jesus' public ministry has come to an end. 
In fact, although the miracle was a public act, one in which polloi, 
"many", of "the Jews" came to accept that Jesus is Israel's promised 
messiah, it was primarily a sign for his followers - Jesus himself is the 
resurrection, the source of life eternal. Believers don't have to wait till the 
last day to be raised to life. So, the focus of Jesus' ministry is now on his 
disciples and his own glorification.  

In a classic "He's a nice bloke BUT ....", John notes that the raising of 
Lazarus has prompted "many" to accept Jesus' messianic credentials 
(although miracle-based faith is frail, to say the least), but there is another 
response with even greater significance; "some" prompt the Pharisees to 
call a meeting of the Sanhedrin to deal with the Jesus problem. The meeting 
resolved that action had to be taken against this messianic pretender 
otherwise he would inevitably stir up the populous in a revolt against the 
Roman authorities, a revolt which can only result in the destruction of the 
nation and the temple - but what action?  

In a moment of Johannine irony, Caiaphas the High Priest becomes 
the man of the moment. He was a political appointment, his father-in-law 
Annas having been deposed by the Roman authorities in 15AD. Many Jews 
still saw Annas as the High Priest, but Caiaphas wore the robes. He shows 
his political cunning at the meeting by pointing out that it was far better to 
sacrifice the life of one individual for the welfare of the nation, rather than 
that the whole nation should face destruction. As far as John is concerned, 
the words of Caiaphas are prophetic, v51. Jews of the time actually 
believed that the High Priest had prophetic powers, and so in his own 
unique way Caiaphas reveals that Jesus will die for his people Israel. Yet, 
not just Palestinian Jews, but an ingathering of the Jews of the Diaspora, 
the scattered and lost children of God, v52. With these words we are again 
reminded of John's intended readers, namely, Hellenistic Jews scattered 
throughout the Roman Empire. Of course, the incoming of the remnant 
includes the Gentiles, such that both Jew and Gentile gather at Mount Zion 
in the new Jerusalem, cf., Isa.2:2-3, 56:6-8, 60:6, Zech.14:16. So, we 
proceed to Christ's death and the creation of a universal people of God.  

With the Sanhedrin meeting to decide Jesus' fate, Jesus and his 
disciples head for the hill country north of Jerusalem and seek sanctuary in 
the village of Ephraim, v54. In the meantime, pilgrims are streaming into 
Jerusalem in preparation for the Passover. Given recent events, the 
population is swirling with the latest news on the man from Galilee. The 
general feeling is that Jesus will not come to the festival and perform yet 
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another miracle, and this because the religious authorities have made it 
clear that they intend to arrest him.  
   

Text - 11:45 
The plan to kill Jesus, v45-57. i] The reaction to the raising of Lazarus - 

belief and unbelief, v45-46. Again, John uses the term "the Jews" in a slightly 
more neutral sense than usual. None-the-less, tineV, "some" of them follow their 
usual pattern of behaviour and report the incident to the Pharisees, who respond 
by calling together the Sanhedrin. John tells us that polloi, "many", of the others 
responded positively although we can't put too much weight of their "seeing" and 
"believing". The verb qeaomai, "to see", and the verb pisteuw, "to believe", often 
mean the same, such that seeing is believing, much in the same as "knowing" 
Jesus is "believing" Jesus. None-the-less, John may be making the point that the 
belief of these Jews is dependent on their having seen a sign / miracle. A faith 
based on signs is not very substantial. The sign may have served to verify Jesus' 
messianic credentials, but it is unlikely that they have come to realize that Jesus 
in himself is the resurrection, the pathway to life eternal.  

oun "therefore" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, as 
NIV.  

ek + gen. "[many] of [the Jews]" - [MANY] FROM [THE JEWS]. The 
preposition serves here instead of a partitive genitive.  

           
      

          
     

proV + acc. "to visit [Mary]" - TOWARD [MARY]. Spatial, expressing 
movement toward. Most translations add "visit". The RSV has "with", denoting 
a friendly relationship between Mary and her friends, and therefore referring to 
the people who came with Mary from the house to the graveside. This does solve 
the problem of why Martha isn't included with Mary, assuming that the people 
came to visit both of them.  

       
           

    
     
a} neut. pl. pro. "what" - the things WHICH [HE DID]. The relative pronoun 

introduces a headless relative clause. "Observed what Jesus did", Phillips goes 
with the less supported singular variant which certainly makes more sense than 
the plural.  
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 oi elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "who had come" - THE ONES HAVING 
COME. The participle serves as a substantive, and along with "the ones having 
seen", stands in apposition to polloi, "many"; "many of the Jews, those who had 
come to Mary, and who witnessed what he did, believed in him."

 qeasamenoi (qeaomai) aor. part. "[and] had seen" - [AND] HAVING SEEN. 
With the coordinating kai this substantive participle stands with "the ones having 
come ....."; "many of the Jews who had come to visit Mary and who had seen 
what Jesus did", Barclay.



eiV + acc. "[believed] in [him]" - [BELIEVED] INTO [HIM]. There is probably 
no distinction between believing eiV, "into", or en, "in", but possibly eiV expresses 
the object of faith.  
   
v46 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to an 
adverse observation, as NIV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[some] of [them]" - [SOME] FROM [THEM WENT AWAY 
TOWARD THE PHARISEES]. The preposition serves in the place of a partitive 
genitive, as NIV. Some of the "Jews", meaning, "some of the people". Morris 
suggests some other Jews, not those who came to be with Martha and Mary, but 
it is more likely that "many" believe, but "some" do not, and it was they who went 
to the "Pharisees." Of course, the Sanhedrin includes many others who are not 
Pharisees, but the Pharisees make up a significant party within the Sanhedrin.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[told] them" - [AND SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

          
           

            
  

   
v47 

ii] The extraordinary meeting of the Sanhedrin, v47-53. The Pharisees 
organize an extraordinary gathering of religious officials to deal with the Jesus 
problem. It is likely that the gathering is not an official meeting of the Sanhedrin, 
but more like an ad hock gathering of like-minded officials to deal with a thorny 
problem - a messiah-like individual who performs messiah-like miracles, 
someone who may very easily stir up a rebellion against Rome. Faced with the 
issue they are left with a conundrum - he performs many signs. Still, Caiaphas 
the high priest has a solution - a sacrificial lamb / a scapegoat.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as NIV, or inferential, establishing 
a logical connection, "So the chief priests and Pharisees gathered ....", ESV.  

sunedrion (on) "[a meeting of] the Sanhedrin" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND 
PHARISEES GATHERED TOGETHER = ASSEMBLED] A SANHEDRIN. One would 
expect the use of an article, "the Sanhedrin", but Keener suggests an "ad hoc 
council" meeting. "Accordingly, the religious authorities called a council 
meeting."  

elegon (legw) imperf. "they asked" - [AND] WERE SAYING [WHAT DO WE = 
ARE WE DOING]. The imperfect is used to give semantic weight to the question, 
so Novakovic. The question may be deliberative, "What are we going to do oJti 
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 a} pro. "what" - the things WHICH [JESUS DID]. The relative pronoun 
introduces a headless relative clause which stands as the direct object of the verb 
"to say." "Went off to the Pharisees to report what had been done by 
Jesus", Cassirer.



(for / because) this man is working many miracles?", so ESV, Brown. On the 
other hand, the question may be rhetorical, "What are we doing = accomplishing 
by the paltry steps we have taken so far oJti (now that / given that / such that / 
about the fact that) this man is working miracles?", as NIV, so Carson, Morris, 
Barrett. The answer is "Nothing", Zerwick - what can anyone do in such 
circumstances? Although Caiaphas has an idea!  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE [THIS MAN IS DOING MANY SIGNS]. As indicated above, 
oJti here either introduces a causal clause explaining why they want to know what 
to do, ie., the reason for the question, "because .....", or it introduces an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing the dilemma behind the 
question, "that ....."  
   
v48 

Messianic rebellions are nothing new in Judea, and it is just such a rebellion 
that brings about the destruction of the Jewish state and the temple in 70AD. The 
religious authorities are worried about the consequences of doing nothing, but 
given Jesus' popularity, what can they do?  

ean + subj. "if [we let him]" - IF [WE ALLOW, PERMIT HIM]. Introducing a 
third-class conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true; "if, as may be the case, ........ then all men will believe in him."  

ouJtwV adv. "go on like this" - THUS, IN THIS WAY [ALL MEN WILL BELIEVE 
INTO HIM]. This demonstrative adverb expresses manner; "if we allow him to 
continue to behave in this way", ie., performing miracles.  

kai "and then" - AND [THE ROMANS WILL COME AND TAKE OF = FROM US]. 
Here with a consecutive edge; "and then, as a consequence, the Romans ...." The 
verb "to take" may mean "take away" (taken away into exile), possibly "take 
over", so Schnackenburg.  

kai .....kai "both ..... and ...." - AND [THE PLACE] AND [THE NATION]. 
Forming a correlative construction, "both ..... and .....", as NIV.  

ton topon (oV) "our temple" - THE PLACE. It is unclear what is being 
referred to. Barrett has opted for "the temple in Jerusalem", as NIV, although 
Beasley-Murray argues that "the concern of the rulers ...... was primarily for their 
own position, and not the temple and the people."  
   
v49 

There is nothing new in doing whatever is necessary to protect an established 
institution and Caiaphas is just the man to do it. Caiaphas served as high priest 
from AD18-36 when, along with Pilate, he is removed from office.  

de "Then" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, as NIV.  
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ex (ek) + gen. "[one] of [them]" - [A CERTAIN ONE] FROM [THEM, CAIAPHAS]. 
The preposition serves in the place of a partitive genitive, as NIV. Caiaphas 
stands in apposition to the nominative subject "a certain one."  

w]n (eimi) pres. part. "who was [high priest]" - the one BEING [HIGH PRIEST 
THAT YEAR]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Caiaphas", as NIV; 
"who was high priest during that year." "That year" may indicate that John views 
the appointment of the high priest as a yearly appointment; it was certainly at the 
whim of the Roman governor. The sense may be "that fateful year", Brown.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[spoke up]" - [SAID] TO THEM [YOU DO NOT KNOW 
NOTHING]. Dative of indirect object. The use of ouden, "nothing", forming a 
double negative, is emphatic. Note the emphatic use of uJmeiV, "you"; Harris 
suggests that it is contemptuous. "What fools you are", TEV.  
   
v50 

Bultmann argues that the judgment of Caiaphas is driven by a purely political 
motivation. Schnackenburg argues that it is a matter of "lust for glory and power." 
Beasley-Murray notes that the issue of one suffering instead of all suffering was 
a matter of rabbinic debate. The view tended to be that all should stand with the 
individual, unless the individual is named or is "a worthless fellow", cf., 
2Sam.20:1.  

oJti "-" - [NEITHER DO YOU THINK = UNDERSTAND, CONSIDER] THAT. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
they do not understand. "You even fail to grasp that it is better .....", Cassirer.  

uJnin dat. pro. "for you" - [IT IS BETTER = AN ADVANTAGE, TO ONE'S 
INTEREST] FOR YOU. Dative of interest, advantage. Variant "for us" is followed 
by Phillips.  

iJna "that" - THAT [ONE MAN SHOULD DIE]. Here serving in place of a + inf. 
construction to introduce two noun clauses which serve as the subject of the verb 
sumferei, "it is better"; "that ....... than that (kai mh, "and not")....... is better." 
"For us to have one person die rather than cause the whole nation to be destroyed, 
is far more expedient."  

uJper + gen. "for [the people]" - ON BEHALF OF [THE PEOPLE AND NOT ALL 
THE NATION SHOULD PERISH]. Here possibly expressing advantage, "for the sake 
of / benefit of", but more likely substitution, "in place of, instead of", used instead 
of anti. The reference to "the whole nation" implies the Jewish people as a 
political entity.  
   
v51 

In former times, the high priest would use the Urim and Thummim, a form 
of casting lots, to determine God's will, but over time this was replaced by a more 
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de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to an 

aside; "Actually, he did not say this of his own accord", TEV.  
af (apo) + gen. "on his own" - [HE DID NOT SAY THIS] FROM [HIMSELF]. 

Here expressing source / origin, "from", leaning toward agency, "by"; with the 
sense "of his own accord / in his own person", Zerwick.  

alla "but" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ..... but ....."  

w]n (eimi) pres. part. "as [high priest]" - BEING [HIGH PRIEST THAT YEAR]. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "because he was high priest that 
year."  

oJti "that" - [HE PROPHESIED] THAT. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Caiaphas prophesied. 
Harris classifies oJti here as epexegetic, "introducing the content of the 
prophecy", and that is certainly how it functions, although technically an 
epexegetic clause, introduced by either iJna or oJti, would normally only limit a 
noun, pronoun or adjective.  

apoqhnskein (apoqnhskw) pres. inf. "[Jesus would] die" - [JESUS WAS 
ABOUT] TO DIE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"to be about."  
   
v52 
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formal prophetic function. John takes the view that the words of Caiaphas are a 
form of involuntary prophecy concerning the vicarious nature of Jesus' death, 
which although not implicit in the high priest's language, none-the-less declares 
that Jesus' death is endured uJper, "in the place of", the Jewish nation, as well as 
"the scattered children of God", so Bruce, etc.

 Not only does Jesus give his life on behalf of "the Jewish nation", but also 
for ta dieskorpismena, "the ones having been scattered" - technically, the 
Diaspora, those Jews living beyond Palestine. Given that it is likely that John is 
writing to Hellenistic Jews scattered throughout the Roman Empire, at this point 
he is probably referring to the Diaspora, so Kostenberger. This doesn't mean that 
John is ignoring the inclusion of believing Gentiles. As already indicated, 
Gentiles are automatically included in the gathering of the faithful remnant, and 
this because the promised covenant blessings for Israel extend to the whole world. 
Gentiles share in these blessings when they attach themselves to a faithful Jew 
(Jesus is ultimately that one faithful Israelite), so enabling both Jew and Gentile 
alike to gather together in Zion. None-the-less, the majority of commentators 
argue that John is not referring to the Jewish Diaspora here. Bruce argues that 
John's use of the term "children of God", rather than "children of Israel", is 
inclusive of all believers, cf., 1:12, so also Beasley-Murray (" the children of God



drawn from all nations" ), Schnackenburg ("the old image of the gathering of the 
scattered Israelites is taken up into the universal perspective of all those chosen 
by God"), Lindars (Christians throughout the Empire), Brown, Barrett, Morris, 
Carson, ..... This approach aligns with Jesus' language in the Good Shepherd 
discourse. In that discourse, Jesus refers to the "other sheep" who do not belong 
to the Jewish fold, but who are united with believing Jews into "one flock", 10:16. 
Whichever approach we adopt, Caiaphas has prophesied the vicarious death of 
Jesus for God's broken people.  

uJper + gen. "for [that nation]" - [AND NOT] ON BEHALF OF [THE NATION 
ONLY]. Expressing substitution, "instead of"; See v50.  

all (alla) "but" - BUT [AND THAT HE MAY GATHER INTO ONE THE 
CHILDREN OF GOD THE ONES HAVING BEEN SCATTERED]. Strong adversative 
standing in a counterpoint construction, "not ......, but ....." Here with an 
adjunctive kai, so "but also." The clause is somewhat elliptical: Caiaphas 
"prophesied that Jesus was about to die for the Jewish nation, and not only to die 
for the nation, but also to die that he may gather into one the children of God who 
are scattered abroad."  

ta dieskorpismena (diaskorpizw) perf. mid./pas. part. "the scattered" - 
THE ONES HAVING BEEN SCATTERED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "the children of God"; "the children of God who are scattered abroad", 
ESV.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[children] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational.  

iJna + subj. "to [bring them together]" - THAT [HE MAY GATHER]. Here 
standing in for an adverbial infinitive introducing a final clause expressing 
purpose, "that he may gather" = "to gather" = "in order to gather them." "To 
gather into unison all the scattered children of God", Berkeley.  

eiV + acc. "make them [one]" - INTO [ONE body]. The sense here is goal / 
end-view / purpose, "in order to gather them with a view to making them one 
body."  
   
v53 

"The Jews seek the death of Jesus because he gave life to Lazarus", Fenton.  
oun "So" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, as 

NIV.  
ap (apo) + gen. "from [that day on]" - FROM [THAT DAY THEY TOOK 

COUNSEL, PLANNED, RESOLVED]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
iJna + subj. "to [take his life]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT KILL HIM]. Serving either 

to introduce a purpose clause, "in order that they might kill him", or to introduce 
an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what they 
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planned, namely, that he should die. "From that day on it was their policy that he 
should die", Rieu. Their actions may be better expressed by "schemed", 
Weymouth.  
   
v54 

ii] Jesus seeks sanctuary in the village of Ephraim, v54. The village is close 
to Bethel and some 30km from Jerusalem.  

oun "Therefore" - THEREFORE [JESUS WAS NO LONGER WALKING ABOUT]. 
Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, as NIV.  

parrhsia/ (a) dat. "publicly" - IN BOLDNESS. The dative is adverbial, 
"boldly", probably with the sense "openly".  

en + dat. "among" - IN [THE JEWS]. Local, expressing space, probably with 
the sense "among".  

alla "instead" - BUT [HE WENT AWAY FROM THERE INTO THE PLACE, 
REGION NEAR THE WILDERNESS]. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "no longer ........ but instead ........"  

legomenhn (legw) pres. mid./pas. part. "called [ephraim]" - [INTO A 
VILLAGE] BEING CALLED [EPHRAIM]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "village"; "into a village which is called Ephraim."  

meta + gen. "with [his disciples]" - [AND ALSO HE REMAINED] WITH [THE 
DISCIPLES]. Expressing association / accompaniment. "And he stayed there with 
his disciples", CEV.  
   
v55 

iii] Jerusalem prepares for the Passover, v55-57. John now starts to set the 
scene for the third and final Passover festival recorded during Jesus' public 
ministry. Pilgrims are beginning to move into Jerusalem to fulfill the necessary 
purification rites before the commencement of the festival; see Background 
above. As the crowd grows, people discuss whether, given the recent events, 
Jesus will attend the festival. Given the determination of the religious authorities 
to arrest Jesus, the general feeling is that Jesus will not attend the festival.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "Now the 
Passover of the Jews was at hand", ESV.  

twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "[the] Jewish [Passover]" - [THE PASSOVER] OF 
THE JEWS [WAS NEAR]. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "the Passover", as NIV. "The time for the Passover 
festival was near", TEV.  

ek + gen. "from [the country]" - [AND MANY WENT UP INTO JERUSALEM] 
FROM [THE PLACE, COUNTRY]. Expressing source / origin.  
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eiV + acc. "to [Jerusalem]" - Expressing direction of the action and arrival 
at.  

iJna + subj. "for [their ceremonial cleansing]" - [TOWARD THE PASSOVER] 
THAT [THEY MIGHT PURIFY, CLEANSE THEMSELVES]. Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that they might purify themselves." "They wanted 
to purify themselves before the feast according to the prescribed regulations", 
TH.  

pro "before [the Passover]" - BEFORE [THE PASSOVER]. Temporal use of 
the preposition, time before; "before the commencement of the festival."  
   
v56 

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THEY WERE SEEKING JESUS]. Transitional, or 
inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so / consequently they were 
looking for Jesus." The imperfective sense of "were seeking" may imply "kept on 
seeking", Morris.  

eJsthkoteV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "as they stood" - [AND WERE SPEAKING WITH 
ONE ANOTHER] HAVING STOOD. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV. "While they were standing around in the temple courts they 
said to one another."  

en + dat. "in [the temple courts]" - IN [THE TEMPLE]. Local, expressing space 
/ place.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[what do] you [think]?" - [WHAT THINK, SEEM TO] YOU? 
Dative of direct object after the verb "to think, suppose." "What is your opinion?", 
Cassirer.  

oJti "-" - THAT [NO NO HE MAY NOT COME TO THE FESTIVAL]. Obviously 
introducing an object clause / dependent statement, although it is not clear how it 
functions. It may introduce a second question as NIV. With the subjunctive of 
emphatic negation, ou mh + subj., it would probably produce a question expecting 
a negative answer; "there is no way he's coming to the festival is there? "He will 
not come will he?", Barrett. On the other hand, if introducing a dependent 
statement of perception, it would express what the person asking the question is 
thinking / supposing, namely, "that he (Jesus) will not come to the feast at all", 
ESV (given the evident hostility of the religious authorities). Kostenberger 
suggests that the statement reflects the prevailing opinion.  
   
v57 

de "but" - BUT/AND [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE PHARISEES HAD GIVEN 
ORDERS]. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to a backgrounding 
comment. The use of the pluperfect "had given orders" also suggests 
backgrounding; Moffatt treats the verses as a parenthesis. As Harris notes, the 
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purpose of the comment is to provide the reason why the pilgrims at the feast 
believed it was unlikely that Jesus would attend.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement 
of indirect speech expressing the content of the orders.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case, [ANYONE KNEW WHERE HE IS then 
HE SHOULD REVEAL his location]. Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause 
where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true.  

oJywV + subj. "so that" - THAT [THEY MIGHT ARREST HIM]. This construction 
introduces a final clause expressing purpose. This is the only time John uses this 
construction in his gospel. He usually has iJna + subj., used in the place of an 
adverbial infinitive.  
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12:1-11 

The Ministry of the Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
7. Jesus the resurrection and the life, 11:1-12:36 
iii] Mary anoints Jesus for his burial 
Synopsis  

"On the Saturday before Palm Sunday (as we would say) there was a supper 
in Jesus' honour in Bethany at which Martha acted as a waitress and Lazarus 
figured among the guests. At it, Mary anointed Jesus' feet with some expensive 
perfume before drying them with her hair, so that the fragrance filled the house. 
Judas, allegedly concerned for the poor, protested at the extravagance. In fact, 
comments the evangelist, he was a thief and not above raiding the disciples' 
common purse which he carried. Jesus leapt to Mary's defence. She had 
anticipated his death by an act of inspired devotion", A.M. Hunter.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' death is a substitutionary sacrifice for the sins of broken humanity.  
   

  
      

   
         

      
       

       
        

           
           

           
   

   
ii] Background: Mary of Bethany. Mary is mentioned in the gospels of Luke 

and John. In Luke she is described as the one who sat and listened to Jesus while 
Martha busied herself in the kitchen, Lk.10:38-42. All four gospels have an 
anointing, but the details are different, with only Mark's account fairly close to 
John's account. In Luke, the anointing is by a woman who is a "sinner", Lk.7:37-
50. It has been suggested that this woman was Mary Magdalene, a woman who 
was exorcised by Jesus, Lk.8:2. If this is the case then Mary of Magdala is the 
same person as Mary of Bethany. This is possible, but unlikely. It also seems 
unlikely that the woman who anointed Jesus in Luke's gospel is the same person 
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Issues
 i] Context: See 11:1-44. Chapter 12 consists of two narratives and a dialogue 
/ discourse. We have the Anointing at Bethany, 12:1-8, linked to the plans of the 
authorities to not only kill Jesus, but Lazarus as well, v9-11. The second narrative 
covers Jesus triumphal entry into Jerusalem, v12-15, linked to the confusion of 
the disciples and the despair of the Pharisees, v16-19. Then follows the discourse 
/ dialogue which addresses the significance of Christ's passion. The arrival of 
Greeks seeking to meet Jesus, v20-23, points to a pathway of inclusion which 
skirts around the cross, but for Jesus, "unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground 
and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds." 
The discourse ends with the rather sad observation, "Jesus departed from them 
and hid himself", v20-36.



who anointed Jesus in John's gospel. In fact, as Origin suggested, Jesus was 
probably anointed on a number of occasions and the stories have converged 
somewhat within the oral tradition of the early church. Look, for instance, at the 
pronounced differences between Luke's account of the anointing and John's 
account. None-the-less, Luke and John do seem to be making the same point.  
   

iii] Structure: Narrative; Mary anoints Jesus for his burial:  
Mary anoints Jesus, 12:1-8: 

A dinner in Jesus' honour, v1-2; 
The anointing, v3; 
Judas' objects, v4-6; 
Jesus' response, v7-8: 

"let her keep it for the day of my burial." 
("she has anointed my body beforehand for burial", Mk.14:8. 

See v7 below). 
The plot against Jesus, v9-11.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

It is interesting how John has the anointing before the triumphal entry, 
while Mark has it following. With this arrangement John may be shaping 
it, not so much as a funeral rite, as in Mark, but as a coronation rite, the 
anointing of the messiah. Certainly, Barrett takes this line arguing that the 
anointing serves "as a means of expressing the royal dignity of Jesus in 
preparation for his triumphal entry into Jerusalem." Brown strongly 
disagrees seeing it as "a figurative representation ...... of a future 
embalming." Given verse 7, the story does seem to be a preparation for 
Jesus' death; "he is anointed as one would anoint a corpse", Dodd. In that 
sense John aligns with Luke in presenting Jesus as "one who is about to die 
for the sins of men", Marsh, rather than with Matthew and Mark who 
present the anointing "as an act of devotion with clear regal and messianic 
meaning", Marsh. Lindars takes a slightly different line. He recognizes that 
the anointing is a symbolic anticipation of Jesus' burial / his departure, but 
also notes the link with the washing of the disciples' feet by Jesus and the 
treachery of Judas. Schnackenburg sums up John's intention as follows: 
"Jesus, who will not be with his friends much longer, is for believers 
secretly glorified even in his death and is for the community the figure to 
whom honour and worship are due."  
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v] Synoptics:  
Each of the gospels has an anointing story, but Luke's version seems 

quite different to that of John and Mark, indicating a separate source. 
Matthew's account, on the other hand, reflects elements of both sources.  
   

vi] Homiletics: Extravagant Love  
Jesus commented that, in the coming years, wherever the gospel is 

proclaimed, Mary's loving act would be remembered as a "memorial" to 
her, Mark14:9. Her anointing of Jesus, in the final week of Jesus' life, is an 
act of extravagant love.  

Affection has different elements to it. There is the deep affection, or 
love, for someone which focuses on the spiritual self, the God-ward nature. 
With spiritual love the other's spiritual life fills us with great warmth; their 
love of Jesus fills us with love for them, for when we touch them, we touch 
Jesus. Then there is the affection of friendship - mutual compatibility. With 
friendship love the person thinks as we think, feels passionately about the 
things we feel about; we can speak for hours on end with them, debating, 
discussing, reviewing....., journeying together along the pathway of life. 
Then there is the affection which focuses on the sensual, a physical 
bonding, sexual even, the electricity of male/female relationships, of 
hormones doing their thing.  

In the anointing of Jesus, we find the full range of affections. For 
Mary, she was anointing her Lord for his death. She was a true disciple 
who knew the mind of her master. She knew better than the apostles that 
her Lord was about to die. She could have anointed his head, but this was 
the Son of God whose feet she was not worthy to touch. Her act of humility 
demonstrates her faith in Jesus. This was an affection of the spirit.  

Jesus was also her friend. He was the person she sat under, listening to 
his every word. He was someone she could call on when her brother was 
dying. He was someone she was willing to pay up for. Her friend was about 
to leave her, and love demanded an embalming before he went away. This 
was true friendship  

Then there was Jesus the man. Only her husband should see her hair, 
yet without shame she exposed her glory before the gathered disciples and 
wiped the perfume away, and the whole house was filled with its fragrance. 
There was an element of sensual love in her behaviour, yet pure, forever 
unconsummated.  

Our affection toward Jesus is something that can involve the whole 
person: body, mind and spirit. He is my Lord and God; he is my best friend; 
he is my lover, in the purest sense of the word.  
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Text - 12:1 
The anointing at Bethany, v1-8. i] A dinner in Jesus' honour, v1-2: Jesus now 

moves toward the "Passover" event, namely the giving of his life for the salvation 
of his people. He comes to Bethany, just outside of Jerusalem, and stays 
(according to Mark) at Simon the Leper's home. Martha helps with the meal - she 
"waited on him", Moffatt. Lazarus is mentioned among the guests, but it is 
unclear whether it is his home. If it is his home his presence would be assumed.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
eJx "six [days]" - SIX [DAYS]. John has the commencement of Passover on the 

Friday evening of the crucifixion, so six days proV "before" is a Saturday 
evening, the Sabbath having ended with the setting of the sun.  

pro + gen. "before" - BEFORE [THE PASSOVER JESUS CAME INTO BETHANY]. 
Temporal use of the preposition; "before". The placement in the Gk. text of pro 
before e}x hJmerwn, "six days", which then takes the genitive following pro, is an 
idiomatic construction of the time, and is translated "six days before the 
Passover", not "before six days of the Passover." An accusative of time following 
e}x is the more normal construction.  

oJpou "where [Lazarus lived]" - WHERE [LAZARUS WAS]. Local, expressing 
space.  

ek + gen. "from [the dead]" - [WHOM JESUS RAISED] FROM [THE DEAD]. 
Expressing source/origin - separation, "out of the dead."  
   
v2 

It is interesting how, in describing this domestic scene, John has Martha 
serving, cf., Lk.10:38. We may excuse Lazarus for his "reclining", given that he 
may still be recovering from his near-death experience, but of course, it's how 
people gathered around a table to share a meal together.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently." As a consequence of Jesus being in Bethany where he had raised 
Lazarus to life, a dinner is given in his honour.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Here a dinner was given] in Jesus' honour" - [THEY MADE 
/ GAVE A SUPPER, DINNER THERE] TO HIM [AND MARTHA WAS SERVING]. Dative 
of interest, advantage; "a dinner was prepared there for him (Jesus)." The "they" 
is not identified, although some suggest Lazarus was the host. The noun deipnon, 
"meal", refers to the main meal of the day, usually held in the evening, so 
"dinner".  

ek + gen. "[Lazarus was] among" - [LAZARUS WAS ONE] FROM. Here the 
preposition serves in the place of a partitive genitive; "Lazarus was one of those 
who reclined at the table."  
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twn anakeimenwn (anakeimai) pres. part. "those reclining at the table" - 
THE ONES RECLINING. The participle serves as a substantive. For us it is "sitting 
at the table", but they did actually recline on cushions around a low table.  

sun + dat. "with [him]" - WITH [HIM]. Expressing accompaniment / 
association.  
   
v3 

ii] Mary anoints Jesus, v3: Mary of Bethany takes half a kilo of spikenard 
scented oil and anoints Jesus' feet. By doing this, Mary takes a position of great 
humility, the position of a servant. A Jewish woman would never display her hair 
in public (only to her husband), but Mary openly uses it to wipe off the excess 
oil. Not using a towel indicates intimacy in this loving act.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as v1.  
labousa (lambanw) aor. part. "took" - [MARY] HAVING TAKEN. Attendant 

circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "anointed / she 
poured".  

litran (a) "about a pint" - A LITRA. A Roman pound = 325 grams. In rough 
terms we would say one pint, or half a litre.  

murou (on) gen. "-" - OF SCENTED OIL, OINTMENT. The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive. Technically the word refers to Myrrh, extracted from the Balsam plant, 
but here used commonly for any nut oil suitable for diluting an essential oil.  

nardou (oV) gen. "nard" - [OF GENUINE EXPENSIVE, PURE] NARD. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / of material, identification; "a pint of (made up 
of, consisting of) expensive spikenard", limiting "perfume / aromatic oil." The 
aromatic oil Spikenard is extracted from the Nard plant.  

pistikhV (oV) gen. "pure" - GENUINE. As with polutimou, "expensive", the 
genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "nard"; "a pint of genuine, expensive, 
spikenard aromatic oil." The word is unknown, so possibly "real / pure / 
genuine",.. although spikenard by itself is too strong to be applied to the skin. It 
would be diluted with a rubbing oil, say pistachio nut oil. The concentration of 
the spikenard would reflect its purpose. When anointing the dead, the oil would 
be highly concentrated, and therefore, very expensive, in which case the word 
may mean "strong / concentrated". On the other hand, the word may mean 
"diluted", eg, "mixed spikenard anointing / massaging oil".  

hleiyen (aleifw) aor. "she poured it" - SHE ANOINTED [THE FEET OF 
JESUS]. "And anointed Jesus' feet with it", Barclay.  

taiV qrixin (ix icoV) dat. "with [her] hair" - [AND WIPED OFF THE FEET OF 
HIM] IN THE HAIRS [OF HER]. The dative is instrumental, expressing means, as 
NIV; "with her hair."  
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ek + gen. "[the house was filled] with" - [AND THE HOUSE WAS FILLED] 
FROM, OUT OF [THE SMELL = ODOUR]. Expressing source/origin, but leaning 
toward cause, "because of", and/or means, "by"; the house was filled from the 
perfume source. "Filled with the fragrance given forth from the perfume", 
Cassirer.  

          
           

        
       
       

   
  

   
v4 

iii] Judas objects, v4-6: Matthew notes that it was one of the disciples who 
was indignant on this occasion; John identifies Judas as this disciple. John also 
notes that it is Judas who will betray Jesus. The value of the oil is put at 300 
denarii by Judas. A labourer was paid a denarius a day so 300 denarii is close to 
a year’s wage. John notes that Judas' indignation is not out of concern for the 
poor, but rather that he is a sneak-thief. This is the only occasion in the gospels 
where we are given an insight into the faulty character of Judas. Obviously, John 
is of the opinion that Judas betrayed Jesus for financial gain. As they say, money 
is the root of all evil, but there are another six deadly sins that should not be 
ignored! Judas' rap sheet is fairly serious, and no one has a good word for him 
(especially Luke - "the son of perdition"), but I have always wondered whether 
he was beyond redemption; see Matt.27:3-10 and Acts:1:15-26 - note the use of 
metamelomai, "to change one's mind / repent", and his admission "I have sinned." 
He did commit suicide and some hold that suicide is an unforgivable sin, although 
this opinion is without scriptural warrant. So, is betrayal an unforgivable sin?  

de "but" - BUT/AND [JUDAS ISCARIOT SAYS]. Transitional, indicating a step 
in the narrative, here to a contrast, as NIV.  

ek + gen. "[one] of [his disciples]" - [ONE] FROM [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. 
Variant reading, taking the place of a partitive genitive, as NIV.  

oJ mellwn (mellw) pres. part. "who was later" - THE ONE BEING ABOUT. The 
participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition to Judas; "Judas Iscariot, 
the one who was about to betray him"; "Judas Iscariot (who was to betray him), 
said, ...", Moffatt.  

paradidonai (paradidwmi) pres. inf. "to betray [him]" - TO DELIVER OVER 
[HIM]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the verbal sense of the 
participle "being about".  
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 tou murou (oV) gen. "of the perfume" - OF THE OINTMENT, SCENTED OIL. 
The genitive is adjectival, limiting the noun "smell", possessive, identifying a 
derivative characteristic, or descriptive, idiomatic, "of the odour which wafted 
from the ointment." Other classifications are possible: verbal, subjective, "the 
odour made by the ointment"; or descriptive, idiomatic / source, the odour 
from the ointment." "The house was filled with the fragrance given forth by the 
perfume", Cassirer.



   
v5 

dia + acc. "why" - BECAUSE / ON ACCOUNT OF [WHY THIS AROMATIC OIL = 
PERFUME NOT SOLD OF THREE HUNDRED DENARII AND GIVEN TO POOR]? Causal; 
"because why?" = "Why?"  

ptwcoiV adj. "[given] to the poor" - The adjective serves as a substantive, 
dative of indirect object.  

triakosiwn dhnariwn gen. "it was worth a year's wages" - [SOLD] OF 
THREE HUNDRED DENARII. The genitive is adverbial, measure / price; "sold for 
three hundred denarii." Given that one Denarii is a day's wage, three hundred 
indicates that it was a highly concentrated spikenard perfume / oil. The base used 
for perfumes today is mainly alcohol, rather than a nut / seed oil.  
   
v6 

John tells us that Judas was a petty-thief - when he was short he raided the 
offertory plate. The disciples are rightly angered by the fact that one of their own 
betrayed Jesus, and as far as John is concerned Judas' pilfering provides the 
motive for his betrayal of Jesus.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to a 
comment on the behaviour of Judas; "It was not out of concern for the poor that 
Judas said this ....."  

oJti "because" - [HE SAID THIS NOT] BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why Judas has made this comment.  

autw/ dat. pro. "he [cared]" - [IT WAS A CONCERN TO] HIM. Dative of direct 
object after the verb "to be concerned about."  

peri + gen. "about [the poor]" - ABOUT [THE POOR]. Expressing reference / 
respect; "not because he cared about the poor", Rieu.  

alla "but [because he was a thief]" - BUT [BECAUSE HE WAS A THIEF]. 
Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction, "not because ....., but because 
......", as NIV. Tradition has not served Judas well; his failings are enshrined in 
the scriptures. Thankfully, our failings are not so well recorded. One gets the 
impression that his fellow disciples didn't think too highly of him, and probably 
with good reason, yet there is stealing and there is stealing, and we will never 
know how light-fingered he actually was.  

exwn (exw) pres. part. "as keeper of [the money bag]" - [AND] HAVING [THE 
MONEY BOX]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "it was not 
because the poor meant anything to him that he said this, but because he was a 
thief, for he had charge of the money-box, and he pilfered from what was 
deposited in it", Barclay.  
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ebastazen (bastazw) imperf. "he used to help himself" - HE WAS LIFTING, 
REMOVING. The use of the imperfect probably serves to indicate ongoing pilfering 
from the common purse.  

ta ballomena (ballw) pres. pas. part. "what was put into it" - THE THINGS 
BEING THROWN, PUT into it. The participle serves as a substantive, accusative 
direct object of the verb "to lift, remove".  
   
v7 

iv] Jesus' response, v7-8: Although scented oil is primarily used for festive 
occasions, Jesus recognizes the closeness of his death and interprets Mary's 
anointing as a symbolic embalming. He includes Mary in this interpretation. 
Although Jesus' words are somewhat obtuse, the sense probably is that she 
intended initially using the perfume for the purpose of anointing Jesus' body at 
the time of his death, but has chosen to do so in the present, anointing her living 
Lord while he was still with her. Clearly Mary has sensed that Jesus is about to 
leave them through suffering and death. Jesus welcomes this action by Mary. The 
time when the disciples can express their love for Jesus is fast running out; the 
immediacy of his death supersedes the needs of the poor.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, as NIV, or inferential, establishing a 
logical connection; "consequently ...."  

afeV authn "leave her alone" - [JESUS SAID] ALLOW HER. The sense here 
may be either, "her allow" = "Don't pick on her", or "allow her ....." = "allow her 
to perform this duty."  

iJna + subj. "it was intended that" - THAT [SHE MAY KEEP IT]. The 
construction here causes some difficulty.  

The conjunction iJna + subj. will often introduce a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that she may keep", but sometimes it is 
consecutive expressing result, although unlikely here. As a purpose clause, 
it doesn't make sense for Jesus to tell the disciples to leave her alone, in 
order that she can keep the oil for his embalming at the time of his death.  

It may serve as an imperative, "keep this essential oil till the day of my 
burial", ie., use it for my embalming. So, is Jesus telling her not to anoint 
him?  

Brown follows the sense of a weak reading "she has kept", a reading 
obviously intended to overcome the problem. He doesn't accept the 
reading, but argues it is the intended sense, ie., "(unknowingly) she was 
keeping it until now to embalm Jesus."  

Carson argues that the clause is elliptical (some words are missing, 
namely, "she has done this"), "leave her alone, she has done this in order 
to keep it for the day of my burial."  
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The NIV assumes the clause is elliptical by adding the words "it was 
intended", so making the hina clause a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what she intended, namely, to hold the oil eiV "for" the day of 
Jesus' embalming.  

As a follower of Jesus, Mary has thrhsh/ "kept, preserved" this essential oil 
for Jesus' death and embalming, and out of devotion, sensing that his death is 
imminent, symbolically performs the embalming at this opportune time.  

eiV "for [the day]" - INTO [THE DAY]. Here expressing purpose / goal / end-
view, "for the purpose of using it on the day of my burial."  

tou entafiasmou (oV) gen. " of [my] burial" - OF THE EMBALMING. The 
genitive is adjectival, descriptive, idiomatic / temporal, "the day when I am buried 
/ embalmed"  

mou gen. pro. "my" - OF ME. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, 
identifying the possession of a derivative characteristic, or verbal, objective, "the 
embalming performed on me."  
   
v8 

This comment by Jesus does not provide an excuse for the withholding of 
compassion toward the poor, but rather notes that right priorities should motivate 
behaviour. The comment is particularly apt when seeking direction on the 
application of resources (time, talent and tinkle) to social work and evangelism. 
Finding the right balance demands the wisdom of Solomon, especially today with 
the church so damaged by the issue of paedophile priests. This verse is not found 
in some of the better manuscripts and so it may have been adopted from Matthew 
26:11. Metzger gives it an "A" rating.  

gar "-" - FOR. More reason than cause, introducing an explaining of what 
lies behind Jesus' comment about Mary, v7.  

meq (meta) + gen. "among" - THE POOR YOU HAVE] WITH. Expressing 
association / accompaniment.  

eJautwn gen. refl. pro. "you" - YOURSELVES [ALWAYS]. The reflexive 
pronoun is used here for the personal pronoun autwn.  

pantote adv. "always [have me]" - [BUT/AND ME NOT] ALWAYS [DO YOU 
HAVE]. Adverb of time. Brown argues that the statement reflects rabbinic 
theology where a work of mercy (eg., preparing someone for burial) exceeds a 
work of justice (eg., almsgiving).  
   
v9 

The plot against Jesus, v9-11. Those who had witnessed Jesus raise Lazarus 
from the dead find out that he is now staying in Bethany and so they head out 
from Jerusalem again to see both Jesus and Lazarus. The religious authorities get 
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to hear that many of those who witnessed the raising of Lazarus are now 
committing themselves to Jesus and so they plan, not only to kill Jesus, but 
Lazarus as well. It should be noted that some commentators think that the editor 
has mishandled his received tradition (the Johannine tradition???) at this point, 
that he "has got himself into difficulties by his rearrangements, and the idea that 
Lazarus should also be put to death, is an unhappy consequence of his own work, 
deriving not from the tradition", Lindars. The more conservative commentators 
like Morris and Carson see no incongruities in the record of events.  

oun "meanwhile" - THEREFORE. Transitional, indicating a step in the 
narrative.  

oJ ocloV poluV "a large crowd" - A/THE LARGE CROWD. Here poluV is in 
the predicate position making the article irregular. Variant readings drop the 
article to correct the grammar. The real difficulty lies with what crowd this is. As 
Brown notes, at this point in the gospel, three crowds are mentioned: a) the crowd 
that comes to Bethany, as here; b) the large crowd that comes out to meet Jesus 
as he enters Jerusalem, v12, 18; c) the crowd that saw Jesus raise Lazarus and 
now believes in him, v17. Brown argues that the v9 crowd is the same as the one 
that saw Jesus raise Lazarus from the dead, ie., the v17 crowd - they have come 
out for a second look; possibly Judeans living in Jerusalem / Jerusalemites. The 
v12 crowd is a different crowd, possibly made up of pilgrims. Of course, John 
may not intend any distinction between these crowds.  

ek + gen. "of [Jews]" - FROM [THE JEWS]. Here the preposition is used in the 
place of a partitive genitive, so "a large crowd of Jews." John seems to be using 
the term "the Jews" here in a neutral sense, rather than in the sense of unbelieving 
Israel; "Judeans", Carson. "A large number of people heard that Jesus was in 
Bethany", TEV.  

oJti "[found out] that" - [KNEW] THAT [HE (JESUS) WAS THERE. Introducing 
an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what "the Jews" 
knew. "They came to know that Jesus was there." "They came, not just to see 
Jesus, but also to see Lazarus."  

ou dia + acc. "not [only] because of" - NOT BECAUSE OF [JESUS ONLY]. 
Causal, "because of, on account of."  

all (alla) "but [also]" - BUT [AND = ALSO]. Strong adversative standing in 
a counterpoint construction; "not because ....... but also to see Lazarus."  

iJna + subj. "to [see]" - THAT [THEY MAY SEE LAZARUS]. Introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose, "in order that ...."  

ek + gen. "from [the dead]" - [WHOM HE RAISED] FROM [DEAD]. Expressing 
separation, "away from", or source / origin, "from".  
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v10 

de "so" - BUT/AND [THE CHIEF PRIESTS TOOK COUNSEL, PLANNED]. 
Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to the response of the religious 
authorities to the growing popularity of Jesus, given his raising of Lazarus. Their 
response was to plan the death of Lazarus as well.  

iJna + subj. "to [kill Lazarus]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT KILL LAZARUS]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
the plan, "they planned to put Lazarus to death", or possibly serving to introduce 
a final clause expressing purpose, "they made plans in order to put Lazarus to 
death", so Novakovic.  

kai "as well" - AND. Here adjunctive, "also".  
   
v11 

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
authorities planned the death of Lazarus as well as Jesus, "because many of the 
Jews / Judeans were abandoning Israel's authorized faith / the teachings of the 
chief priests and putting their faith in Jesus."  

di (dia) + acc. "on account of [him]" - [MANY OF THE JEWS] BECAUSE OF 
[HIM]. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why "the Jews" were 
abandoning ..... and believing in Jesus, "because of / on account of him" = 
"because of what had happened to him / Lazarus", TH.  

twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "[many] of the Jews" - The adjective serves as a 
substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive, as NIV.  

uJphgon (uJpagw) imperf. "were going over" - WERE DRAWING AWAY, 
DEPARTING, LEAVING. The imperfect may be inceptive, "began to withdraw", 
Harris. Here introducing an elliptical clause. Possibly "going away to Bethany", 
or "going over to Jesus, but more likely "drawing away from the chief priests", 
ie., leaving "their former Jewish allegiance and way of life to become disciples", 
Barrett, so Harris. "Many of the Judeans were rejecting the authorized religion of 
Israel and were putting their faith in Jesus."  

eiV + acc. "[believing] in [him]" - [AND WERE BELIEVING] INTO [JESUS]. 
Expressing the direction of action and arrival at; for "believing" the sense is the 
same as en, "in/on". Believing in Jesus", ESV.  
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12:12-19 

The Ministry of the Messiah 2:1-12:50 
7. Jesus the resurrection and the life, 11:1-12:36 
iv] The triumphal entry 
Synopsis  

It is the day after Jesus' anointing. The crowd that had gate-crashed the 
dinner held at Bethany in Jesus' honour had, but now, returned to Jerusalem, but 
they continued to spread the word about Jesus and how he had raised Lazarus 
from the dead. So, as Jesus sets out for Jerusalem, many of the pilgrims and 
inhabitants of the city come out to meet him, waving palm branches and singing 
verses from Psalm 118. At the time, the disciples did not understand what was 
happening, but they would soon realize that the events they were witnessing were 
in fulfillment of the words of Zechariah the prophet. Of course, the religious 
authorities grow increasingly frustrated with the people's enthusiastic acceptance 
of Jesus.  
   
Teaching  

Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 12:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: The triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem:  
Jesus enters Jerusalem, v12-15; 

"Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord." 
The confusion of the disciples, v16; 
The welcoming crowd, v17-18; 
The reaction of the Pharisees, v19.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

           
     

   
There is some difficulty distinguishing what ocloV, "crowd", John has 

in mind in his account of these events. Barrett suggests that there are two 
"crowds". There is the "crowd" that witnessed the raising of Lazarus and 
later returned to Bethany when they heard that Jesus was staying there. This 
crowd is busy telling everyone in Jerusalem what they had witnessed in 
Bethany, v17. On the next day, five days before the Passover, as Jesus is 
heading toward Jerusalem, another ocloV comes out of Jerusalem to meet 
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 We now come to "the end point of (Jesus') earthly self-manifestation 
as the Messiah of Israel", Ridderbos.



        
      

      
      

            
      

           
         

     
            

     
     

The disciples join in with the celebration, although John tells us that 
at this point in time its meaning goes over their head - obviously over the 
head of the crowd as well. John seems to underline this point. It probably 
has to do with the proclamation of Jesus as "the King of Israel." Jesus is 
not Israel's king in worldly terms, he is God's king, a point made clear by 
riding a donkey into Jerusalem in fulfillment of Zechariah's prophecy. In 
typical Johannine irony, the Pharisees say that "the world has gone after 
him." Yes, indeed, but they have gone after the wrong king, a worldly king, 
for Jesus' kingdom is not of this world, 18:36. Of course, Jesus will soon 
be tried and executed on the charge of claiming to be a king, a claim he 
does not make. The uproar causes increased concern among the religious 
authorities who are now even more inclined to accept the murderous advice 
of Caiaphas.  
   

iv] Synoptics  
All four gospels recount Jesus' entry into Jerusalem, but as is so often 

the case, John's account is likely to be independent of the synoptic gospels. 
This is evident in the differences in John's gospel when compared with the 
synoptic accounts. First, John's dating of the account is different; Second, 
the pilgrim crowd that hailed Jesus with messianic Psalms is not journeying 
with Jesus, but comes out of Jerusalem to meet him; Third, John is the only 
gospel writer to mention palm branches; Fourth, John has the crowd 
proclaim that Jesus is "the king of Israel"; Fifth, Jesus gets a donkey and 
rides it upon meeting the crowd, and in response to their acclimation; 
Finally, John tells us that the disciples did not understand what was going 
on.  

Those who think John's record depends on the synoptic record usually 
opt for Mark; see Barrett. For an argument against dependence see Smith, 
Johannine Christianity, pp. 97-105.1984. As often indicated in these notes, 
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him. Presumably this crowd is made up of pilgrims and other residents of 
Jerusalem. This crowd greets Jesus in messianic terms, waving palm 
branches and singing from Psalm 118 - a messianic Psalm. Their greeting 
"Hosanna" (save now) serves as a liturgical response of joy, and their 
response, "Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord", serves as a 
liturgical greeting. Yet, their acclamation moves to a messianic affirmation 
with the addition of the words "even (kai) the King of Israel." In simple 
terms, the crowd proclaims "God bless the coming Messiah, the king of 
Israel." Jesus accepts their messianic acclamation in action, rather 
than words. He takes their acclimation to himself by mounting a 
donkey in fulfillment of Zechariah 9:9. Jesus is God's king, not the 
world's king; he comes on a donkey, not a war-horse.



it is not unreasonable to believe that this gospel is an editorial 
reconstruction of the sermons / essays of an eyewitness, that witness being 
John the apostle.  
   

Text - 12:12 
The Triumphal Entry, v12-19: i] Jesus enters Jerusalem, v12-15. It is 

Sunday, and the pilgrims in Jerusalem for the Passover festival hear that Jesus is 
about to enter the city.  

th/ epaurion dat. "the next day" - THE TOMORROW. The nominalizing 
article th/ turns the adverb into a substantive, the dative being temporal, "On the 
next day."  

oJ ocloV poluV "the great crowd" - Again the adjective poluV, "great, 
large", stands as a predicate in the construction, but it obviously serves as an 
attributive, as NIV; See 12:9. "An immense body of people", Phillips.  

oJ elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "that had come [to the festival]" - THE ONE 
HAVING COME [INTO THE FEAST, FESTIVAL]. The participle is adjectival, limiting 
"the great crowd", so indicating that the crowd is primarily made up of pilgrims 
who had come to the festival, rather than those in the "great crowd" who had 
witnessed the raising of Lazarus, believed in Jesus, and were telling everyone 
what Jesus had done. "The next day, the great body of pilgrims who had come to 
the festival", NEB.  

akousanteV (akouw) "heard" - HAVING HEARD. The participle is adverbial, 
best treated as temporal, "when ..."; "on hearing that Jesus was on his way to 
Jerusalem", Cassirer.  

oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS IS COMING INTO JERUSALEM]. Introducing an 
object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the crowd 
heard. The tense of what they heard is retained, so "is on his way", although 
translated "was on his way."  
   
v13 

The words of Psalm 118:26 may have become a liturgical greeting, "blessed 
in the Lord is the one who comes", but the crowd give it full messianic bent with 
the addition of "Hosanna", and "even the King of Israel." They also cast palm 
fronds before Jesus, a gesture used in past times to welcome a coming king. Of 
course, as John will soon hint, this crowd is welcoming a political leader, even a 
revolutionary set to overthrow Rome; they are not welcoming the Son of Man.  

twn foinikwn (ix ikoV) gen. "palm [branches]" - [the large crowd TOOK 
THE BRANCHES] OF PALM TREES. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, as NIV, 
"palm fronds", or partitive, "branches of palm trees", ESV.  
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eiV + acc. "to [meet]" - [AND WENT OUT] INTO [A MEETING WITH]. Here 
expressing end-view / goal / purpose, "they went out in order to meet with him."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - HIM. Dative of direct object after the uJpo prefix verb 
"to meet with."  

ekraugazon (kraugazw) imperf. "shouting" - WERE SHOUTING OUT, 
CALLING OUT. The imperfect, being durative, expresses the progressive nature of 
the action.  

wJsanna "Hosanna" - Indeclinable particle serving as a liturgical shout of 
praise. The original Hebrew "give salvation / victory now" / "save, we pray", 
Harris, would not apply when used liturgically.  

euloghmenoV "blessed is" - may [THE ONE COMING IN THE NAME OF THE 
LORD] be BLESSED. With an assumed optative verb to-be (or imperfect "blessings 
be upon the one coming ...") this participle forms a perfect periphrastic 
construction.  

oJ ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "he who comes" - THE ONE COMING. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE NAME OF THE LORD]. Here expressing association / 
accompaniment, "with". The "name" of a person expresses their being, and when 
used of God it primarily refers to his divinity, and thus his authority. So, the one 
who comes, comes with the authority of the Lord - the authority which belongs 
to the Lord God.  

kai "blessed is" - AND = EVEN. Variant, 50/50 original. NIV has opted for a 
coordinating function. Possibly epexegetic, "the one who comes ....., namely, the 
king of Israel", or possibly ascensive, "the one who comes ......, even the King of 
Israel", ESV.  

tou Israhl "of Israel" - [THE KING] OF ISRAEL. The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / subordination; "king over Israel."  
   
v14 

Jesus responds to the crowd's acclamation, particularly "even the king of 
Israel", by mounting a donkey. Jesus is the messiah, but he is not the crowd's type 
of messiah. John confirms this fact by quoting Zechariah 9:9 in the next verse. 
The NIV has Jesus riding a "young donkey", although it is not clear whether the 
diminutive of onoV, "donkey", onarion, "small donkey", is meant to mean "young 
donkey." The word is only used here in the NT, and its use outside the NT is for 
a donkey of any age - a scruffy, worn out old donkey would be very applicable 
in this situation. None-the-less, a "young donkey" is preferred by many 
commentators who take the view that John is referring to the colt of an ass that 
has never been ridden in line with Mark, cf., Mk.11:2.  
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de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "And Jesus 
found a young donkey", ESV.  

euJrwn (euJriskw) aor. part. "[Jesus] found" - [JESUS] HAVING FOUND [A 
YOUNG DONKEY]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to sit"; "Jesus came across a young ass and seated 
himself on it", Moffatt.  

ep (epi) + acc. "[sat] on [it]" - [HE SAT] UPON [IT]. Local, expressing space, 
"on, upon."  

kaqw "as" - AS. Comparative conjunction used to introduce a comparative 
clause, a clause often used to introduce a scriptural quote, "as it has been written"; 
"just as the scripture says", TEV.  

estin gegrammenon (grafw) perf. mid. / pas. part. "it is written" - IT HAS 
BEEN WRITTEN. Perfect periphrastic construction.  
   
v15 

So far John has tended to allude to the Old Testament scriptures, but now he 
begins to provide scriptural support for Jesus' glorification; His quote from 
Zechariah 9:9 is truncated somewhat. He drops the initial Hebrew parallelism of 
the first two lines and replaces "rejoice with all your heart" with "do not be 
afraid." He drops the line "His cause won, his victory gained." cf., the parallel 
Zephaniah 3:14-20. The crowd was right to greet Jesus the messianic King, but 
he is no victorious potentate who will rule by the standards of this world.  

Ziwn gen. proper "Daughter Zion" - [DO NOT FEAR DAUGHTER] OF ZION. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational. Note that the negation mh + a present tense 
verb, as here, usually expresses a command to stop an action, so "Stop being 
afraid."  

kaqhmenoV (kaqhmai) pres. mid. part. "seated" - [LOOK THE KING OF YOU 
IS COMING] SITTING. The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of 
the king's coming, namely, "mounted on the foal of an ass", Rieu.  

onou (oV) gen. "[a] donkey's [colt]" - [UPON A COLT] OF A DONKEY. The 
NIV, as with many translations, takes the genitive as possessive, so "donkey's 
colt"; "the foal of an ass", Rieu. But it is possible that the sense is "young 
donkey", TEV. The CEV simply goes with "donkey" given that size (small) may 
be the issue rather than age (young).  
   
v16 

The crowd fails to understand the true significance of Jesus' actions, and, as 
is often the case, so also the disciples. Yet, the disciples will come to understand 
the events of this day, and how they fulfill scripture, but only after Jesus is 
glorified, and this through their reception of the Holy Spirit.  
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all (alla) "-" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM DID NOT UNDERSTAND THESE 
THINGS AT FIRST] BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ...... but ....." "At first" is an adverbial accusative.  

oJt "only after [Jesus was glorified]" - WHEN [JESUS WAS GLORIFIED]. 
Temporal conjunction serving to introduce a temporal clause; "but when he 
attained his state of glory", Cassirer.  

tote adv. "[did they realize]" - THEN [THEY REMEMBERED]. The temporal 
adverb introduces a temporal clause; "then they called to mind", Cassirer.  

oJti "that" - THAT [THESE]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what they remembered; "that these words 
were written", Cassirer.  

h]n ... gegrammena (grafw) perf. mid./pas. part. "had been written" - WERE 
HAVING BEEN WRITTEN. here the imperfect verb to-be and the perfect participle 
form a periphrastic perfect construction.  

ep (epi) + dat. "about [him]" - Here expressing reference / respect; "with 
respect to him."  

kai "and" - Coordinative, here establishing a strong link between what was 
written about Jesus, and what was done to Jesus; "and that it was in accordance 
with them (what was written) that they had been dealing with him the way they 
did", Cassirer.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[and that these things had been done] to him" - [AND that 
THEY DID THESE] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object / interest advantage. The 
subject of the verb "to do" is unclear. The subject is usually taken to be "the 
crowd", so "they (the disciples) remembered that ....... they (the crowd) did these 
things to him"; but possibly the "they" is the disciples, "the disciples remembered 
that ....... they themselves had done these things to him." Brown argues that it is 
acceptable to take the verb "to do" in general passive sense here. Of course, 
tauta, "these things", may be nominative rather than accusative; "they 
remembered how (that) this (these things) had been written of him and how it 
(these things) had happened to him", Moffatt. The "these things" are the events 
recorded in this passage, so Ridderbos. Note that tauta, "these things", is 
repeated three times in this verse indicating emphasis. A totally left-of-field take 
on the third tauta is that proposed by Morris who suggests it refers to the actions 
of the apostles in acquiring the donkey - it is possible!  
   
v17 

iii] The welcoming crowd, v17-18. In these two verses John seems to be 
making the point here that the ocloV, "crowd", which had witnessed the raising 
of Lazarus and responded by believing in Jesus, on returning to Jerusalem had 
spread the amazing news about what had happened in Bethany. It was in response 
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to their testimony that the ocloV, "crowd of pilgrims", had gone out to meet Jesus 
and hail him as the coming king of Israel. John is determined to emphasize that 
there are two different crowds. John's point may be that unlike the "crowd" that 
witnessed the raising of Lazarus, a "crowd" whose faith is sign-based and 
inadequate (so Ridderbos), the "crowd of pilgrims" response to Jesus' coming is 
word-based. John also makes the point that the "crowd of pilgrims" comes out to 
meet and greet Jesus, rather than journeys with him into Jerusalem. So, the word-
based "crowd" comes out of Zion to hail the coming king.  

oun "now" - therefore. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
oJ w]n (eimi) pres. part. "[the crowd] that was" - [THE CROWD] THE ONE 

BEING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the crowd."  
met (meta) + gen. "with [him]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
ote "when" - WHEN [HE CALLED LAZARUS]. Temporal conjunction serving to 

introduce a temporal clause.  
ek + gen. "from [the tomb]" - FROM [THE TOMB AND RAISED HIM] FROM 

[THE DEAD]. Expressing source, origin / separation, "away from."  
emarturei (marturew) imperf. "continued to spread the word" - WERE 

TESTIFYING, WITNESSING. The imperfect, being durative, may be highlighting 
continued testifying, as NIV.  
   
v18 

dia touto "-" - BECAUSE OF THIS = THEREFORE [THE CROWD AND MET HIM]. 
This causal construction usually takes an inferential sense, "therefore / 
consequently", rather than "the reason why ....", ESV, or "that is why the crowd 
met him ..", TEV. The crowd that witnessed the raising of Lazarus had testified 
to this miracle in Jerusalem, "therefore the crowd of pilgrims met him (went out 
to meet him) on his way to Jerusalem because ......"  

kai "-" - AND. Variant, possibly dropped from some texts because it is rather 
awkward. Coordinative is unlikely, better adjunctive, "the crowd of pilgrims also 
met him because ....", Novakovic, or emphatic, "indeed, the crowd of pilgrims 
met him because ....", Harris, or ascensive, "therefore even the crowd of pilgrims 
met him because ...." An adjunctive "also" would imply that both crowds went 
out to meet Jesus, and this could well be the case.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [THEY HEARD]. Causal.  
pepoihkenai (poiew) perf. inf. "that [he] had performed" - [HIM] TO HAVE 

DONE [THIS SIGN]. The infinitive serves to introduce a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what the crowd heard, namely "that he had performed this 
miracle." The pronoun auton, "him", serves as the accusative subject of the 
infinitive.  
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autw/ dat. pro. "[to meet] him" - [MET] HIM. Dative of direct object after the 
uJpo prefix verb "to meet with."  
   
v19 

iv] The reaction of the Pharisees, v19. Frustration engulfs the religious 
authorities and presses them toward the action proposed by Caiaphas.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE [THE PHARISEES SAID TOWARD THEMSELVES].  
Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, consequently."  

qewreite (qewrew) pres. ind./imp. "see" - LOOK, OBSERVE, SEE. Usually 
taken to be an imperative, but possibly an indicative, "You see, we are defeated", 
Rieu.  

oJti "-" - [LOOK, OBSERVE] THAT [YOU DO NOT GAIN NOTHING]. Introducing 
a dependent statement of indirect speech. Note the double negative for emphasis. 
The Pharisees are addressing each other, so "we are getting nowhere", REB. 
Threats are getting the religious authorities nowhere so obviously they now need 
to consider the advice of Caiaphas.  

opisw + gen. "[the world has gone] after [him]" - [LOOK, THE WORLD 
WENT] AFTER [HIM]. Improper local preposition expressing space, the space after 
the one before, here metaphorical, of adherence; "the whole world is following 
him", TEV. "The whole world" simply means "everyone" = "all of Jerusalem", 
but is probably another example of Johannine irony given the visit of the Greeks 
in the next section. For John, "the world" is the world of unbelief, a world lost in 
darkness.  
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12:20-36 

The signs of the Messiah, 2:13-12:50 
8. Jesus the triumphant king, 11:55-12:50 
iii] Unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground 
Synopsis  

John now records a rather unique incident where a group of Gentile 
"Godfearers" take the trouble to seek Jesus out. The incident occurs during the 
final days of Jesus' Jerusalem ministry and serves to round off his public ministry 
to Israel and at the same time point forward to the gathering together of all 
peoples, Jew and Gentile, under the cross. Philip and Andrew convey the request 
of the Gentiles to meet with Jesus, but Jesus responds with a rather strange 
statement; "the hour has come for the Son of Man to be glorified." Then, in a 
saying about corn and wheat, Jesus points out that both life and death applies to 
him and his followers. The cross looms large as Jesus calls on the Father to glorify 
his name. A divine response is followed by Jesus' declaration of ultimate victory.  
   
Teaching  

Christ's death is the necessary condition for the life of broken humanity.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 12:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: Dialogue; Unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground:  
Greeks come to Jesus, v20-22; 
Jesus' response, v23-36: 

Only death leads to life, v23-26: 
"anyone who loves their life will lose it, 
while anyone who hates their life in this world  
will keep it for eternal life." 

The necessity of Jesus' death, v27-30: 
"it is for this very reason I came to this hour." 

The significance of Christ's glorification, v31-33; 
"I, when I am lifted up from the earth,  
I will draw all people to myself." 

The call to choose between light and darkness, v34-36: 
"believe in the light while you have the light."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Jesus has entered Jerusalem to inaugurate his eternal reign and through 
Philip he is approached by a group of Gentiles, possibly God-fearers. The 
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homage of Gentiles to the messiah is indeed a subtle temptation for it 
suggests that the kingdom-harvest can be realized without the death of the 
king. Yet the truth is, the messiah must die to realize the harvest, for only 
by identifying with his death can the seeker find eternal life, v20-26. The 
cross looms large before Jesus, its cost and agony, and in that thought there 
is divine confirmation, v27-30. The battle is now set, the victory assured 
and the harvest guaranteed, v31-33. The gathered crowd has grasped the 
significance of Jesus' words about a dying and rising messiah, but they are 
still mystified. Does not the messiah abide for ever? Jesus doesn't bother 
debating matters of theology with the crowd for the day of judgment is at 
hand, and so he reminds them that like a traveller at sunset they have a 
fading moment to find their way to safety and security in life eternal, v34-
36.  
   

v] Homiletics: The way to glory  
In the final days of Jesus' public ministry, he is approached, indirectly, 

by a group of Gentiles, Godfearers. You would expect Jesus to be beside 
himself knowing that his ministry is now attracting people from beyond the 
Jewish faith, but Jesus is anything but pleased. Their approach draws the 
shadow of the cross over him. Gentiles will come to the light, but first Jesus 
must travel to Calvary and be "lifted up." It is then that the whole world 
will be drawn to him, but not before he goes the way of the cross.  

The coming of the Gentiles to Jesus brings with it a very subtle 
temptation, a temptation empowered by the shadow of the cross. The 
temptation is evidenced in v27 where Jesus says "what shall I say (pray)?" 
At this point he puts forward a hypothetical prayer point, something 
obviously on his mind, but then immediately counters it; "Father, save me 
from this hour? No way! Rather, glorify your name." For Jesus, the 
kingdom can only be realized through the cup of suffering. In the end, Jesus 
submits to the Father's will.  

Christ will win his kingdom via the cross, but the approach of the 
Gentiles suggests an easier way. Satan can give Christ all the kingdoms of 
the world if only he will worship him. The possibility of another way, a 
way apart from "the cup" of suffering, is a serious temptation for Jesus and 
drives the agitation evident in our reading today.  

Let us lift high the cross and trust its power to save.  
   

Text - 12:20 
Victory over death, v20-36: i] Some Gentiles approach Philip to see if they 

can gain an audience with Jesus, v20-22. The impact of Jesus' ministry is 
beginning to move beyond his own countryman, such that a group of God-fearers 
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try to get to speak with him. They obviously feel uneasy about approaching Jesus 
directly, so they tackle one of the disciples. Philip, with a Greek name, may well 
be a bit more approachable, a bit less Jewish. Interestingly, Philip discusses the 
approach with Andrew, the only other disciple with a Greek name. There is no 
indication whether these "Greeks" get to see Jesus, but they will "see" him after 
his crucifixion. When he is lifted up he will draw both Jew and Gentile to himself, 
cf., v32. 

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to a new 
episode.  

EllhneV (hn hnoV) "Greeks" - [THERE WERE SOME] GREEKS. Nominative 
subject of the imperfect verb to-be. There is much to commend the suggestion 
that they are Greek-speaking Jews, but that they are Gentile God-fearers is to be 
preferred. The fact that they come to Philip rather than Jesus, that Philip checks 
with Andrew, and that Jesus becomes quite agitated (Gentiles approaching Jesus 
indicates both, temptation - the gaining of the whole world without the cross, and 
a signification that the hour had come for his glorification [the cross]), indicates 
that they are Gentiles. The point John is making is that they are people of non-
Jewish birth. A God-fearer could attend the temple, but only in the court of the 
Gentiles, a court in which Jesus would often teach.  

ek + gen. "among" - FROM. Here the preposition is used instead of a partitive 
genitive; "from among."  

twn anabainontwn (anabainw) gen. pres. part. "those who went up" - THE 
ONES GOING UP. The participle serves as a substantive. This is often a technical 
term for going on pilgrimage rather than just going up from the low country to 
the highlands of Jerusalem. "Among those who used to go up to worship at 
festival-time", Harris.  

iJna + subj. "to [worship]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT WORSHIP]. Here introducing 
a final clause expressing purpose; "in order to worship / do obeisance." 

en + dat. "at [the feast]" - IN [THE FEAST]. Local, expressing space / place, 
"at", but as Novakovic notes, it may also be temporal, "during the festival."  
   
v21 

As already noted, Philip and Andrew are the only two disciples with Greek 
names. There is no indication that these God-fearers got to meet with Jesus.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, establishing a logical connection; "So 
these came to Phillip", ESV.  

proshlqon (prosercomai) aor. "came to" - [THESE ONES] APPROACHED, 
CAME TO. Why did they approach Philip? Bethsaida is actually in Gaulanitis, not 
Galilee, so possibly it's because he is from Gentile territory, but John obviously 
doesn't see the connection.  
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filippw/ (oV) dat. "to Philip" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix 
verb "to come to, approach" / dative of destination.  

tw/ "who [was from Bethsaida]" - THE [FROM BETHSAIDA]. The dative 
article serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "from Bethsaida" 
into an attributive adjective limiting "Philip", as NIV.  

thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "in Galilee" - OF GALILEE. The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive; "Bethsaida, a village in Galilee."  

hpwtwn (epwtaw) imperf. "with a request" - [AND] WERE ASKING, 
REQUESTING [HIM]. They approached Philip ..... and asked him saying ... Durative 
aspect is possibly intended; "they kept asking him"  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to ask", redundant, introducing direct 
speech; "they asked him and said."  

idein (oJraw) aor. inf. "[we would like] to see" - [WE WILL] TO SEE [JESUS]. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to want/will." 
Here in the sense of "to interview / converse with." They have already seen him, 
now they want to talk with him.  
   
v22 

Andrea/ (aV ou) dat. "[Philip went to tell] Andrew" - [PHILIP COMES AND 
SAYS] TO ANDREW [AND ANDREW, AND PHILIP COMES AND SAYS TO JESUS]. As 
with "to Jesus", dative of indirect object. All four verbs are narrative present. 
"Philip went and told Andrew, and the two of them went and told Jesus", TEV.  
   
v23 

ii] Jesus' discourse on the coming death and glorification of the Son of Man, 
v23-36. "The function of the discourse is to show the necessity of the death and 
exaltation of Jesus for the establishment of the saving sovereignty of God that 
embraces all nations", Beasley-Murray.  

a) Jesus is glorified in his death, and what is true for him is true for his 
disciples, v23-26. The approach of the Gentiles prompts Jesus to speak of his 
coming death, the coming "hour". Jesus illustrates the purpose of his dying in a 
short illustrative / teaching parable. Although it is without explanation, it 
obviously refers to Jesus' lifting up from the earth to draw all people to himself, 
cf., v32. In the synoptic gospels, Christ's glorification is identified with his 
ascension and heavenly rule. For John, Christ is glorified in his crucifixion, for 
the cross draws lost humanity to God. Jesus' words in v23-25 seem to parallel the 
synoptic gospels where Jesus follows up a prediction of his death with a word on 
discipleship. Yet, hating life does not necessarily mean dying to the world, cf. 
Lk.9:24, but rather dying to self in the sense of resting in Christ for our salvation. 
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Similarly, being where Christ is does not necessarily mean cross-bearing, cf. 
Lk.9:23, but rather identification with Christ in his humiliation / glorification.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [BUT/AND JESUS ANSWERED SAYING] TO 
THEM. Dative of indirect object. The participle legwn, "saying", is attendant 
circumstance, redundant, introducing direct speech.  

elhluqen hJ wJra "the hour has come" - "The time of Jesus' death has 
arrived." The approach of the Gentiles obviously triggers this response from 
Jesus. Their approach indicates that his work with Israel is complete and now he 
must turn toward the lost and outcast. As this ministry is not directly his, but 
rather a ministry of the Spirit through his disciples and the church, then it is time 
for him to leave - the hour has come. At a more subtle level, his response is also 
triggered by the temptation that he can gain the world and reign over it, apart 
from the cross. This is Satan's classic temptation and one that Christ had to resist 
until the end. For this reason, he turns away from the approach of these "Greeks" 
and turns toward the cross.  

iJna + subj. "for" - THAT. Here introducing an epexegetic clause, limiting by 
explaining the noun "hour" in temporal terms, so Barrett; "the hour when the Son 
of Man is glorified, crucified", cf., iJna for oJte, Zerwick #428. By the use of iJna 
"Jesus is drawing attention to the significance of the hour", Schnackenburg. Read 
as a purpose clause, so Klink etc., "the hour has come in order for the Son of Man 
to be glorified" is possible, but unlikely, ie., iJna + subj. for an adverbial infinitive 
modifying the verb "to come."  

uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - Barrett suggests that John's usage 
of Daniel's "Son of Man", the mysterious messiah who will reign over an eternal 
kingdom, is slightly different to the synoptic gospels. John sees him as "the 
heavenly Man incarnate, whose glory is achieved in his humiliation." See 1:51.  

        
          

      
      

  
   
v24 

Jesus depicts his death / glorification as a seed sown in the ground, dying to 
produce a rich harvest, cf., 15:1ff and 1Cor.15:36.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you [the truth]" - [TRULY TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. 
Dative of indirect object. Jesus often uses these words to reinforce what he is 
about to say; See 5:24.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - IF NOT. Introducing a negated conditional clause, 
3rd. class, where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, 
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 doxasqh/ (doxazw) aor. pas. subj. "glorified" - MAY BE GLORIFIED. For John, 
Christ is glorified in his crucifixion; although rightly the reign of Christ 
demonstrates the divine glory, for John his reign begins on the cross when he 
draws lost humanity to himself, both Jew and Greek. "To be invested with glory", 
Cassirer.



as may be the case, a grain of wheat does not fall into the ground and die, then it 
remains a solitary grain."  

oJ kokkoV (oV) "a seed / kernel" - THE SEED, GRAIN. Although "seed" has a 
definite article, it is generic, so the phrase is representative, "a seed (any old 
seed)". It is possible that the definite article is used to indicate that the seed 
represents Christ, although this is unlikely. Either way, Jesus is obviously 
illustrating his coming death.  

tou sitou (oV) gen. "of wheat" - OF EDIBLE GRAIN. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "seed". "In rabbinic literature, the kernel of wheat 
is repeatedly used as a symbol of the eschatological resurrection of the dead", 
Kostenberger.  

peswn (piptw) aor. part. "falls" - HAVING FALLEN [INTO THE GROUND DIES, 
IT REMAINS ALONE]. Although anarthrous, the participle is probably adjectival, 
attributive, limiting the "kernel of wheat", "which has fallen into the ground"; 
"that drops into the earth", Berkeley. Of course, it may be adverbial, possibly 
temporal, "a seed of wheat dies when it falls into the ground."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to a 
counter point; "if ... does not ... then ...., BUT if .... does .... then ....." "If the 
wheat-grain does not fall into the soil and die, it stays as it was, a single grain, 
but if it dies it yields abundantly", Rieu.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case, [IT DIES then MUCH FRUIT IT BEARS]. 
Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the proposed condition has the 
possibility of coming true; "But if it dies it brings a good harvest", Phillips.  
   
v25 

Verses 25 and 26 serve to explain and apply the illustration Jesus has used 
in v24 of his coming death and its consequential results. Verse 25, a typical wise 
saying, consists of two antithetical statements which make the point that the "loss 
of life is the condition for the emergence of new life", Ridderbos. cf., Mk.8:35. 
Morris follows the normal line of interpretation when he explains that "the man 
whose priorities are right has such an attitude of love for the things of God that it 
makes all interest in the affairs of this life appear by comparison as hatred." When 
it comes to hating one's life, there is little in the context to explain how this 
disdain for one's personal life actually works out in practice. Discipleship criteria 
seems the obvious fit, but when applied we immediately find ourselves in a works 
frame. We should, therefore, beware of literally applying what is a classic 
example of Jesus' use of hyperbole. He is simply making the point that the gaining 
of life involves the setting aside of life. Such entails reliance on Christ for eternal 
life, rather than self. Gaining and keeping eternal life is always by grace through 
faith.  
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oJ filwn pres. part. "the man who loves [his life will lose it]" - THE ONE 
BEING FOND OF THE LIFE [OF HIM LOSES IT]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to lose." The parallel in Mark 8:35 
has "the person who wishes to save their life will lose it", save in the sense of 
keep themselves safe, preserve. John has a slightly different sense, "the person 
who wishes to live (love is used in the sense of live for themselves) loses it". "The 
man who loves his own life will destroy it", Phillips. The "lose" is not future, 
"shall lose", but present continuous, losing / destroying right now. The synoptics, 
as well as John, use "soul" in the sense of a person's rational and emotional self 
as opposed to their fleshly body. The soul is not the spiritual or godward self, 
rather it is a person's life evidenced in their breath, their being. 

kai "while" - AND. Coordinating; "He who loves his life loses it; and he that 
hates his life in this world shall keep it in eternity", Rieu, or less sexist, "the lover 
of life ........ and the hater of life .......", Berkeley.  

oJ miswn (misew) pres. part. "the man who hates / anyone who hates" - THE 
ONE HATING [THE LIFE OF THEM]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to keep." "The person who hates their life will 
gain it.", possibly "loves their life less than ....", so Beasley-Murray, or "as of 
second desirability and importance", Barrett.  

en + dat. "in [this world]" - Local, expressing sphere.  
fulaxei (fullassw) fut. "will keep it" - WILL GUARD, KEEP SAFE, 

PRESERVE. With a passive sense "will be kept safe", REB.  
eiV + acc. "for [eternal life]" - TO, INTO [LIFE ETERNAL]. Possibly expressing 

advantage, "for", or purpose / end-view, "with a view to", or even result, "eternal 
life being the outcome", Cassirer.  
   
v26 

Jesus, in Mark 8:34, says, "if anyone wishes to come after me, let him deny 
himself, take up his cross, and follow me." John makes a similar point in v25 with 
the use of two parallel sayings / statements - the lover loses, the hater gains. This 
saying is now supported by a promise of the Father's honour for those who 
"serve". It is often understood that this service is an imitation of Jesus in his 
suffering and death (see Brown), but as noted above, it seems more likely that it 
is an identification in Jesus' suffering and death. By sharing in his humiliation 
(by following a convicted criminal) we share in his glorification, honoured by the 
Father.  

ean + subj. "if / whoever" - IF [ANYONE]. Introducing a conditional clause, 
3rd. class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be 
the case, anyone serves me, then let him follow me."  
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diakonh/ (diakonew) subj. "serves" - SERVES. What is this service to Jesus? 
John explains that it involves following Jesus.  

emoi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to wait on = 
serve."  

akolouqeitw (akolouqew) pres. imp. "must follow" - LET HIM 
ACCOMPANY, ATTEND = FOLLOW AS A DISCIPLE [ME]. The present tense, being 
durative, may serve to express continued following. What is involved in 
following? John gives us a clue: following involves being where Jesus is. Barrett 
says that "to serve Jesus is to follow him, and he is going to [his] death." Morris 
suggests that v25 dictates where Jesus is, namely, at the cross, so that's where we 
should be, suffering. Beasley-Murray parallels the verse with the synoptic image 
of cross-bearing, Mark 8:34, cf., Lk.9:23, "Christ draws men to fellowship with 
himself, alike in suffering and in the presence of God" (cf. v26b). Yet, John 
doesn't actually tell us where Jesus is. As already noted, a following that involves 
imitation is unlikely. We are best to view our following of Jesus in the terms of 
identification. So, where is Jesus? Jesus has ascended and sits at the right hand 
of the Father. Through our identification with Jesus, we sit with him and reign 
with him, to the honour of the Father. 

kai "and" - Coordinative.  
o{pou "where" - WHEREVER [I AM]. Indefinite marker of space.  
kai "also" - [THERE] ALSO [THE SERVANT OF ME WILL BE]. Adjunctive.  
ean + subj. "-" - IF, as the case may be, [ANYONE SERVES ME, then THE 

FATHER WILL HONOUR HIM]. Introducing a conditional clause, as above.  
timhsei (timaw) fut. "will honour" - The content of this honour is undefined. 

Surely not "may well involve suffering or even martyrdom", Kostenberger. Better 
"vindication", Carson; "the Father who glorifies the Son will honour those who 
serve the Son and give them a share in his glory", Bruce.  
   
v27 

b) In God's plan, the humiliation of the cross is Christ's glorification, a 
glorification confirmed by the Father, v27-30. Jesus is quite disturbed by the 
shadow of the cross and so he asks, "What am I to say?" - "what am I to do in this 
situation?" He answers his question by proposing a prayer, "Shall I pray Father 
save me from this hour?" Given that it was for "this hour" that he lives, he can 
only pray "Father, glorify your name." The Father responds audibly saying that 
he is already glorified in Jesus' life and will be glorified in the cross. Jesus 
comments in v30 that the theophany (a manifestation of the divine) is more for 
the crowd's benefit than his. Since the theophany requires the ears to hear, few, if 
any, in the crowd, understand the words or identity their source.  
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nun adv. "now" - Temporal adverb used by Jesus to relate his feelings to the 
present circumstances; "Right now I am storm-tossed", Peterson.  

hJ yuch (h) "heart" - THE SOUL [OF ME]. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
disturb." "Now comes my hour of heart-break", Phillips.  

tetaraktai (tarassw) perf. pas. "is troubled" - HAS BEEN DISTURBED, 
TROUBLED. Jesus is agitated, shocked, fearful, horror struck ...... at the shadow of 
the cross and the temptation to sidestep it, cf. Matt.26:38ff. "Went into turmoil."  

kai "and" - Here probably alerting the reader to the coming question and 
therefore left untranslated.  

eipw (legw) aor. subj. "[what] shall I say" - [WHAT] AM I TO SAY. 
Deliberative subjunctive. Morris notes that the verb is important here; Jesus 
doesn't say "what shall I choose",  

swson (sozw) aor. imp. "save" - [FATHER] SAVE [ME]. The phrase, "save me 
from this hour", is most often understood in the terms of Jesus musing over 
whether he should pray for the Father to save him, "shall I pray that the Father 
saves me? The answer being "certainly not ..." On the other hand, it may be 
treated as a petition / prayer; "What am I to say? Father, save me from this hour", 
NEB, so AV, RV, Goodspeed, Weymouth, Beasley-Murray. Harris takes it as a 
petition / prayer request which, as in the synoptic gospels, is then countered by a 
further prayer, "Father, glorify your name." So, Jesus is conflicted, proposing first 
that the Father rescue him from the coming horror, but then overruling this 
request with a more important one, namely, that he may glorify the Father in his 
coming death. Either way, the removal of the cup, an alternate way to the cross, 
is a powerful temptation, but Jesus stands his ground, turns aside the temptation, 
and accepts the divine purpose for which he has come - "not my will, but thine."  

ek + gen. "from" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
alla "No" - BUT. As noted above, this strong adversative may take a 

contrasting / adversative sense, as if in a counterpoint construction, "not that ..... 
but this"; "I could pray Father save me from this hour, but, given it was for this 
end that I have lived, I pray Father, show the glory of your power." On the other 
hand, the adversative may take negating sense, cf., BDF #448.4. This is the more 
widely accepted option, as NIV, ie., "save me from this hour" is a hypothetical 
question and is not directed to the Father.  

dia + acc. "it was for [this very reason]" - BECAUSE OF [THIS I CAME TO 
THIS HOUR]. Causal. The touto, "this", is the "hour" / cross. "But no, it is for this 
purpose that I have come to this hour", Barclay.  
   
v28 

The "name" of God the Father, namely, his person, is glorified in the faithful 
obedience of the Son of God. So, "Father, glorify your name", virtually means 
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"Father, may your will be done and in the doing of it reveal your glory." The 
response "I have glorified it and will glorify it again" takes a similar sense; the 
faithful obedience of the Son has served to display the glory of God the Father, 
his divine person (grace, love, holiness, ....), and will continue to do so in the day 
of Jesus' lifting up (his own glorification thru the cross).  

doxason (doxazw) aor. imp. "glorify" - [FATHER] GLORIFY [YOUR NAME]. 
Jesus prays for the glorification of the Father. The divine answer states that the 
Father's name has been glorified in the revelation of Jesus' life, and will be further 
glorified in the lifting up of His obedient servant. As Ridderbos notes, the 
glorification of the Father is inextricably tied to his salvation-historical purposes 
achieved through the obedience / faithfulness of the Son.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, "then", as NIV.  
ek + gen. "from [heaven]" - [CAME A VOICE] FROM [HEAVEN]. Expressing 

source / origin; "out of, from"  
kai .... kai "and" - BOTH [I GLORIFIED] AND [I WILL GLORIFY AGAIN]. A 

correlative construction. The Father is confirming that Jesus' prayer has already 
been answered. The Father's name has been glorified in Jesus' ministry and will 
again be glorified in Jesus' salvic act on the cross.  
   
v29 

An inadequate response by the crowd, cf., 11:37. Calvin notes that the 
crowd's failure to recognize God's voice (some think it is thunder, others think it 
is an angel) is paralleled by people's response to the gospel today; "many are as 
cold toward the teaching as if it came only from a mortal man, and others think 
God's Word to be a barbarous stammering, as if it were nothing but thunder."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, 
"consequently ...."  

oJ ... eJstwV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "that was there" - [THE CROWD] THE ONE 
HAVING STOOD. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "crowd", as NIV.  

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "[and] heard it" - [AND] HAVING HEARD. The 
participle as above, although it may be treated as adverbial, temporal; "when they 
heard the sound, the people standing by said it had thundered", Moffatt.  

gegonenai (ginomai) perf. inf. "it had [thundered]" - [WERE SAYING, 
THUNDER] TO HAPPEN. The infinitive forms a dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what the crowd said. The noun "thunder" serves as the 
accusative subject of the infinitive. Everybody heard something, some a voice, 
others a sound like thunder. Thunder expresses the power of God and is often 
associated with a theophany, cf., Ex.19:16.  

lalalhken (lalew) perf. "[an angel] has spoken" - [OTHERS WERE 
SAYING AN ANGEL] HAS SPOKEN. Some others heard words, and they concluded 
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that it was an angel speaking with Jesus. On a number of occasions in the Old 
Testament the Angel of the Lord speaks with Israel's great ones, cf. Gen.21:7, 
22:11, 2King.1:15.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v30 

            
        
           

     
       

 
        

         
di (dia) + acc. "[this voice was] for [your] benefit" - [JESUS ANSWERED 

AND SAID, NOT] BECAUSE OF [ME THIS VOICE HAS COME BUT] BECAUSE OF [YOU]. 
Here expressing benefit / advantage, "for the sake of / benefit of", as NIV.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; 
"not for me, but for you."  
   
v31 

c) The significance of Christ's death and glorification, v31-33. In the coming 
of the "Greeks" Jesus is again tempted to look for another way other than the 
cross. He casts aside this temptation and sets his face firmly to life through death, 
v23-26. None-the-less, the cross weighs heavily on him, but his path is set, v27, 
and to this he prays that the Father will be glorified in this "hour", which prayer 
the Father attests, v28-30. Jesus now explains the consequences of his 
glorification, v31-32, while John adds a further clarification, v33. The 
consequences of Christ's glorification (his crucifixion) are as follows:  

The world is judged;  
The prince of this world, the devil, is defeated;  
Christ is exalted;  
All people are provided with access to God through Christ.  

nun "now [is] the time for" - NOW. Temporal adverb, coextensive time.  
tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[judgment] on the world" - [IS JUDGMENT] OF THE 

WORLD. Possibly "for/on the world", if the genitive is taken as verbal, objective, 
"now is the time that sentence is being passed upon this world", Cassirer, or 
adjectival, possessive, "now is the world's judgment-day", Bruce. "World" is used 
in the sense of "all human society in rebellion against its creator", Carson. The 
"world" passes judgment on Christ and carries out its sentence in his crucifixion. 
Yet, this sentence is overturned, Christ rises, and the world finds itself 
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 Most commentators note the problem posed by the Father speaking for the 
benefit of the crowd, and yet many in the crowd fail to hear the words, let alone 
identify its source. This is obviously a word for those with ears to hear, but then, 
did anyone hear? Tasker suggests that the phrase is a "Semitic way of 
expressing comparison" ie., "more for your sake than mine." This is quite 
credible and therefore, the message is for all those with ears to hear. So, Jesus 
certainly heard the message, and at least some of the apostles. The apostles may 
not understand the words at this point in time, but they will come to understand.



condemned in return. John's eschatology is realized, but ultimately this 
eschatological judgment-day is both now and not yet.  

          
      

        
ekblhqhsetai (ekballw) fut. pas. "will be driven [out]" - wILL BE THROW 

OUT, CAST OUT. The agent is unstated - divine passive?? The synoptic gospels 
use the image of the wicked cast into outer darkness and this may be what John 
has in mind. A number of commentators note that Jesus' pronouncement of 
judgment on the world and Satan doesn't seem to fit with the flow of the 
discourse. Of course, if the discourse is prompted by the temptation of another 
way other than the cross, a word about the tempter is not out of keeping.  
   
v32 

Christ's lifting up (crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, enthronement) saves 
"all". "When He says 'all', it must be referred to the children of God, who are his 
flock", Calvin. Although universalism can be argued from this verse, the notion 
is opposed elsewhere in the gospel. If we follow Calvin, the "all" inevitably 
means all those who seek, but of course, the "all" may be representative "all", all 
humanity, both Jew and Gentile.  

kagw "but I" - AND I. This crasis is emphatic by position. As Carson notes, 
the same victory, the same death / exaltation, is in view, so "and I, when I am 
lifted up."  

ean + subj. "when" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class. The 
majority of these conditional clauses do not indicate the fulfillment or otherwise 
of the condition, so it is assumed that the condition has the possibility of being 
fulfilled; "if, as may be the case, ......., then ......" Some, particularly where a 
future tense is used in the apodosis, as here, have a likelihood of being fulfilled, 
even fulfillment that is certain. In such a case ean virtually takes the place of 
oJtan, "when", as translated in the NIV here.  

ek + gen. "[I am lifted up] from" - [I AM LIFTED UP] FROM [THE EARTH]. 
Expressing separation; "away from." The verb uJyow, "to lift up", is purposely 
ambiguous. In one sense, Jesus is lifted up ek "from (= separation) the earth as 
he is lifted up on the cross. So "lifted up" refers primarily to Jesus' crucifixion 
and death. In another sense, Jesus, through the cross, is lifted from the earth as 
one who is lifted up to heaven and enthroned in glory. So "lifted up" refers to 
Christ's glorification.  

eJlkusw (eJlkuw) fut. "I will draw" - I WILL DRAG, DRAW TO, ATTRACT. The 
purpose of Christ's "lifting up" is to draw "all" to himself. The sense of "draw all 
to myself" = "save all."  
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 tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[the prince] of [this] world" - [NOW THE RULER] OF 
[THIS] WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or descriptive, idiomatic, 
subordination; "the prince who rules over this world."



pantaV (pas, pasa, pan) adj. "all men" - ALL, EVERY .... EVERYONE 
[TOWARD MYSELF]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to draw." "He will draw 
to himself (all =) Gentiles as well as Jews, all without distinction", Bruce.  
   
v33  

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to an 
aside / editorial note.  

shmainwn (shmainw) pres. part. "to signify" - [HE WAS SAYING THIS] 
SHOWING, SIGNIFYING, INDICATING, POINTING OUT. The participle is adverbial, 
final, expressing the intended purpose of Jesus' words in v32; "he said this in 
order to show .." A technical term for the speech of someone who communicates 
an oracle.  

qanatw/ (oV) dat. "[the kind of] death" - BY [WHAT KIND OF] DEATH. The 
dative is instrumental, expressing means, "by means of", or modal, expressing 
manner, "in this way indicating the manner of his coming death", Harris.  

apoqnhskein (apoqnhskw) pres. inf. "[he was going] to die" - [HE WAS 
ABOUT] TO DIE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"he was about."  
   
v34 

d) In the face of coming judgment, Jesus makes a final appeal for faith - walk 
in the light, ie., commit to / believe in, the one who is the light of the world, v34-
36. The crowd has a question, but Jesus doesn't answer it since "this is neither the 
time nor the audience for an extended discussion on the relation of the death and 
exaltation of the Son of Man to the kingdom of God and the ministry of the 
Paraclete-Spirit", Beasley-Murray. The issue facing the crowd is not a fine point 
of theology, but the judgment soon to be enacted by the Son of Man. They need 
to come to the light lest the darkness overtakes them. So, Jesus warns them that 
the time is short and that the moment for decision is quickly passing them by. If, 
at this moment, they fail to come to the light they will be left to walk in darkness. 
If they wish to be children of light, children of God, and so inherit eternity, they 
must receive the one who is the light of the world. And so with this call to faith, 
Jesus' public ministry comes to an end and he moves away from the gaze of the 
maddening crowd.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently"; the crowd responds to Jesus' words; "so (then) the people 
answered", Moffatt.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THE CROWD ANSWERED] HIM. Dative of indirect object 
of the verb apekriqh, "replied answered".  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - Emphatic use of the pronoun.  
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hkousamen (akouw) aor. "have heard" - WE HEARD, TAKEN HEED OF, 
OBEYED. "Our information from the Law is that the messiah is to remain as long 
as time lasts", Barclay.  

          
          

           
           

       
   

oJti "that" - THAT [THE CHRIST REMAINS INTO THE AGE]. Here introducing a 
dependent statement, indirect speech, expressing what they have deduced from 
scripture.  

kai pwV "so how [can you say]" - AND HOW [DO YOU SAY]. Inferential; "how 
then."  

oJti "-" - THAT [IT IS NECESSARY]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus has said.  

uJywqhnai (uJyow) aor. pas. inf. "[must] be lifted up" - TO BE LIFTED UP 
[THE SON OF MAN IS NECESSARY]. The infinitive serves as the subject of the verb 
dei, "it is necessary." "The Son of Man" serves as the accusative subject of the 
infinitive.  

eiV ton aiwna "forever" - TO/UNTO THE AGE. Temporal construction, 
"eternally." Messiah stays with his people "for ever", although note the later 
works, 4 Ezra 7:28-29, where the messianic kingdom is temporary and ends with 
the death of the messiah.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[Who is this Son] of Man?" - [WHO IS THIS ONE 
THE SON] OF MAN? The genitive is adjectival, relational. Possibly, "what sort of 
Son of Man (messiah) is this [that ends up dying by crucifixion]?". Another 
possibility is "do you really mean Messiah when you say Son of Man?", Barrett. 
For "Son of Man" see 1:51.  
   
v35 

Jesus may not directly answer the question put by the crowd nor disparage 
their understanding of scripture, but when it comes to divine revelation, Jesus is 
the light of the world and they need to listen to him and find life in his words.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so 
then."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus told] them" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

en + dat. "[you are] going to have [the light]" - [YET A LITTLE TIME THE 
LIGHT IS] IN [YOU]. Local, expressing space, "among you."  
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 ek + gen. "from [the law]" - OUT OF [THE LAW]. Expressing source / origin. 
"Law" is used here not of the Law of Moses, or the books of the Law, but of 
scripture itself, ie., the Old Testament. Those with an understanding of scripture 
in the crowd question Jesus' assertion that the Son of Man / Messiah will die. 
They affirm the immortality of the messiah from their reading of the 
scriptures, eg. Psalm 89:37.



mikron cronon (oV) acc. "a little while longer" - A LITTLE TIME. Accusative, 
extent of time. Jesus' final appeal to the Jews is couched with urgency - the time 
is short. Of course, the Jews will be able to believe after the resurrection, so the 
sense of urgency reflects a common gospel perspective - now is the hour of 
decision.  

peripateite (peripatew) imp. "walk" - WALK ABOUT. Used in the general 
sense of conduct one’s life. John has used the term of following Jesus and here 
uses it in the sense of believe / have faith in Jesus.  

wJV "while [you have]" - LIKE, AS [YOU HAVE THE LIGHT]. Most translations 
opt for the rare temporal use of this conjunction here rather than a comparative 
sense; "go on your way while you have the light", Barclay.  

iJna mh + subj. "before" - THAT NOT = LEST [DARKNESS OVERTAKES YOU]. 
The clause is obviously not temporal; not "before darkness overtakes you", but 
rather negated purpose; "so that the darkness does not overtake / master you."  

kai "-" - AND. The conjunction here may take a causal sense; "walk in the 
light lest the darkness master you, because / for the person who walks in the dark 
has no idea where he is going", cf., Phillips. Kostenberger opts for an emphatic 
usage; "in fact, whoever moves about in darkness does not know where he is 
going."  

oJ peripatwn pres. par. "the man who walks" - THE ONE WALKING. The 
participle serves as a substantive. The person who walks in darkness (the person 
who doesn't put their trust in Jesus, doesn't commit to Jesus) is left in ignorance 
with regard the condemnation that faces them in the day of judgment.  

en + dat. "in [darkness]" - IN [THE DARKNESS DOES NOT KNOW WHERE HE 
IS GOING]. Local, expressing space; "walk in the shadow of darkness."  
   
v36 

eiV + acc. "[put your trust / believe] in [the light]" - [AS = WHILE THE LIGHT 
YOU HAVE WALK ] TO/INTO [THE LIGHT]. McHugh argues that "believes into" takes 
the sense "believes-and-trusts." Possibly, "receive the light", while there is light, 
so that you can see. "Believe in the light and become sons of God", Beasley-
Murray.  

iJna + subj. "so that [you may become]" - THAT [YOU MAY BECOME]. 
Possibly a purpose clause, but it may well be consecutive = expressing result. 
When we receive the light, as a consequence, we become sons of light and so do 
not walk in darkness, cf., 4:14. Ref. children of light, Eph. 3:8.  

fwtoV (wV wtoV) gen. "[sons] of light" - [SONS] OF LIGHT. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "light", idiomatic; "children who possess the 
light", ie., "possessors of the nature of light and destined to enjoy the light of the 
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divine kingdom", Beasley-Murray, or simply "those who believe in Jesus", 
Brown.  

elalhsen (lalew) aor. "when he had finished] speaking" - [JESUS] SPOKE 
[THESE THINGS]. Often translated as a temporal clause although not indicated in 
the Gk.  

apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "left" - HAVING GONE AWAY, DEPARTED. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "he 
was hidden, "Jesus went away and hid himself", or adverbial, temporal, "Jesus 
said these things, and after he departed, he hid from them", Novakovic.  

ekrubh (kruptw) aor. pas. "hid himself" - HE WAS CONCEALED, HIDDEN. 
Jesus' public ministry is now ended. The light shined one last moment and is now 
hidden from them.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from [them]" - FROM [THEM]. Expressing separation; 
"away from."  
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12:37-50 

The Ministry of Messiah, 2:1-12:50 
Epilogue: 12:37-50 
a final call to faith 
Synopsis  

John now concludes the first part of his gospel with an epilogue which covers 
two subjects. In the first part of the epilogue John examines the unbelief of the 
Jews, v37-43. He looks at the subject theologically, explaining that Israel's 
rejection of their messiah is in fulfillment of the prophecy of Isaiah 53:1 and 6:10. 
John then looks at the subject from a moral perspective, explaining that Israel's 
rejection of their messiah is down to the fear of being ostracized from Israel's 
religious life, and their desire for the affirmation of others. In the second part of 
the epilogue John examines the issue of faith and unbelief, v44-50. Jesus 
summarizes the gospel by restating that he is the light of the world and that those 
who come to the light, who believe in him, move from darkness to light divine. 
On the other hand, those who reject the light, who do not receive Jesus' words, 
who do not believe in him, are condemned by the very words they reject. Yet, the 
word abides and it brings with it life eternal. So, we are reminded again that there 
is nothing free in this life except the grace of God.  
   
Teaching  

God's message to humanity is that there is no condemnation for those who 
believe in Jesus, there is just eternal life.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:1-12.  
   

ii] Structure: A Final Call to Faith:  
Israel's rejection of the messiah, v37-43: 

In fulfillment of prophecy, v37-41; 
Down to moral weakness, v42-43. 

The gospel, v44-50: 
Faith in Jesus amounts also to faith in God, v44-45; 
Jesus is the light of the world, v46; 
Jesus is sent to save the world, not judge the world, v47-48; 
Jesus comes at the Father's behest for one purpose only,  
        to give broken humanity eternal life, v49-50.  
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iii] Interpretation:  
In this epilogue, John presents a summary of Jesus' public ministry; he 

covers Israel's response to Jesus, and provides a short summary of Jesus' 
gospel message. As Ridderbos notes, "by itself this double pericope fits 
very well in the structure of the story - after Jesus' final words to the crowd 
and before Jesus takes the initiative to bid farewell to his disciples (13:1). 
But in another sense these verses sharply interrupt the ongoing story." This 
interruption has prompted claims of later interpolation, but it works 
perfectly well as a conclusion to the Argument Proper - Part I. We can sense 
John's frustration in the passage. The failure of John's own people to accept 
their messiah is a burden that drives his gospel. In addressing Hellenistic 
Jews of the dispersion, John provides the theological and moral ground for 
Israel's failure, and again points the way forward.  

In examining Israel's rejection of their messiah, John first notes that it 
occurs in fulfillment of prophecy. First, by quoting the first lines of the 
Servant Song of Isaiah 53, John reminds his readers of the prophecy 
concerning God's Suffering Servant, the one rejected by his own people, 
the one "pierced for our transgressions, crushed for our iniquities", ie., 
Jesus' rejection by Israel is prophesied in the scriptures. John then asks why 
is Jesus, the Suffering Servant, rejected? He gives two reason, first a 
theological reason, and then a moral one. The theological reason is found 
in Isaiah 6:10, a passage used by Jesus himself in explaining his rejection 
by Israel, cf., Mk.4:12. When used in Mark the text refers to the purpose of 
kingdom parables - riddles designed to hide the truth. When God's people 
fail to give heed to a clear word from the Lord then the Lord speaks to them 
in riddles as an act of judgment upon a people with dull ears - he blinds 
their eyes and hardens their hearts. As Paul argues in his first letter to the 
Corinthians regarding their misuse of tongues, they were aligning 
themselves with those days of judgment upon the Lord's people when God 
no longer spoke with a clear voice, cf., ICor.14:20-22. So, as far as John is 
concerned, as predicted, "the Jews" have rejected Jesus, the Son of Man, 
the messiah, and as a consequence they stand condemned, no longer the 
recipients of a saving word from the Lord; their eyes are now blinded, their 
hearts now hardened, and they are simply no longer able to recognize Jesus 
as their promised messiah.  

The second reason is a moral one. Some of "the Jews" (the religious 
authorities) have believed in Jesus, as have a good number from "the 
crowd" that followed him, but in general, unbelief is the order of the day. 
John notes that the problem for the religious authorities is their desire to 
maintain their station in society. The wowsers of the day (exponents of 
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political correctness), the Pharisees, are armed and ready to troll anyone 
who strays from accepted societal shibboleths; they will pounce on even 
the slightest acceptance of Jesus' teachings. "Fear" and "the love of human 
praise" is far more important to them than "praise from God."  

In v44-50 John goes on to outline a summary of Jesus' gospel 
preaching covered in detail in the Argument Proper, Part I: 

Faith in Jesus amounts to faith in God: 
Seeing (= believing in) Jesus amounts to seeing the Father. 

Jesus is the light of the world; 
A person who believes in Jesus is no longer in darkness. 

Jesus came to save not to judge; 
Yet, those who do not hear and do Jesus' words (= believe)  
      stand condemned. 

Those who reject Jesus are judged already; 
Jesus' words judge them. 

Jesus does not speak on his own authority; 
He speaks with the Father's authority. 

Jesus reveals the words that lead to eternal life; 
These words are the Father's words.  

   
Text - 12:37 

A final call for faith, v37-50. i] Israel's rejection of the messiah, v37-43. In 
revising the first part of his argument, chapters 2-12, John first sums up the 
response to Jesus. The disciples may have believed, but "the Jews" have not 
believed. The first point he makes is that this response was prophesied, and in the 
second point he explains that "the Jews" are now in a dire state, blinded, with a 
hardened heart ("a judicial hardening of the Jewish people", Kostenberger), 
because of their disbelief, a disbelief driven by their status-seeking.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
pepoihkotoV (poiew) gen. perf. part. "after [Jesus] performed" - [HE] 

HAVING DONE [SO MANY, GREAT SIGNS (momentous signs)]. With the genitive 
pronoun autou, "he", the participle forms a genitive absolute construction which 
is usually treated as temporal, as NIV, although a concessive sense here seems to 
work better, "even though"; "Though he had done so many signs", ESV.  

emprosqen + gen. "in [their] presence" - BEFORE [THEM]. Spatial, "in front 
of."  

ouk episteuon (pisteuw) imperf. "they still would not believe" - THEY 
WERE NOT BELIEVING [INTO HIM]. The imperfect is probably being used to express 
ongoing / durative action, "they continued to reject him", possibly iterative 
(repeated) action, "they repeated their failure to believe", Harris.  
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v38 

We are again reminded that John is probably writing to Jews of the 
dispersion by the way he uses this text from Isaiah 53. It serves as a key text in 
the Servant Song of the Suffering Servant, 52:13-53:12. The text reminds the 
reader of the passage as a whole, aligning Jesus with the Suffering Servant and 
his rejection by Israel. This rejection is prophesied by Isaiah, a prophesy which 
is realized in the behaviour of "the Jews" toward Jesus.  

iJna + subj. "[this was] to [fulfill]" - THAT [MAY BE FULFILLED]. Often taken 
as a final clause expressing purpose, "they did not believe .... in order to fulfill", 
so Morris, Klink, Brown, Carson, Bruce, Barrett, ....., but better viewed as a 
consecutive clause expressing result, "with the result that the words of the prophet 
Isaiah were fulfilled." As Lindars and Sanders notes, John's use of a final clause 
is often Semitic in character, such that it does not clearly distinguish between 
purpose and result (indicating "both the intention and its sure accomplishment", 
Wallace). Isaiah did not predict that the messiah would be rejected in order for 
him to be rejected (ie., predestination to condemnation), nor as an antecedent 
purpose / hypothetical result (see Larsen NOT2/2, 1988, pp. 28-34, see Harris). 
Isaiah predicted that messiah would be rejected, and consequently his prediction 
was validated in the behaviour of "the Jews" in Jesus' day. The text on the 
blinding of Israel, v40, is often taken to imply a determinative act of God in the 
rejection of messiah (so "in order that ..."), but this rejection is not a consequence 
of their blinding, of the hardening of the heart, as if an act of divine determinism, 
their blinding is a consequence of their rejection; it is a judicial hardening. "The 
Jews" rejected the messiah, as prophesied, because of their fear of social 
alienation and loss of status, v42, and so no longer do they have the capacity to 
access God's life-giving word, v40. Of course, at no point is the sovereign will of 
God in any way thwarted by the machinations of human stupidity, nor does the 
judicial hardening of Israel stop the individual seeker from discovering the grace 
of God in Jesus. "They put no faith in him; so that the saying of the prophet Isaiah 
was fulfilled", Berkeley.  

Hsaiou (aV ou) gen. "[the word] of Isaiah" - [THE WORD] OF ISAIAH [THE 
PROPHET WHO SAID]. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / verbal, 
subjective; "the word which Isaiah the prophet proclaimed." "The prophet" stands 
in apposition to "Isaiah".  

th/ akoh/ (h) dat. "[our] message" - [LORD, WHO BELIEVES] THE REPORT 
[OF US]? Dative of direct object after the verb "to believe in." "What we reported", 
NEB.  
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tini dat. pro. "to whom" - [AND THE ARM OF LORD] TO WHOM [WAS 
REVEALED]? - Dative of indirect object after the verb "to reveal." "To whom did 
the Lord reveal his power", TEV.  
   
v39 

Given that "the Jews" had rejected their messiah, as predicted by the prophet 
Isaiah, "therefore" the inevitable judicial hardening of their hearts followed in 
due course. As John explains, again using the prophet Isaiah to support his 
argument, "the Jews" were unable to believe at this point of time because their 
hearts had been hardened. This hardening, a consequence of their rejection of 
Jesus, was driven by the fear of the loss of social standing.  

dia touto "for this reason" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction 
usually takes an inferential sense, "therefore they could not believe", ESV.  

pisteuien (pisteuw) pres. inf. "[they could not] believe" - [THEY WERE 
NOT ABLE] TO BELIEVE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of 
the negated verb "were not able."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [AGAIN ISAIAH SAID]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why "the Jews" were unable to believe.  
   
v40 

Isaiah 6:10.  
iJna + subj. "so" - [HE HAS BLINDED THEIR EYES AND HARDENED THEIR 

HEART] THAT [THEY MAY NOT SEE]. Here introducing a final clause, expressing 
purpose, but again leaning toward result, see iJna v38; their hearts were hardened 
and as a result they were unable to understand. As already noted, this is a judicial 
hardening, ie., the withdrawal of a saving word from those who have rejected it.  

toiV ofqalmoiV (oV) dat. "with [their] eyes" - WITH THE EYES [AND 
UNDERSTAND WITH THE HEART AND MIGHT TURN AND I WILL CURE THEM]. The 
dative is instrumental, expressing means. Denied the clarity of God's saving 
word, "the Jews" are unable to find God's healing salvation. cf., Isaiah 6:10. Note 
that kai introduces a subsequent consequence, iJna + subj. ... kai + fut., cf. BDF 
369.3. 
   
v41 

Harris suggests that Isaiah saw the pre-incarnate Christ in all his glory, but 
surely it is the glory of the incarnate Christ that he sees through his prophetic 
lens, risen and ascended on high; "I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and 
exalted", Isa.6:1.  

oJti "because [he saw]" - [THESE THINGS ISAIAH SPOKE] BECAUSE [HE SAW]. 
As it stands, this conjunction introduces a causal clause explaining why Isaiah 
uttered the words recorded in v40, namely, "because ....", although the variant 
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oJte, "when he saw his glory", JB, certainly makes more sense, which may be why 
it intruded into the received tradition. It is possible that oJti stands in place of wJV, 
"as", serving to express a characteristic quality; "Isaiah said this as one who had 
seen his glory; it was of him that he spoke", Knox.  

autou gen. pro. "Jesus' [glory]" - [THE GLORY] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive; the glory which Jesus possesses by reason of his person. 
The NIV assumes that autou, "his [glory]", refers to Jesus.  

peri + gen. "about [him]" - [AND HE SPOKE] ABOUT [HIM]. Expressing 
reference / respect, "about, concerning"; the glory pertaining to his person.  
   
v42 

John does not view the hardening of Israel as if it is final. If, as is likely, 
John's intended readers are Hellenistic Jews, then the point is that, although there 
is a hardening affecting Israel such that most Jews do not believe in Jesus, some, 
even some of the religious elite, do believe. So, it would be wise to put aside the 
fear of social isolation and the loss of community standing, and be counted among 
the few who believe in God's messiah. 

oJmwV mentoi "yet at the same time" - NEVERTHELESS THOUGH. This 
construction is primarily adversative, "despite that", BDAG 630d; "despite the 
fact that Isaiah prophesied the hardening of Israel's heart, even many of the 
rulers, let alone the common people, believed in Jesus."  

kai "even" - AND. Probably ascensive, "even many of the rulers", as NIV.  
ek + gen. "among [the leaders]" - [MANY BELIEVED INTO HIM] FROM [THE 

RULERS]. The preposition here serves in the place of a partitive genitive, "many 
of the religious authorities believed in him."  

alla "but" - Adversative / contrastive.  
dia + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF [THE PHARISEES THEY WERE NOT 

CONFESSING HIM]. Serving here to introduce a causal clause. "Because they 
feared what the Pharisees might do to them", TH, "they would not acknowledge 
him", NEB.  

iJna mh + subj. "for fear" - THAT NOT = LEST [THEY SHOULD BECOME 
APOSTATE = BANISHED FROM THE SYNAGOGUE]. Here introducing a negated 
final clause expressing purpose, "in order that not" = "so that they would not be 
put out of the synagogue", ESV.  
   
v43 

John provides two reasons as to why the Jewish authorities have failed to 
give Jesus due recognition. The first relates to the Pharisees and their coercive 
ability to marginalize the politically incorrect - the fear of shunning / of losing 
community inclusion. The second reason relates to the Pharisees desire for the 
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recognition and praise of others for their piety and learning, rather than the 
recognition and praise of God for their faith.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
authorities failed to give Jesus due recognition.  

          
            

            
    

thn doxan (a) "praise" - THE GLORY. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to love." Again, John uses this word to express "praise, approval, a good opinion, 
acknowledgement"; "they loved (valued) their good name (reputation) in the 
world of men rather than their good name with God", Rieu.  

h[per "[more] than" - Comparative. Once only use in the NT. 
            

       
   
v44 

ii] A summary of Jesus' gospel preaching; In this passage John reinforces the 
fact that "Jesus sets his subjection to the command of the Father and his sole 
motive (to) the salvation of the world", Ridderbos.  

a) Faith in Jesus amounts to faith in God, v44-45. Jesus is God's I AM, his 
faithful agent of salvation; to believe in Jesus is to believe in God the Father as 
well. On a number of occasions Jesus has made the point that his ministry is 
exercised, not on his own initiative, but on the initiative of God the Father. Both 
his words and deeds reflect God the Father because the Father commissioned 
them. For this reason, a person who responds to Jesus' teachings, his words and 
signs, do not just respond to Jesus, but to the Father who sent him. Note the 
similar idea in the synoptic gospels, Matt.10:40, Lk.9:48, 10:16.  

de "then" - but/and [Jesus cried out and said]. Transitional, indicating a 
step in the narrative. The use of ekraxen, "cried out", underlines the importance 
of the following words; "Jesus proclaimed that ......"  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "whoever believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING 
[INTO ME]. The participle, as with "the one having sent", serves as a substantive.  

alla "but" - [DOES NOT BELIEVE INTO ME] BUT [THE ONE HAVING SENT ME]. 
Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction, "not ...., but ......", 
although in English it is somewhat confusing, which is why the NIV adds "only"; 
"do not believe in me only." The sense is "the person who believes in me, both 
believes in me and the one who sent me."  
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 twn anqrwpwn (oV) gen. "human" - [THEY LOVED THE GLORY] OF MEN. 
The genitive, is adjectival, attributive, as NIV, or verbal, subjective, "the praise 
offered by men", idiomatic, "the praise which come from men" (source, "from 
men).

 tou qeou (oV) gen. "from God" - [THE GLORY] OF GOD. The NIV takes the 
genitive as idiomatic / source; see "human" above.



   
v45 

oJ qewrwn (qewrew) pres. part. "the one who looks at [me]" - THE ONE 
SEEING [ME SEES THE ONE HAVING SENT ME]. The participle, as for "the one 
having sent", serves as a substantive. The verb "to see" is used here in the sense 
of "perceive", and means much the same as "believe", cf., 6:40. In this world 
there is the blindness of unbelief, and there is also the sight of faith; to open one’s 
eyes to Jesus is to open them to God the Father.  
   
v46 

b) Jesus is the light of the world, v46. Jesus shines the light of the gospel (the 
offer of God's saving grace) into the world, a world of darkness - of unbelief, 
condemnation and death. Jesus does this iJna, "in order that", the person who 
believes in him may no longer have to meinh/, "remain", in the domain of death.  

egw pro. "I [have come]" - The pronoun is emphatic by use and position; 
"As for me, I have come as light into the world with the purpose (and no other) 
that everyone who believes in me should not remain in darkness", Ridderbos.  

fwV (wV wtoV) acc. "as a light" - A LIGHT [INTO THE WORLD]. The noun is 
anarthrous, "I have come as light", Barrett, not "the light." Presumably "as one 
who causes light to enlighten the world."  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, 
"with the purpose that ...."  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "[no] one who believes" - [ALL] THE ONES 
BELIEVING. If we take the adjective "all" as the substantive, "everyone", then the 
articular participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone"; "everyone who 
believes into (in) me."  

en +dat. "in [darkness]" - [MAY NOT REMAIN, ABIDE] IN [THE DARKNESS]. 
Local, expressing space / place. "Jesus came to deliver people from darkness, not 
imprison them within it", Morris. "Darkness" is a state of being without God; 
without rescue / salvation it remains a hopeless state.  
   
v47 

c) Jesus is sent to save the world, not judge the world, v47-48. So (kai), the 
person who believes is not condemned, gar, "for", Jesus came not to judge the 
world, but to save it. Yet, the one who rejects Jesus' words of life must face a 
judge, namely, the words themselves; the one who does not "receive" the words 
condemns themselves on the last day.  

kai "-" - AND. Here probably consecutive; "So therefore, as a result, if 
anyone hears my words and keeps them = believes them, then I do not judge 
them"  
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ean + subj. "if" - IF, as the case may be, [ANYONE HEARS THE WORDS AND 
DOES NOT KEEP THEM, then I DO NOT JUDGE HIM]. Introducing a conditional 
clause 3rd. class where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus does 
not judge those who do not believe in him.  

egw "I" - I [I DID NOT COME]. Emphatic by position and use.  
iJna + subj. "to [judge the world]" - THAT [I MAY JUDGE THE WORLD]. The 

use of iJna + subj. for an adverbial infinitive expressing purpose, "in order to ......"  
all (alla) "but" - Adversative / contrastive.  
iJna + subj. "to [save the world]" - THAT [I MAY SAVE THE WORLD]. 

Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, as above.  
   
v48 

ton krinonta (krinw) pres. part. "there is a judge" - [THE ONE SETTING 
ASIDE ME AND NOT RECEIVING THE WORD OF ME HAS] THE ONE JUDGING [HIM]. 
This participle, as with "the one rejecting" and "the one [not] receiving", serves 
as a substantive. To "set aside" means to "reject, disregard."  

ekeinoV pro. "-" - [THE WORD WHICH I SPOKE] THAT [WILL JUDGE HIM]. This 
distant demonstrative pronoun is backward referencing to "the word." A person's 
response to Jesus' teachings now, determines the final outcome for them in the 
last day. So, the message that proclaims life to the believer is also the message 
which proclaims judgment / death to the unbeliever. "The message I have 
delivered, that very message will be his judge", Harris.  

en + dat. "at [the last day]" - ON [THE LAST DAY]. Temporal use of the 
preposition.  
   
v49 

d) Jesus comes at the Father's behest for one purpose only, to give broken 
humanity eternal life, v49-50. In his role as Son of God / Son of Man / messiah, 
Jesus is subordinate to the Father; he is the Father's great I AM, the logoV, the 
Word of God. As such, Jesus only speaks what the Father has commanded, and 
what he has commanded is set out in Jesus' teaching, namely, the offer of eternal 
life as a divine gift of grace (ie., the gospel). Those who obey the Father's 
commandment, that is, those who accept the Son's message, receive eternal life.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause, probably serving as a 
concluding explanation as to why Jesus' words should be viewed as true; "This is 
true, because I have not spoken on my own authority", TEV.  

egw pro. "I" - I [DO NOT SPEAK]. Emphatic by position and use.  
ex (ek) + gen. "on [my own]" - FROM [MYSELF]. Expressing source / origin. 

"On my own accord, on my own authority."  
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all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ....., but ......"  

oJ pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "[the Father] who sent me" - THE ONE HAVING 
SENT [ME, THE FATHER HE = HIMSELF, HAS GIVEN A COMMAND TO ME WHAT I 
MAY SAY]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb 
"to give." "The Father himself" stands in apposition to "the one having sent."  

entolhn (h) "commanded" - [HAS GIVEN] A COMMAND. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to give" (the perfect tense indicates the permanence of what 
is given). The noun "commanded" may serve to align Jesus with the prophet like 
Moses, Deut.18:18-19; "I will put my words in his mouth, and he shall speak to 
them all that I commanded him. And whoever will not give heed to my words 
which he shall speak in my name, I myself will require of him." Of course, as 
Schnackenburg notes "it must, however, be remembered that Jesus is 
incomparably greater than Moses."  Jesus' relationship with God is totally 
different than that of Moses.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
eipw (legw) aor. subj. "to say [all that I have spoken]" - [WHAT] I MAY SAY 

[AND WHAT I MAY SPEAK]. As with "I may speak", deliberative subjunctive. Harris 
suggests that the two subjunctive verbs are not synonymous, although probably 
just repeated for emphasis, as NIV; "What I say then, is what the Father has told 
me to say", TEV. Together the verbs express "the totality of Jesus' message", 
Morris.  
   
v50 

oJti "[I know] that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what Jesus knows.  

estin (eimi) "leads to [eternal life]" - THE COMMANDMENT OF HIM] IS [LIFE 
ETERNAL]. The construction of the subject and the predicate equated by the 
copula estin, "is", reflects Semitic style, and serves to simplify a complex idea 
for dramatic effect; note the use of this construction in 1 John, 3:23, 4:10, 5:9, 
11, 14. It is more subtle than an epexegetic use of the verb to-be, "the command 
means life eternal" , ie., eternal life explains the command, so Brown, Cassirer, 
or as an equal sign, ie., "the command represents eternal life", so Kostenberger. 
Rather, the sense is more in line with the NIV. "The words which Jesus speaks at 
the Father's command are a source of eternal life to those who accept them", 
Schnackenburg, ie., the command results in eternal life. The commandment 
"seeks to create life out of death and cause light to shine in darkness", Ridderbos.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE [WHAT THINGS I SPEAK]. Possibly just transitional 
and so left untranslated, as ESV, although inferential seems more likely, possibly 
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just establishing a logical connection, as NIV, although more likely drawing a 
logical conclusion, "Thus it is true of all I say", Rieu, REB.  

kaqwV .... ouJtwV "is just what" - AS [THE FATHER HAS SPOKEN] SO [I 
SPEAK]. The comparative kaqwV and the adverb of manner ouJtwV form a 
comparative construction where the characteristics of one element are compared 
with the other; "When I speak, I repeat what the Father has said to me", Barclay.  
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13:1-17 

The Glory of Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-17:26 
i] Perfect love - Jesus washes the disciples' feet 
Synopsis  

John begins his record of Jesus' farewell discourse. In the passage before us 
John records Jesus' act of humility in washing the disciples' feet, and follows up 
with Jesus' explanation of its meaning.  
   
Teaching  

Discipleship entails humble service.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-13/14. Having covered the Argument Proper Part I, The 
Ministry / Mission of Messiah (sign-discourse expositions of the gospel which 
proclaim that faith in Jesus is the way to eternal life), John now moves to conclude 
his work with the Argument Proper Part II: First, The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-
17:26 - faith issues in love; Second, The Glory of Messiah, 18:1-20:31 - faith rests 
on the faithfulness of Jesus.  

The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-17:26, presents as follows:  
Chapter 13: The narrative of Jesus washing the disciples’ feet is 

followed by the issue of his betrayal, v18-30, and an exposition on the new 
commandment, v31-38.  

Chapter 14: In this chapter John makes the following points: Jesus is 
going to the Father, v1-11; his mission will now be accomplished through 
his disciples, v12-14; empowered by the Spirit, v15-17; encouraged by the 
mutual indwelling of the disciples with the Godhead, v18-24; and thus, the 
disciples will be instructed and sustained during the difficult days to come, 
v25-31. Jesus concludes with "rise, let us be on our way", a comment that 
has prompted endless debate, given that a discourse on loving one another, 
cf. 13:35f, the leading of the Paraclete (the Holy Spirit) and "a little while", 
follows in chapters 15 and 16.  

Chapter 15: This chapter begins with the parable / illustration / 
metaphor of the Vine. The parable serves to illustrate the main idea 
developed in chapter 14, namely, the promise of a permanent abiding / 
indwelling of the Spirit, cf. 14:2, 10, 11, 17, 20, 23. An exposition of the 
parable follows in 15:9-17. The focus of this passage is mutual love within 
the brotherhood, and the brotherhood with Jesus. Then in 15:18-16:4 the 
focus moves outward to the environment within which the brotherhood 
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must survive. The love of the brotherhood will inevitably correspond with 
the hatred of the world. As the world hated Jesus so it will hate those who 
are his.  

Chapter 16: Stibbe notes that as with 14:1-31, the structure of 
16:5(4b)-33 hinges on questions / reactions by the disciples, each question 
/ reaction serving as a structural marker introducing the next step in the 
argument of the passage. Stibbe proposes three sections:  

Jesus' departure and its impact on the disciples, v4b-15;  
         

  
Jesus' revelation and its impact on the disciples, v25-33.  

It is clear that there is no real break between chapter 15 and chapter 
16, with 16:1-4 introducing the same theme covered in 15:18-27, namely, 
that the disciples must face a hostile world, a hostility which Jesus himself 
faced.  

Chapter 17: Finally, we come to Jesus' prayer, 17:1-26: The use of a 
prayer in a farewell discourse is common in antiquity cf., Deuteronomy. 
Although a prayer, this section in John's gospel has long been recognized 
as a teaching discourse as well as a record of Jesus' intercession for himself, 
his disciples and the church. Because of its character, it is often used as a 
source text for some of the liturgical elements in the Lord's Supper, eg., 
one with Christ; standing firm with Christ; love of the brotherhood; 
evidencing God's glory to the world.... Most commentators still follow 
Westcott's structure, namely, v1-5, 6-19, 20-26 - Jesus' prayer for himself, 
his disciples and the church. Of course, numerous other structures have 
been proposed, eg., Brown, v1-8, 9-19, 20-26. Carson suggests the 
following structure:  

Jesus prays for his glorification, v1-5;  
Jesus prays for his disciples, v6-19;  
Jesus prays for those who will believe, v20-23;  
Jesus prays that all believers may be perfected, v24-26.  

   
ii] Structure: Narrative - Perfect Love - Jesus washes the disciples' feet:  

Setting, v1-3; 
Mission accomplished. 

Jesus washes the disciples' feet, v4-11; 
The act of washing, v4-5; 
Interaction between Peter and Jesus, v6-10; 
Not every one of you, v11; 

Jesus explains its meaning, v12-17.  
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v16-24;
Jesus' departure and return and its impact on the disciples, 



iii] Interpretation:  
Ridderbos argues that in the washing of the disciples' feet we are 

presented with "a symbol for Jesus' act of total purification in his surrender 
of his own on the cross." Pfitzner also views the foot-washing as a parable 
of the passion; "it points to the final act of humility on the part of him who 
is the Suffering Servant and the humble Lamb of God. Without this 
sacrifice the disciples will have no share of him nor of the benefits of his 
death," As Brown puts it "Jesus performed this servile task to prophesy 
symbolically that he was about to be humiliated in death."  

             
           

             
           

        
        

            
          

              
         

    
      

         
      

   
In Part I of his argument, John relates the ministry / mission of 

messiah, of light shining in darkness, pointing the way out of darkness into 
light through faith in Christ. Now, in Part II we learn how darkness does 
not overcome the light. John has shown us that the way of salvation is the 
way of faith, and now he shows us that faith bears the fruit of love. John is 
not telling us that FAITH + WORKS = SALVATION, rather he tells us 
that FAITH = SALVATION = WORKS (the work of love). It is interesting 
how easily we slip into a semi-pelagian groove; "to be happy in Jesus we 
must trust and obey." In Jesus a believer is clean, holy and acceptable to 
God through faith. Yet, we who are clean must learn from the lesson of the 
foot-washing. Let those who are partnered with Jesus love one another. "if 
you know these things, pertaining to what you have seen, namely the good 
that lies in washing another's feet, then happy are you in the doing of it", 
v17.  
   

Beasley-Murray notes that there is a massing of Johannine theology in 
this passage. Note the following: Jesus’ knowledge of the hour; his love of 
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 Yet, it is very likely that over the years commentators have read far 
too much into the symbolism of the foot-washing, particularly as a symbol 
of the atonement. When we allow Jesus to explain his actions, he does so 
in the terms of an example of humble service toward others in the 
brotherhood, v13-16. At face value, the foot-washing presents as an 
example of love-in-action where Jesus reminds us that "now that I, your 
Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash one 
another's feet", v14. Jesus' lesson from the foot-washing is an ethical one. 
As Jesus is willing to humbly serve his disciples, so we should be willing 
to humbly serve each other. As authoritative servants of the glorious Christ, 
a disciple should not think they are greater than others in the fellowship, 
and thus have the right to avoid humble service. A disciple must always 
remember that glory is found in the service of others. As Jesus puts it 
simply in v34, "love one another."



         
     

     
  

   
iv] Synoptics:  

The synoptic gospels frame Jesus' final meal with his disciples as a 
passover meal where he institutes the Lord's Supper, whereas John seems 
to imply that Jesus' crucifixion took place on passover eve, with the final 
meal focused, not on the institution of the Lord's Supper, but the washing 
of the disciples' feet. The Passover meal was eaten as the sun was setting 
on the fourteenth of Nisan, becoming the fifteenth of Nisan after sunset, cf. 
Lev.23:5. Although there is an issue over dates, all gospels tell us that Jesus' 
final meal with his disciples was on a Thursday evening. What we may 
have here is an interesting example of the interaction between historical 
events and their interpretation. John may be ignoring the date to make the 
point that Jesus is the Passover lamb sacrificed for the wellbeing of God's 
people. Yet, this issue around dates may stem from a failure to properly 
understand John's statement that it was paraskeuh tou pasca, "the day 
of Preparation of the Passover", when Jesus was crucified. This descriptor 
may simply mean "the Friday of Passover week", Carson. If this is the case 
then John assumes we know that the disciples' final meal with Jesus was 
the passover meal of that year; See 19:14.  

France, in his commentary on Matthew, argues that Jesus ate the 
Passover meal with his disciples on the day before the official date (ie., the 
evening of Nisan 14, rather than 15), so aligning the synoptic gospels with 
John. The reference to "the first day of the Festival of Unleavened Bread", 
Matt.26:17, can commonly refer to the day of preparation when the lamb 
is slaughtered and the meal prepared for that evening, the first day of 
Passover (the new day begins at sunset). There is much to support the 
Johannine tradition over that of the Synoptic gospels. It is hard to imagine 
that the Jewish authorities would be conducting a trial, carrying arms, and 
arguing their case before a Roman Governor on the first day of one of the 
most important religious festivals in the Jewish calendar. Their anxiety to 
have it all settled on that Friday implies that the Sabbath and the first day 
of Passover fell on the same day that year and thus, Friday evening was 
when the Passover meal was officially held.  
   

v] Homiletics: A lesson on teaching ethics  
In the story of the foot-washing, we have a lesson on teaching ethics 

that is well worth applying. Love, with all its variants - mercy, forgiveness, 
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his own; the Father's placing all things into his hands; the fact that he had 
come from the Father and was returning to the Father; the devil's 
opposition to Christ; Jesus' divine self-consciousness; the divine 
expectation of loving relationships.



acceptance, respect, kindness - is not sown in a person's life by the 
command to love, but by the experience of love.  

Those of us with children will spend half a lifetime trying to develop 
respect for others in the lives of our children. Usually, of course, with the 
"do this ... do that ..." and "don't do this ..... don't do that" lines. This is 
probably why elderly ladies in past years, particularly church members, 
were often called "the women's police."  

In the next few chapters of 
John's gospel, Jesus sets out to leave 
his disciples with an important 
command - Jesus' disciples are to 
love one another, love in the sense 
of care for each other, accept each 
other warts and all. The command 
is simple enough, but Jesus initially 
sets aside the command and 
actually presents it as an example to 
follow. "I your Lord and Teacher, 
have washed your feet, you also 
should wash one another's feet .... 
you should do as I have done for you." There is little doubt that an example 
to follow makes a greater impact than a direction to follow. Yet, what Jesus 
does is not just an example, he initiates the loving, he first loves them. And 
this act of self-humiliating love is not just a foot-washing exercise, an act 
of social kindness, it serves to illustrate a divine act of love which 
transcends the limits of compassion. As Victor Pfitzner puts it in his 
commentary of John, this act of love "points to the final act of humility on 
the part of him who is the Suffering Servant and the humble Lamb of God. 
Without this sacrifice the disciples will have no share of him nor of the 
benefits of his death."  

Here lies the secret of ethical instruction. Love comes naturally to a 
person who is loved. We can tell someone all day long that they should be 
forgiving, but all that does is make them less forgiving and more guilty. 
But if they have experienced forgiveness, particularly divine forgiveness, 
then forgiving the faults of others comes easily to them  
   

Text - 13:1 
The glory of humble service, v1-17: i] Setting, v1-3. John tells us that Jesus 

has gathered with his disciples for an evening meal. It is the evening before the 
Passover festival, the Thursday evening before Jesus' crucifixion in Jerusalem. 
Jesus knows that his time is up, with Judas having already decided to betray him, 
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and that he will soon return to the Father by way of the cross. Note the flow of 
theological propositions in v1 - Jesus' knowledge of the hour, his destination to 
the Father's side, and his love of his own.  

The main verbs of the first Gk. sentence, egeiretai ..... tiqhsin ..... 
diezwsen, "got up", "put aside", "girded", do not appear till v4. These verbs are 
supported by a series of participial clauses, and an introductory temporal phrase. 
The participles are attendant circumstance expressing action accompanying the 
action of getting up, putting aside and girding. "Before the passover feast, Jesus, 
having known ...... having loved ..... and the evening meal taking place (being 
served), the devil having already put .... [and Jesus] having known ....... got up 
from the meal and put aside his cloths and having taken a towel, girded himself." 
For the sake of meaning, English translations usually form at least 3 sentences, 
even two paragraphs, eg. Barclay. With each individual sentence the appropriate 
participle is usually treated as a finite verb, eg. NIV, "Jesus knew", v3.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
pro + gen. "it was just before" - BEFORE. Temporal use of the preposition, 

serving to form an independent temporal phrase. "Just" is assumed. Probably the 
day before, so "it was the eve of the Passover", Rieu.  

tou pasca (h) "the Passover [Feast]" - [THE FESTIVAL] OF THE PASSOVER. 
The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "feast".  

eidwV (eidon) perf. part. "[Jesus] knew" - [JESUS] KNOWING. The participle 
is probably attendant on the three main verbs, as noted above, but possibly 
adverbial, causal, "because Jesus knew ...."  

oJti "that" - THAT [THE HOUR OF HIM CAME]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Jesus knew. "Jesus, aware that ......", 
Berkeley.  

iJna + subj. "for [him to leave]" - THAT [HE SHOULD DEPART]. This 
construction, used instead of an epexegetic infinitive, introduces an epexegetic 
clause explaining / specifying the substantive wJra "hour" = "time"; "Jesus 
realized that the time had come for him to leave this world", Phillips.  

ek + gen" [this world]" - OUT OF / FROM [THIS WORLD TO THE FATHER]. 
Expressing separation; "away from." Sometimes with the sense of "this world of 
sin", but certainly with the sense of a dimension apart from God, a dimension 
Jesus leaves in order to be reunited with the Father in an eternal dimension.  

agaphsaV (agapaw) aor. part. "having loved" - HAVING LOVED. Attendant 
circumstance participle, which, for the sake of meaning, is often translated as a 
main finite verb where a new sentence is formed, cf., Barclay, etc.; See note 
above.  
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touV idiouV adj. "his own" - THE ONE'S OWN. This adjective, used as a 
substantive, is used as "a term of endearment to near relations", Moulton.  

touV "who [were in the world]" - THE ONES [IN THE WORLD]. The article 
serves as an adjectivizer, turning the prepositional phrase "in the world", into an 
attributive modifier limiting "his own  

eiV teloV "he now showed [them] the full extent of [his love] / [he loved 
them] to the end" - TO END [HE LOVED THEM]. Emphatic by position; "He had 
always loved those in the world", Cassirer. Possibly with the sense, "to the end 
of his life / death", Brown.  
   
v2 

Foot-washing usually takes place before the meal, so rather than "during 
supper", it was probably "while the meal was being prepared." Note that no 
reason is provided for the actions of Judas and there is some confusion as to who 
decides to follow through on the betrayal.  

deipnou (on) gen. "the evening meal" - [AND] DINNER, SUPPER = the main 
meal of the day. For the genitive, see below; "at supper time", Berkeley.  

        
          

    
     

       
     

         
   

beblhkotoV (ballw) gen. perf. part. "had already prompted" - [THE DEVIL 
ALREADY] HAVING CAST [INTO THE HEART]. The verb is usually used of casting 
an object, but on rare occasions it is used of "putting something into the heart or 
mind", Morris.  

IoudaV (a) gen. "Judas [Iscariot, son of Simon]" - OF JUDAS [(SON) OF 
SIMON OF ISCARIOT]. The genitive is probably an unreliable variant, the original 
case being nominative = "having cast into the heart that Judas (son) of Simon of 
Iscariot should betray him." Cast into whose heart/mind? Possibly Jesus, but why 
would the devil reveal such information to Jesus? Probably Judas is intended, 
although it is a rather awkward expression, ie., the devil has sowed into the mind 
[of Judas] that Judas should betray him (Jesus). It is also possible that the devil 
himself is intended, although the participle "having cast" is active and not middle, 
but it is a possibility, "the devil had already made up his mind that Judas ....", 
Morris.  
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 ginomenou (ginomai) gen. pres. part. "was being served / was in progress" 
- BECOMING, TAKING PLACE. Present tense for durative action. The genitive 
absolute participial clause, formed by the genitive participles "[supper] taking 
place [and the devil] having [already] put", probably serves to form a 
contemporaneous temporal clause, "while the evening meal was being prepared 
and the devil having already prompted Judas to betray him [Jesus]"; "By 
supper time, the devil had already put the thought of betraying Jesus into the 
mind of Judas Iscariot", Phillips.



iJna + subj. "to [betray Jesus]" - THAT [HE DELIVER OVER HIM]. This 
construction, used instead of an infinitive, serves to introduce an object clause / 
dependent statement, indirect speech, expressing the content of the devils 
"prompting".  
   
v3 

By expressing Jesus' knowledge of his divine authority and his 
enthronement, John "emphasizes the humility of the Lord and Master, who stoops 
to serve his servants", Barrett.  

eidwV (oida) perf. part. "Jesus knew" - HAVING KNOWN. Attendant 
circumstance participle, as in the note above. Again, this verse is usually treated 
as a single sentence in English with the participle translated as a finite verb, "Jesus 
knew", "Jesus" added for meaning.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what Jesus knew. The verse contains two such statements.  

edwken (didwmi) aor. "had put" - [THE FATHER] GAVE. "The Father had 
given him complete power", TEV.  

panta adj. "all things" - Accusative direct object of the verb to give. "All 
authority" = "Entrusted everything to him", NEB.  

autw/ "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
eiV taV ceiraV "under his power" - INTO HIS HANDS = into his charge. The 

preposition eiV expresses the direction of the action and arrival at.  
oJti "[and] that" - [AND] THAT [FROM GOD HE CAME FORTH]. Introducing a 

second dependent statement expressing what Jesus knew.  
uJpagei (uJpagw) pres. "was returning [to God]" - [AND TO GOD] IS GOING. 

The verb "he had come [from God]" is aorist, but the verb "is going [to God]" 
takes a present tense. The durative sense of Jesus' going may be in mind, a going 
which includes the cross, although Novakovic suggests that the present tense is 
simply carried over from the corresponding direct discourse.  
   
v4 

ii] Jesus washes the disciples' feet, v4-11: a) The act of washing, v4-5: Jesus 
now prepares to wash the disciples' feet, performing an act which was so 
demeaning that even a Jewish slave was not expected to undertake the task; a 
Gentile slave would do it. A cloth wrapped around the loins was the typical dress 
of a slave when at work, further emphasizing Jesus' act of self-humiliation, an act 
he uses as a selfless act for others, and as such, an example to follow, v14. As 
noted above, it is likely that the meal is still in preparation when Jesus performs 
this act. Of course, it is possible that John intends the foot-washing to stand in 
the place of Jesus symbolic use of the Passover bread and wine, as recorded in 
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the Synoptic gospels. It is certainly common to view the foot-washing as 
something more than an example of brotherly love. For many commentators it 
serves as a symbol of Jesus' passion, and as such it aligns to Jesus' symbolic use 
of the bread and wine at the Lord's Supper. Yet, John does not view this meal as 
the Passover meal; the Passover meal is eaten the next day, Friday evening, such 
that Jesus’ crucifixion symbolically serves as the offering of the pascal lamb for 
the life of his people. However we look at this narrative, John has radically 
reinterpreted the Last Supper.  

egeiretai (egairw) pres. pas. "he got up" - HE RISES. Historic / narrative 
present tense. Jesus "gets up" because he was reclining / laying down for the meal, 
as was the custom of the day.  

ek + gen. "from [the meal]" - Expressing separation, "away from."  
tiqhsin (tiqhmi) pres. "took off" - PUT DOWN = LAID ASIDE = TOOK OFF 

[THE GARMENTS]. It is unlikely that John has chosen this word to reflect Jesus' 
"laying down" his life, 10:11, 15, 17f.  

labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "wrapped [a towel around his waist]" - 
HAVING TAKEN [A TOWEL HE GIRDED HIMSELF]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "he girded / wrapped"; he "took a towel 
and girded himself", AV, but possibly temporal, "and on taking a towel, he 
wrapped it around himself."  
   
v5  

eita adv. "after that" - NEXT, THEN. Temporal adverb.  
ballei (ballw) pres. "he poured" - HE PUT, THREW [WATER INTO THE 

BASIN]. A slave would hold the foot over a bowl, pour water from a jug on it and 
then wipe it.  

niptein (niptw) pres. inf. "[began] to wash" - [AND BEGAN] TO WASH [THE 
FEET OF THE DISCIPLES]. This infinitive, as with "to wipe", is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "began".  

tw/ lentiw/ (on) dat. "the towel" - [AND TO WIPE] IN THE TOWEL. The dative 
is instrumental, expressing means; "by means of a towel" = "with a towel."  

h\n diezwsmenoV (diazwnumi) perf. part. mid. "was wrapped around him" 
- [WHICH] WAS HAVING BEEN WRAPPED AROUND]. This participle with the 
imperfect verb to-be forms a periphrastic pluperfect construction. There seems 
no reason for avoiding a simple finite verb on this occasion. Note that the dative 
pronoun w|/, "which", has attracted to the dative "towel"; it should be nominative.  
   
v6 

b) John now records Jesus' interaction with Peter over the foot-washing, v6-
10. It is often felt that this interaction brings out the significance of the foot-
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washing, a washing which, through the cleansing blood of Jesus, a cleansing from 
sin, enables a person to abide in him, ie., this cleansing represents the atonement, 
it represents Christ's self-sacrifice for the many, so, Lindars, Sanders, Bruce 
("once a man has received the cleansing benefits of Christ's passion, he cannot 
receive them over again. The salvation effected by his death is complete, and no 
supplementation is either necessary or possible"), Carson, Kostenberger, 
Ridderbos ("a symbol for Jesus' act of total purification in his surrender for his 
own on the cross"), Brown, Morris, .... Added to this there are those who argue 
that the washing symbolizes the regenerative sacrament of baptism, so Haenchen, 
Barrett ("baptized into his death"), .... Yet, is the foot-washing a symbol of 
Christ's passion (inc. the Lord's Supper), or baptism, even penance? As already 
indicated, the foot-washing more likely serves as a symbol of loving service.  

Peter clearly does not understand the significance of the symbol which is 
why Jesus points out that he will understand it later. Peter continues to 
demonstrate his ignorance with his refusal to accept Jesus' act of humility, to 
which Jesus tells him that unless he submits to him "he has not part with" him 
("you are no partner with me"???). Peter proceeds with another FIM (foot-in-
mouth!) suggesting that Jesus should wash his hands and head as well. Jesus 
responds with a rather enigmatic observation. It is not overly clear what Jesus is 
driving at, but if we take his observation at face value, then he is trying to get 
Peter off the idea that the symbol of foot-washing has something to do with 
cleansing the body (and soul). A person who has had a bath (and presumably 
Peter had bathed that day!) is clean all over, other than the need to wash their feet 
after walking the dusty roads of Palestine. Jesus is enacting a symbolic foot 
washing here, not of a cleansing of the body, nor even a cleansing of the feet, but 
rather a symbolic action illustrating humble service. When it comes to being 
cleansed body and soul, the disciples are already clean, "although not every one 
of you."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [HE COMES TO SIMON PETER]. Here transitional rather 
than inferential and so left untranslated.  

autw/ "[saying] to him" - [HE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
su "[are] you [going to wash]" - YOU [WASH MY FEET]. The pronoun is 

emphatic by use, and also position, particularly with the placement next to mou, 
"my"; "are YOU, of all people, going to wash MY feet?" Note the emphatic use 
of pronouns in this passage, su, mou, egw , cf. Morris.  
   
v7 

"You don't understand now what I'm doing, but you will understand later." 
Possibly later when Jesus explains the symbol in v14-16, and particularly v17, 
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"now that you understand these things", but possibly after Jesus is glorified; see 
meta below.  

ouk oidaV (oida) perf. "you do not realize" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID 
TO HIM] YOU DO NOT KNOW. "What I am doing you cannot grasp at present", 
Cassirer.  

arti adv. "now" - Temporal adverb, missing in some texts. The disciples 
will realize the significance of the foot-washing later.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to a 
counterpoint.  

meta + acc. "later" - [YOU WILL UNDERSTAND] AFTER [THESE things]. 
Temporal use of the preposition, "afterwards". The tauta,"these things", is rather 
imprecise. Morris suggests "all the events associated with the passion", so 
Beasley-Murray who also includes "Pentecost". Brown, Barrett, Schnackenburg, 
..... suggest after Jesus' crucifixion and resurrection. Fenton suggests "after the 
Spirit has come to interpret these things." In 12:16 "these things" refers to the 
actions associated with Jesus' entry into Jerusalem and their fulfillment in 
prophecy, the meaning of which the disciples did not understand until after "Jesus 
was glorified." So, it seems likely that the "these things" are the actions involved 
in washing the disciples' feet, the meaning of which the disciples will partly 
understand when Jesus explains the symbol, v17, and will fully understand when 
Jesus is glorified (after his death, resurrection, ascension and enthronement).  

gnwsh/ (ginwskw) fut. "you will understand" - YOU WILL KNOW, 
UNDERSTAND. Presumably because of "the illumination of the Holy Spirit", 
Morris.  
   
v8 

Jesus warns Peter that by refusing his act of humble service their partnership 
is in jeopardy.  

ou mh + subj. "no, [said Peter, you shall] never" - [PETER SAYS TO HIM] NO 
NO [WILL YOU WASH THE FEET OF ME]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation, as NIV; 
"you will never wash my feet", Barclay.  

eiV ton aiwna "-" - INTO THE AGE. Temporal construction, idiomatic for 
"forever"; "you will never ever wash my feet."  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - [JESUS ANSWERED HIM] IF NOT = UNLESS [I WASH 
YOU]. Introducing a negated conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the condition 
has only a possibility of becoming true, "unless, as the case may be, ..... then ......"  

ouk eceiV (ecw) pres. "you have no" - YOU DO NOT HAVE. Brown suggests 
the Aramaic use of the present tense for a future here, "you will have", but such 
is unnecessary.  
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meroV (oV) "part" - A SHARE, PART. "No portion" = "no participation with 
me", Zerwick; "you can never be my partner", Barclay. A double meaning is often 
proposed here, ie., "unless you wash you can't sit at table with me", but more 
importantly, "unless you are washed of your sin you can have no part in Christ" 
= "no share in the benefits of Jesus' passion, and no place among his people", 
Barrett. Yet, a double meaning is unnecessary. Jesus is telling Peter that his 
refusal will end their partnership. In the act of foot-washing Jesus is teaching a 
lesson which his disciples must necessarily apply after his glorification - Peter 
needs to learn the lesson. "You will be no partner with me", Bernard - no longer 
partnered with Christ in the work of the gospel.  

meta + gen. "with [me]" - Expressing association; "in company with me" = 
"with me."  
   
v9 

autw/ dat. pro. "[Simon Peter said] to him" - [SIMON PETER SAYS] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

monon adv. "[not] just [my feet" - [NOT THE FEET OF ME] ONLY. Here as an 
adverb limiting the action of the verb "wash", assumed.  

alla "but" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ....., but ......"  

kai "-" - AND [THE HANDS] AND [THE HEAD]. The first kai is adjective, "but 
also the hands and the head." The thought that he might be excluded from a 
relationship with Jesus prompts Peter's excessive response. The point of the 
dialogue is not Peter's "all of me", but Jesus' response in v10 which shows that 
the foot-washing has significance beyond itself.  
   
v10 

Jesus explains to Peter that the foot-washing has nothing to do with bathing, 
either physical or spiritual; Peter is clean already, but has yet to learn about 
humble service.  

The text of Jesus' saying in this verse is unclear due to the existence of 
numerous variant readings. Barrett, so also Hoskyns, Lindars, ... thinks the 
exceptive clause ei mh touV podouV "except to wash his feet" is an addition. The 
saying would then read "anyone who has bathed needs no further washing; he is 
clean all over", REB, ie., there is no need for a person to be washed twice. The 
atonement will wash the disciples and so make them spiritually clean, so there is 
no need for a further washing. Yet, textual support for the exceptive clause is 
strong, and given how awkward it is, its redaction is understandable, so Sanders, 
..... As it stands, the exception simply points to the need of a person who is 
physically clean to occasionally wash their feet to stay clean, given the dusty 
roads of Palestine. So, Peter is clean, except for his feet, and now after the 
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washing he is clean all over. As for spiritually clean, the disciples have been clean 
for some time, although not all. But when it comes to the symbol of foot-washing, 
it does not represent cleansing, but humility. Peter and friends have yet to learn 
about humility.  

oJ leloumenoV (louw) perf. part. "a person who has had a bath" - [JESUS 
SAYS TO HIM] THE ONE HAVING BATHED. The participle serves as a substantive. 
Note the contrasting words "bathed / taken a bath", and niptw "to wash, rinse"; a 
person who has taken a bath doesn't need to give themselves a rinse. Barrett 
suggests that the words are synonymous, not contrasting, ie., a person who has 
taken a bath doesn't need another one.  

niyasqai (niptw) aor. inf. "to wash" - [DOES NOT HAVE NEED] TO WASH. 
The infinitive is epexegetic, explaining / clarifying the "need", a need to wash.  

ei mh "only [to wash his feet]" - EXCEPT [THE FEET]. Forming an exceptive 
clause, expressing a contrast be designating an exception; "save to wash his feet", 
AV.  

all (alla) "-" - BUT. More contrasting than adversative.  
o{loV adj. "[his] whole [body is clean]" - [IS CLEAN] WHOLLY. The adjective 

is used here as an adverb, "wholly"; "his body clean in every part", Barrett.  
uJmaiV "you [are pure]" - YOU [ARE CLEAN]. As already noted, this passage 

has quite a few emphatic personal pronouns.  
all (alla) "though [not every one of you]" - BUT [NOT ALL]. Adversative, 

"but not all", or better "but one of you is not clean", TH, or even concessive, 
"although not all of you", as NIV.  
   
v11 

c) Not every one of you, v11. Jesus comments that when it comes to the issue 
of cleanliness, there is one disciple who needs a good wash. John explains that 
Jesus is alluding to the disciple who was to betray him.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. More reason than cause, explaining what is meant by 
"not every one of you."  

h[/dei (oida) pluperf. "he knew" - HE HAD KNOWN. The pluperfect steps away 
from the narrative to introduce an explanation, translated as an imperfect"; He 
knew well enough who ....", Cassirer.  

ton paradidonta (paradidwmi) pres. part. "who was going to betray 
[him]" - THE ONE GIVING UP, DELIVERING OVER, BETRAYING [HIM]. The participle 
serves as a substantive, accusative direct object of the verb "to know."  

dia touto + acc. "and this is why" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF THIS. 
This causal construction is usually treated as inferential, "therefore".  
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oJti "-" - [HE SAID] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, indirect speech, 
expressing what Jesus had just said (in the tense of the actual statement, "not all 
are clean").  

ouci "not [everyone was clean]" - NOT [ALL ARE CLEAN]. The negation is 
strong. "His heart is not true and he can have no part in Jesus", Lindars.  
   
v12 

iii] Jesus now draws an object lesson from the foot-washing - "the 
implications of his symbolic action", Morris, v12-17. Jesus tells his disciples that 
touta, "these things" (= the symbolic foot washing), serves as an example for 
them to follow such that they should do as Jesus has done. Their status as 
followers of Christ involves love in action - serving one another rather than 
lording it over one another; in simple terms they are to "love one another", v34. 
A servant is not greater than their master; in the Christian fellowship we are all 
servants. "A disciple's greatest glory is found in self-effacing service", Pfitzner; 
"discipleship is a discipleship in suffering and not in glory", Haenchen. 
Discipleship is not about exercising authority, but about accepting a weaker 
brother, forgiving rather than judging / criticizing.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so after 
he had washed their feet", AV, although more likely transitional and so left 
untranslated, as NIV.  

o{te "when" - WHEN [HE HAD WASHED THE FEET OF THEM AND TOOK THE 
GARMENTS OF THEM]. This temporal conjunction serves to introduce a temporal 
clause.  

palin "returned to [his place]" - [AND RECLINED] AGAIN. Modal adverb 
expressing repetition. "He returned to his place at the table", TEV.  

ginwskete (ginwskw) pres. "do you understand" - [HE SAID TO THEM] DO 
YOU KNOW. The verb is presumably indicative, hence the question, but it may 
also be imperative, "realize what I have done for you." "He challenged them (the 
disciples) to think on the significance of what he had just done", Morris. "Do you 
realize (understand the significance of) what I have just done for you?", Phillips.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - [WHAT I HAVE DONE] TO YOU. Dative of interest, 
advantage, "for you", as NIV.  
   
v13 

The point is, if Jesus, a respected rabbi and master/leader can act as a servant, 
then obviously his disciples can do the same. Jesus doesn't usually address 
himself as teacher, but others do, although usually with the more Jewish term, 
"Rabbi".  
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oJ didaskaloV (oV) "teacher" - [YOU CALL ME] THE TEACHER. Both 
"teacher" and "Lord" take the nominative case although they should be accusative 
standing in apposition to the direct object "me". Given that both take an article, 
it is possible that they are standing in for a Semitic vocative. Note that both 
"teacher" and "Lord" are terms of respect  

oJ kurioV (oV) "Lord" - [AND] THE LORD, MASTER. The word is probably 
being used of one who possesses authority and thus deserving of reverence / 
respect, but it should be noted that the title was generally applied in the LXX to 
God.  

kalwV adv. "rightly [so]" - [AND] WELL, CORRECTLY [YOU SAY WELL]. 
Modal adverb; "and you should, because that is who I am", CEV.  

gar "for [that is what I am]" - FOR [I AM]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why the disciples rightly call Jesus Teacher and Lord; "For so I am", 
Torrey.  
   
v14 

The service of washing "one another's feet" involves doing "as I have done 
for you", v15, which service is shaped by the saying in v16 - A servant is not 
greater than their master; nor is an apostle / sent one / messenger greater than the 
one who sent them. Jesus in his own ministry discharged his office with humble 
service, a service powerfully illustrated in the foot-washing. Those sharing his 
authority cannot do otherwise. So, in the immediate context, washing "one 
another's feet" relates to not lording it over a brother, serving rather than pulling 
rank. In the wider context of the Farewell Discourse, it is obviously related to 
love one toward another = the love of the brotherhood. This "love" is often 
expressed in practical terms, and rightly so, although Christian love more 
properly concerns acceptance / forgiveness. As God the Father through Jesus 
offers us the grace of his forgiveness, let us humble ourselves in offering 
forgiveness to others - be merciful as God is merciful, Col.3:13.  

oun "now" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so 
then, consequently, ......"  

              
      

        
     

kai "[you] also" - AND [YOU]. Here adjunctive, "you also", as NIV. Note the 
personal pronoun "you", as with "I", is emphatic by position and use.  

niptein (niptw) pres. inf. "[should] wash" - [YOU ARE OBLIGATED] TO 
WASH. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "are 
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 ei + ind. "-" - IF [I, THE LORD AND THE TEACHER, WASHED THE FEET OF 
YOU]. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st. class, where the condition is assumed 
to be true; "if, as is the case, I ....... then you also ....." Note that "the Lord and 
the Teacher" standing in apposition egw, "I".



        
   

allhlwn gen. pro. "one another's [feet]" - [THE FEET] OF ONE ANOTHER. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive, limiting "feet".  
   
v15 

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples 
should wash each other's feet; "for I have given you an example in the foot 
washing and throughout my life."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I have set] you" - [I HAVE GIVEN] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object.  

uJpodeigma (a) "an example" - AN EXAMPLE / PATTERN, ILLUSTRATION. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to give." Here in the sense of an example, 
an example of self-sacrifice and love, ie., not literally "what I have done", since 
"it is the spirit and not the action which is to be imitated", Morris.  

iJna + subj. "that [you should do]" - THAT [YOU ALSO MAY DO]. Possibly 
introducing a purpose clause, "in order that" / "in order to teach you ....", or 
hypothetical result, "so that you may do just as I did to you", Berkeley, although 
better taken as introducing an object clause / dependent statement of cause 
expressing what Jesus intends in the example; "I have set you an example: that 
you are to do as I have done for you", REB. Barrett suggests both purpose and 
content.  

kaqwV "as [I have done]" - AS, LIKE [I DID]. Comparative; "that you will do 
just what I have done for you", TEV.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - TO YOU. Dative of interest, advantage, "for you".  
   
v16 

           
        

       
           

        
       

        
        

 
amhn amhn "[I tell you] the truth" - TRULY TRULY [I SAY TO YOU]. This 

construction is used to introduce an important statement, here the implication of 
the foot-washing. See 5:24.  
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obligated / ought"; "you also ought to wash one another's feet", ESV - as 
in performing Christian service for those in need.

 The disciples "are not to think so highly of themselves that they do not see 
in their master's humility a pattern they need to follow", Pfitzner, and that 
suffering goes hand-in-hand with humility, cf., 15:20. The disciples "must not 
take too lightly the prospect that awaits them as disciples and emissaries of 
Jesus in the world", Ridderbos. Note a similar saying of Jesus in Matt.10:24. In 
fact, Schnackenburg thinks that an editor has inserted this Matthean saying of 
Jesus into the text. Given that it advances the logic of the argument it is not 
unreasonable to assume that it is an original part of the Johannine text. John 
does like to insert key sayings of Jesus into a dialogue.



meizwn (megaV) comp. adj. "greater" - [A SLAVE IS NOT] GREATER. Predicate 
comparative adjective. "No slave can be greater than his master", Cassirer.  

tou kuriou (oV) gen. "than [his] master" - OF THE MASTER, LORD [OF HIM]. 
The genitive is ablative, of comparison, following meizwn, "greater", "greater than 
the master", as NIV. As above, the sense is probably not "Lord", as in divine 
Lord, but "master", as NIV.  

apostoloV (oV) "a messenger" - [NOR is] A SENT ONE, MESSENGER. 
Nominative subject of an assumed verb to-be. This is the only use of this word in 
this gospel. Clearly it means "messenger" rather than its technical use, "apostle", 
used in the synoptic gospels to identify the twelve.  

tou pemyantoV (pempw) gen. aor. part. "the one who sent [him]" - 
[GREATER] OF THE ONE HAVING SENT [HIM]. The genitive is ablative, of 
comparison, as above. The participle serves as a substantive. Obviously in the 
sense, "the superior who sends him", Beasley-Murray.  
   
v17 

Jesus' moral interpretation of the foot-washing closes with an exhortation to 
action in the form of "a blessing", makorioV. The sentence is formed by two 
conditional clauses, the first is real, the second is possibly real. The first, "(if as 
is the case) = now that you understand the meaning of the symbolic washing, you 
are makarioi" + the second, "(if, as may be the case) = as long as you act on what 
you know." The interpretation of the passage hangs on the intended meaning of 
makarioi, "happy, blessed." If we follow Beasley-Murray the blessing is 
eschatological. This is reflected in translations like the NIV that treat the present 
tense verb to-be as futuristic, "will be blessed", rather than "are blessed". We then 
end up with a semi-pelagian view of eternal blessing / salvation resting upon 
knowing + doing / faith + works. A goodly number of commentators head in this 
direction although not as blatantly as Sanders: "the form of this sentence ...... is 
designed to bring out that to know these things (ie., that we are to imitate Christ's 
example) is necessary for salvation, but insufficient unless we actually put it into 
practice." If we accept Brown's definition of "blessed" as a realized 
"eschatological state that has been made possible through the heralding of the 
Kingdom", then we are talking about blessedness as a gift of grace through faith, 
irrespective of works; see Stevick, Jesus and His Own, p36. When Jesus 
addresses his disciples in the beatitudes, he states "blessed are you the poor in 
spirit." They are "blessed" because they are that way in Christ - it was now their 
task to be what they are. So similarly here, the disciples are in a state of 
blessedness in Christ, which blessedness they should exhibit in humble service. 
So, using "an exhortation to action in the form of a blessing", Schnackenburg, 
Jesus encourages them to be what they are, act on what they know. Interestingly, 
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this clause is not found in some manuscripts; maybe a Pauline disciple classed it 
as a pre-pelagian gloss!!  

ei + ind. "now that [you know]" - IF [YOU KNOW]. Introducing a conditional 
clause, 1st. class, where the proposed condition is assumed to be true, "if, as is 
the case, you know these things, then .......... you are blessed" = "now that you 
understand these things (namely the symbolic foot-washing and its meaning), 
.......... you are blessed"  

tauta "these things" - The foot washing, and now also Jesus' explanation 
of its meaning. Note that there is a range of proposed suggestions for "these 
things."  

makarioi adj. "[you will be] blessed" - [YOU ARE] HAPPY, FORTUNATE. 
"Happy are you", Brown, ie., as an adjective, the word is serving to express "a 
state of happiness or good fortune", Brown.  

          
    

       
        

             
      

         
          

     
auta pro. "them" - The "them", is unclear. Barrett suggests that "them" has 

no particular reference, although surely it is tauta, "these things", namely the 
symbolic foot-washing, now with the added explanation that Jesus has drawn 
from it ("what I did to you", v12). 
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 ean + subj. "if [you do]" - IF [YOU DO THEM YOU ARE BLESSED]. Introducing 
a 3rd. class conditional clause where the proposed condition has only the 
possibility of coming true, the apodosis of which is shared with the first 
conditional clause; "if, as may be the case, you do them, [then you are 
blessed"]; "[Now that you understand these things], if you put them into 
practice, you are blessed." A sentence formed by two integrated 1st. and 3rd. 
class conditional clauses, probably works well for a Semitic mind, but to an 
English mind it is less than helpful. Still, John is writing to Hellenistic Jews of 
the dispersion, not those schooled in Shakespearean English.



13:18-30 

The Glory of Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-17:26 
ii] One of you will betray me. 
Synopsis  

In the previous passage, Jesus makes the point that the disciples, being in a 
state of blessedness, should exhibit that state in humble service, but sadly not all 
the disciples are in this state; one intends to break fellowship with God's great I 
AM and betray him. John goes on to recount the events during Jesus' final 
fellowship meal with his disciples, as they relate to Judas and his act of betrayal.  
   
Teaching  

Whoever accepts Jesus accepts the one who sent him; whoever rejects Jesus 
is destined to darkness.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17.  
   

ii] Structure: One of you will betray me:  
Betrayal and the strengthening of faith, v18-20; 

"I know those I have chosen." 
Judas the traitor is exposed, v21-26; 

"One of you is going to betray me." 
Judas departs the fellowship, v27-30; 

"What you are about to do, do quickly."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
John now focuses on the one disciple who is not "clean" (v10b-11), 

one who is not in a state of blessedness, and who is unable to access the 
blessings associated with humble service. Jesus had indeed chosen Judas 
as one of the apostles, and will still willingly break bread with him (v26), 
but Judas has set himself against Jesus, and against the fellowship of 
believers and its mission. John makes sure that the reader knows that Jesus 
is fully aware of Judas' intentions, intentions which will serve to fulfill the 
prophecy of messiah's betrayal in Psalm 41:9, a fact that will further 
confirm to the disciples that Jesus is God's great I AM. Jesus' betrayal is no 
surprise to him nor is it outside the providential purposes of God.  
   

From v21 John narrates the events that took place during the evening 
meal, a meal where Judas leaves the fellowship of believers to betray Jesus. 
The announcement that one of the disciples is going to betray Jesus 
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iv] Synoptics  

The announcement of betrayal in v21 is found in Matthew 26:21, and 
Mark 14:18, but with only one amhn. Although the disciples are concerned, 
only Peter moves to find out who the traitor is, whereas is the synoptics 
they ask in turn "it is not I, is it?", Matt.26.22, Mk.14:19. Luke records a 
general discussion, 22:23. In John, Jesus tells the beloved disciple the 
identity of the traitor.  
   

Text - 13:18 
One of you will betray me, v18-30: i] Betrayal and the strengthening of faith, 

v18-20. John now addresses the issue of the betrayal of Judas. Although one of 
the chosen twelve, Judas has chosen to turn against Jesus. Judas may have acted 
for his own selfish ends, but his actions serve to further God's eternal purposes. 
This is evidenced by his fulfillment of Psalm 41:9.  

peri + gen. "[I am not] referring" - [I AM NOT SAYING] ABOUT. Expressing 
reference / respect; "I am not talking about all of you", CEV.  

uJmwn gen. "[all] of you" - The genitive is adjectival, wholative.  
egw pro. "I [know those I have chosen]" - I [I KNOW WHOM I CHOSE]. The 

personal pronoun is emphatic by use and position. Assuming that Judas is 
included in Jesus' choice of the twelve (a natural reading of the facts, cf. 6:70), 
then the clause may mean "I know the type of men I have chosen, and that 
includes Judas, even though I knew his flawed character, but I chose him in order 
that scripture might be fulfilled", so Fenton, Bruce, Carson, .... A more likely 
scenario is that Jesus chose 12 good men, but one of them went astray (John has 
implied that greed got the better of him), resulting in the fulfillment of scripture; 
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obviously causes some concern, and so Simon Peter whispers into the ear 
of the "disciple whom Jesus loved", asking him to find out from Jesus who 
did he think would do such a thing. They are all lying on cushions around 
a low table so it is easy, in the middle of the usual table-talk at a dinner, 
for someone to make a personal comment. Jesus tells the beloved disciple 
that he will identify the betrayer by a gesture of special favour. Dipping a 
piece of bread in the common sauce-dish, Jesus offers the bread to Judas. 
An act of love can go one of two ways, it can fire up resentment, or it can 
melt heart; in Judas’ case, it reinforces his resentment against Jesus, or as 
John puts it, "Satan entered into him." So, Jesus tells Judas to do what he 
wants to do, and do it quickly. The disciples don't understand the point of 
Jesus words, but they will in time. As soon as Judas has taken the bread he 
heads off into the darkness; "The light has come into the world, and people 
loved the darkness rather than the light because their works were evil", 
3:19.



"I chose twelve good men, but by abandoning our fellowship Judas fulfills 
scripture", so Ridderbos, Sanders, ..... Some commentators use the Nelson 
approach and move to the next point, cf., Kostenberger, Beasley-Murray, Morris, 
... The question of Jesus' deity is not impugned by his inability to properly read 
Judas' character. Jesus' incarnation entails the adoption of genuine humanity with 
all its limitations, Jesus "being found in human form"- except sin.  

all (alla) "but" - Adversative / contrastive.  
iJna + subj. "this is to" - THAT [THE SCRIPTURE MAY BE FULFILLED]. A final 

clause expressing purpose is unlikely. Again. John uses iJna with a more 
consecutive sense expressing result. Judas' action results in the fulfillment of 
scripture. Turner suggest an imperative, "Let the scripture be fulfilled", but this 
is unlikely.  

oJ trwgwn (trwgw) pres. part. "he who shared [my bread]" - THE ONE 
EATING [THE BREAD OF MINE]. The participle serves as a substantive, subject of 
the verb "to life up."  

ep (epi) + acc. "against [me]" - [LIFTED UP] AGAINST [ME THE HEEL OF HIM]. 
Expressing influence / opposition / control; "against". Describing a gesture of 
contempt, "Expressing repudiation of companionship once enjoyed", Harris.  
   
v19 

      
          
          

        
      

apo arti "now" - FROM NOW. Temporal construction, "from now on"; "I 
warn you now", Rieu. It is possible that aparti is intended, "certainly".  

uJmin dat. "you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
pro tou + inf. "before [it happens]" - BEFORE [THE TO BECOME = THE 

EVENT]. This construction serves to introduce a temporal clause, antecedent time; 
"I am telling you this before it happens", CEV.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [YOU MAY BELIEVE]. Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that."  

oJtan + subj. "when" - WHEN [IT MAY BECOME = IT HAPPENS]. This 
construction introduces an indefinite temporal clause, "whenever".  

oJti "that [I am who I am]" - THAT [I AM]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what they "may believe", namely, 
that Jesus is God's great I AM, cf., 8:24. A predicate is often added, "I am he", 
NJB, but "I AM" is probably intended, so Brown.  
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 It is important for the disciples to know beforehand that Jesus, the 
Suffering Servant, will be betrayed as prophesied in scripture, so that their 
belief in him as messiah, God's great I AM, is not undermined. The sense 
may be that Jesus reveals his coming betrayal beforehand so that faith in him 
as God's I AM may come later, but this seems unlikely.



   
v20 

How does this saying of Jesus, which looks forward to the commissioning 
of the disciples, 20:21, relate to the betrayal and its fulfillment in scripture? Harris 
suggests that Jesus is making the point that although his ministry is curtailed by 
the betrayal of Judas, it will continue through his disciples. They will represent 
Jesus, and in representing Jesus they will represent God the Father, cf. 
Matt.10:40, Mk.9:37, Lk.10:16. Harris' observation is convincing and may well 
be behind John's inclusion of this saying. Carson makes three observations: First, 
the statement "whoever accepts me accepts the one who sent me" aligns with the 
"I AM" claim; Second, the saying serves as a foil for the failure of Judas by 
highlighting the continued role of the disciples; Third, the saying aligns Jesus' 
mission with the mission of the disciples. Schnackenburg thinks that the saying 
is an illogical insertion of a Matthean saying of Jesus, but Harris identifies its 
logic, and as we know, John likes to insert key sayings of Jesus into a dialogue 
in order to drive a point home.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[very truly I tell] you" - [TRULY TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative 
of indirect object. This expressing is commonly used to introduce an important 
saying of Jesus in the gospels; see 5:24.  

an (ean) + subj. "-" - IF, as may be the case, [I MAY SEND A CERTAIN person, 
then. Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause where the proposed condition 
has the possibility of coming true. It is possible that an is just indefinite, and with 
tina, "certain" = "who", gives the sense "whoever", as NIV. 

oJ lambanwn (lambanw) pres. part. "whoever accepts" - THE ONE 
RECEIVING him [RECEIVES ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to send."  

          
         

        
    
 

   
v21  

ii] Judas the traitor is exposed, v21-26. Jesus is confronted by the full weight 
of unbelief found in Judas and it breaks him - there is nothing more painful than 
the treachery of a friend, cf., Ps.42:6. The full weight of Jesus' oblique comments 
on one not being "clean", one who has "turned against" Jesus, hits home to the 
disciples when Jesus calls out one of their number as a traitor.  

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "After he had said [this]" - HAVING SAID [THESE 
THINGS]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  
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 ton pemyanta (pempw) aor. part. "the one who sent [me]" - [BUT/AND THE 
ONE RECEIVING ME RECEIVES] THE ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle serves 
as a substantive, accusative direct object of the verb "to receive." "Receive" is 
probably used in the sense of "welcome"; "Anyone who welcomes me, 
welcomes the one who sent me", CEV.



tw/ pneumati (a atoV) dat. "in spirit" - [JESUS WAS TROUBLED, 
DISTURBED] IN THE SPIRIT. The dative may be local, sphere, "in the spirit", 
reference / respect, "with respect to his spirit", or adverbial, modal, expressing 
manner, "spiritually troubled" = "inwardly agitated", Harris; "Jesus became 
visibly upset", Peterson. This is not a reference to the Holy Spirit.  

oJti "-" - [TRULY TRULY I SAY TO YOU] THAT. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of direct speech expressing what Jesus says to the disciples.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[one] of [you]" - [ONE] FROM [YOU WILL BETRAY ME]. The 
preposition is being used in the place of a partitive genitive, "one of you."  
   
v22 

Obviously the disciples were totally unaware of Judas' intentions.  
eblepon (blepw) imperf. "[the disciples] stared" - [THE DISCIPLES] WERE 

LOOKING [INTO ONE ANOTHER]. The use of the imperfect may serve to underline 
a durative sense, as NIV. Harris also suggests an incepted sense may be intended, 
"they began to look at each other."  

aporoumenoi (aporew) pres. mid. part. "at a loss to know" - BEING 
UNCERTAIN. The participle is adverbial modifying the verb "were looking", 
probably modal expressing manner; "the disciples looked at one another, 
wondering whom he meant", Rieu.  

peri + gen. "-" - ABOUT. Expressing reference / respect, "wondering about 
what he said."  

tinoV gen. pro. "which of them" - WHO, WHAT [HE SAID]. Interrogative 
pronoun, indirect speech. Either "who?", or "what?" Most commentators and 
translations opt for "who", but Harris suggests "wondering about what he said."  
   
v23 

This is the first mention of the "beloved disciple", "the disciple whom Jesus 
loved." He is mentioned four times and is identified as the source of the gospel 
tradition for this gospel. A process of elimination leaves us with the apostle John, 
although some have argued for Lazarus. Note that John is probably not actually 
leaning on the chest of Jesus, but just to the right of Jesus, possibly resting his 
head on Jesus' leg. It would be very uncomfortable for Jesus if the beloved 
disciple was resting his head on Jesus' chest or stomach. Each person around the 
table would be lying on a cushion on the floor, leaning on their left elbow, with 
their right hand free to take pieces of flat bread and scoop up a portion from one 
of the dips. So, the beloved disciple is immediately to the right of Jesus and easily 
able to say something privately to him.  

ek + gen. "[one] of [them]" - [ONE] FROM [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. The 
preposition is used in the place of a partitive genitive.  
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hgapa (agaph) imperf. "[whom Jesus] loved" - [WHO JESUS] WAS LOVING. 
The imperfect tense is probably being used to express the durative nature of Jesus' 
love, or even for emphasis, "whom Jesus particularly loved", TH. Here John uses 
the verb agapaw, and later filew, indicating no distinction between the words 
with respect to "the beloved disciples." So, "particularly liked" may be the sense 
- Jesus and John got on well together!  

h\n anakeimenoV (anakeimai) pres. mid. part. "was reclining" - The 
participle with the imperfect verb to-be forms an imperfect periphrastic 
construction, possibly emphasizing durative action.  

en + dat. "next to [him]" - IN, ON [THE CHEST OF JESUS]. Local, expressing 
space. Possibly "on", but "close to" is more likely. "Close beside Jesus", HCSB.  
   
v24 

        
      

              
oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So 

Simon Peter motioned to him (the beloved disciple) to find out from Jesus who 
he is talking about."  

toutw/ dat. pro. "[motioned] to this disciple" - [SIMON PETER NODS] TO THIS 
one. The verb "to nod" takes a dative of direct object; "nod to someone as a 
signal", BAGD. Of course, given the assumed "head", "nod the head to this one", 
we could classify it as a dative of indirect object.  

puqesqai (punqanomai) aor. inf. "and said, 'Ask him'" - TO INQUIRE, ASK. 
The verb neuw, "to nod", often takes a dative of persons, + an infinitive specifying 
content (object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech), "nodded to him 
to ask = that he might ask ...", or intent (adverbial, expressing purpose), "in order 
to ask him."  

tivV pro. "which one" - WHO? Interrogative pronoun.  
            

          
      

             
  

peri + gen. "-" - ABOUT [WHOM HE SAYS]. Expressing reference / respect, 
"with respect to whom he speaks."  
   
v25 

A quiet question to Jesus gets a direct reply, and so the betrayal progresses.  
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 John implies that Peter is using signals to communicate with the beloved 
disciple, "signalled by nodding his head", Harris. Eyes, eyebrows, mouth 
movement and a finger or two can play a part in non-verbal communication.

 a]n ei[n "he means" - MIGHT, COULD IT BE. Here the particle an + the optative 
verb to-be serves as a potential optative, used for a modest assertion in a question, 
here indirect, "Simon Peter nodded to him to ask who it might / could be about 
whom he said", Zerwick #356. "Peter signalled to him to find out which one 
he means."



oun "-" - THEREFORE [THAT one]. Inferential, establishing a logical 
connection; "So that disciple .....", ESV.  

ouJtwV adv. "-" - THUS, IN THIS WAY, ACCORDINGLY, SO. Adverb of manner, 
possibly relating to the position of the beloved disciple, "so he, thus = without 
moving from his place, leant back on Jesus' breast and said", so Rieu, or to the 
request for information by Peter, "so he, thus = without further ado, leant back 
.....", BDAG, 742.4, "action to the exclusion of other considerations", Novakovic.  

anapeswn (anapiptw) aor. part. "leaning back" - FALLING BACK, 
RECLINING. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "to say"; "he leant back ........... and said."  

epi "against" - UPON, ON [THE CHEST OF JESUS]. Spatial; "So that disciple 
moved closer to Jesus", TEV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[he asked] him" - [SAID] TO HIM [LORD WHO IS it]. Dative of 
indirect object.  
   
v26 

Jesus is simply identifying his betrayer and is not determining or prompting 
Judas' actions. Dipping the bread and offering it to Judas is something someone 
would do for a friend, or privileged guest - a mark of special favour; it is a 
gracious act, encouraging Judas to remain part of the fellowship and its mission. 
Barrett notes that if this meal is the Passover Haggadah, then bread is not used, 
rather bitter herbs are dipped in the source, although given v18, bread would seem 
more likely. As to how this meal relates to the Lord's Supper, it may be a 
preliminary vegetable dish, or a sweet dish following the main meal, but it is clear 
that John has no interest either way. When it comes to the Passover, John aligns 
its celebration on the next day, Friday, the day of Jesus' crucifixion - Jesus is the 
passover lamb.  

           
        

      
           

 
egw pro. "I [will give]" - I [I WILL DIP THE PIECE, MORSEL, BROKEN OFF 

PIECE of bread]. The personal pronoun is emphatic by use.  
autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [AND WILL GIVE] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 

consequently", or transitional, "then".  
bayaV (baptw) aor. part. "dipping" - HAVING DIPPED [HE TAKES THE 

MORSEL]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "So when he had 
dipped the morsel", ESV.  
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 w|/ dat. pro. "to whom" - [JESUS ANSWERS, THAT one IS] TO WHOM. This 
relative pronoun introduces a headless relative clause serving as the nominative 
predicate of the verb to-be. The pronoun itself is dative of interest, advantage; 
"that one = he is the one for whom I will give ..."; "I will dip this piece of bread 
in the sauce and give it to the one I was talking about", CEV.



Ioudia/ (a aV) dat. "to Judas" - [AND GIVES the morsel] TO JUDAS. Dative 
of indirect object.  

SimwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "Simon" - The genitive is adjectival, relational; 
"Judas, son of Simon."  

Iskariwtou (hV ou) gen. "Iscariot" - The genitive is adjectival, descriptive, 
idiomatic; "Simon who was a native of the town of Iscariot (Kerioth in Judah / 
Moab.)  
   
v27 

John does not record the prior deal Judas makes with the authorities, 
Mk.14:10ff. Judas may be mulling over the issue; like Tom in the Loony Tunes 
Tom and Jerry cartoons, he is caught between the angel on one shoulder and the 
devil on the other. Yet, irrespective of any prior arrangement Judas may have 
made with the authorities, John implies that Judas makes up his mind then and 
there. Jesus has offered him love and loyalty, but Judas gives himself to Satan. 
So, Jesus dismisses him with a blunt, "Do quickly what you want to do."  

meta + acc. "as soon as" - [AND] AFTER [receiving THE MORSEL]. Temporal 
use of the preposition; "after he had taken the piece of bread." The elliptical 
nature of the clause has prompted the addition of words like "took" in most 
translations, given the use of the verb "to receive" in v30.  

tote "-" - THEN [SATAN ENTERED INTO THAT man]. Temporal adverb 
introducing a temporal clause.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID TO HIM]. Inferential, drawing a logical 
conclusion, "therefore".  

o} pro. "what" - WHAT [YOU DO, DO QUICKLY, WITHOUT DELAY]. Introducing 
a headless relative clause which serves as the direct object of the verb "to say." 
Somewhat elliptical; Zerwick suggests "what you have to / are about to do." If 
"about to do" the present tense is expressing contemplated action, tendential / 
conative, which, given the context, seems likely. Note that Barrett thinks that the 
inaction of the beloved disciple at this point is reprehensible. "What you are bent 
on doing do quickly", cf., Barrett.  

tacion comp. adj. "quickly" - QUICKER. Rather than the adverb tacewV, 
"quickly", John has used the neuter comparative adjective for the adverb; "do it 
quickly /without delay", Novakovic. Harris suggests it could also be elative, "do 
it as quickly as possible."  
   
v28 

Barrett suggests that this is a secondary statement serving to exonerate the 
disciples from Judas' sin - a bit cruel!  
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touto pro. "-" - THIS. The demonstrative pronoun is forward referencing to 
proV ti eipen autw/, "toward what he said to him"; "this, namely, why he had 
said this to him, none at the table understood."  

twn anakeimenwn (anakeimai) gen. pres. part. "[no one] at the meal" - [NO 
ONE KNEW = UNDERSTOOD] OF THE ONES RECLINING. The participle serves as a 
substantive, the genitive being adjectival, wholative; "none of those reclining at 
the table understood."  

proV + acc. "why" - TOWARD = FOR [WHAT HE SAID TO HIM]. Here the 
preposition expresses purpose, "for"; "the purpose for what he said to him" = 
"why he said this to him." "None of those at supper understood what he meant by 
saying this to him", Rieu.  
   
v29 

Johannine irony may be at play here with another reference to Judas and 
money. He looks after the bank account and according to John he is a swindler - 
he can't keep his hands out of the cooky jar! Even more, there is the assumption 
that he leaves the fellowship meal to buy the necessary food for the Passover feast 
on the next day, Friday, and indeed he does just that, he purchases a pure 
sacrificial lamb for the passover at the cost of thirty pieces of silver, a sacrifice 
which certainly gives "something to the poor", namely, salvation.  

gar "-" - BECAUSE [SOME WERE THINKING, SUPPOSING]. Introducing a 
causal clause explaining why the disciples didn't understand what Jesus had said, 
namely, because of the numerous options that presented themselves.  

epei "since" - BECAUSE [JUDAS HAS THE MONEY BAG]. Causal conjunction 
serving to introduce a causal clause. "Since Judas was the treasurer of the group", 
Harris.  

oJti "-" - THAT [JESUS]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement 
of indirect speech expressing what the disciples may have thought, namely, "that 
Jesus was telling him ........ or ......."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[was telling] him" - [SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
wJn gen. pro. "[to buy] what was needed" - [BUY] the things OF WHICH [WE 

HAVE NEED]. The genitive is adjectival, partitive, limiting an assumed "the 
things", although Novakovic has it limiting creian, "need", "the things we have 
need of which", verbal, objective; "Some of them thought that Jesus had told him 
to buy something they needed for the festival", CEV. Note the use of the tense 
used at the time of thinking these things. Note again that John does not align with 
the Synoptic gospels when it come to the celebration of the Passover.  

eiV + acc. "for [the festival]" - INTO [THE FEAST]. Here the preposition 
expresses, goal, end-view, purpose; "for the festival."  

h] "or" - Disjunctive.  
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iJna + subj. "-" - THAT [HE MAY GIVE CERTAIN = SOMETHING]. Serving to 
introduce a dependent statement of indirect speech / command expressing what 
Jesus may have said to Judas. Given that the verb "to buy" is an imperative, the 
dependent statement here virtually serves as an imperative, expressing what Jesus 
may have commanded Judas to do.  

toiV ptwcoiV adj. "the poor" - The adjective serves as a substantive, dative 
of direct object. Jeremias notes that a gift to the poor at the Passover is particularly 
appropriate.  
   
v30 

So, Judas slinks off into the night. It is likely that the reference to "night" is 
driven by theological concerns - darkness = evil. An evening meal is held in the 
late afternoon, not at night. The Passover meal is held at night, some time before 
midnight, so some commentators use this fact to indicate that the dinner is the 
Passover meal, although theologically, John ties it to the next day, Friday, the 
crucifixion; See Barrett.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "So, 
after receiving the morsel of bread", ESV.  

labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "as soon as Judas had taken [the bread]" - 
HAVING TAKEN [THE MORSEL, PIECE of bread]. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as temporal; "after Judas had eaten the bread ......." 

ekeinoV pro. "he [went out]" - THAT ONE [WENT OUT]. Nominative subject 
of the verb "to go out." The distant demonstrative pronoun is possibly derogatory, 
although commonly used by John for a personal pronoun.  

euquV adv. "-" - IMMEDIATELY. Temporal adverb. Often used to give urgency 
in a narrative.  

de "and" - BUT/AND [IT WAS NIGHT]. Transitional, narrative transition to an 
ominous statement, "It was night." This is not just a statement of fact. Nicodemus 
emerged from the dark into the light to see Jesus, Judas leaves the light and goes 
out into the dark. "Judas was swallowed up by ...... outer darkness", Carson, so 
Morris.  
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13:31-38 

The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-17:26 
iii] The new commandment 
Synopsis  

John continues his record of the farewell discourse covering chapters 13:1-
17:26. In addressing a number of questions raised by the disciples, 13:31-14:31, 
Jesus broaches the subject of love.  
   
Teaching  

Believers are to love one another with a love framed by the love Jesus 
showers on his disciples.  
   

  
      

        
    

A life of love, 13:31-38; 
A way of faith, 14:1-14; 
Through the power of the Spirit, 14:15-21; 
With the Spirit's instruction, 14:22-31.  

   
ii] Structure: The New Commandment:  

Faith Issues in Love. 
Jesus washes the disciples' feet, v1-17: 

Setting, v1-3; 
The act of washing, v4-11; 
Jesus explains his example of love, v12-17; 

Jesus exposes Judas' denial of love, v21-30; 
The commandment to love, v31-38: 

Now is Christ glorified, v31-33; 
The new commandment, v34-35; 

"A new commandment I give you, 
that you love one another: 

just as I have loved you, 
you also are to love one another. 

By this all people will know that you are my …....." 
Peter questions Jesus' departure, v36-38.  
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Issues
 i] Context: See 13:1-17. Kostenberger titles the teaching unit 13:31-14:31, 
"Jesus' Departure and Sending of the Spirit." Judas has left the fellowship of 
disciples and so Jesus instructs those remaining on life following his departure:



iii] Interpretation:  
In the passage before us, Jesus speaks of a life of love. First, he makes 

the point that he is about to leave his disciples and that they will not be able 
to follow him. Peter questions Jesus on this statement in v36-38. Peter 
wants to know Jesus' destination, but Jesus simply makes the point "you 
cannot follow now". Peter knows well the opposition of the authorities and 
declares his willingness to die for Jesus, but to this bluster Jesus predicts 
Peter's denial. Faced with the vacuum of his departure, Jesus gives his 
disciples a new commandment - his disciples are to love each other as he 
has loved them, v34-35.  
   

         
           

          
        

         
          

      
            

           
      

Yet, it seems more likely that the command to love is new in that it 
comes with a blessing rather than a curse; it is a command which serves to 
guide the life of faith rather than a command which serves to expose sin, 
as was the prime function of the Torah. Christ's obedience, his faithfulness 
under the Law, is ours when we identify with him through faith. This 
standing before God in Christ (of holiness, righteousness), which is by 
grace through faith, issues in love, a love shaped by Christ's love for us, ie., 
as a fruit of faith we learn to love and so experience its blessing. Old 
Testament law carried with it a curse (ie., it served to expose sin in the 
sinner, making sin more sinful, and thus force a reliance on faith, the faith 
exhibited by Abraham), whereas Christ's law of love carries with it a 
blessing in that in his love we learn to love. By grace through faith we are 
sanctified, apart from works of the law.  
   

v] Homiletics: Love one another  
In the early days of Christianity Chrysostom complained that love was 

not evidenced in the life of the Christian community. "Even now, there is 
nothing else that causes the heathen to stumble, except that there is not 
love..... Their doctrines they have long condemned, and in like manner they 
admire ours, but they are hindered by our mode of life."  
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 In what sense is Jesus' command to love a new command? 
Kostenberger, so also Carson, etc., argues that the command to love is new 
in that it is compassion exercised in the form of Christ's compassion for his 
disciples - "self-sacrificial, self-giving, selfless love." But then it may be 
new in the sense of being restated anew - "I give you it anew", so Turner. 
Possibly "its newness would appear to consist of its being the law of the 
new order, brought about by the redemption of God in and through Christ", 
Beasley-Murray. The law is then new in that Christ's death exegetes its 
meaning to a depth never reached in the Old Testament; it sets a "new 
standard ('as I have loved you')", Carson.



In truth, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to work up loving 
relationships with brothers and sisters in a church fellowship. Sometimes 
there are hurts to get over, racial, cultural and economic differences, 
problems of social status..... So, it is not always easy to find the emotional 
energy required to put ourselves out for the spiritual welfare of a brother or 
sister. Their eternal salvation needs to be paramount in our thinking, yet 
our own needs often take precedence over those of our brothers.  

Jesus' death and resurrection not only serves as an example of how to 
love, but actually frees us and empowers us to love:  

On the one hand, we are freed from the selfish and stifling power 
of the sinful self. The sinful self was crucified with Christ, thus we 
are freed to be the person we were designed to be, freed to care for 
God and each other.  

Develop  
On the other hand, we are empowered to love. We were raised 

with Christ and through his indwelling presence we are impelled to 
love as he loves. His character of love resides within, shaping us 
toward love.  

Develop  
So then, love, or better compassion, is not so much a matter of doing, 

but rather of receiving. Love is activated in our lives when we rest upon 
Christ's completed work.  
   

Text - 13:31 
Let there be love, v31-38: i] The significance of Judas' departure - the time 

has come for the glorification of the Son of Man, ie., Jesus' crucifixion, v31-33. 
Judas has now left the upper room and so Jesus can speak intimately with his 
disciples. He uses the messianic title "Son of Man" to describe himself - Daniel's 
"Son of Man", the one who comes in glory to reign. This Son of Man, says Jesus, 
is "now... glorified", ie., the betrayal has begun and Jesus' death is imminent. In 
John's gospel, the supreme manifestation of divine glory is found in the selfless 
act of Christ on the cross. Jesus includes "God" in this glory - a trinitarian idea. 
Both the Father and the Son share in the cross. In v32 Jesus restates the point he 
is making. The revelation of God's majesty, his glorious character, is manifested 
in the lifting up of Christ on the cross. Both the Father and the Son share in the 
cross and both the Father and the Son are displayed, in all their splendour, in 
Jesus' sacrifice on the cross. Then, in v33, Jesus tells his disciples something that 
will hurt them. He therefore uses a gentle and intimate term to address them - 
"My (little) children." He tells them he is going to leave them and they will not 
be able to follow him. He goes the way of the cross to the Father. Only Jesus can 
proceed to the Father by way of the cross, resurrection and ascension; only he can 
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reign with the Ancient of Days in glory, but because he goes, his disciples will 
one day share his eternal glory  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Probably just transitional here.  
ote "when" - WHEN, WHILE [HE WENT OUT]. Temporal conjunction 

introducing a temporal clause; "after Judas had gone", CEV. 
nun adv. "now" - [JESUS SAYS] NOW. Temporal adverb expressing a point 

of simultaneous time.  
edoxasqh (doxazw) aor. pas. "is [the Son of Man] glorified" - WAS 

GLORIFIED [THE SON OF MAN]. This unusual aorist passive (the aorist expressing 
completeness, "the complete accomplishment of this glorification", Morris), is 
often translated as an English perfect passive, cf. Barclay, NJB, Goodspeed. Yet, 
Christ's glorification, for John, is the cross, and so the aorist is probably proleptic, 
ie. future referring; "now will the Son of Man be glorified / honoured by God in 
his death." Caird argues that this passive verb, "has been glorified", reflects the 
use of the Hebrew niphal, and so should be taken as transitive, in the sense of 
Jesus "manifesting glory", ie., serving as "a revelation of God's splendid activity", 
Carson. Brown partly agrees, but wants also to retain the meaning "God is 
honoured by Jesus." "Through his death the Son of Man reveals his true glory, 
and at the same time, his death becomes the means by which God's glory is 
revealed", TH. For "Son of Man" see 1:51.  

en + dat. "in [him]" - [AND GOD WAS GLORIFIED] IN/BY [HIM]. "An 
instrumental / agency sense seems best, "through, by him", although a local sense 
is certainly possible, "in union with him."  
   
v32 

ei oJ qeoV edoxosqh en autw/ "if God is glorified in him" - IF, as is the 
case, GOD IS GLORIFIED IN HIM, then .... This clause, serving as the protasis of a 
conditional clause 1st class, is not found in some of the better manuscripts and 
may be an addition. None-the-less, it carries John's argument forward. "It is easier 
to explain why it may have been lost than why it would have been added", Brown.  

kai ....... kai "-" - AND = BOTH [GOD WILL GLORIFY HIM IN HIM] AND. A 
correlative construction; "both ...... and ....."  

doxasei (doxazw) fut. act. "will glorify" - The move to a future active is 
confusing, but is not a problem if the three aorist passives used in v31 and 32a 
are taken as future referencing. These aorists refer to the revelation of Christ's 
splendid character, along with that of the Father's, realized in Christ's act of 
obedience on the cross. Commentators tend to take the change in tense to refer to 
some other future manifestation of glory, eg., Christ's enthronement in the 
heavenlies beside the Ancient of Days. Yet, although Christ's glorification is part 
of the big picture, the Father's glorification of the Son referred to here is probably 
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still that which is realized on the cross, given that the lifting up of Jesus is a 
unified act of the Godhead.  

auton "the Son" - HIM. It is helpful to identify "him" as "the Son of Man."  
en autw/ "in himself" - IN HIM = HIMSELF. The variant eJautw, when 

accentuated, forms the reflective pronoun "himself", ie., "in God the Father 
himself", expressing a local relational sense where Christ is restored to "the glory 
he had before the world was made", 17:5. This is the accepted translation. None-
the-less, there are other possible translations: The "in" could be instrumental, 
"God will glorify the Son by his own hand", although in the New Testament a 
spatial sense is more likely. If the more common reading is accepted, it is possible 
that "in him" means "in Christ"; "God will glorify him in his (Christ's) own 
person", Morris.  

euquV adv. "at once" - [AND HE WILL GLORIFY HIM] IMMEDIATELY. Temporal 
adverb. Referring to the imminent death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus 
occurring in a single unit of time; "here and now", Barclay.  
   
v33  

teknia (on) "my children" - CHILD. Vocative. "My little children." Only 
used here once in the gospel, but seven times in First John. Some argue the term 
belongs to the evangelist, but it is not unusual for a teacher to address his disciples 
as children. The description of a disciple as a child is found in the synoptic 
gospels. It is an expression of endearment; "Oh my children", Phillips.  

eti mikron "only a little longer" - YET JUST / ONLY A LITTLE / A LITTLE WHILE 
[I AM WITH YOU]. Adverbial accusative construction. Jesus has used the term 
earlier in his ministry so it doesn't focus on the shortness of time as such, but is 
more prophetic, apocalyptic; "the end is near."  

kaqwV adv. "just as [I told]" - [YOU WILL SEEK ME AND] AS, JUST AS [I SAID]. 
Comparative.  

toiV IoudaioiV dat. adj. "the Jews" - TO THE JEWS [WHERE I GO AWAY YOU 
ARE NOT ABLE TO COME]. Dative of indirect object. Jesus' enemies; "my 
enemies", or "the religious authorities."  

kai "so [I tell you]" - AND [I SAY TO YOU]. Adjunctive; "I also tell you."  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing what Jesus says.  
oJpou "where" - Local, expressing indefinite place.  

          
              

   
elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[you cannot] come" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO 

COME. Complementary infinitive, completing the sense of the negated verb "you 
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 uJpagw "[I] am going" - [I] GO AWAY. This verb is used of Jesus' 
departure, in the sense of his departure from the world to be reunited to the 
Father, ie., his death, resurrection and ascension.



are not able." We may rightly add "yet"; "you cannot come yet." Jesus' enemies 
will seek and not find, and consequently, they will die in their sin. The disciples 
will come after Jesus has prepared a place for them, cf., 14:2-3.  
   
v34 

ii] The new commandment, v34-35: Jesus now gives his disciples a new 
commandment, cf., 1Jn.2:8. It is a "commandment" in the sense of being an 
important / emphatic word from the Master. It is "new" in that Christ's love for 
broken humanity is the ground of love, the means of love. Because of Christ's 
love for us (his death, resurrection and indwelling presence within) we are freed 
and impelled to love - "I have loved you in order that you may also love one 
another." Christ's indwelling presence within the individual believer and within 
the Christian community, impels us toward brotherly love - self-giving, sacrificial 
love. As Jesus was, so his disciples are, and this in the power of his indwelling 
love. Such is the distinguishing mark of a disciple.  

kainhn adj. "new" - A FRESH, NEW. "A new commandment" serves as the 
accusative direct object of the verb "to give"; "I give a new commandment to 
you."  

entolhn (h) "commandment" - ORDINANCE, INJUNCTION, COMMAND. The 
word is used 6 times in this discourse and 18 times in John's letters. The word 
"Maundy", for Maundy Thursday, comes from the Latin for commandment, 
"mandatum", as of "a new commandment I give you."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I give] you" - [I GIVE] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
          

          
       

 
        

    
         

      
         

           
   

allhlouV pro. "one another" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
love." A reciprocal reference to members of the Christian fellowship.  

kaqwV adv. "as [I have loved you]" - AS, JUST AS [I LOVED YOU]. 
Comparative, here with kai, "also", establishing a counterpoint construction; 
"just as ....., so also ......" Being in accord with. Jesus is surely referring to his 
self-giving in death, which act best exegetes the meaning of love.  
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 iJna + subj. "-" - THAT. Introducing a clause which may be either epexegetic, 
specifying the substance of the command ("I give you a new commandment,  
ie., love each other"), or it may introduce a dependent statement, imperatival, 
giving an actual command, "you are to love one another", Cassirer.
 agapate (agapaw) pres. subj. "love" - YOU SHOW COMPASSION. The 
present tense expressing continued action (durative); "keep on loving." The 
word serves to define the relationship that should exist between 
believers. "Compassion" probably comes closest to its meaning, although in 
practical terms, "forgiveness" and "mercy" may best describe the substance of 
"love." In a church situation it may distil down to "acceptance", particularly 
the acceptance of a "sinner" in our midst.



iJna + subj. "[so you must love one another]" - THAT [ALSO YOU LOVE ONE 
ANOTHER]. The NIV takes this second hina clause as imperatival and therefore 
coordinate with the first hina clause. Yet, in such a construction one would expect 
the second subjunctive to be used without iJna. What we may have here is a 
purpose clause; "I have loved you in order that you also may love one another." 
A purpose clause would carry the implication that Jesus' sacrifice of love 
empowers our love. Morris suggests that this clause establishes "the ground" of 
love, while the first hina clause establishes "the measure" of love.  
   
v35 

"Mutual love is the proof of Christian discipleship and its evident token", 
Barrett.  

en + dat. "by [this]" - IN [THIS]. Here instrumental / means; "by means of 
this." The demonstrative pronoun "this" being forward referencing to the second 
clause, "if you love one another." To improve the expression, the two clauses are 
often reversed, cf. TEV, CEV, REB...  

panteV adj. "all men" - ALL = EVERYone. The adjective serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to know"; "if you love each other, 
everyone will know that you are my disciples", CEV.  

gnwsontai (ginwskw) fut. "will know" - WILL KNOW. "Everyone will 
recognize you as my disciples", NJB.  

oJti "that" - THAT [YOU ARE MY DISCIPLES]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what "everyone will know."  

ean + subj. "if" - This construction usually introduces a conditional clause, 
3rd class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be 
the case, ..... then [by this, everyone will know ....]" None-the-less, in John, 
following "by/in this", the clause may be epexegetic, explaining the content of 
"by this", ie., "by your love for one another", Goodspeed, cf., 1Jn.2:3. Elsewhere 
John uses iJna or oJti to introduce a similar epexegetic clause following "in/by 
this." "It is by your love for one another that all will recognize that you are my 
disciples", Barrett.  

echte (ecw) pres. subj. "you love" - YOU MAY HAVE [LOVE]. The subjunctive 
mood is driven by the grammar and is probably not deliberative. "Have" here is 
best understood in the sense of possessing mutual love.  

en "-" - IN [ONE ANOTHER]. We are tempted to say "by your love to/for one 
another", although a local sense, emphasizing association is more likely, "by your 
love among/with one another."  
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v36 

iii] Peter questions Jesus' departure, v36-38. John seems happy to play with 
his readers on the issue of Jesus' departure. The Jews are confused on the issue, 
7:35, as is Thomas, 14:5, so also Peter, and of course, so is the reader. It seems 
John would have us play with three ideas, all of which are true. Jesus is going to 
the Father and his disciples will follow him there later. Jesus is striving to 
complete his mission, after which time the disciples will follow in his footsteps 
as those who akolouqew, "follow" as disciples. Jesus is going the way of 
suffering and death and later, Peter will follow as a martyr.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Simon Peter asked] him" - [SIMON PETER SAYS] TO HIM 
[WHERE DO YOU GO]? Dative of indirect object.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [JESUS ANSWERED] HIM. Variant dative 
of direct object after the verb "to answer, reply to."  

akolouqhsai (akolouqew) aor. inf. "[you cannot] follow" - [WHERE I GO 
YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO FOLLOW. The infinitive is complementary, completing 
the sense of the verb "to be able."  

moi dat. pro. "-" - ME [NOW]. Dative of direct object after the verb "to answer, 
reply to."  

uJsteron adv. "[you will follow] later" - [BUT/AND YOU WILL FOLLOW] 
AFTERWARD, LATER. Temporal adverb, expressing subsequent time.  
   
v37 

Peter's reply is packed with Johannine irony. When the chips are down, Peter 
does a runner, yet in the end, he does die for Jesus. More importantly, Jesus dies 
for him.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Peter asked, Lord]" - [PETER SAYS] TO HIM [LORD]. Dative 
of indirect object. The title kurioV, may express messianic status, even deity, 
"Lord", or more simply it may express respect, "Sir, Master."  

dia tiv "why" - BECAUSE WHY. Interrogative causal construction seeking an 
explanation.  

akolouqhsai (akolouqew) aor. inf. "[can't] I follow" - [AM I NOT ABLE] TO 
FOLLOW. Complementary infinitive.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - YOU [NOW]. Dative of direct object after the apo prefix 
verb "to follow after." 

uJper + gen. "for [you]" - [I WILL LAY DOWN THE LIFE OF ME] FOR [YOU]. 
Probably expressing representation, "on behalf of you / for the sake of you." 
Advantage is possible, "for the benefit of you", as is substitution (used instead of 
anti), "in place of / instead of you."  
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v38 

Jesus' response to Peter's bold statement is ironical. With apostles like Peter 
there is hope for all of us!  

qhseiV (tiqhmi) fut. "lay down [your life]" - [JESUS ANSWERS, THE SOUL 
= LIFE OF YOU] YOU WILL PLACE = LAY DOWN [FOR ME]. The verb "to stand, place" 
takes a range of meanings and here obviously with the sense of "lay down, 
surrender", "to die willingly / voluntarily (on behalf of Jesus)", Harris. "Really! 
You'll lay down your life for me?" Peterson.  

soi dat. pro. "[very truly I tell] you" - [TRULY TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative 
of indirect object. See 5:24.  

ou mh + subj. "-" - NO NO, NOT EVER, NEVER [A COCK CROWS]. Subjunctive 
of emphatic negation. "The rooster will not crow."  

eJwV ou| + subj. "before" - UNTIL. The temporal preposition eJwV, "until" + the 
genitive relative pronoun ou|, "which", is an idiomatic abbreviation for eJwV tou 
cronou w|/, "until the time at which", Zerwick etc.  

arnhsh/ (arneomai) aor. subj. "you will disown [me]" - YOU DENY ME 
THREE TIMES]. The subjunctive is used for an indefinite temporal clause. The 
sense of the clause is "The rooster will not crow until you say three times that 
you do not know me", TH. "The truth is that before the rooster crows tomorrow 
morning, you will have denied me three times."  
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14:1-14 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
iv] The way, the truth and the life 
Synopsis  

John continues his record of the farewell discourse covering chapters 13:1-
17:26. Jesus has cleansed the apostolic community, washed their feet and seen 
Judas off, and now, in light of his departure, he focuses on teaching his disciples.  
   
Teaching  

Assurance, rather than sadness, is God's plan for his people.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17. Chapter 14 presents as follows:  
Jesus is going to the Father, v1-11;  
 
The mission will now be accomplished through Jesus' disciples,  
      v12-14;  
The mission is empowered by the Spirit, v15-17;  
The disciples will be encouraged by their mutual indwelling  
      in the Godhead, v18-24;  
Disciples will be instructed and sustained during the difficult days  
      to come, v25-31.  
Jesus concludes with "rise, let us be on our way"  
      (a rather strange comment!).  

   
All the themes raised in chapter 14 appear in chapter 13, but in reverse order. 

What we may have here is a chiastic literary structure where the points of an 
argument are stated and then restated in reverse order.  
   

ii] Structure: The Way the Truth and the Life:  
Jesus is leaving to prepare a home for his disciples, v1-4;  
Jesus is the way to the Father, v5-7; 
Jesus and the Father are one, v8-11;  
Jesus' mission is the disciples' mission, v12-14.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

John now presents Jesus' instructions to the disciples in the form of a 
question / answer dialogue. First, Jesus calls on his disciples not to be 
downhearted over his departure, but rather to overcome their fear with faith 
- they are to be men and women of faith; faith not only in God but in Jesus 
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himself. They have nothing to fear because in going away, Jesus is able to 
prepare a place for them - a piece of heavenly real-estate. And then, as each 
disciple departs this mortal coil, Jesus will be back for them (cf., ercomai, 
"I will come back", v3) so that all will be together in his presence.  

Jesus goes on to remind the disciples that they should know by now 
that he is the way to the Father, although Thomas remains unsure about the 
"where" and the "way". Jesus reminds Thomas that he is like a pathway to 
God; "I am the way to God, in that I reveal the truth about God, and I give 
life to those who believe" (cf., "I am the way the truth and the life", v6). 
The simple fact is, no one comes to God the Father but by Jesus (cf., oudeiV 
ercetai, "no one comes [to the Father]", v6). If a person has walked that 
pathway then they are in a relationship with Jesus which brings them into 
a relationship with God the Father (cf., "if you know me", v7).  

For Phillip, seeing is believing, so he asks for a revelation of God the 
Father, a Moses-like theophany. Yet, the disciples already have their 
theophany, their divine revelation from God; he stands before them, the 
one united to the father (cf., "I am in the Father and the Father is in me", 
v10). In their friendship with Jesus, they have already glimpsed the divine. 
The power of Jesus' words says it all, but if words are not enough for them, 
they have the miraculous works to fall back on. And when it comes to 
works, the disciples will be doing even greater works than Jesus did (cf., 
"he will do even greater things than these", v12). It is only through Jesus 
being lifted-up, glorified, that this is possible. All that the disciples will 
need to do is pray according to God's revealed will for the unfolding of His 
glory.  
   

iv] Form:  
As noted in the introduction, John writes from the perspective of 

Christ's glorification, from the perspective of his lifting up on the cross, his 
ascension and the outpouring of his Spirit. So, what we have in Christ's 
farewell discourse, is not only Jesus' words to his disciples, but John's 
reflection on those words in light of the outpouring of the Spirit and the 
church's appreciation of their full import. This being the case, it is not 
possible to separate one from the other - the whole God's word to us.  
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     I am interested in Heaven, interested in that land because I have held a 
clear title to a bit of property there for many years. I did not buy it. It was 
given to me without any money or price, although the Donor purchased it

v] Homiletics: Real Estate.
 A useful mini-sermon; author unknown



for me at a tremendous sacrifice. I am not holding it for speculation since 
the title is not transferable. It is not a vacant lot. For more than half a 
century the greatest architect and builder of the universe has been 
building a home for me on the site. This home will never need to be 
remodelled or repaired because it will suit me perfectly, individually, and 
will never grow old.  

Termites cannot undermine its foundations for it has been built upon 
the 'Rock of Ages.' Fire cannot destroy or floods wash it away. No locks or 
bolts will ever be placed on its doors, for no vicious person can ever enter 
that land where my dwelling stands. It is now almost completed and ready 
for me to enter in and abide in peace eternally without fear of being ejected.  

        
       

             
            

            
      

        
             
                 

     
   

Text - 14:1 
Assurance, v1-14: i] Jesus is preparing a home for his disciples, v1-4. Judas 

may be out, but faith gives assurance to those who remain.  
mh tarassesqe (tarassw) pres. pas. imp. "do not let [your hearts] be 

troubled" - LET NOT BE TROUBLED [THE HEART OF YOU]. This negation with the 
present imperative may express, not a command to stop an action already 
commenced, but rather a command to not proceed with an action, so "don't allow 
yourselves to become troubled." The "trouble", "distress", is related to Jesus' 
statement that he is about to leave his disciples - "I am with you only a little 
longer." This "distress" shadows every one of us in that we live with the reality 
of an absent Christ.  

hJ kardia (a) "hearts" - THE HEART. Nominative subject of the verb "to be 
troubled." The singular is Semitic idiom, expressed with the plural in English.  

pisteuete (pisteuw) "trust / believe" - [YOU] BELIEVE [INTO GOD] BELIEVE 
[ALSO INTO GOD]. The verb here may be either indicative or imperative. This has 
prompted three possible translations of the two uses of "believe" in this clause:  

Indicative / indicative, "you trust in God and you trust in me";  
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 There is this valley of deep shadows between the place where I live 
here and that to which I shall journey in a very short time. I cannot reach 
my house in the City of God without passing through this valley of 
shadows. But, I am not afraid because my best friend, my Saviour, went 
through the same valley long ago and drove away its gloom. He has been 
patient with me through all my wanderings since I first realized his saving 
kindness. I have little fear, for I hold his promise to me. He alone will be 
with me as I walk through the valley of shadows and I shall not lose my 
way when he is with me. As with the disciples in the storm, he will see me 
safely to the other side.



Indicative / imperative, "do you believe in God, then believe also in me", 
        Bultmann;  
Imperative / imperative, so NIV. "Believe in God, and believe in me 
        likewise", Cassirer.  

The present tense is durative, so possibly, "keep on believing in God, and 
keep on believing in me", Barclay.  

kai "also" - AND = ALSO. Adjunctive, as NIV.  
eiV "in [God]" - Spatial, expressing movement toward and arrival at, 

interchangeable with en,"in".  
   
v2 

The is plenty of room in heaven for those who believe.  
en + dat. "in [my Father's house] / [my Father's house]" - IN [THE HOUSE 

OF THE FATHER OF ME]. Local, expressing space. The oikia/, "house, dwelling", 
is a permanent dwelling rather than an inn or hotel. The reference is to "heaven", 
certainly not "church", and conveys the idea of hospitality; "in heaven there are 
many rooms" / "there are many dwellings in heaven."  

monai (h) "[many] rooms" - [THERE ARE MANY] PLACES TO LIVE, ROOMS. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. The sense of this word is disputed, eg., 
some suggest "resting place" for the use of believers on the move in heaven, but 
"permanent dwelling" is to be preferred; "homes", Berkeley. "There is room 
enough for everyone", TNT.  

ei mh .... a]n "if it were not so, [I would have told you]" - [BUT AND] IF NOT 
[WOULD I HAVE TOLD YOU]. Introducing a conditional clause, 2nd class / contrary 
to fact, where the proposed condition is not true, as NIV; "if, as is not the case, 
...... then....." The apodosis is sometimes rendered as a question: Would have I ..? 

oJti "-" - THAT [I GO]. Not found in some texts, but if accepted, it may produce 
a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus has told them, "if 
it were not so, would I have told you that I go to prepare a place for you?" NRSV. 
Possibly causal, "because", although the sense is illusive; "were it not so I would 
have told you, because it is to prepare a place for you that I am going there", 
Cassirer. The trouble is, we have no earlier reference of Jesus saying this to his 
disciples, so the conjunction probably introduces the content of what Jesus is now 
going to explain to them; "I wouldn't tell you this, unless it was true. I am going 
to prepare a place for each of you", CEV.  

etoimasai (etoimazw) aor. inf. "to prepare" - The infinitive probably 
expresses purpose, "I am going in order to prepare a place for you." Carson notes 
that the preparation referred to is not the ordering of heaven to receive believers, 
but rather that it is "the cross and resurrection that prepares the place for Jesus' 
disciples."  
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uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - [A PLACE] TO YOU. Dative of interest, advantage, 
"for you."  
   
v3 

The language here is purposely illusive; "If I go"! Is there an "if" about Jesus' 
going? Go where? Come back when? Come back how? Go together where? Such 
evasion draws the reader into the discourse in order to find the answer.  

ean + subj. "if [I go and prepare]" - [BUT/AND] IF [I GO AND PREPARE A 
PLACE]. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd class, where the proposed condition 
in the "if" clause has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, .... 
then ....." Here obviously a probability, so much so that Brown proposes "when I 
go and prepare", cf. BAGD 210.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - TO YOU. Dative of interest, advantage, "for you / 
for your benefit."  

ercomai pres. "I will come back" - I AM COMING [AGAIN]. The present tense 
is futuristic, expressing confidence in a future event, cf., BDF 323.. The return of 
Jesus is variously interpreted: a) the resurrection; b) the coming of the Spirit; c) 
the coming of Jesus to believers at their death; d) the parousia / the second coming 
of Jesus. Other than (c), all are referred to in these final discourses, with the 
weight resting on the parousia. Although the parousia is most likely technically 
correct, for a believer the parousia is the moment of their death, ie., (c). Like the 
thief on the cross, our death is the shmeron, the "today" when we will be with 
Jesus in paradise, cf., Lk.23:43.  

proV + acc. "[I will take you] to be with [me]" - [AND I WILL TAKE YOU] 
TOWARD [MYSELF]. Expressing movement toward, here probably purpose, 
possibly association, "take you along with me." Possibly; "take you along with 
me to my home", Humphries = "my Father's home" = heaven.  

iJna + subj. "that [you also may be where I am]" - THAT [WHERE I AM AND 
= ALSO YOU MAY BE]. Possibly introducing a purpose clause, "in order that", so 
Morris, even epexegetic (explanatory), what Jesus means by "I will receive you 
to myself", so Barrett, but more likely a consecutive clause expressing result, 
"with the result that"; "I will come back and take you with me. Then we will be 
together", CEV.  
   
v4 

Again, the language is purposely illusive. The destination is unclear; is it the 
cross, or heaven? The pathway is unclear; is it the cross, or Christ's obedience to 
the Father, or his glorification, or simply Jesus himself? The reader is purposely 
left wondering. Note the longer variant: "You know the place where I am going, 
and you know the way", read in P66. The variant certainly expresses the intended 
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sense of "you know the way where I go." The variant is probably not original, but 
is a nice example of early commentary.  

oidate (oida) perf. "you know" - [AND WHERE I GO] YOU HAVE KNOWN [THE 
WAY]. A stative verb read as present tense. "As for my destination, you know the 
way", Rieu.  
   
v5 

ii] Jesus is the way to the Father, v5-7. Thomas, "the one called the twin" (I 
had a friend who was nicknamed "brother" by his siblings, a nickname later used 
up by all his friends, so "twin" is not so strange), often displayed in John's gospel 
as someone with an inquisitive mind (so "doubting Thomas" is somewhat harsh. 
So also Barrett's description of him being "dull"), is unsure about "the place" 
where Jesus is going, and so obviously, he is unsure about the way there. He 
speaks for all those who read this gospel.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said] to him" - [THOMAS SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

pou "where" - [LORD, WE DO NOT KNOW] WHERE [YOU GO]. Interrogative 
adverb of place.  

pwV "how" - so HOW. Interrogative particle.  
eidenai (oida) perf. inf. "[can] we know" - [ARE WE ABLE] TO KNOW. Again, 

the stative verb is read as a present tense. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "we are able."  

thn oJdon (oV) "the way" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to be able." 
Thomas is unsure about the place where Jesus is going, and so consequently he 
is unsure about the pathway to get there; "The way to get there", TEV.  
   
v6 

Finally, the "where" is specified; Jesus is going to where the Father is, ie., 
heaven. This also applies for the disciple; "I will come back and take you to be 
with me that you also may be where I am." As for "the way", the pathway is dia, 
"through / by means of me"; Jesus is the way.  

autw/ dat. "[Jesus] answered" - [JESUS SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

egw eimi "I am [the way]" - Always a cue to a possible self-declaration to 
Jesus' person; he is God's great I AM. Jesus seems to be saying he is a pathway 
to heaven; "I am like a roadway into God's presence." So, in answering Thomas' 
question, Jesus states that he himself is the means of getting to this hospitable 
place / heaven / God.  

kai "and [the truth] and [the life]" - Serving here as a coordinative, "and", 
or an epexegetic, "that is". The claim that Jesus is "the pathway / like a pathway" 
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is the key statement (repeated in v4, 5 and 6), with truth and life subordinate 
statements. This is not easily expressed in Greek, but it is likely that the 
coordinate clause here translates a Semitic structure where the first noun governs 
the next two; "I am the way of truth and life", Carson. It is possible that kai serves 
to identify this fact, functioning epexegetically (see also Barrett, Lindars), setting 
up an explanation of the two elements that enable the pathway to function as a 
means of reaching God. Jesus possesses divine truth/revelation, the gospel, a 
saving message, and he possesses life, resurrection life, through his life-giving 
sacrifice. So, "I am the way to God/Father, in that I reveal the truth about God, 
and in that I give life to those who believe"; "I am the true and living way", 
Moffatt. Taking "the way" as the primary predicate noun is supported by many 
European commentators, but many English/American commentators still follow 
the traditional line where "the way is directed toward a goal that is the truth and/or 
the life", Brown, even a constriction to something like "the true way of life", 
Kostenberger, or even just treating the three words as coequal: "I am the way, 
and I am the truth, and I am the life." See Brown for a summary of positions.  

oudeiV ercetai (ercomai) pres. "no one comes [to the Father]" - [NO ONE] 
IS COMING [TOWARD THE FATHER]. The present tense is most likely gnomic, 
expressing a universal truth; "no one ever comes to the Father except through 
me." The exclusivity expressed here by Jesus probably applies to both his truth 
and his life. The truth that Jesus conveys does not deny either natural revelation, 
or the revelation of God's will, given up to this point in time, to the people of 
Israel. The point is that Jesus is the final and complete revelation of the divine 
will. If we reject this revelation and rely on either a natural understanding of the 
divine, or an Old Testament understanding of the divine, then we will fail to 
access Christ's saving truth. Also, the life that Jesus conveys rests on a perfect 
and acceptable sacrifice to God. If we rely on some other sacrifice (life-giving 
means, eg. transcendental meditation, etc.) then we will fail to access Christ's life-
giving sacrifice.  

ei mh "except" - EXCEPT. Expressing a contrast by designating an exception: 
"the only way for anyone to come to the Father is through me", Barclay.  

dia + gen. "through [me]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [ME]. Instrumental, 
expressing agency; "except by means of me", Moffatt.  
   
v7 

         
          

         
class condition (eg. P66), or 2nd. class condition, contrary-to-fact (ei + past tense 
indicative of "know" in the protasis and an + ind. in the apodosis) - NIV opts for 
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Since the disciples have come to know Jesus, they know the Father as well.
ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case, [YOU HAVE COME TO KNOW ME then YOU

WILL KNOW THE FATHER OF ME ALSO.]. Variant readings produce either a 1st.



2nd class; "If you really knew me (which sadly, you don't), you would know my 
Father as well." Yet, it makes more sense to go with a 1st. class condition where 
the condition is assumed to be true; "If you know me you will know my Father 
too", NEB, foot-note, cf. Metzger.  

apo arti "from now on" - FROM NOW. Temporal construction; "from 
henceforth." Probably referring to Jesus' exaltation / his lifting up on the cross, 
even possibly his coming again at Pentecost, rather than just this moment in the 
upper room. Still, the immediacy of the experience needs to be underlined for the 
reader; "from this time onwards, you do know him and indeed have seen him", 
Cassirer.  

ginwskete (ginwskw) pres. ind. (possibly imp., so Knox). "you do know 
[him]" - YOU KNOW [HIM AND HAVE SEEN HIM]. The verse is a touch too concise 
so probably best filled out: "since you know me, from now on you are going to 
know the Father", possibly inceptive, "beginning to know him", Harris. 
"Knowing" and "seeing" God are qualities of religious experience beyond the 
usual, a "revolution in both religious experience and theological understanding" 
says Morris.  
   
v8 

iii] Jesus and the Father are one, v8-11. Phillip's question enables a more 
precise explanation of the relationship between Jesus and God the Father and how 
that applies to a believer / disciple.  

deixon (deicnumi) aor. imp. "show" - [PHILIP SAYS TO HIM, LORD], SHOW, 
REVEAL. It does seem that Phillip has misunderstood the nature of Jesus' promised 
revelation of the Father and asks to see the Father with his own eyes. He has 
certainly yet to realize that "it is God the only Son, who is close to the father's 
heart, who has made him known", 1:18. None-the-less, Phillip does express "the 
universal longing of the religious man", Barrett. "let us see the Father", Cassirer.  

hJmin dat. pro. "to us [the Father]" - Dative of indirect object.  
arkei (arkew) pres. "that will be enough" - [AND] IT IS ENOUGH, 

SUFFICIENT. "We ask no more", REB.  
hJmin dat. "for us" - TO US. Dative complement /interest, advantage, "for us."  

   
v9 

To know the Father's agent, his great I AM, is to know God the Father.  
ouk egnokaV (ginwskw) perf. "don't you know me" - [JESUS SAYS TO HIM, 

SO LONG A TIME I AM WITH YOU AND] YOU HAVE NOT KNOWN [ME PHILIP]? Again 
"know" here is stronger than just "recognize / perceive", so it's a bit weak to say 
"have you still not realized who I am?" Barclay.  
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tasoutw/ gronw/ dat. "even after ...... such a long time" - SO LONG A TIME. 
Dative of time. Of course, the dative is used for a point in time and here duration 
is obviously intended. A variant accusative exists, being correct grammar, but as 
the easier reading it is not widely accepted.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with" - Expressing accompaniment / association.  
uJmwn gen. pl. pro. "you" - The "you" is plural, so Jesus is saying "I have 

been with all of you for these three years and yet you (Phillip) don't yet realize 
who I am?"  

oJ eJwrakwV (oJraw) perf. part. "anyone who has seen [me]" - THE ONE 
HAVING SEEN [ME HAS SEEN THE FATHER]. The participle serves as a substantive. 
Usually translated as an indefinite relative clause, so NIV; "whoever has seen 
me", Williams. The clause is conditional, although an "if anyone has seen me" 
always expresses uncertainty in English, so "to have seen me is to have seen the 
Father", Barclay.  

pwV "how [can you say]?" - HOW [DO YOU SAY SHOW US THE FATHER]? 
Interrogative particle, here expressing surprise.  
   
v10 

Jesus reminds Philip of the mutual indwelling that exists between the Father 
and the Son, a reality that is only perceived through faith.  

ou pisteueiV (pisteuw) pres. "don't you believe" - DO YOU NOT BELIEVE. 
The negation ou in a question expects a positive answer. Given Jesus' instruction 
to his disciples over the last few years, they would surely understand Jesus' 
relationship to the Father, but of course, they don't fully understand. Note the 
interesting shift from "know/perceive" to "believe". It is likely that both words 
are close in their meaning. "Know" is certainly stronger than just "recognize", 
while "believe" involves resting on what is recognized. More can be said, see 
"believe" v11. "You are convinced, are you not, that I am in the Father and the 
Father is in me?"  

oJti "that" - Here introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what they (Phillip +) should believe.  

en + dat. "[I am] in [the Father and the Father is] in [me]" - Local, sphere, 
expressing incorporative union. Phillip would surely, by now, rest on the 
knowledge that "the words and deeds of Jesus are like a revelation from God", 
Morris. He should believe this much at least, but of course, Jesus is taking the 
relationship of the Father to the Son a step further. The preposition "in", 
supported by "living in me" (Gk. "abiding in me") implies something stronger 
than Jesus functioning as the divine agent of revelation, which of course, he is. 
What we have here is "unique sonship language", Carson. Certainly not an 
absorption of the divine, a mystical union, but rather a metaphysical union. "The 
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reality is greater than human language can express, but that to which it points is 
sufficiently clear: in the depths of the being of God there exists a koinonia, a 
"fellowship", between the Father and the Son that is beyond all compare, a unity 
whereby the speech and action of the Son are that of the Father in him", Beasley-
Murray.  

           
        

      
      
            

      
      

            
   

menwn (menw) pres. part. "living in me" - [THE FATHER] ABIDING, 
REMAINING, CONTINUING [IN ME]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"Father"; "the Father who abides in me, ..." Possibly in the sense "the Father who 
is permanently (constantly) in me", Bauer. Although usually translated this way, 
Both Harris and Novakovic argue that being anarthrous (without an article) it is 
probably adverbial, although the sense is not overly clear, possibly causal, "the 
Father does his works because he dwells in me", or instrumental, "the Father does 
his works by dwelling in me." Note that a variant article oJ exists. 

autou gen. pro. "[is doing] his [work]" - [DOES THE WORKS] OF HIM. 
Variant nominative, either autoV poiei ta erga, or poiei ta erga autoV 
producing "he does the works", or he "does the works himself." It is an interesting 
idea that Jesus' works (as with his words) are actually the Father's works. One is 
tempted to say that Jesus does the works on behalf of the Father, but this could 
have easily been expressed in the Gk., but wasn't, and in any case, moves us back 
to the envoy model. Maybe it is just a matter of attribution, of deference within 
the Godhead, given that the Son always glorifies the Father, and Father always 
glorifies the Son.  

ta erga "the works" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." In John's 
gospel, the word is used for "the signs" (miracles) - powerful revelatory signs. 
"They proceed from the Father and reveal what the Father is like", Morris. See 
below.  
   
v11 

The disciples do "believe" in Jesus, in the sense of having put their faith in 
him (not the sense of "believe" here) and they do "believe / know / acknowledge" 
(intellectual assent) Jesus' teachings, including his special relationship with the 
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 ap (apo) + gen. "[not just my own]" - [THE WORDS WHICH I SPEAK TO YOU] 
FROM [MYSELF I DO NOT SPEAK]. Expressing source / origin, leaning toward 
agency. Although John describes the relationship of Jesus with the Father in terms 
of "a reciprocal formula of immanence", Schnackenburg, the union is expressed 
as if it is not fully reciprocal, ie., the words (the truth, the divine revelation) that 
Jesus communicates are the Father's words, not visa-versa (see below).
 de "rather" - BUT/AND. Transitional, introducing a complementary truth. The 
words of Jesus are the Father's words, "and in the same way", the works of 
Jesus are the Father's works.



Father, but their faith and knowledge is limited. The disciples are not fully aware 
of the unique nature of the relationship between the Father and the Son such that 
they do not understand that having known Jesus, they now know the Father. If 
the disciples can't get their head around the words that define the unique 
relationship that exists between the Father and the Son, then at the very least they 
can draw something of this truth by thoughtfully considering the significance of 
Jesus' signs (miracles), signs which themselves reveal this unique relationship.  

pisteuete pres. imp. "believe" - "Believe" is used here in the sense of "be 
convinced" - "accept the full significance of this truth, namely that, ....", cf. 
Barrett. Not, "believe in me when I say", not even "believe my word", Torrey, 
but "believe that what I have just said (summarized in the next clause ["I am in 
the Father and the Father is in me"] is true", Carson.  

        
             

         
    

oJti "when I say that" - THAT [I IN THE FATHER AND THE FATHER IN ME]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception, expressing what 
they should believe.  

en + dat. "[I am] in [the Father]" - See en above.  
ei de mh "or at least" - BUT IF NOT = OTHERWISE. This adversative 

construction introduces a counterpoint, but in form it introduces an elliptical 1st. 
class conditional clause where the proposed condition is assumed to be true; 
"believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father is in me, but if, as 
is the case, you are not able to believe that I am in the Father and the Father is 
in me, then believe the evidence of the works themselves."  

pisteuete "believe" - "Be convinced", as above. Variant "me" exists, as with 
the first use of "believe" in this verse - an example of assimilation, so Metzger.  

dia + acc. "on the evidence of" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF [THE 
WORKS THEMSELVES]. Causal. NB auta goes with ta erga, not pisteuete. 
   
v12 

        
       

      
amhn amhn lew uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY TRULY I SAY TO YOU. 

An introductory formula to a saying of Jesus which makes a significant point; "I 
am telling you a solemn truth." Cf., 5:24.  

oJ pisteuwn pres. part. "anyone who has faith [in me]" - THE ONE HAVING 
FAITH [INTO ME]. The participle serves as a substantive. Here "belief/faith" 
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 moi dat. pro. "me" - IN ME. Dative of direct object, possibly reference, 
"believe, with reference to me, when I say ...", so "believe me", although not read 
in Gk. P66. The sentence makes better sense without the pronoun, although this 
would be a good reason for a copyist to drop it.

 iv] Jesus' mission is the disciples' mission, v12-14. Given that the indwelling 
of the Father in the Son applies to the disciples as well, so also the works of 
the Son apply to the disciples, and "even greater works than these."



"in/into" the person of Jesus (expressing "personal commitment", Morris), as 
indicated by the presence of the preposition eiV "to/into". Rendered as an 
indefinite relative clause which may be expressed in English as a conditional 
sentence, "If anyone believes in me he will ....", Barclay.  

kakeinoV pro. "-" - [THE WORKS WHICH I DO] THAT ONE ALSO [WILL DO]. 
Adjunctive adverb. According to Westcott, it fixes attention upon the one who is 
to do the works that Jesus does.  

ta erga "what" - THE WORKS. Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." 
For Jesus, these were the sign-miracles, "acts in which the power and character 
of God are made known", Barrett. Yet, more specifically, they are God's works, 
v10, such that as Jesus does the works of God, so also will Jesus' disciples now 
do God's works. So, not necessarily "the same works as I do myself", Cassirer, 
but more generally, "will do the works that I do", NAB, ie., God's works.  

toutwn gen. pro. "[he will do even greater things] than these]" - [EVEN 
GREATER] OF THESE [WILL HE DO]. The genitive is ablative, of comparison; 
"greater than these." The object is unstated, so presumably "greater works" than 
Jesus' works, but note the softening in NIV, REB etc. The sense of these words 
is open to some dispute. Certainly "more extensive", Lindars (Jesus worked in 
Palestine, his disciples work throughout the world). Not "greater" in the sense of 
greater miracles than Jesus performed, more spectacular, or more supernatural 
(raising the dead is hard to beat!!!). Traditionally, "greater works than these" is 
understood to refer to conversions, "greater works mean more conversions", 
Ryle. Morris takes this line, so Westcott, Barrett. Schnackenburg argues that 
"missionary success" is a reasonable understanding, but observes that there is 
more to "the increasing flow of God's power into man's world" from Christ's 
going to be with the Father (and the consequent sending of the Spirit). Carson 
agrees, for when Jesus performed the Father's works their meaning was illusive 
and the results minimal, whereas the disciples, living in "an age of clarity and 
power introduced by Jesus' sacrifice and exaltation", perform the Father's works 
in the unrestrained power of the Spirit, eg., the conversion of 3,000 souls on the 
day of Pentecost is a classic new-age consequence. Brown agrees, making a 
particularly important observation: the "works" which the disciples will 
undertake are those which are promised them, particularly the "giving of life 
(through the offering of divine forgiveness) and judging" through gospel ministry 
(the Father's works for disciples). So, the performance of messianic signs (the 
Father's works for Christ), in fulfillment of prophecy, for the people of Israel, is 
not really an integral part of the disciples' mission agenda, particularly as the 
gospel has now moved from Israel to the Gentile world. The "works" will 
necessarily be contextual.  
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oJti "because" - BECAUSE. Here causal, as NIV. Presumably, it is because 
Jesus goes to the Father that he is able to, with the Father, send the Spirit to 
empower "the greater works than these."  

poreuomai pres. "I am going" - I AM GOING [TOWARD THE FATHER]. The 
present tense is futuristic, expressing certainty in a future event.  
   
v13 

Non-specific generalizations are always contextual; here for example, the 
request is made under Christ's authority, in accord with his character, and to his 
glorification. It is not a request made on our own authority and to our own glory. 
A believer is free to ask anything of their heavenly Father, in Christ's name, but 
the results are always dependent on the divine will, the drift of which is revealed 
in the scriptures.  

On a lighter note, I have found no scriptural warrant indicating that parking 
spots in a busy supermarket are included in the "whatever you ask" - but there is 
no harm asking! Jesus does have a sense of humour, and sometimes it plays out 
in the most unexpected ways. Although, when it plays out, I sometimes wonder 
if it may be that other bloke who has the whole world in his hands, Matt.4:8-9. 
He is in the game as well! And there is something infernal about a supermarket 
car-park.  

poihsw fut. "I will do" - [AND WHATEVER YOU ASK IN THE NAME OF ME THIS] 
WILL I DO. "I shall bring it about", Barclay.  

o{ ti a]n + subj. "whatever" - This construction is non-specific, expressing a 
generalization in the form of an indefinite relative clause. Such generalizations 
do not negate the more specific statements of scripture. Prayer requests do have 
a defined limit, namely, "according to his will", 1Jn.5:14. So, "whatever" 
amounts to requests made "under the authority of Jesus" ("in my name"), ie., 
based on a promise, or command of Jesus.  

aithshte (aitew) aor. subj. "you ask" - P75 reads a present tense, so giving 
a durative sense. Presumably it is "ask the Father in my name", although this is 
not stated.  

en + dat. "in [my name]" - Instrumental, expressing means, "by means of." 
In a general sense "the name" represents the person, so the request is made in 
accord with the person of Jesus, or as Augustine put it, "in accord with Christ's 
character." The phrase "in the name", when used for these "works", seems very 
likely to express "under the authority of", even "under the authoritative power 
of", cf., 10:25, 14:26, 17:11, 20:31, and this sense would surely apply here. So 
then, Jesus is offering his support in the performance of those works that the 
Father has commissioned Jesus' disciples to perform. "Whatever you ask as my 
agent, representative / with my authority, I will act on it."  
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iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [THE FATHER]. Probably introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose, "in order that", but a consecutive clause expressing 
result, "with the result that", may be intended. Again, the request must obviously 
be according to the will of the Father since the answer to the prayer, as to its 
purpose, is the glory of the Father.  

doxasqh/ (doxazw) aor. pas. sub. "may bring glory / may be glorified" - 
MAY BE GLORIFIED. "So that people may see how wonderful the Father is", TH.  

en + dat. "the Son [my bring glory] to [the Son / in [the Son]" - IN [THE 
SON]. Possibly instrumental, expressing means / agency, as NIV (following 
Phillips!!), "so that the Father may be glorified by the Son"; "through the Son", 
Williams. None-the-less, the majority of translators opt for a local sense, "in the 
Son", as NIV11, "in the person of the Son", Harris.  
   
v14 

This verse is omitted in some texts. That it is repetitious, and grammatically 
awkward may indicate that it is a later addition. None-the-less it is widely 
accepted, but with a doubtful me, "me". With "me", the verse moves from the 
mediatorial role of Jesus, to a more direct role for him - asking Jesus, rather than 
asking the Father through Jesus. Yet, how do we ask Jesus for something in his 
name? "I will do whatever you ask me to do within the limits of the authority I 
have given you (ie., "in my name")", CEV.  

       
            

      
ti "anything" - ANYTHING [IN THE NAME OF ME]. An indefinite anything, 

something. As noted above, the "ask anything" offer does come with conditions, 
it's just that the fine print is not always added. Here, of course, "in my name" sets 
limits on our requests, because the request must fall within the bounds of the 
authority consigned to us.  

poihsw (poiew) fut. "I will do it" - Note, Jesus states that he will answer the 
prayer; he will deal with it personally. Note also it is sometimes "will give", cf., 
16:23, rather than "will do", but obviously there is no difference between the two. 
"I shall bring it about", Cassirer, is probably too strong; better "I will act on it."  
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 ean + subj. "-" - IF [YOU ASK]. Introducing a conditional sentence, 3rd class, 
where the proposed condition stated in the "if" clause has the possibility of 
coming true; "if, as may be the case, .... then ....."



14:15-21 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
v] The Spirit of truth 
Synopsis  

John continues his record of the farewell discourse covering chapters 13:1-
17:26. In this passage we learn more of the coming of the Holy Spirit, of the 
manifestation of God's other helping presence, the Advocate, that other who 
stands with us, abides in us, as we seek to do the greater things for Jesus, v15-
17. The world cannot experience this coming of the Spirit of Christ, but believers 
can, for in his coming we experience the fullness of God's love and self-
revelation, v18-21.  
   
Teaching  

The Spirit of truth, who gives knowledge of the divine, is available to all 
who believe.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17.  
   

ii] Structure: The Spirit of Truth:  
Those who believe will experience an eternal abiding, v15-17;  
The pledge of eternal life for those who believe, v18-21.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  
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 Peter's question in 13:36, "where are you going?", prompts Jesus' 
discourse in chapter 14: Jesus is going to the Father, v1-11, and his mission 
will now be accomplished through his disciples, v12-14. In v15-31 the 
mission will be supported through the coming of the Holy Spirit, both to 
manifest Jesus again to his disciples and to teach them all things, v15-31. 
In v15-17 Jesus tells his disciples that he will seek from the Father the gift 
of an Advocate, the Spirit of Truth, who will provide them with divine 
knowledge, enabling the doing of the greater things. Unlike the ministry 
of Jesus, the Spirit's ministry will be permanent and provide the Christian 
fellowship with an ongoing unifying support. On our part, we must respond 
in faith ("keep my commandments"). Unlike the Christian fellowship, the 
world will be oblivious to the Spirit's ministry. In v18-21 Jesus points out 
that he is not leaving his disciples as orphans for he is coming back, 
probably as the Spirit of Christ, but see ercomai, "I will come", v18. Then 
they will see and know, they will experience the mutual indwelling of the



Godhead. The person who loves Jesus, who is in an abiding relationship 
with Jesus, is a person who hears Jesus' words and acts on them - the 
essential word being the call to faith in Jesus. When we believe in Jesus we 
are washed with the indwelling-compelling love of the Spirit of Christ, a 
love that is self-revealing.  
   

The relationship between love, obedience and faith. As part of John's 
literary inclination, the relationship between these key words is illusive. 
Putting aside the instruction "love one another", a disciple's "love" for Jesus 
/ the Father, and their obedience of Jesus' / the Father's commands, amount 
to the same thing - the one who loves obeys, the one who obeys loves. 
Although a matter of ongoing debate, it is likely that the "commands" 
amount to faith in Jesus, such that the one who loves, is the one who obeys, 
is the one who believes, and of course, the one who believes, is the one 
who obeys, is the one who loves. As for "love one another", this is the fruit 
of loving Jesus / obeying Jesus / believing in Jesus.  
   

The discourse affirms the unity of the Godhead. The scriptures promise 
that the Holy Spirit will come and dwell with believers, that Jesus will 
come and dwell with believers, and also, that the Father will come and 
dwell with believers, cf. v23. This indwelling serves to support faith, and 
its fruit, love. Presumably we are to understand that the Spirit's coming is 
as good as Jesus' coming and as good as the Father's coming, since they, 
although three, are one.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Knowing God  
"I will not leave you friendless."  
There are some wonderful passages in John's gospel that speak of 

"knowing" God, of experiencing a loving relationship with God. The 
language chosen by John to describe this relationship is the language of 
intimate friendship. The disciples experienced Jesus as a friend, and in our 
reading today, Jesus promised them that he will not leave them "friendless". 
He will send the Holy Spirit to be with them, just as he has been with them.  

We can understand how the disciples experienced Jesus, but how do 
we experience him today, how do we experience the presence of the Spirit 
of Jesus, the Spirit of truth, in our lives?  

There are many books on this subject, and I have read my share. The 
theological subject title is Mystical Union, and I'm sad to say that, for me 
at least, the subject remains somewhat mysterious! So, how do we 
experience this being "in" Jesus, this union with Jesus, this "knowing" him?  
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Develop....... For myself, I experience Jesus' friendship in two areas. 
First, an inward manifestation of his truth that melts the heart: a line from 
a hymn, a verse of scripture. Second, practical friendship; Jesus my best 
friend does what he promises - he accepts me the way I am, forgives me, 
stands beside me in the rough and tumble of life, ...... It is in all these 
various ways that I experience the divine "in" me.  

Although we possess different personalities, some of us extraverts, 
others introverts, we can all experience union with God. As Jesus put it, 
"know that I am in the Father, and that you are in me, and that I am in you." 
Rest simply on Jesus' promise to manifest himself to us - "they will be loved 
by my Father, and I will love them, and I will show myself clearly to them."  
   

Text - 14:15 
The promise of another helping presence, v15-21: i] Those who believe will 

experience an eternal abiding of the Godhead, v15-17. If the disciples are to do 
"the greater things" they will need to act on Jesus' words, ie., trust him implicitly. 
It is then they will receive the support of another "advocate", the Spirit of truth. 
Following NIV11 we have:  

ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd class, where the 
proposed condition is assumed a possibility - it is likely that the disciples do love 
Jesus; "if, as may be the case, .... then ...." If a disciple cares for Jesus then they 
will keep his commands. Barrett notes that this condition applies to the promised 
gift of the Spirit. He also argues that the "commands", plural, represent various 
acts of brotherly love. This line is taken by many commentators, but it seems 
more likely that the "commands / instructions / words" of Jesus distil down to the 
call for faith, namely, a firm reliance on Jesus as messiah /saviour. This statement 
is repeated in v21, 23, and 15:14. See 14:23.  

agapate (agapaw) pres. subj. "you love" - YOU LOVE [ME]. As noted above, 
it is likely that keeping Jesus' commands entails the ongoing action of trusting 
Jesus / relying, resting on his word, v1, 11. A believer who loves Jesus, who is in 
a loving relationship with Jesus, will trust Jesus. In fact, it is difficult to 
distinguish between the act of loving Jesus and the act of trusting Jesus.  

thrhsete (threw) fut. "keep" - YOU WILL KEEP, GUARD. Note variants, imp. 
and subj. If subjunctive (P66), the whole verse becomes the protasis of a 
conditional sentence with v16 the apodosis; "You will do what I told you to do", 
or "do what I told you to do", TH.  

taV "my" - [THE COMMANDMENTS] THE [MY]. The article serves as an 
adjectivizer turning the possessive pronoun into an attributive modifier, "the 
commandments which are mine" = "my commandments."  
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taV entolaV (h) "commands" - THE COMMANDMENTS. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to keep." "Believe in God, believe also in me", is the substance 
of Christ's command to his disciples, although, as noted above, an "ethical", 
Morris, "moral", Barrett, sense is possible. Surely what we have here is the 
uJpakohn pistewV "the obedience of faith" = "the obedience that consists of 
faith", where the genitive "of faith" is adjectival, epexegetic, cf., Rom.1:5. 
Westcott has the response of love as "keeping God's commands given through 
Christ", but of course the issue is, what command[s]? "The work of God is this; 
to believe in the one he has sent", 6:29.  
   
v16 

Jesus will ask the Father and he will give the disciples allon paraklhton, 
"another Paraclete", one who will continue the mission of Jesus through the 
disciples.  

kagw "and I" - The position is emphatic, "no less than I", Morris.  
erwthsw (erwtaw) fut. "will ask" - WILL ASK [THE FATHER]. As in a prayer 

request, not a question. "Request", Brown.  
kai "and" - Here leaning toward a consecutive sense; "and as a consequence 

he will send ...."  
dwsei (didwmi) fut. "he will give" - HE WILL GIVE. Reminding us of the 

East/West divide on the issue of the procession of the Spirit, either from the 
Father alone, or the Father and the Son. John doesn't really make a distinction as 
to who sends the Spirit since there is unity of action in the Godhead: the Father 
sends the Spirit on behalf of the Son; the Spirit is sent by the Father in the name 
of the Son; the Spirit is sent from the Father by the Son; .............  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
       

      
paraklhton (oV) masc. sing. "Counsellor" - PARACLETE. Accusative direct 

object of the verb "to send." Although spirit in Greek is neuter, it is important to 
note that John renders paraclete as masculine singular - he is a person, not a thing, 
not just a power. The word is a verbal adjective functioning as a noun, derived 
from "to call alongside" and therefore counsel, encourage, exhort. Functioning as 
a noun, there are a number of possible meanings:  

"Advocate", Rieu, etc., one who advises and speaks on our behalf in 
the courts of heaven, "someone else to stand by you", Phillips; 

"intercessor", NAB notes; 
"Counsellor", in that he gives divine counsel;  
"Helper", TEV;  
"Comforter", AV, a meaning originating with Wycliffe;  
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 allon pro. "another" - "Another of the same kind", Lightfoot. Probably 
better spelled out "another person like me to be your paraclete."



"Convincer", Snaith, the one who convinces us of the things of God 
and accomplishes in them a change of heart;  

"Friend", Williams, "another to befriend you", Knox.  
          

       
          

     
iJna + subj. "to be" - THAT [HE MIGHT BE]. "Who will be with you" is 

suggested by those who argue for a mistranslation of an Aramaic original. 
Introducing a purpose clause, "in order that", although consequence, "with the 
result that", is always possible. Jesus promised to be with his disciples forever, 
and since he is now leaving them bodily he will send "another" to be with them.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [you forever]" - WITH [YOU INTO THE AGE]. 
Expressing association.  
   
v17 

The Paraclete is the Spirit, he is the one who makes divine truth known to 
those he is in union with, a truth beyond the conception of humanity.  

thV alhqeiaV (a) "of truth" - [THE SPIRIT] OF TRUTH. The accusative, "the 
Spirit of truth", stands in apposition to "Paraclete". The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, "the Spirit characterized by truth", Reinecker, or idiomatic 
(epexegetic, Westcott), "the Spirit who communicates the truth", Barrett, even 
"bears witness to the truth", Carson, possibly "to the truth who is Jesus", cf., 
Beasley-Murray. "Spirit" is neuter in agreement with "Paraclete".  

oJ kosmoV (oV) "the world" - Nominative subject of the negated verb "is not 
able." In itself, the word can be neutral with respect to God, = created humanity, 
but in John's gospel it is usually negative, "mankind over against God", Barrett, 
"in opposition to God", Beasley-Murray. The relative pronoun o} is neuter in 
agreement. 

labein (lambanw) aor. inf. "[cannot] accept" - [IS NOT ABLE] TO RECEIVE. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb "is not 
able." "Receive" (accept), for John, is a belief term. Sinful humanity, humanity 
in rebellion against God, is unable to exercise faith in the Paraclete.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
wold cannot accept Jesus.  

ou ..... oude "[it] neither [sees] nor [knows him]" - [IT DOES] NOT [SEE IT] 
NOT [KNOW]. Negated comparative construction; "neither ...... nor ....."  

ou qewrei (qewrew) pres. "sees" - "See" (perceive) = "know" = commune 
with / "enters into no personal relations with", Morris.  
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 It does seem that too much weight is put on the etymology of the word and 
not enough on John's description of the Paraclete's function, so "another for you 
to stand by your side", Cassirer. This approach is used in the CEV, "I will send 
you the Holy Spirit who will help you and always be with you."



uJmeiV "you [know him]" - The personal pronoun is emphatic by position and 
use.  

         
   
para + dat. "[he lives] with [you]" - [HE ABIDES, REMAINS] WITH [YOU]. 

Spatial, expressing association; "near, beside." As with the preposition en, "in", 
following, both prepositions express intimacy - incorporative union. The Spirit is 
present with the disciples at this moment through their association with Jesus.  

estai (eimi) fut. "will be [in you]" - [AND] WILL BE [IN YOU]. Variant present 
tense exists, but future is more likely. The preposition en, "in", expresses 
association, incorporative union.  
   
v18 

ii] The pledge of eternal life for those who believe - they will know what the 
world cannot know, v18-21. In this passage, John's exposition of the post-
crucifixion relationship of Jesus with his disciples is purposely illusive - as it is 
in real life. "When I go you will not be left all alone, I will come back to you", 
TEV.  

ouk afhsw (afihmi) fut. "I will not leave" - I WILL NOT ABANDON [YOU]. A 
strong word.  

orfanouV adj. "as orphans" - ORPHANED. Adjective used as a substantive, 
standing as the accusative complement of the object "you" in a double accusative 
construction, asserting a fact about "you". "Friendless", Goodspeed.  

ercomai pres. "I will come" - I AM COMING [TOWARD YOU]. Implied, "I am 
coming back to you", Brown. Note present tense "giving greater certainty", 
Morris. We are unsure what "coming" Jesus is referring to. Is it his coming to be 
with his disciples at his resurrection, a coming upon their death, at the parousia, 
or his coming in the coming of the Spirit? It is unlikely that Jesus is referring to 
his second coming. Given the context, Jesus' coming in the Spirit is the most 
likely intended sense, but then does Jesus ever suggest that he comes in the Spirit? 
cf., Beasley-Murray. It is argued by some that Jesus, having promised the coming 
of the Spirit, further encourages his disciples by telling them that he will soon 
return to be with them for a time. Verse 19 supports this interpretation in that 
Jesus disciples get to "see" Jesus again in the weeks following his resurrection, 
although the "world" of unbelievers, "will not see" him / get to see him. Although 
somewhat unclear, the sense is probably "I will soon be back with you in the 
outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost", ie., referring to the promised gift of the 
Holy Spirit, rather than to Jesus' resurrection.  
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 oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
disciples know Jesus.



   
v19 

Given his coming crucifixion, the world will no longer see / be able to relate 
to Jesus, but the disciples will, and this because Jesus will rise from the dead and 
his disciples will share in his resurrection life.  

eti mikron adv. "before long" - YET A LITTLE. Temporal adverbial 
construction, future shortened time; "A little while longer", Moffatt.  

ouketi adv. "[will] not [see me]" - [AND THE WORLD SEES ME] NO LONGER 
[BUT/AND YOU SEE ME]. Temporal adverb, negative time. Present tense of the 
verb "to see" again emphasizing the immediacy of the seeing; usually treated as 
a futuristic present, as NIV. Jesus does not reveal himself to the general 
population after his resurrection, but only to his disciples. Again, we are unsure 
whether this seeing by the disciples is of the resurrection of Jesus, or the 
manifestation of the Spirit of Christ / the Holy Spirit, or even the parousia.  

oJti "because" - [BUT/AND YOU SEE ME] THAT. The intended function of this 
conjunction is unclear and so we are left with three translation options:  

Causal, explaining why "you will see me"; "but you will see me, 
because I live and you will live", NAB;  

Causal, explaining why "you also will live", as NIV; "the world will 
see me not longer, but you will see me. Besides, because I live, you too 
shall have life", Cassirer;  

Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they will see; "but you will see that I live, and you also 
will live", NJB.  

uJmeiV "you" - [I LIVE] YOU. Emphatic by use.  
kai "also" - AND = ALSO. Adjunctive, as NIV.  
zhsete (zaw) fut. "will live" - WILL LIVE. The sense of "will live" is dependent 

on what is seen, ie., is it the risen Christ, or the manifested Spirit? If the risen 
Christ is in mind ,then "live", in the sense of "be alive", is most likely; "you will 
be living too", Moffatt.  
   
v20 

When the disciples come to share in Jesus' resurrection life, then they will 
understand how Jesus has his being in the Father, how believers have their being 
in Jesus, and how Jesus indwells the believer in the person of the Holy Spirit.  

en ekeinh/ th/ hJmera/ "on that day" - IN THAT DAY. Temporal construction. 
As above, the day is not stated, but Jesus is referring either to his post resurrection 
appearances, or manifestation in the Spirit, or both inclusive together. Given the 
content of the "knowing", the gift of the Holy Spirit may well be the focus, 
although John has his own slant on this, cf. 20:22.  
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oJti "that [I am in my Father]" - [YOU WILL KNOW] THAT. Here introducing 
an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what "you will 
know / realize / understand".  

en "in" - [I am] IN [THE FATHER OF ME AND YOU] IN [ME AND] I [IN YOU]. Local, 
expressing space, metaphorical, of the union of mutual indwelling / incorporative 
union, cf., "that they may be one as we [are one]", 17:11 (= "keep them in your 
name"). Suggested interpretations of this concept range from pure mysticism to 
a simple personal relationship. A relational sense seems best ("a way of 
expressing the relationship", Lindars). Probably this "oneness" is the substance 
of the resurrection life, a life at peace with God. "I am inseparably one with the 
Father. Even so shall you be one with me and I with you", German common 
language version.  
   
v21 

Lindars suggests that this verse is an exposition of the mutual indwelling 
referred to in v20. So, the disciple, in union with Jesus, is a person who is in a 
relationship with him ("loves me"), and as such, keeps his instructions, namely, 
they believe in Jesus. Consequently, this person is loved by both the Father and 
the Son, which love the Son manifests to the disciple in person (presumably in 
the person of the Spirit.)  

oJ exwn pres. part. "whoever has" - THE ONE HAVING. The participle serves 
as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be. The present tense is 
durative, which aspect (ongoing action) is also expressed in the following 
participles, "keeping / obeying" and "loving". "Has" here in the sense of "grasp 
firmly in the mind", Barrett; "accepts", TEV.  

taV entolaV (h) "[my] commands" - THE COMMANDS [OF ME]. Accusative 
direct object of the participle "having". As noted above, although a debatable 
issue, it is very likely that Jesus' instructions distil down to faith / belief. So, a 
more general translation is needed, eg., "authoritative words."  

thrwn (threw) pres. part. "obeys / keeps" - [AND] KEEPING [THEM]. The 
participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
"Observes", Barrett, reflects the view that the "commands" are ethical 
regulations, which sense is unlikely. "Whoever accepts my words and acts on 
them ......" 

ekeinoV pro. "he / is " - THAT [ONE]. Resumptive pronoun in a pendent 
nominative construction.  

oJ agapwn pres. part. "the one who loves [me]" - [IS] THE ONE LOVING [ME]. 
The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the passive verb "to 
love."  
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agaphqhsetai (agapaw) fut. pas. "will be loved [by my Father]" - [AND 
THE ONE LOVING ME] WILL BE LOVED. "The passive form seems to bring out the 
idea of the conscious experience of love by the object of it", Westcott. Although 
the love is reciprocal, there is no suggestion that God's love for us is dependent 
on our ethical faithfulness. The language simply reflects the substantial 
relationship that exists between the believer and the Godhead, which relationship 
rests on faith.  

uJpo + gen. "by [my Father]" - BY, FROM [THE FATHER OF ME]. Expressing 
agency - the only use of this preposition with the genitive in John's gospel.  

emfanisw (emfanizw) fut. "[I will] show / manifest " - [AND I WILL LOVE HIM 
AND] WILL MANIFEST, REVEAL [MYSELF TO HIM]. As of a "presentation in a clear 
and conspicuous form", Westcott. The revelation is not identified and so we are 
left with the same set of options: is it the post resurrection appearances of Christ, 
the spiritual manifestation of Christ in the Spirit, or the appearance of Christ is 
glory / coming, or even the personal manifestation of Christ to prayerful 
believers? The manifestation of the Spirit seems the best option; "showing him 
who I am", TH, in the general sense of making known the truth, cf. Morris, of 
Christ's "progressive self-revelation after his departure", Ridderbos. 
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14:22-31 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
vi] The Holy Spirit will teach you everything 
Synopsis  

John continues his record of the farewell discourse covering chapters 13:1-
17:26. In this passage Jesus promises his disciples that both he and the Father will 
make their dwelling with the person who keeps his word / believes. This bare 
truth must suffice his disciples for the present, but the coming Holy Spirit will 
complete this teaching by reminding them of all that Jesus taught (a promise 
realized for us in the transcribed record of the New Testament). Jesus gives his 
disciples a parting gift / blessing; he bequeaths them (and all who keep his word 
/ believe) his peace, "that perfect inward serenity which comes from 
reconciliation with God", Hunter.  
   
Teaching  

The gift of the Spirit facilitates God's indwelling presence through faith in 
Christ  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17.  
   

ii] Structure: The Holy Spirit will teach you everything:  
Discourse proposition, v22-24; 

God's indwelling presence is ours through faith in Christ; 
Judas' question, v22; 
God's presence is for those who believe, v23-24; 

Discourse summary, v25-31; 
The role of the Paraclete, v25-26; 

"The Holy Spirit ... will teach you all things." 
The going and coming of Jesus, v27-29; 

"I am going away and I am coming back to you." 
The hour has come for Satan to have his way, v30-31. 

"The prince of this world .... has no hold over me."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
So far, Jesus has made the point that he is going to the Father, a going 

which enables the coming of the Holy Spirit, both to manifest Jesus again 
to his disciples and teach them all things. In 14:15-17 Jesus tells his 
disciples that he will seek from the Father the gift of a Paraclete, the Spirit 
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of Truth, who will give the disciples divine knowledge. Unlike the ministry 
of Jesus, the Spirit's ministry will be permanent and will serve to unify the 
Christian fellowship. On their part, believers must respond in obedience, 
cf. v15 (faith??? See notes 14:15-21). Jesus' going will not leave his 
disciples as orphans for he is coming back as the Spirit of Christ. Then the 
disciples will see and know. In the meantime, his disciples must keep his 
commandments ("believe in God, believe also in me") to receive in full the 
love of the Father and the Son.  

At this point the other Judas joins the discussion with a question. His 
question implies that Jesus should manifest himself, not just to the 
disciples, but to the world, v22. Jesus ignores the suggestion and repeats 
the point he is making, namely that a person who loves him / obeys / keeps 
his word (believes in him) will receive the abiding presence of the Godhead 
in their being, ie., God will manifest himself to them, v23. This gift of God's 
divine presence is not for the unloving, unbelieving person, v24. The 
disciples, having received the Holy Spirit, will be taught by him 
("everything" = the apostolic interpretation of the teachings of Jesus as 
found in the epistles) and reminded of all that Jesus taught them (the 
apostolic tradition recorded in the gospels), v25-26.  

Jesus must soon leave his disciples and so he bequeaths his peace to 
them, that gift of unity / fellowship / friendship which exists between the 
Father and the Son. For Jesus, this is about to be fully realized in his return 
to the Father, a fact that should fill the disciples with joy. His going (death, 
resurrection, ascension and enthronement) and coming again (the coming 
of the Spirit??) will confirm Jesus' words and his disciples' faith, v27-29. 
For now, Satan, the de facto ruler of this world, is about to have his way, 
but his plans do not undermine the divine plan; it is God's will that lost 
humanity should know / experience His eternal love in Christ, v30-31.  
   

v] Homiletics: The ministry of the Spirit  
In our reading today, Jesus tells his disciples that he is about to leave 

them, but that he will come back again soon and reveal himself to them. 
The other Judas, not Judas Iscariot, asks Jesus why he will openly reveal 
himself to his disciples, but not to the world. Jesus' answer is that he will 
only reveal himself to those who believe in him. And this revelation, this 
manifestation of the divine, is not just of the Son, but of the Father as well 
- "we will come." Of course, Jesus is speaking about the coming of the 
Holy Spirit, a coming where the divine makes his home with us.  

The Spirit of Christ intimately involves himself with each believer, 
and this association is similar to a personal friendship with Jesus.  
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Consider one particular aspect of the presence of the divine in our lives 
- the advocacy of the Holy Spirit. He speaks with us in the conflicts of life, 
advising and aiding us in the struggle. He stands beside us. As Jesus put it, 
"I will be with you always." The aid is revelational. He "teaches us all 
things"; he gives us the information we need to know in our life as a disciple 
of Christ. This revelation comes through the principles outlined in 
scripture, which is the Spirit inspired Word of God. Through the preaching 
and teaching of God's Word, this revelation is made known to us, enabling 
its application in our day-to-day life.  

So, we are not alone in the struggle of life. The Spirit of Christ is beside 
us all the way, informing, directing and guiding. We are therefore able to 
face life free from fear. Life may compound at times, but the path to glory 
is clearly before us because the Master leads us onward.  
   

Text - 14:22 
Discourse conclusion, v22-31: i] Discourse proposition; God's indwelling 

presence is ours through faith in Christ, v22-24. The following verses serve to 
conclude the first Farewell Discourse. The discourse shifts from what has been a 
detailed theological instruction to a more personal word applicable to the 
difficulties that the disciples will soon face in the passion of Jesus. The other 
Judas sets the tone by asking why all humanity should not experience God's love, 
v22.  

IoudaV "Judas" - JUDAS. Nominative subject of the verb "to say." As John 
notes, "not Iscariot", so possibly either the brother of James of Jerusalem and 
therefore, a brother/relative of Jesus, or the son of James who is listed as an 
apostle in Luke's list, 6:16.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said]" - [SAYS] TO HIM [NOT ISCARIOT]. Dative of indirect 
object.  

tiv pro. "why" - [LORD AND] WHAT, WHY. Interrogative pronoun. The question 
may be "why", but also possibly "how"? Judas is referring to Jesus' promise to 
"manifest" himself, often understood as a reference to his resurrection, so 
Kostenberger, etc., although in the context, surely Jesus is referring to the gift of 
the "Advocate" / Holy Spirit / Spirit of Jesus "who dwells with you and in you." 
Jesus does not leave his disciples "bereft", but rather, "I am coming back to you" 
(not just for a visit and off again!) "The world will see me no longer, but you will 
see me; because I live, you too will live: then you will know that I am in my 
Father and you in me and I in you", cf. v17-20. Either way, Judas is unsure 
how/why Jesus intends manifesting himself to the disciples, but not to the world; 
"why to us and not the world?"  
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gegonen (ginomai) perf. "-" - HAS BECOME, OCCURRED, HAPPENED. "How 
has it come about", Cassirer, possibly just "why is it", Moffatt, but given the 
context, the perfect "has become" is a mental process producing a reasoned 
conclusion; "what is behind your words", Rieu.  

oJi "-" - THAT. Possibly causal, even consecutive but more likely epexegetic, 
specifying the "what"; "[how/why is it] that you are going to show yourself to us 
and not to the world?", Berkeley.  

emfanizein (emfanizw) pres. inf. "[you intend] to show" - [YOU ARE ABOUT] 
TO MANIFEST, EXHIBIT [YOURSELF]. The infinitive is complementary, completing 
the sense of the verb "be about to".  

hmin dat. pro. "to us" - Dative of indirect object.  
tw/ kosmw/ (oV) dat. "[NOT] TO THE WORLD" - Dative of indirect object.  

   
v23 

The manifestation of the divine is only for "those who love me" - a personal 
relationship with the living God is only possible through faith in Christ, v23-24.  

ean tis + subj. "anyone who" - [JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID TO HIM] IF, as 
may be the case, [ANYONE LOVES ME then THE WORD OF ME HE WILL KEEP]. The 
NIV11 has dropped the "if" since in English it expresses doubt. Here introducing 
an indefinite relative conditional clause 3rd. class, future supposition, where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, ..... then....." 
John repeats this statement a number of times, v15, 21, 15:14. The strength of the 
condition (if a person loves Christ they will keep his word) implies an 
interrelationship between the two elements of the condition. This connection 
comes out fully in 1 John 5:3, "this is the love of God, to obey his commands." 
So, it is likely that loving Christ and keeping his word are one in the same. Doing 
one is doing the other, and vice versa.  

ton logon (oV) "[will obey my] teaching" - [HE WILL KEEP] THE WORD [OF 
ME]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to keep." It is likely that "the word" is 
interchangeable with the taV entolaV, "the commandments" such that loving 
Christ, keeping his word and keeping his commandments amount to the same 
thing. Of course, numerous other interpretations prevail. The "word" may be 
taken collectively and include the Torah as well as Jesus' ethical teachings, ie., 
the whole law; "not simply an array of discrete ethical injunctions, but the entire 
revelation from the Father", Carson = "commandments". At the other extreme 
this "word / commands" may distil down to the command for brotherly love. 
Those who are in a loving relationship with Christ will respond in love toward a 
brother. Just as the adulterous woman loved much because she was forgiven 
much, so here, the person who is in a loving relationship with Christ, who 
experiences the mercy of God in Christ, will naturally respond in love toward the 
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brotherhood. None-the-less, it is more than likely that Jesus' call to love / keep 
his word/commands is nothing more than the call to faith / belief in the 
proclamation of divine grace in Christ, cf. Bultmann. To believe / rest on the offer 
of divine grace in Christ / forgiveness, is to love Christ, is to keep his word / 
commands. "And this is his commandment, that we should believe in the name 
of his Son Jesus Christ and love one another", 1Jn.3:23 ("love" here being the 
fruit of faith). So simply, we enter into an eternal relationship with God (ie., when 
the divine makes his home with us) through faith in Christ.  

eleusomeqa (ercomai) fut. "we will come" - [AND THE FATHER OF ME WILL 
LOVE HIM AND] WILL COME [TO HIM]. Here Jesus answers Judas' question. The 
manifestation of the divine in the person of Jesus is revealed personally and 
intimately to those in a relationship with Christ through faith. It is realized in the 
coming of the divine into that person's life. By its very nature, such a 
manifestation cannot be perceived by "the world." The specific, as to who comes, 
has burdened the church for eons. The Western church, following Augustine, 
holds the view that there is a Trinitarian coming; the Father and the Son come in 
the Spirit. We should note that John doesn't quite say this. There is evidence of a 
distinction, at least in function, and possibly in timing, between the coming of the 
Father and the Son, and the coming of the Spirit. Whatever is said, the text is not 
anti-trinitarian.  

par (para) + dat. "[and make our home] with [him]" - [AND WE WILL 
MAKE A DWELLING-PLACE] WITH [HIM]. Here expressing association; "with", as 
NIV. The sense of "make our home / place" is "dwell", Zerwick. "Dwell with" 
entails the "manifestation" of the divine = a personal relationship with God in 
Christ. Jesus' point is that only believers get to know God eternally as a personal 
friend.  
   
v24 

Jesus answers Judas' question as it relates "to the world." The world / those 
who do not love, do not obey, do not believe Jesus, similarly do not love / obey / 
believe the Father, and so consequently the Father / Son / Spirit is not emfanizw, 
"revealed" to them.  

oJ mh agapwn (agapaw) pres. part. "he who does not love" - THE ONE NOT 
LOVING [ME THE WORDS OF ME DOES NOT KEEP]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to keep." It introduces a negative 
conditional clause - "the one who does not love, my word does no keep." Note 
that it is now "words" plural (NIV "teaching"). So, has John changed the sense of 
"word" to "words" = Christ's ethical teachings? The trouble is he reverts to 
"word" again in the second half of the verse. Do we take the second use to mean 
"doctrine", "teaching"? All this is a bit tenuous. We are best to press on with the 
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idea that those who do not believe in Christ do not love Christ, those who do not 
love Christ do not believe in Christ.  

oJ logoV (oV) sing. "these words" - THE WORDS. Nominative subject of the 
verb to-be. This word of teaching, doctrine / this word of grace, see above, derives 
from the Father, ie. it is divine and not of human devising; it is authoritative.  

emoV adj. "[are not] my own" - [AND THE WORD WHICH YOU HEAR IS NOT] 
MINE. Predicate adjective.  

alla "-" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; 
"not ..... but ......"  

tou ... patroV (hr roV) gen. "they belong to the Father" - OF THE FATHER. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, or idiomatic / subjective, "they 
come from the Father who sent me"; "it comes from the Father who sent me", 
Barclay.  

pemyantoV (pempw) gen. "who sent [me]" - HAVING SENT [ME]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Father", genitive in agreement with 
"Father", as NIV.  
   
v25 

ii] Discourse summary, v25-31: a) The role of the Paraclete, v25-26: The 
Spirit of Christ, indwelling his people, will interpret Jesus' teachings.  

tauta "all this" - [I HAVE SAID] THESE [TO YOU]. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to say." "These things I have spoken to you" is a resumptive phrase 
referring to the words of the preceding discourse.  

menwn (menw) pres. part. "while still" - ABIDING, REMAINING, CONTINUING. 
The participle is adverbial, temporal, as NIV. "While I am still remaining with 
you", Cassirer.  

par (para) + dat. "with [you]" - beside [you]. Spatial, expressing 
association, "with you."  
   
v26 

Lindars argues that "the whole verse is a parenthesis, referring once more to 
post-Resurrection conditions, and so breaks harshly into the natural progression 
of thought." So, we may have a second independent Paraclete passage (the second 
of five in the gospel), although tauta, "these things", of v25 may refer to the 
previous teaching on the Paraclete, which v26 summarizes; "these things I have 
said to you ...... (de) namely that ....." None-the-less, our information on the 
ministry of the Paraclete is expanded somewhat in this verse. The Paraclete, 
namely "the Holy Spirit", whom the Father sends at Jesus' behest ("in my name", 
see Carson), not only reminds the disciples of Jesus' teaching, but will interpret 
it as well. This process of interpretation is evident in this gospel in the way 
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Johannine commentary and the memory of what Jesus' said is intertwined. Note 
how the apostle Paul, under the guidance of the Spirit, builds off Jesus' teachings.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue, possibly 
to a parenthesis. The NIV treats it as contrastive. 

oJ .. paraklhtoV (oV) masc. sing. "but the counsellor" - THE PARACLETE 
[THE HOLY SPIRIT]. Although "spirit" in Greek is neuter, it is important to note 
that John renders paraclete as masculine singular - he is a person, not a thing, not 
just a power. The word is a verbal adjective functioning as a noun, derived from 
"to call alongside" and therefore counsel, encourage, exhort. As a noun, there are 
a number of possible meanings: See "Counsellor", cf. 14:16. "The Holy Spirit" 
stands in apposition to "Paraclete". "The Paraclete, who is the Holy Spirit, the 
one whom the Father sends ...."  

en + dat. "in [my name]" - [WHICH THE FATHER WILL SEND] IN [THE NAME 
OF ME]. Instrumental, expressing means. "The name" represents a person's 
character, person, being, and with the preposition often expresses the sphere of 
the person's authority, so "under / with / my authority", or particularly here a 
lighter "at my request." Barrett spells it out with "to act in relation to me, in my 
place, with my authority."  

ekeinoV masc. pro. "-" - THAT [WILL TEACH YOU ALL THINGS]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to teach." Much significance is drawn from the fact that John 
has this pronoun as masculine, so reinforcing the accepted view that "Spirit" is a 
person and not a thing. That the Holy Spirit is a person is beyond question, 
although the masculine here is simply correct grammar since its antecedent oJ 
paraklhtoV, the Paraclete", is masculine, and a "helping presence" does not 
necessarily have to be a person, even though it takes the masculine in Greek.  

         
     

            
       

        
        

            
      

         
          

 
   
v27 

ii] The going and coming of Jesus, v27-29. As Jesus concludes the discourse 
he offers the shalom greeting to his disciples, here as a farewell. The offer of 
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 uJpomnhsei (uJpomimnhskw) fut. "will remind" - [AND] WILL REMIND, CAUSE 
TO REMEMBER [ALL THINGS WHICH I SAID TO YOU]. Most commentators, eg. 
Brown, Carson, Morris, Barrett, ..., take the view that the two functions "teach" 
and "remind" are synonymous. So, the teaching role of the Holy Spirit is 
underlined, but teaching only in the sense of reminding the apostles of the 
teachings of Jesus. Yet, surely an explaining / interpreting function is intended 
with the use of the word didaxei, "teaching." As noted above the interpretive 
expansion of Jesus' teachings are evident in this gospel and particularly in the 
epistles. Of course, it is right to argue that the promise of the Spirit's teaching role 
serves to authenticate the apostolic tradition and is not a promise of divine 
interpretation for all who study the scriptures.



peace, often associated with worship, is a formal way of recalling the security 
and bounty of the coming kingdom of God, and of wishing this on the person so 
greeted. In a piece of realized eschatology, Jesus bequeaths this reality to his 
disciples, and thus quells their troubled heart. It is interesting how the discourse 
covering this chapter started with the words "let not your hearts be troubled", v1, 
and so now Jesus returns to the theme in his offer of peace.  

afihmi pres. "I leave" - [PEACE] I BEQUEST. "Peace is my bequest to you", 
Cassirer.  

uJmin dat. pro. "with you" - TO YOU. Properly a dative of indirect object, as 
Cassirer above, although association / accompaniment is possible, as NIV.  

thn "my [peace]" - [PEACE] THE [MINE I GIVE TO YOU]. The article serves as 
an adjectivizer, turning the possessive pronoun into an attributive modifier, "the 
peace which is mine." The kingdom is realized in Christ, so it is his peace.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I give] to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
ou kaqwV "[not] as" - [NOT] LIKE, AS [THE WORLD GIVES YOU I GIVE TO 

YOU]. The comparative introduces a comparative clause. Harris suggests that, 
unlike the world, Jesus bestows his gifts freely; it is a gift of grace.  

mh tarassesqw (tarassw) pas. imp. "do not let [your hearts] be 
troubled" - LET NOT BE TROUBLED [THE HEART OF YOU NOR LET IT BE FEARFUL]. 
The thought is repeated in "do not be afraid", don't play the coward, for the 
kingdom has dawned in Christ and there is therefore, no need to fear. "Don't be 
upset; don't be distraught", Peterson.  
   
v28 

The going and coming of Jesus is a dominant theme in the first farewell 
discourse and so Jesus summarizes its truth in this verse. In his lifting up, his 
glorification (cross, resurrection, ascension, and enthronement), Jesus is going to 
the Father. In and through the Holy Spirit Jesus is coming back to the disciples. 
The going is something to celebrate because it inaugurates the dawning of a new 
age, "a new dispensation of grace", Ridderbos, which is realized in the coming.  

hkousate (akouw) aor. "you heard" - YOU HEARD. It is what the disciples 
heard, namely that Jesus is going away, that has filled them with fear.  

oJti "-" - THAT [I SAID TO YOU]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what they heard; "you heard that I said to you I am going 
...."  

proV + acc. "[I am coming back] to [you]" - [I AM GOING AND I AM COMING] 
TO, TOWARD [YOU]. Of movement toward. As already noted in v3, and v18f, this 
return is obviously not Christ's parousia, but is possibly a reference to his 
resurrection (v18-20 serving to expound "the situation which will follow the 
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Resurrection", Lindars), although better of the coming of the Holy Spirit / the 
Spirit of Christ / the Paraclete.  

ei + imperf. ind. ..... a]n + aor. ind. "if" - IF, as is not the case, [YOU WERE 
LOVING ME, then YOU WOULD HAVE REJOICED]. Introducing a conditional clause 
2nd. class, contrary-to-fact, so Carson and Morris, although Ridderbos argues 
that it is a causal clause, not conditional. Jesus' words obviously reflect a negative 
reaction, on the part of the disciples, to his imminent departure. Given that the 
eternal consequences are far better with Jesus' departure to the Father, the 
disciples should be happy for Jesus. "If you really loved me / believed in me, you 
would rejoice that I go to the Father."  

oJti "that [I am going to the Father]" - THAT / BECAUSE [I GO TO THE 
FATHER]. Possibly causal, "because", as AV, ESV, although most modern 
translations treat it as introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception, feeling, expressing what the disciples should be glad about.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Here obviously expressing cause/reason; introducing 
a causal clause explaining why Jesus' surrendering of himself to the cross is not 
something to prompt fear, namely, "because" all is under the control of the Father.  

mou gen. pro. "[the Father is greater than] I" - [THE FATHER IS GREATER] 
OF ME. The genitive is ablative, of comparison. Jesus' submission to the Father 
(ie., his obedience to the Father, here expressed in the terms of the Father being 
greater than the son) does not make Jesus less than deity. Jesus functions as the 
obedient servant of the Father on our behalf, ie., the Son is only functionally 
subordinate to the Father. Note that this clause has prompted major theological 
arguments over the years leading to subordinationist Christology, beginning with 
Arius through to the present day; as Calvin describes the heresy, "a semi-Christ 
and a mutilated Christ."  
   
v29 

Jesus has revealed his going and coming to the disciples so that when it 
occurs they will "believe in the greater reality with which he will return", 
Ridderbos.  

prin + inf. "before [it happens]" - [AND NOW I HAVE TOLD YOU] BEFORE [IT 
HAPPENS]. This conjunction with the infinitive forms a temporal clause, 
antecedent time, as NIV.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, 
"in order that", or hypothetical result, "so that".  

oJtan + subj. "when [it does happen]" - WHEN [IT MAY HAPPEN]. Introducing 
an indefinite temporal clause. "Before it all happens so that when it does happen 
you will believe" TEV.  
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v30 

iii] The hour has come for Satan to have his way, v30-31. Verse 30 is not 
obliquely referencing Judas, but rather Satan's confrontation with Jesus on the 
cross. The language is interesting, especially the use of the verb ercomai, "to 
come". Great ones come to do battle and here Satan comes to do battle with Jesus. 
There are many such comings, but they are not all from the dark side, some are 
from the light. Divine comings are fearful indeed. Satan's "coming" is also fearful 
because he is "the ruler of the world", a description that should give us a slight 
chill. This fact should make us wary of seeking guidance in the circumstances of 
life - the open or closed doors. One must always ask, who opened or closed the 
door?  

gar "for" - [NO LONGER MANY THINGS I WILL SPEAK WITH YOU] BECAUSE. 
Introducing a causal clause explaining why little time remains for Jesus to speak 
with his disciples, namely, because Satan is about to have his way.  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[the prince] of this world" - [THE RULER] OF THE 
WORLD [IS COMING]. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / of subordination; "the 
prince / ruler over the world."  

en + dat. "[he has no hold] on [me]" - IN [ME HE DOES NOT HAVE ANYTHING] 
= [HE HAS NOTHING] IN, ON [ME]. This is a rather interesting piece of Aramaic 
idiom with the preposition en taking the sense "against" and verb ecw, "to have", 
taking the sense "be able", cf. Zerwick. So, Jesus is saying that Satan "is not able 
to bring a claim against me." The idiom is forensic meaning "can bring no charge 
against." So, there is a sense where the climactic struggle that is about to occur 
between Christ and Satan at Golgotha, one in which Christ will be the victor, has 
legal overtones; "he (Satan) will find nothing", Origin. Satan is unable to make 
any claim/charge against Jesus and as a consequence, he can bring no charge 
against those who are in Christ, which fact further eliminates fear.  
   
v31 

The Greek is somewhat difficult: "Satan can bring no charge against me 
(v30b), alla but rather, kaqwV as my Father commanded me ouJtwV so I do, 
(referring to what Jesus told the disciples about before it occurred so that they 
may believe, v29, ie., his going and coming) iJna (purpose clause) in order that 
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 pisteushte (pisteuw) aor. subj. "you will believe" - YOU MAY BELIEVE. It 
is unclear what belief is intended. Jesus has revealed the future, his going 
and coming = his death followed by the coming of the Spirit of Christ. This 
revelation will soon be confirmed and thus their faith will be strengthened. Or is 
Jesus telling the disciples about the future so that when it occurs they will stand 
firm and not lose faith? "have faith" NEB.



the world may understand oJti (dependent statement of perception) that I love the 
Father." The verbal actions "I love the Father" and "I do" "as my Father 
commanded me" are equivalents such that Christ's love for the Father (the only 
ref. in NT where Jesus states that he loves the Father) and obedience to the Father 
refer to the same act, namely his confrontation with Satan on the cross.  

alla "but" - [HE HAS NOTHING ON ME] BUT [THAT THE WORLD MAY KNOW 
THAT I LOVE THE FATHER. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction, "he 
has nothing ..... but as .... so I do ....." Satan has no hold over Jesus, but rather in 
his coming (his doing battle with Jesus on the cross) the world learns (gnw/, comes 
to know, understand) "that Jesus is vindicated in his death, and that the cross, 
resurrection and exaltation of Jesus Christ ultimately turn on the commitment of 
the Son to love and obey the heavenly Father at all cost", Carson.  

kaqwV ..... ouJtwV "-" - [AND] AS [THE FATHER COMMANDED ME] SO [I DO]. 
Establishing a comparative construction where the characteristics of one element 
are compared with the other. "What the Father commands I do."  

egeiresqe agwmen enteuqen "Come now; let us leave" - ARISE, LET US GO 
[FROM HERE]. Hortatory subjunctive. It does seem that the discourse ends here, 
but is then extended by another two more chapters. Why would an editor retain 
this clause when adding to the discourse? Torrey suggests an Aramaic translation 
that reads "thus I do. I will arise and go hence", referring to Christ's act of 
obedience which will involve his leaving the disciples.  
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15:1-8 

1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
vii] The true vine, 15:1-8 
Synopsis  

Introducing the second part of the farewell discourse, Jesus takes the ancient 
Hebrew image of Israel as a vine (cf. Isaiah 5) and applies it to himself and his 
followers. He describes himself as the vine and his disciples as the branches. 
Jesus goes on to make the point that when the branches abide in the vine they 
bring forth much fruit.  
   
Teaching  

A person who abides in Jesus, who trusts Jesus, the true Israel of God, will 
receive the sustenance to bear forth the fruit of love.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17. The second part of the farewell discourse begins 
with a parable, allegory (Morris), extended metaphor (Carson), masal (Heb. 
riddle, dark saying), with an attached explanation, commentary, 15:1-17. Where 
the parable ends and the commentary begins is open to some dispute. Carson 
suggests that the commentary consists of v9-16; Brown, v8-17; Beasley-Murray 
and Schnackenburg, v11-17.  

The parable / metaphor of the vine serves to illustrate the main idea 
developed in chapter 14, namely, the promise of a permanent divine abiding / 
indwelling, cf. 14:2, 10, 11, 17, 20, 23.  
   

ii] Structure: The Parable of the Vineyard:  
The vineyard illustration, v1: 

Jesus is the vine; 
God the Father is the Viticulturist. 

Managing the vineyard I, v2-4: 
Unproductive branches are cut off; 
Productive branches are pruned; 

It's all down to abiding, v3-4. 
Managing the vineyard II, v5-7: 

Only abiding branches are productive, v5; 
Non-abiding branches are useless, v6 

It's all down to prayer, v7. 
Concluding summary, v8; 

The Father is glorified in the bearing of much fruit.  
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iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus' parable of the vine likely draws on the Old Testament image of 

Israel as a vine - most often presented as a fruitless vine. Jesus is the 
fulfillment of that image; he is the new Israel, a fruitful vine. "Jesus 
embodies God's true intentions for Israel. .... Jesus, the Messiah, and Son 
of God, fulfills Israel's destiny as the true vine of God, Ps.80:14-17", 
Kostenberger. A person who puts their trust in Jesus, the true Israel of God, 
who believes in him, who abides in him, will receive the sustenance to bear 
forth the fruit of love. In both their abiding and their fruiting God is 
glorified.  
   

Abiding in Christ: In the illustration of the vine, we are commanded to 
"abide / remain" in the vine, a word used ten times in v1-10, and explained 
as a mutual indwelling between Christ and his disciples, of being "in" 
Christ - we are to "abide / remain / stay joined to" the vine. So, are we 
dealing with the apostle Paul's idea of "in" Christ, one with Christ, united 
to Christ, members of the body of Christ? This certainly fits well with the 
idea of mutual abiding, v4. Carson suggests it is an image of general 
obedience, although the specific command to abide in mutual love is more 
likely, cf., v9. On the other hand, John tells us that Christ's words abide in 
us, although the sense is unclear. Are these words the command to love, or 
is it all of Christ's teachings, particularly the gospel? If abiding in/with 
Christ is our response to the word abiding in/with us / Christ abiding in/with 
us, does our abiding mean believing, believing the word / gospel? The 
image of eating Christ's body and drinking his blood, found in chapter 6, 
illustrates coming to Christ, believing in Christ, so does abiding illustrate 
believing? This idea is supported by the command "remain in my love", v9. 
This love is the type of love the Father showers upon the Son, and which 
the Son showers upon us. Christ's love for us is demonstrated in his death 
and resurrection on our behalf, which of course, is the substance of the 
gospel.  

So, abiding in Christ and allowing Christ's words to abide in us, most 
likely fulfills Christ's command to believe in him. Abiding is believing; it 
images a faith-union in/with Christ - abiding is faith in Christ.  
   

Bearing fruit: We who abide in the vine, no longer as servants of God 
but now his friends, bear fruit. Again, it is not quite clear what bearing fruit 
means, although it is most likely the fruit of a particular obedience, namely, 
love for one another, v12. This "love" is described as a consequence of, a 
fruit of, abiding in Christ. The fruit of love is described in the terms of 
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Christ's sacrificial love, v13. Of course, other possibilities suggest 
themselves, eg. "leading others to Christ", Kostenberger.  

So, it is likely that bearing fruit fulfills Christ's other command that we 
love one another, which love is the fruit of abiding / believing.  
   

A gracious warning: Although the Argument Proper Part I of this 
gospel is evangelistic in purpose and likely directed toward Hellenistic 
Jews of the dispersion, the purpose of Part II is pastoral and directed toward 
the new Israel, the community of believers. So, the gracious warning in this 
parable serves to remind believers that staying the course and bearing the 
fruit of love depends on abiding / identifying with Jesus / resting on Jesus 
/ believing in Jesus. The barren branch, the branch that does not abide, is 
cut away, while the fruiting branch is pruned "so that it may be even more 
fruitful", v2, 6. Within the context, the means of fruiting is prayer, a prayer 
of faith, a prayer that is based on the will of God, v7, "ask ..... and it will 
be done for you" - prayer for inclusion (a prayer of repentance and faith); 
prayer for fruiting (a prayer for the fruit of faith, namely love). We are 
again reminded that the business of bearing fruit, rests not on doing, but on 
receiving - grace is all.  
   

v] Homiletics: "Abide in me"  
The image of Jesus as a vine with ourselves as the branches, is a very 

beautiful image, an image made more beautiful by the descriptive word, 
"abide". But, what does it mean to abide in Jesus?  

As we might expect, there are many possible meanings. There is the 
sublime mystical idea of union with Christ, touching the divine, entering 
into his being. Techniques of prayer and meditation are the instruments by 
which we reach union. It's all a wonderful idea, but of course, few of us 
have ever experienced the mystical in our Christian journey. So, have we 
failed to abide in Christ?  

At the other extreme there is the idea that abiding is obeying. If we fail 
to obey Jesus then we can expect to be cut off from the vine and cast out of 
the vineyard. Of course, the trouble is none of us are very good at obeying. 
We all fall short of our Lord's expectations; as the Apostle put it, "our 
righteousness is but filthy rags"". So, have we again failed to abide in 
Christ?  

The image of our abiding in Christ is really not that complex. 
"Abiding" probably means something like living by faith in Christ, trusting 
him, resting on him, relying on him, walking with him through life's narrow 
way. Consider how this works out in practice. We take on board Jesus' 
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promises, for example, the promise of eternal life, and we simply rest on it, 
rest on the promise. Taking Jesus at his word; that's what abiding means.  

There is an interesting consequence that flows from abiding, it is the 
bearing of fruit. It's not quite clear, but it does seem that Jesus is speaking 
about the fruit of love: compassion, acceptance, forgiveness toward our 
fellow brothers and sisters in the Lord. We could easily miss the 
significance of Jesus' point here, namely, that abiding produces fruit. The 
person who abides in Jesus bears much fruit. Faith prompts the fruit of love.  

So, let us abide in Christ, let us rest in faith on Christ and his promises 
and allow his indwelling compelling love to renew us.  
   

Text - 15:1 
The parable of the true vine, v1-8. i] The vineyard illustration, v1. Jesus 

presents the two main players: the vine and the viticulturist.  
egw pro. "I [am]" - I [AM THE VINE]. Emphatic by use and position. Jesus' 

self-revealing serves as a "recognition-formula", Bultman, whereby Jesus 
identifies himself with the following statement / parable; see 8:24. Note that a 
vineyard is sometimes used as a symbol for Israel, Psalm 80:9-16, etc.  

hJ alhqinh adj. "the true [vine]" - THE TRUE, GENUINE ONE. Attributive 
genitive limiting "vine"; "I am the true vine." "Genuine", "the real thing", is 
probably the intended sense. Israel is the vine of God's planting now realized in 
Jesus, the true Israel. A polemic thrust is evident, given the claim of the religious 
authorities of their being the genuine item, the true stock, descendants of 
Abraham, cf., 8:31-40. The problem is the genuine item bears fruit, fruit not 
evident in historic Israel, Jer.2:21.  

oJ gewrgoV (oV) "gardener" - [AND THE FATHER OF ME IS] THE CULTIVATOR, 
GARDENER, VITICULTURIST. Predicate nominative. "Vine-dresser", Brown. The 
Father tends the vine / Israel / Jesus, and by extension, the branches.  
   
v2 

ii] Managing the vineyard I, v2-4. Unproductive branches are cut off and 
productive branches are pruned.  

airei (airw) pres. "he cuts off" - HE TAKES AWAY [EVERY BRANCH IN ME, 
IT = THE ONE NOT BEARING FRUIT]. The implied subject is the Father. The Semitic 
use of the pronoun auto, "it", is resumptive, referencing the accusative "branch". 
This verb may be rendered "lifts up", rather than "removes". A.W. Pink argued 
that the image is of the branches being lifted up so that they can reach the sun, 
rather than being "cut off." Few accept this interpretation. Some suggest that 
Jesus is referring to apostate Jews, possibly as a comparison between old Israel, 
now cut off, and new Israel, now being pruned. The majority of commentators 
assume that Jesus is speaking of apostate believers, "removes", Barclay.  
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klhma (a) "branch" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to take away." 
"A cane or shoot of a vine", Morris.  

en + dat. "in [me]" - Local, incorporative union. As already noted, "in" takes 
a similar sense to abide in, unite to, indwell.  

mh feron (ferw) pres. part. "that bears no [fruit]" - The participle is 
probably adjectival, attributive, limiting "branch", as NIV, although possibly 
adverbial, concessive, "although it bears no fruit."  

feron (ferw) pres. part. "[while every branch] that does bear fruit" - [AND 
HE PRUNES EVERY branch, IT = THE ONE] BEARING FRUIT. The participle serves 
as a substantive.  

kaqairei (kaqairw) "he prunes" - The implied subject is again the Father. 
It is quite possible that the meaning is "cleanses", in fact, Dodd and others argue 
that "prunes" is an unsupported usage. "Prunes" carries the sense of chastisement, 
but the reference here is likely to be to the cleansing of the word, namely, the 
gospel, v3. None-the-less, in the Greek, "cuts off" and "prunes", sound alike (a 
paronomasia) and may well have been chosen, not for their horticultural 
accuracy, but on literary grounds. So, "prunes" remains a possibility, but more in 
the sense of "cleanses" than "chastises", given v3. "Any branch which bears fruit, 
he purifies, to make it bear more fruit", Barclay.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [IT MAY BRING FORTH MUCH FRUIT]. Possibly 
serving to introduce a purpose clause, but better hypothetical result, as NIV.  
   
v3 

It's all down to abiding in the vine, v3-4. Unlike unproductive Israel, now 
cut off and discarded, the disciples in Christ, the new Israel, are washed clean 
through the power of the gospel and so are productive.  

uJmeiV pro. "you" - Emphatic by use and position.  
este (eimi) "are" - A possible improvement is gained by translating as 

passive, rather than active, so as to emphasize causation in the action of "the 
word"; "you have already been cleansed by the word", NRSV.  

hdh adv. "already" - Temporal adverb, emphatic by position.  
kaqaroi adj. "clean" - Interesting use of the same word meaning ritually 

clean or pure in 13:10. Here the cleansing comes through the word, the gospel, 
ultimately facilitated in the death and resurrection of Jesus; "the blood of Jesus 
his Son cleanses us from all sin", 1Jn.1:7. So, "you are already clean" images the 
redeemed state of a believer in Christ.  

dia + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF. An instrumental 
"through", "by means of", is a possible; "the dead wood of sin has been removed 
by the word of his teaching", Pfitzner. Yet, a causal sense is more likely, as NIV.  
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ton logon (oV) "the word" - Here possibly referring to Jesus' teachings in 
general, but more likely the gospel, the message concerning the salvation made 
possible through the death and resurrection of Christ.  

lelalhka (lalew) perf. "I have spoken" - [WHICH] I HAVE SPOKEN. "May 
be meant to indicate that the word remains with them", Morris, or better, "has 
already taken hold in the life of these followers", Carson.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v4 

The word "abide" is used ten times in v4-10. The sense is "continue to be 
part of", "live in fellowship with", "remain in union with." Possibly having a 
technical background related to an association with the divine, "when ten sit 
together and occupy themselves with the Torah, the Shekinah abides among 
them", Sidebottom. As outlined above, "abiding" is probably a descriptive for 
"believing" - trusting Jesus and his word, resting on him, walking with him, 
relying on him and his death and resurrection on our behalf. By "abiding" in Jesus 
the true vine, by believing in him, we "will bear much fruit", the fruit of love.  

meinate (menw) aor. imp. "remain" - REMAIN, ABIDE, CONTINUE. The aorist 
may be ingressive, "start abiding / believing", or gnomic, universal, so Carson, 
or possibly dramatic for emphasis.  

en "in" - IN [ME]. Local, expressing space, where abiding means believing, 
putting one's trust in, resting in faith on. Incorporative union is possible where a 
more mystical sense of "abide" is adopted, of being united to, incorporated in. 
Association is also possibly present, where "abide" is viewed as relational - a 
"loving relationship of mutual indwelling", Lindars; "continue with me." It is 
probably not possible to overly define the action of the preposition given that 
John is describing a faith-union with Christ.  

kagw "and I will remain / as I also remain" - AND I [IN YOU]. If kagw serves 
as a comparison, then the sense is "remain in me as I remain in you", Moffatt. If 
conditional, the sense is "if you remain in me, I will remain in you". A condition 
seems best, possibly an imperatival condition, "you must remain united to me, 
and I will remain united to you", Goodspeed. Carson suggests a mutual 
imperative, but this seems unlikely; "let there be mutual indwelling."  

kaqwV ....... ou{twV "-" - AS, JUST AS [THE BRANCH IS NOT ABLE TO BEAR 
FRUIT FROM ITSELF UNLESS IT REMAINS ON THE VINE] SO [NEITHER YOU UNLESS 
YOU REMAIN IN ME]. A comparative construction where the characteristics of one 
element are compared with the other; "just as the branch cannot bear fruit by itself 
without staying on the vine, so you cannot without staying in Me", Berkeley.  

ferein (ferw) pres. inf. "[can] bear [fruit]" - [IS ABLE] TO BEAR, CARRY, 
BRING [FRUIT]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
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negated verb ou dunatai, "is not able." Union with Christ results in the 
indwelling presence of the Spirit of Christ, whose compelling love prompts love 
in the believer. Although "the fruit" is not spelled out, "love" is most likely 
intended, v12-14. "You cannot produce fruit unless you stay joined to me", CEV.  

af (apo) + gen. "by [itself]" - FROM [ITSELF]. Here expressing agency, as 
NIV.  

ean mh + subj. "-" UNLESS / EXCEPT [IT REMAINS IN THE VINE SO NEITHER 
YOU] UNLESS / EXCEPT [YOU REMAIN IN ME]. It may be taken as introducing an 
exceptive clause which establishes a contrast by designating an exception, 
"except it abide in the vine", but more properly introducing a subordinate clause 
of negated condition 3rd. class, "unless it abides in/on the vine".  
   
v5 

iii] Managing the vineyard II, v5-7. Only abiding branches are productive, 
v5. There is "nothing that corresponds to the new life that he bestows and the new 
commandment that he gives. For without this reciprocal remaining in him, and 
him in them, they will fall back on themselves, either in total unfruitfulness or 
lapsing into the wild growth that is no longer shaped by his word, into activism 
or idealism that is neither derived from nor directed to him", Ridderbos. Note that 
this verse contains the final "I am" saying in John's gospel  

oJ menwn (menw) pres. part. "if a man remains / if you remain [in me]" - [I 
AM THE VINE, YOU THE BRANCHES] THE ONE REMAINING, ABIDING. The participle 
serves as a substantive; "he who remains in me", Moffatt. Often expressed as a 
condition, as NIV, although a condition can be expressed without the use of "if"; 
"anyone who dwells in me .... bears much fruit", REB.  

kagw "and I [in him / in you]" - [IN ME] AND I [IN HIM]. As above.  
ferei (ferw) pres. "will bear" - [THIS ONE] BEARS [MUCH FRUIT]. The 

present tense, expressing continuous action, may be translated with a future tense 
to express that continuing action in English.  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE. More explanatory than causal and so often not translated. 
As branches rely on the vine for sap to produce fruit so a believer relies on their 
faith-union with Christ to produce fruit. Apart from that reliance, that abiding, 
the branch / believer will be fruitless.  

cwriV + gen. "apart from [me]" - APART FROM, WITHOUT [ME]. Expressing 
separation and emphatic by position; "Cut off from me you can do nothing", RJB.  

ou dunasqe poiein ouden "you can do nothing" - YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO 
ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING. The double negative, ou ... ouden, serves to emphasize 
the inability of bearing fruit without abiding / believing. The infinitive poiein, "to 
do", is complementary, completing the negated verb dunesqe, "you are not able."  
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v6 

Non-abiding branches are useless, v6. On a fruiting vine, the fruitless dead 
canes are cut off and burnt. Is Jesus saying that fruitless believers are useless and 
will inevitably face condemnation in the day of judgment? This image is certainly 
fearful. It is important to remember, when faced with such a warning, that abiding 
/ believing is the issue, not fruiting; fruit is but the product of abiding. If we abide 
we will produce fruit (usually of a poor quality, as we all know - the old Adam 
travels with us to the grave!). Focusing on the fruit, analysing what it might be, 
or worse, trying to quantify it, is a fruitless exercise. Abiding in Jesus, trusting 
Jesus, is what is necessary, for where there is abiding the Spirit of Christ will fire 
us with his indwelling compelling love.  

ean mh + subj. "if [you do] not" - IF NOT = UNLESS, as the case may be, [A 
CERTAIN ONE REMAINS IN ME then the certain one WAS = IS CAST OUT]. 
Conditional clause 3rd class, where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true.  

tiV "anyone / you" - A CERTAIN, SOMEONE. Can be rendered as a relative 
conditional clause, "whoever does not remain in me", TEV.  

menh/ (menw) pres. subj. "remain" - REMAINS. Again, the present tense is 
durative indicating an ongoing abiding = believing = a resting on the continued 
faith-union we possess in Christ.  

eblhqh (ballw) aor. pas. "-" - WAS = IS CAST OUT. The action is possibly 
futuristic, or immediate, "he has forthwith been thrown out", Moule, but most 
likely constative, emphasizing the certainty of the action without reference to its 
beginning or end, "is cast out." Presumably, "thrown out of the vineyard" is 
intended.  

wJV "like" - [he is cast out] AS, LIKE [THE BRANCH AND WAS = IS DRIED UP]. 
Comparative. The clause requires the repetition of the main verb; "He is cast out 
like ........" So the clause is "The one who does not abide is cast out. He is cast out 
like ......." So, not as Phillips, "A man who does not share my life is like a branch 
that is broken off and withers away. He becomes just like the dry stick that men 
pick up and use for firewood", or NIV.  

sunagousin (sunagw) pres. "are picked up" - [AND] THEY GATHER [THEM]. 
A general present tense expressing what people generally do (see Phillips above), 
therefore not indicating any time differential between the aorist, "thrown away", 
and the present "gather up." Possibly the third person plural is being used to form 
the passive voice, so NIV, etc.  

to pur (pur oV) "the fire [and burned]" - [AND THROW them INTO] THE 
FIRE [AND THEY ARE BURNED]. The presence of the article may indicate a 
particular fire, an allusion to the eternal fire of judgment, but is most likely an 
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v7 

        
       

      
  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case, [YOU REMAIN IN ME AND THE WORDS 
OF ME REMAIN IN YOU then WHATEVER YOU WANT ASK AND IT WILL BE DONE TO 
YOU]. Again, introducing a conditional clause, 3rd class, where the proposed 
condition has the possibility of coming true. As is the case with v4, 5, where 
"abide in me and I in you" is conditional, giving the sense "abide in me and I will 
abide in you", we have a similar construction in the protasis of the main 
conditional clause here, with kai introducing the apodosis, "if you abide in me, 
then (kai) my words will abide in you." It seems likely that the abiding of Christ's 
words in a believer, exegetes what is meant by Christ himself abiding in a 
believer. The reality of Christ abiding in a believer is experienced in the abiding 
of his word, ie., the integration of divine truth in our being.  

meinhte (menw) aor. 2nd pl. "you remain" - The "you" prompts many to 
suggest that this verse begins the explanation of the parable / metaphor.  

aithsasqe (aitew) pres. imp. "ask" - The variant future "you will ask" is 
well supported and should be considered. With the subjunctive "you may wish" 
it is not "whatever you may wish to ask", but "you will ask for whatever you want 
and it will be granted to you", cf., AV.  

oJ ean + subj. "-" - WHAT IF = WHATEVER. Here introducing an indefinite 
relative clause. Again, the use of kai, "and", makes the clause conditional; 
"whatever you ask (in accord with my will), it will happen for you."  

qelhte (qelw) pres. subj. "[ask whatever] you wish" - YOU WANT, WILL 
[ASK]. The seemingly general nature of the promise "it will be done for you" is 
controlled by the context. The "my words" define the will of God, such that the 
prayer serves "as a means of completing the Lord's will", Pfitzner. As we well 
know, a prayer of faith must be based on God's revealed will. In the context, the 
revealed will of God / the word of Christ, is that we believe in Christ and love 
one another - that we abide / have faith and bear its fruit, love.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - [AND IT WILL BE DONE] FOR YOU. Dative of interest, 
advantage, as NIV; "it will happen for you" = you will have it" = "it will be given 
you (by God)", Harris.  
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example of parabolic style. The same construction is used with "a branch", lit. 
"the branch." A general, or gnomic verb can prompt the use of the article.

 It's all down to knowing the mind of Christ, v7. A person united to Jesus 
through faith, experiences union through Jesus' "words", his teachings, the 
application of which the Spirit of Christ facilitates when we ask "thy will be 
done."



   
v8 

iv] Concluding summary, v8. This verse serves as a conclusion to the 
parable, identifying its purpose, namely, "the glorification of the Father, which 
consists of their (the disciples') 'bearing much fruit' and thus showing that they 
are 'my disciples'", Ridderbos.  

en toutw/ "this is to" – IN / BY THIS. The preposition en is probably 
instrumental, expressing means; "by this." Commentators divide; is "this", what 
precedes, v7, or what follows, namely, the bearing of much fruit and becoming 
disciples? It is possibly both although what follows seems best.  

edoxasqh (doxazw) aor. pas. "[my Father's] glory" - [THE FATHER OF ME] 
WAS = IS GLORIFIED. Aorist indicating completed punctiliar action, not past 
action. John has already told us that the Father is glorified in the obedience of the 
Son in his lifting up on the cross, 12:28, 13:31, 14:13, 17:4, but he is also glorified 
in the bearing of fruit and the becoming a disciple of those abiding in Christ. Such 
does give glory to the Father, but probably the sense is that they reveal the 
Father's glory, they give us an insight into the very being of God, his character, 
namely his grace.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [YOU BEAR MUCH FRUIT]. Introducing two 
coordinate noun clauses standing in apposition to "this", ie., epexegetic; "in this, 
namely that you bear much fruit, and that you be my disciples, is my Father's 
glory."  

genhsqe (ginomai) aor. mid. subj. "showing yourselves to be" - [AND] YOU 
BE. A variant reading exists where the verb takes the future tense, genhsesqe, 
"you will be my disciples." As the more difficult reading (the future tense rarely 
follows hina) it could well be original, although the sense is somewhat difficult - 
by bearing fruit we will demonstrate genuine discipleship; "it is to the glory of 
my Father that you should bear much fruit, and then you will be my disciples", 
JB (aor. subj. adopted in NJB). This reading has prompted the consequential 
translations, "you are to bear fruit in plenty and so (thus) be my disciples", REB, 
although better that by bearing fruit they show they are disciples rather than they 
will become disciples, "and so prove to be my disciples", RSV ("when the 
Father's glory is revealed in that you bear much fruit, it will be seen at the same 
time that you are disciples of mine", Lindars, so also Ridderbos, Kostenberger, 
Brown). None-the-less, we are best to go with the aorist subjunctive found in 
many important texts, including P66. The aorist subjunctive forms the clause 
"that you be my disciples", coordinate with "that you bear much fruit", with both 
clauses linked by kai, "and". So, "my Father has been glorified in your bearing 
much fruit and becoming my disciples", NAB, or the simplified "when you 
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become fruitful disciples of mine, my Father will be honoured", CEV. Possibly 
"becoming more fully a disciple", Morris.  

emoi dat. pro. "my [disciples]" - [DISCIPLES] TO ME. Dative of possession; 
"disciples belonging to me", Novakovic.  
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15:9-17 

1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
viii] You are my friends 
Synopsis  

Having presented the parable / metaphor of The True Vine, 15:1-8, Jesus now 
sets out to explain its meaning.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the true vine, he is the true Israel, he is the realization of God's 
promised eternal blessings. The person who abides in him, who believes in him, 
will bear the fruit of love in abundance.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 15:1-8.  
   

ii] Structure: The true vine explained:  
The love of the brotherhood, 9-17; 

Abiding in Jesus' love; v9-11; 
"Abide in my love," 

"that your joy may be complete." 
The model for brotherly love, v12-15; 

"Love each other as I have loved you", v12-13; 
"I no longer call you servants, ..... but friends", v14-15. 

Conclusion - summary, v16-17. 
Called to bear fruit; 

Seek the appropriate support. 
Love one another.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Isaiah, in chapter 5, describes Israel as a vineyard, a vineyard carefully 
cultivated by God and from which he expects to gather its fruits. The sad 
fact is that his vineyard produced only spoiled fruit and so Isaiah 
prophesied that Israel would be replaced by a more fruitful nation. In the 
"figurative discourse" (Schnackenburg) of the Vine, Jesus identifies 
himself as the vine that replaces Israel; Jesus is the faithful people of God, 
the righteous nation. Jesus, as the new and faithful Israel, fulfills the 
covenant promise of a blessing to the whole world, a blessing of salvation 
which is realized by abiding in God's love revealed in Jesus. This abiding 
in Jesus, this loving Jesus, amounts to faith in Jesus, and it is this which 
incorporates a person into God's new Israel. Covenant inclusion for old 
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Israel had always rested on grace appropriated through faith, but they 
forgot the faith of Abraham, and relied on its fruit (law-obedience) as the 
mechanism for covenant blessing. Unlike old Israel, the new Israel in Christ 
must rest on divine grace realized through faith, for it is only through faith, 
through abiding, that the vineyard will produce fruit to the glory of God - 
the fruit of love, a love that is sacrificial, and a love that is other-person-
centred, a friendship love. So, Jesus reminds his disciples that he 
commissioned them, he appointed them to bear fruit that lasts, and to this 
end Jesus will support his disciples in their fruit-bearing. "This then is my 
directive: Love one another."  

So, this passage concerns a mutual abiding between the believer and 
the Godhead, a faith-union - an abiding in Christ, in his love, in his word, 
in his joy. This abiding produces the fruit of love, a love that is not a 
required response of abiding, but is the fruit of abiding, an abiding which 
is shaped by the indwelling compelling Spirit. The key to it all is the 
abiding, namely, faith.  
   

For an overview of the parable and its explanation see Issues 15:1-8.  
   

iv] Form:  
As an explanation of the parable, this passage may be classified as a 

"figurative discourse", Schnackenburg, or better, a "literal discourse" 
Schweizer.  
   

v] Homiletics: Friends  
We get by with a little help from our friends, or so John Lennon told 

us.  
It's very easy to miss a unique idea found in this passage. It's a 

commonplace idea and so it doesn't impact on us. Yet consider, where else 
are we told that we mere mortals can be friends with God's unique Son, 
friends with the creative Word of God, friends with the promised Messiah, 
friends with the risen and reigning Christ who at this moment sits at the 
right hand of the Ancient of Days bathed in glory. No religion, not that I 
am aware of, speaks of a relationship with the divine in terms of friendship. 
Pagan divines are usually awesome, anything but friendly, often a bully.  

So, here we are confronted with the amazing idea that Jesus can be our 
friend. The idea that it is possible to find intimacy with the divine is mind 
blowing, but it is also easily understood. In fact, there is probably no better 
way to explain a relationship with God than in terms of being Jesus' friend. 
Even a child understands what it means to be someone's friend. So then, 
what does this passage tell us about friendship with God through Jesus?  
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First, friendship with Jesus is totally one sided. Jesus virtually does 
everything to make the relationship possible. Jesus loves us with 
unquestioning active divine love, a love with which the Father loves Jesus:  

•*It is a love that takes Jesus to the cross on our behalf - there is 
no greater love than to lay down one's life for one's friends;  

•*It is a love which drives Jesus to reveal the hidden mysteries of 
the universe to us;  

•*It is a love which supports us in our life's journey and answers 
the prayer of faith;  

•*It is a love which incorporates us into the elect children of God, 
the eternal people who will reign with Christ in eternity.  
   

Second, friendship with Jesus has its responsibilities:  
•*Abiding: Abiding in God's love comes down to believing, 

believing that the enlivening consequences of Christ's life, death, 
resurrection, ascension and heavenly rule are freely ours for the 
asking. Abiding is believing in Jesus.  

•*Bearing fruit: Those who abide in Christ's love are instructed to 
love one another. Interestingly, love is actually a consequence of 
abiding. If we abide we will bear the fruit of love. The fruit of love 
involves acting with merciful compassion toward our brothers and 
sisters in Christ.  

How wonderful it is that Jesus calls us his friends. What we need 
to do now is allow his indwelling compelling to shape love in our 
lives; to care a little more for others and a little less for self.  
   

Text - 15:9 
Jesus unpacks the parable / metaphor of the vine, v9-17: i] Abiding in Jesus' 

love, v9-11. Abiding in Christ's love, as with abiding in Jesus and abiding in his 
word, all amount to much the same thing. "Abide" is probably best understood as 
a faith-union with Christ: trusting him and his word, resting on him, walking with 
him, united with him, all of which is dependent on his death and resurrection on 
our behalf. Abiding is believing / trusting; see Abiding in Christ, Issues, 15:1-8  

kaqwV .... kagw "as" - AS, JUST AS, INSOMUCH AS [THE FATHER LOVED ME] 
SO ALSO [I LOVED YOU]. Presenting as a comparative construction, although 
Brown suggests that kaqwV is causative, rather than comparative; "inasmuch as", 
ie., the Father's love for the Son shapes the Son's love for us. If this is the case 
then kagw is best taken as consequential, "so", although it would be possible to 
translate it as a connective; "insomuch as the Father loves me and I love you, ..."  

hgaphsa (agapaw) aor. "loved" - The punctiliar aorist is indicating action, 
a package of, or singular act of, love. "God loved and gave (3:16); Christ loved 
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to the point of giving his life (13:1, 15:13). To abide in Christ's love is to draw 
continuously on the benefits of his life-giving death and resurrection", Pfitzner.  

meinate (meinw) aor. imp. "remain" - REMAIN, ABIDE, CONTINUE. The aorist 
may be ingressive, "start abiding / believing", or gnomic / universal, Carson, 
constative, "you must remain", Harris, or possibly dramatic, used for emphasis.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE LOVE]. For the function of this preposition see v4. 
The "abide in me" of v4 is now explained in the terms of "abide in my love", 
believe in / rest on / have faith in / unite with Christ's act of love / grace, namely, 
his "completed act of salvation in which the Father's love for him and his own 
love for the world, are expressed", Lindars.  

th/ emh/ adj. "my [love]" - THE OF ME. Dative in agreement with agaph/, 
"love". Attributive, "the love which is mine", but possibly subjective, "my love 
for you", Barrett, "In the love I have for you", Harris.  
   
v10 

Jesus' loving relationship with the Father is realized in his commitment to 
the Father's will; our loving relationship with Jesus is realized in our commitment 
to his will, namely, that we believe in him as God's messiah / anointed one / great 
I AM.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF. Conditional clause, 3rd class, where the proposed 
condition has the possibility of coming true, "if, as may be the case, ..... then ...". 
An appositional translation better expresses the point; "to obey my commands is 
to remain in my love", Barclay, ie., obeying is abiding.  

thrhshte (threw) aor. subj. "you obey / keep" - YOU KEEP, GUARD, 
OBSERVE. Possibly "fulfill".  

taV entolaV (h) "commands" - THE COMMANDS [OF ME]. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to keep." This injunction is repeated in v14, 15 and 21. Most 
commentators adopt an obedience line, the rendering of obedience out of love, so 
Kostenberger, Carson, Ridderbos, .... Yet, fulfilling Christ's commands probably 
means much the same as to let "my words abide in you", v7, which again is the 
same as "abide in me", v4. It is "commands" plural, which usually prompts a 
range of suggested items to obey, all of which are summed up in the command to 
love. Yet, in the context it is surely to "believe" = to abide in Christ's love, and 
bear the fruit of that abiding, namely "love".  

meneite (menw) fut. "you will remain" - YOU WILL REMAIN [IN THE LOVE OF 
ME]. The person who "abides" is a person who maintains their faith-union with 
Christ. Such a person rests on the saving relationship they possess in Christ 
through faith, and thus, living under grace, they receive the benefits of Christ's 
love; they receive the benefits of his death, resurrection and reign on behalf of 
broken humanity.  
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kaqwV "just as" - Comparative.  
tethrhka (threw) perf. "I have obeyed / kept" - I HAVE KEPT. The perfect 

tense indicating past action with ongoing consequences. Probably referring to 
Christ's act of abiding in the Father's love issuing in his act of love on the cross.  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "[my] Father's [commands]" - [THE COMMANDS] 
OF THE FATHER [OF ME]. The genitive is adjectival, usually treated as subjective; 
"the instructions which the Father gives."  

menw pres. "remain [in his love]" - [AND] I REMAIN [IN THE LOVE OF HIM]. 
Bultman suggests that Christ's remaining in the Father's love involves "being for" 
the Father.  
   
v11 

It is likely that having Christ's "joy" "in you", is the same as having Christ 
"abide in you", which is much the same as having Christ's word abide in us, or 
having Christ's love abide in us. All are facets of the one diamond - a faith-union 
with Jesus. The word "joy" may have the same sense as "peace", again a relational 
term, of peace with God. It is unlikely that the reference is to some existential 
feeling brought on by obedience, or Spirit baptism, etc. It is also unlikely that 
Jesus is speaking about a future heavenly joy.  

lelalhka (lalew) perf. "I have told" - I HAVE SPOKEN [THESE THINGS]. 
Jesus recapitulates with the common phrase "these things I have spoken to you."  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
         

         
iJna + subj. "so that [my joy]" - THAT [THE JOY]. Introducing a final clause 

expressing purpose, "in order that." "I have told you this to make you completely 
happy as I am", CEV.  

hJ emh adj. "my" - OF ME. Attributive use of the pronoun; "the joy which is 
mine." Note the subjunctive verb to-be h\. 

hJ cara (h) "joy" - JOY, HAPPINESS, GLADNESS. A spiritual joy, a natural 
happy human emotion, or both?  

plhrwqh/ (plhrow) aor. pas. subj. "may be complete" - MAY BE MADE FULL, 
COMPLETE. "So that you may be completely joyful", TH.  
   
v12 
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 tauta pro. pl. "this" - THESE things. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"I have spoken." What things? Probably abide / believe and its fruit, love.

 ii] The model for brotherly love, v12-15. In all likelihood, this passage serves 
as "a further explanation of the idea of bearing fruit in the allegory", Lindars. 
Love is the fruit of faith / abiding, and is framed by a love which is self- 
giving, a love shaped by Christ's self-giving.



hJ emh adj. "my" - [THE COMMAND] OF ME [IS THIS]. Emphatic attributive use 
of the possessive adjective again; "the command which is of me."  

hJ entolh (h) "command" - THE COMMAND, INSTRUCTION. Nominative 
subject of the verb to-be. Now singular, so is there only one command? Barrett 
suggests that the singular nature of the command is inclusive indicating that the 
love is toward both the divine and humanity - to love God and to love neighbour. 
Love toward God entails belief in Christ, abiding, while love toward neighbour 
is generalized in the sense of "as I have loved you", ie., Christ's example of self-
giving. We are best to follow Carson who suggests that the love commanded of 
us is the love of the brotherhood, although by nature it presupposes a love of the 
divine.  

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT. Introducing an epexegetic clause specifying the 
command; "my command is this, namely that ...."  

agapate (agapaw) pres. subj. "love" - YOU LOVE [ONE ANOTHER]. The 
present tense is taken by some to express ongoing action here, namely, "keep on 
loving your brothers and sisters in the Lord", although in a hina clause aspect is 
not dominant.  

kaqwV "as" - JUST AS, AS, IN LIKE MANNER. The comparative serves to 
introduce a comparative clause, although possibly causal, "because", BDF #136.  

hgaphsa (agapaw) aor. "I have loved" - I LOVED [YOU]. The aorist, being 
perfective, may express a singular act of love here, namely the cross. "The 
essence of fruit-bearing ... is exemplified in the self-sacrificing love of Christ 
himself", Pfitzner.  
   
v13 

Brotherly love is a sacrificial love, self-giving.  
meizona (megaV) adj. comp. "greater" - GREATER [LOVE]. The use of the 

negative with the comparative produces a superlative so, "the greatest way to 
show love for friends is to die for them", CEV.  

tauthV gen. pro. "than this" - THAN THIS [HAS NO ONE]. The genitive is 
ablative, of comparison, as NIV. The reference is forward.  

iJna + subj. "that / to" - THAT. As v12, introducing an epexegetic clause 
specifying the nature of the love.  

qh/ (tiqhmi) aor. subj. "he lay down / lay down" - [SOMEONE] PUT DOWN 
[THE LIFE OF HIM]. Idiomatic sense "give up one's life / die" for "lay down one's 
life." "Put your life on the line for your friends", Peterson.  
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 uJper + gen. "for" - FOR, ON BEHALF OF. Here expressing representation / 
benefit. The same preposition is used of Jesus giving up his life "for many", 
Mk.14:24. Morris concludes that the preposition used here and elsewhere, is 
referring to Jesus' death and carries with it "substitutionary force."



           
          

            
              

   
v14 

Jesus' friendship, and thus the friendship of God the Father, is not offered 
unconditionally; it is only offered to those who believe in Jesus. In the context of 
this verse, the instruction that Jesus has in mind is that of brotherly love, v12. 
Yet, as Carson notes, such "obedience (love one another) is not what makes them 
friends; it is what characterizes his friends. Clearly, then, this 'friendship' is not 
strictly reciprocal." We become Jesus' friend by abiding in him, loving him, 
believing in him. As a consequence, united to Christ in his love, we become 
loving (of course, always imperfectly so).  

uJmeiV pro. "you" - YOU [ARE FRIEND OF ME]. Emphatic by position; "you (my 
disciples), and not the world in general", Morris.  

filoi (oV) "friends" - Predicate nominative. Used here in the sense of a 
"loving relationship of mutual indwelling", Lindars.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [YOU DO THE THINGS WHICH = WHAT I COMMAND YOU]. 
Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility 
of coming true; "if, as may be the case, you do what I command you, then you 
are my friends." It would be very misleading to take this condition as reciprocal. 
The point being made is that a person who believes / abides in Jesus, is a friend 
of Jesus, and a characteristic of that friendship is a love of the brotherhood. A 
person's standing in Christ is not realized by faith + works, but by faith alone; 
works are the fruit of faith. The person who abides in Christ (by grace through 
faith) will bear (imperfectly) the fruit of love. In Biblical ethics the imperative 
always rests on the indicative.  

egw pro. "[what] I [command]" - Emphatic by use and position. "What I 
command" is usually taken to be brotherly love, so Ridderbos, etc. As noted 
above, it is unwise to overcook this statement, eg., "the friends of Jesus are those 
who habitually obey Him", Morris. Jesus' primary command is that we believe in 
him as God's great I AM, and that we live that out through the love of the 
brotherhood. No believer is capable of "habitually" loving the brotherhood, even 
habitually trusting Jesus is a struggle at times, but it is the one struggle we must 
never give up on.  

uJmin dat. pro. "-" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
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 twn filwn adj. "friends" - THE FRIENDS [OF HIM]. The adjective serves as a 
substantive. Brown suggests that "friend' in English is not strong enough, so 
"those whom he loves", Barrett. Certainly, the apostle Paul drives the point home 
when he sees Christ's death as an example of love for one’s enemies, Rom.5:6ff.



   
v15 

Through their faith in Jesus the disciples have entered into a loving 
relationship of mutual indwelling with Jesus, a friendship which gives them an 
intimate knowledge of the mind of God.  

doulouV (oV) "servants" - [NO LONGER DO I CALL YOU] SLAVES, SERVANTS. 
Complement of the accusative direct object "you" standing in a double accusative 
construction. Williams opts for "slaves". It does heighten the contrast, but is 
probably too harsh.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE, FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why 
Jesus no longer calls his disciples servants, because he treats them like friends.  

ti "[his master's business]" - [THE SLAVE DOES NOT KNOW] WHAT [HIS 
LORD DOES]. Interrogative pronoun. "A servant does not share his master's 
confidence", Phillips.  

filouV adj. "[I have called you] friends" - [BUT/AND I HAVE CALLED YOU] 
FRIENDS. Accusative complement of the direct object "you", standing in a double 
accusative construction and asserting a fact about the object. The disciples were 
called servants, a disciple, a follower, being someone who serves, but now they 
are friends rather than servants, just as they are sons rather than servants, Gal.4:1-
7. A friend is given more information than a servant - here a recipient of divine 
revelation 

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Serving to introduce a causal clause explaining why 
Jesus calls his disciples his friends, namely, because they, like him, have access 
to the will of the Father.  

panta adj. "everything" - ALL, EVERYTHING. Accusative direct object of the 
verb "to make known." Clearly not everything of the divine knowledge possessed 
by the exalted Christ, but the full content of the divine knowledge intended for 
humanity. In taking on human flesh, ("emptied himself", ?) Jesus necessarily 
takes on human limitations. To that extent, functioning as a prophet, Jesus has 
fulfilled his revelatory mission completely.  

para + gen. "from [my Father]" - [I HAVE HEARD] FROM [THE FATHER OF 
ME]. Expressing source; "from beside."  

egnwrisa (gnwrizw) aor. "I have made known" - I MADE KNOWN. The aorist 
indicates a completed revelation. "Used of the completed work of Christ. It is the 
revelation of the whole 'hour' that changes the disciple’s status, not simply the 
words of the last discourse", Brown. Brown also makes the point that this divine 
revelation is complete, and that the Spirit only develops this knowledge, ie., he 
"gives greater insight into what Jesus has revealed." Of course, it is possible that 
Jesus has revealed all the information necessary for the disciples at this point in 
time, such that "this knowledge is not as yet exhaustive", Morris - through the 
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ministry of the Paraclete, divine revelation continues to flow to the disciples 
enabling the formation of the New Testament, cf., Jn.16:12. Revelation beyond 
the New Testament is unlikely. This would imply that the gifts of apostle and 
prophet are confined to the New Testament era - a contentious notion.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v16 

       
         

         
           

            
             

           
        

      
       

 
umeiV .... all egw "you .... but I" - [YOU NOT CHOSE ME] BUT [I CHOSE 

YOU]. Strong adversative standing in counterpoint construction. Note the 
emphatic use of the pronouns "you" and "I".  

exelexasqe (eklegomai) aor. "choose" - SELECT, CHOOSE, PREFER. The 
word "choose" does not necessarily refer to the effectual call of reformed 
theology, given that the election of a new Israel does not necessarily imply the 
election of individuals to membership. One's theological predisposition will 
obviously influence the interpretation.  

eqhka (tiqhmi) aor. "appointed" - [AND] APPOINTED [YOU]. Barrett suggests 
that the word reflects the Hebrew "close / join" = "to lay the hand on [the head 
of]", "to ordain"; set aside for a special task, "commissioned", JB. The word is 
also used of Jesus laying down his life for his friends. "If this is no accident, it 
emphasizes, indirectly, that it is the Lord's redemptive death which enables and 
empowers the disciples to undertake their work", R.H. Lightfoot.  

iJna + subj. "to" - IN ORDER THAT [YOU MAY GO AND BEAR FRUIT]. Usually 
taken as introducing a purpose clause, although consecutive expressing result is 
possible. "The purpose Jesus has for those so chosen is that they are appointed to 
go and bear fruit", Ridderbos. The "fruit" is surely love, although numerous 
suggestions exist, eg. "the mission mandate", Ridderbos.  

uJpaghte (uJagw) pres. subj. "go" - MAY GO. Possibly redundant, or could 
reflect the apostolic commission to go into all the world and preach the gospel.  
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 iii] Conclusion - discourse summary, v16-17. The disciples didn't select 
Jesus for inclusion into the elect people of God / the new Israel, rather, Jesus 
selected them (on the basis of their response of faith) and authorized them to bear 
the fruit of love, a love toward their brothers and sisters in Christ. To this end 
Jesus will support them. This command to love is a "new commandment", 13:34. 
The instruction to love is different to the Old Testament commands in its 
newness. It is "new" in that, unlike the commands of the Law, it comes without 
a curse. Christ's instruction is not only free from condemnation, but carries the 
power, in itself, to shape Christ's own self-giving in us, and this through the power 
of his indwelling compelling / the Spirit of Christ. By grace we are sanctified, 
through faith, and this not by works of the law.



kai "[fruit that will last]" - AND [in order that THE FRUIT OF YOU REMAINS]. 
Coordinative, "so that their fruit may abide"; "the kind of fruit that endures", 
TEV. Given the context, one would assume that the "fruit of love" is intended, 
although Carson suggests "new converts", also: Westcott, Beasley-Murray, 
Barrett...  

iJna + subj. "then" - SO THAT. This second hina clause is usually taken as 
coordinate with the first in this verse, so Ridderbos, Barrett, final or consecutive; 
"I selected and commissioned you in order that / so that you go and bear fruit, in 
order that / so that your fruit may abide, and in order that / so that the certain 
thing you ask of the Father ......", cf. Carson.  

        
        

           
        

      
       

en "in [my name]" - IN [THE NAME OF ME.] Instrumental, expressing means, 
"by means of my name." The "name" encapsulates the substance of the person, 
their being, and so with God, his authority, so "with / by / under my authority."  

dw/ (didwmi) aor. subj. "will give" - HE MAY GIVE. The aorist subjunctive 
takes a future sense here.  

umin dat. pro. "you" - it TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v17 

Summary statement covering the teaching of v1-17 - bear fruit = "love one 
another."  

tauta pro. pl. "this" - THESE THINGS [I COMMAND YOU]. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to command." Again, the plural causes problems. The 
demonstrative pronoun "these things" may refer to what follows (forward 
referencing, cataphoric), but "love" is a single command, or it may refer to the 
preceding instructions, the intent of which is mutual love. Most modern 
translations have "this", with "these things" found in the AV, RV, NRSV.  

        
     
        

         
   

agapate (agapaw) pres. subj. "love" - YOU LOVE [ONE ANOTHER]. The 
passage concludes, as it began, with a call for mutual love. The present tense, 
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 oJ ti an + subj. "whatever [you ask]" - WHATSOEVER [YOU MAY ASK THE 
FATHER]. Introducing an indefinite relative clause which is conditional; 
"whatever you ask the Father in my name, then he will give it to you." "Whatever 
/ anything you ask" is, given the context, the fruit of love. Given that the fruit of 
love is the promised consequence of abiding in faith, then we may properly pray 
for this fruit and rightly expect the prayer to be answered.

 iJna + subj. "-" THAT. This variant is missing in some manuscripts. Usually 
taken, as in v12, epexegetic, specifying the command. None-the-less, it may 
introduce a purpose clause; "I command these things in order that you may love 
one another", Brown; Morris agrees; "I am giving you these commands so that 
you may love one another", NRSV.



being durative, may indicate continued action; "keep on loving one another", 
Williams, although the action of love is by nature imperfective.  
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15:18-16:4 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17-26 
ix] the hatred of the world 
Synopsis  

The farewell discourse continues with Jesus warning his disciples that they 
will face the same difficulties that he has faced in dealing with the world.  
   
Teaching  

The attitude of the world to Jesus' disciples will be one of disregard, even 
hostility at times; "if the master has been called Beelzebub, how much more his 
household", Matt.10:25.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 3:1-17.  
   

ii] Structure: The hatred of the world:  
The cause of persecution, v18-25; 

Like master, like servant, v18-21; 
The world stands guilty of rejecting God's love, v22-25; 

The testimony of the Paraclete in the face of persecution, v26-27. 
The practical consequences of persecution, v1-4; 

Forewarned is forearmed.  
Shunning 
Physical abuse  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The focus of Jesus' discourse in the previous passage was mutual love 
within the brotherhood and the brotherhood with Jesus. Now the focus 
moves outward to the environment within which the brotherhood must 
survive. The love of the brotherhood will inevitably correspond with the 
hatred of the world. As the world hated Jesus so it will hate those who are 
his.  

Jesus, at this point in his discourse, reminds his disciples that in the 
same way the world (human society apart from God) persecuted / hated 
him, so it will persecute / hate his followers, v18. If the disciples were to 
align themselves with the world, then the world would respond positively 
toward them, but by aligning themselves with Jesus, the world will respond 
with hostility, v19-20. The source of this hostility is ignorance, an 
ignorance of God the creator, v21. Such a sin is inexcusable. The world 
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would have remained ignorant of this sin but for the ministry of Jesus, both 
his words and his deeds, v22-24. Perfect divine love was operative within 
the world, but the world rejected the Christ and in rejecting Jesus rejected 
the one who sent him - and this without reason, as prophesied, v25. This 
testimony to broken humanity will continue through the Spirit of truth, the 
Advocate, and through Jesus' disciples, v26-27. Being forewarned is being 
forearmed; Jesus' disciples will better stand against the world's hostility 
knowing what is in store for them, 16:1. They will find themselves 
ostracized, violated by those who think they are acting out of some kind of 
moral / divine imperative, v2. Yet, their behaviour is driven by ignorance, 
v3. Knowing all this will help the disciples better handle whatever befalls 
them. There was no need to warn the disciples earlier, but now that Jesus 
is about to leave them, the time has come to know what lies ahead, v4.  
   

What does John mean when he uses the word "the world": ὁ	κοσμος	
[ος]? John tends to use the word with the sense of "the world of men and 
human affairs", Barrett, or sometimes a touch stronger, "human society as 
it organizes itself apart from God", Hunter, or even stronger still, "the 
people who are aligned with the power of evil in opposition to God", TH. 
Context determines whether the word is being used in a neutral, or a 
negative sense. The world under "the ruler of this world" will be overcome 
by Christ and judged by him. This "Godless world", Peterson, "hates" 
Christ and those who follow him. On the other hand, Jesus came to save 
the world, rather than judge it, because God loves the world.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Troubles lift us up  
A history textbook 

recently published for 
Australian schools titled SOSE 
Alive 2, when commenting on 
the terrorist attack on the World 
Trade Centre, states "Might it 
also be fair to say that the 
Crusaders who attacked the 
Muslim inhabitants of 
Jerusalem were also terrorists." Without in any way justifying the violence 
employed by the Crusaders, the thought that they were seeking to restore 
the status quo seems to allude some secular commentators. Big Ideas, 
Australian Curriculum History 8, by Oxford University Press, speaks of the 
spread of Islam over the Middle East and into Europe as a benign process 
of expansion; "many of the peoples of the newly conquered regions 
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converted to Islam. Those who did not were allowed to live peacefully and 
practise their faith as long as they abided by the law of the land and paid 
the jizya, a tax imposed on non-Muslims." It all sounds very reasonable, 
doesn't it? Of course, the facts are otherwise.  

         
      

 
 

      
          

         
   

It is often said that there is nothing new under the sun. As Jesus 
prepares to leave his disciples, he warns them that they will face the same 
harassment that he faced during his ministry. A godless society will tend to 
reject the gospel and those who seek to communicate it. This rejection may 
well be benign, but it can extend to harassment. In Luke 12:52 Jesus warns 
the disciples that the gospel will divide families. In our reading today Jesus 
speaks of divided communities, of the disciples being excommunicated 
from the Synagogue, even facing the possibility of murder. As Victor 
Pfitzner in his commentary puts it, "For all Jesus followers, fellowship with 
him will mean the loss of other fellowships."  

In our reading Jesus exposes the core reasons for his own rejection, 
and of those who seek to make known his good news:  

•*Bigotry: Flawed by sin, we humans are tribal, we love our own 
and are suspicious of the other. When it comes to the world, believers 
are the other, we don't belong here, we belong to another place, we 
are children of heaven, v19.  

•*Ignorance of God: Those who stand against the gospel do so 
because they are blind to reality; they cannot see the hand of God in 
their environment; they neither know of him, nor know him 
personally, v21.  

•*Guilt: Ignorance of God is inexcusable and the problem is that 
the gospel exposes this sin and so drives an aggressive guilt-
avoidance response, v22, 24.  

•*Inevitable: This Shadow Land, as C.S. Lewis called it, this poor 
reflection of another place, distorts in the corruption of sin and so it 
is inevitable that it will "hate" without reason, v25.  

•*To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction: Had 
Christ just ascended to heaven and left his disciples to fend for 
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themselves, the world of human affairs would have returned to its 
usual ways, but Jesus sent his Friend, his Helper, the Spirit of Christ, 
to empower his gospel and so we experience the same reaction to the 
gospel as Jesus did himself.  

Forewarned is forearmed. It's very easy to become disheartened, even 
come to doubt the worth of our faith, particularly when we are surrounded 
by apathy, and at times, hostility to the gospel. Our churches are empty, 
our message ignored, even debunked, but remember the words of the 
Master, "They will respond to your message the same way they 
responded to mine", v20. Do not lose heart.  
   

Text - 15:18  
The world's rejection of God's gracious revelation in Christ, 15:18-16:4: i] 

The cause of persecution, v18-25; a) Like master, like servant, v18-21. "Hatred 
toward Jesus' disciples springs from hatred of Jesus himself, and ... this in turn 
has been the world's response to the revelation that he is and brings", Carson. 

ει + ind. "if" - IF [THE WORLD HATES YOU]. Introducing a conditional clause 
1st. class where the proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, 
..... then ....." Given that the condition is real, stating what is true, the sense my 
better be expressed "the world will hate you, but you must remember that it hated 
me first." None-the-less, "may hate you" seems better.  

ὁτι "[keep in mind] that" - [KNOW] THAT. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the disciples should know; "Just 
remember that they hated me first", CEV.  

μεμισηκεν	 [μισεω]	 perf. "hated" - IT HAS HATED [ME]. The perfect 
expressing the sense, hated in the past and continues to hate. The word "hate" is 
being used, not in the sense of an emotion, but in an active sense, of opposition, 
often strident and irrational. "You may find your secular community irrationally 
opposed to you, but remember this, I felt their opposition long before you." "If 
the world rejects you, know that it rejected me before it rejected you."  

πρωτον adv. "first" - FIRST. The superlative adjective is used as a 
comparative temporal adverb, first in time. The sense is "the world hated me 
before it hated you."  
   
v19 

"If the disciples were of the world they would be accepted by enemies of the 
gospel. But Christ chose them out of the world to belong to life in another 
dimension, to God himself. Those who refuse to hear God's word must inevitably 
reject his spokesmen", Pfitzner.  
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ει + imperf. ind. ......	αν + imperf. ind. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 
2nd class, contrary to fact, where the condition is assumed not to be true; "if, as 
is not the case, ..... then ........".  

εκ + gen. "belonged to [the world]" - [YOU WERE] FROM [THE WORLD]. 
Expressing source / origin; often with the sense of "birth from", so the NIV 
"belonged to." "If you lived on the world's terms, the world would love you as 
one of its own", Peterson.  

το	ιδιον adj. "as its own" - [THE WORLD WOULD HAVE LOVED] THE ONE'S 
OWN. The neuter is used of a collective, "that which belongs to it", Barrett.  

δε "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here to a counterpoint; "but"; "yet (because) 
the world is not your home", Cassirer.  

ὁτι "as it is" - THAT = BECAUSE [YOU ARE NOT FROM THE WORLD]. Here 
probably serving to introduce a causal clause; "but because you are not of the 
world", ESV.  

αλλ "but" - Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction, "not .... but 
....", as NIV; "but rather I called you out of the world."  

εγω pro. "I" - Emphatic by use and position.  
εξελεξαμην	 [εκλεγομαι]	aor. "have chosen" - CHOSE [YOU OUT OF THE 

WORLD]. The sense of "chosen" probably leans more toward "called / invited" 
rather than "chosen / selected." God's sovereign will expresses itself in the 
formation of a people for himself, an elect, chosen people, whose membership 
graciously rests on the faithfulness of Christ appropriated through faith. The 
disciples are not alien to the world, but are drawn from the world "and as a result 
you are not part of the world", TH..  

δια	τουτο "that is why" - BECAUSE OF THIS = THEREFORE [THE WORLD 
HATES YOU]. As Runge notes in "Discourse Grammar in the Greek New 
Testament", this construction is often used to introduce an inferential preposition; 
"therefore the world hates you", ESV.  
   
v20 

Disciples now have the status of "friends", 15:15, and so are certainly not 
greater than Jesus, so Ridderbos. "The emphasis in chapter 13 is on imitating the 
humility of Jesus, while here it relates to the necessity of sharing his fate", TH. 

του	λοου	[ος] gen. "[remember] what" - [REMEMBER] THE WORD. Genitive 
of direct object after the verb "to remember."  

οὗ gen. pro. "-" - WHICH. Genitive by attraction.  
ὑμιν dat. pro. "you" - [ I SAID] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. "Remember 

the word I said to you", NRSV. "Remember" in the sense of "think about what I 
told you", TH.  
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του	κυριου	[ος] gen. "master" - [THE SLAVE IS NOT GREATER] THE LORD 
[OF HIM]. The genitive is ablative, of comparison; "greater than his master." This 
particular "word / teaching" is found in 13:16.  

ει "if" - IF [THEY PERSECUTED, PURSUED ME]. Introducing a conditional 
clause 1st. class where the condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, they 
persecuted me, then they will also persecute you."  

και "also" - AND [YOU THEY WILL PERSECUTE]. Adjunctive, as NIV; "also".  
       

               
            

               
       

       
   

       
ετηρησαν	[τηρεω]	"they obeyed" - THEY KEPT, GUARDED [THE WORD OF 

ME, THEY WILL ALSO KEEP YOURS]. "Keep" in the sense of "keep true to."  
   
v21 

"The world will hate and persecute the disciples, because it hates their Lord, 
and does not believe that he was sent by God", Fenton.  

αλλα "-" - BUT. Westcott treats the logic of this adversative as follows: 
"Persecution and rejection were inevitable, but they were not really to be feared. 
The disciples could bear them, because they sprang from ignorance of God, and 
so indirectly witnessed that the disciples knew Him."  

ταυτα pro. "this way" - [ALL] THESE THINGS [THEY WILL DO TO YOU]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." The "things" refers to persecution; 
"people will do to you exactly what they did to me", CEV.  

δια + acc. "because" - BECAUSE OF. Introducing a causal clause, as NIV; 
"on account of my name ("your association with me")", ESV, so Barrett.  

το	ονομα	[α	ατος] "[my] name" - THE NAME [OF ME]. "Name" in the sense 
of person, and in respect to Christ, the authority of his person. In John, association 
with Christ's person is in mind; "because of your connection with me", Barclay.  

ὁτι "for [they did not know]" - BECAUSE [THEY DO NOT KNOW]. Here 
introducing a causal clause.  

τον	πεμψαντα	 [πεμπω] aor. part. "the one who sent [me]" - THE ONE 
HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, accusative direct object 
of the negated verb "to know." Referring to the Father.  
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 *+ "if" - IF, as is the case. A second conditional clause, 1st. class, as above. 
This clause, at first glance, seems to be positive and so the two conditional clauses 
together may give the sense "if there are some who persecute the disciples, there 
will also be some who will respond to their message", TH; so also Barrett, Morris, 
.... But it seems more likely that both conditional clauses are negative, ie., both 
clauses are synonymously parallel rather than contrastive, so Brown, Dodd, ...; 
"They will respond to your message the same way they responded to mine", 
Barclay - with opposition / disbelief!



   
v22 

b) The world stands guilty of rejecting God's love, v22-25. In Jesus' coming, 
the world's sinful state is exposed. The sense of "sin" here is often treated as 
"guilty of sin"; "no sin would be found attaching to them", Cassirer. But as Carson 
notes, Jesus is not suggesting that somehow, prior to his coming, people were 
guiltless, rather, that "by coming and speaking to them Jesus incited the most 
central and controlling of sins: rejection of God's gracious revelation, rebellion 
against God, decisive preference for darkness rather than light." So also 
Kostenberger. "They would not be guilty of this terrible sin of rejecting me if I 
had not come to teach them of the Father, but, now they have no excuse for their 
sin", Junkins.  

ει	μη + aor. ind. "if [I had [not] come" - IF [I DID NOT COME AND SPEAK]. 
Introducing a conditional clause 2nd. class / contrary to fact / unreal, where the 
condition is assumed to be not true; "if, as is not the case, I did not come and 
speak to them, then they would not have sin." Unlike v19, αν is not present in the 
apodosis, although the verb is past tense indicative. Koine Gk. does not always 
include αν in the apodosis of a 2nd. class conditional clause.  

αυτοις dat. pro. "to them" - TO THEM [THEY WOULD NOT HAVE SIN]. Dative 
of indirect object.  

δε "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here to an adversative point, as NIV.  
νυν adv. "now" - NOW. This temporal adverb is sometimes idiomatic, with 

only a slight temporal sense, "but as it is", Moffatt; "but now in fact", TH, Barrett  
προφασιν	 [ις	 εως] "excuse" - THEY DO [NOT] HAVE A CLOAK, EXCUSE, 

PRETEXT, FALSE MOTIVE. Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." Since 
Jesus has come into the world and proclaimed the gospel, the world cannot claim 
an excuse for "sin"; sin in the sense of "disbelief in him / conscious and deliberate 
rejection of the light", Barrett, 16:9. "They can offer no excuse for their sin."  

περι + gen. "for [their sin]" - ABOUT [THE SIN OF THEM]. Reference, "with 
reference to, about, concerning", or better, representation, "for the sake of." The 
sense "[a cloak] around" is possible, although when ερι means "around" it is 
usually followed by an accusative. "Their sin" is probably "their state of sin", 
although often viewed as a subjective genitive, "the sin which they do."  
   
v23 

             
      

  
ὁ	μισων	[μισεω] pres. part. "whoever hates" - THE ONE HATING [ME ALSO 

HATES THE FATHER OF ME]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to hate"; "the one who hates." Often translated as an indefinite 
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 Again, Jesus reveals the close identification he has with the Father; if you 
hate Jesus you hate the Father; "hate" in the sense of strident and irrational 
opposition / rejection.



relative clause, as NIV, or better "everyone who hates me", CEV; "Hate me, hate 
my Father - it's all the same", Peterson.  
   
v24 

Jesus goes on to explain his comment in v23.  
ει "if" - IF, as is not the case, [I DID NOT DO THE WORKS AMONG THEM WHICH 

NO OTHER DID, then THEY WOULD NOT HAVE SIN]. Conditional clause 2nd. class, 
as v22.  

εν + dat. "among [them]" - IN = AMONG [THEM]. Here expressing 
association; "among".  

τα	εργα	[ον] "the works" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." 
Referring to Jesus' messianic signs / the gospel in signs: the lame walking, the 
deaf hearing, the blind seeing, the dead raised and the gospel of God's grace 
proclaimed to the lost. Such leaves those who see without excuse.  

ἁμαρτιαν	 [α] "guilty of sin" - [THEY WOULD NOT HAVE] SIN. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to have." As already noted, rather than not "guilty of 
sin" in general, the issue is more likely that had Jesus not come they would not 
be guilty of rejecting divine revelation / of the offer of divine grace in Christ, cf., 
"sin", v22. But Jesus did come, and did so with messianic signs, and, other than 
a remnant, Israel rejected God's act of grace in Christ. By rejecting ("hated", cf., 
v18) Christ, they rejected the Father.  

δε	νυν "as it is" - BUT NOW. The adversative use of the conjunction + the 
temporal adverb is not so much temporal as an adversative statement of fact; "but 
now in fact", TH, as in v22.  

και	....	και	......	και	......	και "[they have seen] and yet [they have hated] both 
[...] and" - [THEY HAVE] BOTH [SEEN] AND [HAVE HATED] BOTH [ME] AND [THE 
FATHER OF ME]. The correlative use of the conjunction would seem to imply that 
the object of "seen" is the same as "hated", namely "me and my Father", although 
it makes more sense for the object of "seen" to be an assumed, "they have seen 
the works no one else did", so Barrett, Schnackenburg. Note that both "have seen" 
and "have hated" take a perfect tense indicating ongoing disbelief and rejection 
by Israel.  
   
v25 

The irrational hatred of the world toward God's messiah (the world of 
unbelief now inhabited by "the Jews") is prophesied in scripture. Given this 
warning, the condemnation of those who hate without reason is reasonable.  

αλλ	 [αλλα] "but" - Adversative, as NIV, although evidencing short-talk; 
"The fact that they have seen and still have hated is almost incredible; however 
....", Brown / Bultman.  
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"this is" - The sentence is elliptical; "But this happened in order that ....", 
Ridderbos, so Morris, Kostenberger, Barrett, Carson, Brown, ... "Rather, it was 
so that ....."  

ἱνα + subj. "to" - THAT [THE WORD, HAVING BEEN WRITTEN IN THE LAW OF 
THEM, MAY BE FULFILLED]. The Gk. syntax at this point is unclear, especially the 
seemingly elliptical construction αλλ ἱνα, "but that." It is possible that ἱνα here 
is imperatival, "but let the word be fulfilled"; "but the word that is written in their 
Law must be fulfilled", ESV. It seems more likely that it introduces a purpose 
clause, "in order that", or better, hypothetical result, "so that"; "Still, it had to be, 
so that these words written down in their law might be brought to fulfillment", 
Cassirer.  

πληρωθῃ	 [πληροω] aor. pas. subj. "fulfill" - In the sense of bring to 
completion, complete, "come true", TH; "they have verified the truth of their own 
scriptures", Peterson.  

γεγραμμενος	[γραφω] perf. pas. part. "what is written" - HAVING BEEN 
WRITTEN. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "word"; "the word 
which has been written."  

εν + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space.  
τῳ νομῳ [ος] dat. "[their] law" - THE LAW [OF THEM]. Here used of the 

scriptures as a whole rather than the five books of Moses / the Pentateuch, so 
"Bible".  

ὁτι "-" - THAT. Here serving to introduce a dependent statement, direct 
quotation, what is written.  

δωρεαν adv. "without reason" - [THEY HATED ME] FREELY. They hated / 
rejected freely without having a reason / cause to hate / reject. So, they hated 
"without a cause", ESV, "for no cause", Moffatt, "for no reason at all", Cassirer, 
"without reason", NJB. Either ref. Ps.35:19, or 69:5. 
   
v26 

ii] The testimony of the Paraclete in the face of persecution, v26-27. "Over 
against the refusal to acknowledge him, Jesus now posits as the great 
counterweight that will vindicate him against the world, the coming and work of 
the Paraclete, the Spirit of truth, cf., 14:7", Ridderbos. The world's hatred of the 
disciples is now driven by a hatred of the Spirit of Christ.  

ὁταν + subj. "When" - Serving to introduce an indefinite temporal clause, 
treated as definite.  

ὁ	 παρακλητος	 [ος] "the Advocate" - THE PARACLETE = HELPER, 
ADVOCATE, COMFORTER [COMES]. Nominative subject of the verb "to come." 
See "another Counsellor" 14:16.  
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ὃν "whom" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to send." The masculine 
pronoun is to be expected, but note that in 14:26 the neuter ὃ is used for "whom 
the Father will send in my name."  

εγω pro. "I" - Nominative subject of the verb "to send", emphatic by position 
and use. Note that in 14:26 The Father sends the Spirit, but here Jesus sends the 
Spirit.  

ὑμιν dat. "[will send] to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
παρα + gen. "from [the Father]" - Spatial; expressing source; "from 

beside".  
της	αληθειας	[α] gen. "[the Spirit] of truth" - The genitive is adjectival, 

possibly attributive, limiting "Spirit", "the Spirit who comes from the Father and 
reveals what is true", CEV, but see 14:17  

ὃ pro. "who" - WHICH. An interesting use of the neuter, but note that John 
then uses the masculine pronoun εκεινος for "he will testify about me." The break 
in concord indicates that Jesus is speaking of the Spirit in personal terms; a he 
and not an it. The use of the neuter is probably explained by the fact that Jesus is 
speaking about the mission of the Spirit, rather than the Spirit himself. Probably 
best treated as introducing a parenthesis, bracketed; "When my Helper / Friend 
comes, whom I will send you, (which mission proceeds from the Father = which 
mission is orchestrated by the Father), he will bear witness about me"  

εκπορευεται	[εκπορευομαι] pres. "goes out" - PROCEEDS. Probably in a 
figurative sense, of something flowing out, spreading out from. If the mission of 
the Father is in mind then the plan, programme, orchestration, organization of the 
mission is probably in mind. This verse, and particularly this word, split the 
Western and Eastern branches of Christendom. The Eastern creeds state that the 
Spirit proceeds from the Father, while the Western creeds add "and the Son." The 
problem stems from the exegesis of this verse. It shouldn't be read as the NIV, 
"the Spirit of truth who goes out from the Father." "The Spirit of truth" stands in 
apposition to "Advocate"; "the Helper / Friend" is "the Spirit who reveals what is 
true." The parenthetical statement simply identifies the architect of the mission. 
So, Jesus is not actually identifying the source of the Spirit. Of course, the issue 
itself is important and the Western creeds are surely right in emphasizing the 
doctrine of the Trinity when speaking of the source of the Spirit.  

παρα + gen. "from [the Father]" - Either spatial / source, "from beside", or 
instrumental, "by".  

περι + gen. "about [me]" - [THAT ONE WILL TESTIFY] CONCERNING [ME]. 
Reference; "about, concerning."  
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v27 

και	...	δε "and [you] also" - AND [YOU] AND = ALSO. The και is adjunctive 
with δε transitional, coordinative. "You" in addition to the Spirit "You too", but 
possibly "And, moreover, it is you who must do and bear the witness of the 
Spirit", Hoskyns.  

ὑμεις pro. "you" - Emphatic by use and position.  
μαρτυρειτε	 [μαρτυρεω] ind. / imp. "must testify" - TESTIFY, BEAR 

WITNESS. The verb can be either indicative or imperative, but either way the 
divine intention is that Christ's disciples bear witness to him.  

ὁτι "for" - THAT = BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
disciples are to bear witness to Christ, namely, because that has been their task 
since joining with Christ at the beginning of his ministry, or possibly because 
their presence with Christ from the beginning of his ministry gives them the 
qualifications to serve as eye witnesses, so Pfitzner.  

εστε	[ειμι] pres. "you have been" - YOU ARE. The durative present tense 
indicating a continued relationship between the disciples and Jesus. The perfect 
tense best expresses this sense, as NIV, and so most commentators except 
Bultman.  

μετ	[μετα] + gen. "with [me]" - Expressing association.  
απ	[απο] + gen. "from [the beginning]" - Temporal use of the preposition; 

"You are in this with me from the start", Peterson. Not "from the beginning of 
the world", but "from the beginning of Jesus' ministry."  
   
16:1 

iii] The practical consequences of persecution, v1-4. "Suffering can end up 
being a stumbling-block to faith, but forewarned is forearmed", Pfitzner, v1.  

ταυτα pro. "all this" - THESE THINGS. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to say." Presumably anaphoric / referring back to 15:18-27 rather than cataphoric 
/ referring forward.  

ὑμιν dat. "[I have told] you" - [I HAVE SAID] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object.  

ἱνα + subj. "so that" - THAT [YOU MAY NOT BE CAUSED TO STUMBLE]. 
Introducing a purpose clause; "in order that ..." The sense of the passive verb "be 
caused to stumble" is "to let oneself be led into sin / fall away", BDAG. "My 
purpose in saying these things to you has been to make certain that you should 
not be shaken in your faith", Cassirer.  
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v2 

Shunning, and even murder, are possible consequences of following Jesus. 
"For all Jesus' followers, fellowship with him will mean the loss of other 
fellowships", Pfitzner.  

aposunagwgouV adj. "they will put [you]" - THEY WILL PUT AWAY 
[YOU FROM SYNAGOGUES (excommunicate]. Accusative complement of the 
direct object "you" 

αλλ "in fact" - BUT. Usually adversative, but here expressing an accessory 
idea, "furthermore / not only that, but"; "an additional point in an emphatic way", 
BDF.448.6.  

ἱνα + subj. "-" - [AN HOUR COMING] THAT. Here epexegetic, explaining / 
specifying the nature of the time that is coming, namely, a time when disciples 
will face excommunication. Zerwick's suggestion that ἱνα is standing in for the 
temporal construction του + inf. or the Aramaic di, a temporal relative, in Gk. ᾗ 
or ὁτε, is unlikely, so Barrett.  

ὁ	 αποκτεινας	 [αποκτεινω] aor. part. "[anyone] who kills" - [ALL] THE 
ONES HAVING KILLED [YOU]. If we take the adjective πας, "all", as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to suppose", = "everyone", the articular participle 
would be classified as adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone", as NIV.  

προσφερειν	[προσφερω] pres. inf. "[will think] they are offering" - [MAY 
THINK] TO OFFER. Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what they think, namely, "that they are performing a service for God". This 
statement is ironical, but possibly Jesus / John is noting "the sincerity of motives 
which prompted Jewish opposition to Christianity", Barrett.  

λατρειαν	[α] "a service" - The word is used of serving God. It may be used 
of worshipping God, although the word πρσκυνεω is normally used of 
"worship", of devotion, reverential fear toward God, of doing obeisance in the 
presence of God. That "they are doing God a favour", CEV.  

τῳ	θεω	[ος] dat. "to God" - Dative of indirect object / dative of interest, 
advantage.  
   
v3 

Expulsion from the Synagogue, even martyrdom, however well intentioned, 
derives from ignorance of the Father, as well as of Jesus.  

ὁτι "because" - [AND THESE THINGS THEY WILL DO] BECAUSE. Introducing 
a causal clause explaining why "they do these things."  
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 $8# 222222222 $84* aor. "[have] not [known the Father] or [me]" - [THEY 
DID] NOT [KNOW THE FATHER] NOR [ME]. A negated comparative construction; 
"neither ...... nor ....} "Have not come to know", Bruce. The word "know" tends



toward an intimate relational sense when used of persons, similar to the idea of a 
husband "knowing" his wife; "they will do these things because they never have 
experienced a relationship, either with me, or with the Father", Junkins.  
   
v4 

"When the time of persecution comes the disciples will remember that Jesus 
had foretold it, and it will therefore not weaken but strengthen their faith", Barrett. 
Many commentators argue that the next topic, the function of the Helper / Friend, 
begins at 4b, continuing through to v11 / 15, so Westcott, Lindars, Carson, 
Kostenberger, Brown, ....  

αλλα "-" - BUT. Probably not adversative, but a similar usage as in v2; 
"Moreover, ...", Cassirer.  

ὑμιν dat. "[I have told] you" - [I HAVE SAID THESE THINGS] TO YOU. Dative 
of indirect object.  

ἱνα + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a purpose clause; "in order that ..."  
ὁταν + subj. "when" - WHEN [COMES]. Serving to introduce an indefinite 

temporal clause, treated as definite.  
αυτων pro. "their" - [THE HOUR] OF THEM. The "hour / time" is "their hour." 

This strange use of the possessive pronoun has prompted its removal from some 
texts, but the time is indeed "their time"; "this is your hour", Brown, the time 
when the persecutors can ply their trade against God and his people. "It is their 
hour because it will appear that the oppressors have the upper hand", Carson.  

ἡ	ὡρα	[α] "time" - HOUR. Surely the time of persecution, the time when the 
oppressors have the upper hand, but many commentators see a reference to 
Christ's crucifixion here, the time when the enemies of Christ celebrate their 
triumph over Jesus.  

αυτων gen. "-" - [YOU MIGHT REMEMBER] THEM. Genitive of direct object 
after the verb "to remember." The "them" is "this / these things", namely, the 
persecution spoken of in v2 / 15:18-16:4..  

ὁτι "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what the disciples might / will remember, namely, Jesus' warning about 
persecution.  

ὑμιν dat. "[I warned] you [about them]" - [I SAID these things] TO YOU. 
Dative of indirect object.  

ταυτα "this" - [BUT] THESE THINGS [I DID NOT SAY TO YOU]. Emphatic by 
position. "These things" = warnings concerning persecution.  

εξ	[εκ] + gen. "from [the beginning]" - FROM [BEGINNING]. Temporal use 
of the preposition identifying the starting point in time and onward covering 
Jesus' ministry in Palestine. "I did not tell you all of this during the years of my 
ministry because ..."  
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ὁτι "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus did not 
speak to the disciples, during the three years of his ministry, regarding the 
persecution they would one day face, "because" he "could largely protect them 
by absorbing all opposition himself, thus deflecting it from them", Carson.  

μεθ	[μετα] + gen. "[I was] with [you]" - Expressing association, as NIV. 
An example of short-talk: because "he was the prime target of hostility and 
protected his disciples", Kostenberger, as Carson above, also Brown, Morris, ...; 
"they were then under Jesus' immediate protection", Barrett.  
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16:5-15 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
x] The Spirit's judgment of the world 
Synopsis  

In the farewell discourse Jesus has spoken of the Holy Spirit as a helper and 
friend, 14:16ff, now again he speaks to how the Spirit will minister in the years 
to come.  
   
Teaching  

The Paraclete serves as the prosecutor who convicts the world of its sin of 
unbelief, its flawed righteousness and its judgment of Jesus. He also serves as the 
one who will complete the teachings of Jesus.  
   
Issues  

i] Context; See 13:1-17. Stibbe notes that as with 14:1-31, the passage before 
us, 16:5(4b)-33, is built on questions / reactions by the disciples, with each 
question / reaction serving as a structural marker introducing the next step in the 
argument. Stibbe proposes three sections:  

Jesus' departure and its impact on the disciples, v4b-15;  
Jesus' departure and return and its impact on the disciples, v16-24;  
Jesus' revelation and its impact on the disciples, v25-33.  

It is clear that there is no real break between chapter 15 and chapter 16, with 
16:1-4 dealing with the same theme covered in 15:18-27, namely, that the 
disciples must face a hostile world, a hostility which Jesus himself faced.  
   

ii] Structure: The Spirit's judgment of the world:  
Jesus' opening declaration, v5-6; 

"I am going to him who sent me." 
Jesus' ministry will continue via the ministry of the Holy Spirit, v7. 

"If I go I will send the Paraclete to you." 
The Holy Spirit will bring judgment on the world, v8-11; 

"He will convict the world concerning sin, righteousness ....." 
The Holy Spirit's ministry will focus on revelation of truth, v12-15; 

"He will guide you into all truth."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The passage before us is controlled by Jesus' statement, "I am going to 

him who sent me", v5. This statement impacts the disciples - they are grief-
stricken, v6 - but they are encouraged with the promised coming of the 
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Advocate, v7. Jesus then explains the Advocate's task, exercised through 
the preaching of the disciples. The disciples are to prove / convince / expose 
/ convict the world of its wrong-headedness with regard sin, righteousness 
and judgment; "wrong, right, and judgement", NEB. Then, further to the 
ministry of the Advocate / the Spirit of truth, Jesus points out that he will 
guide the disciples into all truth, v12-15.  

So, Jesus is going to the Father, yet his disciples do not comprehend 
the significance of his departure, v5. Jesus' departure will fill the disciples 
with sadness, yet although his ministry on earth will cease, it will be 
continued by the Spirit, v6-7. The Spirit's ministry will entail the judgment 
of the world, v8-11, and the revelation of truth to God's people, v12-15.  
   

         
        

           
        

          
           

          
       

          
       

           
          

   
iv] Homiletics: The Comforter  

In our reading today, we learn of the Spirit's role within the Christian 
community.  
   

Jesus calls the Spirit the Paraclete, 16:7. The word is usually 
translated "Comforter", but in the NIV it is translated "Counsellor". In 
Greek society a paraclete was a kind of "advocate" who spoke on behalf of 
another person before a court of law. The paraclete need not be legally 
trained and may just be a character witness, or assistant to the person on 
trial. The meaning of the title Paraclete is probably something like 
"Comforter", but let's consider the options:  

a) Comforter, Strengthener, Helper - aids and encourages.  
b) Counsellor - he who teaches us the things of God.  
c) Advocate - he who pleads our cause before God.  
d) Friend, "another to befriend you", Knox.  

Whichever title we settle on, the Holy Spirit is sent to supply the 
disciples' needs, needs which were once met by Christ himself. The Spirit 
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 The Spirit will guide you into all the truth: The limitations of 
Jesus' human ministry, its time constraints etc., left the disciples short on 
gospel truth. One function of the Spirit's ministry is to complete what is 
lacking in the disciples' understanding of the gospel, so revealing God's 
will for humankind. Note how the apostle Paul, through the inspiration of 
the Spirit, functions as the exegete of Jesus' teachings. In fact, without 
Paul's take on the gospel we would struggle to understand the intent of 
Jesus' teachings, cf. Lk.10:25-37. Of course, as to whether this ministry of 
the Spirit builds on Jesus' teaching, or just interprets Jesus' teaching, or 
even just reminds the disciples of Jesus' teachings, remains a matter of 
some debate. Yet, it is generally agreed that the apostolic testimony of the 
New Testament is the extent of divine revelation to humanity.



will continue the ministry of Jesus; he will be with us always. For the first 
disciples this was an intimate personal experience. The Holy Spirit bridges 
the divine distance, 16:4b-7.  
   

Jesus says that he will send the Spirit, v7, although in 15:26 he adds 
"from the Father." This is known as the doctrine of the procession and is 
still one of great debate. The Eastern church believes that the Spirit 
proceeds from the Father alone, while the Western church decided in 
589AD to accept the creedal statement "We believe in the Holy Spirit, who 
proceeds from the Father and the Son." The way of dealing with this 
concept, while not interfering with the doctrine of the trinity (one God in 
three persons), is to say that the Father is the fount of all deity, by whom 
the Son was begotten, and it is the Father and the Son together from whom 
the Spirit proceeds. Yes, it's rather technical, but I'm sure you get the point.  
   

Jesus calls the Holy Spirit "the Spirit of truth", - "the Spirit who 
communicates truth", 16:12-15. Jesus describes himself this way, in fact he 
is the truth, 14:6. The Spirit will bear witness concerning Jesus; he is a 
source of revelation about the truth as it is found in the person and work of 
Jesus.  

In verses 8-11 we learn of the Spirit's role in the world. When he comes 
he will expose the world's folly regarding sin, justice and judgment. First, 
about sin; the world's ongoing rejection of Christ. Second, about justice; 
God's affirmation of Christ exposes the world's condemnation. Finally, 
about judgment; the powers of darkness are condemned. The Spirit 
performs this work through the people of God.  

We see, therefore, how important it is to affirm the ministry of the 
Holy Spirit in our lives.  
   

Text - 16:5 
The Spirit's judgment of the world, v5-15: i] Jesus' opening declaration, "I 

am going to him who sent me", along with the disciples' response - grief, v5-6. 
There is some debate as to whether v4b stands with 15:18ff, or with the passage 
before us. What things did Jesus not tell his disciples "from the beginning"? Was 
it that the disciples would face persecution along with their master - the subject 
of 4:18-5:4a? Was it that Jesus is going to the Father (via the cross)? Neither fact 
was revealed to the disciples "from the beginning"!  

de "but" - BUT/AND [NOW]. Transitional, introducing the next step in the 
argument, and therefore left untranslated.  

uJpagw pres. "I am going" - Jesus constantly refers to his death in John as 
going to the Father.  
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ton pemyanta (pempw) aor. part. "him who sent [me]" - [TOWARD] THE 
ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle serves as a substantive; "I'm going back 
to the Father who sent me", CEV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[none] of [you]" - [AND NONE] FROM [YOU]. This preposition 
serves as a partitive genitive, as NIV.  

erwta/ (erwtaw) pres. "asks" - ASKS [ME, WHERE ARE YOU GOING]? Peter 
did ask this question, 13:36. Possibly the point here is that the disciples have 
asked the question and so there is no need to ask further, although their sadness 
naturally remains, so Lagrange. Others suggest that we have a source problem, 
and since the editor is faithful to his sources he did not try to smooth out this 
inconsistency.  
   
v6  

         
   

         
 

         
         

          
    

        
     

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples 
haven't asked the obvious question "where are you going?" Note the not-so-
helpful retranslation by NIV11,"you are filled with grief because I have said these 
things."  

uJmin dat. pro. "-" - [I HAVE SAID THESE THINGS] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object.  

peplhrwken (plhrow) perf. "you are filled [with grief]" - [SORROW] HAS 
FILLED, FULFILLED, COMPLETED [THE HEART OF YOU]. The disciples' inner being 
/ heart is full of sadness. "The disciples were too concerned about their own loss 
to ponder the implication of Jesus going to the Father; if they were to do so, their 
pain and doubt would be set to rest", Beasley-Murray.  
   
v7 

ii] Jesus' ministry on earth will continue through the Holy Spirit, v7.  
alla "but" - Adversative / contrastive; "nevertheless."  
thn alhqeian (a) "[I tell you] the truth / very truly [I tell you]" - [I TELL] 

THE TRUTH [TO YOU]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to say." Jesus uses the 
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 alla "- / rather" - BUT. Possibly adversative, "but", as ESV, but then we 
have a contrast between the question "where are you going" and the disciples' 
grief. It's as if the disciples' attitude / faith is evidenced by their response, a 
positive response prompting the question, and a negative response prompting 
grief. It is certainly true that the disciples should rejoice in the fact that Jesus is 
returning to the Father, although it is not unreasonable to feel grief in the act of 
"going" via a cross. So, it is more likely that the conjunction here expresses an 
accessory idea, "an addition to the point in an emphatic way", BDF:448.6. 
"None of you asks me, 'Where are you going?' This is because you are 
distressed at what I have told you", Phillips.



phrase "I am telling you the truth" a number of times. It may be like the "truly, 
truly, I say unto you", and therefore is used to emphasize the following words, or 
it may imply that the following words are general revelation rather than a 
particular word to the disciples alone. "I am telling you the simple truth", Phillips.  

sumferei (sumferw) pres. "it is to [your] good" - IT IS BETTER, EXPEDIENT, 
AN ADVANTAGE, PROFITABLE. A reference to Jesus' death. "It is for your own 
good."  

uJmin dat. "you" - FOR YOU. Dative of interest, advantage.  
iJna + subj. "that [I am going away]" - THAT [I GO AWAY]. Introducing a 

noun clause subject of the impersonal verb "it is better"; "that I go away is better 
for you."  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why it is better "that I 
go away."  

ean + subj. "unless [I go away]" - IF [I DO NOT GO AWAY]. Introducing a 
negated conditional clause 3rd. class, where the proposed condition has the 
possibility of coming true, "if, as may be the case, I do not go away, then ..." "If 
I do not depart", Moffatt.  

oJ paraklhtoV "the Counsellor" - THE PARACLETE = HELPER, COMFORTER, 
ENCOURAGER ..... cf. 14:16-17. Note that 14:26, a disputed verse, is the only 
verse where the Holy Spirit and the Comforter are integrally linked. Some argue 
that they are not one and the same, although few accept this argument. For the 
meaning of this title see 14:26.  

ouk eleusetai (ercomai) fut. "will not come [to you]" - The negative 
construction is emphatic; "will never come to you."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here as an adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, as NIV.  

ean subj. "if [I go]" - IF, as may be the case, [I GO, then I WILL SEND HIM 
TOWARD YOU]. Serving as a second conditional clause, 3rd. class, as above; 
omitted in some manuscripts.  
   
v8 

iii] The Spirit's ministry will bring judgment upon the world, v8-11. "He will 
not simply convict the world as sinful, as without righteousness, as under 
judgement, but he will show beyond contradiction that it is wanting in the 
knowledge of what sin, righteousness, and judgement really are", Westcott.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "when he comes" - [AND] HAVING COME. The 
participle is adverbial, temporal, as NIV.  

elegxei (elegcw) fut. "[he] will prove [the world] to be in the wrong" - 
[THAT ONE] WILL EXPOSE [THE WORLD]. The meaning of this word is open to 
some debate:  
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expose, bring to light;  
convict; 
reprove, punish, blame; 
investigate; 
interpret, expound.  

Barrett opts for "convict", so Carson, "convicting it (the world) of its own 
guilt and calling for repentance." "Prove", in the sense of "expose", carries a 
similar sense, cf., Hoskyns, Brown and Beasley-Murray. So, the word is probably 
being used in the sense of "show someone his sin and to summon him to 
repentance", TDNT. The Spirit's task, through the preaching of the disciples, is 
to expose the sinfulness of the world peri "with respect to", three particular 
failings / sins - the Paraclete "convicts the world of its sin, its righteousness, and 
its judgment", Carson. The NIV11 translation is to be preferred.  

peri + gen. "in regard to / about" - ABOUT. Expressing reference / respect; 
"with respect to, about, concerning"  

aJmartiaV (a) "sin" - This word, as with "righteousness" and "judgment", 
does not have an article. This may indicate that a particular type of sin is not in 
mind, but sin itself; a basic idea, rather than an individual instance, so Brown. cf. 
Bultmann. Even so, given v9, it's not "sin" in general. The church, instructed, 
guided and empowered through the Spirit, testifying to Jesus in the world, will 
convict the world of its sin of unbelief - the world's sin is its failure to believe in 
Jesus, v9.  

dikaiosunhV (h) "righteousness" - [AND ABOUT] RIGHTEOUSNESS, 
JUSTICE. Brown suggests "justice" is better, possibly even the justice of God, a 
justice which rests on his character of love and mercy. Yet, Jesus is addressing 
the world's righteousness, and he may well have in mind the law-righteousness 
of "the Jews" (John's readership being Hellenistic Jews of the dispersion). Jesus, 
the one righteous Israelite, has exposed Israel's self-righteous religious elite, and 
now that he goes to the Father, v10, it will be the role of the Paraclete, through 
the gospel mission of the church, to expose / convict the world of its flawed self-
righteousness. Convicting the world with respect to its righteousness does not 
involve progressing social justice, but rather progressing the gospel.  

krisewV (iV ewV) "judgment" - [AND ABOUT] JUDGMENT. Again, Spirit 
empowered gospel ministry is in mind here, a ministry that convicts the world of 
its judgment of Jesus. "The judgment of which the Spirit convicts the world is its 
multifaceted (devil inspired, v11) spiritual blindness, supremely displayed in its 
treatment of Jesus", Carson.  
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v9 

The Paraclete / Holy Spirit, serving as the divine prosecuting attorney, 
convicts / exposes the world of its sin because the world of human habitation 
refuses to believe in Jesus  

        
            

        
          
oJti "because" - [ABOUT SIN] BECAUSE. Barrett argues that in this verse, and 

the ones following, the conjunction serves to introduce a causal clause explaining 
why the Spirit convicts the world of its sin, namely "because" it refused to believe 
in Jesus, but Brown suggests it is epexegetic (explanatory) and therefore "in that." 
Either way, the point is much the same.  

ou pisteuousin (pisteuw) pres. "people do not believe" - THEY DO NOT 
BELIEVE [INTO ME]. Present tense indicating prolonged disbelief and thus 
exposing the nature of the world's sin. "The Spirit will show how sinfully wrong 
was their (the world's) rejection of God's appointed messenger", Hunter.  
   
v10 

The Paraclete / Holy Spirit, serving as the divine prosecuting attorney, 
convicts / exposes the world of its flawed and empty righteousness because by 
going to the Father, Jesus releases the Spirit to perform this ministry.  

de "-" - BUT/AND [ABOUT RIGHTEOUSNESS]. Continuing the men ... de 
construction; "Second, with respect to righteousness ..."  

oJti "because [I am going]" - BECAUSE [I GO TO THE FATHER AND NO 
LONGER DO YOU SEE ME]. Again, introducing either an epexegetic or causal 
clause; "in that I am going", or "because I am going". The sense of this clause is 
not overly clear. The point is possibly that the world condemned Jesus, but Jesus 
is going to the Father and will stand in a higher court, justified, and thus the 
world's sense of justice will be exposed as a sham, eg., Hunter, "The Spirit will 
show that Christ's death was not a criminal's just punishment but a going to the 
Father who, by receiving him, vindicated the rightness of his cause." Carson 
makes the point that Jesus, as messiah, God's great I AM, shone light into 
darkness, showing up the vanity of the world's pretensions, its empty 
righteousness. Jesus is no longer able to perform this role, but the Spirit, through 
the ministry of the church, is able to convict the world of its righteousness 
because Jesus is going to the Father.  
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 men ..... de "-" - Establishing an adversative comparative construction, "on 
the one hand ..... but on the other ....", although here virtually setting up a list, so 
possibly, "First, with respect to sin ..... Second, with respect to 
righteousness ....... Third / finally, with respect to judgment .....", v9-11.



   
v11 

           
         

           
 

de "-" - BUT/AND [ABOUT JUDGMENT]. Concluding the men .... de ... 
construction; "and third / finally, with respect to judgment .."  

oJti "because" - THAT, BECAUSE. The hoti clause here seems more epexegetic 
than causal, whereas the first two uses seem more causal. None-the-less, 
translators usually opt for one or other in translating v9-11. The Spirit convicts / 
exposes the world with respect to judgment because of Jesus' impending victory 
over Satan on the cross, thus enabling his return to the Father and the sending of 
the Holy Spirit to expose, through the gospel ministry of the church, that the 
world's judgment of Jesus was "profoundly wrong and morally perverse", Carson. 
"About judgement in that (because) the prince of this world is already 
condemned", NJB.  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[the prince] of this world" - [THE RULER] OF THIS 
WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / subordination; "the 
ruler over this world", cf., 12:31, 14:30. Always worth keeping in mind when 
next singing the chorus "He has the whole world in his hand"!!! 

kekritai (krinw) perf. pas. "now stands condemned" - HAS BEEN 
CONDEMNED, JUDGED .... Satan was defeated by Christ on the cross and thus 
stands condemned. Along with this perspective, the New Testament states that 
although defeated, Satan remains master of his domain, at least for the present, 
Eph.2:2, 4:12.  
   
v12 

iv] The Spirit's ministry will centre on the revelation of divine truth for God's 
people, v12-15. As already indicated, there is debate over the extent of the Spirit's 
role in revelation, from bringing to mind Jesus' teachings, to interpreting Jesus' 
teachings, to completing Jesus' teachings. "Completing" is indicated by v12, so 
Carson, and this, with the other two elements, produces the New Testament, an 
evident consequence of the Spirit's teaching ministry.  

eti adv. "-" - YET [MANY THINGS I HAVE]. Temporal adverb, serving a 
transitional function; "I still have many things to tell you." Best left untranslated, 
"I have much more to tell you", Rieu.  

legein (legw) pres. inf. "to say" - TO SAY. The infinitive is best classified as 
epexegetic, specifying the object "many things", but it could also be classified as 
an object complement, stating a fact about the object. 
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 The Paraclete / Holy Spirit, serving as the divine prosecuting attorney, 
convicts / exposes the world of its perverse judgment of Jesus because 
Jesus' impending victory over Satan enables his return to the Father and the 
sending of the Spirit.



uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
alla "-" - BUT. Adversative; "but you are not able to bear these things now."  
bastazein (bastazw) pres. inf. "bear" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE] TO BEAR, 

CARRY. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated 
verb "you are not able". "Bear", in the sense of unable to understand at this point 
of time, but also possibly endure the full threat of future persecution.  
   
v13 

The Holy Spirit "accurately represents the truth regarding Jesus; he is the 
eschatological gift of God; he imparts the true knowledge of God; he is operative 
in both worship and sanctification; and he points people to the person of Jesus", 
Kostenberger.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, setting up a contrast, as NIV.  
oJtan + subj. "when" - WHEN [THAT ONE COMES]. This construction serves 

to introduce an indefinite temporal clause..  
thV alhqeiaV (a) gen. "[the Spirit] of truth" - The genitive "of truth", cf. 

14:17, 15:26, is possibly objective, thus "the Spirit who communicates the truth / 
guides you along the way", yet it is more likely that the genitive is simple 
adjectival, limiting / particularizing the character of the Spirit. The phrase was 
understood by the early church fathers to indicate the teaching / instructing role 
of the Spirit.  

oJdhghsei (odhgew) fut. "he will guide" - HE WILL GUIDE [YOU]. "He will 
show you the way."  

eiV "into" - INTO [ALL, EVERY TRUTH]. Possibly also en, "in", as both 
prepositions have equal manuscript support. "Into" in the sense that truth is the 
goal of the guiding. "In", in the sense that truth is the sphere of the guiding. 
Prepositions are used loosely in New Testament Greek and so it is difficult to 
discern shades of difference, particularly between these two.  

gar "-" - FOR [HE WILL NOT SPEAK]. Introducing a causal clause explaining 
why the Spirit will guide believers into all truth, BECAUSE, he only conveys what 
he hears from the Father.  

af (apo) + gen. "from [himself]" - Expressing source/origin; "he will not 
say of his own accord", Cassirer.  

all (alla) "-" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not .... but ....."  
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 akouei (akouw) fut. "he hears" - [WHAT things] HE WILL HEAR. Some 
manuscripts have the present tense, others future and some even a subjunctive 
mood; "whatever he may hear". It is either, "hears", a present ongoing continuous 
hearing, or "will hear." The Comforter ministers both now and then so it's either 
or. Westcott goes for the Present Tense and argues that the message of the



Comforter is ongoing and developing whereas the message of the Son is 
complete. From a textual point of view the more unlikely reading, namely present 
tense, is the more reliable reading, given that the surrounding verbs are future.  

anaggellei (anaggellw) fut. "he will tell" - HE WILL ANNOUNCE, 
PROCLAIM, DISCLOSE, DECLARE. The LXX uses the word of a revelation declared 
by God, often of the things to come.  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
ta ercomena (ercomai) pres. part. "what is yet to come" - AND THE THINGS 

COMING [HE WILL ANNOUNCE TO YOU]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
accusative direct object of the verb "to announce." Possibly the last things, but 
more likely the necessary revelation of gospel truth for the church following 
Christ's glorification.  
   
v14 

The thought here is that the Spirit fills out the revelation / the gospel made 
known to the disciples by Christ, so Carson.  

ekeinoV pro. "he" - THAT ONE. Emphatic by use.  
eme "me" - [WILL GLORIFY] ME. Emphatic by position.  
oJti "by [taking] / because" - BECAUSE. Probably expressing cause, 

"because". "He will glorify me, for he will draw on what is mine and reveal it to 
you", Moffatt.  

ek + gen. "from" - FROM. Expressing separation; "away from." This may 
imply that the Comforter selects from the truth possessed by Jesus and reveals it 
as or when it is appropriate, but Brown argues that this is very unlikely.  

tou gen. art. "what [is mine]" - THE [OF ME HE WILL TAKE, RECEIVE]. The 
article serves as a nominalizer turning the possessive pronoun "my" into a 
substantive, "that which is mine."  

uJmin dat. pro "[making it known] to you / [he will make known] to you" - 
[AND COMMUNICATE, ANNOUNCE IT] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v15 

The point being made here is that "the persons of the Godhead collaborate 
in the task of divine self-disclosure", Kostenberger.  

panta "all" - EVERYthing [WHICH THE FATHER HAS IS MINE]. Nominative 
subject of the verb to-be. Referring to the truth / divine revelation, but not the 
Father's divine nature. Jesus possesses the divine nature, but it probably can't be 
argued from this verse.  

dia touto "This is why [I said]" - BECAUSE OF THIS = THEREFORE. This 
causal construction is usually inferential, referring to what precedes.  
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oJti "[I said]" - [I SAID] THAT [HE RECEIVES THE OF ME AND WILL ANNOUNCE 
it]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus said. For tou emou, "the of me", see v14; "that which is 
mine."  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
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16:16-33 

The Glory of Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
The Farewell Discourse, 13:1-17:26 
xi] Perplexity and joy 
Synopsis  

The farewell discourse continues with Jesus speaking to the disciples of their 
coming sorrow, a sorrow that will soon turn to joy. Through the death and 
resurrection of the Jesus, and the coming of the Spirit, the disciples will 
experience a new communion with God the Father.  
   
Teaching  

Through faith in Christ a believer experiences the joy of a personal 
relationship with God the Father, particularly as it relates to prayer.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17.  
   

ii] Structure: Perplexity and joy:  
The cross and the return of Christ, v16-22; 

"You will grieve, but your grief will turn to joy." 
Between the cross and the return of Christ, v23-28; 

"My Father will give you whatever you ask in my name." 
Conclusion, v29-33; 

"Take heart! I have overcome the world."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The idea that Jesus is going to the Father where the disciples are no 

longer able to see him, v10, and from where he will send the Paraclete, the 
Holy Spirit, leaves them somewhat saddened, if not confused. In v16 Jesus 
repeats the fact that "in a little while" the disciples will no longer see him, 
but then he goes on to reinforce the fact that in a little while they will see 
him; in that day their "grief will turn to joy", v20. Again, ambiguous 
language is used to describe this moment of mourning, a time when the 
world will rejoice, followed by a moment when grief will turn to joy. It is 
like child-bearing; pain and anguish is followed by the joy "that a child is 
born into the world." The language describes both Jesus' crucifixion and 
resurrection, a moment of grief followed by a sorrow-forgetting event. Yet, 
the ambiguity of the language forces the reader to look beyond the vision 
of a risen Lord to that of a coming Lord. We are forced to look beyond the 
"grief / anxiety" presently experienced in our corrupt world, a world that 
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rejoices in the cross, to an eschatological vision, to a "joy" that is eternal 
through the victory of Christ.  

In v23-28 Jesus goes on to explain something of this time of "anxiety" 
when believers await the coming Christ, waiting for the day when they 
might see him face-to-face. Jesus has already made the point that on 
returning to the Father he will send the Paraclete, the Holy Spirit, to 
minister to his disciples on earth. So, this is a time when believers have 
open access to the Father through the Spirit, a time when it is possible to 
personally relate to the Father in prayer. During this time believers, under 
Jesus' authority, may directly seek God's will, along with the attainment of 
that will. This then is our moment, the moment between Jesus' going and 
coming.  

In the concluding verses, v29-33, John records the disciples' 
confidence in their understand of Jesus' paroimian, "parables / figures of 
speech", and their ability to affirm their faith in him, but Jesus reveals how 
inadequate their faith is by telling them that very soon they will scatter and 
leave him alone. Of course, Jesus is never alone because the Father is 
always with him. When it comes to the grief of an absent Christ, we do well 
to remember that we are not abandoned; Jesus has won the victory, he has 
conquered the world.  
   

Text - 16:16 
Perplexity and Joy, v16-33: i] The cross and the return of Christ, v16-22. a) 

"A little while you will see me no more, and then after a little while you will see 
me", v16-19. John continues to relate Jesus' farewell discourse with the use of 
ambiguous language. The disciples will no longer see Jesus, but then, in a little 
while, they will see him. The disciples are confused, as is the reader. In its 
historical context, the reference is to Jesus' death and resurrection, his dying and 
coming back to life - the disciples see him no more, but then they will see him 
again when he rises from the dead. Yet, the intentional ambiguity of the words 
prompts the reader to think also of Jesus coming at the parousia, his second 
coming. "You will see me" can apply to both events. Some commentators include 
the coming of the Holy Spirit and so argue for three seeings / comings, so Bruce, 
Fenton, etc., while others for just "Jesus' departure in death and his return after 
his resurrection", Carson, so Ridderbos, Lindars, ... It seems likely that John has 
two seeings / comings in mind, Jesus' coming alive, the resurrection, and Jesus' 
coming again, the parousia, between which comings the Paraclete ministers to 
God's people in their luph, "anxiety".  

mikron adj. "Jesus went on to say, 'In a little while'" - A LITTLE [AND NO 
LONGER YOU SEE ME]. The adjective serves as an adverb of time, "in a short time, 
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in a little while", modifying the present tense verb "to see" (best treated as 
futuristic, "you will see"), "In a little while you will see me." The verb is further 
modified by a second adverb of time, ouketi, "no longer", reinforcing negative 
aspect, "and no further"; "in a day or so you're not going to see me", Peterson.  

palin adv. "[and] then" - [AND] AGAIN [A LITTLE AND YOU WILL SEE ME]. 
Sequential adverb expressing repetition; "but then in another day or so you will 
see me", Peterson.  

oyesqe (oJraw) fut. "You will see [me]" - Barrett gives weight to the use of 
the future to express a seeing of the resurrection and the parousia of Jesus and 
"the period between them."  
   
v17 

Harris suggests that the confusion of the disciples relates to two issues; "Why 
go away at all, if you will soon return?", and "How long or short is a little while?" 
Added to this is a further confusion, namely, how Jesus' going to the Father 
relates to his going and coming. This confusion prompts the disciples' 
exclamation "We have no idea what he's talking about!" v18.  

oun "at this" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, 
"so".  

ek + gen. "[some] of [his disciples" - [some] FROM [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM 
SAID TOWARD ONE ANOTHER]. The preposition stands in the place of a partitive 
genitive; the nominative subject "some" is assumed.  

hJmin dat. pro. "-" - [WHAT IS THIS HE SAYS] TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "because" - BECAUSE [I GO TO THE FATHER]. The NIV, ESV, ... take the 

conjunction as introducing a causal clause, so Brown, although explaining what? 
Cf., v10 where this causal clause explains why the Paraclete convicts the world 
of its flawed righteousness, namely because Jesus is going to the Father and will 
send the Spirit to fulfill / complete his (Jesus') ministry. That surely is not the 
sense here, so possibly oJti is recitative, serving to introduce a dependent 
statement of direct speech expressing what Jesus says, namely that "I am going 
to the Father", so Ridderbos. "What does he mean when he says that he is going 
away to the Father?" Barclay. Yet, it seems more likely that oJti introduces an 
epexegetic clause serving as a parenthetical note by John, explaining the key to 
understanding the not seeing, and then the seeing of Jesus, so Fenton. If this is 
the case then the not seeing Jesus is related to his glorification, his lifting up 
(cross, resurrection, ascension, and enthronement), ie., his going to the Father. As 
for the seeing Jesus, although resting on seeing Jesus on the day of resurrection, 
it pushes out to the parousia when we see Jesus coming, an event which similarly 
rests on Jesus going to the Father. The coming of the Paraclete during the 
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v18 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "So they 
were saying", ESV.  

elegon (legw) imperf. "they kept asking" - THEY WERE SAYING [WHAT IS 
THIS WHICH HE SAYS THE LITTLE. WE DO NOT KNOW WHAT HE SAYS]. The 
imperfect may serve to express iterative action, as NIV. The "what he says?" = 
"what he is talking about?", NRSV.  
   
v19 

Jesus observed that the disciples "were wanting" to ask the meaning of "see" 
and "not see" "but were now reluctant to do so, perhaps because of his partially 
embarrassing answers to recent questions", Harris.  

oJti "[Jesus saw] that" - [JESUS KNEW] THAT. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus knew, namely that they 
wanted to ask him about the not seeing and seeing.  

erwtan (erwtaw) pres. inf. "[they wanted] to ask" - [THEY WERE WANTING] 
TO ASK [HIM]. Complementary infinitive completing the sense of the verb "to 
want, will."  

kai "so" - AND. Here with an inferential sense, "and so ...."  
autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
peri + gen. "-" - aBOUT [THIS YOU SEEK = INQUIRE]. Expressing reference / 

respect; "with respect to."  
met (meta) "-" - WITH [ONE ANOTHER]. Expressing accompaniment / 

association.  
oJti "-" - THAT [I SAID, A LITTLE AND YOU DO NOT SEE ME AND AGAIN A LITTLE 

AND YOU WILL SEE ME]. Here epexegetic, specifying the content of toutou, "this"; 
"about this do you inquire with one another, namely that I said ........." "Are you 
discussing what I meant by saying, 'A little while and you do not behold me, and 
again ......", Rieu.  
   
v20 

b) "First you will be sad, but then you will be glad", TH. With an emphatic 
saying, Jesus describes the time of seeing, and not seeing, as a time of "grief / 
anxiety", and a time of "joy". Barrett argues that the verb klaiw, "to weep", is 
used only of death in this gospel, so also Luke, indicating that Jesus is explaining 
the not seeing and the seeing in terms of his death and resurrection. Yet, Jesus' 
plain-speaking is still ambiguous, so forcing the reader to understand that the 
"grief / anxiety" is applicable, not just to the disciples as they face the cross, but 
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also to the reader facing the daily trauma of a world that "rejoices" in the 
crucifixion of Christ, a world where Satan has his way. As the "grief" of the 
disciples was short lived, so also for the reader. Jesus was victorious on the cross 
and his coming is assured; eschatological "joy" is inevitable. In the meantime, 
the Paraclete, the Holy Spirit will support us day-by-day, v23-28.  

amhn amhn legw uJmin "Very truly I tell you" - TRULY TRULY I SAY TO YOU. 
For these sayings / pronouncements, see 5:24.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent saying of indirect 
speech expressing what Jesus is telling his disciples.  

uJmeiV pro. "you [will weep]" - YOU [YOU WILL WEEP, LAMENT AND YOU WILL 
MOURN, GRIEVE]. As with "you [you will be grieved]", this pronoun is emphatic 
by use. Both "weeping" and "mourning" are words used to describe the behaviour 
of women relatives on the occasion of a death in the family.  

de "while [the world rejoices]" - BUT/AND [THE WORLD WILL REJOICE]. 
Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to a contrasting point; "but the 
world will rejoice", ESV. Again, John uses the word kosmoV, "world", for 
unbelieving humanity, both Jew and Gentile alike. When John is referring to 
Jesus' own countrymen he tends to us the word "the Jews".  

all (alla) "but [your grief will turn]" - [YOU YOU WILL BE GRIEVED] BUT 
[THE GRIEF OF YOU WILL BECOME]. Strong adversative.  

eiV + acc. "to [joy]" - INTO [JOY]. Here eiV + acc. is used for a predicate 
nominative; See Zerwick #32.  
   
v21 

God is well able to turn mourning into gladness and offer comfort and joy 
instead of sorrow. To illustrate this experience, Jesus uses childbirth; "all anguish 
is forgotten out of the joy that a new baby has been born", Kostenberger.  

oJti "because" - [THE WOMAN, WHEN SHE GIVES BIRTH, HAS GRIEF] 
BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the woman "has grief, 
sorrow" = "has pain." Generic use of the article with "woman", so "a woman." 
The word "grief, sadness", is chosen to align the woman's experience with the 
disciples’ experience, but of course, her real experience is a mixture of "anxiety 
and pain". "When a woman gives birth to a child, she certainly knows pain when 
her time comes", Phillips.  

authV gen. pro. "her [time has come]" - [THE HOUR] OF HER [IS COME]. The 
genitive is adjectival, limiting hour, either possessive, or idiomatic / purpose, "the 
time for her to give birth has come."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to a 
contrastive point, as NIV.  
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oJtan + subj. "when [her baby is born]" - WHEN [SHE MAY GIVE BIRTH TO 
THE CHILD]. This construction introduces a temporal clause indefinite time.  

thV qliyewV (iV ewV) gen. "[she forgets] the anguish" - [SHE NO LONGER 
REMEMBERS] THE TRIBULATION, TROUBLE. Genitive of direct object after the 
verb "to think about again = remember."  

dia + acc. "because of [her joy]" - BECAUSE OF [THE JOY]. Introducing a 
causal clause, as NIV. "Because she is happy that a baby has been born into the 
world", TEV.  

oJti "that" - THAT [A MAN WAS BORN INTO THE WORLD]. Introducing an 
epexegetic clause specifying "the joy", as NIV.  
   
v22 

John continues his record of Jesus' ambiguous plain-speaking so allowing 
the reader to understand that "grief / anxiety" is both applicable to the disciples 
as they face the cross, and applicable to believers as they face the trauma of daily 
life in Satan's domain, v1-4. Either way, "grief" is short-lived and "joy" 
inevitable, both in Jesus' coming alive, and his coming again.  

oun "So with [you]" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical 
connection.  

kai "-" - AND [YOU YOU HAVE GRIEF / ANXIETY]. Here probably adjunctive, 
"also" = "in the same way", NAB, so Barrett; "So also you have sorrow now", 
ESV. Note uJmeiV, "you", is emphatic by use and position.  

men ........ de "........., but" - BUT/AND on the other hand [I WILL SEE YOU 
AGAIN AND THE HEART OF YOU WILL REJOICE]. Transitional, standing in an 
adversative comparative construction; "on the one hand, you also have grief / 
anxiety, but on the other hand ......" "Now you are sad, but I will see you again 
and your hearts will be filled with gladness", TEV.  

uJmw gen. pro. "your [joy]" - [AND THE JOY] OF YOU. The genitive is 
adjectival, limiting "joy", possessive, or subjective / idiomatic, "the joy which 
you experience."  

af (apo) + gen. "-" - [NO ONE TAKES it] FROM [YOU]. Expressing separation, 
"away from."  
   
v23 

ii] Between the cross and the return of Christ, v23-28. The time signature en 
ekeinh/ th/ hJmera/, "in that day", is illusive. It probably does not refer to the actual 
resurrection of Jesus (contra Kostenberger, ....), nor Jesus' eschatological coming 
in the last day, but rather the period between, a period of "anxiety" when the 
Paraclete ministers to Christ's flock - "a new dispensation characterized above all 
by the fact that 'you will no longer ask anything of me'", Ridderbos. So, these 
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words apply, not just to Jesus' immediate disciples, but to all believers throughout 
the ages. In this new age, through the Spirit, a believer will relate directly with 
God the Father, under the authority of Jesus ("in my name"). This will entail 
erwtaw, "asking questions", regarding the will of God, and aitew, "asking for 
things", namely, the realization of that will iJna, "so that" (hypothetical result) 
their eschatological joy might be realized, "fulfilled / made complete" (the asking 
has an intention beyond our own personal needs and desires). The full realization 
of the covenant blessings are ours for the asking because we have loved Jesus, 
we have put our trust in him, believed that he is God's promised messiah. Bound 
in the Father's love our joy will be complete.  

en + dat. "in [that day]" - [AND] ON [THAT DAY]. Temporal use of the 
preposition. This temporal phrase, often expressed as "those days", usually refers 
the days related to the end of the age, cf., Barrett. From the perspective of John's 
realized eschatology, the era between Jesus' coming alive and Jesus' coming again 
is the end of the age; see above.  

ouk erwthsete (erwtaw) fut. "you will no longer ask [me anything]" - 
YOU WILL NOT ASK [ME ANYTHING]. Is the sense, "ask me for anything", or "ask 
me no more questions", so Ridderbos, JB, NAB, Moffatt, Phillips? The verb 
erwtaw, primarily means "to ask a question", but then later in the verse the verb 
aitew is used, meaning "to ask for something." The intention behind the use of 
these two verbs remains unclear. Asking questions for information and asking for 
things, namely the realization of God's will, may both be intended, but then 
erwtaw is sometimes used of requesting something, so maybe no difference in 
meaning is intended. Either way, the important point being made is that a disciple 
now has open access to the Father (through the Spirit). Given their participation 
in the new age of the Spirit, the disciples now have the authority to ask the Father 
directly for the completion of their promised joy, v24.  

amhn amhn legw uJmin "very truly I tell you" - TRULY TRULY I SAY TO YOU. 
Serving to introduce an important saying of Jesus; See 5:24.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[will give] you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
an ti (ean ti) + subj. "whatever" - IF A CERTAIN = WHATEVER, as the case 

may be, [YOU ASK THE FATHER IN THE NAME OF ME then HE WILL GIVE TO YOU]. 
Introducing a 3rd class relative conditional clause where the proposed condition 
has the possibility of coming true. The indefinite "whatever you ask" can be 
misleading. Such statements are not open ended. The request is made on the basis 
of Jesus' bestowed authority ("in my name") which authority relates to Jesus' 
promises and commands to the community of believers. The request is also made 
to facilitate the completion of God's eschatological "joy" for his renewed 
humanity (v24), not the joy of finding a parking spot at the local supermarket.  
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en + dat. "in [my name]" - Instrumental, expressing means; "by means of 
the authority possessed by my name = person" / basis, "on the ground of the 
authority that Jesus possesses in his person." This prepositional construction is 
found in two places in the manuscript tradition; either with the verb "to give", or 
with the verb "to ask". The more difficult reading is its placement after dwsei 
uJmin, "I will give to you":  

After dwsei uJmin: "whatever you ask the Father then he will give it in 
my name"; a request made to the Father will be granted on the ground of a 
disciple's association with Jesus' person; "Whatever you ask the Father for 
he will give you as my followers", Goodspeed. 

Before dwsei uJmin: "whatever you ask the Father in my name then he 
will give it"; a request made to the Father on the ground of Jesus' person 
and authority will be granted", so Ridderbos, Barclay, NEB, TEV, ...., as 
NIV.  
   

v24 
"Their joy will not be that of self-sufficiency, but will consist in their 

complete dependence on God, expressed in petition", Fenton.  
eJwV arti "until now" - UNTIL NOW [YOU DID NOT ASK ANYTHING IN THE 

NAME OF ME]. Temporal construction, time up to; "up until now."  
aiteite (aitew) pres. "ask [and you will receive]" - The aspect of the 

present tense is durative, Harris suggests iterative, "make a habit of asking." See 
"whatever" above as to the subject of the request.  

iJna + subj. "and [your joy]" - THAT [THE JOY OF YOU]. Introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose, or more likely hypothetical result; "so that ...."  

peplhrwmenh (plhrow) perf. mid. / pas. part. "[will be] complete" - [MAY 
BE] HAVING BEEN FULFILLED, COMPLETED. The perfect participle with the present 
subjunctive of the verb to be produces a periphrastic perfect construction which 
probably emphasizes aspect - a complete realization of the promised covenant 
blessing of eschatological joy.  
   
v25 

The time for "veiled speech", Barrett, has ended; now the truth will be 
revealed "plainly". "This does not refer to further teaching to be given in similar 
fashion in the course of the post-resurrection appearances, but to the direct 
knowledge which will result from the mutual indwelling which will then be 
established", Lindars.  

tauta "-" - [I HAVE SPOKEN] THESE things [TO YOU]. Accusative direct 
object of the verb to speak. It is unclear what "these things" are. They may include 
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the whole of the Farewell Discourse, even "his earthly life", Lindars, or just v16-
24.  

en + dat. "[figuratively]" - IN [PARABLES]. The preposition is used here 
adverbially, expressing manner; "in a parabolic way." The noun paroimia is used 
to indicate the manner of Jesus' speech. Certainly, in the passage before us, Jesus' 
language has been illusive, ambiguous, obscure, obtuse, ....., and this because his 
words apply not just to the disciples and their immediate circumstance, but to 
believers throughout the ages. Jesus has used some figurative illustrations / 
parables, even the foot-washing itself is parabolic, but paroimia probably 
represents Jesus ambiguous language used in this passage and at times elsewhere 
in the Farewell Discourse. "I have spoken to you in the language of metaphor", 
Rieu.  

oJte "[a time is coming] when" - [AN HOUR COMES] WHEN [I WILL SPEAK TO 
YOU NO LONGER IN PARABLES]. Temporal conjunction serving to introduce a 
temporal clause. The phrase "no longer in parables / veiled speech" = "plainly". 
Presumably Jesus is referring to the ministry of the Paraclete / Holy Spirit to the 
Christian community, rather than what Jesus might say to the disciples 
immediately after his resurrection.  

alla "but" - BUT [PLAINLY]. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not .... but ....."  

peri + gen. "about [my Father]" - ABOUT [THE FATHER I WILL TELL TO YOU]. 
Expressing reference / respect.  
   
v26 

The last era of human history, the last days, "ushered in by the resurrection 
of Jesus, will be characterized by a new understanding of his revelation and by a 
new freedom and effectiveness in prayer (v23-24)...... the emphasis in this 
passage (v26-27) is on the freedom of access which the disciples will have to the 
Father", Beasley Murray.  

en + dat. "in [that day]" - ON [THAT DAY YOU WILL ASK IN THE NAME OF ME]. 
Instrumental, means / basis; See v23.  

uJmin dat. pro. "-" - [AND I DO NOT SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. 
"When that time comes you will make your petitions directly to God Father in 
my name without me speaking on your behalf."  

oJti "that" - THAT [I WILL ASK THE FATHER]. Introducing an object clause, 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus will not say.  

peri + gen. "on [your] behalf" - ABOUT [YOU]. Usually taken here in the 
place of uJper to express advantage / representation, "on behalf of, for", as NIV. 
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v27 

"In that day", these last days, there is no need for Jesus to intercede for 
believers, because believers now have unfettered access to the Father to intercede 
("ask in my name") on their own behalf, v26. The reason for this access is that 
they are loved by the Father because they love / believe in Jesus, v27.  

gar "no" - FOR [THE FATHER]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why 
the disciples have freedom of access to the Father, namely because of the Father's 
love prompted by their faith in Jesus.  

autoV pro. "himself" - HE = HIMSELF [LOVES YOU]. Serving as a reflective 
pronoun; "of his own accord", Barrett.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [YOU HAVE LOVED ME AND BELIEVED]. Introducing 
a causal clause explaining why the Father loves Jesus' disciples.  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the disciples believed.  

para + gen. "from [God]" - [I CAME FROM] FROM BESIDE [GOD]. Expressing 
source / origin, "from beside"; "from God's presence", Harris. In typical form, the 
preposition repeats the sense of the prepositional prefix ek of exhlqon.  
   
v28 

This verse rounds off the discourse so far, a discourse which began by 
referring to the one whose hour had come to depart the world and go the Father, 
13:1a. In between Jesus' coming from the Father and entering the world, and 
leaving the world and going back to the Father, is his "having loved his own in 
the world", a love that was "to the end", 13:1b. So, in between Jesus' coming and 
going we have learned that the unity of love that has always existed between the 
Father and Son was never ever broken by his coming, and we have also learned 
that the unity of love that exists between Jesus and his disciples / those who put 
their trust in him, is not in any way broken by his going, and this because of the 
ministry of the Paraclete, the Spirit of Christ.  

elhluqa (ercomai) perf. "entered [the world]" - [I CAME FROM BESIDE THE 
FATHER AND] I HAVE COME [INTO THE WORLD, AGAIN I LEAVE THE WORLD AND 
GO TO THE FATHER]. The perfect tense "I have come", as with the aorist "I came", 
is past referencing, although the perfect probably expresses duration, coming and 
staying. Both the "leaving" and "going to" are present tense and are probably 
more reflective of present action than aspect.  
   
v29 

iii] Conclusion; take heart! I have overcome the world", v29-33. In a classic 
example of Johannine irony, the disciples think they now understand what Jesus 
is saying, which of course they don't, and so they express their firm faith in Jesus 
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based on their assumed new understanding, which faith has little going for it, as 
Jesus will point out. At least, in the days ahead, they will remember that they 
were warned of their breach of trust and maybe then they will believe that Jesus 
"has overcome the world." May we learn the same lesson!  

nun "now" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM SAY, BEHOLD] NOW. Temporal adverb, 
emphatic by position; "at last."  

        
          

         
           

     
paroimian (a) "[without] figures of speech" - [NO LONGER DO YOU SPEAK] 

PARABLES. Accusative direct object of the verb "to say." For "parables" see v25, 
"in parables" = "figuratively", "metaphorically."  
   
v30 

       
         

   
          

     
           

    
          

             
       
  

nun adv. "now [we can see]" - NOW [WE KNOW]. Temporal adverb, emphatic 
by position; "We know now ...."  

oJti "that" - THAT [YOU KNOW ALL THINGS]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what the disciples think they know.  

iJna "[and] that" - [AND YOU HAVE NO NEED] THAT [ANYONE ASK = 
QUESTION YOU]. Here introducing an epexegetic clause specifying the noun 
"need". Here again the verb erwtaw means "to ask a question" - ask information 
from someone, question them. Some commentators suggest that the response of 
the disciples implies that Jesus knows the information a disciple needs and will 
reveal it without asking, so they have no need to ask, cf., v19, so Barrett, .... Yet, 
it is not the disciples who have "no need", but Jesus. Jesus does not need anyone 
to question him, in the sense of testing his knowledge, because he knows 
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 en+ dat. "[you are speaking] clearly" - [YOU SPEAK] IN [BOLDNESS = 
PLAINNESS]. The preposition is used adverbially here, expressing manner, 
"in plainness" = "plainly". The disciples claim that they now understand what 
Jesus says, but given that v25 tells us that plain-speaking is for the time that is 
coming (the era of the Paraclete), we can only conclude that they are deluded.

 If, as seems likely, that John's record of the disciple's response is ironic, then 
a faith based on the belief that Jesus possesses perfect knowledge is a faith based 
on the miraculous, and is therefore flawed. The reference to gnwsiV, 
"knowledge", is possibly alluding to gnostic thinking. It would not be 
unreasonable for John to draw on secular shibboleths of the time to explain the 
human condition. Anyway, their faith is about as useful as that of Nathanael who 
claimed he believed in Jesus' messianic credentials because Jesus had seen him 
under a fig tree - Really! Of course, John's description of the disciples' response 
may not be ironic, but rather genuine; "they conclude, despite all their earlier 
questions, they do not doubt ("we believe") that he has come from 
God", Ridderbos.



everything "that pertains to judgment and salvation and the kingdom", Beasley-
Murray.  

en + dat. "[this makes us believe]" - IN [THIS WE BELIEVE]. Instrumental, 
expressing means, "by means of this information", or cause, "because of this 
information."  

oJti "that" - THAT [YOU CAME OUT FROM GOD]. Introducing an object clause 
/ dependent statement of perception expressing what the disciples believe. Harris 
generously describes their statement as "an impetuous reaction that would prove 
to be overconfident."  
   
v31  

arti adv. "[do you] now [believe]?" - NOW [DO YOU BELIEVE]? Temporal 
adverb, expressing present time. Possibly as a statement; "At this present moment 
you think you believe. But look out! An hour is coming ......"  

autoiV "-" - [JESUS REPLIED] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v32 

"Strike the shepherd, that the sheep may be scattered", Zech.13:7, is reflected 
in Jesus' prediction of the faithless response of the disciples soon to be played out 
in Jerusalem, cf., Matt.26:31, Mk.14:27. Yet, Jesus is not deserted by everyone; 
the Father, the faithful one, is always with him, 8:29.  

idou "-" - BEHOLD. An interjection which is somewhat adversative in the 
context, "but look out!"; "But indeed a time is coming, and has come when you 
will scatter, each to his own home, and leave me alone", Rieu.  

kai "and in fact [has come]" - [AN HOUR IS COMING] AND [HAS COME]. This 
coordinative conjunction is possibly emphatic here, as NIV; "the hour is coming, 
indeed has come", ESV ("has now come" is found in some manuscripts).  

iJna + subj. "when [you will be scattered]" - THAT [EACH ONE ARE 
SCATTERED]. Here introducing an epexegetic clause specifying the "hour", 
namely, the "hour ... that you are scattered." Usually expressed as a temporal 
clause, as NIV; "the hour is coming ("the time is coming", TEV) ..... when you 
are all to be scattered", NEB.  

eiV + acc. "to [your own home]" - INTO [THE OWN = ONE'S OWN]. Expressing 
movement toward / arrival at. "Each will go his own way", NAB - to hid out 
somewhere in or around Jerusalem.  

monon "all alone" - [AND YOU WILL LEAVE ME] ALONE. This adjective serves 
as the accusative complement of the direct object "me" standing in a double 
accusative construction. The crasis kame, kai + me = "and me" = "and me alone 
you will leave" = "and I will be left all alone", TEV.  
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kai "yet" - AND [I AM NOT ALONE]. The coordinating conjunction here is 
somewhat adversative, as NIV; "but no, I am not alone."  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE [THE = MY FATHER]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why Jesus is not alone.  

met (meta) + gen. "with [me]" - [IS] ALWAYS WITH [ME]. Expressing 
association / accompaniment.  
   
v33 

Of course, if God the Father shows himself faithful through and through 
when Jesus finds himself in a state of dereliction, then we may rightly expect the 
Father's faithfulness to extend to Jesus' friends when similarly faced with qliyin, 
"tribulation" (pres. = "have tribulation" = the eschatological birth-pangs of the 
last day / NOW). In and through Jesus we have eirhnhn, "pace" = a realization 
of the promised blessings of the covenant / well-being. We may rest secure in 
these facts because Jesus, has already in principle nenikhka, "conquered / 
overcome", the condition of loss that humanity now finds itself in. The victory of 
the cross completes Jesus' redemptive work, giving assurance to the community 
of believers into the future.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - [I HAVE SPOKEN THESE THINGS TO YOU] THAT. 
Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that ...."  

en + dat. "in [me]" - IN [ME YOU MAY HAVE PEACE]. Local, state / 
incorporative union; "so that united to be ...." Note the contrast, "in" Jesus we 
have "peace", "in" the world we have "affliction".  

en + dat. "in [this world]" - IN [THE WORLD YOU HAVE AFFLICTION]. Local, 
space, "living in this world ..."  

alla "but [take heart]" - BUT [BE CONFIDENT, COURAGEOUS]. Strong 
adversative.  

egw pro. "I" - I [I HAVE CONQUERED, OVERCOME THE WORLD]. Emphatic by 
use.  
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17:1-11a 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
xii] Witnesses to the resurrection 
Synopsis  

John continues his record of the farewell discourse covering chapters 13:1-
17:26. Before leaving the upper room, Jesus offers what is often titled as his high-
priestly prayer.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is one with the Father, a mutual love and in-dwelling shared by 
believers.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-17. The use of a prayer in a farewell discourse is 
common in antiquity cf., Deuteronomy. Although a prayer, this chapter in John's 
gospel has long been recognized as a teaching discourse as well as a record of 
Jesus' intercession for himself, his disciples and the church. Because of its 
character, it is often used as a source text for some of the liturgical elements in 
the Lord's Supper, eg., one with Christ, standing firm with Christ, love of the 
brotherhood, evidencing God's glory to the world.... Most commentators still 
follow Westcott's structure, namely, v1-5, 6-19, 20-26 - Jesus' prayer for himself, 
his disciples and the church. Of course, numerous other structures have been 
proposed, eg. Brown, v1-8, 9-19, 20-26. Carson suggests:  

Jesus prays for his glorification, v1-5;  
Jesus prays for his disciples, v6-19;  
Jesus prays for those who will believe, v20-23;  
Jesus prays that all believers may be perfected to see Jesus, v24-26  

   
ii] Structure: Witnesses to the resurrection:  

The glorification of both Father and Son, v1-5; 
Jesus' prayer for his disciples, v6-19: 

Jesus prays specifically for his disciples, and not the world, v6-11a.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus' prayer for his disciples reveals the substance of the relationship 

between Jesus and his Father, a relationship soon to be shared by all 
believers. As a prayer for the disciples living within a world of tribulation, 
it serves as "is a record of Jesus' self-consecration as it lived in the memory 
of his intimate disciples", Hunter.  
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The "hour" of Jesus death by crucifixion has come, the supreme 
moment when God the Father is glorified, v1. As he begins his prayer, 
Jesus remembers his commission from the Father and the authority given 
to him to carry it out, namely, "that he might give eternal life to all", v2, a 
life that entails knowing God, v3. Jesus goes on to pray that he might again 
be clothed in splendour, and this through the completion of his mission to 
gather a people unto God through the cross, and in so doing, clothe the 
Father in splendour, v4-5. In verses 6-19, Jesus prays for the continuation 
of his mission through his disciples, praying that they be protected and 
equipped for the task. First, Jesus explains, in v6-11a, why he prays for his 
disciples rather than all humanity, namely because they belong to God the 
Father, they represent Jesus in the world, and, whereas Jesus must leave, 
they must stay (for the time being!).  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
In the synoptic gospels, Jesus spends time in prayer at Gethsemane 

prior to his arrest, but in John's gospel we see Jesus praying prior to his 
departure for Gethsemane. In the synoptics the prayer reveals Jesus' inner 
torment as he faces the cross, reaffirming his determination to fully 
undertake the will of his heavenly Father. John's gospel also provides 
insight into Jesus' inward reflection on the cross, but without any mention 
of his distress and inner torment.  
   

v] Homiletics: The building-block for prayer  
It's very interesting how Jesus first establishes the ground for his "high 

priestly prayer" for his disciples and "those who will believe in me through 
their word." In approaching the Father on our behalf, Jesus links us to his 
glorification, he then notes that we properly belong to God, and finally that 
we are now responsible for his mission to the lost. On these grounds Jesus 
prays on our behalf.  

There is a sense where we do this in the Lord's Prayer. We begin by 
establishing our relationship with God; he is our Father. Then we go 
through a list of requests, all of which are based on Biblical promises - the 
honouring of God's person is ultimately assured, his kingdom will come 
and his sovereign purposes done. God will supply our needs for his service, 
he will forgive us and protect our eternal standing from the wiles of 
darkness. So, we pray, and rightly expect our prayer to be answered.  

I suspect we don't often establish a basis for our prayer requests. I 
heard one preacher once describe the majority of prayer requests as "Father 
Christmas prayers" - wishful thinking. Possibly he was being a bit harsh, 
but then, most of our prayers have little basis in scripture. Jesus never 
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promised his disciples health, wealth and happiness, but that's exactly 
where many of our prayers head.  

We easily recognize the absurd and so put little weight on the 
testimony of those who believe that the Lord supplies a parking spot for 
them when they "prayerfully" go shopping. Yet, we do well to also look for 
a Biblical basis for all our prayer requests, some ground upon which we 
can ask "according to His will." This doesn't stop us sharing our trials and 
tribulations with the Lord, but it does help us ask in faith that "Thy will be 
done."  
   

Text - 17:1 
Witnesses to the resurrection: i] The glorification of both Father and Son, 

v1-5. Jesus begins his prayer with a request for his own glorification (his being 
clothed in splendour - his heavenly enthronement through the cross), which 
glorification glorifies the Father. This glorification is obviously shared by those 
who are "in" Christ, those who believe Jesus. This link is indicated by the 
movement of the prayer from Jesus to the disciples in v6.  

elalhsen (lalew) aor. "after [Jesus] said [this]" - THESE THINGS SAID 
[JESUS]. A temporal expression, with tauta, "these things", referring to the 
previous discourse and now indicating a change in object from the disciples to 
the Father. "After Jesus finished talking with the disciples", TH.  

eparaV (epairw) aor. pas. "he looked" - [AND] HAVING LIFTED UP [THE EYES 
OF HIM INTO HEAVEN SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the main verb "said"; "lifted up his eyes ..... and said." Note the 
typical attitude of prayer.  

elhluqen (ercomai) perf. "[the hour] has come" - [FATHER, THE HOUR] 
HAS COME. The perfect expressing a completed act with ongoing consequences. 
The "hour" is the moment in time for the Father to glorify the Son. Presumably 
this refers to Jesus' crucifixion, although Brown thinks it refers to a long period 
of time encompassing all that facilitated Jesus' return to the Father. "The time has 
arrived", Barclay.  

doxason (doxazw) aor. imp. "glorify [your Son]" - GLORIFY [THE SON OF 
YOU]. The aorist indicating a single act, ie., Jesus' crucifixion. "Glorify" could 
mean just "bring praise to", although such self-adulation is not really Jesus' style. 
"Clothe in splendour", Carson, is more likely, in the sense of Jesus being restored 
"to the splendour that he shared with the Father before the world began." Jesus' 
crucifixion reverses the emptying that occurred at his incarnation. So, Jesus' 
glorification entails the completion of his mission with the enthronement of the 
corporate (Christ + believers) Son of Man. "Show forth the glory of your Son", 
Cassirer.  
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iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [THE SON MAY GLORIFY YOU]. Introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose. Jesus prays for his glorification in order that the Father 
may be glorified. Jesus maintains the unity of the godhead such that the benefit 
of one member of the trinity benefits the other members as well. So, Jesus acts 
for the Father's glory as the Father acts for Jesus' glory.  
   
v2 

Jesus' commission is to give eternal life to the elect, a people gifted to Jesus 
by the Father. Of course, how a person gains membership of this elect people of 
God is a matter of some debate. The gospel announces that membership of God's 
elect people (the kingdom of God) is through repentance and faith. So, God 
designates his elect people, the membership of which is determined on the ground 
of divine grace. Of course, this theological issue remains unresolved!!  

kaqwV "for" - AS = INSOMUCH AS. Here causal, introducing a causal clause, 
as NIV. So, v2 serves as the basis for the request in v1.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[you granted] him" = [YOU GAVE AUTHORITY] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage.  

exousian (a) "authority" - AUTHORITY, POWER. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to give." Obviously, Jesus possesses authority in himself as a coequal 
member of the godhead, but is given a particular responsibility for "all humanity", 
namely, the giving of eternal life. On the basis of this responsibility, Jesus asks 
that the Father "glorify" the Son.  

sarkoV (x koV) gen. "over [all] people" - The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / subordination, "over all flesh." "He being the one to whom you have 
entrusted power over the whole of mankind", Cassirer.  

iJna + subj. "that" - Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order 
that ....... he may give to them eternal life." Brown suggests that here it is 
epexegetic, "namely that ....." A variant future exists, dwsei, rather than the 
subjunctive, and is well attested.  

pan oJ dedwkaV (didwmi) perf. "you have given [him]" - ALL WHICH YOU 
HAVE GIVEN [TO HIM]. The perfect dedwkaV is "denoting the permanence of the 
gift", Morris. The pendent nominative pan, "all", is neuter which may mean "all 
things" = "that he will/may give to them all the good things you have given him, 
namely, eternal life", but most commentators regard the "all" as referring to 
believers, simply "the whole lot which you have given to him." This approach is 
supported by the fact that the "whole lot", neut. sing. is picked up by the 
resumptive pronoun "them", autoiV, dat. mas. pl. (a casus pendens construction), 
so NIV. The gift of a people, of a kingdom of priests, .... does not of itself require 
the sovereign appointment of its individual members. It is likely that membership 
of / inclusion in, God's select people, his chosen called-out people, is by faith, by 
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believing, by asking and receiving, rather than by appointment. Of course, 
doctrinally this is contentious. "So that he might give real and eternal life to all 
in his charge", Peterson.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [HE MAY GIVE] TO THEM [ETERNAL LIFE]. Dative of 
indirect object. The "them" is "all which you have given him." The "all" is a 
collective singular while "them" is plural; an example of constructio ad sensum, 
a construction according to sense.  
   
v3 

This definition of "eternal life" is interesting. Eternal life involves knowing 
God, entering into an ongoing personal relationship with the divine in and 
through Jesus. Yet, why would Jesus need to define eternal life in a prayer to the 
Father (note also the use of his name "unsuitable and contrary to the style of the 
prayer as a whole", Schnackenburg - a bit harsh!)? This question has prompted 
the suggestion that the verse is a parenthesis, an aside by John, cf. Barrett. The 
verse is bracketed by Moffatt. Of course, this gospel as a whole presents as a 
homogenous blend of Jesus' words along with inspired Johannine commentary 
such that it is virtually impossible to distinguish one from another. More than 
anything, John reveals the mind of Christ more than the words of Christ.  

      
        
           

       
iJna + pres. subj. "that" - THAT. Possibly used here to introduce a final clause 

expressing purpose, "in order that they may ...." So, eternal life has, as its purpose, 
the knowledge of God. A consecutive clause expressing result may also be 
intended, such that eternal life has as its result the knowledge of God, although 
knowing God results in eternal life would be a better way to express this truth. 
None-the-less, it is more likely that iJna here introduces a epexegetic clause 
specifying "eternal life." "It is eternal life to know you", Barclay; "this is what 
eternal life is, that they should know you who alone is truly God", Cassirer 

ginwskwsin (ginwskw) subj. "they may know" - THEY MAY KNOW [YOU]. 
The present tense is durative, probably expressing an ongoing, ever-expanding 
knowledge. The sense of "knowing" involves having an intimate relationship 
with someone, "communing with", Schnackenburg. As noted above, Jesus does 
seem to be saying that knowing God is = amounts to / consists of eternal life, not 
that it is the way to life, or "the ground of salvation", Barrett. Knowing God the 
Father, amounts to knowing God the Son, and this amounts to / is the essence of 
eternal life.  
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 estin (eimi) "[this] is [eternal life]" - The demonstrative pronoun auth, 
"this", is forward referencing to the epexegetic iJna clause, with the verb to-be 
taking the sense "consists of / amounts to", "is the essence of", Harris; "this is 
the essence of eternal life, namely that they know you ......."



ton monon alhqinon qeon "the only true God" - THE ONLY TRUE GOD. cf. 
5:44, 1Jn.5:20. Serving as an affirmation of monotheism. The adjectives, "only 
true", take an emphatic position before the noun, while the phrase is attributive, 
describing "you". "The only one who is really God", TH.  

Ihsou Criston "Jesus Christ" - Standing in apposition to "whom", which 
introduces the headless relative clause "he whom you sent."  

apesteilaV (apostellw) aor. "[whom] you have sent" - [AND WHOM] YOU 
SENT, [JESUS CHRIST]. The aorist indicating punctiliar action and so probably 
referring to the incarnation, so Morris.  
   
v4 

              
        

    
edoxasa (doxazw) aor. "I have brought [you] glory" - [I] I GLORIFIED [YOU]. 

Constative aorist. Jesus displays the glory of the Father in his work of ministry 
and particularly in the cross and resurrection. "I have given you glory", NAB.  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - UPON [THE EARTH]. Spatial; "upon".  
teleiwsaV (teleiow) aor. part. "by completing / by finishing" - [THE WORK] 

HAVING COMPLETED, FINISHED, ACCOMPLISHED [WHICH YOU HAVE GIVEN ME]. 
The participle is more likely original than the variant finite verb. The participle 
is adverbial, probably instrumental, expressing means, so NIV. Jesus has clothed 
the Father in splendour by accomplishing the work that was entrusted to him. 
Causal is possible, "I glorify you because / in that I complete ...." The aorist tense 
is weighted to punctiliar action rather than past action (Barrett bravely pushes 
time rather than aspect here, arguing that the "glory" here is different since a "past 
tense" is adopted in this verse), and so the "have brought" of the NIV (and most 
other translations) is misleading. "I clothe you with splendour by completing, 
down to the last detail, all that you have assigned me to do", cf., Peterson.  

iJna + subj. "[you gave me to do]" - THAT [I SHOULD DO]. Again, the iJna 
construction here is probably epexegetic, specifying "the work", it is a work that 
must be completed.  
   
v5 

Jesus restates his request to be returned to the glory that he shared with the 
Father before the creation of the world.  

kai nun "and now" - AND NOW [YOU FATHER GLORIFY ME]. The conjunction 
kai + the temporal adverb nun serves to tie this verse to v1 as a restatement of 
the request made there, ie., introducing a "repetition of a request already made", 
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 The cross is the completed work that Jesus has in mind, so Morris, Brown, 
although it is possibly his work up to this point, or the totality of his work on 
earth ("while I was with them"), so Carson.



Laurentin; "so now, ..." Note also, the "you" and "me" takes an emphatic position 
in the sentence.  

para + dat. "in [your presence]" - ALONG WITH [YOURSELF, IN= WITH THE 
GLORY]. Here expressing association, "with yourself." So also para soi, "with 
you", both giving the sense "at God's right hand", Brown = "By causing me to 
return to the position I enjoyed before the creation", Barrett. Jesus' "presence in 
human flesh in this world involved the surrender, for a time, of the joy and full 
uninterrupted communion [with the Father]", Murray. "With you", CEV.  

pro tou + inf. "before" - [WHICH I WAS HAVING WITH YOU] BEFORE [THE 
WORLD WAS]. This preposition + the gen. articular infinitive of the verb to-be 
forms a temporal clause, antecedent time, although the infinitive is usually aorist 
and not present as here. "Before the world came into existence", Barclay. Note, 
h|/, "which", has attracted to the dative doxh/. 
   
v6 

            
        

    
        

efanerwsa (fanerow) aor. "I have revealed" - I MANIFESTED, REVEALED, 
MADE KNOWN, SHOWED. Is Brown right when he says that this is another way of 
saying "I glorified you", v4? Certainly, Jesus, as the Word of God, serves as the 
apex of God's self-revelation to mankind.  

sou to onoma "you" - THE NAME OF YOU. The "name" = the person; "the 
revealed character of God", Barrett.  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "to those" - TO THE MEN. Dative of indirect object.  
          

       
          

       
       

           
        

ek + gen. "out of" - FROM. Expressing separation; "away from = out of."  
tou kosmou "the world" - THE WORLD. Often an ethically natural idea in 

the scriptures, although in John's gospel the term usually refers to "humanity 
opposed to God."  

soi dat. pro. "[they were] yours" - [THEY WERE] YOURS [AND YOU GAVE 
THEM TO ME]. Dative of possession.  
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 ii] Jesus prays for his disciples, v6-19. The focus of Jesus' prayer now moves 
to the disciples, establishing first the validity of his request on their behalf (they 
belong to God and have responded in faith), and the reasons why he prays for 
them and not the world (he must go and they must remain), v6-11a.

 ou{V pro. "whom [you gave me]" - WHOM [YOU GAVE TO ME]. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to give." Again, a collective is surely in mind, namely 
the elect people of God. The Father has entrusted this community to the Son, a 
community that has "obeyed your word." Jesus expresses deference here; he 
recognizes that God's special people rightly belong to the Father and that the 
Father has kindly given to Jesus the right to exercise authority over them. What 
we have here is the giving to Jesus of those redeemed by grace through faith.



tethrhkan (threw) perf. "they have obeyed" - [AND THE WORD OF YOU] 
THEY HAVE KEPT. The perfect tense expresses the idea of a past act with ongoing 
consequences, so they have done and continue to rest on what they have done. 
"Obeyed" is an unhelpful choice of words to an English ear because it implies an 
ethical response. The disciples have responded to and acted upon Jesus' message, 
they have welcomed and received the gospel message proclaimed by Jesus. The 
divine command is that we believe in Jesus, rest in faith on his promises fulfilled 
in his death and resurrection on our behalf. So, "they have obeyed your word" = 
"they have believed in me."  

ton logon "[your] word" - THE WORD. Barrett suggests that the singular, as 
here, means "the divine message of Jesus taken as a whole." When the plural is 
used it means Jesus' "precepts". One wonders whether the distinction can be made 
since the plural also seems to carry the idea of "divine message" although 
probably with the sense of "in its parts".  
   
v7 

It seems likely that v7 and 8 explain what Jesus means by "they have kept 
your word", v6. The disciples have recognized the messianic nature of Jesus' 
mission and have responded in faith to his testimony / word.  

nun adv. "now" - NOW. Temporal adverb, present / point of time. Barrett 
suggests not "now at the moment of glory", as in v5, 13, but "now at the end of 
the ministry." So, a temporal sense, rather than logical. "They know now (at the 
end of my ministry, TH) beyond a shadow of a doubt", Peterson.  

egnwkan (ginwskw) perf. "they know" - THEY HAVE KNOWN. The perfect, 
expressing an action with consequences into the future, attempts to express the 
durative nature of the disciples’ knowledge; they know "now" and will continue 
to know into the future, the revelation given to Christ from the Father - the 
"everything you have given me" that "comes from you." 

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they know, namely, "that Jesus' mission is divine", Morris.  

moi dat. pro. "[everything you have given] me" - [YOU HAVE GIVEN ALL 
THINGS WHATSOEVER] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  

para + gen. "[comes] from [you]" - [ARE] FROM [YOU]. Expressing source 
/ origin. Slightly tautological, but serving to make the point that the Father is the 
source of everything that Jesus possesses.  
   
v8 

In this prayer for his disciples (God's elect people entrusted to Jesus, v6), 
Jesus makes the point that his disciples know / believe that his words and works 
are divine (from God the Father), v7. Jesus can say this of his disciples oJti, 
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"because", they have openly recognized the divine origin of Jesus' rJhmata, 
"sayings / teachings", and have freely received them. "They showed themselves 
to be truly 'his own people' by believing in him, acknowledging that his teaching 
come from God and accepting it accordingly", Bruce.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
disciples know that everything that Jesus offers to humanity is divinely sourced 
because Jesus has taught them accordingly, and they have understood it and 
believed it.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[I gave] them" - [THE WORDS WHICH YOU GAVE ME I HAVE 
GIVEN] TO THEM. "All that you told me I have told them."  

ta rJhmata (a atoV) "the words" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
give." "Sayings / teachings" = the divine revelation from God. "The message", 
RSV.  

elabon (lambanw) aor. "[they] accepted [them]" - THEY RECEIVED. The 
disciples received the divine revelation communicated by Jesus, ie. they put their 
faith in the gospel, having recognized Jesus' credentials (from God with a word 
from God).  

oJti "[they knew with certainty] that" - [AND KNEW TRULY] THAT [YOU SENT 
ME]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception, expressing 
what they knew.  
   
v9 

Jesus now explains why he prays "for them" (his immediate disciples) and 
not the "world" (humanity against God, either actively or passively against God). 
Jesus prays for "them" because they belong to God the Father.  

erwtw (erwtaw) pres. "I pray" - [CONCERNING THEM] I ASK. Usually of ask 
a question, but this word is often employed in John's gospel of Jesus praying / 
interceding / making a request to the Father.  

peri + gen. "for [them]" - CONCERNING = FOR. Here possibly expressing 
reference / respect, "with respect to them", but probably better expressing 
advantage, as NIV, "on behalf of, for." In v20, Jesus extends his prayer to 
believers beyond the present band of disciples.  

ou peri tou kosmou "[I am] not [praying] for the world" - NOT 
CONCERNING THE WORLD [I ASK]. The position of "not the world" is emphatic. A 
general concern is expressed by commentators over Jesus' seemingly harsh 
neglect of the lost. Yet, God's love for the world is not negated by Jesus' focus on 
his disciples. In fact, it is through the disciples' mission that God's love for 
humanity is further realized in the calling out and saving of the lost. "I pray for 
them. I am not praying for the world but for those you gave me", Rieu.  
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alla "but" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ....., but ....."  

peri + gen. "for [those you have given me]" - CONCERNING [WHOM YOU 
HAVE GIVEN TO ME]. Again, this preposition is probably being used instead of 
uJper = advantage, "for, on behalf of."  

         
           

        
      

      
soi pro. "[they are] yours" - [THEY ARE] TO YOU. Taken as a pronoun, it 

serves as a dative of possession, but it is possible a nominative plural possessive 
adjective, "yours they are." Either way, Jesus prays to the Father on behalf of his 
disciples because they belong to the Father.  
   
v10 

As Lindars notes, v10a presents as a parenthesis explaining how Jesus can 
say that his disciples belong to the Father. The reason is that everything that 
belongs to the Father also belongs to Jesus, and everything that belongs to Jesus 
also belongs to the Father. Verse 10b then picks up again from v9. Jesus wants to 
pray for his disciples, not just because they belong to the Father, but because their 
mission is his mission. Just as Jesus' ministry brought glory to the Father, so the 
ministry of the disciples should bring glory to Jesus.  

kai "-" - and. Here probably epexegetic, introducing an explanatory 
parenthesis, "that is ....."  

ta ema panta "all I have [is yours]" - ALL THINGS OF MINE [ARE YOURS]. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. Again, we have a problem with the neuter 
when Jesus seems to be speaking of God's elect people; "all of my lot are yours", 
cf. v2, Carson, Ridderbos, ... not so Barrett, Brown, ... who push for a 
"broadening" possession. "Everything of mine is yours", NAB, seems likely, but 
possibly "all who are mine are Thine", Berkeley.  

kai "and [all you have is mine]" - AND [THE THINGS YOURS MINE]. 
Adjunctive, "and also ....." "The reciprocity of ownership", Carson, again 
underlines the deference shown by each member of the trinity toward the other 
members. Everything in the created order / redeemed community belongs to each 
member of the trinity.  

dedoxasmai (doxazw) perf. pas. "glory has come" - I HAVE BEEN GLORIFIED. 
The perfect is expressing a completed act with ongoing consequences, so Jesus 
has been and will be clothed in splendour through the faithfulness of his disciples. 
Probably best expressed as a present tense, although Morris argues that it is 
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 oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus is 
praying for his disciples rather than people in general. Jesus is focused in his 
prayer because "it is the Father's own purpose for mankind which is at stake, and 
his own chosen agents whose welfare Jesus prays for", Lindars. "Since they 
really belong to you", Anchor.



proleptic, "pointing forward to the glory that was yet to come." "They will bring 
[they bring ???] glory to me", CEV.  

en + dat. "through [them]" - The dative is instrumental, expressing means / 
agency. Note that the pronoun autoiV, "them", can be either masculine or neuter. 
Neuter is the most natural reading given the neuter panta, "things", at the 
beginning of the verse, but since this part of the verse is picking up on v9, "those 
you have given me" (ie., the disciples), then it is obviously intended as masculine.  
   
v11a 

Jesus gives the final reason for his prayer on behalf of his disciples, namely, 
that he must go, and they must remain.  

ouketi eimi "I will remain [in the world] no longer" - [AND] NO LONGER I 
AM. The present tense is possibly used here to express immediacy, "I am no 
longer, as it were, in the world", TH, although the NIV takes it as futuristic.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE WORLD]. A local sense is surely implied, of residing 
in the world. The disciples will no longer be able to depend on Jesus' "physical 
presence and protection", Carson. "I am no longer going to be visible in the 
world", Peterson, is a bit over the top, possibly "my presence in the world is over", 
Berkeley.  

kai "but" - AND. Here, the second use of this conjunction in the sentence is 
adversative, so "but", as NIV.  

autoi pro. "they" - THEY [ARE IN THE WORLD]. Emphatic by use and 
position.  

ercomai pres. "I am coming" - [AND TOWARD YOU] AM COMING. The present 
tense is often taken here to be futuristic. Jesus usually speaks of going to be with 
the Father, but here he is addressing the Father, so "coming" is more appropriate. 
Note again the present tense, "I am already on my way to you", TH.  

proV + acc. "to [you]" - TOWARD. Spatial, expressing movement toward.  
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17:11b-19 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
xiii] One with the Father and the Son 
Synopsis  

John continues his record of the farewell discourse covering chapters 13:1-
17:26. In the central section of Jesus' High Priestly Prayer, Jesus prays for his 
disciples, v6-19. In this particular part of the prayer, he prays that his followers 
will be infused with the truth of the gospel and that the powers of darkness will 
be powerless to undermine their salvation.  
   
Teaching  

God's providential care is ours in Christ for intercedes on our behalf.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 17:1-11a  
   

ii] Structure: One with the Father and the Son:  
Jesus prays for his disciples: 

Perseverance, v11a-12: 
"Protect them by the power of your name." 

Joy, v13-14: 
May they have "the full measure of my joy within them." 

Protection, v15-16: 
"Protect them from the evil one." 

Consecration, v17-19: 
"Sanctify them in the truth."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Jesus' prayer for his disciples continues. This prayer is not for the 
world, but for those who believe in Jesus. This does not imply that God the 
Father doesn't care for his world, he cares so much "that he gave his only 
Son, that whoever believes in him shall no perish but have eternal life." 
Yet, Jesus' prayer here is specifically for his disciples. The prayer presents 
as four requests:  

First, Jesus prays that the Father will protect his disciples, keep them 
safe so that ultimately they will experience the eternal union, the love, that 
exists between members of the divine family - Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
The prayer amounts to a prayer for perseverance, such that unlike the "one 
doomed to destruction" whose loss was prophesied, the disciples will be 
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kept safe for eternity. Perseverance ultimately depends on one thing, 
namely, faith in God's providential power; if we hold onto Jesus he will 
carry us through the trials and tribulations of life.  

Second, Jesus prays that the disciples may experience the full measure 
of his joy within them. It's not quite clear what this joy amounts to, but it 
seems to relate to the disciples' possession of Jesus' word, ie., the full 
measure of gospel truth. The communication of this truth will promote a 
negative reaction from the secular world, but being privileged to continue 
Jesus' gospel ministry brings with it great joy, a sense of satisfaction in a 
purpose for life that transcends the ephemeral nature of the here-and-now.  

Third, Jesus prays that the disciples will be protected from the evil one. 
A person who believes in Jesus, who is in Christ, is ultimately no longer a 
subject of this world and therefore they become a target for Satan and his 
minions. In the terms of the Lord's Prayer, Jesus prays to the Father to 
deliver his disciples from Satan's hand. Believers are constantly tempted, 
and on many occasions succumb to temptation, but in the midst of the 
temptations of life Jesus prays that the Father will frustrate all attempts to 
destroy a believer's faith. A believers' life in Christ is secure, or as Luther 
put:  

And though the world, with devils filled, 
Should threaten to undo us, 
We will not fear, for God hath willed 
His truth to triumph through us. 
The Prince of Darkness grim -  
We tremble not for him; 
His rage we can endure, 
For lo! His doom is sure, - 
One little word shall fell him.  

Finally, Jesus prays that the disciples will be sanctified, consecrated, 
set-apart and equipped / made fit for ministry, a ministry grounded in the 
truth of the gospel. The Father sent Jesus into the world to communicate 
the gospel to lost and broken humanity, and now Jesus sends his disciples 
out into the world to perform this same ministry. To this end Jesus has 
consecrated himself, dedicated himself, set himself on the path to glory 
(cross, resurrection, ascension, and enthronement) so that his disciples may 
similarly be equipped, through the Spirit, to dedicate their lives to the 
Father's "truth".  
   

iv] Homiletics: Two prayer requests sealed with God's approval  
It's always a bit of a worry when someone says to us that they will pray 

for us. I don't know about you, but I immediately feel inadequate, a charity 
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case. I have no problem singing "it's me, it's me, O Lord, standing in the 
need of prayer", but a brother or sister telling me that I am in need of prayer, 
well that's another matter altogether. Charity case or not, we are forced to 
be gracious. We thank them for their consideration, head for the high moral 
ground and respond, "you are always in my prayers."  

            
              

         
         

  
In our reading today, John has recorded the prayer Jesus prayed in the 

upper room on the Thursday evening before his arrest and crucifixion. Way 
back in the sixteenth century a Lutheran theologian, David Chytraeus, gave 
the prayer the title "Jesus' High Priestly Prayer", and this title has stuck. In 
summing up the prayer, one of the great Bible commentators, B.F. 
Westcott, writing at the beginning of the twentieth century, said, it is "at 
once a prayer, a profession and a revelation."  

Yes indeed! a revelation, for what Jesus prays for, Jesus gets. Now, we 
know that he is praying for the apostles, and that what he asks for them he 
does not necessarily ask for us. Verses 20, 21a may well deal with that 
problem, anyhow, we will proceed on the gracious assumption that the 
prayer is for all believers. So, what does Jesus ask on our behalf?  

Jesus makes two requests, the first is: "keep them in your name", v11b. 
The NIV has "protect them by the power of your name." Jesus repeats the 
prayer in v17, but in different words; "sanctify them in the truth." Only in 
recent years have commentators come to grips with the term "the name." It 
represents the character of God, it means virtually the same as "the word", 
"the truth", the gospel, and distils down to love, for God is love, a love that 
expresses itself in grace and mercy. Jesus prays that we are kept in gospel 
truth, the truth of God's eternal gracious loving mercy.  

The second request is: "keep them from the evil one", v15b. There are 
those who argue that Jesus is praying that we are kept from evil, from 
temptation, testing and trouble, but if this is the substance of the prayer then 
it hasn't been answered. No, the prayer is far weightier. Jesus prays that we 
will not be overcome by the powers of darkness such that we lose our 
eternal standing in the sight of God.  

Remember, what Jesus prays for, Jesus gets.  
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 Of course, there is one person whose prayers we do greatly appreciate. 
The Bible tells us that Jesus presents himself on our behalf in the throne 
room of the Ancient of Days. Now that's a nice thought, and we welcome 
his prayers for us. There is no sense of inadequacy when Jesus prays for 
us.



Text - 17:11b 
Jesus continues his prayer for his disciples, v11b-16. i] Perseverance, v11a-

12. Jesus first established the ground for his prayer, v1-11a, and now he goes on 
to pray that "his disciples may be protected", Carson.  

pater aJgie voc. "Holy Father" - FATHER HOLY. Vocative of address. "O 
Father most holy", other than the word "Father", this is a normal Jewish way of 
addressing God in prayer. The title conveys both the transcendence and 
imminence of God.  

thrhson (threw) aor. imp. "protect" - KEEP SAFE, GUARD [THEM]. Used in 
the sense of: i] watch, observe, ii] keep safe, protect, iii] observe, obey. Possibly 
"keep safe", by the power of God, from the world's power to deceive and lead a 
believer from faith. Brown suggests kept from "contamination", but this would 
imply that the prayer is ineffective in that it is not answered. It may also mean 
"keep in", identify with God's name, his character, his person and thus, his 
wondrous words, "the truth." As Jesus received God's name, so he received God's 
words, which is much the same thing. So, Jesus prays that his disciples are kept 
in the truth of his divine revelation, kept in the gospel of God's grace in Christ, 
preserved.  

en + dat. "by" - IN. Either "marked out / identified in union with God", a local 
sense expressing incorporative union, or "protected by God", an instrumental 
sense, or both, Brown. The NEB covers both meanings with "protect by the power 
of your name" in the text, and in the margin, "keep them in your name" (in the 
sense of "keep them loyal to / in adherence to Jesus' teachings"). Beasley-Murray 
suggests a local sense is best, "keep in / identify with."  

tw/ onomati (a atoV) dat. "the power of [your] name" - THE NAME [OF 
YOU]. "The name" = the person, their being, and when used of God it emphasizes 
his power and authority; "I have kept them in/by the power and authority you 
have bestowed upon me."  

w|/ pro. rel. dat. "the name" - WHICH. Direct object of the verb "to give". Many 
manuscripts have a masculine plural relative pronoun here meaning that the 
antecedent is "them", the disciples, eg. NEB. The NIV reading is best, even 
though this verse and v12 are the only times John says that the divine "name" is 
given to Jesus. Of course, it makes better sense when we understand that the 
giving of the name = their being, entails the bestowal of a person's authority and 
power; "protect them with your personal protection as you did with me", Barclay.  

dedwkaV (didwmi) perf. "you gave" - YOU HAVE GIVEN [TO ME]. Some 
manuscripts have an aorist here, but the perfect tense is the preferred reading. 
"The name" was given in the past and is still possessed by Christ.  

iJna + subj. verb to-be "so that [they may be one as we are one]" - THAT 
[THEY MAY BE ONE AS WE are one]. Normally this construction introduces a 
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purpose clause. A number of important manuscripts omit this phrase. It does seem 
incongruous with the instrumental sense of "by the power of your name", 
although it works better with "in your name" is local = "in the truth." The unity 
then becomes a unity of truth, "one in truth."  

eJn "one" - Barrett argues that the neuter here implies that the disciples will 
be kept as a unity, not units, although one wonders why John didn't use the 
abstract form of the noun, "unity". As above, it possibly means a "unity of truth."  
   
v12 

By keeping his disciples in the truth of the gospel of God's grace ("in the 
name"), "not one of them perished." The gospel has the power to save all who 
believe, 3:16.  

oJte "while" - Temporal conjunction serving to introduce a temporal clause.  
met (meta) gen. "with [them]" - [I WAS] WITH [THEM]. Expressing association 

/ accompaniment.  
ethroun (threw) imperf. ind. "[I] protected [them and kept them safe]" - 

[I] I WAS KEEPING [THEM IN THE NAME OF YOU]. The imperfect is probably used 
to express the idea of ongoing protection for the disciples. The personal pronoun 
egw, "I" is emphatic by use. "I was keeping them in the name = in/by your power 
and authority", see v11a. In/by the divine authority which he possesses, Jesus is 
preserving his disciples for the day of salvation.  

w|/ "-" - WHICH = THOSE [YOU HAVE GIVEN TO ME]. Dative by attraction to the 
dative "the name." The same textual problem exists with this relative pronoun as 
in v11. As noted above, some manuscripts omit the whole clause.  

efulaxa (fulassw) aor. "-" - [AND] I KEPT GUARD, KEPT WATCH. The aorist 
"sums up the process represented by the imperfect ethroun." As the disciples are 
"in the name", they are guarded against evil, cf., v15. The evil could be some 
evil-like temptation, or Satan himself, although this seems unlikely. A guarding 
that preserves the believer from a loss of their salvation, a guarding unto the day, 
seems best. "I guarded them, and not one of them has been lost", ESV.  

ex "[none] of [them]" - [NOT ONE] FROM [THEM PERISHED]. The preposition 
here serves as a partitive genitive. ei mh "except" - if not. Establishing an 
exception.  

ei mh "except" - EXCEPT. Introducing a exceptive clause which establishes 
a contrast by designating an exception.  

thV apwleiaV (a) gen. "[the one] doomed to destruction" - [THE CHILD, 
SON] OF HELL, PERDITION, DESTINED TO PERISH. The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "child". He is the son of Satan who is destined for destruction. 
The term is used by Paul in Thessalonians concerning the antichrist, although 
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John is using it here of Judas. "The son of destruction", Phillips; "the man who 
for whom there was nothing else but to suffer ruin", TH.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [THE SCRIPTURE MIGHT BE FULFILLED]. This 
hina clause may be consecutive, denoting result, or a final clause, denoting 
purpose. Christ's life necessarily fulfills scripture. The problem here is, what 
scripture? John quotes Psalm 41:9 in 13:18, but possibly the term "child of hell" 
is in mind, Proverbs 24:22a. The other major problem concerns how scripture 
determines the damnation of Judas apart from his own will. If scripture foretells 
the betrayal, persecution and death of the messiah, does this necessarily impose 
a divine imperative upon the will of those who play a part? Surely not! 
   
v13 

ii] Joy, v13-14. For Jesus, it is a joyous, fulfilling, satisfying task, to make 
known the divine truth of the gospel to the people of Israel. Of course, it comes 
with its frustrations, and ultimately for Jesus, the cross. The disciples will 
similarly face the world's hatred, v14, but Jesus prays that they may share in the 
joy he has experienced in serving the divine purpose of making known the gospel 
of God's grace toward broken humanity.  

nun "now" - [BUT/AND] NOW [I AM COMING TO YOU]. Temporal adverb, 
present time. Jesus is going to the Father and the disciples will no longer have his 
physical presence, so he prays that they might at least experience the joy of 
carrying on his mission.  

tauta "these things" - [AND] THESE things [I SPEAK]. Possibly the whole 
farewell discourse, so Carson, or better, the points Jesus has just made, Barrett.  

en + dat. "while I am still in [the world]" - IN [THE WORLD]. Local, 
expressing space. Jesus has taught these truths while in the world, before leaving 
the world.  

iJna + subj. "so that [they may have]" - THAT [THEY MAY HAVE]. Here 
introducing a purpose clause; "in order that." Jesus is praying for the disciples in 
order that they may share (have) his joy to the full. Possibly "that my joy may be 
yours and your joy may be fulfilled ('complete' is better, "brought to completion", 
Harris)", Brown.  

peplhrwmenhn (plhrow) perf. pas. part. "the full measure" - [THE JOY OF 
ME] HAVING BEEN FULFILLED, COMPLETED. The participle serves as the 
accusative complement of the direct object "the joy [the mine = that which is 
mine]", standing in a double accusative construction. As Kostenberger notes, this 
is predicated upon remaining / abiding in God's love and obeying, in the sense of 
believing in, the Son. "So that my followers will have the same complete joy that 
I do", CEV.  
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en + dat. "within [them]" - IN THEMSELVES. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical. "But now I am on my way to you, saying these things while still in 
the world, so that there may be in them, in all its fullness, the joy which is mine", 
Cassirer.  
   
v14  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - [I HAVE GIVEN THE WORD OF YOU] TO THEM. 
Dative of indirect object. "Them" = the disciples.  

           
        

       
ton logon (oV) "word" - THE WORD. Barrett thinks the singular, as here, 

means the divine word or revelation (the gospel personified in Christ), while the 
plural means something like "precepts".  

emishsen (misew) aor. "has hated" - [THE WORLD] HATED [THEM]. The 
aorist, of course, is not indicating past time, but punctiliar aspect, here of a state 
of affairs. The powers of darkness have conspired to take down the Son and will 
conspire to take down those who follow him. "The people of this world hate 
them", CEV.  

oJti "for [they are not of the world]" - BECAUSE [THEY ARE NOT OF THE 
WORLD]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the world of human affairs 
hates the disciples of Jesus, namely, because they stand apart from the world, 
refusing to conform to its shibboleths - in the normal state of affairs, aliens are 
despised. John describes believers as born of God, born from above, and therefore 
ek called out of the world, 15:19. Not being part of the world prompts distrust 
and hate, as does the possession of a truth which condemns the world. "Because 
they do not belong to the world".  

kaqwV "any more than [I am]"- JUST AS, AS [I AM NOT]. Comparative 
introducing a comparative clause. The phrase is not found in some of the more 
important manuscripts. "Just like myself, they do not belong to the world", Rieu.  

ek + gen. "of [the world]" - FROM, OUT OF [THE WORLD]. Expressing source 
/ origin. Expressing the general idea that "source / origin determines the character 
of a person", Novakovic.  
   
v15 

iii] Protection, v15-16: The disciples of Jesus are to continue his gospel 
mission, so he doesn't ask the Father to take them out of the world. Rather, Jesus 
prays that they are protected / guarded from the Evil One, the usurper, "the ruler 
of this world", the one who daily applies his corrupted power. The actual 
protection envisaged is not stated, but it is probably encapsulated in the next 
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 sou gen. pro. "your" - OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, usually viewed as 
possessive, "your word", descriptive, idiomatic / source, agent; "the word 
which has originated from you."



element of the prayer, namely that the disciples be consecrated for sacred service 
in the world. So, a believer's justification and sanctification - their possession of 
holiness in Christ through faith, and thus their ultimate salvation - is the focus of 
the protection. By being in the world, a believer cannot escape Satan's malicious 
attention. Satan will tempt us and we may at times fall, but he is powerless to 
separate us from God's eternal grace in Christ.  

ouk erwtw (erwtaw) pres. "my prayer is not" - I DO NOT ASK. "Father, I 
do not ask that you take my followers out of the world", CEV.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. Here serving in the place of an infinitive to 
introduce an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
the content of Jesus' prayer.  

arhV (airw) aor. subj. "you take" - YOU LIFT UP, TAKE AWAY [THEM OUT OF 
THE WORLD]. It is not Jesus' intention to remove his disciples from danger or 
temptation, for they will play a part in the redemption of the world through the 
proclamation of the gospel. "I do not ask you to remove them from the world", 
Barclay.  

all (alla) "but [that]" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ....., but ......"  

thrhshV (threw) aor. subj. "you protect [them]" - YOU KEEP [THEM]. See 
above. In v11, 12, it was "keep them in the name", in v17 it will be consecrate 
them in truth, here it is "keep them from the evil one"; "keep them safe / protect 
them from the power of evil", from the power that seeks to overcome a believer's 
faith and thus, their eternal standing in Christ. The phrase "deliver us from evil" 
in the Lord's Prayer carries the same thought, better translated "free us from the 
evil one." - "Let them not be overcome by the powers of darkness such that they 
lose their eternal standing in the sight of God."  

ek + gen. "from" - Expressing separation, "away from."  
tou ponhrou (oV) gen. "the evil one" - This can be translated by the abstract 

nouns: "evil, wicked, malicious,....", such that the masculine "the evil one / the 
prince of darkness / Satan" may not be intended. None-the-less, "Satan" seems 
likely. In 1 John the same word is used for "Satan".  
   
v16 

Some important manuscripts drop this verse. It is virtually a repeat of v14b. 
The statement is repeated since it is fundamental to this prayer, a prayer for Jesus' 
disciples and not the world of human affairs. In a different context we may rightly 
pray that the nefarious ways of the Prince of Darkness (not a reference to the 
automobile electronics company Lucas!) be restrained. When it comes to his 
mismanagement of the secular world, he can only exercise his power within the 
limits of God's will, cf., Job.1:12, 2:6, 1Cor.10:13, Rev.20:2, 7.  
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v17 

iv] Consecration, v17-19. Jesus prays for the dedication of his disciples for 
service in gospel ministry.  

aJgiason (aJgiazw) aor. imp. "sanctify" - CONSECRATE, SANCTIFY, SET 
APART, DEDICATE [THEM]. Literally, "make holy." Bultmann defines the word as 
"to take out of the sphere of the profane and place in the sphere of the divine." 
The word involves, on one hand, a separation from the world, and on the other, a 
dedicated conformity with Christ's commands. John is not using the word morally 
(of hating what God hates, of doing what God wants), but rather of being set-
apart for God's service. Jesus is holy in that "the Father reserved the Son for his 
own purposes in this mission into the World", Carson. Jesus' disciples are 
similarly consecrated, set-apart to go into the world, v18. "Let this truth make 
them completely yours", CEV.  

en + dat. "by [the truth]" - IN [THE TRUTH]. Most translations take the 
preposition as instrumental, "by the truth", ie. establishing the means of 
consecration. None-the-less, local, sphere, should not be discounted, "in the 
truth", NJB, NAB, ESV, "in the sphere of the truth", Schnackenburg. The truth is 
God's truth, revelation, word, which is a powerful active and personal 
manifestation of the divine. Jesus prays that the disciples are set apart for mission 
in the world, "for / in / by", the truth. Schnackenburg and others argue that "kept 
in your name" and "consecrated in the truth" have much the same meaning as 
"receiving and living in the revelation of God in Jesus Christ" - living under the 
gospel of God's grace. "Truth is both the agency of the consecration and the realm 
into which they are consecrated", Brown.  

oJ soV adj. "your [word is truth]" - [THE WORD] THE YOURS [IS TRUTH]. The 
article oJ serves as an adjectivizer turning the possessive adjective soV into an 
attributive modifier, "the word which is yours" = "your word." "The Word", 
God's revelation to mankind, the truth, is a truth they need to be preserved in if 
they are to continue as God's set-apart representatives in the world.  
   
v18 

"In like manner" (kaqwV) to the sending of Jesus into the world, "so also" 
(kagw) the sending of the disciples, ie., the sending of Jesus is a paradigm for the 
sending of the disciples, both serve as the Father's authoritative representatives. 
Verse 19 will indicate that representatives must be dedicated (set-apart for service 
to God), and so to this end Jesus dedicated himself to divine service (the full 
extent of his ministry) to enable the disciples to similarly dedicate themselves to 
divine service.  

kaqwV ..... kagw "as ......." - JUST AS [YOU SENT ME INTO THE WORLD] so 
ALSO I in like manner [SENT THEM INTO THE WORLD]. Here together forming a 
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comparative construction; "just as ......., so also ......" This comparative clause is 
tied closely to the preceding verse, such that together they make one sentence. 
Jesus prays that the disciples are set-apart in the truth of the gospel, because as 
Jesus was sent into the world, so also he sends his disciples.  

apesteila (apostellw) aor. ind. "I have sent" - I SENT = I WILL SEND. 
Some manuscripts have a present tense, but the aorist is the best attested and is 
possibly proleptic - future referring, given that John is thinking in post 
resurrection terms. Jesus doesn't send out the disciples until 20:21. Of course, 
aspect is again dominant; there is only one commissioning of the apostles to 
mission. "I am sending them out into the world just as I was sent out into the 
world."  
   
v19  

uJper "for [them]" - [AND] ON BEHALF OF [THEM]. The NIV opts for benefit 
/ advantage, "and for their sakes", NRSV, but either representation or substitution 
are also possible.  

egw pro. "I" - Emphatic by position and use. This personal pronoun, serving 
to emphasize that Jesus does the consecrating, is not found in some manuscripts.  

aJgiazw pres. "sanctify [myself]" - I SANCTIFY, DEDICATE, CONSECRATE 
[MYSELF]. In 10:36 the Father sanctifies Jesus, here Jesus sanctifies himself. A 
further example of Jesus possessing the same authority as the Father. It does seem 
that Jesus is here alluding to his death in particular, and certainly the word 
"consecrate" has an Old Testament meaning of "sacrifice" Yet, it is likely that the 
sense here is the same as v17, so the object of the dedication, although broadly 
"you (the Father)", is probably his "truth", the gospel, divine revelation, cf., 
Barrett. "For their sake I dedicate myself to you", TEV.  

iJna + subj. "that" - Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order 
that." Although rare, and certainly not found in classical Greek, iJna can be taken 
as consecutive denoting result and this well may be the use here. See below.  

w\sin .... hJgiasmenoi (aJgiazw) perf. pas. part. "they [too] my be [truly] 
sanctified" - THEY [ALSO] MAY BE HAVING BEEN SANCTIFIED. A perfect 
periphrastic construction, probably emphasising durative aspect. Jesus' 
dedication / consecration involves a "determination to set himself apart for the 
Father's exclusive service", This has, as its intended purpose, a similar dedication 
by the disciples. As noted above, the disciples' dedication may be a consequence 
of Jesus' dedication. Obviously, for the disciple, this consecration is to the truth 
of the gospel rather than to a sacrifice that leads to death.  

en alhqeia/ "truly" - IN TRUTH. The preposition en is most likely local, 
expressing space, metaphorical, "in", but possibly instrumental, expressing 
means, "by the truth", Moffatt; "through the truth", AV. Unlike v17 there is no 
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definite article. This may mean it is adverbial, of manner, as in the NIV, but it is 
more likely a similar usage to v17, except that a singular meaning is implied, 
namely that Jesus has dedicated his life to the Father's intended purpose, as 
revealed in the truth of the gospel, so that the disciples may similarly dedicate 
their lives to the Father's "truth". "So that they may belong completely to the 
truth", CEV.  
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17:20-26 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
1. The farewell discourses, 13:1-17:26 
xiv] Jesus prays for all who will believe 
Synopsis  

John concludes his record of the farewell discourse which covers chapters 
13:1-17:26. Jesus' prayer that "they may be one as we are one", v11b, is now 
extended to those who will believe through the preaching of the apostles.  
   
Teaching  

All who embrace the apostolic gospel will be embraced in the love of God 
the Father, becoming one in him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 17:1-11a  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus prays for all who will believe:  
Jesus prays for all believers: 

Unity, v20-23; 
"That they may be one as we are one." 

Eternity, v24; 
"That where I am they may also be with me." 

Conclusion, v25-26. 
The purpose of Jesus' mission  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Jesus began his prayer by addressing the unity expressed in the 
Godhead and then extended that unity to cover his disciples, a unity that 
enables a participation in God's glory. Jesus now extends this prayer to all 
who believe, that they too may experience the unity and glory experienced 
by the Father and the Son. "Such a participation in the perfect unity of the 
Godhead will be both an historical and an eschatological privilege of the 
Church.... As believers come to share that unity, and the glory inseparable 
from it, during their earthly life, they will be able themselves to recognize 
the divine origin and quality of life of the Church; and by the same token, 
other people will be able to share their recognition", Marsh.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Abiding in God's love  
I well remember, when I was a youthful member of my local church 

fellowship, that once a term, at the evening service, we would have a 
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Of course, the truth is that when it comes to rededication, it wouldn't 

hurt any of us. In fact, there is a sense where going to church on Sunday 
serves this very purpose. We are always falling from some great height, 
slipping on slushy ground, continually short of our spiritual goals. Yet, as 
the Sundays go by, will we always focus on rededication, or will it wear 
thin?  

In the upper room on the Thursday evening before his crucifixion, 
Jesus prayed for his disciples, not just his apostles, but all disciples in every 
age. He prayed that we continue in unity, continue in him and continue in 
love. These three ideas are most likely facets of one jewel; each speaks of 
the same reality; each in itself is that reality. Union with the divine and 
inclusion in the divine, are rather difficult ideas to comprehend, but love, 
in the sense of a divine merciful compassion, now that is an idea we can 
comprehend. Jesus prays that we continue in love, that we continue to bask 
in God's radiant love for us, and in the radiant love of the brotherhood, that 
we take it in and give it out.  

Jesus prays for those who believe in his Word and who by believing, 
are caught up in the love of God. This love, this divine compassion which 
brings with it forgiveness and eternal acceptance in the sight of God, in turn 
prompts forgiveness and acceptance within the brotherhood. He prays, not 
that we just continue in this divine love, but that it be ultimately perfected 
in us. More than this, Jesus tells us that he provides the wherewithal for its 
perfection in us. He has displayed before us his radiant glory, the revelation 
of God's mind, and this to progress our ultimate perfection.  

So here then is the truth, we are kept in God's love by God's word. So, 
let us constantly submit ourselves to his Word.  
   

Text - 17:20 
The conclusion to Jesus' High Priestly Prayer, v20-26: i] Jesus prays for all 

believers, v20-24. a) Unity, v20-23. Jesus has prayed that his disciples might 
experience oneness, that they might experience an abiding personal relationship 
of mutual love with the Godhead, and now he prays that this oneness may be the 
gift of all who believe through the preaching of the disciples, and that by this 
oneness the world might be convinced of Jesus' divine credentials.  
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special evangelistic outreach. This was a time when people could give their 
life, or rededicate their life, to Jesus. Our old minister used the "altar-call" 
method which involved moving to the front of the church in plain view of 
everyone; a bit embarrassing. There was this young girl who rededicated 
herself every time there was an altar call. I remember thinking at the time 
that the heads bowed and hands up routine would have been less 
embarrassing. Mind you, we would have peeked anyway.



toutwn (ouJtoV) pron. "them" - [NOT ABOUT] THESE [HOWEVER DO I ASK 
ONLY]. Referring to the disciples presently gathered with Jesus.  

alla kai "also" - BUT AND = ALSO. Strong adversative standing in a 
counterpoint construction.  

peri + gen. "for" - ABOUT, CONCERNING. Possibly expressing reference / 
respect, but more likely representation, or better, advantage, as NIV; "I pray also 
for the benefit of those who believe ...."  

twn pisteuontwn (pisteuw) gen. pres. part. "those who believe" - THE 
ONES BELIEVING. The participle serves as a substantive. Jesus is not just praying 
for the unity of the present band of disciples, but also for a wider band of believers 
(the church) who will come to believe in him through the preaching of the 
apostles.  

eiV + acc. "in [me]" - TO/INTO [ME]. Expressing direction toward, arrival at. 
The prepositional phrase "into me" may be linked to "believe", as in the NIV, 
NRSV.., "believe into me", or may be linked with "word", "believe because of 
their testimony (word) into me." Given the word order, the natural reading is the 
second option, but the first is more in character with John. Grammarians argue 
that in the New Testament the preposition eiV, normally translated "into", is often 
synonymous with the preposition en, "in", as here. The meanings are close, one 
meaning a movement toward and into something, and the other meaning a static 
in. So, a believing into Jesus carries the sense of movement toward him, with a 
consequent resting in his sphere of personal authority. John often uses the phrase 
"believe in/on (eiV) his name", which means much the same as "receive Christ / 
come to Christ / know Christ."  

dia + gen. "through [their message]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [THE 
WORD OF THEM]. Instrumental, expressing means; "by means of the preached 
word / the gospel."  
   
v21 

The substance of Jesus' prayer is that his disciples be one. This request is 
first mentioned in verse 11 where Jesus prays that his disciples be kept safe, 
probably in the sense of eternally safe by firmly holding onto the gospel of God's 
grace during their life's journey. The consequence of their security in the gospel 
is their being "one as we are one." Actually, since the verb is a present subjunctive 
the sense is "may continue to be one as we are one." The disciples are already 
one, just as the Father and Jesus are one, and Jesus acts for their security so that 
they may continue to be one. This then is the substance of Jesus' prayer for all 
believers. Yet, what type of unity/oneness is Jesus praying for? Verses 21-23 
serve to explain something of the nature of this oneness:  

It is a character of the godhead;  
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It links the godhead with believers;  
It is observable to unbelievers;  
It prompts faith; 
It exhibits divine glory;  
It will one day be perfected.  

It is possible, of course, that the second hina clause is a separate prayer point, 
namely: Jesus prays that believers continue to abide in the divine. Yet, it is more 
likely that being one and abiding "in" the divine, refer to the same reality. The 
Father abides in the Son and the Son in the Father, they are one, and it is within 
this Godhead that believers abide. We abide in the divine and in that abiding we 
are one with the divine and one with each other. Jesus prays that this relational 
reality will continue for his followers and be ultimately perfected in the last day. 
So again, what is this unity? Obviously, something more than organizational 
unity is intended. It is likely that the nature of this oneness is revealed in the 
message which Jesus and his followers proclaim. Jesus prays that those who have 
heard the "message" (the gospel) and have believed, may continue as one. Verse 
23 seems to imply that oneness is evident in love (divine compassion): the 
Father's love for Jesus and for those who believe in Jesus, cf. also v26. "It is the 
Divine unity of love that is referred to, where all wills bow in the same direction, 
all affections burn with the same flame, all aims are directed to the same end - 
one blessed harmony of love", Moulton and Miligan. Nicely put! So, we can 
probably define this oneness/unity as a unity of love - a relational united in a 
common understanding and experience of God's gracious mercy displayed in the 
person and works of Jesus Christ. In short: an abiding personal relationship with 
God and each other.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. In this verse we have three hina clauses, another 
in v22 and another two in v23. In this verse, the first two serve as object clauses 
/ dependent statements of indirect speech expressing what Jesus prays for.  

panteV adj "all of them" - ALL [MAY BE ONE]. Nominative subject of the verb 
to-be.  

kaqwV "just as" - AS [YOU FATHER IN ME AND I IN YOU]. This conjunction 
introduces a comparative clause which serves to provide an example, or model, 
of the unity Jesus is praying for. It is repeated in v22 and v23. Brown suggests 
that the clause is also causative, but this is unlikely. The model of the unity prayed 
for by Jesus is found in the very existence of God, of his being. God's being is 
revealed to us in the person of Jesus Christ, the radiant centre of whom is divine 
love: grace, mercy, kindness, forgiveness.... The unity of the godhead is 
expressed in the loving relationship that exists between the Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit, and by extension, to us. So, the unity Jesus desires of us is a common 
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understanding and experience of love between believers. This understanding and 
experience of love prompts graciousness, mercy, forgiveness, acceptance, ....  

iJna + subj. "[may they also be in us]" - THAT [ALSO THEY IN US MAY BE]. 
The clause further explains the substance of the prayer that "we may continue to 
be one". Being in the Father and the Son further explains what it means to be one. 
"That they may continue in the love of Christ in both experience and 
understanding."  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT = IN ORDER THAT / WITH THE RESULT THAT. This 
third hina clause is probably adverbial and is not functioning as the object of the 
verb "to pray." If Jesus did so pray, the world would believe. Again, we find it 
difficult in this gospel to distinguish between purpose, "in order that" (the goal of 
the oneness), and potential / hypothetical result, "so that" (the potential result of 
the oneness). Bultman says the clause represents the goal of the oneness prayed 
for in the first and second hina clauses. None-the-less, potential result seems 
more likely, such that the world's belief in Jesus as God's great I AM / Messiah / 
the anointed one / God's agent for divine reconciliation with humanity / ......., is 
a product of / results from the oneness of the community of believers, a oneness 
which reflect the oneness / loving relationship that exists in the Godhead.  

pisteuh/ (pisteuw) pres. subj. "[the world] may believe" - Note, in John 
"believing" is "knowing", cf. v23. A textual variant has "believe" as an aorist. 
The aorist would imply a belief and knowing at its inception, "that the world may 
come to believe/know", rather than an ongoing belief/knowing. The consequence 
of a church infused with love (the grace of acceptance, forgiveness ....) is that the 
gospel of grace is set before the world in sign, as well as word, and where the 
gospel is manifested, people believe.  

oJti "that [you have sent me]" - THAT [YOU ME SENT]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the world may know 
/ believe. The statement is repeated in v23. By itself it seems rather light-weight, 
but takes on weight in the context of Jesus' prayer in 11:41-42, where the exact 
same words are used. Here, at the raising of Lazarus, Jesus says, "did I not tell 
you that if you believed, you would see the glory of God?", 11:40. Jesus serves 
to reveal the very person of the living God so that the lost may come to know 
him, to come to know God through the one who was sent, and now through the 
words of those who proclaim him, cf. v22.  
   
v22 

Verses 22 and 23 restate 21, but unpack the prayer a little more by further 
explaining the nature of oneness. This oneness is a product of the glory which 
Jesus shares with believers. The word "glory" entails the manifestation of the 
being of God, the content of which has prompted much debate (see Beasley-
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Murray). For John, Christ's glory is displayed in his crucifixion, in his lifting up, 
and this as the ultimate act of love, therefore, the glory is the manifestation of a 
redemption bought with a price, but freely given by grace and appropriated 
through faith. The glory is the manifestation of God's gracious love toward 
broken humanity. This glory is "given" in that it is "offered" and so can be 
received and experienced. God's revelation in Christ encapsulates this glory, 
initially in the person and work of Christ, but now in the inspired record of God's 
revelation to the world, namely, the scriptures. So, for us, God's Word is the 
radiant source of that glory, and serves to promote and maintain unity/oneness, 
ie. to keep us in a loving relationship with God.  

dedwkaV (didwmi) perf. "I have given" - [AND I] HAVE GIVEN. The "given" is 
in the perfect tense which implies a timeless given.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage.  

thn doxan (a) "the glory" - THE GLORY [WHICH YOU HAVE GIVEN TO ME]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to give."  

iJna "that [they may be one]" - THAT [THEY MAY BE ONE JUST AS WE are 
ONE]. This clause seems to maintain the syntactical structure commenced in v21, 
namely, that iJna introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing the content of Jesus' prayer. If this is the case, the sentence 
would more properly be translated "I have given them the same glory you gave 
me; may they be one as we are one." Again, purpose seems the obvious choice 
where the purpose of the giving of glory is the maintenance of unity/oneness, so 
Novakovic. Yet as in v21, it seems more likely that it is consecutive, expressing 
result, or more correctly potential / hypothetical result, "so that." Jesus bestows 
glory on his disciple, which glory results in their oneness.  
   
v23 

The very character of God is reflected in the Christian community, an infinite 
loving relationship - compassion, acceptance, forgiveness, .... love, a relationship 
that will prompt in the world a recognition of Jesus' divine origin and of God's 
love for humanity.  

en + dat. "[I] in [them and you] in [me]" - Local, expressing space, 
incorporative union. In v21, oneness is explained as: Christ "in" the Father, the 
Father "in" Christ and disciples "in" the Father and Son. Here it is the Father "in" 
disciples, with Christ "in" the Father again. All depict the unity of love that is the 
subject of Christ's prayer.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Both uses of iJna in this verse are adverbial, but 
again it is unclear whether purpose or potential result is intended. Many 
translations (eg., ESV) take both as final clauses expressing purpose, yet it seems 
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w\sin teteleiwmenoi (teleiow) perf. pas. part. "they may be [brought to] 

complete [unity]" - [THEY MAY BE] PERFECTED [INTO ONE]. Forming a 
periphrastic perfect construction. The perfect tense can imply an attaining of 
oneness (perfect love) in this life - an example of John's realized eschatology? 
On the other hand, Paul's perspective of pressing on toward an eternal goal, of 
striving to be what we are, should probably control our understanding of this 
completeness, cf. Phil.3:12. "That they may be brought to completion eiV (into = 
resulting in) one."  

iJna + subj. "then" - THAT [THE WORLD MAY KNOW]. Adverbial, consecutive; 
see above.  

oJti "that" - THAT [YOU SENT ME AND LOVED THEM]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the world "may know."  

kaqwV "even as" - AS, JUST AS, LIKE [YOU LOVED ME]. Comparative.  
   
v24 

b) Eternity, v24. Jesus prays that all believers will ultimately find themselves 
gathered beside him in eternity sharing the radiance of his divine glory.  

Pater (Pathr) voc. "Father" - Vocative of address. Barrett suggests that 
the better reading is nominative.  

o} pro. "those" - THOSE [YOU HAVE GIVEN ME, I DESIRE THAT THOSE ALSO 
MAY BE WITH ME WHERE I AM]. Being neuter, the article may be nominative or 
accusative. If nominative, it introduces a pendent nominative, if accusative it is 
probably adverbial, reference / respect, "Father, with respect to those you have 
given me." The relative clause so formed is forward referencing to kakeinoi, 
"those also." The gift (neuter) being believers. "Father, as for those you have 
given me, it's my wish that where I am they may be also."  

qelw pres. "I want" - I WISH, WILL, DESIRE. Christ wills what the Father 
wills, but none-the-less, Jesus asks that those whom the Father has given him 
share eternity with him.  

iJna "to [be with me where I am]" - THAT [WHERE I AM THOSE ALSO MAY 
BE WITH ME] and THAT. In this verse we again have two iJna clauses and a oJti 
clause, similar to v23. Yet, this time the two iJna clauses introduce dependent 
statements of perception expressing what Jesus desires of the Father (Novakovic 
and Harris suggest that the second iJna introduces a purpose clause, "in order that 
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likely that both express potential result; note NIV "then (as a result) the world 
will know ....). The oneness / loving relationship of the Godhead results in 
the oneness / loving relationship of the Christian community, which in turn 
results in the world's knowledge / recognition oJti, "of the fact that", Jesus is 
God's great I AM (cf., v21), kai, "and that", God the Father loves humanity 
kaqwV, "like / to the degree to which", he loves the Son.



they may see my glory"); "I want those you have given me to be where I am and 
to see my glory", Carson. As for the oJti clause, it is causal, "because you loved 
me ...." Jesus has made the point that his disciples do not necessarily go to the 
Father as Jesus goes (ie. via crucifixion), nor can they come with him at this 
moment, but they will be with him in eternity and there they will see his pre-
existent glory, probably in the sense of share in it.  

qewrwsin (qewrew) subj. "see" - THEY MAY SEE, OBSERVE [THE GLORY OF 
ME WHICH YOU HAVE GIVEN ME]. That they may behold the pre-existent glory of 
the divine evident in Jesus, although his disciples could only glimpse this glory 
through human eyes; "the glory of Christ within the Godhead", Barrett. We are 
inclined to see glory in the terms of "divine radiance / transfigured radiance", 
although again, God's glory is most evident in his love for us; his kindness, his 
mercy, his redemptive nature. "That they may behold the glory of the divine."  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [YOU LOVED ME]. Introducing a causal clause.  
pro + acc. "before [the creation of the world]" - BEFORE [FOUNDATION OF 

WORLD]. Spatial; taking the sense "the beginning of the world."  
   
v25 

ii] Conclusion, v25-26. Jesus now sums up his ministry among human kind. 
The world was lost in darkness, devoid of any useful knowledge about God. Into 
this darkness the Father sent the Son, the Word, the very revelation of God, to 
reveal God's name, his person / nature. A small segment of humanity decided that 
Jesus is God's great I AM, the messiah, sent from God the Father, and to them 
Jesus has revealed the knowledge about God and will continue to do so through 
the ministry of the Spirit. The whole purpose of this revelation is that divine love 
might indwell and unify a people into a heavenly fellowship with God himself.  

pater dikaie "righteous Father" - O JUST FATHER. The vocative produces 
a strong "O Father most just."  

kai "though" - AND = BOTH [THE WORLD DID NOT KNOW YOU]. Possibly with 
a concessive slant, "even though", ESV, possibly emphatic, "indeed", although 
as Zerwick notes the intention "is not clear." Novakovic, so also Barrett, suggests 
a correlative construction that is juxtaposed using kai ...... kai, "both the world 
did not know you ..... and they (the disciples) know that you have sent me." Both 
statements are true, "both ..., and ...", although the sense is illusive. It is true that 
the world doesn't know God, but it is also true that there are some people who do, 
and this because they accept that Jesus is come from God with the knowledge of 
God, and so they have come to know God through him. See Beasley-Murray for 
the approach taken by the NIV.  

de "[I know you]" - BUT/AND [I I KNEW YOU]. Transitional, here to a 
parenthesis serving as a counterpoint to the opening clause of the correlative 
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construction; "Both the world did not know you (but of course I know you), and 
..." Note that the personal pronoun egw, "I", is emphatic by position and use.  

egnwsan (ginwskw) aor. "[they] know" - [THESE ONES] KNEW. "These 
ones" refers to the disciples, as distinct from the world that does not know.  

oJti "that [you have sent me]" - THAT [YOU SENT ME]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what "they know." The 
disciples have recognized the divine in Christ, and in recognizing it, have come 
to know / believe in God. The world of human affairs, on the other hand, has 
failed to recognize the divine in Christ, and so God remains unknown to the bulk 
of humanity, and this because God is only known in Christ.  
   
v26 

egnwrisa (gnwrizw) aor. "I have made [you] known" - [AND] I MADE 
KNOWN. The lost "know" God the Father because Christ makes him known.  

to onoma sou "you" - THE NAME OF YOU. The genitive sou is adjectival, 
possessive. Jesus has revealed God's name = the person, the very being of God.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
gnwrisw (grnrizw) fut. "will continue to make you known" - [AND] WILL 

MAKE it KNOWN. Taking "them" to mean the disciples, Jesus will continue to 
make God known to them through the ministry of the Holy Spirit.  

iJna + subj. "in order that" - THAT. Here the NIV takes the hina clause as 
final expressing purpose, "in order that ..", but potential result is always possible, 
"so that / with the result that .."  

h}n pro. "-" - [THE LOVE] WHICH [YOU LOVED ME]. Morris describes the 
construction of this cognate accusative as "most unusual", and with no parallel, 
so Abbott. The accusative pronoun agrees with a presupposed cognate accusative 
such as agaphn hgapaw, "I love a love", producing the hina clause "that the 
love, I love a love which you loved me, may be in them" = "that the love, the love 
which you have loved me, may be in them" = "that the love, (namely) the love 
you have for me, may be in them", so Harris, see also Novakovic. The love Jesus 
desires in his disciples is the same love that the Father has for Jesus. Note that 
the article with agaph, "the love", indicates that it is forward referencing to the 
pronoun h}n such that the relative clause specifies "the love" in mind, "namely, 
the love you have for me." This love is an essential relational element of the 
Godhead which eternally binds the members of the Godhead together. As is 
typical in this gospel, this divine love is outward acting (eg., the cross) and inward 
enlivening.  

hJ/ (eimi) + pres. subj. "may be [in them]" - MAY continue to BE [IN THEM]. 
The present subjunctive of the verb "to be" again indicates that Jesus envisages 
an abiding (a continuing love) in believers and this achieved through his Word. 
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The love that Jesus envisages in believers is the same love that is expressed 
between the Father and the Son. Again, the love is linked to the indwelling of the 
divine. Although not stated, the link obviously extends to the oneness of the 
Godhead, to believers with the Godhead, and to believers with each other. Being 
"in", being "one" and possessing "love", are all much the same. This "love", of 
course, is not an expression of moral rectitude, nor some wishy-washy feeling, 
but is divine compassion.  

en + dat. "in [them]" - [AND I] IN / WITH [THEM]. Local, space, incorporative 
union / association. Jesus actively promotes his Word-ministry so that love/he 
may continue to permeate the life of all believers, cf. Rom.8:39. "In" can certainly 
mean "within them", referring to the indwelling Spirit of Christ, but also "among 
them", "intimately associated with them." The sense, "in the midst of", reflects 
the covenantal idea of God dwelling in the midst of his people, Ex.29:45-46, 
24:16, Deut. 7:21, 23:14. Note the prologue where Jesus comes to dwell (lit. 
"pitch his tent") among his people. Kostenberger opts for "among them", Carson 
accepts both meanings.  
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18:1-11 

The Passion Narrative, 18:1-20:31 
1. The arrest, trial and crucifixion, 18:1-19:42 
i] The arrest of Jesus 
Synopsis  

Jesus and his disciples now leave Jerusalem and cross the Kidron Valley to 
gather in a secluded garden. Judas is aware of the place and leads a detachment 
of officers to arrest Jesus. Peter attempts to resist, but Jesus instructs him to allow 
the arrest to proceed.  
   
Teaching  

To follow Jesus is to drink the cup destined for us.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-13/14. In the Argument Proper Part I John introduced us 
to the gospel - the good news of salvation appropriated through faith in Jesus 
Christ. In the Argument Proper Part II, John, in the Farewell Discourse, has 
explained how the fruit of faith, namely love / oneness, manifests itself in the 
Christian community through the ministry of the Holy Spirit. Now, John sets out 
to establish the basis upon which faith, and its fruit of love, rests, namely, the 
faithfulness of Christ realized in his glorification, his lifting up (the cross, 
resurrection, ascension, and enthronement).  

Jesus' faithfulness is established in a series of scenes / episodes covering 
chapters 18-20:  

Part 1: 
The arrest of Jesus, 18:1-11; 
The pretrial and Peter's denial, 18:12-27; 
Jesus before Pilate, 18:28-40; 
The humiliation of Jesus, 19:1-16a; 
The crucifixion of Jesus, 19:16b-30; 
The burial of Jesus, 19:31-42; 

Part 2: 
The empty tomb, 20:1-10; 
Jesus appears to Mary, 20:11-18; 
Jesus appears to his disciples, 20:19-31.  

Stibbe in Readings thematically encompasses these episodes with the theme 
The darkness did not overcome it. He suggests that John characterizes Jesus 
through these episodes as judge, king and elusive God. Moloney in his 
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commentary divides chapters 18 and 19, Part 1, into five scenes, rather than six, 
identifying each scene by new people and places.  
   

ii] Structure: The arrest of Jesus:  
Setting, v1; 
Judas' betrayal, v2-3; 
Jesus confronts his adversaries, v4-7; 

"I AM". 
Jesus protects his disciples, v8-9; 

"I have not lost one of those you gave me." 
Jesus restrains his disciples; 

"Shall I not drink the cup the Father has given me?"  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Central to the Passion Narrative is the revelation of the faithfulness of 

Jesus, God's anointed one. The salvation of Jesus' disciples, and of all 
believers throughout the ages, rests on the faithfulness of the Christ - faith 
in the faithfulness of Jesus saves.  

In the passage before us John draws out the faithfulness of Jesus.  
First, John reminds us that the recorded events now before us have not 

caught Jesus by surprise; Jesus knew "all that was going to happen to him." 
The events now overtaking him are in no way outside the divine will. This 
is all part of the divine initiative to save mankind, one facilitated in and 
through the faithfulness of Jesus.  

Second, John reminds us of the key player in this tragedy. When the 
Temple police and their assisting Roman auxiliaries appear at the entrance 
of the garden, Jesus goes out to meet them. With typical Johannine 
ambiguity we are presented with an arresting party somewhat startled by 
Jesus as he comes out of the darkness into the light of their lamps. But, for 
those with eyes to see, we are shown the emissaries of Satan falling to the 
ground before God's great I AM.  

Third, John reminds us that Jesus cares for his own. Jesus promised to 
do exactly this and so demands that the arrest party "let these men go." As 
John notes, this is in fulfillment of Jesus' words "I have not lost one of those 
you gave me." As Dodd puts it, "the Shepherd went to meet the wolf to 
save his flock." Jesus is in the business of setting us free.  
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 Finally, unlike the synoptic gospels where Jesus' reference to his "cup" 
of suffering is in the context of a time of prayer in the garden, in John's 
account Jesus speaks of his "cup" in relation to restraining the aggression 
of Peter. Peter has tried to defend Jesus, wounding one of the arresting 
officers in the process. Despite Peter's actions, John reminds us of Jesus'



determination to proceed with his divinely appointed suffering, which act 
of faithfulness on our behalf will save us.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Again, we note how John runs his own race. John has Jesus in prayer 

back at Jerusalem and not in the garden just before his arrest, as in the 
Synoptic tradition, cf., Mark 14:32-52. John does not mention Jesus' grief 
in the garden (a small family rural holding), nor the particular site, 
"Gethsemane", nor the kiss of Judas. John adds to the Synoptic tradition by 
mentioning the wadi they crossed in the Kidron valley, the disciple who 
swung his sword, and the officer who lost his right ear, cf., Luke 22:50. 
John also tells us that Roman auxiliaries were present with the Temple 
police. None-the-less, as Kostenberger notes, "Overall, the Johannine 
passion narrative coheres closely with that of the Synoptics, yet 
occasionally with different emphasis."  

As for John's sources, it is often argued that John uses at least one of 
the synoptic gospels, although John's willingness to ignore the synoptic 
account on so many occasions has led scholars like Dodd to argue that John 
uses an independent tradition.  
   

v] Homiletics: Christ the King of the Jews  
We have often looked to Christ to wield his sword in defence of his 

people. In the face of man-made, or natural disasters, right through to the 
inroads of secularism, we look to the mighty hand of Christ the king. The 
trouble is, Christ's reign doesn't intersect with much of the stuff of this age.  

Of course, there are times when Christ's reign does intersect, but often 
not at the points where we would expect:  
   

Christ is a king of a kingdom not of this world - a kingdom that does 
not belong here. Jesus' words to Pilate serve to explain that Christ's 
kingdom is not a political entity as is the Roman empire. It is certainly here, 
it does exist in this age and does impact on our age. Saint Augustine wrote 
that Christ's "kingdom is here till the end of time .... but does not belong 
here because it is in the world as a pilgrim."  

So, Christ is a king of a kingdom that is in the world, but not of the 
world.  
   

Christ is a king who reigns through his Word - a word heard and 
believed. Where in the world does this pilgrim entity intersect with human 
existence? Jesus said he "came into the world to testify to the truth." God's 
revelation proclaimed, particularly the gospel, is where Christ's kingdom 
intersects with our world. Those who hear the word and believe the word, 
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are changed, become a force for change, and are delivered into the presence 
of the living God.  

So, Christ is a king who reigns, not by power or might, but by the Spirit 
inspired word of God.  
   

Text - 18:1 
The arrest of Jesus, v1-11: i] The Setting, v1. Jesus and the disciples exhlqen, 

"went out", although it is not clear whether John is referring to their leaving the 
site of the evening meal, or Jerusalem, but probably Jerusalem. John tells us that 
the party crossed the Kidron wadi and headed for a khpoV, "garden", presumably 
a small walled agricultural holding. Mark calls it Gethsemane, "(the place of) the 
oil-press", Harris.  

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "When he had finished praying" - HAVING SAID 
[THESE THINGS JESUS WENT OUT]. The participle is adverbial, temporal, as NIV; 
"after this discourse", NAB.  

sun + dat. "with" - WITH [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. Expressing 
accompaniment / association.  

peran + gen. "crossed" - BEYOND, ACROSS. Spatial; "he and his disciples 
crossed the Kidron Valley", CEV.  

tou Kedrwn gen. "[the] Kidron [Valley]" - [THE WADI] OF KIDRON. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification; "the wadi known as Kidron." 
"Wadi" is a better translation because the word ceimarroV means "winter 
flowing", so not a flowing "brook, creek", etc., but a dry gully, except after winter 
rains.  

oJpou "-" - WHERE [THERE WAS A GARDEN INTO WHICH HE ENTERED]. Local 
conjunction, identifying place; "until they arrived at a place where there was a 
garden", Cassirer. The word khpoV, "garden", is referring to a piece of land, 
presumably cultivated, and usually surrounded by stone wall, loose or formed.  

autou gen. pro. "his [disciples]" - [AND THE DISCIPLES] OF HIM. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational.  
   
v2 

ii] Judas' betrayal, v2. John explains to his readers how Judas knew where to 
find Jesus to arrest him.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
oJ paradidoouV (paradidwmi) pres. part. "[Judas], who betrayed [him]" - 

[JUDAS] THE ONE DELIVERING OVER = BETRAYING [HIM KNEW THE PLACE]. The 
participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition to "Judas." "Judas the 
traitor."  
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oJti "because" - BECAUSE [JESUS OFTEN GATHERED THERE]. Introducing a 
causal clause, "because", explaining why Judas "knew the place well", JB, 
namely "since Jesus went there frequently with his disciples", Rieu.  

meta + gen. "with [his disciples]" - WITH [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. 
Expressing association / accompaniment; "in the company of."  
   
v3 

Judas is only guiding the soldiers and is not in command of the situation. 
Only John mentions the torches and lanterns and the detachment of Roman 
soldiers. These details reveal that Jesus' arrest is officially sanctioned by the 
authorities of darkness, and that it was executed on the assumption that Jesus and 
his followers would resist arrest.  

oun "So" - THEREFORE [JUDAS .......... COMES THERE]. Inferential, 
establishing a logical connection, as NIV.  

labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "guiding" - HAVING TAKEN. The participle is 
adverbial, probably modal, expressing the manner of Judas' coming to Jesus, as 
NIV; "Judas comes there (to the garden) having taken = taking = guiding ...."  

thn speiran (a) "a detachment of soldiers" - THE COHORT. A Roman 
cohort consists of some 600 men so just "some Roman soldiers", CEV.  

ek "from [the chief priests]" - [AND ASSISTANTS, SERVANTS] OUT OF = 
FROM [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND] OUT OF = FROM [THE PHARISEES]. Expressing 
source / origin, ie., ek for apo, Zerwick, here with the sense "provided / sent by"; 
"together with a party of Temple police, who were supplied to him by the Chief 
Priests and the Pharisees", Barclay. The uJphretaV, "assistants, servants" are 
obviously "Temple police", as translated by Barclay.  

meta + gen. "they were carrying" - WITH [LANTERNS AND LAMPS AND 
WEAPONS]. Here adverbial, modal, expressing manner / attendant circumstance, 
qualifying the main verb ercetai, "came"; "Judas came .......... with = carrying 
torches ....."  
   
v4 

Jesus fully understands that the time for his glorification is at hand and so 
willingly goes out into the light.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [JESUS ......... WENT OUT]. Inferential, establishing a 
logical connection, "so, then", or just transitional and left untranslated, as NIV.  

eidwV (oida) perf. part. "knowing" - [JESUS] HAVING KNOWN 
[EVERYTHING]. The participle is adverbial, probably best treated as causal, so 
Novakovic; "Jesus, because he knew everything ....... went out ...."  

ta ercomena (ercomai) pres. part. "that was going to happen" - THE 
THINGS COMING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantive 
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adjective "everything", as NIV. Jesus knows what is about to transpire, although 
such knowledge is not necessarily supernatural; "Jesus already knew everything 
that was going to happen", CEV.  

ep (epi) + acc. "to [him]" - UPON [HIM]. Spatial, "on, upon, up to ..."; "to 
him."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[asked] them" - [WENT OUT AND SAYS] TO THEM [WHOM 
DO YOU SEEK]? Dative of indirect object. As Harris notes the sense could be 
"went out from the garden to meet them", or "went out from the disciples to meet 
them." John does go on to reveal that Jesus is concerned for the disciples' welfare.  
   
v5 

The warrant is for "Jesus of Nazareth." Other personal descriptors could be 
used, but "Nazareth" is used, probably due to the negative connotations 
associated with this less than kosha Galilean town; "Jesus the Nazarene", JB. 
Jesus' response "I am he" reflects Johannine irony, particularly when John 
indicates that Judas is standing nearby. Judas will have often heard Jesus use egw 
eime in a messianic context, revealing that Jesus is God's great I AM, the anointed 
one. Note that some manuscripts have "I am Jesus"; it would be very easy for a 
copyist to accidentally leave "Jesus" out, and at the same time, it would be a 
strange addition.  

oJ paradidouV (paradidwmi) pres. part. "[Judas] the traitor [was standing 
there]" - [THEY ANSWERED and said TO HIM, JESUS THE NAZARENE. HE SAYS TO 
THEM, I AM he. BUT/AND JUDAS] THE ONE BETRAYING [HIM, AND = ALSO HAD 
STOOD WITH THEM]. The participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition 
to "Judas". For "I am" see 8:24. "Judas, the traitor, was standing there with the 
soldiers and the Temple police." Note, in John's account Judas does not identify 
Jesus with a kiss. By his just standing there, John means to suggest the "complete 
impotence of all but Jesus", Barrett.  

met (meta) + gen. "with [them]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
   
v6 

Johannine irony is again at work in his description of the response of the 
arresting officers. Moving out of the darkness into the light, Jesus may have easily 
startled them, but at the same time, they are confronting God's great I AM.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so", or 
simply transitional.  

wJV "when" - WHEN [HE SAID TO THEM, I AM he]. As a temporal conjunction 
here.  
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eiV + acc. "[they drew back]" - [THEY DEPARTED, WITHDREW = DREW BACK] 
INTO. The preposition expresses the direction of the action, toward, and arrival 
at, so they retreated to a new position.  

ta net. art. "-" - THE [BACK, BEHIND]. The article serves as a nominalizer 
turning the adverb into a substantive. The arresting officers retreated to the / a 
place behind where they were first standing; "At once, they all backed away", 
CEV.  

camai adv. "[fell] to the ground" - Adverb of place, "to/on the ground", 
BDAG. "They retreated and threw themselves on the ground", Cassirer. Cassirer 
is emphasizing the proper response to an I AM revelation, and certainly John is 
hinting at this response by describing the officers acting as if doing obeisance - 
prostrating themselves on the ground before the great I AM. "Fell to the ground" 
leaves the reader free to draw their own conclusion and so is followed by most 
translations. "The mere speech of Jesus (perhaps because expressed in language 
proper to God himself - see 8:24) is sufficient to repel his adversaries", Barrett.  
   
v7 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So he 
asked them again", ESV.  

palin adv. "again" - AGAIN [HE ASKED THEM, WHOM DO YOU SEEK?]. Modal 
adverb expressing repetition. "Who are you after?" Peterson.  

oiJ de "-" - BUT/AND THEY [THEY SAID, JESUS THE NAZARINE]. Transitional, 
here with the article to indicate a step in the dialogue to a new speaker.  
   
v8 

Jesus acts to protect his disciples.  
oJti "[I told you] that [I am he]" - [JESUS ANSWERED, I TOLD YOU] THAT [I 

AM he]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus told the arresting officers.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF [THEREFORE, as is the case, YOU SEEK ME, then]. 
Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class where the proposed condition is 
assumed to be true. "If it's me you're after, let these others go", Peterson.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
uJpagein (uJpagw) pres. inf. "[let these men] go" - [ALLOW, PERMIT THESE 

men] TO GO AWAY. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
verb "to allow, permit."  
   
v9 

John tells us that Jesus' protection for the disciples is in fulfillment of Jesus' 
own words. The quote is similar to 6:39, but this refers specifically to the 
disciples' spiritual safety. It seems more likely that the reference alludes to the 
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Good Shepherd illustration, particularly 10:28f, so Lindars, Ridderbos, 
Kostenberger, ... Jesus, the Good Shepherd, lays down his life for his sheep, and 
does so that none be lost, cf., 17:12. The wolf now scatters the flock, but Jesus 
has secured their safety.  

iJna + subj. "this happened so that" - THAT [MAY BE FULFILLED THE WORD 
WHICH SAID]. Although a rare imperatival iJna is possible, "let be fulfilled", it 
more likely introduces an adverbial clause, although it is necessary to supply the 
verb, as NIV; "this was to fulfill", Moffatt. A final clause expressing purpose, "in 
order that ...." is favoured, but as already noted in John, a iJna clause will often 
tend toward result, or at least hypothetical / potential result; "Thus the word he 
had spoken was verified, 'None of these thou gavest me, I let go to destruction'", 
Berkeley. Note how John places the fulfillment of Jesus' words on a par with the 
words of the prophets.  

ex (ek) + gen. "of [those]" - the ones FROM [THOSE WHOM]. Here serving in 
the place of a partitive genitive.  

moi dat. "[you gave] me]" - [YOU HAVE GIVEN] TO ME, [I DID NOT LOSE 
ANYONE]. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v10 

All the gospels mention the affray, although only John names the 
combatants. Malchus is a Nabatean Arab name, and if we give weight to the 
diminutive sense of wtarion it was his right earlobe that Peter cut off. The word 
macaira, "sword", refers properly to a short sword, or dagger, so Peter is not 
wielding a broad-sword, as often represented in childhood story books. Luke tells 
us that the disciples had two daggers at hand, not quite enough to handle a Roman 
cohort (= 600 soldiers, but obviously only a small detachment was on hand). We 
would expect Peter to be arrested for his actions, but as Luke tells us, Jesus healed 
the wound, so maybe the miracle calmed the situation, cf., Lk.22:51.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Here probably transitional, as NIV.  
ecwn pres. part. "who had [a sword]" - [SIMON PETER] HAVING [A DAGGER]. 

Possibly adjectival, as NIV, although being anarthrous it is more likely adverbial, 
possibly causal, so Novakovic; "then Simon Peter, because he had a dagger, 
lunged at the high priest's representative."  

tou arcierewV (euV ewV) gen. "the high priest's [servant]" - [DREW IT AND 
STRUCK THE SERVANT = REPRESENTATIVE] OF THE HIGH PRIEST [AND CUT OFF 
THE RIGHT EAR OF HIM]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, expressing a 
dependent status, as NIV.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a parenthesis / editorial 
note.  
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tw/ doulw/ (oV) dat. "the servant's [name]" - [THE NAME] TO THE SERVANT 
[WAS MALCHUS]. Possessive dative, as NIV.  
   
v11 

In restraining Peter, Jesus refers to the "cup" the Father has handed him. In 
the Old Testament, the image of a "cup" is used of a cup of divine wrath, God's 
"cup of wrath", of judgment upon the wicked, eg., Isa.51:17, Jer.25:15-17, ... 
Jesus is surely referring to the cross, but it is rather strange that he would use this 
image to encapsulate what is happening. Three possible interpretations present 
themselves:  

"Cup" may simply be used as an image of suffering, grief, a "cup of 
sorrow", Weymouth, so Morris, Brown, Lindars, "the bitterness of 
suffering and death", Ridderbos.  

On the other hand, the image may represent the totality of God's will, 
"the cup the Father has given me", so Carson; "the Father's gift", Barrett, 
Schnackenburg, Beasley-Murray. This interpretation is supported by the 
synoptic record of Jesus' prayer in Gethsemane, "not my will, but yours be 
done." "Shall I not willingly accept whatever the Father sends me, however 
bitter it may be?", Barclay.  

It may well be that "cup" depicts the nature of Jesus' suffering, namely, 
his substitutionary sacrifice on behalf of the lost, of Jesus taking upon 
himself the wrath of God, the punishment for human sinfulness, so 
Kostenberger, Klink.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID TO PETER. PUT THE SWORD INTO THE 
SHEATH]. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So Jesus said to Peter", 
ESV.  

          
       

           
      

             
  

to pothrion (on) "the cup" - Being neuter, this noun may be either 
nominative or accusative. It seems best to treat it as a pendent nominative 
resumed by auto, "it", so Zerwick, Barrett, Harris, but see Novakovic for the 
accusative; "This is the cup the Father has given me. Shall I not drink it?", REB.  
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 ou mh + subj. "[shall I] not [drink]" - [THE CUP WHICH THE FATHER HAS 
GIVEN TO ME, SHALL I] NOT NOT [DRINK IT]? The subjunctive of emphatic negation 
is used here to form a question expecting an emphatic affirmation; "is it 
conceivable that I should not ......? Zerwick = "how can I possibly refuse to drink 
......?" Harris. "Am I not to drink the cup that the Father has given me?" 
Rieu. Possibly just an emphatic statement.



18:12-27 

The Passion Narrative, 18:1-20:31 
1. The arrest, trial and crucifixion of Jesus, 18:1-19:24 
ii] The pretrial and Peter's denial 
Synopsis  

The detachment of soldiers and Temple police arrest Jesus and take him to 
Annas, the father-in-law of Caiaphas. Peter and another disciple follow on, 
gaining entry to the high priest’s courtyard where they are able to keep an eye on 
proceedings from a distance. It is while they are in the courtyard, warming 
themselves by a fire, that Peter first denies his association with Jesus. Jesus is 
examined by Annas before sending him off to Caiaphas. During this questioning 
Peter denies Jesus two more times.  
   
Teaching  

Peter represents the failings evident in every believer.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:12-27.  
   

ii] Background: The historicity of John's account is called into question by 
some commentators. Bultmann suggests that John's sources have mistakenly 
represented Annas as high priest instead of Caiaphas. Annas was deposed as high 
priest by the Roman authorities in 15AD, but it is very likely that he retained his 
title (the position was regarded as a lifetime appointment), and most probably his 
influence. Five of his sons served as high priest, and at the time of Jesus' arrest, 
his son-in-law Caiaphas was the official high priest. Note Luke 3:2 and the 
singular mention of both Annas and Caiaphas, indicating that Annas was likely 
the power behind the throne, irrespective of Rome's interference in Israel's 
religious affairs.  
   

iii] Structure: Jesus' pretrial and Peter's denial:  
Jesus appears before Annas, v12-14; 

"One man should die for the people", Rieu. 
Peter's denial of Jesus, v15-18; 
Jesus is questioned about his disciples and his teachings, v19-24; 

"I have spoken openly to the world" 
Peter denies Jesus two more times, v25-27; 
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iv] Interpretation:  
John encapsulates the passion narrative with the words of Caiaphas "it 

would be good if one man died for the people", v14, and so in the midst of 
flawed humanity, a good man sets out to do just that. Stibbe argues that the 
passage is primarily a critique of Peter, of what is not meant by the verb 
akolouqew, "to follow", Jesus (the verb leads v15). Yet, the weighted 
content of this episode is more an apology for Peter's failings than a 
critique. The contrast between Jesus' claim to have "spoken openly to the 
world" and Peter's decision to keep it a "secret", is an interesting 
observation by Klink. Peter's failings are laid bare: Jesus speaks openly; 
Peter keeps shtum.  
   

Although Caiaphas was the official Hight Priest for that year, Annas 
was still viewed as Israel's real High Priest, given that his removal was at 
the hand of the Roman governor, an illegitimate authority as far as most 
Jews were concerned. So, in John's record of events, Jesus' ecclesiastical 
trial takes place before Annas as well as Caiaphas. In fact, John only 
records Jesus' examination by Annas and tells us nothing of what happened 
when Jesus was sent "bound to Caiaphas the high priest." It is possible that 
the ecclesiastical trial of Jesus takes place before Caiaphas (as recorded in 
the synoptic gospels, although only Matthew mentions Caiaphas) and that 
what takes place before Annas is a pre-trial informal inquiry.  

         
           

         
         

      
   

              
            

      
          

    
John tells us that the examination of Jesus by Annas focused on "his 

disciples and his teaching." The synoptic gospels bring out the theological 
issues, whereas John seems content with revealing the improper nature of 
the inquisition. The reference to the disciples may indicate a desire on the 
part of the authorities to gain evidence of a political nature. It would be 
advantageous to be able to show the Roman authorities that Jesus and his 
disciples are a band of revolutionaries, rebels guilty of sedition. If this is 
implied, then Jesus makes the point that he has always "spoken openly"; he 
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 Peter and "the other disciple" follow on behind the arresting officials. 
They gain entrance to the High Priest's courtyard because the "other 
disciple" is known to the High priest (or possibly just to his servants). It is 
the "other disciple" who gets Peter into the courtyard. John seems to be 
supplying the background information which explains how Peter gets 
himself into a situation where he feels compelled to deny his association 
with Jesus. The third suggestion that Peter is one of Jesus' disciples is put 
to him by a relative of Malchus. This only heightens the danger that Peter 
finds himself in, and further explains why Peter denies Jesus. As such, the 
record gives his behaviour a human context - we would be tempted to do 
the same in a similar situation!



has not conspired against anyone in secret. The slap on the face is just the 
first of many insults. It is interesting to note that Jesus takes umbrage at his 
improper treatment (what happened to turn the other cheek?), but John is 
keen to show that the proceedings are a farce and so moves quickly to the 
main event - Jesus' meeting with Pilate.  

It is around 3am when Annas sends Jesus off to Caiaphas.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
As Dodd argues, it seems likely that the gospel of John draws on its 

own independent tradition, most likely a tradition laid down by John the 
apostle and used by the author-editor to form the gospel as we know it. In 
fact, it has often been suggested that the alloV maqhthV, other disciple", 
who "was known to the high priest", is an obtuse reference to John the 
apostle, "the beloved disciple." In the record of events, the synoptics and 
John have two trials, one ecclesiastical and the other civil, but the events 
are described quite differently, eg., Jesus' meeting with Annas is not 
recorded in the synoptics.  

In Mark the trial is held before the high priest (unstated), presumably 
in an official meeting of the Sanhedrin. Witnesses are heard, Jesus is cross-
examined and then he is sentenced to death. At daybreak the Sanhedrin 
meets again to formalize a charge to present to Pilate, the Governor. In 
Luke, Jesus is brought to the home of the high priest (unstated). Luke 
records Peter's denial at this point. First thing in the morning the Sanhedrin 
meets and proceeds with a formal trial. John may be harmonizing the two 
accounts, but it seems more likely that he skips the details, takes time to 
record Peter's denial, and then focuses his attention on the following scene 
- Jesus' conversation with Pilate. As usual, John runs his own race.  

So, the likely series of events is as follows:  
Jesus' arrest; 
An informal hearing before Annas; 
A formal gathering of the Sanhedrin led by Caiaphas; 
Formal charges are dispatched by delegation to Pilate; 
Interrogation by Pilate; 
An appearance before Herod; 
Final appearance before Pilate and verdict.  

The undue haste, prompting meetings by night, was necessary if Pilate 
was to deal with the matter on Friday morning (Roman officials only 
working in the morning) and for the execution to be carried out before the 
commencement of the Sabbath on Friday evening (executions were not 
permitted on the Sabbath).  
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Text - 18:12 
Jesus' pretrial and Peter's denial, v13-27. i] Jesus appears before Annas, v13-

14. There is no external evidence that Annas was the father-in-law of Caiaphas, 
but there is no reason why he couldn't be. Dodd suggests that the phrase "who 
was high priest that year" indicates that John wrongly assumes that the high priest 
was appointed yearly, as in many secular religions, but the phrase doesn't 
necessarily read that way.  

oun "Then" - THEREFORE [THE COHORT AND THE TRIBUNE]. Inferential, 
establishing a logical connection, "So the band of soldiers", ESV. As already 
noted, a "cohort" amounts to 600+ Roman auxiliaries, but this full number would 
not be used to assist in the arrest of a small group of renegades. The "tribune" is 
an officer in charge of up to 1,000 men.  

       
          

           
        

             
         

          
      

      
    

   
v13 

Note the textual variant where v24 is placed in this verse. This prompts 
Moffatt to reorder the verses, 13-14, 19-24, 15-18, 25-27. He does love reordering 
the NT, usually without warrant!  

prwton adv. "first" - [AND THEY LED him TOWARD ANNAS] FIRST. Adjective 
serving as an adverb, here temporal, sequential time. The first in the sequence of 
official investigations into Jesus is before Annas, the Rector Emeritus. The next 
will be before Caiaphas, cf., Matt.26:57. John's lack of interest in the whole 
process is interesting. For John, the proceedings are a farce and not worth 
detailing.  

proV + " to [Annas]" - TOWARD [ANNAS FIRST]. Spatial, expressing 
movement toward.  

gar "who [was]" - FOR [HE WAS]. More reason than cause, introducing an 
explanatory note on Annas, as NIV. "They began by taking him to Annas. Annas 
was the father-in-law of Caiaphas who in that year was High Priest", Barclay.  

tou Kaiafa (as a) gen. "[the father-in-law] of Caiaphas" - The genitive 
is adjectival, relational.  
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 twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "Jewish [officials]" - [AND THE SERVANTS, 
ASSISTANTS = TEMPLE POLICE] OF THE JEWS [TOOK JESUS AND BOUND HIM]. 
The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, limiting 
"servants," A rather roundabout way to arrive at an attributive, as NIV, so the 
word is possibly being used for the arcwn twn Ioudaiwn, "the rulers of 
the Jews", the religious authorities, members of the Sanhedrin, in which case 
the genitive is verbal, objective; "the officials / temple police who serve the 
Jewish authorities", so Novakovic. "Jesus was apprehended and put in fetters 
by the detachment of soldiers with its commanding officer, and by the Jewish 
officers of the law", Cassirer.



tou eniautou (oV) gen. "[that] year" - [WHO WAS HIGH PRIEST] OF [THAT] 
YEAR. The genitive is ablative, of time, contemporaneous.  
   
v14 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to an 
editorial note  

oJ sumbouleusaV (sumbouleuw) aor. part. "who had advised" - [CAIAPHAS 
WAS] THE ONE HAVING ADVISED, GIVEN COUNSEL TO. The genitive is usually 
treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "Caiaphas", "It was Caiaphas who had 
advised the Jewish leaders", ESV, although technically it serves as a substantive, 
predicate nominative of the verb to-be.  

toiV IoudaioiV (oV) dat. "the Jewish leaders" - THE JEWS. Dative of direct 
object after the sun prefix verb "to give counsel to." The term "the Jews" again 
refers to the Jewish authorities, in particular the members of the Sanhedrin.  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what Caiaphas advised the Jewish leaders.  

apoqanein (apoqnhskw) aor. inf. "[good if one man] die" - [ONE MAN] TO 
DIE [IS BETTER]. The infinitive serves as the subject of the impersonal verb "it is 
better." The accusative subject of the infinitive is "one man."  

uJper + gen. "for [the people]" - Expressing representation, "on behalf of", 
or advantage, "for the benefit of", or instead of anti, substitution, "instead of." 
Substitution seems likely, cf., 11:50, but most translations opt for advantage; "It 
was Caiaphas who had pointed out to the Jews that it was to their advantage that 
one man should die for the people", Rieu / "that one man's death would benefit 
the people", Berkeley.  
   
v15 

ii] Peter's denial of Jesus, v15-18. It is often assumed that the "other disciple" 
who followed the arresting party to the High Priest's quarters with Peter is "the 
beloved disciple", presumably John the apostle. The only evidence for this is that 
"the beloved disciple" and Peter are often found acting together, cf., 13:23, 20:2, 
21:7.  

de "-" - BUT/AND [SIMON PETER AND ANOTHER DISCIPLE WERE FOLLOWING 
JESUS] BUT/AND [THIS DISCIPLE]. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative. 
"Jesus" is a dative of direct object after "to follow." 

alloV maqhthV "another disciple" - A specifying article is found in some 
texts, "the other disciple" implying "the other disciple whom Jesus loved", 20:2, 
but it is obviously an addition.  

tw/ arcierei (euV ewV) dat. "[was known] to the high priest" - [WAS KNOWN 
TO] THE CHIEF PRIEST. Here the adjective gnwstoV, "known", serves as a 
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substantive taking a dative complement, "known to" (sometimes a genitive, so 
Harris). Novakovic suggests the dative can also be viewed as instrumental, of 
agency, "known by the high priest."  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "[he went with] Jesus" - Dative of direct object after the 
sun prefix verb "to go in with."  

tou arcierewV (uV ewV) "the high priest's [courtyard]" - [THE 
COURTYARD, INTERIOR COURTYARD OF THE DWELLING] OF THE HIGH PRIEST. 
The genitive is adjectival, limiting "courtyard", possessive, or idiomatic, "he went 
into the courtyard which was situated in the high priest's residence."  
   
v16 

"The other disciple" is obviously known to the servant (female) on duty at 
the entrance to the internal courtyard, and so gains entry for Peter. This explains 
why Peter is able to get close to the proceedings and finds himself in a situation 
where he feels he has to deny knowing Jesus. As already noted, John the apostle 
is the likely candidate for the "other disciple", but suggestions like Joseph of 
Arimathea, or Nicodemus have been proposed over the years. They would likely 
be known to Annas, but the sense of "known to the high priest", may simply mean 
"known to the high priest's servant on duty at the gate." 

exw adv. "outside" - [BUT/AND PETER HAD STOOD TOWARD = AT THE DOOR] 
OUTSIDE. Local adverb of place. Peter was standing outside near the entrance 
gate.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion. Seeing Peter 
was stuck outside, the other disciple ......  

oJ maqhthV oJ alloV "the other disciple" - THE ANOTHER DISCIPLE. The 
article specifies, referring back to "another disciple" v15.  

oJ gnwstoV adj. "who was known to" - THE ONE KNOWN. The presence of 
the article with this adjective probably serves as a nominalizer turning the 
adjective into a substantive standing in apposition to "the other disciple"; "the 
other disciple, the high priest’s acquaintance, came out to speak to the portress 
and brought in Peter", Berkeley.  

tou arcierewV (euV ewV) gen. "the high priest" - OF THE HIGH PRIEST. We 
would expect a dative complement, but as Harris notes, gnwstoV can also take a 
genitive complement; "acquainted with the high priest." Of course, the genitive 
may be adjectival, possessive, as Berkeley above.  

th qurwrw/ (oV) dat. "[spoke] to the servant girl on duty there" - [AND 
SPOKE] TO THE DOORKEEPER, PORTER [AND BROUGHT IN PETER]. Dative of 
indirect object. The agent of the action may be the other disciple who "brought 
in Peter", or the doorkeeper who "admitted Peter." The feminine article specifies 
that the doorkeeper is female, not unusual for a Jewish home.  
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v17 

The presence of an adjunctive kai, "also", indicates that the doorkeeper 
knows that the "other disciple" is a follower of Jesus and so she assumes that 
Peter is as well. So, there is little reason to answer "I am not." Her question is 
formulated to expect a negative reply, but it is probably facetious, with anqrwpou 
toutou, "this man", indicating some contempt toward Jesus - although not 
necessarily nasty; her question may be tongue-in-cheek. So, the question prompts 
a negative reply ("of course not, who would want to be this man's disciple"), but 
she expects an answer in the affirmative since Peter is a friend of the other 
disciple who is known to her. None-the-less, Peter says "I am not." One wonders 
whether John is contrasting Peter's stark "I am not" with Jesus' "I am he", v6.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So the 
servant girl said to Peter...."  

hJ qurwroV (oV) "-" - [THE SERVANT GIRL, YOUNG FEMALE SERVANT, SLAVE] 
THE DOOR KEEPER [SAYS TO PETER]. Standing in apposition to "the servant girl."  

mh "[you are]n't" - [ALSO YOU] NOT [ARE FROM THE DISCIPLES OF THIS 
MAN]? This negation is used in a question expecting a negative answer, but see 
above. As Barrett notes, against convention the expected answer to the question 
here is a cautious "Yes". He classifies its use here as the "mh of cautious 
assertions", MHT 1. "Can it be that you are another of that man's disciples", 
Cassirer. If indeed the question is facetious, then an oblique reply like "Who me?" 
could have saved Peter a smidgen of pain - two and a half denials instead of three.  

ek + gen. "one of" - FROM. Serving in the place of a partitive genitive.  
anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[this] man's [disciples]" - [THE DISCIPLES] OF [THIS] 

MAN. The genitive is adjectival, relational.  
kai "too" - ALSO. Adjunctive.  
tw/ Petrw/ (oV) dat. "[she asked] Peter" - TO PETER. Dative of indirect 

object.  
   
v18 

Peter is now standing with others around a fire in the courtyard, and so puts 
himself in the middle of the officers who have just arrested Jesus.  

pepoihkoteV (poiew) perf. part. "[a fire] they had made" - [BUT/AND THE 
SLAVES, SERVANTS AND THE ASSOCIATES = TEMPLE POLICE] HAVING MADE [A 
HOT EMBERS / CHARCOAL FIRE WERE STANDING AROUND it BECAUSE IT WAS 
COLD AND THEY WERE WARMING THEMSELVES]. Although anarthrous, the 
participle is possibly adjectival, attributive, "the household servants and the 
temple police, who had made a charcoal fire, were standing around it because it 
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was cold", so Harris. Yet, being anarthrous the participle is more likely adverbial, 
probably temporal, "the household servants and the temple police, after making 
a charcoal fire, were standing around it because it was cold and were warming 
themselves" = "were standing around it warming themselves because it was 
cold", so Novakovic.  

kai "[Peter] also" = [BUT/AND PETER] AND. Adjunctive, "also", as NIV.  
estwV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "was standing" - [WAS] HAVING STOOD [WITH 

THEM BECAUSE IT WAS COLD AND was WARMING HIMSELF]. The participle, as 
with the present participle "warming himself", with the imperfect verb to be h\n, 
forms a periphrastic construction, the first a periphrastic pluperfect and the 
second a periphrastic imperfect.  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE [IT WAS COLD]. Introducing a causal clause explaining 
why they were standing around the first, namely, because it was cold. The NIV, 
TEV, JB, .... introduce the clause with "it was cold" "since this fact explains the 
actions that follow", TH.  

met (meta) + gen. "with [them]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
   
v19 

iii] Jesus is questioned about his disciples and his teachings, v19-24. It does 
seem that this preliminary hearing before Annas is a fishing expedition, an 
attempt to gather evidence, both secular ("about his disciples") and religious 
("about his teaching"), so as to come up with an indictable offence against Jesus.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
peri + gen. "about [his disciples]" - [THE HIGH PRIEST QUESTIONED JESUS] 

ABOUT [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM AND] ABOUT. Expressing reference / respect.  
autou gen. "his [teaching]" - [THE TEACHING] OF HIM. The genitive is 

adjectival, possessive, expressing a derivative characteristic, "his teaching", or 
verbal, subjective, "the doctrine with which he instructed the people."  
   
v20 

Jesus' answer is interesting, given that "speaking openly to the world" (does 
this mean "speaking openly to everybody", Harris?) seems more related to the 
secular issue of seditious behaviour than religious heresy. Still, Jesus main point 
is that "the heart of what he preached was in the public arena", Carson. If Annas 
has any questions he can ask the thousands who heard him speak.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS REPLIED] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
egw pro. "I" - Emphatic by position and use.  
parrhsia (a) "openly" - [I HAVE SPOKEN] IN BOLDNESS = IN OPENNESS. 

The Dative is adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "boldly". "I have always 
spoken publicly to everyone", TEV.  
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tw/ kosmw/ (oV) "to the world" - Dative of indirect object. "To everyone", 
TEV.  

pantote adv. "[I] always" - [I] ALWAYS [I TAUGHT]. Temporal adverb.  
en + dat. "in [synagogues]" - IN [A SYNAGOGUE AND IN THE TEMPLE]. Local, 

expressing space.  
o{pou "where" - WHERE [ALL THE JEWS CAME TOGETHER]. Spatial 

conjunction, identifying place. "Where all our people come together", CEV.  
en + dat. "[I said nothing] in [secret]" - IN [SECRET I SPOKE NOTHING]. 

Adverbial use of the preposition, modifying the verb "to speak", modal, 
expressing manner, "secretly". Note 7:4; "No one hides what he is doing if he 
wants to be well known", TEV.  
   
v21 

In many a television crime drama the accused brings the matter to a head by 
saying "charge me, or let me go." Jesus may be confronting his accusers in a 
similar vein. They certainly react by slapping him in the face, v22. In the Jewish 
legal system, a person's own testimony in defence of a charge carries little weight, 
but also, for the prosecution of a charge, it would be improper to try to extract a 
statement of self-incrimination. A charge proceeds on the testimony of two 
credible witnesses (in the synoptic account two not so credible witnesses will be 
called later during the hearing before Caiaphas). So, Jesus is virtually saying 
"Why question me? If you think I've taught heresy, produce your witnesses; 
hundreds know what I said." "My teachings have all been aboveboard", Peterson.  

tiv pro. "why" - WHAT = WHY [DO YOU QUESTION ME]? Interrogative causal 
construction with dia, "because", assumed; "because why" = "why ........."?  

touV akhkootaV (akouw) perf. part. "[ask] those who heard" - [HEAR = 
ASK] THE ONES HAVING HEARD [WHAT I SAID TO THEM]. The participle serves as 
a substantive.  

ide "surely" - BEHOLD, LOOK, PAY ATTENTION [THESE ONES KNOW WHAT 
things I SAID]. Interjection.  
   
v22 

The rJapisma, "sharp blow with the flat of the hand", is administered by an 
official who regards Jesus' response as offensive.  

eipontoV (legw) gen. aor. part. "when [Jesus] said [this]" - [HE] HAVING 
SAID [THESE things]. The genitive participle with its subject, the genitive pronoun 
autou, "he", and its genitive object "these things", forms a genitive absolute 
construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

twn uJphretwn (hV ou) gen. "[one] of the officials" - [ONE] OF THE 
ATTENDANTS, ASSISTANTS. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
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paresthkwV (paristhmi) gen. perf. part. "nearby" - HAVING STOOD 
BESIDE. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting ei|V, "one". "One of the 
temple police who was standing by gave him a slap across the face", Barclay.  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "[slapped] him" - [GAVE A SLAP] TO JESUS. Dative of 
indirect object. "Slapped Jesus in the face."  

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "-" - HAVING SAID. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "slapped"; "slapped Jesus and said ..."  

tw/ arcierei (euV ewV) dat. "the high priest" - [IN THIS WAY, MANNER, DO 
YOU REPLY] TO THE HIGH PRIEST? Dative of indirect object. "Is this the way to 
answer the high priest?", Berkeley.  
   
v23 

Jesus goes to the heart of the matter. If his teaching is heretical then Annas 
needs to produce witnesses to support the charge. On the other hand, if the assault 
just perpetrated by the High Priest's servant is to be allowed, then it must be 
shown that Jesus' response to Annas was a wilful affront to his authority. For 
John, the proceedings are a sham and nothing more needs to be said.  

ei "if" - [JESUS REPLIED TO HIM] IF, as is the case for argument's sake, [I 
SPOKE WRONG, then TESTIFY, GIVE WITNESS ABOUT THE WRONG, EVIL, 
BUT/AND] IF, as is the case, [i spoke GOOD, RIGHTLY, WELL, then WHY DO YOU 
HIT ME]? Introducing two correlative conditional clauses, 1st. class, where the 
proposed conditions are assumed to be true, the first true only for argument's 
sake.  

kakwV adv. "wrong" - BADLY, SEVERELY, WRONG, EVIL. Adverb of manner.  
autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS REPLIED] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
peri + gen. "as to what is [wrong]" - ABOUT [THE WRONG]. Expressing 

reference / respect.  
de "but [if I spoke the truth]" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in 

the dialogue. The two conditional clauses are correlative, not adversative / 
contrastive, so de is best left untranslated; "If I have said anything wrong prove 
it; if I said what was true, why strike me?" Moffatt.  
   
v24 

It is very unlikely that John wants to leave us confused as to who is the high 
priest, either Annas or Caiaphas, so as to have us recognize Jesus as the legitimate 
high priest, so Klink. As noted above, the account does differ from the synoptic 
record, although it doesn't clash with it. There is nothing unusual about Annas 
still retaining his title while Caiaphas serves as the officially appointed high 
priest. Nor would it be unusual to hold a preliminary hearing before the trial 
proper conducted by Caiaphas. Although this gospel is more a reflection of Jesus' 
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words and works than a record of them, its prime source may well be an eye 
witness, whereas the synoptic gospels are a compilation of apostolic oral 
tradition.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Probably transitional, as NIV, but possibly 
inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so ...."  

dedemenon (dew) perf. mid./pas. part. "[sent him] bound" - [ANNAS SENT 
HIM] HAVING BEEN BOUND [TOWARD CAIAPHAS THE HIGH PRIEST]. The participle 
is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' sending. "So Annas sent him, 
still in fetters, to Caiaphas the high priest", Cassirer.  
   
v25 

iv] Peter denies Jesus two more times, v25-26. All gospels agree that a 
female servant asks the first question. For the second question John has "they" = 
someone among those standing around the fire warming themselves. Mark has 
the same servant girl, Matthew another female servant, and Luke has "someone 
else." As Brown notes, John is contrasting the testimony of Jesus, who stands up 
to his questioners and denies nothing, to that of Peter who denies everything.  

de "meanwhile" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
estwV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "was still standing there [warming himself]" - 

[SIMON PETER WAS] HAVING STOOD [AND WARMING HIMSELF]. This participle, as 
with the one following, "warming himself", with the imperfect verb to-be h\n, 
forms a periphrastic construction. The first a periphrastic pluperfect, and the 
second a periphrastic imperfect; "Peter was standing and warming himself beside 
the charcoal fire."  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, as NIV.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[they asked] him" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM, Dative of indirect 

object. Obviously "one of their number said to him", with the one representing 
the whole.  

mh "[you are]n't" - NOT [AND = ALSO YOU]. This negation, when used in a 
question, implies a negative answer. The presence of an adjunctive kai may 
imply a cautious assertion, as in v17, implying some doubt in the question, some 
"suspicion", Schnackenburg. "'You're not another one of that bloke's disciples are 
you?' 'No way; not me', Peter replied" So, the servant girl at the entrance presumes 
that Peter is one of Jesus' disciples, whereas those gathered around the fire only 
suspect that Peter may be one of Jesus' disciples.  

ek + gen. "[one] of [his disciples]" - [one] FROM [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM. 
THAT one = HE ANSWERED AND SAID, I AM NOT]. Serving in the place of a partitive 
genitive.  
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v26 

For the third denial John identifies the questioner as a relative of Malchus, 
so heightening the danger Peter finds himself in. Luke indicates an unidentified 
man, while Matthew and Mark have those around the fire asking the question. 
The important aspect of John's account is the gentle way he records Peter's denial. 
There is no mention of the curses, or Peter bursting into tears, cf., Mk.14:71-72. 
This is a kindly record of a brother's failure to honour his Lord, a failing we all 
know too well.  

ek + gen. "[one] of [the high priest's servants]" - [ONE] FROM [THE 
SERVANTS OF THE HIGH PRIEST]. The preposition serves in place of a partitive 
genitive.  

w]n "-" - BEING [A RELATIVE OF WHOM PETER CUT OFF THE EAR, SAYS]. The 
participle is best taken as adjectival, attributive, limiting "relative"; "one of the 
high priest's slaves, who was a relative to the man whose ear Peter had cut off", 
Rieu.  

ouk "[did]n't [I see you]" - [DID I] NOT [SEE YOU IN THE GARDEN]? This 
negation is used in a question which assumes an answer in the affirmative; "Did 
I not see you in his company in the garden?" Cassirer.  

met (meta) + gen. "with [him]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
   
v27 

In a Roman barracks, the end of the third watch, 3am, is signalled by a 
trumpet. It is known as the "rooster's crow." This may be the intended sense here, 
but if a literal sense is intended then we are talking about dawn, around 5am 
(although I have owned roosters that have no sense of time!).  

palin adv. "Again" - [THEREFORE = SO] AGAIN [PETER DENIED]. Sequential 
adverb, expressing repetition. Note that there is no stated object for the verb "to 
deny"; "Again, Rocky denied being his follower", Junkins.  

euqewV adv. "at that moment" - [AND] IMMEDIATELY [A COCK CALLED OUT 
= CROWED]. Temporal adverb expressing immediate action, "immediately, at 
once." "Just then a rooster crowed", Peterson.  
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18:28-40 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
2. The trial and passion of Jesus, 18:1-19:42 
iii] Jesus before Pilate 
Synopsis  

The Jewish authorities, unable to execute Jesus for blasphemy, take him to 
Pilate, the Roman governor of Judea, and seek to have him tried and executed on 
a trumped up charge.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is not a king as we know kings, his kingly rule is through a divine word, 
a word that gathers and shapes his people.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus before Pilate:  
Sanhedrin members seek an audience with Pilate, v28-32; 

"We have no right to execute anyone." 
Pilate interrogates Jesus, v33-38a; 

"My kingdom is not of this world." 
Pilate finds Jesus innocent of any charges, v38b-40; 

"I find no basis for a charge against him."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
John uses the trial of Jesus before Pilate to reveal the true nature of his 

kingship. He does so in three scenes: First, at the entrance of the governor's 
palace (presumably the military headquarters situated in the fortress of 
Antonia) where Pilate meets a delegation of Jewish officials from the 
Sanhedrin; Second, inside the palace, where he interrogates Jesus; Third, 
back at the entrance again with the Jewish officials.  
   

After the Sanhedrin, chaired by Caiaphas the high priest, had passed 
the death penalty on Jesus, a delegation is sent to ask the Roman authorities 
to carry out the execution. They remain at the entrance to avoid ritual 
defilement, forcing Pilate to join them outside his palace. Under Roman 
law, the Jews can only stone someone to death who has desecrated the 
temple, but as recorded in the synoptic accounts, this charge failed because 
the witnesses could not agree on what Jesus had actually said. The 
Sanhedrin had to progress the charge of blasphemy, namely, Jesus' claim 
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to be the messiah. The problem for the Jewish authorities is that they had 
no right to execute someone on this charge, thus their representation to the 
Roman authorities. Pilate quickly picks up on the religious nature of the 
issue and tells the delegation to deal with the matter themselves, but they 
press the point that this is an issue requiring the death penalty.  

         
      

         
      

            
             

      
         

            
             

      
        

           
     

           
       

      
         
Back outside with the Jewish delegation, Pilate announces that he 

finds no basis for the charge of sedition brought against Jesus. At this point 
Pilate makes an error of judgment. Maybe the delegation had increased in 
number and now included everyday citizens of Jerusalem. The city was 
overflowing with pilgrims for the Passover festival and so maybe some of 
them were part of the throng. So, whether to bypass the delegation of hard-
line officials, or simply as a compromise solution, Pilate offers to apply the 
custom of the release a prisoner at Passover to Jesus, the so-called "king of 
the Jews." It is very likely that the reply of those gathered at the entrance 
was totally unexpected; they wanted Barabbas, a common criminal, a 
bandit. Pilate will go on to try and undo his error of judgment, but to no 
avail.  
   

Johannine Irony: Stibbe makes a point of identifying the many 
examples of this literary device used in the passage before us. See Irony in 
the Fourth Gospel, Paul Duke, 1985:  

The Jews refuse to enter Pilate's palace for fear of ceremonial 
uncleanness having just sentenced Jesus to death at a sham trial. 
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 The delegation from the Sanhedrin has obviously couched Jesus' 
offense in the terms of sedition against the Roman authorities. So, taking 
Jesus inside the palace, Pilate interrogates him; Does Jesus claim to be a 
rival of the Emperor? Jesus' reply is somewhat spirited, probably 
something like "Do you really believe that, or are you just repeating what 
those fools outside have told you?" Pilate's reply is just as spirited; "I'm not 
a Jew, you're a Jew, and it's your Jewish leaders who have told me this 
about you." At this point the exchange becomes theological. Jesus points 
out that he is the Lord of a kingdom, but a kingdom not of this world. If he 
were the Lord of a worldly kingdom his followers would take up arms 
against the Jewish authorities. "So you are a king", says Pilate. Jesus' 
answer is a yes/no; to some degree the concept of "king" applies, but in 
other ways it doesn't. Jesus has not come as a political leader, but as the 
voice of truth from a spiritual domain, a heavenly kingdom. Those who 
seek truth, seek out Jesus and follow him as their spiritual leader, but not 
their political leader. This is all too much for Pilate who responds with that 
famous line "What is truth?" Pilate presents as the weary worn politician 
who long ago lost the certainty of youth.



The use of the verb parodidomi, "to hand over = betray" in the 
statement "if this man were not a criminal we would not have handed 
him over to you." 

The irony in the statement "we have no right to execute anyone." 
The action of the authorities to have Jesus die on a Roman cross, 

serves to fulfill scripture. 
Pilate calls Jesus "King of the Jews", which indeed he is. 
Pilate asks "What is truth?" before the one who is truth 

incorporated. 
The Jews choose to free a bandit rather than their king.  

   
Roman apologetic: Although it is possible to read John's account of 

Pilate's dealings with Jesus as weak and vacillating, it can also be read in a 
positive light, of the secular authorities seeking to administer justice against 
a group of narcissistic malicious religious leaders. As Harris notes, Pilate 
goes out of his way to avoid sentencing Jesus to death. He finds Jesus 
innocent; tries to leave the matter with the Jewish authorities and their 
limited authority to punish anyone; offers to release Jesus in line with the 
custom at Passover; has Jesus flogged to gain sympathy; sends Jesus to 
Antipas to deal with the matter. John's account lays the blame for Jesus' 
death squarely on his own people, and not on the secular authorities.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
John again runs his own race, but a quick comparison with Mark 

indicates a number of common elements: Pilate resists condemning Jesus; 
the passover custom of releasing a prisoner; the name of the released 
prisoner, Barabbas; the ill-treatment of Jesus; Pilate succumbs to mob 
pressure.  
   

Text - 18:28 
The trial of Jesus before Pilate the Roman governor, v28-40: i] 

Representatives of the Sanhedrin seek an audience with Pilate, v28-32. After 
being interrogated by Annas, Jesus is sent back to Caiaphas and then on to the 
palace of the Roman governor, From outside of palace proper the Jewish 
authorities demand Jesus' death due to his criminal activities, v28-32.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; 
"consequently, then, accordingly", as NIV.  

agousin (agw) pes. "led" - THEY LED [JESUS]. "Early in the morning Jesus 
was taken from Caiaphas", TEV.  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [CAIAPHAS INTO THE PRAETORIUM = PALACE, 
MILITARY HEADQUARTERS]. Expressing separation; "away from." From the high 
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priest's palace, the place where the Sanhedrin had met to try Jesus. "Jesus was 
taken from the high priest's palace."  

prwi adv. "early morning" - [IT WAS] an EARLY hour. Temporal adverb 
serving as a predicate adjective. Technically, the word refers to the last division 
of the night, 3-6am. Roman administrators would often begin their office work at 
dawn. Yet, it is unlikely that the Sanhedrin would meet and pass judgment at 
night (in fact, it was unlawful) so it is likely that the Sanhedrin met at dawn and 
Jesus was then sent to Pilate early in the morning; not "daybreak", NAB, but 
"morning", JB.  

autoi pl. "the Jews" - [AND] THEY [DID NOT ENTER INTO]. Emphatic use of 
the pronoun. Who are the "they"? Jews covers most possibilities, but they 
probably amounted to a delegation from the Sanhedrin including some temple 
police, cf. 19:6.  

to praitwrion "the palace" - PRAETORIUM. Transliteration of the Latin. 
The official Jerusalem residence of the Roman governor, his permanent residence 
being at Caesarea.  

iJna mh + subj. "to avoid [ceremonial uncleanness]" - THAT NOT = LEST 
[THEY BE DEFILED]. Introducing a negated purpose clause; "lest they be / so that 
would not be ..." It is unclear what defilement they were attempting to avoid. In 
later years, any contact with a Gentile caused defilement, but at this stage a 
Gentile was not automatically a source of defilement. John certainly doesn't hide 
their hypocrisy, given that they have just skirted the law to condemn to death an 
innocent man. "They did not want to risk being ceremonially defiled", Barclay.  

alla "because they wanted [to be able to eat]" - BUT [that THEY MIGHT 
EAT THE PASSOVER]. Adversative / contrastive. The subjunctive verb fagwsin, 
"they might eat", assumes iJna, so introducing a second purpose clause; "they did 
not enter the governor's headquarters ........ in order that they might eat the 
Passover." The conflict with the synoptic gospels over the timing of the passover 
meal is problematic, but it is possible, although unlikely, that the ongoing feast 
of unleavened bread is intended here rather than the passover meal itself.  
   
v29 

Pilate seems set to bring Jesus to a new trial, rather than rubber stamp a 
judgment of the Jewish authorities.  

exhlqen (ercomai) .... exw "came out" - [THEREFORE = SO PILATE] WENT 
OUT OUTSIDE. Only John has a to-and-fro dealing with the Jews outside, and 
Jesus inside. The synoptics imply that Jesus is tried outside, before the crowd.  

tina pro. "what [charges are you bringing]?" - [TOWARD THEM AND SAYS 
= DEMANDED] WHAT [CHARGES DO YOU BRING]? Here the interrogative pronoun 
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is also used as a modifier, giving the sense, "what sort of accusation do you 
bring?"  

kata "against" - AGAINST [THIS MAN]. Expressing opposition; "against".  
   
v30 

The response of the Jews is somewhat defensive indicating that Pilate's 
demand for a formal inditement has thrown them off guard.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THEY ANSWERED AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

ei mh ..... ouk a[n "if ....." - IF, as is not the case, [THIS man WAS] NOT 
[DOING EVIL], THEN [WE WOULD] NOT [HAVE DELIVERED HIM TO YOU]. 
Introducing a conditional clause, 2nd class / contrary to fact, where the proposed 
conditions is assumed to be not true.  

hn ... poiwn (poiew) pres. part. "he were [not] a criminal" - HIS MAN WAS 
[NOT] ONE DOING EVIL. Periphrastic imperfect construction formed by the 
imperfect of the verb "to be" with a present participle, modified by the adjective 
"evil", and governing the noun "this man." The Jewish authorities are not 
impressed that Pilate is ignoring their condemnation of Jesus. "'He's a criminal! 
That's why we brought him to you", CEV.  

paredwkamen (paradidwmi) aor. "have handed him over" - HAVE 
DELIVERED OVER. John used this word for Judas, and now for the Jews, a word 
which can mean "to betray."  

soi dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v31 

The Jewish authorities possibly had the right to execute someone who defiled 
the temple (eg., Stephen), and this is most likely why they tried to pin Jesus down 
on his prophecies concerning the temple, but couldn't find the required agreement 
between the witnesses as to what Jesus had actually said. So, they were left with 
the charge of blasphemy for which they needed Roman authorization to carry out 
an execution.  

krinate (krinw) aor. imp. "judge" - [THEREFORE = SO PILATE SAID TO 
THEM, YOU TAKE HIM AND] JUDGE [HIM]. It is likely Pilate is being sarcastic here, 
in response to the Jew's affront in v30. Pilate knows the Jews have already found 
Jesus guilty, and that they don't have the authority to put him to death. "Try him 
by your own law", Barclay.  

kata + acc. "by [your own law]" - ACCORDING TO [THE LAW OF YOU]. 
Expressing a standard; "in accordance with."  

apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "to execute" - [THE JEWS SAID TO HIM, 
TO = FOR US] TO KILL [ANYONE IS NOT LAWFUL]. The infinitive serves as the 
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subject of the verb exestin, "it is not lawful. The dative pronoun hJmin, "to us", 
serves as a dative of interest, "for us."  
   
v32 

John identifies the divine hand behind the inability of the Jews to execute 
Jesus. At the hand of the Jews, Jesus would be stoned to death, but with the 
Romans he will be "lifted up", crucified. Beasley-Murray suggests that the Jews 
wanted Jesus crucified rather than stoned, so as to underline the truth that "anyone 
who is hung on a tree is under God's curse." The argument is a good one, but the 
text does not give this latitude.  

Many translations take v32 as a single sentence. Moffatt brackets the verse, 
making it a parenthesis; "we have no right to put anyone to death (that the word 
of Jesus might be fulfilled ......)."  

iJna + subj. "this took place to [fulfill]" - THAT [THE WORDS OF JESUS MIGHT 
BE FULFILLED]. Better taken as a consecutive clause expressing result, "so the 
word of Jesus came true", Berkeley, but possibly final expressing purpose, "in 
order that." "By saying this they made it certain that Jesus' statement foretelling 
how he would die would come true", Barclay.  

o}n rel. pro. "what [Jesus had said]" - WHICH [HE SAID]. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to say." "Which he had spoken."  

shmainwn (shmainw) pres. part. "indicating" - SIGNIFYING. The participle 
is adverbial, modifying the verb "to say", probably final, expressing purpose, "in 
order to"; "to fulfill the word that Jesus had spoken to show by what kind of death 
....", ESV. "  

poiw/ dat. pro "the kind of [death]" - BY WHAT KIND OF [DEATH]. The dative 
is adverbial, expressing manner; "by what kind of death he was to die", Cassirer.  

apoqnhskein (apoqnhskw) pres. inf. "[he was going] to die" - [HE WAS 
ABOUT] TO DIE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
hmellen, "he was about." Note that the infinitive takes a present tense. This may 
seem unusual, given that death is a perfective action, but the verb mellw is usually 
followed by a present infinitive, rather than an aorist.  
   
v33 

ii] Jesus is taken into the palace, and questioned by Pilate with regard his 
claim to kingship, v33-38a. Critical scholars have argued that it would be 
impossible for John to know what happened in the privacy of Pilate's palace. Of 
course, the Romans were very adept at recording criminal proceedings, this along 
with the witnesses present, could detail what happened. Above all, Jesus himself 
was free to tell the disciples what happened after the day of his resurrection - 
information personally known to the apostle John.  
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oun "[Pilate] then [entered]" - THEREFORE [PILATE ENTERED].  Inferential, 
establishing a logical connection; "so, consequently, then."  

palin adv. "again" - AGAIN [INTO THE PRAETORIUM]. Sequential adverb, 
expressing repeated action. There are a number of textual variants here indicating 
that there is confusion as to where Jesus is and what Pilate's movements are.  

efwnhsen (fwnew) aor. "summoned" - [AND] CALLED [JESUS]. "Called" in 
the sense of "summoned".  

autw/ dat. pro. "[asked] him" - [AND SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "[are you the king] of the Jews?" - The adjective 

serves as a substantive, while the genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; 
"king over the Jews." It seems unlikely that the term "king of the Jews" would 
refer to the existing royal rule in Israel. It is possible that the pronoun su, "you", 
is emphatic and Pilate is employing sarcasm, so Brown. It is likely that the term 
was used of the long-awaited deliverer of Israel, a national Jewish aspiration that 
the Roman authorities would be well aware of.  
   
v34 

If Pilate genuinely wants to know the truth about Jesus, then Jesus is willing 
to tell him, but if it's just a matter of legal games, then Jesus is really not interested 
in getting into it. So, the response is probably sarcastic; "So did you work this out 
for yourself, or are you just mouthing what the Jewish authorities have told you?"  

apo + gen. "[is that your own idea]" - [JESUS ANSWERED] FROM 
[YOURSELF YOU SAY THIS]. Here a rare use of the preposition to express agency; 
used instead of uJpo. This answer to Pilate's question is the limit of Jesus' response 
in the synoptics, and interestingly, the NIV makes the answer direct, although it 
is certainly not direct. A "whatever you think" is probably a better way to capture 
the sense. "Are you saying this on your own ....", NAB.  

peri + gen. "about [me]" - [OR OTHERS TOLD YOU] ABOUT [ME]? Reference 
/ respect; "about, concerning."  
   
v35 

       
       

         
       

           
      

       
   

egw "[Am] I [a Jew]?" - Possibly emphatic.  
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 mhti "-" - [PILATE ANSWERED] NOT [I AM A JEW]? This negation, when 
used in a question, expects a negative answer.

 Pilate's response is probably indignant, even contemptuous, indicating that 
he has no interest in such an absurd claim. Haenchen argues that Pilate's 
response is factual. Since he is not a religious Jew, he has no 
knowledge of Jesus' identification with a deliverer-king, other than what the 
Jewish authorities have told him. If this is the case, Pilate is genuinely asking 
Jesus to defend himself, but is this likely? "Are you my king?" Carson.



emoi dat. pro. "[handed you over] to me" - [THE PEOPLE OF YOU AND THE 
HIGH PRIEST DELIVERED YOU] TO ME [WHAT DID YOU DO]? Dative of indirect 

  
   
v36 

Jesus does not defend himself by answering the question "what have you 
done?", rather he answers the question asked in v33. The fact that Jesus now 
answers the question may indicate that he considers Pilate's enquiry genuine. 
Jesus seeks to establish that his role, as deliverer-king, is spiritual and not political 
and is therefore, not a threat to Roman rule. Jesus supports this claim with 
evidence. If he was a political leader, his followers would have violently resisted 
his arrest; they did not do so. Given the context of the statement, it is dangerous 
to develop a complex theology on the extent of God's reign on earth. God's reign, 
his kingship, is spiritual, but that doesn't make it is any less real, nor does it imply 
it is not here and now and greatly affecting the world through the changed lives 
of those who recognize Christ's kingly rule. Beasley-Murray makes the point 
"that Jesus' statement should not be misconstrued as meaning that his kingdom is 
not active in this world, or has nothing to do with this world." Augustine argued 
that "his kingdom is here till the end of time .... but does not belong here because 
it is in the world as a pilgrim." Christ's reign in our hearts and lives, is in the 
world, but not of the world. "Mine is not a kingdom of this world", JB.  

ek + gen. "[my kingdom is not] of [this world]" - [THE KINGDOM OF ME IS 
NOT] OUT OF, FROM [THIS WORLD]. Possibly serving instead of partitive genitive, 
"part of this world", or expressing source / origin, "out of, from this world. Jesus' 
answer is for Pilate, the Roman governor of Palestine.  

ei + imperf. an + imperf. "if" - IF, as is not the case, [THE KINGDOM OF ME 
WAS OF THIS WORLD, then THE SERVANTS OF ME WOULD HAVE FOUGHT]. 
Introducing a 2nd. class conditional clause, contrary to fact, where the proposed 
condition in the protasis is assumed to be untrue. Both verbs in the protasis and 
apodosis are imperfect, although the position of an in the text is somewhat 
unusual. Some copyists move it to between oJ uJphretai and oiJ emoi. "If my 
kingdom were of this world, my attendants would have struggled to prevent my 
being delivered to the Jews", Berkeley.  
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object. Note emphatic use of the pronominal adjective to sun instead of sou.

 oiJ uJphretai oiJ emoi "my servants" - THE ASSISTANTS OF MINE. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to fight." John has already used the noun "servant" for the 
temple guards, indicating again that Jesus' words are selected for Pilate's 
ears. Jesus' "guards" didn't take up arms to resist his arrest, and the one who 
did was told to sheathe his weapon. "Followers", CEV; "supporters", 
Barclay.



      
         

 
iJna + subj. "to [prevent my arrest]" - IN ORDER [NOT TO BE HANDED OVER]. 

Expressing purpose, in the sense of "in order not to be handed over to the Jews." 
The Jews are the enemy, not the Romans. "To prevent my being handed over to 
the Jews", Phillips.  

          
        

    
nun de "but now" - YET NOW. Transitional. Here the "now" is not temporal, 

but rather serves to reinforce the contrast of Christ's kingship, as it exists in reality 
("now"), with that implied in Pilate's question in v33. The adversative sense needs 
to be emphasized, "but as it now stands." The NIV's use of "now" is confusing in 
that it carries a temporal sense. Christ's reign does interact with this age, became 
incarnate in this age, although in the final analysis, the "kingdom does not belong 
here" (far better than the NIV "is from another place"). "The plain fact is that my 
kingdom does not belong to this realm of things", Barclay.  

enteuqen adv. "from another place" - [THE KINGDOM OF ME NOT] FROM 
HERE, ANOTHER SIDE. Adverb of place. "Does not belong here."  
   
v37 

Dodd slams the suggestion that Jesus answers Pilate in the affirmative. The 
phrase is far more likely an adversative "you say that I am a king", or a 
qualification, "it is you who say it, not I." The title "king" is not one Jesus would 
choose himself. He is the deliverer-king, but happily avoids the title because it is 
bound to confuse. Jesus came into the world to "testify to the truth", to reveal the 
living God in his person and by this means save a people to himself. In this sense 
he is the deliverer-king, a sense which makes his kingdom not of this world. Still, 
Jesus is speaking with a pagan Roman, not a Jew. Lagrange makes the point "to 
reveal the truth was [God's] way of making subjects and of creating a kingdom", 
Lagrange.  
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 hgwnizonto (agwnizomai) imperf. "would fight" - WOULD HAVE FOUGHT, 
STRIVED. The imperfect carries the sense "continue to fight". The disciples did 
initially fight, although only one of them, and he didn't continue to fight.

 toiV IoudaioiV dat. adj. "by the Jewish leaders" - TO THE JEWS. Dative of 
indirect object, with the articular adjective serving as a noun. The Jewish 
authorities are intended, rather than the Jewish population.

 oukoun (oun) adv. "[you are a king], then!" - [THEREFORE, PILATE SAID 
TO HIM] SO THEN [YOU ARE A KING]? This particular form of the conjunction oun 
occurs only here in the New Testament. It is predominately inferential, but does 
sometimes carry a consecutive, emphatic or adversative sense. Moule, in his 
Idiom Book, looks in detail at this verse. He suggests a number of possibilities: 
resumptive, "well then, you are a king"; negative, "are you not a king, then?"; but 
probably best taken here to introduce an inferential question expecting an 
affirmative answer, "so then, after all, you are a king?" Westcott agrees.



oJti "[you are right in saying I am a king] / [you say] that [I am a king]" 
           

        
            

           
egw pro. "in fact" - I. Emphatic by position and use.  
eiV + acc. "the reason" - INTO = FOR [THIS]. Here expressing purpose / aim; 

"the reason why I was born", Barclay.  
gegennhmai (gennaw) .... elhluqa (ercomai) perf. "I was born ..... came" 

- I HAVE BEEN BORN, [AND INTO = FOR THIS] I HAVE COME [INTO THE WORLD]. 
John employs parallelism in establishing that the purpose of Jesus' birth / coming 
is not for kingship (certainly in earthly terms), but for proclamation. "The reason 
why I was born, and the reason why I came into the world, is to declare the truth", 
Barclay.  

iJna + subj. "[is] to [testify]" - THAT [I MIGHT TESTIFY]. Here forming a 
purpose clause; "in order that I might testify."  

           
        

        
                

      
oJ w]n pres. part. "everyone" - [ALL] THE ONE'S BEING. The participle serves 

as a substantive.  
ek + gen. "on the side of [truth]" - OF [THE TRUTH]. Here the sense of source 

/ origin shifts toward denoting association with something; "belonging to the 
truth." "The witness of Jesus to the truth can only be grasped by those who are 
themselves related to the truth", Barrett. Brown takes the line that "those who 
belong to the truth are the sheep given to Jesus by the Father", but the verse 
doesn't really warrant such a doctrinaire interpretation. It is quite reasonable to 
argue that those who seek find; those who seek the truth find the truth, they find 
the truth in Christ. The parables are a mystery to the crowds, but to those who 
seek Jesus out, the mystery is revealed. "Everyone who loves truth recognizes my 
voice", Phillips.  

akouei (akouw) pres. + gen. "listens" - HEARS [OF THE VOICE OF ME]. It 
has been argued that when akouw takes a genitive of direct object, as here, it 
means listening with understanding and acceptance. "Knows my voice", CEV.  
   
v38a  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [PILATE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
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- [JESUS ANSWERED, YOU SAY, not I,] THAT [I AM A KING]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Pilate is saying, namely, 
that Jesus is a king. It is likely that this is John's parallel to the synoptic "you 
say so." "It is you who are calling me a king", Barclay.

               
            

              
               

             

 th/ alhqeia/ (a) dat. "to the truth" - The dative is adverbial, reference / 
respect, "with respect to the truth", possibly even representation, "that I should 
bear witness on behalf of the truth", Cassirer, but the verb marturew, "to bear 
witness to", often takes a dative of direct object as a matter of course. The 
dative could even be classified as a dative of interest, advantage, "for the truth."



       
        

           
        

        
       

       
 

   
 

            
    

          
       

      
kai "-" - AND. Connective - untranslated.  
eipwn (legw) aor. part. "[with this]" - HAVING SAID [THIS HE WENT OUT 

AGAIN TOWARD THE JEWS AND SAYS TO THEM]. "This" = these words. The 
participle is adverbial, possibly temporal; "after he had said this", ESV.  

oudemian "[I find] no [basis for a charge]" - [I FIND] NO, NOT ANY, NOTHING 
[GROUND FOR COMPLAINT / CRIME / FAULT / GROUND FOR ACCUSATION]. Strong 
negation, accusative direct object of the verb "to find"; in simple terms, Pilate has 
investigated the charge against Jesus and so declares, "I find him not guilty." 
"There is nothing of which I can find this man guilty", Barclay.  

en + dat. "against [him]" - IN [HIM]. Possibly space, "nothing in him / in his 
life of which he is guilty", or adverbial, expressing reference / respect, 
concerning, "I cannot find anything wrong about him", Moffatt.  
   
v39 

             
        

        
   

            
          

    
 

           
  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue..  
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 tiv pro. "what [is truth]?" - WHAT [IS TRUTH]? Predicate nominative 
interrogative pronoun. Is this a genuine question? Pilate doesn't wait around for 
the answer, but nothing can be implied by his exit. It is usually argued that his 
statement is a throwaway-line used to end a conversation that is taking him 
into the uncharted waters of spiritual engagement. Pilate is not interested in 
eternal verities, so the discussion ends with the throwaway-line; "truth, what 
is that?" Still, Pilate seems convinced of Jesus' innocence, viewing the dispute 
as theological. Maybe we have genuine musing here on the part of Pilate.

v38b
 iii] Pilate meets again with the Jewish authorities and tells them that he finds 
Jesus innocent of any charges, v38b-40. In a political move that backfires, Pilate 
seeks to release Jesus by playing him off with Barabbas, "a bandit", but Israel's 
religious leaders choose Barabbas over Jesus. Pilate has failed to realize how 
vindictive these religious conservatives are.

 We can only surmise why Pilate persists with the title "king". Pilate has 
obviously determined that Jesus is innocent of any crime against the state, in that 
Jesus' role as deliverer-king is spiritual and not political, but even so, why is 
he determined to use a title that is so readily understood in political terms? 
Given that Pilate initially asks Jesus "are you the king of the Jews", we can 
surmise that this is the charge brought against Jesus by the Jewish authorities, 
namely that Jesus is a deliverer-king who seeks to overthrow the Roman 
government. Pilate probably continues to address Jesus in the terms of the 
charge. Whatever Pilate's motives, John happily underlines the phrase and so 
heightens the crime of Jesus' own people.



uJmin dat. pro. "your" - [THERE IS A CUSTOM] TO = FOR YOU. Dative of 
interest, advantage; "for you", or possession; "you have a custom", ESV.  

sunhqeia (a) "custom" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be. Possibly an 
annual amnesty used by the Roman governors to gain favour from the general 
populous. "Since I usually set a prisoner free for you at Passover", CEV.  

iJna + subj. "for [me to release to you one prisoner]" - THAT [I SHOULD 
RELEASE ONE TO YOU]. Here introducing an epexegetic clause specifying the 
content of the custom.  

        
    

apolusw (apoluw) subj. "do you want me to release" - [DO YOU WILL 
that] I RELEASE [TO YOU THEREFORE]. Deliberative subjunctive seeking a real 
answer.  

          
        

   
   
v40 

         
          
           

 
      

  
legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 

redundant.  
alla "[no, not him]" - [NOT THIS ONE] BUT. Strong adversative in a counter 

point construction; "not ...., but ....."  
BarabbaV "Barabbas" - BAR-ABBA = SON OF THE FATHER. In the synoptics, 

Pilate suggests the release of Barabbas, but in John, the high priestly deputation 
makes the suggestion. Given the summarized nature of the accounts, it is unwise 
to make much of such conflicts.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative to an 
editorial note / parenthesis.  
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 en + dat. "at the time of [the Passover]" - IN [THE PASSOVER]. Here 
an adverbial use of the preposition, temporal, as NIV; "at Passover time."

 twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "[the king] of the Jews" - The adjective serves as a 
substantive, while the genitive is adjectival, idiomatic, of subordination; "king 
over the Jews."

 In the synoptics, the crowd does the shouting, but in John, the context 
implies that it is the Jewish authorities and temple guards who do the shouting. 
None-the- less, the word ekrougasan, "called out", is a strong one and would 
rightly apply to a mob.
 palin "-" - [THEREFORE THEY CALLED OUT] AGAIN. Sequential adverb, 
indicating repeated action. John has not recorded an earlier shouting-match.

 lh/sthV (hV ou) "[Barabbas had] taken part in a rebellion" - [BARABBAS 
WAS] A THIEF, REVOLUTIONARY, BANDIT. Predicate nominative. The word most 
likely identifies Barabbas as a revolutionary-bandit rather than just a thief. 
"Now Barabbas was a terrorist", CEV.



19:1-16a 

The Glory of Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
The Passion Narrative, 18:1-20:31 
iv] The Humiliation of Jesus 

  
         

 
      

        
     

            
   

   
Teaching  

As part of the divine plan for humanity it was necessary for the heavenly 
man to die for the many.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: The Humiliation of Jesus:  
Jesus is scourged and mocked, v1-3; 

"Hail, king of the Jews! 
Pilate finds Jesus innocent of all charges, v4-6; 

"I find no guilt in him." 
A second interrogation by Pilate, v7-11; 

"You would have no power over me if ............" 
Pilate succumbs to the demands of the Jewish authorities, v12-16a. 

"Here is your king."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
A local religious matter has disturbed the business of government. 

Pilate has heard the charge brought against Jesus by the religious 
representatives of the Sanhedrin, namely that Jesus claims to be king of the 
Jews, and after interrogating Jesus has determined that the charge is 
baseless; what claim Jesus has to kingship is of a religious sort, and not 
political, and so the charge of sedition does not stand. None-the-less, the 
religious authorities are persistent, and at this point Pilate makes an error 
of judgment; he offers the release of a prisoner - an established custom of 
the Passover Festival. Presumably others have gathered with the religious 
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Synopsis
 John continues to record Pilate's futile efforts to free Jesus. Having scourged 
Jesus and announced his innocence, Pilate offers him to the crowd, but again the 
representatives of the Sanhedrin and their assistants (presumably the temple 
police) call for Jesus' crucifixion. Pilate again interviews Jesus and is even more 
determined to free him, but when the religious officials imply that by freeing 
Jesus, Pilate is "no friend of Caesar", he is forced to convict him and hand 
him over to be crucified.



authorities outside the governor's palace, and Pilate must have thought that 
the more diverse crowd would happily accept the release of Jesus, but 
instead they call for Barabbas, a bandit, possibly an insurgent.  

          
          

          
       

        
          

       
           
Having scourged Jesus, Pilate comes out before the crowd again and 

announces that he finds no basis for a charge against him, yet, when he 
brings Jesus out before the crowd and presents "The Man" to them (is John 
alluding to the Son of Man?), they shout out, "Crucify! Crucify!" Again, 
Pilate declares Jesus innocent of any charges, and suggests if they are so 
keen to crucify their king why not do it themselves. Of course, taking the 
law into their own hands would have its consequences!  

Finally, the Jewish authorities reveal the real charge of blasphemy, of 
Jesus' claim to be the messiah, the Son of God. For some reason this charge 
disturbs Pilate and so he takes Jesus inside the palace for further 
questioning. Pilate's question "Where do you come from?", may parallel 
Luke 23:6, but probably relates to the discourses that cover Jesus' claim to 
be "Son of God" and the ongoing questioning by "the Jews" about Jesus' 
origin, 7:28, 41ff, 8:14. So, John seems to be making the point that Pilate 
realizes that he is not just dealing with an innocent man, but someone more 
than just a man. Jesus drives this point home by declaring that Pilate's 
authority under Caesar derives from God and thus he has no authority over 
God's Son. Pilate obviously gets the point and so from this point on he tries 
to set Jesus free. Interestingly, Jesus does not hold Pilate culpable for the 
whole unsavoury business. Guilt lies with the one who handed Jesus over 
to Pilate, namely Caiaphas.  

Pilate's original error of judgment now compounds into a failure of 
nerve; he chooses political expediency over justice. The religious 
authorities have the perfect argument - "Anyone who claims to be a king 
opposes Caesar." Those who support such a person are "no friend of 
Caesar." Pilate is cornered. He mounts the portable platform outside his 
palace used to make official announcements - it stood at Gabbatha, "the 
Pavement." Pilate then presents Jesus to the crowd, "Behold your king." 
"Away with him. Crucify him", they cry. Pilate asks in amazement, "Shall 
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 John now takes up his account again, this time with Pilate deciding to 
have Jesus scourged. This is not undertaken as punishment, but is a 
normal method of interrogation used for a recalcitrant prisoner. Although 
normally used to extract a confession, Pilate already has his confession, 
but he gives his soldiers their morning's entertainment, probably thinking 
that a bit of rough treatment will satisfy the gathered crowd. The soldiers 
quickly demonstrate what they think of the notion that Jesus is the king of 
the Jews. The purple robe and crown of thorns says it all.



       
      
  

   
The Johannine perspective on the trial of Jesus: John gives weight to 

his account of Jesus before Pilate; he virtually ignores the religious trial, as 
if a sham, and focuses on the secular trial. It is here where the three players 
show their hand. Pilate, representing the secular power, seems to be in 
charge of proceedings, but he is dragged in and out of his palace, baffled 
by the words of Jesus, and buffeted by the malicious tactics of the religious 
authorities, and ends up acting against his own good judgment. The 
religious authorities think they are in charge of proceedings, but end up 
opposing the one who is in charge. They set out to perpetrate a miscarriage 
of justice. As John has earlier detailed, the issue between Jesus and "the 
Jews" was his claim of unity with God the Father. "King of the Jews" is 
nothing more than a trumped up charge of sedition, and to pull it off they 
condemn themselves before God, abandoning their true king for Caesar. It 
is the third player in this drama who is in charge of proceedings. He 
presents as a king of a heavenly kingdom, not a kingdom of death, but of a 
life-giving Word, the purpose of which he serves through a power given 
from above and the end of which is divinely ordained.  
   

Is the gospel of John antisemitic?. Since the Second World War there 
has been some reaction toward John's use of the term "the Jews" and his 
totally negative account of their treatment of Jesus, even to the point of 
whitewashing the role of the Roman authorities. It is unfortunate when we 
forget that the author of this gospel is obviously a Jew, that Jesus was a 
Jew, and that all the early believers were Jews. It's hard for a Jew to be 
antisemitic! John's use of the term "the Jews" on most occasions refers to 
Israel's religious authorities, and his account of Jesus' trial before Pilate is 
anything but a Roman whitewash - it was devoid of justice in that an 
innocent man was crucified by the Roman authorities. See Ridderbos 
p.586.  
   

Text - 19:1 
The Humiliation of Jesus, v1-16: i] Jesus is scourged and mocked, v1-3. 

Scourging is primarily used to extract evidence, but was also used as an extra 
punishment before crucifixion. Pilate seems to use it here to gain sympathy from 
the religious authorities. In Luke Pilate suggests scourging instead of crucifixion.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [PILATE TOOK JESUS AND SCOURGED, WHIPPED, 
FLOGGED him]. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative. The use of the 
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I crucify your King?" Against all the claims of "the Jews" that they have 
no king but God, they proclaim their loyalty to Caesar; "We have no king 
but Caesar."



temporal adverb tote, "then", serves here to indicate this step, giving the sense 
"next". Both verbs, "took" and "whipped" are obviously causative; "Pilate gave 
orders for Jesus to be beaten with a whip", CEV.  
   
v2 

Given the charge "King of the Jews", the soldiers mock Jesus, cf., Mk15:17-
20. The crown / wreath of thorns is not necessarily made from a thorn bush; it 
may be made of palm fronds and so not necessarily an act of torture. The purple 
robe obviously represents royalty; probably a military robe. The soldiers hail 
Jesus in mock homage as they would the Emperor, and administer a slap, again a 
form of mock homage.  

plexanteV (plekw) aor. part. "twisted together [a crown]" - [AND THE 
SOLDIERS] HAVING WOVEN, PLAITED [A WREATH, GARLAND]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to lay on, 
place on"; "twisted together a wreath and placed it on his head." "Plaited" would 
take too much work so "twisted", Phillips.  

         
              
             

  
          

          
   

   
v3 

hrconto (ercomai) imperf. "went up to him again and again" - [AND] THEY 
WERE COMING [TOWARD HIM AND WERE SAYING]. This imperfect verb, as with 

          
 

twn Ioudaiwn adj. "[king] of the Jews" - [HAIL = LONG LIVE THE KING] OF 
THE JEWS [AND THEY WERE GIVING HIM BLOWS]. The adjective serves as a 

          
          
      

   
v4 

Pilate finds Jesus innocent of all charges, v4-6. Jesus, having undergone 
investigation by scourging, is presented to the Jewish authorities by Pilate with 
dramatic flair. Presumably he thought this would add weight to his pronunciation 
of innocence, but he gets a totally unexpected response; "Crucify him!"  
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 th/ kefalh/ (h) "head" - [AND PUT it ON THE = HIS] HEAD [AND THREW 
AROUND HIM A PURPLE GARMENT = ROBE]. Dative of direct object after the epi 
prefix verb "to place on." Note double accusatives "him" and "purple robe."

 ex + gen. "of [thorns]" - FROM [THISTLE, THORN BUSH, BRIER]. Expressing 
source / origin, although when used with a material of some sort, it will carry 
the sense "made from." The end product is meant to represent the laurel crown 
worn by the Emperor.

the other two verbs in the verse, indicates durative / ongoing action, as expressed 
in the NIV; "repeatedly they came", NAB.

substantive, the genitive being adjectival, idiomatic / subordination, "king over 
the Jews." As for the imperfect verb edidosan, "to give", the sense is "they 
struck him", Cassirer; "hit him with their fists", CEV, may be a bit strong.



palin adv. "once more" - [AND PILATE CAME OUT OUTSIDE] AGAIN. 
Sequential adverb, expressing repeated action, modifying the verb "to come out." 
The verb is further modified by the adverb of place, "outside". "Presently Pilate 
went out again", Rieu.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[said] to the Jews" - [AND SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

iJna + subj. "to let you know" - [BEHOLD, I BRING HIM TO YOU OUTSIDE] 
THAT [YOU MAY KNOW]. Here introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in 
order that you may know."  

oJti "that" - THAT [I FIND NO FAULT IN HIM]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what Pilate wants the religious 
authorities to know. "I present him to you, but I want you to know I do not find 
him guilty of any crime", Peterson.  
   
v5 

            
        

              
       

     
        

  
oun "when" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So 

Jesus came out." "So right then Jesus came forth wearing a thorny wreath and a 
purple robe."  

forwn (forew) pres. part. "wearing [the crown of thorns]" - [JESUS CAME 
OUT OUTSIDE] WEARING [THE THORNY WREATH, CROWN AND THE PURPLE 
ROBE]. The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' 
coming outside.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [AND Pilate SAID] TO THEM [BEHOLD THE MAN]. 
Dative of indirect object. "Here he is, the man", Peterson.  
   
v6 

oJte "as soon as" - [THEREFORE = SO] WHEN [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE 
SERVANTS SAW HIM]. Temporal conjunction serving to introduce a temporal 
clause; "When the religious authorities / the representative of the Sanhedrin and 
the temple police saw him."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "[they shouted]" - [THEY CALLED OUT] SAYING 
[CRUCIFY, CRUCIFY]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to call out"; redundant.  
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 A touch of Johannine irony is probably intended here. In a mock 
ceremonial royal presentation, Jesus comes out dressed as a king, with purple 
robe and laurel wreath, and is presented to the crowd by Pilate as "the man" - 
the reader can't help but do a double take and consider him as "the Son of Man", 
the glorious eschatological man who comes to the Ancient of Days to rule 
a heavenly kingdom. Possibly also a reference to Zech.6:12. The response of 
the crowd is "Crucify!" John would have us consider our response?



autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [PILATE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
gar "as for me" - [YOU TAKE HIM AND YOU CRUCIFY him] BECAUSE [I DO 

NOT FIND FAULT IN HIM]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Pilate tells 
the religious authorities to do their own dirty work, namely, because he regards 
Jesus innocent of any crime. "You do your own dirty work, for I find no reason 
to hold this man in custody."  
   
v7 

     
         

           
      

     
     

         
          

           
       

          
          
          
  
kata + acc. "according to [the law]" - [THE JEWS ANSWERED HIM, WE HAVE 

A LAW AND] ACCORDING TO [THE LAW]. Expressing a standard, "in accordance 
with", although possibly means, "by that law he ought to die", Rieu.  

apoqanein (apoqnhskw) aor. inf. "[he must] die" - [HE IS OBLIGATED = 
REQUIRED] TO DIE. Complementary infinitive completing the sense of the verb 
"to be obligated."  

        
     

    
   
v8 

       
             

          
       

           
oJte "when" - [THEREFORE = SO] WHEN [PILATE HEARD THIS WORD]. This 

conjunction serves to introduce a temporal clause, as NIV.  
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 iii] The second interrogation by Pilate, v7-11. "The Jews" (religious 
authorities, Pharisees, etc., ..) finally reveal the real charge against Jesus, rather 
than the politically motivated "King of the Jews." In this gospel, Jesus' messianic 
claims are viewed by "the Jews" as the ravings of a lunatic (demon possessed), 
although claims that have the potential to arouse public dissent and so prompt 
action from the Roman authorities. For Caiaphas, the priestly politician, the 
pragmatic solution to this problem is that Jesus should be disposed of for the 
benefit of the people at large. The reader, of course, understands that there is a 
more substantial benefit (another example of Johannine irony). Yet, for the 
purists, the Pharisees, Jesus needs to die because he is guilty of blasphemy. In the 
eyes of Israel's pietists, Jesus' claim of unity with the Father is a claim to equality 
with God, a blasphemous claim, 10:31-39. This is how they understand Jesus' 
claim that he is "the Son of God", although for Jesus, it is a messianic title; 
See 5:25.

 oJti "because" - THAT [HE MADE HIMSELF SON OF GOD]. Introducing a causal 
clause explaining why he must die; "because he made himself out to be the Son 
of God", Cassirer. Note the double accusative construction , "himself" + "Son".

 The nature of Pilate's mallon efobhqh, "great fear", is unclear. The Emperor 
was known as Divi Filius (Son of God), so maybe Pilate now sees in Jesus a 
potential threat to the God Emperor. Or, given that Pagans believed that the 
gods visited humanity in human form, maybe Pilate fears that Jesus is such a 
god. Whatever the reason, Pilate is "more frightened than ever", Cassirer.



mallon adv. "[he was] even more [afraid]" - [HE WAS AFRAID] MORE. 
Comparative adverb. An elative sense is likely, as NIV, so Barrett; "now more 
than ever", BDAG. Ridderbos thinks this is drawing too much from the adverb. 
He argues there is no evidence that Pilate responds in fear to Jesus during the first 
interrogation, and thinks he is not fearful of him in this second interrogation, 
rather the adverb reflects an increasing "uneasiness at being driven by the Jews 
into a position from which he had less and less of a way of extracting himself."  
   
v9 

               
        

   
        

     
             

             
        

               
 

poqen "where [do you come] from?" - [AND HE ENTERED INTO THE 
PRAETORIUM AGAIN AND SAYS TO JESUS] FROM WHERE [ARE YOU]? 
Interrogative adverb of place.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus gave] him [no answer]" - [BUT/AND JESUS DID NOT 
GIVE AN ANSWER] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object. Jesus' unwillingness to 
answer the question is somewhat of a mystery, although Jesus has declared who 
he is and so nothing more need to be said; "he opened not his mouth", Isa.53:7.  
   
v10 

Pilate is obviously peeved, given the emphatic emoi, "to me [you do not 
speak]?" Johannine irony is surely present in Pilate's claim to have authority over 
life and death. John would have us know where the real authority lies.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE [PILATE SAYS TO HIM]. Inferential, establishing a 
logical connection; "So Pilate said to him", ESV.  

emoi dat. pro. "to me" - TO ME [DO YOU NOT SPEAK]? - Dative of indirect 
object, emphatic by position. "Who do you think you are refusing to answer my 
questions?"  

oJti "-" - [DO YOU NOT KNOW] THAT. Introducing an object clause, dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Pilate claims Jesus does not know.  

apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "[I have power either] to free [you]" - [I 
HAVE AUTHORITY] TO RELEASE, SET FREE [YOU AND I HAVE AUTHORITY TO 
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 The question "where do you come from? / what is your real origin?" is a 
reminder of a similar question put to Jesus by "the Jews", eg., 7:25-27, 40-44, 
8:14-19 - usually related to authority. Pilate may also have in mind Jesus' 
authority - does Jesus claim divine authority ("Son of God")? Actually, Jesus has 
already answered the question, he is "from above" (cf.,18:36), which may explain 
why he doesn't bother answering the question again. When it comes to authority, 
Jesus has it all, and Pilate has nothing, cf., v11. At a more mundane level, Brown 
suggests that the question may be an attempt to find a legal loophole. If Jesus was 
to indicate that he is a Galilean, then Pilate could send him to Herod to deal 
with the matter; as a Galilean, Jesus would fall under Herod's jurisdiction.



CRUCIFY YOU]. As with the infinitive "to crucify", the infinitive here is 
epexegetic, specifying the "authority". "Don't you realize the Emperor has given 
me the authority to release you, as well as the authority to condemn you to death."  
   
v11 

Pilate's authority derives from the Emperor; Jesus' authority derives from 
God the Father. Pilate's authority is derivative, ultimately from God; Jesus' 
authority is directly from God, cf., Rom.13:1-7. The point Jesus makes is that 
Pilate's authority is not absolute; he is ultimately under a higher authority.  

           
     

     
        

   
       

            
            

            
        

        
         

   
dedomenon (didomai) perf. mid./pas. part. "it were [not] given]" - IT HAD 

BEEN GIVEN [TO YOU]. The perfect participle with h\n, the imperfect verb to-be, 
forms a periphrastic pluperfect construction, possibly emphasizing stative aspect.  

            
             

     
dia touto "therefore" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction takes 

an inferential sense, "therefore", as NIV, cf., Runge, Discourse Grammar.  
oJ paradouV (paradidwmi) aor. part. "the one who handed [me] over" - 

THE ONE HAVING DELIVERED [ME]. There is some debate as to the identity of this 
person. Caiaphas, representing Israel's religious establishment (ie., "the Jews"), 
is most likely the intended person, so Kostenberger, ....., but other suggestions 
include Judas, so Barrett, and the chief priests, so Schnackenburg, the people of 
Israel as a whole, so Bultman. The verb "to deliver over = betray" certainly ties 
in with the actions of Judas (but is also used of "the Jews" giving Jesus up to 
Pilate), but is is hard to see Judas as the representative of "the Jews." Judas' sin is 
grievous, but he does "repent" of his actions, gives back the blood money, and 
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 kat (kata) + gen. "over [me]" - [JESUS REPLIED TO HIM, YOU DO NOT HAVE 
AUTHORITY] ACCORDING TO = AGAINST [ME]. Here expressing opposition, 
"against"; "You haven't a shred of authority over me", Peterson.
 ei mh "if [it were] not [given]" - IF NOT = EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive 
clause which establishes a contrast by designating an exception; "You would 
have no authority over me except that which was given you from above", Klink. 
Both Harris and Novakovic follow Burton #249 and classify it as an irregular 
2nd. class conditional clause, contrary to fact (an is missing in the apodosis and 
the protasis is referring to time in the present); "if as is not the case, it had not 
been granted from above then you would have no power over me" = "You 
would have no authority over me at all, unless it had been given you from 
above", ESV and also most translations. The verse is best treated as an 
exceptive clause. 

 enwqen adv. "from above" - Adverb of place. "From above", here with 
the sense "from heaven / God." "If God had not given you the power, you 
couldn't do anything at all to me", CEV.



overtaken by grief, commits suicide. It is hard to argue that Judas' sin is greater 
than that of Pilate.  

soi dat. pro. "to you" - TO YOU [HAS GREATER SIN than you]. Dative of 
indirect object.  
   
v12 

        
         

            
       

       
ek toutou "from then on" - FROM THIS. Probably a temporal construction, 

as NIV, ESV, ....., but possibly causal, "because of this.  
apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "[Pilate tried] to set [Jesus] free" - [WAS 

SEEKING] TO RELEASE [HIM]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the verb "to seek." The verb "to seek" is imperfect so its intention may 
be inceptive, "Pilate began seeking to release him." "From that time on Pilate 
made every effort to set him free", Cassirer.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a counter point.  
           

      
    

ean + subj. "IF" - IF, as may be the case, [YOU FREE THIS MAN, then YOU ARE 
NOT A FRIEND OF CAESAR]. Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause where the 
proposed condition has the possibility of coming true.  

tou KaisaroV (ar roV) gen. "[friend] of Caesar" - The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. It is quite possible that this is a technical term for an 
appointed representative of the Emperor. It's a good argument and has Pilate 
stumped, but it is totally hypocritical, given the hatred "the Jews" have for the 
Roman authorities.  

        
         

       
       
Kaisari (ar roV) dat. "[opposes] Caesar" - [ACTS AGAINST] CAESAR. 

Dative of direct object after the anti prefix verb "to act against."  
   
v13 

Pilate must now conclude the matter and does so from the bhmatoV, 
"judgment seat", a portable platform with seat and covering set up on a paved 
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    iv] Pilate succumbs to the demands of the Jewish authorities, v12-16. Pilate 
now wants to release Jesus, but the political implications have him cornered. It 
is not clear why Pilate is now inclined to set Jesus free. If ek toutou is causal, 
the reason would relate to what Jesus has just said. Does Pilate recognize divine 
attributes in Jesus and so is concerned about the apportioning of blame?

 legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [THE JEWS CRIED OUT, SHOUTED OUT] 
SAYING. Attendant circumstance participles expressing action accompanying the 
verb "to shout out"; redundant, but serving to introduce direct speech.

 poiwn (poiew) "[anyone] who claims" - [ALL = EVERYONE] MAKING 
[HIMSELF A KING]. If we take the adjective paV, "all", as a substantive, "everyone", 
the participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone"; "Anyone who claims 
to be", TEV. Note the double accusative construction "himself" and "king".



area related to the fortress of Antonia, Pilate's palace and administrative 
headquarters in Jerusalem.  

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "When [Pilate] heard" - [THEREFORE = SO 
PILATE] HAVING HEARD. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal.  

         
        

   
ekaqisen (kaqizw) aor. "sat down" - [LED OUTSIDE JESUS AND] HE SAT 

[UPON A TRIBUNAL SEAT]. The verb is usually translated as intransitive, such that 
Pilate sits down with Jesus standing nearby. It is possible to read the verb as 
transitive, "caused to sit", such that Pilate has Jesus sit down on the seat either to 
further humiliate him, or gain sympathy from the crowd. A transitive sense seems 
unlikely - throughout the NT the verb is always intransitive. See Barrett for the 
arguments for and against, although he arrives at a rather strange conclusion with 
the word carrying a double meaning - historical (intrans.), theological (trans). 
"Pilate had Jesus brought out and he himself took his seat on the judicial bench", 
Cassirer.  

        
         

        
      

      
       

  
   
v14 
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 twn logwn (oV) "[this]" - [THESE] WORDS. Genitive of direct object after 
the verb "to hear." "These words" refer to the threat "if you let this man go, you 
are no friend of Caesar."

 legomenon (legw) pres. mid./pas. part. "a place known as" - [INTO A PLACE] 
BEING CALLED [the PAVEMENT, BUT/AND IN HEBREW GABBATHA]. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "place"; "at a place which is called the 
pavement." Possibly "the Mosaic Pavement", Berkeley, but more likely a 
pavement with large flat stones, so "the stone pavement." "Gabbatha" is probably 
a local name for the site, given that the word has nothing to do with paving, 
stones or mosaics.

 In the synoptic tradition, the Lord's Supper is held on Thursday evening 
when the Passover meal is eaten, whereas John seems to indicate Friday evening, 
the day of Jesus crucifixion. For John, this is the day of preparation for the meal, 
with the lamb slaughtered around 3pm and the meal eaten at 6pm. As already 
noted, John's gospel is more a reflection on Jesus' words and works than a record 
of them. For John, Jesus is the Pascal Lamb slaughtered for the people, he is the 
Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world. So, John may be making the 
point that Jesus is lifted up, glorified, at the very moment when the people of 
Israel prepare to celebrate the Passover. Yet, as Kostenberger notes, "the day of 
Preparation" may well refer to the day when preparations are made for Sabbath 
celebrations, and "Passover" is referring to "Passover week", not the day when 
the passover meal is eaten, so "Friday of Passover week", Carson. Of course, it is 
possible that John's record is historically accurate and that the Passover meal 
recorded in the Synoptic gospels is a pre-passover meal. As to timing, John tells



us that it was now the sixth hour, ie., twelve noon. Mark has Jesus crucified at 
the third hour, ie., 9am. Morris suggests that they are just approximations for 
somewhere before midday. Westcott suggests that John is using the legal Roman 
calculation of time counted from midnight (very unlikely).  

tou pasca "of the Passover" - [BUT/AND IT WAS the day of PREPARATION] 
OF THE PASSOVER. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / temporal (verbal, 
objective); "It was the day of preparation when the Passover was celebrated", or 
alternately, "It was the day of preparation before the Sabbath of = during Passover 
week."  

        
     

toiV IoudaioiV dat. adj. "to the Jews" - [AND HE SAYS] TO THE JEWS. The 
adjective serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object.  

         
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "king over you."  
   
v15 

          
         

          
    

oun "but [they shouted]" - THEREFORE [THESE ONES SHOUTED OUT, 
AWAY, AWAY, CRUCIFY HIM]. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So 
they cried out." "Away" = "Off with him", Harris.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [PILATE SAYS] TO THEM [SHALL I CRUCIFY THE KING OF 
= OVER YOU]. Dative of indirect object. The noun basilea, "king", is emphatic 
by position so giving the sense "Really! You want me to crucify your own king?"  

ei mh "[we have no king] but [Caesar]" - [THE HIGH PRIESTS ANSWERED, 
WE DO NOT HAVE A KING] IF NOT = EXCEPT [CAESAR]. Introducing an exceptive 
clause which establishes a contrast by designating an exception. Usually 
translated as an adversative, "but", as NIV, because of the presence of the 
negation ouk in the protasis of the clause, so producing a counterpoint 
construction, "not ....., but ......" "The Emperor is the only king we have", Cassirer.  
   
v16a  

tote oun adv. "finally" - THEREFORE THEN = SO THEN = FINALLY [HE 
HANDED OVER, DELIVERED OVER (betrayed) HIM]. Temporal construction 
introducing a temporal clause, "finally"; "And so at last he gave him up to them 
for crucifixion", Rieu.  
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 wJV "about [noon]" - [IT WAS] AS = ABOUT [SIXTH HOUR]. Here 
expressing approximation, "about the sixth hour."

uJmwn gen. pro. "[here is] your [king]"  -  [BEHOLD THE KING] OF YOU.  The

 For a second time, the religious authorities call for Jesus' crucifixion, to 
which Pilate taunts them with "Really! You want me to crucify your king?" In 
response "the Jews" deny the sovereignty of God and claim the sovereignty of 
the Emperor - a classic example of Johannine irony.



autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage. 
Pilate would actually hand Jesus over to a military escort who would then carry 
out the crucifixion, but given that the closest referent is "the chief priests", John 
may have them in mind as the ones technically responsible for the crucifixion, so 
Pilate "handed him over to them = to their demands"; "Pilate caved in to their 
demand", Peterson; "Thereupon Pilate let them have their way", Cassirer.  

iJna + subj. "to [be crucified]" - THAT [HE SHOULD BE CRUCIFIED by the 
military guard]. Here introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order to 
be crucified."  
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19:16b-30 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
2. The trial and passion of Jesus, 18:1-19:42 
v] The crucifixion of Jesus 
Synopsis  

John now recounts the events surrounding the crucifixion of Jesus. Jesus 
carries his cross to the place of the Skull and there is crucified between two other 
criminals. Pilate has a notice prepared to place on Jesus' cross, "The King of the 
Jews", probably to spite the religious officials who have disturbed the business 
of government that morning. Having divided up Jesus' outer cloak, the soldiers 
play dice for his undergarment, and all this in front of Mary, some of Jesus' female 
disciples, as well as the beloved disciple. When Jesus asks for a drink, one of the 
soldiers puts some wine in a sponge and offers it to him. Jesus drinks and then 
calls out "It is finished"; he bows his head and breaths his last.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus serves as the righteous suffering son who gives his life for the life of 
the world and so, in his lifting up, is enthroned as king - a task fully accomplished.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: The Crucifixion of Jesus:  
Soldiers crucify Jesus, along with two other criminals, v16b-18; 
Pilate prepares a notice of the inditement against Jesus, v19-22; 

"Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews." 
The soldiers divide up Jesus' possessions, v23-24; 

"They divided my garments among them; 
  and cast lots for my garment." 

Witnesses to the crucifixion, v25-27; 
"Woman, here is your son." 

The end of the beginning! v28-30; 
"It is finished."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  
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 As is usual, John recounts the crucifixion from his own perspective 
(selectively recording the event!). His account agrees with that of the 
Synoptics, but he leaves out many salient points and adds his own. So, he 
doesn't bother mentioning Simon of Cyrene and has Jesus carrying his own 
cross to Golgotha, the place of the skull (in Latin, Calvaria), where he is



executed with two criminals (possibly supporters of Barabbas). John makes 
special note of the titulus (a white notice board) which is attached to the 
cross, a notice not actually written by Pilate, but certainly composed by 
him. Note the evidence of a multicultural society, ie., the notice is 
trilingual. John goes on to record the fuss caused by the notice. Note is 
made of the four soldiers guarding Jesus and how they fulfill scripture by 
tossing for Jesus' seamless undergarment. John makes a point of 
mentioning Jesus' mother and three other women who witness the 
execution. In the final stages of the execution Jesus is offered some sour 
wine by the soldiers. John does not mention any drugged wine, but rather 
records an act of kindness by one of the soldiers, again in fulfillment of 
scripture. Having taken a drink, Jesus exclaims "it is finished." This 
statement, peculiar to John's gospel, probably takes the sense "it is 
accomplished", or as Hunter paraphrases, "I have finished the work my 
Father gave me to do." Jesus then surrenders his life to the Father. Finally, 
again peculiar to this gospel, John records Jesus being pierced by a spear 
and how water and blood flowing from his side.  

In John's perspective of the cross, Jesus' crucifixion is free of shame; 
the cross is a lifting up to doxa, "glory, honour." Even the secular 
authorities honour Jesus with the notice, "King of the Jews", rather than the 
notice proposed by the Jewish authorities, "This Man claimed to be the 
King of the Jews." This is the death of an innocent man, as Pilate states, "I 
find no basis for a charge against him." Although there is no shame, there 
is suffering, the suffering of the Davidic messiah, the great I AM, the one 
from God who is in union with the Father, a suffering testified in the 
Scriptures of one who comes to his own, but is rejected by his own. None-
the-less, "only from the vantage point of Jesus' resurrection can the cross 
be interpreted as the climax of God's mission to bring life to the world 
through the Son", Thompson.  
   

iv] Homiletics: The Sign of the Cross  
         

           
  

      
      
         

 
The big question is why, why this given up to darkness? John, of 

course, has told us the "why" already. "For God so loved the world that he 
gave his one and only son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish 
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 John's description of the Passion is the final display of the Word made 
flesh, a light shining in the darkness, rejected by his own people, but 
believed by those who have found life in him. This suffering-one 
obediently proceeds under the will of God, a will already revealed in 
scripture. Continually John reminds us how Jesus' suffering fulfills 
scripture. So, Jesus processes, as if a king to his coronation, processes to 
the place called "The Skull", and does so under the divine will of God.



but have everlasting life." He was "lifted up that everyone who believes in 
him may have eternal life."  

So, there it is. We have this scene of light shining in darkness. The 
King of the Jews lifted up within view of the city wall. "Alone" he has 
carried the top member of the cross to the place of execution, for only he 
can take this divine path, this way of the cross, of glory in suffering. Beside 
the cross we see both darkness and light. We see the soldiers dividing the 
spoil and gambling over his undergarment, but we also see the little band 
of disciples beside him, sharing his final moments. We see Jesus 
considering his mother's welfare; we even see a soldier sharing his wine 
with Jesus - there is human depravity and there is human kindness. In all 
of it there is the divine will; the fulfilling of intentions revealed long ago.  

In John's description of these final events, there is but one central 
message. In the determined purpose of God, Jesus is lifted up to glory 
through suffering so that through him we too might be lifted up to glory, to 
eternal life. This kindness of God in Jesus is for all who believe.  
   

Text - 19:16b 
John's account of the crucifixion, v16b-30: i] The soldiers crucify Jesus, 

along with two other criminals, v16b-18.  
oun "So" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, as 

NIV.  
parelabon (paralambanw) aor. "the soldiers took charge of [Jesus]" - 

THEY TOOK, TOOK FROM, TOOK TO, TOOK WITH, RECEIVED FROM = TOOK 
CUSTODY OF [JESUS]. They took into custody, "they" being the "soldiers" 
understood (v23), and obviously not the chief priests. "The soldiers led Jesus 
away to be crucified."  
   
v17 

Although John has Jesus carrying his cross (probably the top cross member 
rather than the post (the 3 meter post would remain in situ) it is not unreasonable 
to suppose that Jesus is not able to carry it all the way and that Simon is seconded 
to carry it the rest of the way. The fact that John doesn't mention Simon doesn't 
mean he didn't help.  

bastazwn (bastazw) pres. part. "carrying" - [AND] CARRYING [THE CROSS]. 
The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' going out; "he 
went out bearing his own cross", ESV.  

eJautw/ ref. pro. dat. "his own" - BY/FOR HIMSELF. Carry "for himself", dative 
of advantage, or "by himself", instrumental, expressing agency, or "his own 
cross", possessive dative. Bultmann suggests "alone." John makes a point of Jesus 
carrying his own cross. There may be an allusion here to Isaac, but above all it 
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proclaims Jesus is the master of his own destiny. There may also be a discipleship 
image here. Anyway, for whatever reason, John does not mention Simon.  

          
     

   
      

 
ton legomenon (legw) pres. pas. part. "-" - [THE place] BEING CALLED. The 

participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the assumed noun "the place"; "the 
place which is called." Jesus went out to "the place that is called 'The Skull'", 
Jeremias.  

kraniou (on) gen. "[the place] of the skull" - [PLACE] OF SKULL. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification; "the place known as / called the 
skull" / "the place which looked like a skull." The word "calvary" is Latin for 
"skull."  

        
         

     
   
v18 

o{pou "there" - where. Local conjunction expressing space.  
estaurwsan (staurow) aor. "they crucified" - THEY CRUCIFIED [HIM]. 

Note how the actual execution is downplayed. A "most cruel and terrible 
penalty", Cicero.  

met (meta) + gen. "with [him]" - Expressing association / accompaniment; 
"and along with him."  

allouV duo "two others" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to crucify." 
Mark and Matthew call them bandits (the same term used for Barabbas, 
revolutionaries, freedom fighters) and Luke calls them criminals.  

enteuqen kai enteuqen "one each side" - ON THIS SIDE AND ON THAT. 
Expressing "extension from a source near the speaker", BDAG; "from here and 
from there" = "one each side", Novakovic.  
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 Golgoqa "Golgotha" - [WHICH IS CALLED IN HEBREW]. SKULL, CRANIUM. 
Nominative complement of the pronoun o}, "which", the antecedent of which is 
"the place of the skull." 

 de "and" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, although 
translated as coordinative here; "and ..."
 meson adj. "[Jesus] in the middle" - [they cruified] IN MIDDLE [JESUS]. 
Here the adjective serves as an adverb of place, modifying an assumed "they 
crucified"; "in the middle", Zerwick. "Jesus between them", Barclay.

 exhlqen (exercomai) aor. "he went out" - HE WENT OUT [INTO]. He went out 
of the city, outside the city walls. Both Luke and Mark say that Simon was 
coming in from the country when he was ordered to carry the cross, so the 
procession was on one of the roads leading into the city. "He carried his cross to 
a place called 'The Skull'", CEV.



   
v19 

      
             

         
         

      
               
       

    
      

         
 

egrayen (grafw) aor. "[Pilate] had a [notice] prepared" - [BUT/AND 
PILATE AND = ALSO] WROTE [A TITLE / NOTICE]. "Pilate also had a notice written." 
Taken literally, Pilate writes the notice, but the verb is likely causative, such that 
Pilate caused others to prepare the notice. The wording of the notice is designed 
to cause Caiaphas and his associates as much pain as possible. "Pilate ordered the 
charge against Jesus to be written on a board", CEV.  

titlon "notice" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to write." A technical 
Latin term for a charge against a condemned criminal written on a board for 
public viewing.  

epi + gen. "[fastened] to [the cross]" - [AND PLACED] ON, UPON [THE 
CROSS]. Local, expressing space; "upon, on."  

h\n gegrammenon (grafw) perf. pas. part. "it read" - [AND] IT HAD BEEN 
WRITTEN, HAVING BEEN WRITTEN. The perfect participle with the imperfect verb 
to-be forms a periphrastic pluperfect construction, "it read", Harris; "the writing 
ran", Barclay.  

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "[Jesus of Nazareth, the King] of the Jews" - 
[JESUS THE NAZARENE, KING] OF THE JEWS. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic 
/ subordination; "king over the Jews." The Nazarene" stands in apposition to 
"Jesus" so giving the possible sense "Jesus from Nazareth."  
   
v20 

John explains that many Jews are able to read the sign because the site of the 
crucifixion is close to the city (generally held to be where the church of the Holy 
Sepulchre is situated today) and because the notice is written in all three of the 
common languages used in Jerusalem at this time. Commentators often make 
much of the three languages, eg. Jesus is a king who is drawing all people to 
himself (inclusive). It is unlikely that John is making this point. Hebrew / 
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 ii] Pilate prepares a notice of inditement against Jesus, v19-22. Matthew and 
Luke have the notice placed over Jesus' head. Interestingly, the actual words of 
the notice are different in all four gospels. John possibly means "Jesus from 
Nazareth, King of the Jews." This would suit the heading of a statement of 
criminal charges. Some commentators argue that the notice serves to honour 
Christ, but why would Pilate honour Christ? It seems more likely that, as was the 
custom, the notice outlines the charge against Jesus, namely, his claim to kingship 
/ authority against that of the Emperor. The short-hand nature of the notice can 
certainly be read as a statement of honour, and for this reason the 
Jewish authorities complained. John wants his readers to understand it as a 
statement of honour.



Aramaic was the language of Palestinian Jews, Latin the official language of the 
Empire, and Greek the lingua franca of the time.  

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "[many] of the Jews" - [THEREFORE = SO THIS 
TITLE MANY] OF THE JEWS. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. "Many people 
read it", TEV.  

anegnwsan (anaginwskw) aor. "read" - READ. The site of the crucifixion 
is close to the city, and therefore, probably close to the road that led into the city. 
The notice was in three languages for all to read - this was a common practice. 
"Many of the Jewish people read the charge against him", CEV.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why many 
people are able to read the sign.  

egguV + gen. "near" - Spatial. The adverb here serves as an improper 
preposition + gen.  

thV polewV (iV ewV) gen. "the city" - [THE PLACE WAS NEAR] THE CITY 
[WHERE JESUS WAS CRUCIFIED, AND]. Genitive after egguV.  

gegrammenon (grafw) perf. mid./pas. part. "[the sign was] written" - [IT 
WAS] HAVING BEEN WRITTEN [IN HEBREW, IN LATIN, IN GREEK]. The participle 
with the imperfect verb to be h\n, serves as a periphrastic pluperfect construction.  
   
v21 

Pilate again serves as a witness to the truth by refusing the request of the 
religious authorities to change the wording of the sign.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So the 
chief priests ......."  

twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "[the chief priests] of the Jews" - The genitive is 
adjectival, idiomatic / subordination, "over the Jews", limiting "chief priests." 
Why the tautology, "of the Jews"? Brown suggests John is rubbing it in since 
Jesus was king of the Jews.  

      
        

 
tw/ Pilatw/ (oV) dat. "to Pilate" - Dative of indirect object.  
mh grafe (grafw) "do not write" - DO NOT WRITE [THE KING OF THE JEWS]. 

The sense is "Do not leave it written / alter what you have written."  
all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 

construction; "not ......, but ....."  
oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement, recitative, expressing what 

should be written, namely that, "this man said 'I am king of the Jews.'"  
ekeinoV "this man" - THIS ONE. The use of the demonstrative pronoun here 

is probably derogatory. "This person."  
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 elegon (ercomai) imperf. "protested" - WERE SAYING. The imperfect  
may indicate a tendential sense, expressing attempted / unrealized action - they 
got nowhere; "tried to tell Pilate", NEB.



eipen (erdon) aor. "claimed" - SAID [I AM KING OF THE JEWS]. "You should 
have written, 'He claimed to be King of the Jews'", CEV.  
   
v22 

gegrafa (grafw) perf. "I have written" - [PILATE ANSWERED, WHAT I HAVE 
WRITTEN] I HAVE WRITTEN. The first perfect takes a punctiliar sense, the second 
a continuous sense; "what I have written stays written", TH. This looks very much 
like a slap in the face to the Jewish authorities.  
   
v23 

        
           

      
        

       
       

oJte "when [the soldiers crucified Jesus]" - [THEREFORE = SO THE 
SOLDIERS] WHEN [THEY CRUCIFIED JESUS]. Serving to introduce a temporal 
clause, as NIV. English translations usually take liberty with "had crucified" to 
give the meaning "when the soldiers had finished crucifying Jesus."  

tessara adj. "[dividing them into] four [shares]" - [THEY TOOK THE 
GARMENTS OF HIM AND MADE] FOUR [PARTS]. With merh, "parts", accusative 

      
          
       

         
         

eJkastw/ stratiwth/ dat. "[one] for each of them" - [A PART] TO EACH 
SOLDIER. Dative of interest, advantage, as NIV.  

         
         

            
           

          
         

arrafoV "seamless" - [BUT/AND THE TUNIC WAS] WITHOUT A SEAM. 
Predicate adjective. Jewish law required that two different materials should not 
be joined together and so a seamless woven garment removes this possibility.  

uJfantoV adj. "woven" - WOVEN. Predicate adjective. As against pieces of 
material sown together.  
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direct object of the verb "to make." A Roman execution squads would normally 
consist of four soldiers, and it is their right to keep the possessions of those they 
crucify, so they divide the garments into four parts. The presence of four 
soldiers is only recorded in John. Presumably each prisoner had four 
soldiers to guard them. The synoptics only have "they divided his cloths."

 iii] The soldiers divide up Jesus' possessions, v23-24. As in Mark 15:24, the 
soldiers divide up Jesus' possessions, but cast lots for his undergarment, a 
single piece of woven cloth. By making the point that the garment is a single 
piece, John explains why the solders cast lots for it, so fulfilling 
scripture. No other significance is intended, although many are 
suggested, eg., the garment represents the long outer robe of the High Priest.

 ton citwna "the undergarment" - [AND] they took THE TUNIC. Accusative 
direct object of an assumed verb, probably "they took"; "they also took the tunic." 
The garment worn closest to the skin although some commentators suggest that 
it was a seamless robe or tunic similar to those worn by the religious elite. 
Obviously, Jesus was stripped naked for crucifixion - stripping was normal 
for Roman crucifixions. "They took possession of his cloths."



ek .... di (dia) + gen. "from [top] to [bottom]" - FROM [THE TOP] THROUGH 
[ALL]. The preposition ek expresses source / origin while dia is spatial "through 
space." "Woven as one piece."  
   
v24 

       
       

     
alla "-" - BUT. Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction, "not ....., 

but ...."  
        

      
    

peri + gen. "-" - FOR [IT]. Expressing advantage - often used instead of uJper; 
"for", or reference / respect, "concerning it."  

tinoV gen. pro. "who [will get it]" - OF WHOSE [IT WILL BE]. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive.  

iJna + subj. "this happened that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause 
expressing purpose, or consecutive clause expressing result / hypothetical result, 
"in order that / with the result that, so that."  

plhrwqh/ (plhrow) aor. pas. subj. "might be fulfilled" - [THE SCRIPTURE] 
MIGHT BE FULFILLED. More likely the consequence of the events that surround 
the crucifixion rather than their purpose. "Such that the prophecies of the 
scriptures came true, namely ..."  

hJ legousa (legw) pres. part. "that said" - THE ONE SAYING. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the scripture", as NIV.  

diemerisanto (diamerizw) aor. "they divided" - THEY PARTED, DIVIDED UP 
[THE GARMENTS OF ME]. Cf., Psalm 22:18, the Passion Psalm.  

eJautoiV dat. refl. pro. "among them" - TO THEMSELVES. A dative of interest, 
advantage, "for themselves", or locative - space, as NIV, "amongst them."  

ebalon (ballw) aor. "they cast" - [AND UPON THE CLOTHING OF ME] THEY 
THREW, CAST [LOTS]. "They gambled for my garments", CEV.  

epi + acc. "for [my garment]" - UPON. Either spatial in the sense of "over 
my clothing", ie., over the matter of the division of my clothing, or possibly 
reference / respect, "about, concerning my clothing."  

men ..... de "-" - [THEREFORE = SO] ON THE ONE HAND [THE SOLDIERS DID 
THESE THINGS] (v25) BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [THERE STOOD BESIDE THE 
CROSS OF JESUS ....]. Establishing an adversative comparative construction 
where the soldiers' actions are compared with that of the four women.  
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 mh sciswmen (scizw) subj. "let us not tear [it]" - [THEREFORE = SO THEY 
SAID TO ONE ANOTHER] LET US NOT TEAR, RENT, DIVIDE. Hortatory subjunctive. 
"Instead of tearing it up, let's......."

           
           

          
          

      

         
         

 

   lacwmen (lagcanw) subj. "let's decide by lot" - RECEIVE BY 
CASTING LOTS, BY A THROW OF THE DICE. Hortatory subjunctive; "Let's toss 
to see who gets it."



   
v25 

      
         

          
        

            
         

         
        

      
      

de "-" - BUT. Introducing the apodosis of the adversative comparative 
construction commenced in v24d.  

para + dat. "near" - BY, BESIDE, NEAR [THE CROSS]. Spatial. Note that the 
Synoptics have the women standing at a distance, possibly to align with Psalm 
88:8. They possibly did both. Barrett is wrong in suggesting that the Romans did 
not allow people near an execution. Both friend and foe could attend close at 
hand.  

tou Ihsou "of Jesus" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic, "the cross on 
which Jesus was crucified", or just possessive, identifying the possession of a 
derivative characteristic.  

         
         

  
thV mhtroV (hr hroV) gen. "[his] mother's [sister]" - [THE SISTER] OF THE 

MOTHER [OF HIM, MARY THE ONE = the wife OF CLOPAS]. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. It is unclear whether "Mary the wife of Clopas" stands in 
apposition to "his mother's sister"; "his mother's sister, namely, Mary the wife of 
Clopas." Probably four separate women are intended, such that kai coordinates 
two pairs, cf., Mk. 15:40.  

hJ "the wife" - THE one. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the 
genitive Klwpa, "of Clopas", into a nominative standing in apposition to Maria, 
"Mary", "Mary, the one of Clopas" = "Mary the wife of Clopas."  

tou Klwpa (aV a) gen. "of Clopas" - OF CLOPAS [AND MARY MAGDALENE]. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational, limiting "the wife."  
   
v26  

"The disciple whom he loved" is usually regarded as the apostle John, 
traditionally held to be the source of this gospel, although not necessarily its final 
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 iv] Witnesses to the crucifixion, v25-27. John indicates that four women 
witness the crucifixion (but see below) standing para, "beside", the cross. Note 
that Mark also has female witnesses, but they are looking on from afar. It is 
unlikely that John has four women as a counterpart for the four soldiers because 
there were twelve soldiers all up, plus an officer - but yes, there were just four for 
Jesus. Only John mentions Mary's sister, and Mary the wife of Clopas (possibly 
to be identified with Salome the wife of Zebedee [Matt.27:56], mother of James 
and John, and Mary the mother of James and Joses [Mk.15:40]). Possibly Clopas 
identifies with Cleopas, Lk.24:18. Note again another example of the gospel 
working in family units - the salvation of households.

 eiJsthkeisan (iJsthmi) pluperf. "stood" - THERE HAD STOOD [THE MOTHER 
OF HIM AND]. The pluperfect is read as imperfect, probably used to indicate 
background information; "standing beside the cross", Barclay.



       
      

          
            

          
           

       
          

 
hgapa (agapaw) imperf. "[whom] he loved" - [THE = HIS MOTHER AND THE 

DISCIPLE] WHOM HE LOVED. The imperfect expresses durative aspect.  
parestwta (paristhmi) perf. part. "standing nearby" - HAVING STOOD 

    
  

 
            

    
ide oJ uiJoV sou "here is your son" - BEHOLD THE SON OF YOURS. In 

antiquity the words "I leave you my mother to take care of" were commonly said 
by a dying son.  
   
v27 

           
       
        
   

apo + gen. "from [that time on]" - FROM [THAT HOUR]. Temporal use of the 
preposition; an Aramaism meaning; "from that very moment."  

eiV + acc. "into [his home]" - [THE DISCIPLE TOOK HER] INTO [THE = HIS 
        

      
      

  
   
v28 
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author / editor. This disciple is obviously the same as the one referred to in 13:23, 
and possibly the same as the "other disciple" in 18:15. Luke agrees with John that 
there were males present with the women. The fact that the disciples fled when 
Jesus was arrested doesn't mean that they all fled from Jerusalem. The fact that 
Jesus sought to look after his mother is a very touching personal note.
 idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "When [Jesus] saw" - [THEREFORE = SO JESUS] 
HAVING SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, introducing a 
temporal clause, as NIV. "When he saw his mother, with the disciple whom he 
loved". Slightly causal as well, "because".

BESIDE. Accusative complement of the accusative direct object "disciples", 
standing in a double accusative construction. The perfect expresses the sense 
that they had come to stand near Jesus and continued to do so.
 th/ mhtri (hr roV) dat. "[said] to her" - [SAYS] TO THE = HIS MOTHER, 
[WOMAN]. dative of indirect object; "Said to his mother, 'Dear woman.'"

 tw/ maqhth/ (hV ou) dat. "to the disciple" - [THEN HE SAYS] TO THE = HIS 
DISCIPLE. Dative of indirect object; "then he said to the disciple", ESV.
 ide "here [is your mother]" - BEHOLD [THE MOTHER OF YOU]. Interjection; 
"behold, your mother!"

OWN home]. Spatial, expressing movement toward and arrival at. Rather than 
implying that the beloved disciple immediately took Mary away from the 
execution site to his home, the phrase would be better rendered, "into his care", 
Brown. 

 v] The end of the beginning, v28-30. Jesus knows that he has now 
accomplished the Father's will, and so as to tie up one final item in the 
fulfillment of scripture, he says, "I am thirsty." It is likely that the scripture in 
mind is Psalm 69:21, "For my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink."



       
         

          
  

eidwV (oida) perf. part. "knowing" - [JESUS] HAVING KNOWN. The participle 
is adverbial, possibly causal; "since Jesus knew that all was now finished." 
"Aware", although some manuscripts have "seeing"; "Jesus, realizing that 
everything was now completed", Phillips.  

      
   

tetelestai (telew) perf. pas. "completed" - [ALREADY EVERYTHING] HAS 
BEEN COMPLETED, FULFILLED, FINISHED, ENDED. All that the Father had given 
the Son to do was now completed; "he had obediently accomplished the Father's 
work (17:4), and his will is completed down to the last detail", Pfitzner.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Probably introducing a final clause expressing 
purpose, "in order that the scriptures may be fulfilled, Jesus says, 'I thirst.'"  

teleiwqh/ (teleiow) aor. pas. "[the scripture] would be fulfilled" - [THE 
SCRIPTURE] MAY BE COMPLETED, FULFILLED [HE SAYS, I THIRST]. Here 
"fulfilled", although not the word normally used for fulfill. C.F.D. Moule argues 
that the word is used here to indicate the looming end of fulfillment with regard 
Christ. The clause implies that the "all was now completed", including the joining 
of the beloved disciple with Mary. The grammarians note that this is one of those 
occasions when the subordinate clause, here a consecutive clause, precedes the 
main clause "I am thirsty."  
   
v29 

An act of kindness serves to fulfill scripture.  
skeuoV "a jar" - A VESSEL. Nominative subject of the verb "to lie down, 

set." "A jar of cheap wine was there", CEV.  
           

       
      

           
              

       
oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, as 

NIV.  
periqenteV (peirtiqhmi) aor. part. "put [the sponge] on" - [A SPONGE FULL 

OF CHEAP WINE] HAVING BEEN PLACED AROUND, PUT AROUND, CLOTHED, 
WRAPPED AROUND. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
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 meta touto "later" - AFTER THIS. Temporal construction; it may be a general 
"after these things" meaning "later", but it is singular so the phrase is probably 
making the point that what is now recorded immediately follows the previous 
incident; "After that", Moffatt.

 oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
Jesus is aware of.

 oxouV (oV) gen. "of wine vinegar" - [WAS SET, PLACED, FULL OF] CHEAP 
WINE. Genitive complement of the adjective "full of" / of measure; "full of / 
containing." So also the second use, "a sponge of (full of) wine vinegar." Given 
to quench Jesus' thirst, although some argue it was given to promote thirst. This 
is not to be confused with the wine and gall offered to Jesus early in the 
crucifixion as a relief from pain, cf., Mark and Matthew.



accompanying the verb "to bring, lift up"; "they put a sponge full of sour wine on 
a hyssop branch and held it to his mouth", ESV.  

uJsswpw/ (oV) dat. "a stalk of hyssop plant" - A HYSSOP branch. Dative 
complement of the peri prefix participle "having been wrapped around." Barrett 
suggests that this is another example of the evangelist getting his details wrong 
because he was so far removed from the events. A hyssop is a reed and could not 
hold the weight of a wine-soaked sponge. The trouble is the word is used of a 
number of plants. Some have suggested the word was confused with a similar 
word meaning "lance / javelin."  

proshnegkan (prosferw) aor. "lifted [it]" - THEY BROUGHT, LIFTED UP. 
They offered a drink to Jesus, but note, the "they" is not identified. Most assume 
that it was the soldiers.  

stomati (stoma) dat. "lips" - [into] THE MOUTH [OF HIM]. Dative of indirect 
object. Possibly "lips", but "mouth" is better.  
   
v30 

       
oJte "when" - [THEREFORE = SO] WHEN. Introducing a temporal clause.  
elaben (lambanw) aor. "he had received" - [JESUS] RECEIVED [THE CHEAP 

WINE]. Jesus drank the offered wine, a fact not mentioned in the Synoptics. "After 
Jesus drank the wine", CEV.  

tetelestai (telew) perf. pas. "it is finished" - [HE SAID] IT HAS BEEN 
ACCOMPLISHED, ENDED, FINISHED. "Finished!", Barclay, although "all is 
accomplished" is probably better. "Not as a moan uttered in defeat, or as a sigh 
of relief. It is a cry of victory, proclaiming to the Father and to the world that his 
task is perfected", Pfitzner.  
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 paredwken (paradidwmi) aor. "gave up [his spirit]" - HE HANDED OVER, 
HANDED DOWN, DELIVERED, GAVE UP .... [THE = HIS SPIRIT]. Possibly "entrusted" 
his being into the hands of the Father. The word is used of the Suffering Servant's 
death, Isa.53:12 - His life was handed over to death, and into the hands of his 
loving Father. "He surrendered his life to God", Barclay.

 klinaV (klinw) aor. part. "he bowed [his head]" - [AND] HAVING BOWED, 
BENDED [THE = HIS HEAD] Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "handed over", or adverbial, temporal. Another 
detail not mentioned in the Synoptics. "He bows his head as in sleep", 
Haenchen; "his head fell forward and he died", Phillips.

Jesus, having completed the Father's mission, breaths his last.



19:31-42 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:31 
2. The trial and passion of Jesus, 18:1-19:42 
vi] The burial of Jesus 
Synopsis  

John recounts the confirmation by the authorities that Jesus was dead, the 
removal of Jesus' body from the cross and the burial.  
   
Teaching  

Salvation flows from the completed sacrifice of Christ:  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: Narrative, The Burial of Jesus:  
The confirmation of Jesus' death, v31-37; 

Jesus' legs are not broken, v31-33: 
The piercing of Jesus' side, v34-37. 

Jesus' burial, v38-42; 
The actions of Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, v38-39 
Jesus' body is prepared for burial, v40-41.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Following on from the account of the crucifixion, John records in some 
detail what happened to Jesus' body. The Romans would normally leave a 
crucified body on the cross for many days as a deterrent to any other 
intending malefactors, but for the sake of religious sensibilities, the 
following day being the Sabbath, Pilate allowed the bodies to be removed. 
A quick death is a merciful death and so, although painful, smashing the 
legs of a crucified person so that they suffocate, is the lesser of two evils. 
When the soldiers came to Jesus they found he was already dead, and so 
confirmed this fact with the thrust of a lance. John makes a point of noting 
the flow of blood and water, probably because it is such an important 
thematic image in his gospel - the cleansing power of water and blood.  

All the gospels record the burial of Jesus, and John recounts much that 
is in common with the synoptic gospels, but as usual, he adds his own 
insights. He tells us that Nicodemus assisted Joseph of Arimathaea with the 
burial, that Jesus was buried with a generous quantity of spices, that the 
burial chamber was close to Golgotha, and that it was situated in a garden. 
The implication of the account is that the burial chamber belonged to 
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Joseph of Arimathaea, but irrespective as to who owned it, Jesus' body is 
properly prepared for burial according to Jewish tradition, and this with 
great dignity by two Jews of high position.  
   

         
        
        

      
       

Let the water and the blood  
From thy riven side which flowed  
Be of sin and double cure,  
Cleanse me from its guilt and power. Toplady.  

   
iv] Synoptics:  

As usual, John runs his own race, providing us with more details of 
Jesus' burial than the synoptic gospels - there is no question about it; Jesus 
died and was buried. In fact, these extra details have prompted the 
suggestion that John's record is fanciful, but it is more likely that it derives 
from an eye witness. The synoptics do not record the intention to break 
Jesus' legs and how that fulfills scripture, nor the piercing of Jesus' side and 
how that also fulfills scripture. There is no mention in the synoptic gospels 
of Nicodemus, the flow of blood and water, nor the garden tomb near the 
crucifixion site.  
   

v] Homiletics: Blood and Water  
The medicos tell us that the flogging 

Jesus endured most likely caused 
haemorrhagic fluid to build up in the 
space between his ribs and the lung. The 
spear thrust below the lung, evacuated 
this fluid first, which was then followed 
by a flow of blood. At a first reading it 
seems that John makes a big point about 

this flow of blood and water, but the point he is making is that Jesus died, 
and he died in a way testified by scripture: they gambled over his clothing, 
no bones were broken and he was pierced.  

Many a sermon has been preached on the symbolism of the flow of 
blood and water. From saint Chrysostom till today the flow is symbolically 
linked to the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper. The trouble is, 
does John really make this symbolic connection?  
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 John, in his description of Jesus' death and burial, underlines the fact 
of Jesus completed work - Jesus is dead and buried. John describes this fact 
in detail - "It is finished." The reality of Jesus' completed work 
is particularly illustrated in the flow of blood and water - a reminder 
that salvation flows from the completed sacrifice of Christ:



John's point is probably a very simple one; Jesus died the death of a 
real human person. He wasn't some spiritual apparition, a divine being 
pretending to be human. Nor was he not quite dead, able to revive in the 
tomb and wander around for forty days until his wounds got the better of 
him. No, he died the death of a real flesh and blood human person.  

             
        

   
   

Text - 19:31 
From the cross to the tomb, v31-42. i] The confirmation of Jesus' death, v31-

37; a) Jesus' legs are not broken, v31-37. Given Deuteronomy 21:22f, it may be 
OK to execute an innocent man, even the messiah, but "a body shall not remain 
all night upon a tree, you shall bury him the same day." So, the religious 
authorities ask that the crucified men have their legs broken. The breaking of the 
legs hastened death and was actually a kindness. The crurifragium was performed 
with a large wooden hammer.  

         
            

    
epei "-" - SINCE, BECAUSE. Causal conjunction; "Since it was the day of 

Preparation", ESV.  
       

             
         
      
iJna + subj. "-" - THAT [BODIES MAY NOT STAY UPON THE CROSS]. 

Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order to prevent the bodies 
remaining on the cross during the sabbath", Moffatt.  

en + dat. "during [the Sabbath]" - ON [THE SABBATH]. Here an adverbial 
use of the preposition, temporal, as NIV.  

gar "-" - FOR [GREAT WAS THE DAY OF THAT SABBATH]. Introducing a causal 
    

          
      

           
   

hrwthsan (erwtaw) aor. "they asked" - THEY ASKED. "So they requested 
Pilate to have the legs broken", REB.  
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 oi Ioudaioi "-" - [THEREFORE] THE JEWS. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to ask." Obviously John is again using the word to describe the Jewish 
authorities, the chief priests etc.

 paraskeuh "the day of Preparation" - [IT WAS] PREPARATION. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to be." The vigil before the Sabbath, ie., 6pm Thursday 
to 6pm Friday. Some argue it is the vigil before the Passover, but this is 
unlikely. Here John agrees with Mark.

clause explaining why the Jewish authorities didn't want the bodies to remain on 
the crosses, namely, because the following Sabbath day was an especially holy 
day, the Sabbath of Passover week. The genitive ekeinou tw/ sabbatw, "of 
that Sabbath" is adjectival, epexegetic; "for it was a great day (Sabbath), 
that particular Sabbath."

 On the death of Jesus, the real man, rests our eternal salvation. Jesus 
dies the death of a real person so that a real person, like you and me, 
doesn't have to face eternal death.



iJna "to" - THAT [THE LEGS OF THEM MIGHT BE BROKEN]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what they asked.  

arqwsin (airw) aor. pas. subj. "the bodies taken down" - [AND the bodies] 
TAKEN AWAY. The second element of the authorities' request to Pilate; "and their 
bodies removed", Barclay.  
   
v32 

Breaking the legs of the two who were crucified together with Jesus, before 
dealing with Jesus, is an interesting twist. It is probably a literary device serving 
to focus our attention on Jesus.  

oun "therefore" - THEREFORE [THE SOLDIERS CAME]. Inferential, drawing 
a logical conclusion, as NIV.  

          
         

  
tou ... prwtou adj. "[the legs] of the first man" - [AND BROKE THE LEGS] 

OF THE FIRST. The adjective serves as a substantive, while the genitive is 
adjectival, possessive; "the legs that belonged to the first man" = "the soldiers 
first broke the legs of the other two men who were nailed there", CEV.  

         
          

     
       

autw/ dat. pro. "Jesus" - HIM. Dative of direct object after a sun prefix verb 
"to crucify with."  
   
v33 

It is somewhat unusual for a crucified person to die so quickly, and John 
seems to draw out this fact. A crucified person often takes days to die. Mark also 
tells us that a soldier verified the death.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative with 
adversative force, as NIV.  

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "when they came" - HAVING COME. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

epi + acc. "to [Jesus]" - UPON [JESUS]. Spatial, expressing movement up to.  
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 men ...... de ..."-" - An adversative comparative / constrastive construction; 
"so the soldiers came, and on the one hand, broke the legs of the first man ....... 
but on the other hand, when they came to Jesus ....."

 tou sustaurwqentoV (sustaurow) gen. aor. pas. part. "who had been 
crucified with" - [AND OF THE OTHER] THE ONE HAVING BEEN CRUCIFIED 
TOGETHER WITH [HIM]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the 
nominal adjective tou allou, "[and broke the legs] of the other", as NIV.

             
              

               
   

             
            

              
       

             
            

              
       

 wJV "-" - WHEN [THEY SAW that ALREADY]. Here temporal, rather than 
comparative, although this conjunction can be used to introduce a causal clause 
(a rare usage!); "when they came to Jesus, because they found that he was 
already dead, they did not break his legs."



         
  

   
v34 

b) The piercing of Jesus' side, v34-37. Tradition has it that Jesus was 
wounded on the right side (note all the paintings), but the left is more likely. With 
regard the flow of blood and water, some interesting textual suggestions have 
come to the fore recently where it is argued that the evangelist does not mean that 
two separate liquids flowed from Jesus, but rather the intent of the phrase is 
"blood even fluid" flowed, J.M. Ford; "mingled blood" flowed. This translation 
is worth considering, although it is generally held that the flow is of two liquids. 
On the medical side it is argued that Jesus has suffered a heart attack and that the 
spear has pierced the heart, prompting a flow of blood, while the water flows 
from the pericardial sac. The problem is the lungs get in the way of this flow. 
Another suggestion is that Jesus' scourging had caused haemorrhagic fluid to 
build up in the space between the ribs and the lung. A spear thrust below the lung 
would evacuate this fluid first, followed by a flow of blood.  

On the theological side, the most popular view is to link the water and blood 
to the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper. From the Church Fathers to 
the present day (eg. Cullmann), this position is strongly argued. Both Brown and 
Beasley-Murray see it as a secondary allusion at most. Other examples of 
spiritualizing this event involves reading blood and water as symbols of life and 
cleansing, death and resurrection, the sacrificial work of Christ and the life-giving 
work of the Spirit ..... This symbolism can certainly be read into the incident, but 
the question is, does John seek to make the symbolic connection? Most modern 
commentators, eg. Beasley-Murray, Morris, Carson ... argue that John's point is 
that Jesus is a real man suffering a real death (At this time it was believed that 
humans consisted of blood and water while the Gods were blood-water; they were 
without blood because they didn't eat). Maybe Dodd is right when he argues that 
the flow of blood and water is the pivotal sign of the flow of life that comes to 
humanity through the death of Christ.  

all (alla) "instead" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "They did not break his legs, but one of the soldiers pierced his side 
with a spear."  

twn stratiwtwn (hV ou) gen. "[one] of the soldiers" - The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive.  

enuxen (nussw) aor. "pierced" - PIERCED, PRICKED, STABBED, PRODDED. 
Used of a light prod, or of a vicious prod as if to wound someone. Here it is likely 
a heavy thrust, a stab, is intended.  
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                             teqnhkata (qnhskw) perf. part. "dead" - [HE] HAVING DIED [THEY DID 
NOT BREAK HIS LEGS].  Accusative complement of the direct object "him"



thn pleuran (a) "side" - THE SIDE, RIB [OF HIM]. Accusative direct object 
of the verb "to pierce." The thrust of the spear was likely aimed at the heart to 
serve as a mortal wound.  

logch/ (h) dat. "with a spear" - WITH A SPEAR, LANCE. The dative is 
instrumental, expressing means, as NIV. A metal tip on a wooden shaft. "With a 
lance", NJB.  

exhlqen (exercomai) aor. "bringing a [sudden] flow" - [AND IMMEDIATELY] 
COME OUT, WENT OUT. "At once there was an outrush of blood and water", 
Phillips.  

aiJma kai uJdwr "blood and water" - Nominative subject of the verb "to 
come out."  
   
v35 

The commentators are divided over whether ekeinoV, "that one", refers to the 
beloved disciple as the author of the gospel, therefore "he", as in the NIV, or it 
refers to an editor/author who states he knows that the testimony of the 
eyewitness, the beloved disciple, is true. The latter seems best and aligns with 
21:24. The authorship of this gospel is a hot issue, but the text doesn't establish 
authorship, rather it claims that its source is apostolic. So, the author/editor is 
telling us that the account of Jesus' death comes from an eyewitness, "he who saw 
it" first hand, namely, the beloved disciple, the apostle John, and "his testimony 
is true; he is telling what he knows to be true", Brown.  

oJ eJwrakwV (oJraw) perf. part. "the man who saw it" - [AND] THE ONE 
HAVING LOOKED AT, SEEN [the death of jesus]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to witness." The writer has identified 
only one male at the crucifixion, namely "the beloved disciple." Obviously he is 
"the eyewitness."  

memarturhken (marturew) perf. "has given testimony" - HAS WITNESSED, 
TESTIFIED [AND THE TESTIMONY OF HIM IS TRUE]. "He has set it on permanent 
record" Morris.  

ekeinoV "he [knows]" - [AND] THAT one [KNOWS]. Demonstrative pronoun 
serving as the subject of the verb "to know."  

oJti "that" - THAT [HE SPEAKS TRULY]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what he knows, namely, that he is telling the truth, and this 
because he was there.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose, 
"in order that." This clause seems to modify the testimony concerning the flow 
of "mingled blood", but it is more likely that the clause modifies the testimony of 
the beloved disciple as such (but particularly with respect to the death of Jesus). 
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John's gospel is drawn from the testimony of the beloved disciple, John, which 
testimony is given that we may have faith in Christ and therefore live.  

         
        

           
     

          
 

   
v36 

John now indicates the scriptures that are fulfilled in the manner of Jesus' 
death. The first presents as a composite text, Exod.12:46, Num.9:12 (no bones of 
the Passover lamb are to be broken), Ps.34:20 (the bones of a righteous man are 
not broken), and the second from Zech.12:10.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why "his testimony is 
true", namely, because what he saw and testifies is in accord with scripture; "for 
these things took place ..."  

       
         

     
iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [THE SCRIPTURE MIGHT BE FULFILLED]. 

Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order that ..." The purpose of 
God had to be fulfilled", Morris.  

ostoun (on) "bones" - A BONE [OF HIM]. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
break." "A bone of him shall not be broken", Phillips.  

ou suntribhsetai (suntribw) fut. "not [one of his bones] will be broken" 
- WILL NOT BE BROKEN, SHATTERED, CRUSHED. Dodd argues that the quote 
comes from Psalm 34:20 and is making the point that the Lord watches over the 
just man's bones. Bultman agrees, but thinks John has in mind the instructions in 
Exodus 12:46 where it is commanded that the bones of the paschal lamb should 
not be broken.  
   
v37 

oJyontai (oJraw) fut. "they will look" - [AND AGAIN A DIFFERENT SCRIPTURE 
SAYS] THEY WILL LOOK, SEE. Who looks? Brown suggests both Jews who are the 
enemies of Jesus and believers who stand with the beloved disciple. 
Schnackenburg suggests it is a reference to looking with eyes of faith at the 
crucified Saviour.  

eiV + acc. "on" - INTO. Expressing the direction of the action.  
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 pisteushte (pisteuw) aor. sub. "you [also] may believe" - YOU [AND = 
ALSO] MAY BELIEVE. The variant present tense pisteuhte may indicate ongoing 
faith and therefore may imply the gospel is for believers, "that you may keep on 
believing", unlike the aorist which may indicate punctiliar action, "that you may 
believe." The aorist is to be preferred, but as Harris points out, it can denote 
both coming to faith and continuing in faith.

 tauta pro. "these things [happened]" - THESE THINGS [BECOME, 
HAPPENED]. Nominative subject of the verb "to become." Here, as is often 
the case, the neuter plural subject takes a singular verb.



exekenthsan (ekkentew) aor. "they have pierced" - [WHOM] THEY PIERCED 
THROUGH DEEPLY. Therefore "killed". From Zechariah 12:10. The MT has "They 
will look upon me whom they have pierced", the "me" referring to the stricken 
Shepherd, although the context implies Yahweh. John most likely follows a 
similar LXX version of the time, evidenced in the Vienna Codex, "he whom they 
have pierced" Those who stand with the beloved disciple, look with faith upon 
the pierced messiah. "He whom they have pierced", Brown.  
   
v38 

ii] Jesus' burial, v38-42. a) The actions of Joseph of Arimathea and 
Nicodemus, v38-39. Joseph of Arimathea gains permission from Pilate to take 
charge of Jesus' body. Joseph is obviously one of those referred to in 12:42, 
believers who were afraid to openly confess Jesus in case they were expelled 
from their local synagogue. It's interesting that John makes no comment about 
this behaviour. Under the authority of Rome such behaviour was probably 
necessary for survival. There is manuscript evidence to support "they came and 
took away the body." The Synoptics have Joseph doing it, but obviously it does 
take more than one person to transport a body for burial, so Joseph has help - 
Nicodemus +? It is possible to read the passage as Joseph going to Pilate, getting 
permission and returning to Golgotha and taking charge of the body. He is then 
joined by Nicodemus with the materials to prepare Jesus' body for burial, v39. 
Then off they go to the grave site, obviously with others to help, and there they 
prepare the body, v40.  

meta + acc. "later" - AFTER [THESE THINGS]. Temporal use of the preposition 
with the phrase serving as a transitional marker.  

apo + gen. "[Joseph] of [Arimathea]" - [JOSEPH] FROM, OUT OF 
[ARIMATHEA BEING A DISCIPLE OF JESUS BUT SECRETLY BECAUSE OF THE FEAR 
OF THE JEWS]. Expressing source / origin.  

hrwthsen (erwtaw) aor. "asked" - ASKED [PILATE]. A daring act on Joseph's 
part.  

iJna + subj. "for [the body of Jesus]" - THAT [HE MIGHT TAKE AWAY THE 
BODY OF JESUS]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what he asked; "Joseph asked Pilate for permission to remove 
the body."  

w]n (eimi) pres. part. "[now Joseph] was" - BEING. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, introducing a relative clause limiting by description 
"Joseph of Arimathea." "Joseph of Arimathea, who was a disciple of Jesus", ESV. 
Being anarthrous it may be adverbial, possibly causal, "because he was a disciple 
of Jesus", Novakovic.  
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tou Ihsou (oV) gen. "[a disciple] of Jesus" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive / relational.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative with an 
adversative overtone; "although secretly"  

kekrummenoV (kruptw) perf. pas. part. "secretly" - CONCEALED, SECRETLY, 
HIDDEN. The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his being a 
disciple. In the gospel tradition, his outing brings him favour, for secret 
discipleship was frowned on.  

dia + acc. "because" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF. Causal.  
twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "[he feared] the Jewish leaders" - [THE FEAR] OF 

THE JEWS. The genitive is usually treated as verbal, objective, as NIV; "because 
he was afraid of the Jews", Barclay.  

oun "-" [AND PILATE ALLOWED it] THEREFORE [HE CAME AND TOOK THE 
BODY OF HIM. Drawing a logical conclusion. "Pilate gave permission, so they 
came and took it away", NJB.  
   
v39 

John now mentions Nicodemus' involvement in Jesus' burial. Nicodemus 
supplies seventy-five pounds / 30 kilograms of dried spices, probably for a bed 
to lay Jesus upon - embalming is unlikely. This burial is for a king and so the 
supply of perfumed spices is lavish.  

oJ elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "the man who [earlier] had visited" - [AND 
NICODEMUS AND = ALSO COME] THE ONE HAVING COME. The participle serves as 
a substantive standing in apposition to Nicodemus, as NIV, or adjectival, 
attributive, limiting Nicodemus, "who earlier had come to Jesus by night", ESV.  

to prwton adv. "earlier" - THE FIRST [TO HIM]. The articular adverb serves 
as a substantive; "having come the first time"  

           
      

ferwn (ferw) pres. part. "brought" - BEARING, CARRYING, BRINGING. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the main verb 
"came", "Nicodemus came and brought", or adverbial, modal, expressing 
manner, "came bringing."  

         
      

     
alohV (h) gen. "aloes" - [AND] ALOES. Powdered sandalwood, again used 

for incense. The genitive as above.  
wJV "about" - AS = ABOUT. When used before numbers the particle expresses 

approximation, as NIV.  
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 nuktoV (x ktoV) gen. "at night" - DURING, WITHIN the NIGHT. The genitive 
is adverbial, temporal, expressing duration of time.

 smurnhV (a) gen. "[a mixture] of myrrh" - A pungent resin used for 
incense. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / of material; "a mixture which 
consisted of myrrh and aloes."



     
          

            
               

   
v40 

b) Jesus' body is prepared for burial, v40-41. First, Jesus' body would be 
washed, then anointed with an essential oil, wrapped in a linen sheet, and finally 
laid out on the bed of spices.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "so they 
took the body of Jesus", ESV.  

edhsan (dew) aor. "wrapped" - [THEY TOOK THE BODY OF JESUS AND] 
BOUND, WRAPPED [IT IN LINEN CLOTHS]. "Wound it round with linen strips and 
spices", Phillips.  

meta + gen. "with" - Adverbial use of the preposition expressing the manner 
in which the body was wrapped in a linen cloth, namely, "with the spices."  

twn arwmatwn (a atoV) "the spices" - FRAGRANT ESSENTIAL OIL. Possibly 
referring to the myrrh and aloes, or identifying a third component in the 
preparation of the body. The normal custom was to anoint the body (rub into the 
skin) with an ointment of essential oils.  

         
        

     
               

        
 

kaqwV "this [was] in accordance with" - AS [IS the CUSTOM OF]. 
Introducing a comparative clause.  

toiV IoudaioiV (oV) dat. "Jewish" - THE JEWS. Dative complement of the 
noun "custom of."  

entafiazein (entafiazw) pres. inf. "burial [customs]" - TO PREPARE FOR 
BURIAL, BURY. The infinitive is verbal, expressing purpose; "as is the custom 
of/with the Jews for the purpose of burial." For example, for King Asa "they laid 
him on a bed which had been filled with all kinds of aromatic oils and perfumes", 
2Chron.16:14. The body is prepared with no disturbance to internal organs. The 
exposed parts are wrapped around, and a face cloth is put over the face. "For this 
is the customary Jewish method of burial", Barclay.  
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 litraV eJkaton "seventy-five pounds" - ONE HUNDRED ROMAN POUNDS. 
One Roman pound = 12 ounces. This is an excessive amount and may reflect 
John's desire to dignify Jesus' burial. As these are likely to be dry powders, 
they may well serve as a bed of spices for the body to lay upon.

 oqonioiV (on) dat. "in strips of linen" - LINEN CLOTH, SHEET, WRAPPING. 
Dative of material / means, "they wrapped the body using / with sheets of linen." 
There is no evidence that the Jews bound bodies in strips of linen so we are 
likely dealing with a length of linen material that was wrapped around Jesus 
body in a style similar to the formal dress of the time, cf., Mk:14:51. The 
reason for "strips" is that John has used the plural.



   
v41 

       
        

       
             

        
     
  
en + dat. "at [the place]" - [BUT/AND A GARDEN WAS] IN THE PLACE [WHERE 

HE WAS CRUCIFIED]. Local, expressing space; possibly "near".  
khpoV (oV) "a garden" - A GARDEN, ORCHARD, OLIVE GROVE ..... 

Nominative subject of the verb to-be. The same word is used for the site where 
Jesus was arrested. At this time there were olive groves and fruit and vegetable 
gardens beyond the North wall and the area also had tombs for dignitaries.  

mnhmeion (on) "tomb" - [AND IN THE GARDEN was A NEW] TOMB, 
MONUMENT. Nominative subject of an assumed verb to-be. All the gospels use 
this word, making the point it is "new". The synoptics tell us it is cut out of stone, 
while Matthew implies that it is owned by Joseph.  

         
          

      
     

   
v42 

oun "-" - THEREFORE [THERE (ie., in the tomb), BECAUSE OF THE 
PREPARATION (the Day of Preparation = Sabbath eve) OF THE JEWS was about 
to end and BECAUSE THE TOMB WAS NEAR, THEY PLACED JESUS]. Inferential, 
establishing a logical connection. The implication is that this is only a temporary 
arrangement until they can prepare Jesus' own tomb.  

dia + acc. ..... oJti "because .... since ..." - Both serve to introduce a causal 
clause, "because ....... and because ....."  

         
       

          
   

eqhkan (tiqhmi) aor. "they laid [Jesus there]" - THEY PLACED, PUT [JESUS]. 
The aorist indicating completed action so possibly "laid to rest", even "buried".  
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 John's record of Jesus' burial implies haste dia, "because", it was late in " 
the day of Preparation" before the Sabbath when work was no longer permitted, 
ie., sunset / 6pm. So, there was a tomb near to where Jesus was crucified and 
Jesus was laid out there. John tells us that the tomb was new and that it was in a 
garden. He does not mention the presence of guards, nor the placement of a stone 
over the entrance, as in the synoptic gospels, although the stone is mentioned in 
20:1.

 teqeimenoV (tiqhmi) perf. pas. part. "[no one] had [ever] been laid" - 
[IN WHICH NOT YET NO ONE WAS] HAVING BEEN LAID. The perfect participle with 
the imperfect verb to-be h\n forms a periphrastic pluperfect construction 
emphasizing aspect. "A new tomb where no one had ever been buried", TEV.

 twn Ioudaiwn (oV) gen. "the Jewish [day of Preparation]" - [THE 
PREPARATION] OF THE JEWS. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, identifying 
the possession of a derivative characteristic, or verbal, subjective. "Since it 
was the day before the Sabbath", TEV.



20:1-10 

The glory of the Messiah, 13:1-20:1 
3. The resurrection of Jesus, 20:1-31 
i] The empty tomb 
Synopsis  

Early on Sunday morning Mary Magdalene goes to Joseph's tomb where 
Jesus is laid out awaiting a final burial place. She finds the grave empty and runs 
back to Jerusalem to tell the other disciples; "they have taken the Lord out of his 
tomb and we don't know where they have laid him." The "we" reminds us that 
Mary was not alone. Peter and the beloved disciple run to the tomb. The beloved 
disciple gets there first, but Peter enters first. Then, the beloved disciple enters 
the tomb, sees the grave clothes, and concludes that Jesus is risen from the dead.  
   
Teaching  

He is risen! He is risen indeed!  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11. In John's gospel, the story of the resurrection is 
covered in the accounts of: the empty tomb, 20:1-10; the appearances to Mary, 
v11-18; the ten in the upper room, v19-23; and "doubting" Thomas, v24-29.  
   

ii] Structure: Narrative, The Empty Tomb:  
       

 
     

Peter and the beloved disciple run to the tomb, v3-5; 
"The linen sheets were lying there." 

They saw and they believed, v6-8; 
"He saw and believed." 

The testimony of Scripture, v9-10; 
"Jesus had to rise from the dead."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Early on the Sunday morning Mary Magdalene comes to the garden 
tomb to perform the last rites on Jesus body. Joseph of Arimathea and 
Nicodemus have performed some preparatory work, but it was the custom 
of the time for female relatives to wash and dress the body of a loved-one 
in preparation for burial. How she was going to move the stone would 
obviously be on her mind. Mary is not alone because she uses the plural 
when reporting the missing body to Peter and John. Matthew tells us that 
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 Mary Magdalene visits the tomb at daybreak on Sunday, v1-2;
 "They have taken the Lord ... 
                   we do not know where they have put him"



"the other Mary" was with her, Matt.28:1, while Mark adds Salome, 
Mk.16:1, and Luke adds Joanna, Lk.24:10. So, there were possibly four 
women on this early morning jaunt to the garden tomb. On reaching the 
tomb they find it empty. The women obviously assumed that someone (one 
of Jesus' enemies) had stolen his body and so run back to Jerusalem to 
report the news.  

Although Peter sets off first, John outruns him and reaches the tomb 
first. John hesitated when setting out for the tomb and now he hesitates 
again. As he looks in, he sees the linen sheets, used to cover a body for 
burial, "lying there". When Peter arrives, he goes straight into the tomb. As 
well as seeing the linen sheets, he sees the head-cloth which was originally 
wrapped around Jesus' head. He notes that it is placed neatly beside the 
sheets. John is describing a scene of order, rather than chaos. Had grave 
robbers been at work they would have stolen the sheets, or at least strewn 
them on the floor. John is not describing the scene as if Jesus' body has 
risen through the sheets, but rather as if someone has gotten out of bed, 
having pushed the sheet back and neatly placed the head-towel to one side. 
John now enters the tomb, "saw" what Peter saw, and "believed". He too 
sees a scene evidencing the waking of someone who was asleep. Up to this 
point in time the disciples had failed to understand the living power of 
God's messiah, but now they believe.  
   

The disciples did not invent a resurrection based on Biblical prophecy. 
They first believed in Jesus' resurrection, then they looked for its Biblical 
support. Interestingly, there isn't much Biblical support, even if they would 
come to affirm that Jesus was raised "on the third day according to the 
scriptures", 1Cor.15:4. References to the third day are found in Hos.6:2, 
Jon.1:17, (quite unconvincing!), and to resurrection in Isa.53:10-13, 
Ps.15:10, 16:8-11. Of course, the resurrection of the Messiah is the linchpin 
of Biblical prophecy in that it inaugurates the kingdom of God. The 
resurrection itself may have little Biblical precedence, but an ever-living, 
life-giving, messiah is the stuff of Biblical prophecy.  

The visits to the tomb by Mary Magdalene, Peter and the beloved 
disciple, establish the fact that it was empty and ordered in appearance, thus 
confirming the resurrection and prompting faith. The neatness of the burial 
sheets and the napkin which had covered Jesus' face, seems to give the 
impression of someone who has simply just got out of bed. For the beloved 
disciple, the state of the grave-clothes says it all, and so he believes that 
Jesus is risen, and that in rising he has vanquished the powers of darkness. 
So, "the resurrection testifies that Jesus is living, that he has life in himself 
and can confer this life on others", Thompson,  
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iv] Synoptics:  

The story of the empty tomb is reported by all the evangelists, although 
John's account is quite different to the three synoptic gospels. The telling 
of the story may be different, but the details remain the same.  
   

v] Homiletics: New life in Christ  
Malcolm Fraser, a former Australian prime 

minister, once said "life wasn't meant to be easy." He 
would come to regret using this line because his 
political enemies would often remind him that under 
his leadership, life certainly wasn't easy in Australia. 
Years later he revealed the source of the quote. He 
had attended a wedding and it was a line used by the 
minister in his sermon to the young couple.  

I think it’s true to say that enthusiasm for life 
begins to wane as we move into the middle years, to the point where the 
daily grind is just not easy. There is this hope that when we retire it will get 
better, but the worries and fears that afflict us only seem to get worse.  

On the first Easter morning a 
number of Jesus' friends come to the 
garden tomb to perform the 
accustomed burial rites on his body. 
John mentions only "Mary 
Magdalene", although he reports 
Mary saying, "we don't know where 
they have put him (Jesus)." Mary has 
used the plural when reporting the 
missing body to Peter and John, so she's obviously not alone. Matthew tells 
us that "the other Mary" was with her, Matt.28:1, while Mark adds Salome, 
Mk.16:1, and Luke adds Joanna, Lk.24:10. So, there were possibly four 
women on this early morning jaunt to the garden tomb.  

Within minutes of finding the tomb empty, a breathless Mary 
Magdalene reports the discovery to both Peter and John. The two disciples 
are soon on the road, running to the tomb. John, getting there first, followed 
Peter, who bursts straight into the tomb. When John views the scene, he 
comes to believe in the bodily resurrection of Jesus. John believes, believes 
Jesus' promise that on the third day he would rise from the dead. His belief 
is somehow confirmed by what he sees: an empty tomb, some ruffled 
sheets, a folded towel and the conviction of his heart. Later he would meet 
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the risen Lord, but at this point, he confronted a mystery similar to our own, 
an empty tomb, and yet he believed.  

       
            

    
    

   
Text - 20:1 

The empty tomb, v1-10. Mary Magdalene visits the tomb at daybreak on 
Sunday morning, v1-2. Mark says the women arrive at the tomb "when the sun 
had risen." Daybreak is probably implied.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; serving to introduce a new literary unit.  
prwi (a) adv. "early" - [ON THE FIRST OF THE WEEK MARY MAGDALENE 

COMES] EARLY, [IT STILL BEING DARK, TO THE TOMB]. Temporal adverb 
modifying the verb "to come." Between 3 and 6 am. or more specifically "dawn"; 
"early on Sunday morning, just before dawn, ..."  

th/ ... mia/ "on the first day" - ON THE FIRST. The dative is adverbial, 
temporal / a dative of time.  

twn sabbatwn (on) gen. "of the week" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive. 
"On Sunday morning", CEV.  

             
    

     
       

  
hJ Magdalhnh "[Mary] Magdalene" - Nominative noun standing in 

apposition to "Mary". Much is made of the disparity found in the gospel accounts 
as to who and how many women attended the tomb. It was probably four, but 
John, for obvious reasons, focuses on Mary. None-the-less, note Mary's words to 
the apostles "they have taken the Lord out of the tomb and we do not know where 
they have laid him", v2.  

ercetai (ercomai) pres. "went" - COMES. Why did Mary go to the tomb? 
Since Nicodemus has already performed the burial rite of anointing, she may have 
come to wail, but this is not what the synoptics say. Maybe the ladies came to do 
the job properly, given that it's women's business!  

       
      

     
   

ek + gen. "from" - FROM [THE TOMB]. Expressing separation; "away from."  
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 oushV (eimi) gen. pres. part. "while [it was still dark]" - BEING [DARK]. The 
genitive participle with the genitive noun "dark" forms a genitive absolute 
construction, temporal, as NIV. There is some disparity here with the synoptic 
gospels, although the first rays of dawn is an acceptable understanding of 
what John is saying.

 hrmenon (airw) perf. part. "[saw] that [the stone] had been removed" - 
[SEES THE STONE] HAVING BEEN TAKEN AWAY. The participle serves as the 
accusative complement of the direct object "the stone", standing in a double 
accusative construction, and asserting a fact about the object "stone".

 So, here we gather on this Easter morning faced again with the mystery 
of a life that transcends death. This life, this new life in Christ, is not just 
eternal, possessing the power to cheat father time, but transcendent, 
possessing the power to enliven the mediocrity of our daily grind.



   
v2 

Again, we see Peter and the beloved disciple acting together. Mary assumes 
that Jesus is still dead, but note how she identifies him using the title "the Lord.". 
The word kurion, "Lord", has been used before this, although probably with the 
sense "Sir", but from now in it is used with its full sense as a divine title, cf., v18, 
20, 28.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Drawing a logical conclusion. We are not told what 
actually prompts Mary's dash into the city. What does she see, the stone rolled 
aside, the empty tomb, angels, ....?  

proV "to" - [SHE RUNS AND COMES] TOWARD [SIMON PETER AND TOWARD 
THE OTHER DISCIPLE]. Mary runs to Peter and to John. Are they in different 
localities?  

efilei (filew) imperf. "[the one Jesus] loved" - [WHOM JESUS] LOVED. The 
imperfect is durative.  

autoiV pro. "-" - [AND SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
hJran (airw) aor. "they have taken" - THEY TOOK [THE LORD]. An emphatic 

reading prompts the question who are the "they". Possibly read as equivalent to 
the English passive, "has been taken", Brown.  

ek + gen. "out of [the tomb]" - FROM [THE TOMB]. Expressing separation; 
"away from.  

ouk oidamen (oida) 1st. pers. pl. "we don't know" - [AND] WE DO NOT 
KNOW. A clear indication that Mary is not alone.  

eqhkan (tiqhmi) aor. "they have put" - [WHERE] THEY PLACED [HIM]. Mary 
is probably saying, "we don't know where they have buried him."  
   
v3 

ii] Peter and the beloved disciple run to the tomb, v3-5. John makes a point 
of telling us that the beloved disciple gets to the tomb first and sees the burial 
sheets keimena ta oqonia, "lying there", ie., he witnesses the resurrection scene, 
which scene is confirmed by Peter. Our author / editor is underlining the prime 
source for this record of events and thus its accuracy, namely, the beloved disciple 
/ John the apostle. As Fenton notes, the scene is completely different to that of 
Lazarus who "came out with his hands and feet bound in the burial sheets."  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Again, establishing a logical conclusion, as NIV.  
exhlqen (exercomai) aor. sing. "started" - [PETER] WENT OUT [AND THE 

OTHER DISCIPLE]. The action is punctiliar whereas the action of the imperfect 
verb hrconto, "were coming", is durative, expressing progress. Possibly 
indicating that Peter is by himself and is then joined by John, with Mary tagging 
along.  
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eiV "[started] for [the tomb]" - [AND THEY WERE COMING] TO/INTO [THE 
TOMB]. Spatial, expressing direction of action; they are heading for the tomb, 
rather than entering it; "set out at once for the tomb", Phillips.  
   
v4 

       
         

  
proedramen (protrexw) aor. "outran" - RAN AHEAD [FASTER]. "The other 

disciple ran on ahead, faster than Peter", Barclay.  
          

     
prwtoV "[reached the tomb] first" - [AND HE (the other disciple) CAME 

TO/INTO THE TOMB] FIRST. Predicate adjective. Again, they have not, as yet, 
entered / gone into the tomb.  
   
v5 

The keimena ta oqonia, "the linen sheets lying", may not be indicating 
anything about the position of the linen sheets, but rather that they are "there". 
Some commentators argue that the wrappings are as if a body has passed through 
them and they have sunk to the bench where the body lay. This is an interesting 
theory, but it can't be derived from the text. Possibly, cast to one side as if a person 
were rising from their bed. What is clear, is that the scene is not one that would 
be left by grave robbers who would have stolen the linen and spices and left the 
body. Even if the Jewish authorities had organized the theft of the body, which 
would surely be counterproductive, it is very unlikely that the body would be 
taken without its burial garb. Clearly, John is quite taken with the state of the 
burial cloths and repeats the observation, cf. v6 and 7. As already noted, John 
may be comparing the scene of Jesus' rising with that of Lazarus, 11:44.  

parakayaV (parakuptw) aor. part. "he bent over" - [AND] HAVING BENT 
OVER, STOOPED DOWN = STRAINED TO LOOK. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the main verb "he sees", as NIV; "he glanced in 
and saw the bandages lying on the ground", Moffatt. Possibly adverbial, 
temporal; "as he stooped, he saw the linen clothes lying", Berkeley.  

blepei (blepw) pres. "looked in at" - HE SEES. Obviously, "he sees in the 
full light of dawn."  

ta oqonia (ov) pl. "the strips of linen" - LINEN SHEETS. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to see." Shroud-like sheets are most likely what is intended. 
Strips, as in the wrappings of a mummy, is certainly not intended (Some 
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 tou Petrou (oV) gen. "Peter" - OF PETER. Genitive of comparison 
after the comparative adverb "faster"; "the other disciple ran faster than Peter."

 etrecon (trecw) imperf. "[both] were running" - [BUT/AND THE TWO] WERE 
RUNNING [TOGETHER]. The imperfect is durative modified by the adverb of place 
"together". Note the following 2nd aor. form of this verb, edramon.



translators were obviously affected in their youth by Lon Chaney's The Mummy's 
Tomb!). "He saw the linen grave-cloths lying there", Barclay.  

keimena (keimai) pres. mid. part. "lying there" - [THE LINEN SHEETS] LYING. 
The participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "linen 
sheets", standing in a double accusative construction. Note that the participle is 
emphatic by position, placed in front of the direct object - the burial sheets are 
lying there, as was not the case for Lazarus. "He saw the burial sheets; they were 
just lying there inside the tomb."  

mentoi "but" - HOWEVER [HE ENTERED NOT]. Adversative / contrastive 
conjunction.  
   
v6 

       
            
      

              
         

   
oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, 

"So", but possibly just transitional, as NIV.  
          

         
       

      
         

    
 

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow."  
eishlqen (eisercomai) aor. "went / went straight" - [AND] HE ENTERED 

INTO. The sense of immediacy is carried by a punctiliar aorist; "he went 
immediately/straight into the tomb and saw what John had seen."  

eiV + acc. "into [the tomb]" - Expressing direction of action and arrival at.  
keimena (keimai) pres. part. "[the strips of linen] lying there" - [AND HE 

SEES THE LINEN SHEETS] LYING. The participle serves as the accusative 
complement of the direct object "linen sheets" standing in a double accusative 
construction. Our author again sets the scene of the empty tomb, this time through 
the eyes of Peter. The verb qewrei, "he sees", is stronger than blepei, "he sees", 
v5. Peter's initial "seeing" is more of a glance into the tomb, whereas now his 
"seeing" is more like careful observation, so Harris.  
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 akolouqwn (akolouqew) pres. part. "who was behind [him, arrived] / 
[came along] behind" - [SIMON PETER AND = ALSO COMES] FOLLOWING. The 
participle is probably adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his coming, 
namely, following him; "Simon Peter came behind him", Berkeley. Note Barrett's 
idea that the Johannine tradition is subordinating Peter to John. A bit far- 
fetched, although some healthy competition between the two may be evident in 
this account.

 iii] They saw and they believed, v6-8. The author/editor again underlines the 
importance of his prime source; the beloved disciple is the first to believe in the 
resurrection of Jesus (contra the synoptics and the apostle Paul, cf., ICor.15:5). 
The beloved disciple enters the tomb first, then Peter follows, and they both see 
the ta oqonia keimena, "linen sheets lying", but it is the beloved disciple, who 
on seeing, believes.



   
v7 

John now makes special mention of the soudarion, a small piece of cloth 
the size of a hand-towel / face-cloth which covered Jesus' face. Lazarus had a 
similar covering (11:44), but the one that covered Jesus is "folded up in a place 
by itself", ESV. Is it this fact which prompts the beloved disciple's faith?  

kai "as well as" - [and along with the sheets peter] AND = ALSO [sees]. 
Adjunctive; "Peter also observed the state of the hand-towel that had been over 
Jesus' face."  

to soudarion (ov) "the burial cloth" - THE SUDARIUM, FACE CLOTH. 
Accusative direct object of the assumed verb "to see." The sudarium (Latin) is a 
small towel, or large handkerchief, used to wipe the face. It is quite possible that 
this was of better material than the linen sheets. "Handkerchief", Phillips; 
"napkin", REB.  

epi + gen. "around / wrapped around [Jesus' head]" - [WHICH WAS] UPON 
[THE HEAD, FACE OF HIM]. Spatial; the sense is more like "on, upon Jesus head / 
face"; "he observed that the kerchief which had been put over Jesus' head", 
Cassirer.  

           
      

     
meta + gen. "-" - WITH. Expressing accompaniment. That the face-cloth was 

not "with" the sheets is the most accepted meaning, but "like", referring to 
condition rather than place, or "among", are other possibilities.  

entetuligmenon (entulissw) perf. pas. part. "the cloth was folded up / the 
cloth was still lying" - HAVING BEEN FOLDED UP, ROLLED UP. The participle 
serves as the accusative complement of the direct object soudarion, "face-cloth", 
in a double accusative construction. Peter sees the face-cloth, which was 
originally over Jesus' face, not with the linen sheets, but now lying by itself, lying 
folded up / rolled up. Brown suggests rolled in the shape it had around Jesus head. 
"Neatly placed" is implied, with or beside the linen. All this, for John, prompts 
belief, v8. "Still in its folds", Barclay.  

eiV eJna topon "by itself / in its place" - INTO ONE PLACE. "In the same place 
as the linen sheets" rather than a "different place", is the natural reading of the 
phrase. That is, the linen sheets have been pushed aside as if a person were getting 
out of bed, but the face-cloth is folded neatly and placed with/beside the linen. It 
is clear that there is a point to these details, details which, for the beloved disciple, 
prompts faith.  

cwriV "separate from the linen" - APART, BY ITSELF. "But separately" is the 
most accepted meaning, but the phrase may just serve to emphasize the negative, 
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 alla "-" - [is NOT WITH THE LINEN SHEETS LYING,] BUT [is lying APART, 
BY ITSELF]. Strong adversative in a counter point construction; "not ....., 
but ......" The face-cloth was not lying with/like the linen sheets.



"but on the contrary." So again, what is being described? Is it the position of the 
face-cloth (separate to the linen), or the way it is placed?  
   
v8 

tote "Finally" - [THEREFORE] THEN [THE OTHER DISCIPLE AND = ALSO 
ENTERED]. Temporal adverb used with oun, "therefore", to establish a logical 
connection; "So then the other disciple."  

oJ elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "who had come" - THE ONE HAVING COME 
[FIRST TO THE TOMB]. The participle may be treated as a substantive standing in 
apposition to "the other disciple", or simply adjectival, attributive, limiting, by 
description, "the other disciple", as NIV.  

episteusen (pisteuw) aor. "[he saw and] believed" - [AND HE SAW AND] 
BELIEVED. The object of belief is not stated, but presumably "he saw and believed 
that Jesus had risen from the dead", although the verb is often used by John in 
an absolute sense. Clearly, it is the arrangement of the linen sheets and the face-
cloth that prompts the beloved disciple to believe. As already noted, what our 
author seems to describe is a scene that looks as if someone has just got out of 
bed, rather than a scene disturbed by grave robbers. Such a scene is likely to 
confront a disciple with Jesus' promise that death will not hold him, a promise 
even now realized before their very eyes. None-the-less, the association between 
seeing and believing depreciates the value of the beloved disciple's faith. As John 
reminds us in 20:29, "blessed are those who have not seen and yet have come to 
believe", NRSV.  
   
v9 

This parenthetical comment by John seems to indicate that the beloved / 
other disciple's faith is limited, presumably because it is based on seeing. Faith 
has weight when it is based on knowing, particularly knowing the scriptures, for 
the resurrection is according to the scriptures, cf., 1Cor.15:4. Of course, when it 
comes to finding OT texts for the resurrection of the messiah, they are few and 
far between. None-the-less, the scriptural evidence, plus that of the apostolic 
witness, is the ground upon which we believe that Jesus rose from the dead, a 
rising which gifts eternal life to all who believe.  

gar "-" - FOR. More reason than cause; introducing an explanatory note; "At 
that time Peter and the other disciples did not know that the Scriptures said that 
Jesus would rise to life", CEV. Still, cause is evident; "This happened the way it 
did because up to this very time they had not understood what is said of him in 
the scripture, that he was destined to rise from the dead", Cassirer.  
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oudepw "[they still did] not [understand from scripture]" - NOT YET 
[THEY KNEW THE SCRIPTURE]. "Not as yet" in the sense of not up to this point in 
time.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they did not understand, up to this point in time.  

       
        

                 
     

anasthnai (anisthmi) aor. inf. "had to rise" - TO RISE [HIM]. The infinitive 
serves as the subject of the impersonal verb "is necessary", "to rise [from the 
dead] is necessary."  

ek "from" - OUT OF, FROM [DEAD]. Expressing separation, "away from."  
   
v10 

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Transitional, here temporal; "consequently, then, 
accordingly, ..."  

proV autouV "to their homes" - [THE DISCIPLES WENT AGAIN] TO THEIR 
own homes. They went back to where they were when Mary called them. This 
verse serves to clear the way for Mary's meeting with Jesus. "So, the disciples 
went back home", Barclay.  
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 dei "had to [rise]" - IT IS NECESSARY. Expressing divine necessity. The 
necessity of Christ's rising for lost Israel / broken humanity, under the sovereign 
will of God, is not clear to the disciples. The empty tomb will settle this 
problem.



20:11-18 

The Passion Narrative, 18:1-20:31 
2. The resurrection of Jesus, 20:1-31 
ii] Jesus appears to Mary 
Synopsis  

Peter and the other disciple are on their way back to Jerusalem by the time 
Mary Magdalene gets back to the tomb. When she looks inside she sees two 
angels seated on the plinth where Jesus' body lay. She then turns and sees Jesus 
standing nearby, although at first sight she thinks he is the local gardener. On 
asking where Jesus' body is, she gets the reply "Mary", and immediately she 
recognizes that her gardener is Jesus himself. After a word from Jesus, she returns 
to Jerusalem to report the good news to the other disciples.  
   
Teaching  

"The Gardner has returned to reclaim his garden", Klink.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11.  
   

 
   

iii] Structure: Jesus appears to Mary:  
Mary's angelic vision, v11-13; 

"They have taken my Lord away." 
Mary is reunited with Jesus, v14-17; 

"Rabboni!" 
Mary passes on the good news to Jesus' disciples, v18 

"I am about to ascend to my Father."  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
Mary Magdalene, Mary of / from Magdala, has returned to the tomb 

and she sees what John describes as two angels sitting on the plinth where 
Jesus was laid out, one at the head and another at the foot. Although Mary 
has seen an angelic vision, what is on her mind is a missing body. She must 
have heard something behind her because she swings around and sees a 
person standing nearby whom she assumes is a gardener. She realizes that 
he is Jesus when she hears her name spoken by the Lord. Mary's response 
is recorded by John in her native tongue, namely Aramaic. Rather than the 
word rabbi, "master, teacher / lord = sir", she uses the word rabbuni, "my 
master, teacher, lord", a much stronger word, often used when addressing 
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ii] Background: 



God. As Stibbe notes, this is an "owned faith" rather than an "affiliated 
faith." Her emotions are obviously high and so she grabs hold of Jesus - 
she probably prostrates herself and grabs hold of his feet. As Dodd says, 
John's description is "the most humanly moving of all the stories of the 
risen Christ."  

Jesus' response is problematic; the words, "do not cling to me, for I 
have not yet ascended to the Father", has prompted endless debate. At face 
value, Jesus' words could be stating something as simple as, "you don't 
have to cling to me, I will never leave you again", so Hunter. The words 
are usually taken as a gentle rebuke, ie., she should not be trying to re-
establish the old relationship she had with Jesus, but recognize the new 
relationship she will have through the Spirit that will be established after 
Jesus' ascension, so Ridderbos, Kostenberger, .... Obviously Mary is 
allowed to touch Jesus, given that Thomas was invited to touch him, but 
clinging may be the problem. Jesus is alive and will soon ascend to the 
Father and Mary needs to get back to the disciples and pass on this fact. 
Thompson argues that the point Jesus is making is that he is alive, he has 
completed his mission and that he is now doing what he stated he would 
do, namely, return to the Father. Rather than cling, Mary should go and tell. 
See v17 below.  

Anyway, Mary does what she is asked to do; she returns and tells the 
disciples the good news, "I have seen the Lord." As well as telling them 
that Jesus is alive, she also recounts what he said to her.  
   

On behalf of God's broken people, Jesus has fulfilled the covenant 
requirements and so realized the promised blessing of life. Jesus' disciples 
must now learn how to relate to a risen Lord - do not cling to what was, but 
proclaim what is.  
   

v] Synoptics  
Jesus' resurrection is beyond description because it is beyond 

explanation, so human words will never explain the mystery of our 
redemption through the death and resurrection of Jesus. We are lucky that 
we at least have approximations of this day, but we must await that coming 
day when we will see Jesus as he is. Anyway, all four gospels record 
aspects of this day with their own particular variations. When it comes to 
the "angels", Luke describes two men "in dazzling apparel", Mark 
describes a young lad, and Matthew a single angel. So, John agrees with 
Luke. All four gospels emphasize the prime role of the women's testimony, 
particularly Luke, cf., 24:22-24. This is an interesting fact, given the 
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cultural parameters of the time - the testimony of a woman carries little 
weight. Obviously Jesus didn't agree with this assessment!  
   

Text - 20:11 
Jesus appears to Mary, v11-18; i] Mary's angelic vision, v11-13.  
de "Now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, as NIV.  
proV + dat. "-" - [MARY HAD STOOD OUTSIDE] TOWARD [THE TOMB]. A 

variant en exists. This spatial preposition is usually followed by the accusative, 
expressing movement toward, but here with the dative it expresses a stationary 
presence, "close to, in front of, facing", Harris. With the adverb of place exw, 
"outside", we get the sense "Mary was standing just outside the tomb", TH.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here simply transitional; "and as she wept", ESV.  
wJV "as" - WHILE [SHE WAS WEEPING SHE STOOPED to look INTO THE TOMB]. 

Temporal use of this conjunction. The infinitive of purpose is assumed, an 
example of Semitic short-talk; "she stooped to look inside", JB.  
   
v12 

John's record is similar to that of Luke at this point.  
en + dat. "in [white]" - [AND SHE SEES] IN [WHITE robes]. Adverbial modal, 

expressing the manner of her seeing; "In the midst of her tears she peered inside 
and saw two angels in white sitting", Rieu. "White" is indicating heavenly origin, 
expressed by Luke with the words "bright shining", so probably with the sense 
"radiant white", even "shining", Harris; "clothed in radiant white robes." Note 
Matthew's description of angels in 28:3 - an appearance like lightning and a 
garment white as snow. Possibly an allusion to the two cherubs on either side of 
the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of Holies, so Brown.  

        
       

  
o{pou "where" - WHERE [THE BODY OF JESUS WAS LYING]. Spatial 

conjunction. The genitive "of Jesus" is adjectival, possessive. The imperfect verb 
"was lying" obviously carries the durative sense "had been lying"; "Where Jesus' 
body had been", CEV.  
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 kaqezomenouV (kaqezomai) pres. mid. part. "seated" - [TWO ANGELS] 
SITTING. Accusative complement of the direct object "angels" standing in a 
double accusative construction and asserting a fact about the object.

 proV + dat. "at [the head]" - [ONE] TOWARD [THE HEAD AND ONE] TOWARD 
[THE FEET]. Again, a rare usage of this spatial preposition, expressing a stationary 
presence rather than movement toward. Given that the preposition en, "on", or 
epi, "upon", may have been expected, a sense like "facing" may be intended; 
"seated facing the head and the other facing the feet." None-the-less, "at", or 
"where the head lay / feet lay" is also possible, so Barrett.



   
v13  

kai "-" - AND. Coordinating, typical Semitic form and so left untranslated.  
auth/ dat. pro. "[they asked] her" - [THESE ones SAY] TO HER [WOMAN, WHY 

YOU WEEP]?. Dative of indirect object.  
autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [SHE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - THAT [THEY TOOK THE LORD OF ME from the tomb AND I DO NOT 

KNOW WHERE THEY PLACED HIM]. Introducing a dependent statement of direct 
         

             
            

         
              

             
     

   
v14 

Mary is reunited with Jesus, v14-17. When Mary turns to see Jesus, she does 
not recognize him. Is it still too dark, or is she not looking straight at him? It is 
often suggested that Jesus is in the process of transforming into his transcendent 
self and so he is not easily recognizable - as in the story of the catch of fish in 
chapter 21, or the two disciples on the road to Emmaus, cf., Lk.24:13ff. When it 
comes to the revelation of the risen Christ, Jesus takes the initiative.  

eipousa (legw) aor. part. "at [this]" - [THESE things] having said. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "on saying this", Berkeley, "as 
she said this", Rieu.  

eiV + acc. "[she turned] around - [SHE TURNED] INTO [THE BACK]. 
Expressing the direction of the action, so "toward the back." The article ta serves 
as a nominalizer turning the adverb "back" into a substantive, "the back, the rear." 
So, she turned toward the back of her, behind her = "she turned around."  

estwta (iJsthmi) perf. part. "standing there" - [AND SHE SEES JESUS] 
HAVING STOOD there. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the 
direct object "Jesus", standing in a double accusative construction, and so asserts 
a fact about the object "Jesus", namely that Jesus is standing behind her. "She 
caught sight of Jesus standing there", Brown.  
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speech expressing what Mary says, although Barrett suggests causal is also 
possible, "because they have taken away my Lord and I do not know where they 
have placed him", Berkeley. Note, it is now "my Lord" and "I do not know 
where they have laid him", rather than "our", and "we". Is the point being made 
that Mary is by herself, the other women having not returned to the tomb from 
Jerusalem? John stresses the point that the first person to see the risen Lord is a 
woman, Mary of Magdala.

 oJti "that [it was Jesus]" - [AND = BUT SHE DID NOT KNOW] THAT [IT IS 
JESUS]. Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what she 
did not know; "but she did not recognize him", REB.



   
v15 

Again, we see another example of misunderstanding leading to 
enlightenment. Brown notes the theory of Kastner who suggests that the 
misunderstanding comes from the fact that Jesus has left his burial garments in 
the tomb and is now standing naked. That indeed would be confusing, if not 
startling! Bernard solves the problem, "The eye of love clothes the vision in 
familiar garments" - but surely only after she recognizes that it is Jesus!!!! And 
so it goes on .......  

auth/ dat. pro. "[he asked] her" - [JESUS SAYS] TO HER [WOMAN, WHY DO 
YOU WEEP, WHOM DO YOU SEEK?]. Dative of indirect object. The question "why 
are you crying?" is the same question the angels asked - Mary has nothing to cry 
about - and the question "who are you looking for?" is the same question Jesus 
asked the soldiers at the time of his arrest - Johannine irony??? "Lady, why do 
you weep? Whom are you looking for?", Rieu.  

dokousa (dokew) pres. part. "thinking" - [THAT ONE] THINKING, 
SUPPOSING, IMAGINING. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal.  

oJti "-" - THAT [HE IS THE GARDENER, SAYS TO HIM]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what Mary is thinking.  

ei + ind. "if [you have carried him away]" - [LORD = SIR], IF, as is the case 
[YOU CARRIED = REMOVED HIM then TELL ME WHERE YOU PUT HIM AND I WILL 
TAKE HIM]. Introducing a 1st. class conditional clause where the proposed 
condition is assumed to be true. Mary assumes that the gardener has taken the 
body away. Note that su, "you", is emphatic by use, also the repeated use of 
auton, "him", rather than "his corpse, body" - the use is relational.  
   
v16 

"The Good Shepherd calls his own sheep by name and they recognize his 
voice, 10:3", Barrett,  

          
      

     
strafeisa (strefw) aor. pas. part. "turned toward him" - TURNING [SAID 

TO HIM IN HEBREW, MY RABBI, WHICH IT SAYS = WHICH MEANS, TEACHER]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
say"; "she turned and said." Mary has already turned around, so what is this 
turning about? Cassirer has "turned toward him" - she now focuses on her 
gardener; Rieu has "facing him once more"; Phillips has "at this she turned right 
around"; Junkins has "jerking her face toward him." A variant for "turned" exists, 
namely "she recognized him" - Black accepts it. The translation of the Hebrew 
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 ekeinh pro. "she" - JESUS SAID TO HER, MARY.] THAT one. The 
distant demonstrative pronoun is again used as a personal pronoun, as in v15, 
and again without any negative connotations.



rabbouni, "my Rabbi", needs to be something stronger than "teacher" - Phillips 
has "Master"; Cassirer has "My Master." We would probably say something like 
"My Lord."  
   
v17 

       
     

    
            
         

   
            
      

      
            

        
  
gar "for" - BECAUSE [NOT YET I HAVE ASCENDED TOWARD THE FATHER]. 

Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus is telling Mary not to hold / 
touch him, namely, because he has not yet ascended (see possible meanings 

     
            

           
     

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a new instruction. An 
adversative sense in English conveys this step, as NIV, "but instead", although it 
is not really adversative.  

autoiV dat. pro. "tell them" - [GO TOWARD THE BROTHERS OF ME (the 
disciples) AND SAY] TO THEM. " Dative of indirect object.  

anabainw pres. "I am ascending" - I AM GOING UP, ASCENDING [TOWARD 
THE FATHER OF ME AND FATHER OF YOU AND GOD OF ME AND GOD OF YOU.] It 
is likely that the present tense is futuristic, "I will be ascending"; "I am about to 
go up to him who is my Father", Cassirer.  
   
v18 
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 Jesus tells Mary not to aptou, "hold / touch", him, and then explains 
that it is because "I am ascending to my Father." Both statements are replete 
with mystery; see Interpretation above.
 mh .. aJptou (aJaptw) pres. imp. "do not hold [me]" - [JESUS SAID TO HER] 
DO NOT TOUCH, HOLD [ME]. The negated present imperative is often regarded as 
a command to cease an action already commenced, so Mary has taken hold of 
Jesus and he is telling her to let go. Yet, this puts too much weight on the 
grammar, and so is not necessarily the case. The likely scenario is that she has 
fallen to the ground and taken hold of Jesus' feet in respectful devotion, but 
sadly, John doesn't give us the details. So, Jesus could even be saying "don't 
even think of touching me." None-the-less, most translations go with "stop 
clinging to me."

above). "Don't hold onto me gar, "because" (given that I have not yet ascended 
to the Father) you need to go and tell the brothers that I am about to ascend ......", 
ie., the time is short and Mary needs to get moving and tell rather than cling. See 
Zerwick #476.

 iii] Mary passes on the good news to Jesus' disciples, v18. Mary's use of the 
title "Lord", "I have seen the Lord", rather than "Jesus", or even "My Master", 
serves as our Easter confession - "He is risen." She then passes on the message 
she has for the disciples, namely that Jesus is about to ascend to the Father,  and



         
   

aggellousa (aggellw) pres. part. "[went to the disciples] with the news" 
- [MARY MAGDALENE COMES] ANNOUNCING [TO THE DISCIPLES]. The NIV takes 
the participle as adverbial, modal, expressing manner, but it can also be treated 
as attendant on the verb "to come", "Mary Magdalene went and announced", 
ESV. Barrett notes that a future participle expressing purpose may be intended, 
given that future participles are redundant in Hellenistic Greek by this time.  
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 oJti "that" - THAT [I HAVE SEEN THE LORD AND that THESE things HE SAID 
TO HER]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of direct speech 
expressing what she says, followed by an assumed oJti, "that", introducing a 
dependent statement of indirect speech referring to the other matter she was to 
report on, "these things", namely, "I am ascending to my Father .....", so Zerwick; 
"Mary announced to the disciples (oJti = that) 'I have seen the Lord', and reported 
(oJti = that) these things he said to her." "So, Mary Magdalene went and told the 
disciples that she had seen the Lord and related to them what he had told her", 
TEV.

take his rightful place at the Father's right hand as King of Kings, Lord of 
Lords - the day of glory is at hand.



20:19-31 

The Passion Narrative, 18:1-20:31 
2. The resurrection of Jesus, 20:1-31 
iii] Jesus appears to his disciples 
Synopsis  

On Sunday evening the disciples are gathered esw, "inside", somewhere, 
with the doors shut, when Jesus appears. After revealing his injuries, he provides 
the disciples with their mission directive, equipping them for service and giving 
them the authority to forgive sins. Thomas was not present when Jesus appeared, 
and so doubts the account of his fellow disciples, but eight days later Jesus 
appears again, dispelling any doubts that Thomas may have had. In the final 
verses of this chapter our author records his editorial intention.  
   
Teaching  

Blessed are those who believe without seeing.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus appears to his disciples:  
A Monday evening appearance, v19-23: 

"As the Father has sent me, I am sending you"; 
"Receive the Holy Spirit"; 
"If you forgive anyone's sins, their sins are forgiven." 

Doubting Thomas, v24-25: 
"Unless I see the marks in his hands." 

A second appearance to the disciples and Thomas, v26-29: 
"Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed." 

Editorial intention, v30-31: 
"That you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, 
  and that by believing you may have life in his name."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

All the gospels, other than Mark, recount Jesus' resurrection 
appearances. John's resurrection stories are particular to his gospel, but still 
align with the accounts of the other gospel writers. In the passage before us 
John records two resurrection appearances, both in a locked room. The first 
with ten disciples; obviously Judas is missing, but also Thomas is not 
present. The second, a week later, with Thomas present. Luke records a 
meeting of the disciples with Jesus on the Sunday evening in the upper 
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room, but other than Jesus showing them his wounds, the stories have little 
in common.  
   

Jesus' appearance to the disciples is miraculous. They are inside a 
building somewhere in Jerusalem, possibly the upper room, with the doors 
locked, and Jesus appears in their midst. Although this is the Jesus they 
know, given his appearance and the wounds from his crucifixion, his 
spiritual presence is not restrained by solid walls.  

Jesus' greeting is traditional, although carries weight, given that Jesus 
repeats it. On repeating it, Jesus gives the disciples their mission directive. 
In the same way Jesus was sent by the Father to save broken humanity from 
inevitable destruction, so Jesus sends his disciples out into the darkness to 
provide the light of life. By breathing on the disciples Jesus enacts Genesis 
2:7, of the breathing of life into the first man, Adam. This act serves as a 
pre-emptive filling of the Spirit realized at Pentecost; it is the breath of life 
equipping the Christian community to fulfill its mission directive. To this 
Jesus provides the authority to deal with sinful humanity; he gives the 
disciples the authority to declare God's forgiveness to the penitent. So, v19-
23, record both "a symbolic promise of the soon-to-be-given gift of the 
Spirit", Kostenberger, and a gospel authorization of the disciples. In so 
doing, John emphasizes the fulfillment of promises made earlier to the 
disciples: 

"I am coming back", 14:18;  
The gift of peace, 14:27;  
Renewed joy, 16:22;  
The commission - to be sent as Jesus was sent, 17:18;  
The promise of the Spirit, 16:7.  

Moving on to the Thomas narrative, a man who believed by seeing, 
blessed are those who believe without seeing. Jesus may be pronouncing a 
special blessing on those who do better than Thomas, but probably not. Nor 
is he harshly rebuking Thomas. All who follow will have to believe without 
seeing, and blessed are they when they do. So, in the second narrative, v24-
29, John uses the account of Thomas' journey to faith as the journey 
required of all those who have never seen Jesus. Our confession should 
mimic the confession of Thomas; "my Lord and my God." "Blessed are 
those who have never seen me and yet believe."  

Finally, John's editorial intention, v30-31, establishes the purpose of 
the gospel, identifying selectivity with regard Jesus' signs / significant acts 
in order to prompt belief and the present appropriation of life eternal.  

These final verses do present like a conclusion, leaving chapter 21 as 
a kind of afterthought, but it is very unlikely that this is John's intention, cf. 
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1Jn.5:13, for a similar stylistic move. There is certainly no textual evidence 
that chapter 21 is a later inclusion. Yes, John is winding up his gospel, and 
so takes time out to explain its purpose, but at the same time there are some 
important issues to tie off. First, John wants to underline the commissioning 
of the disciples to mission - they are to be fishers of men. Second, the 
restoration of Peter to his position of authority. Third, there is the issue of 
authorship and how that relates to the beloved disciple and the urban myth 
that he would not die before Jesus returns.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Christ's Commission  
When the disciples gathered with Jesus on the Sunday evening of his 

resurrection, he gave them a word which applies to all believers in every 
age. As Jesus was sent into the world by the Father, so he sends us into the 
world.  

The mission is a simple one. As Jesus said at the beginning of his 
ministry, "I must preach the good news of the kingdom of God ....... because 
that is why I was sent", Lk.4:43. Our commission is to make known the 
free grace of God offered in Jesus Christ. In simple terms, we must 
communicate the great truth of Jesus' resurrection and its implication, 
namely that because he lives we can live also. So, we offer eternal life, a 
gift given to all who ask.  

For the Christian church, there is great honour in Christ's commission:  
•*We are honoured to mission together. We can team up to do it, 

using our different abilities. Jesus gave the commission to his 
gathered disciples and so as a church fellowship we can together plan 
our strategy for making the gospel known.  

•*We are honoured with the presence and power of Jesus in the 
task. Jesus poured the Spirit upon his disciples and we are similarly 
washed - we are not alone in the task. Jesus is intimately involved 
with us as we undertake his commission.  

•*We are honoured with the right to offer the forgiveness of sins. 
When we see a minister give the absolution in a church service we 
may assume that only he can offer the forgiveness of sins. The truth 
is that he but represents the people of God; together we have the right 
to offer God's forgiveness and eternal acceptance to anyone who 
repents and believes the good news.  

Like Thomas, doubts will assail us, but Christ is risen, such that his 
commission rests on his resurrection power. So, let us rest firmly on that 
power.  
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Text - 20:19 
Jesus' upper-room appearances, v19-31: i] The appearance of Jesus to his 

disciples, v19-23.  
     

oushV (eimi) part. gen. "-" - BEING [EARLY EVENING]. The genitive participle 
of the verb to-be with the genitive noun "evening" form a genitive absolute 
construction, temporal; "when it was evening."  

th/ mia/ sabbatwn "on the first day [of the week]" - ON THE FIRST [OF THE 
WEEK]. The dative is temporal, while the genitive sabbatwn, "week", is 
adjectival, partitive, as NIV. Does John mean late afternoon, given that once the 
sun sets it is the next day, Tuesday? He may be using Roman time where the new 
day begins at midnight. "On the evening of that same Sunday", CEV.  

         
         

      
  

dia + acc. "for" - BECAUSE OF. Introducing a causal clause explaining why 
the doors are shut.  

twn Ioudaiwn "the Jews" - [THE FEAR] OF THE JEWS]. The genitive is 
adjectival, verbal, objective, fear prompted by the Jews and their murderous 
intentions. "The Jewish authorities", TEV.  

         
         

      
autoiV dat. pro. "[said]" - [SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
uJmin dat. pro."[peace be] with you" - [PEACE] TO YOU. Dative of interest, 

advantage; "I pray that it may be well for you", although often taken as adverbial, 
accompaniment; "it may be well with you", TH.  
   
v20 

      
        
autoiV dat. pro. "[he showed] them" - [HE SHOWED THE HANDS AND THE 

SIDE] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. Note that there is no mention of wounds 
on the feet. The Romans would often tie the feet to the upright, leaving a small 
platform to stand on, so prolonging the execution for up to a week, cf., Ps.22:16. 
Luke mentions the feet, cf., 24:39-40.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; "then the 
disciples were glad", ESV.  
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 kekleismenwn (klaiw) gen. perf. pas. part. "locked" - [AND THE DOORS] 
HAVING BEEN SHUT. The genitive participle with its genitive subject, the noun 
"door", forms a genitive absolute construction; "while the doors were bolted 
so no one could break in."

 esth eiV to meson "[Jesus came and] stood in the midst / stood among 
them" - [JESUS CAME AND] STOOD INTO THE MIDDLE. The preposition eiV, "into", 
carries both a sense of motion toward and at rest in.

 eipwn (legw) aor. part. "after he said [this]" - [AND] HAVING SAID [THIS]. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.

oun "-" - therefore. Transitional, establishing a logical connection.



ecarhsan (cairw) aor. pas. "were overjoyed" - [THE DISCIPLES] REJOICED. 
"The disciples were thrilled with joy", Williams.  

idonteV (eidon) aor. part. "when they saw [the Lord]" - HAVING SEEN [THE 
LORD]. The participle is adverbial, probably introducing a temporal clause as 
NIV, but causal, "because", is possible. Again "Lord" is used in its full 
Christological sense - Jesus is the risen Lord. "The disciples were filled with joy 
at seeing the Lord", NJB.  
   
v21 

With dependence on the Father, the Son is sent to bring life to the world, so 
in like manner the disciples are sent to bring life to the world, cf., 17:18. 
Although, if we limit ourselves to the present text, what we have here is an 
authorization to go into the world as representative of the new Israel, the 
messianic community of believers, so Ridderbos.  

palin adv. "-" - [THEREFORE JESUS SAID] AGAIN [TO THEM, PEACE TO YOU]. 
Adverb of manner, sequential. "Jesus said to them again."  

            
        

           
               

        
apostalken (apostellw) perf. "has sent" - [THE FATHER] HAS SENT [ME]. 

The perfect tense indicating the action is completed with ongoing ramifications.  
pempw pres. "I am sending" - I SEND / AM SENDING YOU. The present tense 

indicating ongoing action, as NIV, although some argue that this should not be 
stressed; "as the Father has sent me so I send you", NAB.  
   
v22 

John is possibly alluding to the divine breath in the creation of life, Gen.2:7. 
The seeming clash with Luke's account of Pentecost may be explained by this 
event being preparatory, although Phillips tries to handle the problem by 
translating "receive the Holy Spirit", NIV, with "receive holy spirit", given that 
there is no definite article. One would expect that this is the appropriate moment 
for the empowering of the disciples for their ministry of forgiveness though the 
proclamation of the gospel, but its clash with Luke's Pentecost account is not 
easily explained. Pentecost is the moment when we witness the outpouring of 
divine power and so maybe John's account is pre-emptive ("a symbolic promise 
of a soon-to-be-given gift of the Spirit", Kostenberger), while Luke's account 
fleshes out the historical reality. Commentators within the Pentecostal tradition 
argue for a separate twofold endowment of the Spirit. Harris, for example, argues 
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 kaqwV ...... kagw "as ....." - IN LIKE MANNER, AS ....... SO ALSO [I SEND 
YOU]. A coordinate / comparative construction formed by the comparative 
kaqwV and the adjunctive crasis kagw, "so I in turn", Harris. The Father's 
sending of Jesus may be compared with Jesus' sending of the disciples. "As the 
Father has sent me, even so I am sending you", ESV



that this is both the giving of the Spirit for regeneration, and the private 
empowerment of those present in the upper room (So Thomas misses out - for 
the moment??).  

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "[and] with that" - [AND] HAVING SAID [THIS]. The 
participle is adverbial, temporal; "and when he had said this", ESV.  

         
           

        
          

            
   

autoiV dat. pro. "[and said]" - [AND SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

labete (lambanw) aor. imp. "receive" - TAKE, RECEIVE, ACCEPT, CHOOSE 
[HOLY SPIRIT]. The translation "receive" is ingrained, but possibly "accept", even 
"welcome" makes more sense.  
   
v23 

The authority bestowed upon the disciples is the authority of a judge, the 
authority to "bind" and "loose", to condemn and remit in accordance with the law, 
cf., Matt.16:19b, 18:18. For the disciples, this judgment is based upon a person's 
response to the gospel - the sins of those who repent are forgiven, but the sins of 
those who reject the gospel are retained, "they are not forgiven." Although the 
authority to forgive sins is given to the apostles, it is not unreasonable to argue 
that it extends to all believers. Of course, it is often argued that this authority is 
only given to the apostles and therefore ultimately to the church and its priestly 
class, although the text does not support this view. Barclay argues that the 
authority is not to forgive sins as such, but rather to proclaim the offer of 
forgiveness - a reasonable observation. It could be argued that some sins are not 
capable of forgiveness and are therefore retained in the sense of not forgiven, 
although the Bible does not support the idea of mortal sins. The only 
"unforgivable" sin is the sin of rejecting the gospel of God's grace (the sin against 
the Holy Spirit entails rejecting Jesus). Where there is no repentance there is only 
judgment, and a believer has the authority to declare this fact.  

an tinwn + subj. "if" - IF OF CERTAIN ONES = OF WHOEVER [YOU FORGIVE 
THE SINS, then THEY HAVE BEEN FORGIVEN TO THEM]. Introducing an indefinite 
relative clause which is also conditional. It is not likely to be a conditional clause, 
3rd class, where the proposed condition stated in the "if" clause (protasis) has 
only the possibility of coming true, as NIV. The genitive tinwn, "of a certain 
one", is adjectival, possessive / verbal, subjective, "the sins that certain people 
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 enefushsen (emfusaw) aor. "he breathed" - HE BREATHED ON, BLEW UPON 
them. A hapax legomenon, once only use in the NT. The sense is not "breathed 
into", but "breathed on", and the breathing is not discriminatory; Jesus breathes 
on the whole gathering of disciples = all believers, just as God's breath is on 
all humanity when he breathes on Adam - God breathes the breath of life onto 
the face of Adam.



have committed", Novakovic. "Whoever's sins you forgive they stand forgiven 
them", Beasley-Murray.  

afhte (afihmi) aor. subj. "you forgive" - YOU RELEASE. The word "forgive" 
is emphatic by position. To release a person of the consequence of their sins.  

afewntai (afihmi) perf. pas. "they are forgiven / their sins are forgiven" 
- THEY HAVE BEEN FORGIVEN. Possibly a proleptic (futuristic) perfect tense, but 
gnomic, even extensive (where the completion of the past act is emphasized) is 
more likely; "they have already been forgiven."  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of interest, advantage.  
krathte (kratew) pres. subj. "do not forgive" - [IF OF CERTAIN ONES = OF 

WHOEVER] YOU HOLD, RETAIN, TAKE HOLD OF [ the sins, then THEY HAVE BEEN 
HELD]. The present tense is durative indicating a continued state of holding / 
binding the sins of the unrepentant. Such results in a "having already been held / 
bound = not forgiven." Such remains the state of a person unless they repent. 
"Whoever's sins you hold back, they remain held back", Beasley-Murray.  
   
v24 

ii] The appearance of Jesus to Thomas, v24-29. Thomas is mentioned by 
John at 11:16, 14:5 and 21:2.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, as NIV, introducing a new literary unit.  
oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. pas. part. "called [Didymus] / known as 

[Didymus]" - [THOMAS, ONE OF THE TWELVE] BEING CALLED [TWIN]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Thomas", "who was called Twin." 
As a nickname, "Twin", seems a bit far-fetched, but I knew a person who was 
called "brother", a nickname given by his older siblings and picked up by all his 
friends. "His nickname was 'Twin.'"  

ek + gen. "[one] of [the twelve]" - OUT OF, FROM. The preposition here 
stands in the place of a partitive genitive.  

met (meta) + gen. "[was not] with [the disciples]" - [WAS NOT] WITH [THEM]. 
Expressing association / accompaniment.  

       
   
v25 

It's not unreasonable for Thomas to doubt the disciple's testimony, just as we 
have reservations when a brother or sister tells us that Jesus spoke to them. One 
young fellow assured me once that Jesus told him to marry the girl of his dreams. 
His leading on this matter put the girl in a rather invidious position! So, Thomas 
has doubts regarding the facts of the matter, a not necessarily unreasonable 
stance, so Lee in Partnership in Easter Faith, 1995, contra most commentators, 
eg., Kostenberger. Whatever Thomas was thinking, our author seems to compare 
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o{te adv. "when [Jesus came]" - Temporal adverb.



him unfavourably with the beloved disciple who believes that Jesus is risen 
without the physical evidence of his living person.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently, ..."  

elegon (legw) imperf. "[the other disciples] told" - [THE OTHER DISCIPLES] 
WERE SAYING. The imperfect may express ongoing action, "they kept saying to 
him", Morris, although possibly conative, "attempted to tell him", so Beasley-
Murray.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
eJwrakamen (oJraw) perf. "we have seen" - WE HAVE SEEN [THE LORD]. 

They, as with Mary, have seen the Lord, cf. v18.  
oJ de "but" - BUT/AND THE = HE [SAID TO THEM]. Transitional, indicating a 

step to a new speaker.  
ean hm + subj. "unless [I see]" - IF NOT = UNLESS, as the case may be, [I SEE 

THE MARK OF THE NAILS IN THE HANDS OF HIM ........, then I WILL NOT NOT 
BELIEVE.] Introducing a negated conditional clause, 3rd class, where the 
condition has the possibility of becoming true.  

twn h{lwn (oV) gen. "[the] nail [marks]" - [THE MARKS, IMAGE, PATTERN] 
OF THE NAILS. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "marks"; "the nail 
scars", CEV.  

         
      

balw (ballw) aor. subj. "put [my finger .... hand]" - [AND] I THROW, CAST 
= PUT [THE FINGER OF ME INTO THE PLACE OF THE NAILS AND] I PUT [MY HAND 
INTO THE SIDE OF HIM. A strong word, so "thrust."  

ou mh + subj. "[I will] not [believe it]" - [I WILL] NOT NOT = NEVER 
[BELIEVE]. The double negative with the subjunctive produces a subjunctive of 
emphatic negation, "I will never believe"; "I refuse to believe", NJB.  
   
v26 

iii] A second appearance to the disciples, v26-29. The next Sunday, a further 
visit by the risen Lord in the same house, and again, the doors are locked, not just 
closed. In a miraculous manifestation, Jesus appears in their midst. Barrett 
suggests that John may be making a point by recording another Sunday 
appearance; "the day of the church's regular assembly."  

meq (meta) + acc. "[a week later]" - [AND] AFTER [EIGHT DAYS]. Temporal 
use of the preposition. This form of inclusive counting means the following 
Sunday, rather than Monday.  

esw "in the house" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM WERE AGAIN] INSIDE. "Were 
indoors together again", Barclay.  
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 en + dat. "in [his hands]" - IN, ON [THE HANDS OF HIM]. Local, expressing 
space; "unless I see on his hands the imprint of the nails."



met (meta) + gen. "[Thomas was] with [them]" - [AND THOMAS] WITH 
[THEM]. Expressing association.  

kekleismenwn (lkeiw) gen. perf. part. "though [the doors] were locked" - 
[JESUS COMES, THE DOORS] HAVING BEEN LOCKED, CLOSED, SHUT. The genitive 

   
      

        
     
eiV meson "among them" - [AND STOOD] INTO [THE MIDDLE]. Spatial, here 

arrival at.  
uJmin dat. pro. "[peace] be with you" - [AND SAID, PEACE] TO YOU. Dative of 

    
   
v27 

        
              

    
ei\ta adv. "then" - Sequential adverb serving to introduce a temporal clause.  
tw/ Qwma/ (a aV) "[he said] to Thomas" - [HE SAYS] TO THOMAS, [BRING 

THE FINGER OF YOU HERE AND SEE THE HANDS OF ME, AND BRING THE HAND OF 
YOU AND PUT INTO THE SIDE OF ME]. Dative of indirect object.  

mh ginou apistoV "stop doubting" - DO NOT BE UNBELIEVING. The 
command takes a present imperative. The distinction often drawn between an 
aorist and present imperative is questioned by some commentators, but many 
argue that the present imperative relates to ongoing action, here the cessation of 
that action, so "stop doubting"; "be unbelieving no longer, but believe", REB. As 
for the use of pistoV here, Beasley-Murray suggests "Stop being unbelieving and 
show yourself a believer."  

alla "but [believe]" - BUT [BELIEVING]. Strong adversative in a 
counterpoint construction, "not .... but ....", as NIV.  
   
v28 

Seeing is enough for Thomas; "You are my Lord and my God", Bruce. 
Clearly "Lord" is not being used as "Sir", but rather, Thomas recognizes Jesus as 
God incarnate, so Ridderbos, Morris, ...... Yes, seeing is believing, but ......  
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interest, advantage; cf., v19.

 oJ kurioV (oV) "[My] Lord" - [THOMAS ANSWERED AND SAID TO HIM] THE 
LORD [OF ME AND THE GOD OF ME]. Although a nominative of address (note the 
presence of an article), it is usually treated as a vocative; "you are the one who 
rules over me, and you are the God whom I worship", TH.

participle, with its genitive subject "doors", forms a genitive absolute 
construction. Such would normally be temporal, but concessive makes more 
sense here. None- the-less, temporal is possible; "When the doors were locked, 
Jesus came and stood among them", Barclay.

 Jesus virtually repeats Thomas' words back to him. John doesn't tell us 
whether Thomas does touch Jesus, but the implication is that he could have done 
so if he wished.



   
v29 

John has made it clear throughout his gospel that faith based on sight (a 
miracle based faith) has little going for it; God's blessing is upon those who 
believe the apostolic testimony without seeing; it is only this faith which serves 
as "the pathway to eternal life, a faith which transcends living merely in terms of 
physical presence and earthly relationships", Kostenberger.  

oJti "because" - [JESUS SAYS TO HIM] BECAUSE [YOU HAVE SEEN ME YOU 
HAVE BELIEVED]. Here probably causal, introducing a causal clause. The NIV 
takes the clause as a statement, "because you have seen me you have found faith", 
NEB, but a question is possible, "Have you believed because you have seen me?", 
NRSV. Either a question or a statement is possible, given that Greek manuscripts 
at this time did not use a semicolon to indicate a question. Either way, Jesus' 
words are a gentle rebuke to Thomas; he was unwilling to believe the apostolic 
testimony that Jesus lives, and would only believe if he could see the evidence 
for himself. For this reason, he stands apart from all who believe without seeing.  

           
      

    
oi mh idonteV (eidon) aor. part. "are those who have not seen" - THE ONES 

NOT HAVING SEEN [AND HAVING BELIEVED]. The participle, as with 
pisteusanteV, "having believed", serves as a substantive, while the aorist is 
probably gnomic, expressing a universal truth without reference to time.  
   
v30 
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 iv] An editorial comment regarding the careful selection of Jesus' words and 
deeds recorded in this gospel, and this for a deliberate purpose, namely, to reveal 
Jesus as the messiah (or the messiah as Jesus, so Carson) and so provoke saving 
faith, v30-31. John identifies the content of his testimony concerning Jesus as 
"the signs" performed by Jesus, only some of which are recorded in this gospel. 
John may be referring to the signs revealed in chapters 1-12. As far as John's 
testimony is concerned, "signs" (significant events) come with their own related 
discourse, so it is unlikely that John is referring to the "significant event" by itself 
(some have argued that John is referring to a signs source for his gospel, but this 
seems unlikely). As John rounded off the preliminary record of Jesus' "signs" in 
chapters 1-12 (cf., 12:37ff), now he rounds off the greatest "sign" of all, namely 
Jesus' resurrection, the meaning of which he unpacked in the farewell discourse. 
John's witness / testimony about Jesus has as its intent faith in Jesus as messiah, 
such that in believing we may have eternal life. Probably in a pastoral sense, 
namely, to ground the faith of believers, particularly evident in chapters 13

 makarioi adj. "blessed" - BLESSED, HAPPY. Referring to a state of joy in 
response to benefitting from God's favour; "happy are those who find faith 
without seeing me", REB.



onward, but also to bring doubters to faith (particularly Hellenistic Jews), evident 
in chapters 1-12.  

oun "-" - therefore. Often taken here as transitional, "Now Jesus did many 
other signs", ESV, but inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, is more likely, 
so Carson. Divine blessing is upon those who believe without seeing "therefore 
......" The men ...., de ... construction covering v30-31 carries the argument 
forward; "therefore, Jesus having performed many signs ...... but these (the record 

         
   

          
           

       
          

       
         

covers v30 and 31; "on the one hand Jesus performed many signs not recorded 
....... but on the other hand, the ones recorded in this book are written down that 
you may believe ...."  

shmeia (on) "miraculous signs" - [MANY OTHER] SIGNS [JESUS AND = ALSO 
DID]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." "Jesus did many other things 
.... in which the power of God was demonstrated in action", Barclay.  

enwpion + gen. "in the presence of [his disciples]" - BEFORE [THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM]. Spatial, but here possibly temporal; "while he was with his 
disciples."  

ouk ... gegrammena (grafw) perf. mid. part. "not recorded" - [WHICH] 
HAVE NOT BEEN WRITTEN [IN THIS BOOK]. With the present tense verb to-be this 
participle forms a periphrastic perfect construction; "which are not written in this 
book", ESV.  
   
v31 

John's purpose in writing this gospel is to reveal the identity of Jesus, namely 
that he is the messiah / the messiah is Jesus, and to encourage belief in this fact 
for the attainment of eternal life.  

        
        

  
iJna + subj. "that" - IN ORDER THAT. Here introducing a purpose clause.  
pisteushte (pisteuw) aor. subj. "you may believe" - Variant present tense 

giving the possible sense "you may continue to believe", a pastoral sense, rather 
than the aorist "you may decisively believe", an evangelistic sense. Both readings 
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concessive rewrite may carry the meaning more clearly for an English ear; "Given 
that God's blessing is upon those who believe without seeing, I have therefore 
provided a limited selection of the works and words of Jesus, although Jesus did 
and said far more with his disciples than I have recorded in this book. These I 
recorded in order that you may believe in Jesus as Messiah, Son of God, and 
that through believing you may receive, under his authority, eternal life."
 men ...... de "- ...... but ......" - This adversative comparative construction

 gegraptai (grafw) perf. pas. "written" - [BUT/AND THESE THINGS] HAVE 
BEEN WRITTEN. Perfect indicating completion of the writing; what is written is 
written. As usual, the neuter plural subject takes a singular verb.

                              of Jesus' works and words in this book) are written that you may believe ....." A



are well supported, but it is unlikely that either can be used to settle the matter. 
Either tense can "refer to both coming to faith and continuing in the faith", 
Carson; "That you may believe that the Christ, the Son of God, is Jesus."  

oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS IS THE CHRIST, THE SON OF GOD]. Introducing a 
dependent statement of perception expressing what "you may believe."  

iJna + subj. "that [by believing you may have life]" - [AND] THAT. Again, 
possibly introducing a purpose clause, but a consecutive clause expressing result 
may be a better option; "and so (as a consequence) gain life by believing."  

pisteuonteV (pisteuw) pres. part. "by believing" - BELIEVING. The 
participle is adverbial, probably modal, expressing manner, so NIV, although 
instrumental may be better; "through this faith", REB.  
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 en tw/ onomati autou "in his name" - [YOU MAY HAVE LIFE] IN THE NAME 
OF HIM. The preposition en may be local, metaphorical, expressing 
incorporative union, such that God's gift of eternal life is found in / in union with 
his Son - "name" = person; "in union with the person of Christ", so "in him", 
CEV. "The name" can carry the sense "the authority of", such that en would then 
take an instrumental sense, "by, through, with = by means of the authority of 
Jesus"; "under his authority."



21:1-14 

The epilogue, 21:1-25 
i] The risen Christ beside lake Galilee 
Synopsis  

Jesus has instructed his disciples to move to Galilee where he will again 
appear to them. While they are waiting, Peter decides to go fishing on lake Galilee 
with some of the other disciples. After a fruitless night of fishing, Jesus stands on 
the shore and tells them to cast their nets to the right side of the boat. Encircling 
a large school of fish, the disciples recognize Jesus and head for shore with their 
catch. Jesus has breakfast underway and so together they share in a meal of bread 
and fish.  
   
Teaching  

The apostolic "mission to the world, undertaken at Christ's command and 
under His authority, will be the means by which many are saved", Hoskyns.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-13/14. The story of the miraculous catch of fish is the 
third appearance of Jesus to his disciples in the gospel of John and serves to 
introduce the gospel's epilogue. In this chapter John ties off on some important 
issues: First, John wants to underline the commissioning of the disciples to 
mission - they are to be fishers of men; Second, the restoration of Peter to his 
position of authority; Third, there is the issue of authorship and how this relates 
to the beloved disciple and the urban myth that he would not die before Jesus 
returns; Fourth, an editorial conclusion.  
   

ii] Structure: The risen Christ beside lake Galilee:  
Setting, v1; 
All night without a bite, v2-3;  
Instructions from a friend, v4-6; 

"It is the Lord." 
A Barbecue on the beach, v7-13; 
Conclusion, v14.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The historical-critical method of Biblical interpretation has dominated 
the last hundred years of New Testament research, but one wonders if the 
allegorical reading of the Bible that dominated up to our more technical 
era, hasn't got something to say to us when it comes to the passage before 
us. We must admit that the history of allegorical interpretation reveals a 
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debris-littered trail. To further research the history of Biblical 
interpretation, see Kealy, Mark's Gospel: A history of its Interpretation; 
Grant and Tracy, A Short History of the Interpretation of the Bible, 2nd 
edition; Luz, Matthew in History: Interpretation, Influence and Effects  

Many commentators do lean toward the view that the story recorded 
in this passage, does, to some degree, have an allegorical edge to it - 
Johannine irony at its best, so Barrett. It is as if this story has something to 
say about "the mission of the disciples" and "the ongoing fellowship of 
Jesus with the disciples", Pfitzner. John "is here teaching us the truth about 
the apostolic mission of the Church; and he is testifying to the presence and 
power of the Risen Lord, directing the work and feeding the workers with 
eucharistic food", Richardson, so also Klink, .... Discerning the level of 
symbolism present in the story, and thus the degree to which we can draw 
out an allegorical interpretation, is where we can so easily come unstuck. 
Calvin wisely warns his readers against creating "sublime mysteries" from 
God's word.  

If we have here an example of Johannine irony, then the incongruities 
may have a didactic intent; But what do we make of them?  

• The disciples have headed out into the dark to go fishing, but 
catch nothing. In the light of day, under the Master's direction, they 
net a school of fish. The implication could be that the disciples are to 
be fishers of men, and this at the master's direction, rather than 
returning to their former lives. Note that elkusai, "to draw", v6, is 
used of gathering people to Jesus, 6:44, 12:32. Note also the 
numerous arguments proposed for the number of fish, Numerology 
has prompted a number of suggestions, 17 + 16 + .......... +1 = 153. 
According to Augustine the number of the "law" is 10 and the 
number of "grace" is 7. The most likely explanation, if there is one, 
is that at the time Greek zoologists believed that there were 153 
different species of fish = the many Gentile tribes, so Jerome; "The 
full total of the Catholic and apostolic Church", Barrett, or is it just a 
"bumper catch", Hunter?  

• Gathering by the fire and eating a meal of fish and bread, may 
serve as a reminder of the feeding of the five thousand, an image of 
the eschatological banquet for those drawn to Jesus. Some have 
suggested it is an image of the Eucharist. Note the reported fact that 
the net was not torn. Possibly an image of unity in the church, or even 
the perseverance of the saints.  
   

It is not overly clear how we should treat this passage. Many 
commentators stay well clear of any allegorical interpretation, focusing 
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more on how the record enhances the status of Peter and John in the early 
church. Yet, the themes of mission and fellowship are evident in this 
passage. Beasley-Murray best captures this sense when he argues that "The 
author of chapter 21 viewed Peter and his friends, not as retreating to their 
old calling as fisherman, but as advancing to their vocation to be fishers of 
men on a new plane made possible by the resurrection of Jesus."  
   

iv] Form:  
Chapter 21 looks a little like a later addition to the gospel, added after 

John's death to tackle the growing urban myth that Jesus would return 
before the death of John, the "beloved disciple." None-the-less, chapter 21 
is clearly part of the tradition used to craft the fourth gospel, a tradition 
ascribed to the apostle John, and evidences the hand of the editor of the 
gospel (contra Barrett, p.479f). Note that there are no manuscripts of John's 
gospel that do not contain this chapter, and it is also worth noting how this 
chapter, serving as an epilogue, frames the gospel with the prologue.  

When it comes to v1-14, it is likely that the tradition has been shaped 
by its homiletic use for the topic of mission and fellowship. This context 
explains the use of words like elkusai, "to draw" for "called", or oyarion, 
"pickled fish" for "fresh fish." A homiletic shaping of gospel tradition is 
evident throughout the New Testament (eg., the temptation of Jesus), as are 
didactic influences (eg., proclamation stories, linked independent sayings 
of Jesus, etc.). A Johannine source should not be discounted.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
This "third" appearance of Jesus reads like a first appearance. Mark 

relays the tradition that, following the discovery of the empty tomb, the 
disciples were to go to Galilee where Jesus would appear to them, Mk.16:7. 
Does this story evidence that tradition?  
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 John's story of the miraculous catch of fish is very similar to Luke 5:1- 
11 evidencing a possible mishandling of the tradition, but then who did 
the mishandling? If both stories relate to a single incident we can well 
imagine the thrice-denying Peter uttering the words "depart from me Lord, 
for I am a sinful man." Of course, such matters are ultimately useful for 
debate, but in the end, God's word to us is revealed in the tradition crafted 
on our behalf by the inspired authors of the scriptures. So, what we have in 
Luke is a call story and in John a resurrection story, both stories are God's 
word to us.



vi] Homiletics: The Church commissioned  
In the Great Commission, Matthew 28:19-20, Jesus gives his disciples 

a task of great importance. They must gather disciples by communicating 
the gospel, and they must teach those who respond to it.  

John, in his unique style, 
repeats this commissioning 
at the end of his gospel. He 
does this by describing a 
fishing expedition. The 
fishing scene, with its 
wonderful catch of fish, 
harks back to an earlier catch 
of fish when Jesus called the 
disciples saying, "come 
follow me and I will make 
you fishers of men", 
Mk.1:17. The catch is also recorded in Luke 5:1-11.  

Following Jesus' crucifixion, the disciples are directionless and so they 
have returned to a life that many of them knew well. In the miracle of the 
draught of fishers, Jesus reminds them that they are fisherman of another 
sort. John seems to use the size of the catch, the unbroken net, the invitation 
to use some of their catch in the meal, as symbols to emphasise the 
importance of the event. The disciples will gather many for the kingdom 
and those caught by the gospel will not escape. In all this they can rest 
secure in their partnership with Jesus.  

The great commission was not just for the apostles, but is for all 
believers. We are all of us in the fishing business. So, supporting the 
business of gospel communication must be given a high priority in the 
allocation of our time, talent and tinkle. Like the disciples of old, let's get 
busy in fishing for the kingdom.  
   

Text - 21:1 
The miraculous catch of fish, v1-14. i] Setting: This, the fullest description 

of a resurrection appearance, takes place by lake Galilee.  
meta tauto "after these things" - AFTER THESE THINGS [JESUS AGAIN]. 

Transitional, establishing an indefinite connection to chapter 20.  
efanerwsen (fanerow) aor. "appeared" - MANIFESTED, MADE KNOWN, 

REVEALED [HIMSELF]. A bit stronger than just appeared. Christ's appearance is a 
revelation, although the editor has used this word, in previous chapters, of 
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miracles etc. and not of a resurrection appearance. "He showed himself as he is", 
Morris.  

toiV mathtaiV (hV ou) "to [his] disciples" - TO THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM 
UPON = BESIDE THE SEA]. Dative of indirect object.  

           
        

       
ouJtwV adv. "[it happened this] way" - [BUT/AND HE WAS MANIFESTED] 

THUS. Adverb of manner; "This is how he revealed himself."  
   
v2 

ii] The disciples decide to go fishing, v2-3. John lists the disciples present. 
The sons of Zebedee are James and John, and it is generally assumed that "the 
beloved disciple" is John.  

oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. pas. part. "called [Didymus]" - [THERE WERE 
TOGETHER SIMON PETER AND THOMAS] THE ONE BEING CALLED [DIDYMUS]. The 
participle may be taken as a substantive, standing in apposition to "Thomas", or 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "Thomas." "Didymus" is the Greek word for the 
Hebrew "Thomas", both of which mean "twin". This seems an unusual common 
name to use of a person, but I actually knew a person whose commonly-used-
name was "brother". His childhood name stuck with him into old age.  

oJ "-" - THE ONE [FROM]. The article serves as an adjectivizer turning the 
prepositional phrase "from Galilee" into an attributive modifier; "Nathanael who 
was from Cana in Galilee."  

thV GalilaiaV (a aV) gen. "[Cana] in Galilee" - [CANA] OF GALILEE. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / locative; "from the village of Cana which is 
located in Galilee." A village northwest of Nazareth.  

oiJ "the sons" - THE ONES. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the 
genitive "of Zebedee" into a substantive, "the ones of = the sons of Zebedee."  

tou Zebedaiou (oV) gen. "of Zebedee" - OF ZEBEDEE. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational: "the sons of Zebedee." John has not mentioned the brothers, 
James and John, before.  

ek + gen. "[two other disciples were together]" - [AND OTHERS] FROM [THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM, TWO]. Here the preposition serves for a partitive genitive; "two 
others of his disciples." Why are they unnamed? It has been suggested that the 
"beloved disciples" was one of them and therefore he was not, as assumed, John, 
the son of Zebedee.  
   
v3 

The disciples seem directionless and so Peter proposes a fishing trip  
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 TiberiadoV (aV idoV) gen. "of Galilee" - OF TIBERIAS. The genitive is 
adjectival, idiomatic / identification, "the sea known as Tiberias"; "the sea of 
Tiberias, after whom the sea is named", Novakovic.



aJlieuein (aJlieuw) pres. inf. "[I am going] to fish" - [SIMON PETER SAYS 
TO THEM I AM GOING] TO FISH. The infinitive is adverbial, expressing purpose; "I 
am going out on the lake in order to fish".  

autoiV dat. pro. "[told] them" - [SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
sun + dat. "with [you]" - [THEY SAY TO HIM AND = ALSO WE ARE COMING] 

WITH [YOU]. Expressing association / accompaniment / participation.  
exhlqon (exercomai) aor. "they went out" - THEY WENT FORTH [AND 

ENTERED IN = EMBARKED]. Westcott argues that the disciples are leaving the 
house they were staying at in Capernaum, possibly Peter's house.  

to ploion "the boat" - [INTO] THE BOAT. The presence of the definite article 
implies that this is the boat that the disciples used for fishing, possibly owned by 
one or two of them. Possibly even "the particular boat" that nearly sunk two years 
before when weighed down with a great draft of fish.  

kai "but" - AND. Here probably adversative, as NIV.  
en + dat. "that night" - IN [THAT NIGHT THEY SEIZED = CAUGHT NOTHING]. 

Adverbial use of the preposition, serving to introduce a temporal clause; "during 
that night." The use of the demonstrative pronoun ekeinh/, "that", is somewhat 
emphatic, so not "the night", but "that memorable night", Harris.  
   
v4 

Jesus appears on the beach (rather than comes to it) and is not initially 
recognized - similar to Mary Magdalene's meeting with him.  

         
       

       
 

         
eiV "[Jesus stood] on [the shore]" - [JESUS STOOD] INTO, TOWARD [THE 

SHORE]. The textual variant epi is followed for meaning sake, although eiV has 
stronger support. "Stood" is a verb of motion in classical Greek and therefore eiV 
is grammatically correct, even though rendered "on" here. So here, eiV expresses 
arrival at after a verb of motion.  

oJti "that [it was Jesus]" - [BUT, HOWEVER THE DISCIPLES DID NOT KNOW = 
RECOGNIZE] THAT [IT IS JESUS]. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the disciples did not realize, namely that it was Jesus. The tense 
of their knowing / recognizing relates to the moment of their knowing.  
   
v5 
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 genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. part."[early in the morning]" - [BUT/AND 
EARLY MORNING] HAVING [ALREADY] COME. The genitive participle and its 

       
            

           

        
           
             

genitive subject "morning", forms a genitive absolute construction, 
temporal; "when dawn was already breaking" = "just as dawn was 
breaking", Barclay. 

 Jesus calls out to the disciples. His question implies a negative answer; 
"You haven't caught any fish have you?"



oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, or just 
transitional.  

paidia (on) "friends" - [JESUS SAYS TO THEM] CHILDREN, BOYS, LADS. An 
intimate title for the disciples, although not the usual word used by Jesus 
elsewhere in the gospel. "Lads, have you caught any fish?", Barclay.  

mh "[have]n't [you any fish]?" - [YOU HAVE] NOT [ANY FISH]? The word 
"have" carries the sense "caught" in the sentence. The negation mh is used in a 
question expecting the answer "no". You haven't caught any fish have you?"  
   
v6 

iv] The disciples respond, v6-8: Imaging the draught of fishes in the 
synoptics, Jesus tells them to cast the net out on the right side of the boat (there 
is no significance in this, other than it wasn't where they were fishing). The net 
ends up so full that they can't pull it into the boat.  

            
         

    
          

    
elkusai (elkuw) aor. inf. "[they were unable] to haul" - [AND YOU WILL 

FIND FISH. THEY THREW THEREFORE, AND NO LONGER WERE THEY STRONG 
enough] TO DRAG, DRAW. The infinitive is complimentary, completing the sense 
of the verb "they were strong." This verb is used in the gospel of drawing people 
to Christ. Barrett suggests that the use of this word is a further hint that this story 
is intended to be interpreted allegorically in terms of the apostolic mission.  

apo + gen. "because of" - FROM. Literally, "they were not strong to draw 
from the multitude of the fish." Interestingly, in similar constructions in John, dia 
+ acc. "because of / on account of", is used. It makes more sense if we give the 
preposition a causal sense in English, "because".  

twn icquwn (uV uoV) "[the large number] of fish" - [THE MULTITUDE] OF 
THE FISH. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
   
v7 

The beloved disciple recognizes the hand of Jesus in the event. He was also 
first to recognize the significance of the empty tomb. On hearing the words of the 
beloved disciple, Peter tucks his fisherman's smock up under his belt, jumps 
overboard and swims ashore.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical conclusion; "so 
the disciple whom Jesus loved said ..."  
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 eiV "on" - [BUT/AND HE SAID TO THEM, THROW = CAST THE NET] TO, 
INTO. Spatial, expressing direction of action, and arrival at. Literally, "throw to 
the right side of the boat"; "Shoot the net to starboard", NEB.
 tou ploiou (on) gen. "[the right side] of the boat" - The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive. 



oJn hgapa oJ IhsouV "whom Jesus loved" - [THAT DISCIPLE] WHOM JESUS 
WAS LOVING. Again, our author-editor underlines the spiritual perception of this 
disciple. He is the first to recognize the risen Lord. Note how he is again linked 
with Peter.  

tw/ Petrw/ (oV) "[said] to Peter" - [SAYS] TO PETER [IT IS THE LORD]. Dative 
of indirect object.  

        
       
         

         
oJti "-" - THAT [IT IS THE LORD]. Here introducing a dependent statement of 

perception, expressing what Peter had heard said.  
diezwsato (doazwnnumi) aor. "he wrapped [his outer garment around 

him]" - TIED AROUND, TUCKED UP, PUT ON [THE OUTER GARMENT]. Peter is 
    

    
         

        
        

 
gar "for" - FOR [HE WAS UNCLOTHED (wearing only his loincloth)]. 

Introducing a causal clause explaining why Peter put on his outer garment.  
ebalen (ballw) aor. "jumped" - [AND] THREW [HIMSELF INTO THE SEA]. 

"Threw himself into the lake", Cassirer.  
   
v8 

                
        

   
tw/ ploiariw/ (on) "[followed] in the boat" - [BUT/AND THE OTHER 

DISCIPLES] IN THE BOAT [CAME]. The dative of "boat" may be instrumental, 
expressing means, "came by boat", but probably better local, "in the boat."  

suronteV (surw) pres. part. "towing" - DRAGGING, DRAWING. The 
participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their following in the 
boat.  

twn icquwn (uV ewV) gen. "[the net] full of fish" - [THE NET] OF FISH. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / of content; "full of fish", as NIV.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the other 
disciples stayed in the boat, rowing it ashore and towing the net full of fish.  
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 akousaV (akouw) part. "as soon as [Simon Peter] heard [him say]" - 
[THEREFORE SIMON PETER] HAVING HEARD. The participle is adverbial, probably 
temporal, as NIV. Peter is reacting to "John's" words since he still doesn't 
recognize the risen Lord. "When Peter heard that it is the Lord", ESV.

possibly working next to naked in a loin cloth and follows proper form by 
dressing before greeting an important guest. Brown suggests that the word 
properly means "tuck up" clothing to perform some chore, rather than "put on". 
So, Peter is probably dressed "lightly" in a working/fisherman's smock, rather 
than underclothing ("for he had taken it off"), and this he tucks up under his belt 
before diving into the water.

 The others follow in the boat, dragging the net full of fish to the shore. "The 
disciples' haul of fish is a parable of their missionary activity in the time that 
lies ahead", Bruce.



alla "-" - [THEY WERE NOT FAR FROM THE LAND] BUT. Strong adversative 
/ contrastive.  

wJV "about [a hundred yards]" - AS, LIKE = ABOUT [TWO HUNDRED CUBITS]. 
When used with numerals this particle expresses approximation; "about", as NIV.  
   
v9 

v] Jesus prepares breakfast, v9-13. Jesus has breakfast under way and asks 
the disciples to join him. Although presented in a matter-of-fact way, it is likely 
that we are being invited by John to look for a deeper meaning.  

       
      

   
apebhsan (apobainw) aor. "they landed" - THEY GOT OUT [INTO THE 

LAND]. When used of a boat the sense is "disembarked".  
anqrakian (a) "a fire of burning coals" - [THEY SEE] A CHARCOAL FIRE. 

Accusative direct object of the verb "to see." The coals may or may not be 
burning.  

keimenhn (keimai) pres. part. "there" - LYING. The participle serves as the 
accusative complement of the direct object "charcoal fire", standing in a double 
accusative construction and predicating / telling us something about the fire; 
"they saw a charcoal fire laid", Barclay, "piled up", Cassirer.  

oyarion (on) "fish" - [AND] FISH. The second direct object of the verb "to 
see." The fish and bread are singular, but a collective sense may be intended, 
particularly with the bread. The fish is most likely fresh, but John has used the 
word for dried/picked fish, as in the feeding of the 5,000. Certainly, the disciples' 
fish are fresh, but Jesus uses the same word when he asks them to contribute their 
fish to the fry-up. So, what's the point of this incident? Allegorical interpretations 
abound, but some symbolic sense may be intended. Is this another hint that the 
apostles are meant to be catching fish for the kingdom? A sacramental sense 
seems far-fetched, but a link with the feeding of the 5,000 may well be intended; 
See above.  

epikeimenon (epikeimai) pres. part. "on it" - LYING UPON [it AND A LOAF = 
BREAD]. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object 
"fish", as with "lying" above.  
   
v10 
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 wJV "when" - [THEREFORE] AS = WHEN. The comparative sense, "as / like" is 
not intended here, but rather a temporal sense, serving to introduce a temporal 
clause, as NIV.

 Jesus asks the disciples to contribute to the communal meal. Is Jesus 
reminding them of their partnership with him in the business of gathering fish for 
the kingdom? Jesus' request enables the disciples to discover how many fish there 
are and more importantly, that "the net was not torn" (none got away).



autoiV "[Jesus said] to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
enegkate (ferw) aor. imp. "bring" - A present imperative would be 

expected.  
         

      
          

      
nun adv. "just [caught]" - [WHICH YOU CAUGHT] NOW. Temporal adverb 

referring to time immediately before the present time, as NIV.  
   
v11 

               
           

      
   

           
          

           
       

       
            

         
            

           
     

    
anabh (anabainw) aor. "climbed aboard" - [THEREFORE SIMON PETER] 

WENT UP [AND DRAGGED THE NET INTO THE LAND]. The NIV has Peter getting 
into the boat to haul the net ashore, but it could just mean he went to the bank, on 
the shore line, to pull the net ashore.  

icquwn (oV) gen. "[it was full of large] fish" - [FULL OF LARGE] FISH. 
Genitive complement of the adjective "full of", limited by the attributive adjective 
"large."  

eJkaton penthkonta triwn gen. "153" - ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE. 
Genitive in agreement with "fish".  

o[ntwn (eimi) gen. pres. part. "even with [so many]" - [AND = AND YET] 
BEING [MANY THE NET DID NOT SPLIT]. The genitive participle with the genitive 
pronoun "many" form a genitive absolute construction. The sense is concessive, 
"even though it was full of large fish" - an unusual sense for a genitive absolute. 
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 apo "some [of the fish]" - some FROM [THE FISH]. Here the preposition 
serves as a partitive genitive. This is another example where the grammar of this 
chapter is slightly different to the rest of the gospel. In the rest of the gospel, 
ek is used to replace a partitive genitive.

                
                

              
           

               
              

              
             

              
                 

                 
              

                
             

  

 The number of the catch is 153. As already noted, much is often made of 
this number, given that it is so precise, but its significance may just lie in it 
being an impressive catch. Given the allegorical hints in this story, it is only 
natural that many commentators have moved into numerology to unlock the 
secret of what is a very specific number. See Barrett for the maths supporting 
the claim that it is a number of "completeness and perfection." The suggestion 
that it equalled the actual number of disciples at this point of time is interesting, 
but unsupported. Probably Augustine should have the last word; as far as he was 
concerned, the number is "a great mystery." So, what do we conclude from the 
facts that the fish were big, there were a lot of them, and, here's the point, none 
got away (at the first miraculous catch of fish the net was torn, cf., Luke 5)? 
Bruce makes the point that "the gospel net will never break, no matter how 
many converts it catches; there is no limit to the number it will take." Barrett 
draws a different conclusion: "the church remains one in spite of the number and 
variety of its members."



The genitive may be explained by attraction. "Although there were so many of 
them, the net was not broken", Barclay.  
   
v12 

         
     

         
            

       
deute adv. "come" - [JESUS SAYS TO THEM] COME [EAT BREAKFAST]. This 

adverb functions more as an exclamation than an imperative. Normally followed 
by an imperative as here, "eat breakfast" (the morning meal).  

          
      

       
twn maqhtwn (hV ou) gen. "of the disciples" - The genitive is adjectival, 

partitive.  
exetasai (exatazw) aor. inf. "[dared] ask" - [WAS DARING] TO SCRUTINIZE, 

EXAMINE, QUESTION [HIM, WHO ARE YOU]? The infinitive is complementary, 
    

eidoteV (eidon) perf. part. "they knew" - HAVING KNOWN. The participle is 
adverbial, possibly causal, "because they knew", even concessive, "although they 
knew", Morris.  

oJti "-" - THAT [IT IS THE LORD]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception, expressing what they knew.  
   
v13 

Does this description allude to either the last supper, or the feeding of the 
5,000, or to both? Fenton suggests that the "eucharistic allusions are strong here", 
but Morris argues that "it is not easy to draw a satisfactory conclusion" from the 
events.  

        
              

        
       

           
           

 
oJmoiwV adv. "the same with [the fish]" - [AND] LIKEWISE [THE FISH]. Modal 

adverb, expressing manner; "likewise, in the same way."  
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 Jesus' unusual presence prompts the disciples to wonder who it is, although 
deep down they know it is the Lord; they are overwhelmed by the mysterious 
nature of Jesus' person and feel unfamiliar in his presence. As Ridderbos notes, 
"knowing it was he, they shrink from entering into the mystery of his presence" 
- "His natural habitat is no longer earthly", Harris.

 oudeiV de "none" - NOT ONE BUT/AND. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
dare." The conjunction de (not found in all texts) functions as an adversative 
here, emphasizing that "not one" of the disciples dared ask Jesus.

completing the sense of the verb "was daring."

 ercetai (ercomai) pres. "[Jesus] came" - [JESUS] COMES. If he were 
standing next to the fire, why does he come over to it? The word is possibly not 
expressing motion, rather, it is pleonastic, ie., redundant, an unnecessary word 
and so best not translated.
 lambanei (lambanw) pres."took" - [AND] TAKES [THE BREAD AND GIVES 
it TO THEM]. The verbs in this verse are best translated in the historic present. 
Jesus takes the food and distributes it, functioning as the host.



   
v14 

vi] Conclusion, v14. John notes that this is the third time Jesus has appeared 
to his disciples as a group. Interestingly, it is the fourth time if we count Mary.  

triton (oV) "the third time" - [THIS WAS NOW] THIRD. Adverbial accusative 
modifying the verb "to reveal, manifest"; "Jesus was manifested for the third 
time."  

triton efanerwqh (fanerow) aor. mid./pas. "[Jesus] appeared" - [JESUS] 
WAS MANIFESTED. Interesting how John ignores Jesus' appearance to Mary (she 
is a woman?) and how Jesus' appearance to the disciples while fishing does not 
at all flow from chapter 20.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to his disciples" - TO THE DISCIPLES. Dative 
of indirect object.  

egerqeiV (egairw) aor. pas. part. "after he was raised" - HAVING BEEN 
RAISED. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV. Note again 
the possible theological passive, God does the raising, as NIV, although the 
passive here does not necessarily imply the action of another; "this was the third 
time, now, that Jesus appeared to the disciples after rising from the dead", 
Moffatt.  

ek + gen. "from [the dead]" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
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21:15-25 

The Epilogue 21:1-25 
ii] Feed my sheep 
Synopsis  

The beach breakfast concludes with Jesus in conversation with Peter. Three 
times Jesus asks Peter whether he loves him and three times Peter replies in the 
affirmative. On each occasion Jesus instructs Peter to care for his sheep and then 
goes on to speak to the issue of Peter's death. Following Peter's question 
concerning the beloved disciple, our author addresses the urban myth that the 
beloved disciple would not die before the return of Jesus. Finally, the author-
editor indicates that the tradition recorded in this gospel derives from the written 
works of the beloved disciple.  
   
Teaching  

Always follow Jesus.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:1-14.  
   

ii] Structure: Feed my Sheep:  
Jesus recommissions Peter, v15-19: 

A threefold affirmation of love; 
"Feed my sheep." 

  
  

The urban myth concerning John's death, v20-23; 
Ascription by the author-editor, v24-25. 

"We know that his testimony is true."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
It's interesting how this chapter seems to pick up from the conclusion 

of Mark's gospel. In Mark's gospel the women have found the tomb empty 
and there, at the tomb, a young man tells them to pass on a message to the 
disciples and to Peter. They are to tell them that Jesus is going before them 
into Galilee.  

So, the disciples are now in Galilee and Jesus singles Peter out. As we 
all know too well, it is easy to destroy our standing within the fellowship 
of believers, and Peter has certainly done that by denying Jesus three times. 
Here is a man whose confession grounds the Christian church, now 
blighted by his failure to stand up for Jesus. Jesus sets out to restore Peter's 
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Peter's martyrdom 
"Follow me."



        
           
      

        
       

       
  

       
           

     
            

       
     

            
       

      
           

            
           

     
          

            
        

         
       

    
       

      
       

       
    

   
The move from Peter to the beloved disciple in v20 is not a move to a 

new topic. Peter is restored to his pastoral role and is called "to follow", 
akolouqei; the beloved disciple is already akolouqounta, "following". 
As Barrett notes, although the beloved disciple will not be a martuV, 
"martyr", like Peter, he is responsible for the marturia, namely, the 
tradition which makes up this gospel. "While Peter's destiny lay in the God-
glorifying significance of his death (a self-offering for Jesus flock), Jesus' 
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standing by three times asking him whether he loves him, and then three 
times instructing him to feed the flock. This has "the effect of giving an 
almost official sanction to his restoration to his rightful place of leadership 
(although not "absolute primacy")", Morris. Barrett, on the other hand, does 
not see "rehabilitation" as central, but rather that Jesus' words serve 
to cement Peter's role as the "great pastor" who would follow Jesus even 
unto death.
 John's use of two different verbs for "love" in the exchange between 
Peter and Jesus is interesting. Just as it is unclear whether John is making 
a point about mission and fellowship in the opening narrative, v1-14, so it 
is unclear whether he is drawing a distinction between the verbs he uses 
for "love". In the three exchanges between Peter and Jesus, Jesus uses 
agapaV, agapaV, and fileiV, and Peter uses filw, filw, and filw. Barrett, 
Brown, Carson, Keener, ........ argue that there is no difference in meaning 
between the two verbs; both agapaw, and filew, mean "to love." This is 
particularly evident throughout the gospel. Still, some commentators, eg., 
Hunter, have argued for a distinction, agapaw meaning brotherly love, and 
filew meaning friendship love; note the NEB footnote. So, Jesus may be 
saying to Peter "Do you love me?", and Peter says "You know I'm fond of 
you." So again a second time, but on the third time Jesus asks "Are you 
fond of me / are you my friend?", and Peter replies "You know everything, 
you know that I'm fond of you / that I'm your friend." Porter Gk argues that 
the words are not exact synonyms since filew deals with interpersonal 
relationships, whereas agapaw deals with levels of esteem. So, is Jesus 
dissatisfied with Peter's answer and so asks again, but finally accepts his 
incapacity for agapaw and so resorts to filew? This may explain why 
Peter is yet "to follow"", v19, whereas the beloved disciple is already 
"following". Schnackenburg argues that John's choice of these key words 
(including "lambs" and "sheep", and "care for" and "shepherd") serves only 
"to bring variety and colour", but the weighted difference between the two 
verbs should not be so easily dismissed.



purpose for the other disciple lay rather in his continuing (a continuing 
witness until the coming of his Lord in glory)", Ridderbos.  

The continuing of the beloved disciple comes with an inherent 
problem. It seems likely that the beloved disciple has finally succumbed to 
old age, and so his continuing needs to be properly defined. The urban-
myth that the beloved disciple would not die before Christ's return has 
developed because people have failed to give due weight to Jesus' 
statement, "if it is my will."  
   

     
      

             
           
   
The first part, v24. It is possible to argue that the words state that the 

beloved disciple is the author of the gospel, but they can also mean that he 
is the authoritative source for the tradition used by the author-editor to 
shape the gospel as we now have it. Either way, the claim is made here that 
"the witness to the truth of this Gospel is one who was in close touch with 
all that is described in it", Bruce; "And we know that his testimony is true", 
ie., the author-editor and his associates (unless he is using the royal plural!) 
know that the source is reliable.  

The second postscript, v25. There is no clear indication as to the 
identity of the plural "we know", v24, and the singular "I suppose", v25, 
but it is likely to be the author-editor who speaks for himself in v25 and his 
Johannine circle of associates in v24. His point is simple enough, well 
expressed in the old hymn, The love of God is greater far, (with a nod to 
Browning!): 

Could we with ink the ocean fill, 
And were the skies of parchment made; 
Were every stalk on earth a quill, 
And every man a scribe by trade; 
To write the love of God alone 
Would drain the ocean dry; 
Nor could the scroll contain the whole, 
Though stretched from sky to sky.  

   
Text - 12:15 

Feed my Sheep, v15-25: i] Jesus recommissions Peter, v15-19; a) A threefold 
affirmation of love, v15-18. The restoration of Peter's apostolic position within 
the fellowship of believers.  
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 The postscript, v24-25, can be viewed as two separate elements. Codex 
Sinaiticus has a subscription after v24 which is rubbed out and replaced 
with v25 followed by the subscription. Did the copyist have a text before 
him without v25? It is unclear, but it is likely that both verses are from the 
same hand.



oun "-" - THEREFORE. Probably transitional here rather than inferential, and 
so left untranslated.  

oJte "when" - WHEN [THEY ATE]. Temporal conjunction serving to introduce 
a temporal clause; "After they had eaten", TEV.  

tw/ Simwni (wn wnoV) dat. "[said] to Peter" - [JESUS SAYS] TO PETER. 
Dative of indirect object.  

          
        

           
       

               
            

   
toutwn gen. pro. "[more] than these" - [MORE] OF THESE ones / things. The 

genitive demonstrative pronoun is ablative, of comparison after the adverb of 
manner, "more, in greater measure", "more than these." The sense is not overly 
clear. Is Peter being asked whether he loves Jesus more than the other disciples 
do, or more than he loves his fellow disciples, or more than he loves fishing 
(toutwn can be either masc. or neut.)? Peter has claimed a special love for Jesus, 
and yet failed him, so the first option is probably best; "Do you really love me?"  

oJti "[you know] that [I love you]" - [HE SAYS TO HIM, YES LORD, YOU 
KNOW] THAT [I AM FOND OF, FRIEND OF YOU]. Introducing a dependent statement 
of perception expressing what Jesus should know, according to Peter.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [HE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object. "Then feed 
my lambs", Brown, ie., Brown highlights the implied consequence of the claim 
"to love."  

          
                 

      
        
        
     

   
   
v16 

This time Jesus does not add pleon toutwn, "more than these ones" to his 
question, but he does use the word poimaine, "shepherd" ("exercise the office of 
shepherd", Morris), instead of boske, "feed" (Pastoral primacy cannot be 
assumed by Jesus' use of this word, but nor should Peter's role in the founding 
Christian community be depreciated). Again, Peter uses filw, "I am fond of, 
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 Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "[Simon] son of John" - [SIMON] OF JOHN. 
The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / relational, as NIV. The address "Simon 
son of John" is rather formal. The only other use is found in 1:42. It would be 
similar to us addressing someone we know well by their surname rather than 
their given / Christian name; "So Mr Johnson (ie., Son of John), do you love 
me ......?", rather than "So Peter, do you love me ....?" Jesus is relating to Peter 
"less familiarly", so Brown.

 boske (boskw) pres. imp. "feed [my lambs]" - FEED [THE LAMBS OF ME]. 
This verb is used of tending, feeding a flock, so "take care of", TEV. The verb is 
repeated for the third command. For the second command Jesus uses the verb 
poimaive, "to shepherd, feed"; "be a shepherd to my sheep", Barclay. As with 
"sheep" and "lambs ("little sheep", LB)", and "love" and "friendship 
love", no distinction is probably intended between these two verbs, but all the 
differences have made for many interesting sermons!



friend of", in response to Jesus' question agapaV, "do you love me", the 
significance of which is unclear.  
   
v17 

Being asked a third time to confirm his love for Jesus is quite distressing for 
Peter, probably because it reminds him of his denial of Jesus. Yet, with each 
reminder Jesus confirms Peter's continuing role as an apostle, a shepherd of the 
sheep.  

            
   

autw/ dat. "[he said] to him" - [HE SAYS] TO HIM [THE THIRD time, SIMON OF 
JOHN ARE YOU FOND OF, FRIEND OF ME]? Dative of indirect object.  

oJti "because [Jesus asked him the third time]" - [PETER WAS SADDENED, 
GRIEVED] BECAUSE [HE SAID THE THIRD ARE YOU FOND OF, FRIEND OF ME]. 

      
           

         
          
          

       
            

            
  
oJti "[you know] that [I love you]" - [AND HE SAYS TO HIM, LORD, YOU 

KNOW ALL THINGS, YOU KNOW] THAT [I AM FOND OF, FRIEND OF YOU]. 
Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus should 
know with respect to Peter's affection for him.  

mou gen. pro. "[feed] my [sheep]" - [JESUS SAYS TO HIM, FEED THE SHEEP] 
OF ME. The genitive is adjectival, relational, limiting "sheep"; "Take care of my 
sheep", TEV.  
   
v18 
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Introducing a causal clause explaining why Peter was saddened; "Peter was 
deeply hurt because of Jesus' third question, 'Are you my friend?", Phillips. 
Note how Phillips draws out the distinction between the two main verbs filew, 
"to be friend of", and agapaw, "to love." Junkins also draws out the distinction 
translating filew as "to like", although Cassirer's "to be dear to" is far better; 
"You know well enough that you are dear to me." Interestingly, Knox in his 
translation takes agapaw to mean "care for" and filew "to love", so Jesus starts 
out asking Peter "do you care for me?" and finishes up asking "do you love 
me?" Yet, it is likely that John intends no distinction between the two words.

 b) Peter's martyrdom, v18-19. Jesus now predicts Peter's martyrdom by 
crucifixion, which death will reveal God's glory. Of course, Jesus' words are 
somewhat enigmatic and could just refer to being feeble in old age. Yet, by the 
time this gospel is written, Peter has already been martyred and so John, in v19, 
indicates how the kind of death Peter suffered, fulfils Jesus' words.  None-the- 
less, the words are not specific to crucifixion; Schnackenburg argues that they 
only refer to martyrdom. Clement, AD 96, tells us that Peter was martyred, but 
doesn't tell us how. Tertullian, AD 212, referring to this text, states that it was

 to triton "the third time" - The accusative articular adjective serves as 
an adverb of time.



"when Peter was bound to the cross that he was girt by someone else", but his 
words carry only limited historical weight.  

amhn amhn legw soi "very truly I tell you" - TRULY, TRULY I SAY TO YOU. 
See 5:24.  

oJte "when" - WHEN [YOU WERE YOUNG YOU WERE DRESSING YOURSELF 
AND WALKING ABOUT WHEREVER YOU WILLED]. This temporal conjunction serves 
to introduce a temporal clause. The verbs "to dress" and "to walk about" are 
imperfect, expressing customary action.  

           
       

     
zwsei (zwnimmi) fut. "[someone else] will dress [you]" - [AND ANOTHER] 

WILL DRESS [YOU AND CARRY WHERE YOU DO NOT WISH]. The second use of this 
verb in the verse is likely to carry the sense "to bind", so Peter will stretch out his 
hands, as in crucifixion, and someone "will bind, fasten" him, as of being bound 
with rope to a crossbeam for crucifixion, so Barrett, Brown, ...  
   
v19  

shmainwn (shmainw) pres. part, "to indicate" - [BUT/AND HE SAID THIS] 
INDICATING, SIGNIFYING. The participle is adverbial, best treated as final, 
expressing purpose; "in order to show."  

qnatw/ (oV) dat. "the [kind of] death" - TO [WHAT KIND OF] DEATH. The 
dative is adverbial, modal, expressing manner; "by what sort of death." "Jesus 
was indicating the way in which Peter would die", TEV.  

doxasei (doxazw) fut. "will glorify [God]" - The statement sits within 
indirect speech, so "by what means he would glorify God." The sense is a little 
unclear. The phrase can simply mean "to die"; "indicate the kind of death Peter 
was to die." John may be saying that in his death Peter would show how glorious 
God is, ie., Peter's death will reproduce, on a human level, the death of Jesus by 
which Jesus revealed God's glory, so Lindars, .... Even just, "it will bring praise 
and honour to God", Pfitzner. The sense may be that Peter's death serves to 
"honour God", Goodspeed. Cf., 12:23, 15:8. The idea of following Jesus through 
death into glory is latent in the text, so Schnackenburg.  

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "then he said" - HAVING SAID [THIS HE SAID]. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "after saying this he said to him", 
ESV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
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 oJtan + subj. "when [you are old]" - [BUT/AND] WHENEVER [YOU GROW OLD 
YOU WILL EXTEND THE HANDS OF YOU]. This construction introduces an 
indefinite temporal clause, translated as definite, "when ...."

 moi dat. pro. "[follow] me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow 
on."  The present tense of the imperative verb "to follow" is durative,  it probably



         
       

   
v20 

        
        

       
       

        
         

        
         

         
           

          
         

      
epistrafeiV (epistrefw) aor. part. "[Peter] turned [and saw]" - [PETER] 

HAVING TURNED [SEES THE DISCIPLE WHOM JESUS WAS LOVING]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the main verb "to see", 
as NIV.  

      
        

   
        

     
           

        
 

   
           

        
en + dat. "at [the supper]" - [WHO AND = ALSO RECLINED] IN [THE SUPPER 

UPON THE BREAST OF HIM]. The preposition here is adverbial, temporal, "during 
the supper", as NIV. The second half of the verse serves as an explanatory 
comment and so is usually bracketed, as NIV.  

oJ paradidouV (paradidwmi) pres. part. "to betray [you]" - [AND SAID 
LORD, WHO IS] THE ONE GIVING OVER = BETRAYING [YOU]? The participle serves 
as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be. "and said, 'Lord, who is 
your betrayer?'" Rieu.  
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expresses habitual action, so Harris. Does Jesus mean "follow me as a disciple", 
or "follow me in your death"? Brown opts for both.

 ii] The urban myth concerning John's death, v20-23. Peter has obviously 
understood that he must suffer and die for the Lord, and so asks "what about 
John?" Peter's question is probably less than gracious, given Jesus' reply. Jesus 
seems to address an unspoken element in Peter's question, something like, it's 
unfair that the beloved disciple gets to live, while Peter gets to be martyred. Jesus' 
reply is sharp and to the point; "If I want him to live until I come, what business 
is that of yours?" - Jesus' plans for the beloved disciple are none of Peter's 
business. Yet, it seems that these words of Jesus have been misunderstood over 
the years and so the author-editor corrects them. The beloved disciple has 
obviously died by this time, a fact that has disturbed many of the believers who 
thought Jesus would return before his death. It seems unlikely that the only reason 
for recording this exchange between Peter and Jesus is to clear up an urban myth 
about John, but some commentators do run this argument.

 akolouqounta (akolouqew) pres. part. "was following [them]" - 
FOLLOWING. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct 
object "the disciple" standing in a double accusative construction. The verb "to 
follow" here takes the sense of "coming up behind", but it is likely that the author- 
editor is making a point about the beloved disciple in the choice of a word which 
in this gospel means "to follow as a disciple." The beloved disciple is still 
"following", when Jesus says to Peter "follow me." In 1:38 both disciples are 
akolouqountaV, "following". If our author-editor is making this point, then it is 
quite possible that there is a weighted difference between the two verbs 
agapaw and filew. Unlike the beloved disciple, Peter has some catching up to 
do! Brown doubts this implication, but Barrett sees something in it.



   
v21  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection, "so, 
consequently."  

idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "when [Peter] saw [him]" - [PETER] HAVING SEEN 
[THIS ONE SAYS TO JESUS]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, 
as NIV.  

         
   

           
   
v22  

ean + subj. "if [I want him]" - IF, as may be the case, [I WILL HIM TO REMAIN 
UNTIL I COME then WHAT TO YOU]? Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause 
where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true. "Suppose I 
would like him to remain until I come", Brown.  

        
         

 
eJwV "until [I come]" - Future referencing temporal conjunction.  
proV + acc. "to [you]" - [WHAT is that] TOWARD, TO [YOU]. Here expressing 

reference / respect; "How is that of any concern to you?" "Is that your business?" 
Phillips.  

akolouqei (akolouqew) pres. imp. "[you] must follow" - [YOU] FOLLOW. 
Barrett makes a point of the emphatic position of this verb, brought out by the 
NIV "must follow." The pronoun su, "you", is also emphatic by position and use; 
"what is required of you is that you should follow me", Cassirer.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - TO ME. Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow 
on."  
   
v23 

oun "because of this" - THEREFORE [THIS WORD WENT OUT TOWARD THE 
BROTHERS]. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, "So therefore ....."  

oJti "that" - THAT [THAT DISCIPLE IS NOT TO DIE]. Here epexegetic specifying 
the content of "this word" (the rumour), namely "this disciple is not to die." The 
present tense of the verb "to die" would be futuristic, so the rumour is that "this 
disciple will not die" = the tense at the time when stated.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point.  
oJti "[Jesus did not say] that" - [JESUS DID NOT TELL HIM] THAT [HE IS NOT 

TO DIE]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
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 tiv "what [about him?]" - BUT/AND THIS man, WHAT about him]? 
Predicate nominative. Here the interrogative pronoun serves to introduce an 
elliptical question; "Peter asks, 'Lord, what will happen to him?'" NEB.

 menein (menw) pres. inf. "to remain" - TO REMAIN, ABIDE, CONTINUE. 
Complementary infinitive completing the sense of the verb "to will." "If I choose 
that he should survive ..", Moffatt. Accusative subject of the infinitive is auton.



expressing what Jesus did not say. "Jesus never told him that he was not going to 
die", Brown.  

alla "but" - BUT [IF I WILL HIM TO REMAIN UNTIL I COME WHAT IS THAT 
TOWARD YOU]? Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "not 
...... but ......." For the syntax of the conditional clause, see v22 above. The point 
being made by our author-editor is that Jesus' statement is not to be taken as a 
prophetic announcement; it is a "What if. " "All he said was: 'Suppose I would 
like him to remain until I come. How does that concern you?'" Brown.  
   
v24 

        
          

      
         

         
written", this participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the disciple." Morris 
suggests that the present tense indicates that the beloved disciple is still alive, but 
we do better to follow Schnackenburg who states that the present tense is used to 
show that the beloved disciple "lives on in his testimony." "This is the disciple 
who was eyewitness to all these things and wrote them down", Peterson.  

peri + gen. "to [these things]" - ABOUT [THESE THINGS AND THE ONE 
HAVING WRITTEN THESE THINGS]. Expressing reference / respect; "about, 
concerning"; "It is this very disciple who bears witness concerning these things", 
Cassirer.  

         
       
        

         
     

           
          

      
       

      
   
v25 

Could we with ink the ocean fill. Our author-editor concludes the gospel by 
reinforcing "the selection principle already mentioned in 20:30-32 and further 
draws attention to the multitude of remarkable works performed by Jesus the 
Messiah", Kostenberger.  
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 iii] Ascription by the author-editor, v24-25. Peter honoured God in his death, 
the beloved disciple in his remaining and testifying, an eyewitness testimony 
which the author-editor, and his Johannine circle, can vouch for.

 oJti "[we know] that" - [AND WE KNOW] THAT [THE TESTIMONY OF HIM IS 
TRUE]. Serving to introduce an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what "we know." Against the view that the plural is used of the author- 
editor and his Johannine circle, is the view that the plural is a statement of 
autography by the beloved disciple John, common in postscripts, cf., Gal.6:11, 
Col.4:18, 2Thes.3:17, Philem.18. The introductory use of the third person verb 
to-be, estin, "This is the disciple", mitigates against this argument, although it is 
noted that ancient writers sometimes introduce themselves in the third person, 
eg., Thucydides introduces himself with the words "Thucydides, the son of 
Oloros, who composed this history."

 oJ marturwn (marturew) pres. part. "[the disciple] who testifies" - [THIS IS 
THE DISCIPLE] THE ONE TESTIFYING.   As with oJ grayaV, "the one having



de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the postscript.  
polla adj. "many [other] things" - [THERE IS AND = ALSO] MANY [OTHER] 

things [WHICH JESUS DID WHICH]. The adjective serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb to-be.  

ean + subj. "if " - IF, as my be the case, [THEY ARE WRITTEN ACCORDING TO 
ONE then I SUPPOSE THE WORLD IT = ITSELF NOT able TO HOLD THE BOOKS 
BEING WRITTEN]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the proposed 
condition has the possibility of coming true.  

kaq (kata) + acc. "every [one of them]" - ACCORDING TO [ONE]. 
Distributive use of the preposition with e{n, "one", giving the sense "one by one, 
separately."  

         
             

      
        

        
          

              
       

cwrhsai (corew) aor. inf. "[could not] hold" - [is NOT able] TO HOLD. The 
infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what is supposed, "that .........to hold." The accusative subject of the 
infinitive is "the world" with its intensified pronoun "it" = "itself". The infinitive 
is also complementary, completing the sense of an assumed verb "to be able"; "I 
suppose that the world itself could not contain the books", ESV.  

grafomena (grafw) pres. mid./pas. part. "[the books] that would be 
written" - [THE BOOKS] BEING WRITTEN. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting books; "The whole world could not hold the books that would be 
written", NEB.  
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finis

              
         

       
      

       
          

       

 oi\mai (oiomai) pres. "I suppose" - I THINK, SUPPOSE. The change from the 
plural "we know" in v24 to the singular here indicates a single hand in the 
composition of the gospel, the plural in v24 is simply inclusive of the author's 
Johannine community which has preserved John's gospel tradition. Note that 
this verb was often used by historians of the time to express authorial modesty. 
Note also that the integrity of the verse is evident in the use of the singular, for 
if it was added after the composition of v24, then we would expect the 
continuation of a plural voice. "I doubt .....", NAB.

Sid 10/23


